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To Governor William ·L. Harding , and" Members of the ~Geolog-
, ical Board::' , .' -' ; ' .' 
. GENTLEMEN: I beg leave to ' tr~smit' tq y,ou herewi~h se~~ 
~ral papers witH the recommendation that they be published 
as V ohime XXIX of the · Survey. 'This Y olume will co~stitu~e 
the Twenty--eighth apd Twenty-ninth Annual Reports of th~ 
Iowa Geological Sllr.-vey. The titles . of the, papers supmitted 
. and th:e names of the authors of the papers ~re as follows: , . 
. Minerai Production in Iowa for 1919 and! 19'20, by James H. 
Lees. 
Petroleum and Natural Gas in Iowa, by Jesse V. Howell. , 
The Origin and History of Extinct Lake · Calvin, by Walter H. 
Schoewe; . , - . ~ 
The Missouri Series of the Pennsylvanian in Southwestern 
Iowa, by John L. Tilton. " 
New Echinoderms from the- Maquoketa Beds of Fayette Coun,: 
. ty, Iowa, .by Arthur W. Slocom and August F. Foerste. ': 
Echinoderms of the Iowa Devonian,. by Abram O. Thomas. 
A brief statement with regard to each of these papers will 
familiarize you with their content and will enable " you to 
appreciate thelir value· to the people of our State and to per--
sons elsewhere who are interested in the geological features 
of Iowa. 
.' 
MIN:E}:tAL . PRODUCTION IN I01VA. FOR 1919 AND 1920. 
During' Hie years I919 'and 1920 ·the Survey co-operated as 
in 'former years 'with the United States Geological Survey in 
the preparation of statistics of mineral production in Iowa~ 
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The value of the output in 1919 amounted at · tlie places of 
production to $37,882,183, which was $859,826 less than that 
of the previous year. The decrease was due largely to the 
f;maller output of coal in 1919. .on the other hand, in 1920 
the mineral production rose to $57,062,317, an increase ca.used 
hy rises in . the output and especially in the values of the chief 
minerals produced. Coal ' was the leading product and clay 
wares, cement, gypsum, and sand and gravel were the other 
important materials. / 
In 1919 there was mined 5,624,692 tons of coal which had 
a value of $17,352,620. ·The strike o~ miners lowered the 
output much below ' normal as was the case in all the union- , 
!zed states. In 1920, however, the output increased to 7,774,916 
tons with a value of $30,605,847. The· average value per ton 
at the mine rose from $3.08 in 1919 to $3.94 in 1920. Iowa 
held. eleventh· place among the coal mining states in 1919. The 
tJnitedStates is the largest producer of coal in the world and 
in ,1918 mined 46.2 per cent of the world's total output. 
. The production of clay wares experienced :a healthy growth 
duri;ng both years being considered. T4e output in 1919 was 
valued at $8,125,324 and in 1920 at $10,489,232, both of wHioh 
figures are the largest in the history of the industry in Iowa. 
,The most important product during both "years was drain tile, 
in which this state leads all the states of the Union. The next 
materi~l in order wa:;; fireproofing and the third was common 
brick. The values . of these . three in 1920 were $4,760,115, 
$3,048,776 and $1,146,182 . respectively'. The unit prices of 
these products as well as other clay wares show noteworthy in-
creases each year. Iowa is hardly to be ranked as one of the 
great producers of clay 'Wares, except a~s to drain tile and 
hollow building tile (fireproofing), in which she was third 
in 1920, as she produces ann~ally less than 3 per cent of the 
national output. 
The limestone and lime sold,in Iowa in i919 was valued at 
$567,356, while that sold in 1920 was worth $840,544. Most 
of the stone is crushed-over 379,000 ' tons each year. The use 
of 'Qnely ground :limestone in agriculture is increasing as shown 
by a consumption of over 46,000 ' tons in 1919 wd over 67,000 
tons' in 1920. 
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Sand and gravel .are important natural resources of Hue 
state as is . sh01Vll by a production of 2,093,471 tons, 'valued 
at $1,383,764, in 1919 and of 2,467,644 tons, valued at $1,993,441, 
in 19>20. Nearly half a million tons of gravel and over two · 
hundred thousand tons of ·sand w~re used for paving in 1920, 
while over a million tons of sand ' and ~ quarter of .a milli().n 
tons of gravel were used in buildings. 
. For many· years Io.wa has been one of the important pro-
ducers of gypsum and its products.-wall plaster, fireproofing 
tile, blocks, boards, etc., plaster of Paris and other materials. 
The last report of the Survey dealt 'with this subject in a most 
thorough manner. The production of gypsum materials in 
1919 and 1920 showed the same upward trend as that of ().ther 
minerals ~and rose from a value of $1,976,414 in 1918 to· 
$2,634,444 in 1919 and $4,422,965"·in 1920. In both years Iowa 
ranked next to the leader, New York, in value of outPllt. One 
of the remarkahle features of this industry 'is the great in-
crease in the output and value of gypsum boards. and blocks . . 
In 1917 thf' production of these materials was 36,504 tOlis, 
with an average value per ton of $8.80, but· in 1920 the pro-
duction had rh;en to 88,212 tons, which sold at an average 
. :price of $18;56 per ton. The use of raw gypsum as fertilizer 
is on the increase as shown by sales of 41,404 tons: in 1920, 
the largest amount shown by any state, as compared with 
12,923 tons sold in 1916: It is most gratifying to be able to 
state to the Board that the published report of our Survey on 
gjpsum which was prepared by Dr. Frank Wilder has been 
r.eceived inost enthusiasticany by persons in various parts of 
the world who are . interested in gypsum. It will be one of the 
chietf sources of information about gypsum for many years to 
. (,orne. . 
Only a few years ago Iowa entered t~e field 'as a producer 
Qf Po·rtland cement, yet today she stands eighth among the 
states in thiR .regard. The shipments in 1919 and 1920 were 
valued at $7,798,347 and $8,742,854 respectively. The annual 
consumption in Iowa is about 3,360,000 harrels:, or about 1.40 
barrels per capita of her pop11lation. This puts her in fourth 
place in per capita amount. Iowa is also one of the leading 
states in the production of concrete stone and block. In 1919 
" 
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she 'ranked fourth ~d in ,1920 first · in !this. industry. The 
value.'. 6~ the .articlesproduced was $706,146 in 1919 and 
$1,397,2.66 in 1920: ' ' . , 
" Other materials produced in the state: were: mineral..waters, 
valued at $5,703 in i919 and $3,419· in 1920; :potash, of which 
89 tons, valued at $20;025, was made in 1919 from sug~ beet 
waste; and natural ~as, valued at $185 in 1919 and $290.in 
1920.. Some ferro-alloys were produced in 1919, although the 
value, is , not stated. 
PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS IN IOWA. 
The great demand for ',petroleum and its products,particu-
larly gasoline and lUbricating oils, has led to an intensive 
search for new supplies land a . no less intensive search for 
buy:ers of stock a.n oil companIes. In both of these lines of en-
deavor much of the effort 4~S been honest, however intelligent 
or ' uninformed, but much ~as been fraudulent. Iowa ip com-
mon with most states of the Union has had her full share of 
bo'th classes of these t~o lines of ~ffort and doubtl'ess win have 
an abundance in time to come. In order to offer the best 
available information to those who have in view either the 
undertaking of a search for lOil or gas or the .investment of 
" money in stocks of oil companies the Survey ha:s had prepared 
a report on oil and gas in Iowa. The write,r . of 'this report, 
Dr. Jesse V. Howell, haS not o:Q.ly been a student of the geology 
of Iowa for several years but has had five years' experience 
as petroleum 'geologist for several oil , companies in the Mid- , 
Continent oil fierds. Therefore he is in positiop. to write auth-
oritatively on ':the subject in hand. , 
The first chapter :of the report is devoted to a discussion 
of the physical cop:ditions attending the formation and accu-
In'Q,lation of oil a~d gas~ the surface indications of oil and gas, 
the geologic conditions . and structur:e of Iowa, including par-
ticularly the possil;>ilities of the occurrence of oil ' and gas in 
the diffe.rent geological formations present in the state, and 
a . summary qf the. ,eyi~ence ,regarding thepr~sence of these. 
mi:Q.erals in- Iowa ,and. the, area's in which drilling sho,,:!ld be 
especially disc.ouraged. 
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The writer states that the evidence indicates 'overwhelmingly 
that petroleum .has been formed from the remains of plants 
and animals en~rapped in marine or brackish water sediments 
and kept from decaying by the salt in the water. This material 
Wt'ts later decomposed by the' action of bacteria and through 
metamorphism of the rocks.-that ,ls,. changes due to heat and 
pressure Caused by movements of the earth's crust or . by 
,,'eight of ,overlying strata. Later accumulation of the oil ' or 
gas is dependent on the presenc~ of, a reservoir of suitable 
character, in other words Of favorable structure and sufficient 
porosity, and with a cover tight , enough to prevent the escape 
'of the .liquids 'or gases'. A table gives the ' geologic horizons 
in which the oils of the different fields of the United States 
occur. 
, One of ' the int"erestiilg points brought out is' the relation 
·between the percentage of carbon in the coals of a region and 
the possibility of the occllrrimce of oil and gas in that region. 
It has been shown that . where 'coal contains more than sixty-
five per cent of ' fixed carbon, commercial deposits of oil have 
not been and probably will not be found. Most of the ' oil 
fields of ~t\merica are in regions: where the fixed carbon per-
centage is between forty-Ave and fifty-five. ' Examination of 
,eighteen hundred analyses .of Iowa coals shows that they, con-
tain from forty-five to sixty per cent carbon. Therefore this 
'factor is not of itself decisive either for or ' against the pres-
~ence of oil. ' 
, ,After discussing iil detail the structures which are~ favotable 
to oi1 accl:lIllulation and the relationofgroUIid water to ac-
cumulation Doctor 'Howell describes the surface indications 
'of oil aiIla. gas. One is oil ::;eepages and springs, which Iwhile 
common in some fields are not so in the Mid-Continent fields. 
,Bituminous 'rocks ru-e more . often unfavorable than favorable 
'as they : indicate that any oil' which was ' present in the' past 
has ' escaped through evaporation: Oil sllales ' ·are rocks con-
taiIiing' organic matte'r which h'as 'not yet proceeded.far enough 
'in its decomposition to have petroIeum . . They are not indi-
'eators' of oil. Coal beds are often considered as evidence of 
th e presence of oil but there is no relationship iJ1. origin or'in 
mode of accumulation of the two materials and the presence 
. ' 
· . 
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of one usually indicates the ab~e~ce of 'the other. There are 
many misleading indications, among which are: a scum oJ}. 
quiet waters,' which is usually iron oxide rather than oil: a 
film of oil op. drillings or water baled from wells which ~r~ 
being drilled, which comes from the oil used on the machinery; 
and the similarity of the topography of it region to that of 
other regions where oil is known to be present, which is abso-
lutely valueless. Even the occurrence of fossils i:s not an indi~ 
cation 'of the existence of oil. . 
The geological formations are ;discussed in detail and the 
p~obabilitie!'S ' of oil 'Qeing found in such well known hori~ons as 
the Phitteville (Trenton),' Sihlrian, Devonian, and the Chero-
kee shales, are 'considered. The pr9spect is stated to be dis-
tinctly discouraging. The, ,only part of the state for which 
any hope is held out is ' the southwestern, . including most of 
the three southern tiers of counties as far east as Winterset, 
Osceola and Leon. I There is no use in drilling, either here or 
elsewhere, below the upper' part of the St. Peter sandsfone. 
The chance of failure, even in southwestern I6wa, is very high. 
a'he second chapter of the report deals 'with stock promotion 
and outlines the methods in vogue for selling' stock, the con-
duct of' business by the best comp~ies and the character and 
value of geological reports on oil territory. The writer states 
that in 1920, the people of Iowa, lost nearly $100,000,000 in 
speculations in 'oil sto.cks and that in nearly every case the 
investors had no chance whatever of even securing the return 
o~ the principaL Lured on by the almost universal desire, to 
"get rich quick" ,people have put their money into' schemes 
which they had not investigated and which were promoted by 
men of whose ability and integrity and qualifications they ' 
knew little or nothing. 
Oil companies 'are organized :for producing, tratJ.sporting~' 
refining arid marketing petroleum. Some of the larger com-
r;anies engage in all these functions; but the smaller ones are 
able to carry on only one or more and it is usually the first, 
that of producing oil, which occupies their attention. By far 
the larger number of fraudulent promotion,s have been among 
this class. : ' 
I 
I 
I 
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The oil business [s one of the most hazardous of the legiti-
mate enterprises. Statistic~ show that only 80, per cent of the 
oil wells drilled in proven fields are productive. Not over 5 
per :cent of wild cat wells ever produce. An average well m 
the Mid-C6ntinent field costs $201000 and unsuccessful tests 
costing $200,000 are very numerous. ' Hence it will be seen that 
a small company with a limited capital stands a la+ge chance 
. of failure in its atte;mpts to find a productive field. This liabil-
Ity emphasizes the need for securing the best geological advice 
before locating in a field. 
With all these facts to guide the public there is' only one ' 
safe rule in purchasing oil stocks and that is to inve:st in going 
concerns, those which are actually making money. Investment, 
in any other company ' is speCUlation pure and simple: ' It is 
comparatively easy to distinguish the dishone'st promoter as 
his methods iare so sensational and extreme. He enlarges on 
other ':fields which have been successful and lists other small 
companies which have paid large dividends. But he forgets 
to mention the great number of dry holes which are found in 
every field and the great number of small companies which 
have absolutely f.ailed. He usually includes a geological report 
which is IWritten in glowing terms but is so obscure and com-
plex 'that the a~erage person can not understand it but is only 
mystified. An honest geological report is conservative, simply 
written, prepared by a man of known reputation,. and should 
include a structural map of the region concerned. 'With such 
a report in hand and with a knowledge of the assets of the . ' 
company one is in po:sition to act intelligently regarding the ' 
purchase of stock. 
This chapter is a splendid compendium of facts and ideas 
which will be of service to prospective investors, just as the 
first chapter will be of value in guiding the driller or those 
whom he may wish to interest in prospecting-"wfi.ldcatting" 
as it is called in ioil fields. The report is illustrated by several · 
tna.ps and charts showing ,the geology and structure of ' Iowa 
and also by diagrams showing conditions under which oil 'and 
gas may aCcumulate. . 
I 
I , 
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,THE , ORIGIN , AND ,HISTORY ,OF EXTINCT LAKECAL1UN .. ' 
' Th~ paper of" Doctor " SgilOe{ve . on the 'Origin ' and ' His'tbri 
. or' EllinctLake ~ Calvin wiif be ' of special interest to 'studerit~ 
of' Plei~to'Cene ' geolO'gy. " RefereiIce to this lake 'was ' made ' first 
byJ'. A. ·Ua.d~n in' his: report 'on ' the "GeoI-ogy of Mus~atiIi.e 
Co'unty"t 'pU:bliRhed. in Volume IX of the reports of the Survey.) 
Doctor Schoewe ha,s esta,blished bevond a doubt the existence; 
of'T...Iake CalVin. Tl).e ," f9ssil " l~k~ is ,described in detaiL 
Evidence is presented and reasons are 'given for the belief that' 
Lake Calvin existed for a long time-:-up to ' the time of the ' 
Iowan 'ice invasion; for the first time the drainage of the hike 
is discu'ssed, 'and the a~thor"s vie:w oI" the origin . and 'history of' 
the Jake is presented. The report 'contains a map showing the 
extent of Lake' Calvin; it covered parts of Muscatine, Cedar, 
Johnson, Washington, and Louisa counties; its area was about, 
325 sq1?'are miles and in places it had a depth of probably' 100) 
feet; the outlet of the lal~e was at Columbus Junction. , 
• '1 , . • ,I 
~'H~ MISSO,URI SERIES OF THE PENNSYLVANIAN IN SOUTHWESTERN' 
IOWA 
The report of Doctor TIlton deal,S with. t4e sub-divisions of. 
the Missouri series and their locations in southwestern Iowa., 
Sections are given from outcrops along the rivers · and from 
well records. 
"The relations of these Missouri Is~rata in the central part· 
of southwestern Iowa have long been misunderstood. This is ; 
in part 'due to the presence of great beds of Dakota sandstone, 
and of glacial drift that conceal all put scattered outcrops. of. 
strata. When Doctor Tilton was detailed to study the geology 
of , eass 'county he discovered that the st:rata were ' not like 
the strata , at 'Winterset . but were like strata in southwestern 
Nebraska. ,. Further study brought to ' light 'evidence that a 
.fault, or slip in · the. strata, that had, long a:go :been reported; 
near Missouri river, 'really extended' from the river clear across 
southwestern Iowa, and how much further no one 'as yet knows. 
This fault .divides southwestern Iowa into two distinct ' areas, 
and becomes the key to the interpretation of relations found. 
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:He', then. conStructed sections from measurements of outcrops 
obtained along the rivers, and arranged the tecords of 'deep 
wells so as to , conneet the eastern outcrops extending from 
Earlham and Winterset south to the state line with records 
obtained near the, southwest corner of the state. This made 
it evident where ,·the different subdivisions lay beneath the 
drift. This , study of deep well records was further aided by 
the presence of some outcrops of the rocks themselves. Gradu-
ally it became possible to map the general ;positions of the 
beds of Missouri strata so largely concealed beneath Dakota 
sandstone and glacial drIft. 
The report while thus solving the major " features of this 
complicated problem gives the data on ' which the conclusions 
can be tested and points to new pr:oblems, particul,arly in the 
study 'of fossils~ which are the markers of the different strata. 
' 'l'he report also point~ out the economic bearing of the ' loca~ 
tion of m,inpr folds, indicates the possibility of th~ presence 
of : co~l 'seams in the ' northern portion of ' the ,area, and by 
the fault line marks the northern limit of the ,No9,away coal. 
NEW ECHINODERMS FROM THE MAQUOKETA BEDS OF FAYETTE 
.. , . , , 
. ' ... - . ' , ' , COUNTY, IOWA ' 
Thjs paper will be of chief value to persons interested in 
the past life of the State. Part One of the ' r,eport wa.s pre'-
'pared by A!thur ' w.' Sloco~' and' Part Two by August ' F. 
Fo~~e. "" , 
'Part Otte ,contains a glossary of crinoid te:rniinology and 
'the descriptions of ,five ' species of crinoids,. viz:' 4,rchaeocrvn'u$ 
obOQnic'/,(,S, Maquoketo'crinu~ ornatus, Porocrinus fayettensis, 
DendroCftrius kayi, and. Ec't~noc:rinus' raymondi. , Fo:ur of 'these 
are referred to e'xisting genera' and a ,new genus, M aq,uoke,t-
ocrinus, 'i~, prbposed .for the o~p.er .specl es. ' Two of t~~ genera 
being members , of 'the Rhodocrinidae, tha~ faj:nily is d'iscuss'ed 
. , " .)i ···' . f ' '1 ' " ': 1 " 
"at , some le:ngth; a , complete ' ~biblioEraphy ' of the' Ordovician 
, .'. '. ,~ i . . . . . .', ' . ~ 1 . , ~ ., . '~ . ( • , • , : 
~ecies ,fouild ,iI}. , Ame:r:i~a, ~ . t~ble , showing th~ir: st~atigraphic 
'position.ttndananalysis ' Of l~eir g€metid characters; are giveJ. 
-S~{ef~l :.-Grin~~~ ~~se:s , ~~ ~~t~ch~e~~, '",:pl'e~u~abiy berqnID~g ,f} 
• -the Heterocrjnidae, are ii~red ahd described. Three ' kinas 
, f 
• 
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of crinoid columns, 'some ()£ them having the lower row of 
plates of the -ca'lyx .attached, ,are described but their systematic 
IJosition is in doubt. Some bead-like columnaJs, which are 
abundant in th.is f,auna, are referred ,to Atactocrinus Weller. 
p~ Two ancludes a description of one genus, two species, 
and one variety of crinoids, and one genus and five species of 
cystoids. The' crinoids described are: the genus 'Carabocrin'Us 
Billings, the species Oarab'Ocrinus slooomi, the variety Cara.- , 
bocrinus slocomi costatus, and the species Lichenocrinus min-
ufiws; the cystoids described are: the genuS Pleurocystites 
Billings, and the species P. beckeri, ,P. slocomi, P. clermon~ 
t~nsis., J? sp.) P. multistriatus. Certain species .of ' Carabocrin-
Us occurring in North America are compared! with the Europ-
ean species C. esthonus Jaekel, suggesting the migration of 
the spedes from, North America to northern Europe. The 
'data presented indicate that Lichenocrinus may poss.ibly occur 
in northern Iaunas. The genus Pleurocystites Billings is com-
pared with other cystoids of the family Cheirocrinidae. ' The 
species P. m'ltltistriatus is compared with P. angularis and 
P. anticostiensis. 
ECHINODERMS OF THE IOWA DEVONIAN. 
This paper by Dr. A. O. Th.()mas is a contribution to the 
paleontology' of the rocks of the lowa Devonian system. These 
rocks are notable Ifor the great variety and abundance of their 
fossil content. rrhe remarkable fish remains described by Doc-
tor Eastman in Volume XVIII of the Survey Reports were 
found in these rocKs. Other groups of the Devonian fossils are 
being studied and illustrated by Doctor Thomas. 
Echinoderms include such forms as the crinoids or sea-lilies, 
the ' blaStoids, the cystoids, the echinoids or sea urchins, the 
starB.she~ and some others. Each of the above named groups 
except the .starfishes had known representatives in the Devon-
ian , of Iowa. 'While crinoid.s are not as abundant in th~ 
Devonian as in the overlying Uississippian ro~ks and ';while 
there are no famous 10~ities :sucb. 'as .at Burlington, Keokuk, 
or Le Grand, YE.'t the Devonian rocks in places are filled with 
the comminuted parts of , crinoids and a number of highly in-
.. 
" 
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terestin~ fo~ have been found complete ,enough for I&tudy. 
Blastoids and ,cystoids belonging to rar.e and highly special-
ized gener-a occur and a number of new sea urchins add much 
iuterest to the total assemblage. 
I'll all £ortiY-three species an.d two varieties are described 
alild illustrated. Twenty-four.of these species and the two 
varieties are new. 1\v.o.of the genera are new and .seven more 
of: the twenty-two Igenera are reported 'from the Iowa .Devonian 
for the :fi~st time. The .other thirteen genera and nineteen 
species have been described in widely scattered literature. 
IRefereuces to these have been brought together and some de-
scriptions by other authors have been .quotedverbatim, ·com-
ments have been added, . localities have been fully listed, and 
bits of history have been .given of some of the specimens. 
bther details touching upon the ,york of the pioneer geologists, 
Owen, HaU, Wachsmuth, Barris, Calvin, and other-s have been 
interspersed. 
A study of the distribution of the Iowa Devonian Echino-
derms outside the state shows that only seven of the .focty-
three . species are extralimital but of the twenty-two genera 
only three · are whOlly ,limited to the Devonian Of this state. 
A table ·brings out the geographic and stratigraphic range of 
the genera: . Some of them .ar-e widely distributed in North 
America and ;a few are to be f{}und in nearly contemporaneous 
beds in Eur.ope. Tbe table als'O shows that the genera are 
dominantly 'late Devonian ·and early Mississippian rather than 
8ilurian and early De-v.onian, a fact which corroborates .the 
placing of all our Devonian in the upper series of that system 
as the ,author haR done. A_'synoptic table pf the Iowa Devon-
iaiIl rocks 'm given . . As intimated above a number of rare and 
inte~esting genera her.etofore remote 'fr.om. Iowa have beeB 
recognized for the :first time in our Devonian. Such are 
A.rthracantha, previously known from New Y.ork and Ontario, 
iJaetryioc.rin1['s., a rare but w.orld wide genus, and Xenocidarfs, 
:a form (lnly meagerly known from the Devonian of Germany. 
The ,geN.era .Me1(Jcrinus and M egisto.crinus '8-re the common-
e~t in. our area and their ~issociated ca!i:yees, 3lrn:ts, and ,stems 
make up the greater part of the crinoidal limestone of Devon-
x.iv 
~ ia,n ag~. Melocrinus . is .repreS,ented. by six ~pecie.s and Megis-
. tocrintf,s by eight. H ~7i.acrin~. is a Gommon genus in the De-
vonian of Europe~ .. It,is rare in America. ~his , paper showlS 
that only four species of H exacrinus have been found in North 
Arneri<}~ three of these are from the Iowa Devonian, two of 
them peing new. The most ,striking forms described by the 
. aut:p.or belong to certain genera of sea urchins found in the 
Lime Creek beds. Remains of these . animals are very rare' in 
early Paleozoic rocks but in ' the Mississippian system they 
are relatively abundant. Four species and one variety belong-
ing t,o ;three . diffe-rent' genera are described in the ,paper. This 
practic~lly doubles the number of . known echinoids below the 
Mississippian in North America. One of the new genera, 
}{or~onechinu$, is remar.kable . .for its large number of interam-
l;mlacral rows of .. plates, fQr the gr:eat ~ount of overlapping 
of these plates one upon the: other, ·and. for. the peculiar spines 
whose outer ends are fiatteneqand polygonal instead of being 
pointed. · These .ispine ' api,ces I ~e,re . in contact and 'formed a 
sort . of ,coat.-of-maU outside" ~he · co:~eriD,g . of ;mov~ble plates. 
Arnbulacral plates and p::).r~s; of . tl:l~ t 1ant~~n a1;e, also;,described. 
J) e.vonooj,daris,. another new genut5; ;hrus ~~~gi ,slenQ,er 1&pihes· ~d 
rthin pelicate plate.s, : X,en.ocida-ris, of wl1i)ch ·. only; .:a.., few . &pines 
lJ:!av~ been kI}.oWn : from ~Europe, is repTes~;n.t~a by- ita-bup.dant 
.~'pine§- :,lD,d,some other :P~rts ... ·. T:hese sea tul,'chiAsh~v;~ :F;:W,QPel\.n 
.affinities,. a f~et .whjch flOme .of .t4e g:rinO:ids, IWt~bly lJiao.tylo-
crinus Iln9.· H ~xacrinus, .also emphas~e; .. ,: , . I ,:',,! :;; u.d; · ~~>l 
. ·:'i An .. millYS]S .. Qf the ·f:au~J "$h,QW8 :four. sP.ec~es.;Qf '~y~toids, \ fo'ur 
J)las.~jg§l:, nineteen ·. ~ameIfclite ; ,crmoidS.,sm, fie:x:ible r .crinoids, five 
_ ~d@~t.e ..cripqiq&, ancil ·five ' e.ehinoids, · ·,.rxher~;:is·.also .,_onemew 
:jvfl;:rie;ty of <lrinoids .and )Q:Qe i,Qf hthe;echinoids.,.+A large "para-
~~tic snl;l;U w;hie.h live(t on lone I of·, the . . erinoids;·haf? heen.briefly 
·-4Etscrib.oo. ' .. - _: '::,': " ., ''.~.: :;·<t .-;/)" ,. 
(o i':'rhe ;fQs~iJs hay'e -beep. 'i:ll'tlstrated in ;aseries o£ twenty plates 
,61tl ;,w:hiG)1 ·.:ar~ : -:fiv.e .-hu:nd:ret;Lt separate- . ..iUus.trat~o~s. There are 
~lsQ; . t:we;r).ty._ t~xt .1i,gqr~s ,mo t,rQf :whicbi a-~e .deiVioted, to the el"Q.-
- ~fii~lj{)~ ,~.f;j iP~rts ' ·.9r the, ,v·@-ri~W:k~p~cies:. and .:.to·:·:the -:plans of 
· {l"r,tai':;'f"~inoid ~(lalv~e<>· ·l . ·,.·· ·· ·)o >·;<;b""· . ; ~ .'" ,.· .. l ... ;~ ... 
"':1:y. ~ ,.~ ..... ~ ~ . ... ' .'r'J ' I~ .. . ..... ~. ' IJI. 1,1 • • J. ,J, , ~ .; .• 
.... ~f:{~, ,.," , ~ .. ; ., : ~ ":,; .. ~~; 
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OTHER ,PAPERS SOQN TO BE PUBI;rSHED . ,. '; 
, SeveraJl other papers dealing with important ,phases ' of th~ 
geology of Iowa will soon ,be ' ready for ,pUblication. "Among 
the~e m~y be mentioned reports : by Dr. S. L. Galpin: ~ on- the 
Clays of.the State; by Dt~ F. M. Van Tuyl on the MiSlSissippiari. 
System of Iowa; by Dr. James Ii,. 'Lees ' on the Geology of 
Crawford 'Col1tJ.ty; 'and by Dr. A. J. 'Williams on the \ Glacial 
Hii'itory of Northeastern Iowa. 
ADDITIONAL I~VESTIG1\.TIONS OF 'THE SURVEY ' ,.'. 
" ,, ' , ' ' ,; '''('li ' ' 
The Director o,f the Survey has been interested for" s~veral 
year~ in so~~ of the prol;>iems involved in, ~th.e inter:p'ret.a~ion 
of ,the glacial :history , of ,Qur, State. , Rec~:gt1y field: ~tudies 
have been carried forward in western 'Iowa~ : The .chief pur-
pose of tJte investigation here 'has been to ,determine 'whether 
or not a re-study of the tills~ graveLs and related deposits of 
the area 'would p~rmit,in' the Hght of out most recent knowl-
edge of the Pleistoce~e , of southern, southwestern and llOrth-
western Iowa, a more satisfactory interpretation of th~ rela-
tionships and origin~ of these glacial materials than ,\viaS pos-
sihle when previous studies w~re made. Considerable addition-
al field , :Work will be necessary before' final conclusions can be 
reached, but thus far the evidence warrants the following ten-
tative statements: ' , . ~"W , 
1. The" two ,oldest known till:;:, the N e.bra'skan till and the' 
Kansan till, separated in many places by Nebraskan' gumbotil 
~f Aftonian age' and in other places by peat, ligni!e. and s~iI 
zones of ,Aftonian Jage, have been traced as far west as the 
w.este~ parts ,of . Crawfotq .and Shelby counties, f1 'distance of 
l~ss than 25. rrtile.sfrom the Missollri river, the ,w~stern bound-;-
ary of lowa. Moreover, in the southea~te'rn ,pad ' Qf the \ to:w.n 
of Council Bluffs, in Pottawattamie cO'Q.nty', there is 3" distinc-
tive zone. of .leached Nebraskan till separating 'unleached 'Neb-
ra...<;kan till ' below this .zonE! ~ro~, unleacli~d, oxidized Kansan 
till above" the zone. The ' eviden~e in ~,hand seems to .hidicate 
that both these t~To, old tills ext~nd , to the Missouri river a~d' 
p~ob'ably 'also beyond into the S,tate of ~ ehraska,. If ,it were' 
not for the thick ,deposits of loess overlying the tills 'in this 
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region no doubt many 'additional good sections of these two 
tills could be seen. 
, 2. In western Iowa it has not been possible to distinguish 
the N~braskan till from the Kansan till by differences in color, 
texture, lithological compositio~, or degree of weathering. 
Only when it is possible to establish the relationship of an 
outcrop of till and associated gravel to gumbotil or other in-
terglacial material the age of which is known can the defi~te 
age of the till and gravels be determined. ' When the till is 
overlain by Nebraskan gumbotil or can, be 'shown to lie lower 
topographically than nearby remnants ' of the ,eroded :N'ebraskan 
gumbotil, plain, then the till may generally be , interpreted 'as 
being Nebraskan till. ,If, however, an outcrop of till is ove'r-
lai;n by Kansan gumbo til, or if the till has the proper relation 
topographically to remnants of the eroded Kansan gumbotil 
plain, the till may bEi interpreted as being Kansan till. 
3. The sands and gravel's of western Iowa which have been 
described by Shimek and , Calvin as being AftoniaIi interglacial 
gr~vels separating the N ebra:skan till from the Kansan till ,and 
n9t related in origin to deposits made either during the closing 
stages of the ,Nebraskan glacial epoch or during the ' Kansan 
glacial epoch ~re thought by the writer to represent not a dis-
tinctive stratigraphic horizon separating the Nebraskan till from 
the Kansan till. But instead they are interpreted as being lenses 
and irregularly shaped masses of gra~els and sands within a 
,single till, or, if' in two tills, the Nebr8iSk~tn and the Kansan, 
it is not possible to use the gravels and sands as evidence for ' 
differentiating these two tills. The gravels and sands are un-
leached and 'appear to be contemporaneous in age with the tills ' 
with which they are associated. This view is in accord wiih 
the author's interpretation, recently' published, of the relation-
~hips to till of the well known' graIVels near Afton Junction and' 
Thayer in Union county. 
,4. J\fany mammalian fossils have been found in the 'Sands 
and 'gravels a'ssociated with the tills of western Iowa. Calvin 
and 'shimek believed , that these remains were of animals 
I 
which .were living during the time of deposition of the gravels, 
wpic~ ' they interpreted , as Aftonian and interglacial. 13ut 
\: 
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if the sands and gravels are lenses and irregularly shaped 
pockets related . in age to the, till with which they are asso-
ciated, then a 'somewhat different interpretation of the age 
ef the mammals becomes necessary. At , the present time it 
is impossible to' state whether the gravels in which the I(lain-
malian remains have been , found are associated! with N eb-
raskan till or with Kansan till since, as stated previously, it 
has not been possible thus far to differentiate' Nebras~an , 
till from Kansan till except where the relationships of the 
till , to gumbotil the age ~f which is known have been estab-
lished. If the gravels in which t:qe mammalian remains have 
'been found should prove to be lenses and pockets in Nebraskan 
till then the . evidence would , suggest that the animals are 
Nebraskan in age. It would be reasonable to assume that the 
animals were living in front of the adv~ncing ' Nebra$kan ice 
sheet, out from which sanqs and gravels wer.e , being carried. 
Remains of mammals became imbedded in the sands and ' gra-
vels, which themselves later became ineo'rporated in the onward 
moving Nebraskan till. If, on the other hand" the sands 
and gravels containing the mammalian remains should prove 
, to be lenses and pockets in Kansan till then the suggested 
interpretation would be that the mammals were living on the 
Aftoman surface during the ad vance, of the Kansan ice sheet 
out from which sands and gravels were being carried. Mter 
'remams ' of mammals became imbedded in these sands , and 
'gravels ' the Kansan ice sheet advanced and incorporated in 
K:ansan till these masses of sands and' graveL in which the 
remains are found. 
If these co'nclusions are justified, then this mammalian fauna 
may. not be a strictly interglacial fauna of Aftonian age. lt 
is important to' note,. however, that the fauna is certainly early 
Pleistocene~that is, it was closely associated ' either with 'the 
advance of 'the Nebraskan ice ' or With the advance of the 
Kansan"ic'e slieet, 'or it was associated with both as a result of 
having persisted on ,th~ adjacent plains from Nebraskan 
through Aftonian to Kansan time. . ' 
5. ' The ' name Loveland formation was given by Shimek to ' 
a deposit in western Iowa which is ' a "heavy, compact, red-
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dish (especially on exposure ,to the air) or so'metimes yellowish, 
silt, which when ,dry ~s har:4i ,with a tendency to, ,break into 
blocks .like a joint,. clay,_ .~d 'when wet becomes very tough and 
sticky and hence is 'sometiJnes called a gumbo." The type s~ 
tion of th~s formation, is ,'at Loveland, Harrison county. By' 
early workers this formation was thought to be related to the: 
widespread buff loess of the region, but Shimek believes that 
it is a fluvio-glacia,l . deposit "formed during the .melting of 
the Kansan ice." , In many places it is calcareous and contains: 
calcium carbonate concretions, many of which ,are from 3 to 6 
inches in diameter; a few ,vere ,seen with greatest diameter 
more than 12 inches. The Loveland does not show the lamin-
ations of water-laid clav, 'but in places sands and silts of dis-
~ . 
tinct aqueous origin are interstratifi'ed 'with the Loveland clay; 
and in a few places volcanic ,ash is interbedded with the for-
matipn. , Moreoyer, it ha..c:; the vertical cleavage of loess and ' 
staIids with ,similar ve:rtical faces. Although in places fo ssil 
~hells are present in the Loveland th~y ,are extre!p.ely rare in 
comparison with the numbers of shells which are in the buff 
loess. The writer believes that the Loveland is not a fluvio, 
glaci.al deposit but a loess distinctly older than the widespread , 
buff 10es'S which overlies the Loveland and which. is thought 
to be chiefly, of Peorian age; the Loveland is younger than the 
Kansan glacial epoch, Bince it lies upon the maturely eroded 
surface of ' Kansan tiil. 
6. Northeast of the village of Little Sioux, in Harrison 
county, there are along the east slo'pe of the Little Sioux river 
tills, gravels and related materials which were described by 
Shimek as the County-line exposures. Here are fine, whitish 
~jlts which wete thought by Shimek to be part of a ' secti~n ' 
of 8ands and gra'irels which' he interpreted 'as being Aftonian hi 
age' . . Recently these silts were studied by Doctor Alden, who' 
proved that they are volcanic aSh. The writer is' convinced , 
that this volcanic ash 'is' not 6f Aftonian age but is of the same 
age as the Loveland loess 'with 'which in some of the County-
line exposures it is interstrati'fied . 
. The, Assistant State , Geolp~·ist, . Dr.' James H. Lee~, is study-
ing the geology of seY-eral of the counties of the State. 'More~ 
,. 
1 
I , 
I 
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'-over~ h~ is 'rendering valuable ser,vice in ' editlng reports of the 
Survey: He is by correspondence and by 'personal visits fur-
nishing info'rmation to persons interested in the development 
, \ 
-of one or'more 'phases of the ,geology ,of. the State. . ' 
( The SurvE'Y is co-operating with the United States Geolog'-
ical Survey in the work of :stream .gaging and -discharge meas-
'urements of the State; in 'the collecting of mineral statistics, 
and in' the ' preparatjon of topographic maps. ' In connection 
with the stream gaging the Survey co-operates also with the 
,Iowa State Highway Commission and the Mississippi River 
Power' Company. 
nr. W. H. Norton continues to furnish to the municipalities 
of the State useful information with regard to the under-
ground waters of Iowa. 
.. 
WORK OF THE SURVEY OFFICE 
~Phe work of the office has been in charge of Dr. James H. 
Lees, Assistant State Geologist, and Miss Nellie E. Newman, 
Secretary. Among the many kinds of service being ren<;lered 
by, officers of the Survey, permit me to refer again to those 
which ' have been emphasized frequently in reports to the 
Board: 
1. Replying to scores of lettern in which information is 
asked with reference to the geology and mineral resources of 
the State. In much of this correspondence questions are asked 
with reference to local geolog-y. 
2. Furnishing information in regard to state reports and 
other publications , dealing with the geology and mineral re-
sources of the various sections of the state. 
3. ltemi~ing and reporting on numerou~ specimens of min-
eralsand fossils which are submitted by the citizens of the 
' state. Advice is given as to whether or not the minerals are 
of value or are likely to , be found in sufficient quantity: to be 
of commercial importance. 
4. Giving advice with regard to reliable firms where anal-
YBes and , other tests may be made to establish the c.ommercial 
value of any mineral deposit. , 
5. Trying ' to prevent an unfounded rumor from gaining ac-
\ 
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ceptance in the 'public mind with :r:egard to the reputed dis-
covery of gold, oil; or 'other prod:Uct before it leads to large 
losses and unnecessary excitement. ' 
6. , Giving the geological facts to city officials, railway com-
panies, and private citizens with regard to w.ater ,supplies, 
.availability of road materials, etc. 
7. Informing citizens regarding the advisability or inad-
visability of investing time and money in the development 
of particular deposits of mineral within the state. 
Respectfully submitted, 
GEORGE F. KAY, 
State Geologist 
" . 
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MINERAL PRODUCTION' IN IOWA 
IN 1919 " AND 1920 
BY 
JAMES H. LEES 
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~iINERAt '~RODtJC'TION IN IOWA J IN 191.9 AND i9201. r • > 
, ..' .' I . ' . ~ • ~ .'~ I.' • , • ., , .. , ,.. 
Product . Unit Lj· 
1918 
Cement ............................... ~ ............. . ...... . Barrels 
Clay products ... _ ..... , .... .-... _ .. : ................................ .. 
Clay, raw ............................... _ ........... short tons, 
Coal ........... _ ...... ~ ..... ,............................. short tons 
Gypsum .............................................. short t()ns 
Mineral waters ........................... :.. gallons sold 
Natural Gas .............. : .. : ... _ ........ .' .. M cubic feet 
Sand and gravel ................................ short tons 
Stone and lime ....... _ ................................. : ........... . 
Miscellaneous ( c) ................................................. .. 
Total value 
'. 1919 
Cement ............................... _ ..................... Barrels 
Clay products ......... : ........... _ ............................... .. 
Coal ........... _......................................... short ·tons 
Gypsum .............................................. short ·tons 
Mineral waters ......... :.................... gallons sold 
Natural gas ..... _ ................ _ ......... M cubic feet 
Potash ................................................ short tons 
Sand and gravel .............................. short tons 
Stone and lime ................................ short tons 
Miscellaneous (b) ................................................. . 
Total value, eliminating duplicates 
1920 
Cement ......................... _........................... Barrels 
Clay products ....... _ ...... _ ........................................ . 
Coal ........................................... :.......... short tons 
Gypsum ................. : ................ , .. :........... short tons 
Mineral waters .............................. gallons sold 
Natural gas ........ ~ ...... _ ................. M cubic feet 
Sand and gravel .. , ........................... short tons 
Stone and lime .................................. short tons 
Quantity 
3,188,669 
-__ -.-_0 ______ -
5,416 
8,192,l95 
327,927 
87,703 
1,758 
2,004,444 
. -_ ........... -.. -. 
_._----_._--_ .. 
4,569,110 
--------... !.---
5,624,692 
421,279 
39,661 
740 
89 
2,Q93,471 
519,030 
. .. -.----_ .. _.----
4,421,783 
----------_.---
7,774,916 
571,895 
38,877 
827 
~,467,644 
620,565 
Value. 
$ 5,423,926 
,5,315,143 
3,705 
24,703,237 
1,946,414 
'3,937 
245 . 
904,307 
444,800 
1,120,418 
$38,742,009 
'\ 
(a)' 
$ 7,798,347 
8,125,324 (a) 
17,352,620 
2,634,444 
5,703 
200 
20,025 
1,383,764 
567,356 
474,900 
$37,882,183 
$ 8,742,854 . 
10,489,232 (a) 
30,605,847 
4,422,965 
3,419 
290 
1,993,441 
840,544 
Total value, eliminating duplicates $57,062,317 
(a) Includes pottery arid raw clay sold: Value of raw clay not included in 
total value for state. 
(b) Not included in total value for state. Includes ferro·alloys and raw clay 
sold. 
(c) Not included in total value for state. 
, 
The value of the minerals produced in Iowa in 1919 was $37,-
882,183, a decrease of $859,826 f·rom the production of 1918. 
This decrease simply reflects the reaction from wartime pro-
duction which had begun in 1918, and also the unsettled condi-
tion of industry in general. Specifically the decrease is due 
1 As in previous years the mineraI statistics have been compiled by tbe Iowa Geological 
Survey and the United States Geological Survey in cooperation. 
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largely to the smaller outp~t of coal, as the value of the other 
major materials produced was somewhat larger in 1919. On 
the other hand the value of the output for 1920, $57,062,317, 
was nearly twenty million dollars more than that of the pre-
ce<ling year.' An inspection of the tables given above shows 
that this ,large increase was caused chiefly by the great rise in 
the value of the coal produced, as well, as in its larger . amount, 
and also by the increased output and larger values of ' the other 
minerals. This again reflects the change which had come over 
business, for although there was still much unrest, prices' were 
showing an upward trend. ' I 
Coal still held the chief place among Iowa mineral products 
and its co~parative value rose from twice that ot its nearest 
competitor, clay products, in 1919 to nearly three times in 1920. 
Clay products, cement, gypsum and .saud and , gravel held the 
rank here indicated during both years and with coal made up 
much the' greater part of the production. 
It has been impossible to secure detailed statistics for the 
output of some of the minerals during 1919, hence itemized 
,tables giving the production during this year can , not be pre-
sented. Table I shows the production in the various counties 
, " I ' 
'during 1920, so fin as these may be revealed. It shows that 
eighty counties shared in the mineral production of the state, 
anp. that of these twenty 'produced coal, fifty produced clay 
wares, forty~two produced sand and gravel and eighteen pro-
ducE;ld stone and -lime. In addition twelve counties , produced 
miscellaneous ,materials including cement, which came from 
three counttes, gypsum, which came from two, mineral waters, 
which came from five, and natural gas, which came from two 
comities. ' 
r ' " ~ I I 
I ,' ' 
, 
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.. TABLE I. 
TABLE OF :MINERAL PRODUOTION IN IOWA IN 1900. 
County 
Adair •.... _ ....... . 
Adams ... _ ........ . 
Allamakee .... ,," 
Appanoose ... _.; 
Audubon ......... _ 
Benton ..... J .•• :... . 
Black Hawk ... . 
Boone •.. __ ........ . 
Bremer ... ~ .. ;._ .. . 
Buena' Vista ..... . 
Butler ............ : .. . 
Cass .: ............. ;; .. " 
Cedar ' ......... ...: .... . 
Cerro ·Gordo . ; .. ; 
Cherokee •. = .... . 
• 9lay ........... - ..... . 
Clayton ........... . 
Clinton ........ ; .. ,:, 
Dallas ... _ .......... . 
Des ' Moines •. _. 
Dickinson .... _ ..... 
Dubuque ... __ ._. 
Emmet ............. . 
Fayette .: .... , ...... . 
Floyd ..... _ ........ . 
Franklin ..........•• 
Greene ......•.. _ .... . 
Guthrie ............. . 
Hancock ........... . 
Hardin ........... . 
Harrison ... _ .. _ .. . 
Henry .............. .. 
Howard ............ .. 
Humboldt •.. _ .... . 
Ida , ................... .. 
Iowa ................. . 
Tackson ............. . 
.Jasper ... _ ......... .. 
.T offerson .. ~ ...... . 
Johnson ........... . 
.Tones ................. . 
Keokuk ............ .. 
Kossuth ........... . 
Lee : ................. .. 
Linn ..... _ .... _ .... . 
Louisa ............... . 
Lucas ........... _ .. . 
Lyon ................ .. 
Madison ............ 1 
Mahaska ... __ ..... 1 
Marion ......... , .... 1 
Clay Stone 
Coal and Clay and 
Products Lime 
Sand 
and 
Gravel 
Other ' Total 
Products' Value I 
. : ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~:::::=~:=::=::l:=:~"~~'" ::: .... -~.=:= ::::::::::=:::~~~ $ :~~:~;~ 
64 6,798,711 " ... _ .............. __ . __ ." 6,899,267 
·1 .•• _._........... . 11: . ._ .. _._ ..... _.""_._ •••• _ •• __ ._" " 
4 .. _ ...... _ ....... $ 79;846 •.. _ ... M._ ..... _ ........................ _....... 79,846 
6 ................................... _.. " $ 66,484 .. ,_ ...... _...... " 
6 1,276,005 , * ................ * ... _ ...... __ 1,551,328 
2 .. , ................................ ~ .•......•.••.. _. " ... _._ ..• __ ... " 
3 .~.;..:. .. _ ........ ____ .. . .... _ .. ,._ .. _..... • .... -----... --.... __ _ 
2 ........... _ ........ .,.._ .. _ ...... _ ...... _ .• _ .. _... . " ... __ .• __ 
·1 .•• _ .. _ .. ;........ " ....... _ .. _ .... ,._ .. _ ...... _ ••• _ .......... __ 
. 1 ___ ... ___ ....... _.. * ______ ________ ..... __ ...... ____ .. _ ... --.... __ ... 
12 •.. _ ...... ~....... 2,818,423 fi . " " 
3 ... _ .. _ ...... _ ...... _ .• _ .... M ........... . .. _ •• _... 92,058 ... _ .. _ .. __ ... 
1 ... _ ...... _ ......... _ ... _ ..................... _... " .. _ .. _ .... _ ... .. 
2 .... __ .. _ ... _ .... _ ............ _ ........ " .... _... * * .. ________ .. . 
·6 ... _ .... ____ .. _...... * * ' 19,300 ... _ ... _ ............... _ ...
9 1,676,646 1,082,955 ... _ .. _ ......•...•... _ .. __ .... _ .. _ .. _. ___ 
4 ... _ ...... _......." " ",,_,,_.,_. _ ... 
1 ... __ .. ____ ..... _ .... __ .. 6-. ............... __ ~ _______ .. _ ......... _ ..... _ •• _. 
11 ....... _ .. _....... " . 94,521 " 
3 ..... ____ .. _ ......... __ .... __ ..... _ ......................... _ .... _ .. ____ * 
" 
" 
" 4 ............. __ ............. ........... ; ........ _ .• _ ............... _ ........ . 41,275 .. _ .. _ .. _ ...... : 
~ :::=::::::=::=::: : ' ~~:=:::::::::: '''-''-3~i65 ::::::::::::::: 
2 ' " ~._ ...... _ .. _ .......... _ .............. _ ............ _ .. _ ... _._ .. . 
3 " ... , ....... _ .......................... _............. " 
1 ... _ .. _ .. _ .. _... " ....... _ .............. _ .. _ ........ _ .. _ ...... _ .. . 
3 ... _ .. _ ...... _..." " " ....... _._ ... _ .. . 
1 ... _ .. _ .. _ .................. _ .......... _ .. _ .. _... " ... _ ......... _ .. . 
3 ........... _ .. _..." • ... _ .. _ .. _ .. _ . ........... _ .. _ .. . 
2 ...... _ ...... _..." " ... _ ...... _ ..... '_"_'_"_'" 
1 ....... _ .. _ .. _ .......... _ .............. _ ...... _... " ....... _ ...... _ ... 
1 ....... _ .. .., .. _ ...... _ ..... ~_ .. _ ...... _ .. _ .. _... " ....... _ .. _ ...... . 
2 ... _ .. _ ...... _... • ....... _ .......... _ ...... _ ............ _ .. _ .. _ .. . 
6 ... -... _ ....... _ ..... _.... * * 16,035 ...... _ .... _ .... _ ...... _ .. _. 
~: : . ::::::=:::::: :::=::::::=::=:L. .... -~.-.. -... 
5 ... _ ...... _....... .* ....... _ .. _... 18,2101 ....... _ ...... _ .. . 
6 ... _ .. _.......... " 87,819 · " ... ____ .. _ .. _ .. . 
6 * . 452,541 ............... __ .. _ ....... ___ ... _ ... ___ .. _ .... _ .._ .......... _. __ 
1 ... ..: .. _ .. _ .. _... " ....... _ .. _ ...... _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .... _ ...... _ .. _ .. . 
4\ .............. :: .... \ * 63,595 ... _ .. _ ...... _ .... _ ..... _ ...... . 
~I::::::=::=:::::::I : ...... ~ ... -... I ... -.. ~:~~== "'-"-';'-"-'" 
3 1,232,8831··· .... · ....... "" .......... _ .. _ ... \ ... _ .................... _ .. _ .. _ .. . 
i;I::.~~i;il~~~~;~t;;_~I-;---~:~~ . 
" 
" 
" 
" 9,353,883 
92,058 
" 
" 
" 2,759,601 
68,349 
" 
146,660 
8,156 
41,275 
" 
" 
" 
1,310 
" 157,950 
" . 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 124,443 
84,353 
" 
" 112,268 
" 
" 
" 
" 3,240 
1,232,883 
" 
" 
" 
" 
I 
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TABLE OF MINERAL PRODUCTION IN IOWA IN 1920. 
. 9<?~ilty 
If· I ,' • 
::Marshall 
Mills ................... . 
Mitcllell .. : ........ . 
Monroe ... _._ ..... . 
Muscatine ....... . 
O'Brien ...... ~ .. _ .. . 
O'sceola .... _._ .... . 
Page ................. . 
Palo· Alto : ........ . 
Plymouth ......... . 
Pocahontas' ..... . 
Polk ...... _ .. _ ...... . 
Poweshiek ' •.. _ .. . 
Sac .......... 1 ........ . 
Acott : ....... : __ .... . 
Sioux ............... . 
Story ................. . 
'1.'ama ................ .. 
Taylor ............. . 
Union .'_"""" .. . 
Van Buren! ....... . 
Wapello .. : __ .. _. 
Warren .... : ........ . 
Washington ..... . 
Wayne .... :.,.. __ . 
Clay Stone 
and C~ay and 
Prod]lcts . Lime ' 
Sand 
and 
Gravel 
, 
Other 
Pro,ducts' 
1 ........... _ .. _ .......... _ ...... _ ...... _........... * ... _ .............. . 
.1 ....... _.,_ .. ~.... * __ ._ ...... ___ .... _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .... _ .............. . 
1 ....... _ .. _ .. _ ... _ ..... _ .. _ .. _... * . __ .. _ ............ _ ...... _ ...... . 
11 · 9,769,187 .................................. ____ ......... _ . __ _ 
6 ... _ .......... _... . * __ ... _._._ 128,908 __ .. _.,_ .. 
4 ....... _ .. _ .. _... . * ... _ ....... _... 7,867 ___ .'-.. ,.., .. . 
3 ... _.~_ ..............•........•.. _ .. c ••• _ •••••• _... 6,707 _ .. _ ...... _ .. . 
3 * * .. _ ...... _ ...... _ ... _._ .. _ .. ___ .. _ .. _ .. 
1 ... _ ...................... _ ...... _ ...... _ ... _._... * ... _ .. _ ......... _ 
3 ....... __ .. :.. .. _ .......•.. _ .. _ .. _ ...... _ .. _....... 18,419' ....... _ ... , .. __ . __ 
1 ........... : ... _ ...... _ .. _ .. _ .. _... * . . .. __ .. _.... * 
38 4,689,550 1,200,330 .... _ .. _ .. _... 469,155 * . 
4 •.. _ ...... _....... 53,548 •.. _ .. _._ ....•. _ . .,-'_ ...•...... ___ : . .,-.• 
3 ....... _ .. _ .... _. * ... _ .. _....... * .. _ ... _ .• __ .. 
8 ... _ .. _ .. _ .. _... * 291,850 * _. ___ .. _ 
5 ....... _ .. _ ....... _ .. _ ...... _ .......... _ .. _ .. _.. 77,940 •.. .,. ..... __ ... _ , 
2 ....... _ .• _....... * __ . ________ , ......... _ .. _ ............... .,.. ...... . 
4 ... _............... 81,257 ... _ .. _ .. _ ...... _ .. _ .. _ ...... __ ....... _._ .. . 
1 * ... _ ...... _ .. _ ..... _ .. _ .. _ ... _._ ... _._ ........ _ ..... _._ 
1 ................ __ .. * . _________ ... __ . ____ .. ___ ..... ___ . ___ .. __ .... . 
4 37,236 ........... _ ....... ____ .. c ... _ ... __ ,_ .. .,. .. .,.: .... __ • _____ .. ""'."' __ 
23 ' 563,574 202,133 ... _ ...... _... 79,584 ... _ .. _._ .. _ .. . 
2 ; * . * ... _ ... _ ... ___ . ____ ..... _ .. _ .. _ . .. .;_.~_ ............ . 
4 .:._ ...... _ ..... :. 111,190 ... _ .. _ .. _ .................. _ ........ _.: ____ .. . 
2 * . ___ .................. _ .. ____ . __ ... _ .. ____ ........ _ .. _. __ ... 
Total 
Value 
* 
* 
* 
'9,769,187 
* 
* 
* 
7,867 
6,707 
18,419 
• 
* 
.53,548 
• 
411,879 
77,940 
• 
81,257 
• 
• 
37,~36 
84-5,291 
* . 
111,190 
* 
. Webster ........... . 17 .:._ ... _ ... _ ...... ___ 1,144,062 .......... _....... 40,999 * * 
, 
Winneshiek .. :_. 
Woodbury ' •...... _ 
Wright ............. . 
Counties with 
less than three 
producers iii any 
3 ... ": .. _.: .... _... * ....... _....... * _____________ ._ ... .* 
5 ........... _....... 531,383 ........... _... * * * 3 __ . __ ...... _....... * ... _ .. _ .. _... *. .. ..... _ ...... _ ... * 
one industry .. 1,701,393 2,397,762 537,785 884,136 13,169,528 18,690,604 
TotaJs ., ......... 1 4261$30, 793,8471$10,489,2321 $840,5441$1,993,4411$13,169,5281$57,062,317 
*IncJuded in counties with less than three producers. 
"Includes: Cement, $8,742,854; gypsum, $4,422,965; mineral waters, $3,419; natural gas, 
. $;190. , 
, . 
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COAL MINING. '.' J 
As was stat~d-above detailed' statistics for :1919 are not avail-
" . ': 1 ~.·;! 
able, hqt the sw:nmary reports .sl1Q'W the 'fonowing facts: 
': ::: T<,'ns 
Loaded at 'mines .for- &hipment ·;.. ....•....•..• "'.'-.............. _ ... .4,849,636 
Sold to local trade or used by employeea..:_ ............. :; .• " . ~10,937 , 
Used at mine for power and heat .......... : ..................... 'f':',.: 164,11~ 
; . Total 'production in 1919 .......... ~ ........ : .... _.~._ ...... 5,624,692 
Average number of' days mines were operated-._..... 176 . 
Average nuril.ber of 'men employed- . . 
Underground . ... _ .. :._ ..... _ ...• _ ........ ;, .......... _ ........ __ .. _ ..... 10,873 
Surface .. _ ..... , ...•... ,._, ...•....... _ .. , ... ~""-_ .. _.~ .. , ... ,, ... _ .... :. .. -::~." . . 1,493 < 
. . 12,366 
Value 
$14,672,888 
2,294,561 
385,171 
I 
$17,352,620 
These figures, when comp'ared ' with 'those for 1918; which 
show a'" tonnag'e ' of" 8,i92~195 valued- at $24,703,237, show 
markedly : the effect of slack . demand in the first p'art of the 
year and-the-stFike ' during ·November. ---On the other, hand, the · 
figures for 1920 . show a large increase in the output and a 
sharp rise in. pric~&; , 
Table II shows the figures for this year~ 
. , . 
~ 
TABLE II. 
COAL PRODUCTION IN 1920 BY COUNTn:S. 
'" Loaded at Mines Sold to Local Used at Mines .. Q) Trade and used for Steam and. Total Quantity C) for Shipment ;::I by Employee!! Heat County '0 0 
p':; 
1 I = 
-
Short Short j Value Short I ' Short 0 Tons Value Tons Tons Value tons Value Z 
Adams --------------------------------1 4 !---------------$--6;385;~271 7~:!~~ $ 38,734 ---_._ .. ---- ... _!II._-;.-----_. 8,419$ 38,734 Appanoose _______________________ . ' 62 1,411,232 340,910 24,446 $ 71,874 1,511,599 ' 6,79E!,711 Boone ___ . ______ ' ____________ .________ 3 254,913 935,329 60,404 322,59"4 7,200 18,082 322,517 1,276,0.05 Dallas ____________________ _____________ 4 428,629 1,610,909 9,864 47,506 6,177 18,231 444,670 1,67(1,646 
Greene and Guthrie _______ . 3 
---- ---.---.--
___________ • __ .____ 8,022 
. 40,100 
.. --.-------- -----------_. 8,022/ . 40,100 Jasper, Jef-fel'son, Keokuk 5 180,961 727,466 31,600 151,545 10,025 31,784 231,586 910,795 Lucas _________ . _______________________ 3 370,150 1,149,222 12,592 37,840 14,940 45,821 397,682 1,232,883 
Mahaska -----.~----.---- - -----... ---- 13 Included in "Sold. Incl. in " Sold 
to Local Trade" 64,430 220,157 to Lecal Trade" 64,430 220,157 Marion ______ .. ____ ~ ___________ .. ____ ___ 12 756,4831 2,617,307 30,630 112,676 18,610 59,788 805,723 2,789,771 Monroe -__ ____________________________ 11 2,409,358 9,468,153 39,568 157,387 54,350 143,647 2,503,276 .9,769,187 
Page . and Taylor _______________ 3 4,7451 24,000 18,161 , 91,100 -------_._--
----------
22,.906 115,100 
Polk 
-----_ .. _--._-----_.-._.------------- 17 864,452 3,306,742 292,538 1,305,624 26,832 77,184 1,183,822 4,689,5(j0 Van Buren ___________________ ____ 4 Included in" Sold 
'" LOO3l Tmrl," 1""8 37,236 ._ ... ----- ---------_ .. _- 8,845 37,236 Wapello '_._. __________ :.. __ .:.:_, _____ -:_ 16 Included in "Sold . 
. I to Local Trade" 141,823 558,205 1,970 . 5,369 14,3,793 5.63;574 
Warren and Wayne __ , ____ . 4 93,1631 345,864 16,531 74,302 7,932 27,234 117,626 447,398 Small Mines ______________________ 30,000 15Q,000 9,000 38,000 ! 39,000 188,0.00 
Number of 
'0] 
,Employee!! ~~ ~ '0 I ~ I ~5 = i! , ] 
R " 0 
<'0 ~~ , C1.l e-c 
34 6 '401168 
2,840 330 3,170 242 
540 51 591 23(} 
589. 60 1i49 272 
19 3 22 190 
316 47 363 2J-6 
5~1 48 629 2~7 
$0 16 96223 
903 92 995 267 
2,806 258 3,0{)4 259 
53 5 58 251 
1,568 157 - 1,725 255 
14 5 19 274 
221 38 259 221 
193 - 32 225 244 
-16,929,2141$27,128,5121711,1871$3,162,'i571173,~151$502,57817,813,9161$30,793,847110,75711,14811~,9'051250 
-= ~ .... 
=: 
~ 
ttl 
>-t"' 
I-d ! ' g 
.0 
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The tables show an increase in t~e average value ,at the mine 
from $3.08 per ton in ~919 to $3.94 per ton in 1920, an increase ' 
which may he attributed in part to improving businesscondi-
tions and in part to jncreased competitive buying, as the stocks 
had been much reduced during the later part of 1919. ' 
The leading coal producing states of the Union were ranked 
in 191.9' as follows: 
. Tons 
Pennsylvania (bituminous) ..... ; .............. : ..... _ .......... _ ... 150,758,154 
West Virginia ............. ~ ... _ .... _ .... _ ............. , .. _ ....... _ ......... , 79,036,553 
illinois ..... : ......................... _ .......... _ .. _ .................... _ ......... 60,862,608 
Ohio ......... _ .. _ .. _ ...... ~ ..................... _ ........ __ .. _ ...... __ ... _ .....• 35,876,682 
Kentucky ... _ .......... _ .................................. _.: .......... _ ........ 30,036,061 
Indiana ., ....................... _ .......................... _ ........... _ ......... _. 20,912,288 . 
Alabama ....................... _ ...... _ .. _ .............. _ .............. __ ....... 15,536,721 
Colorado .~ ............... _ .. _ .............................. _ ........ _ ............. 10,323,420 
Virginia ................................................................. _........... 9,326,830 
~~~m~~: ... ::::::::::::::~::=::::::=::::=::::::::::~:::::::::=::===:::::=: ~:~~~:~~~ 
Kans(l.S ....... _ .... :._ ................................. _ ............ _ ........ _..... 5,224,724 
Total bituminous ..................................... __ .•.... __ ........• 465,860,058 
Pennsylvania anthracite ... _ .... _ .... _ .................. ~ ... __ .. _. 88,092,201 
'rotal for U. S ..................................... : ..... 553.,952,259 
Value 
$ 365,430,504 
. 196,551,015 
140,075,969 
79,496,301 
73,891,049 
46,345,750 
45,937,681 
28,745,534 
23,774,941 
18,751,024 
17,352,620 
15,917,053. 
1,160,616,013 
364,926,950 
$1,525,542,963 
A comparison of these figures with those for 1910 shows that 
in the earlier year Iowa produced 7,928,120 tons, valued at . 
$13,903,913, an av:erage price of $1.75 per ton. In that year 
Iowa ra~ed ninth in tonnage and value of output. In 1919 
the tonnage was 2,303,428 less than a decade previous, but the 
vallie had increased $3,448,707, a rise in average value of $1.33 
per ton,. During the later year Iowa ranked eleventh in ton- . 
nage and value, having been passed by Virginia and Wyoming. 
A list of the chief producers of coal in 1918, the last .year for 
which statistics are availabie, includes the following.. Figures 
are short tons and are tentative. . 
United States ........................... _ .......... _........................................................... 678,211;904 
Great BrItain ............. - .... - ...... - ........... : .................................... _ .. _ ........ _ ......... . 255,040,328 
Germany ........... , ............................................... _ .................. ~ ._........................... 273,930,000 
France .............. ~ .............. ~ ........ -_ .......... _ .... _ .. _ ................. : ........... : .......... _....... 30,864,000 
Belgium ... , .............................. ' ........... _ ...... _ .............................. _ ......... :............... 15,229,000 
J apan ............... _. __ ...................... _ .................. , ......... _ ............... _., ...... _ ........ _......... 3 0,600,000 
Canada ......... _ ....................................•..... _ ...................... _ .......................... _....... 14,979,213 
New South Wales ........... _ .................... _ .. ........ _ .... _ .... _ ................ _ .......... _..... 10,160,000 
Union of South Africa ............. _, .....•..................... _......................................... . 11,937,682 
Holland ........•.................. _ ........................................ _ ........................ _............... 5,277,813 
.. 
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Queenslan'd __ ., __ ._ .. . __ . ___ .... _ .... _ .. _ ... _ .. _ ............ ~ .•.... _ .... _ ..... - ...... __ .. __ , ... _ ..... _......... . . 1,101,176 
Dutch East Indies ... _ ....... : ...... _ •..... _ ....... , ... : ................ - : ....... _. __ .... ; ..... _ ..... _ ...... _ 1,000,000 
. Approximate total for the 'Yorld .......... : __ .. _:_ .. _ .. : ..... _ ... _ .. ____ . ___ .... : .. 1,468,000,000 
Per cent produced by ' United States _ ........ _ ..................... __ ... ~ .... _ .. ___ .. __ . ___ - 46.2 
CLAY. PRODUCTS. 
Clay products' increased largely in value in 1919 over the 
output for 1918, the increase being from $5,318,84S to $8,125,324: 
This increase as accounted for by the removal of war restric-
tions and the partial r~~urJ;l. . to .normal i;ndustrial and· business 
conditio:q.s. 11;1 1920 the·-value of. the product rose still higher---':' 
to $10,489,232. .. . 
The following summa:~y ~]1 'give an ide'a of the progress o! 
the industry. 
1918 1919 
~----~~------~--~~Q~~~an~t~it~y~ .. --~~V~a~)u~e~--_7. Q~u=a~n~tl~·t~y~. __ ~V~a~lu~e~ 
Common brick ................... _ ... 67,292 M $ 749,325 66,632 M $ 941,489 
Vitrified brick ......... : ...... :_... 6,793 M .. 116.522 8,673 M 179,969 
Face brick ........................ _.: ... H,383 M 188;041 20,603 M 449,491 
Drain tile ........................... _. 2,256,200. 341,587 tons 3,127,378 
Sewer pipe ......... _ .. __ .......... 398,848 43,698 tons 902,008 
Fireproofing .......... _ ............... 238,789 tons 1,550,076 249;335 tons 2,475,291 
Other products .. _................. 32,206 31,975 
Pottery and clay ._................ 5,454 17,723 
$5,318,848 $8,125,324 
________________________________ ~1~9-20~--------------~~--
Quantity Value 
Common brick ................... _ ............................ , ..... 60,270 M $ 1,146,182 
Vitrified brick _ .. _ .... __ ........ __ ._. __ ......... __ .. _..... 6,116 M . 176,430 
~~~~n ~~t~~ ... ~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~::~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4~~;~~~ ~ns 4, ~~~;~~~ 
Sewer pipe .... : ..... _ ............ _ ........... _ .............. _ ....... 41,634 tons 918,669 
Fireproofing .... , .......................... _ ......................... 293,081 tons 3,048,776 
Other products __ ....... _ .. _ .. _ .......................... _ .. _....... 43,621 I 
P·ottery and Clay ._ ...... __ ... ___ ..................... _ ..... _..... 49,275 
$10,489,232 I 
These summaries reveal the upward trend in prices during 
the three yearl1 represented and this trend may be shown also 
by the following table of average prices received. 
CLAY PRODUCTION IN IOWA 
1918 1919 1920 
Iowa States Iowa States Iowa States I Unit~d I United 'I United 
Common brick .... -$:=-1=--1.-=-14"'--;'--. $ ..-:1=-=0-;;;9-0-·-:·--:-$=--14,...,.1'""2:--;----,$;;;-;1;n3". 'n8--;'-'--;;;$1"::f8".9"'5;--;1--;;$~lA6.n95~ 
Vitrified brick .. 17.15 171 4, . 20.75 23.74 28.85 27.06 
Faile brick ............ 16.52 17 ' 0' 21.82 .. 20.27 25.31 24.71 
Drain 'tile .............. 9.32 8.82 10.51 10.51 
~ewer pipe .......... 20.64 14.50 22.07 21.34 
Fireproofing. ........ .. 6.49 <. 6:6i 8.40 7.71 1-OAO . · 10.62 
Io~a's rank among the states of, the Union ' is shown by the 
following table: 
TEN LEADING STATES IN VALUE OF CLAY PRODUCTS. 
• 
1919 1920 
, 
~ '" ~ " It.! .., S .. 
'" 5 .., .... '" I'l '.., .... '" ... o bO"O bO ..... be 0 bO I'l '" ..... be col I'l ~~ 20l ..... I'l ~ = ',.,...-4 .., ...... ..... I'l ........ 
.......... 
.. . .-4 0 I'l col .......... - .... .-4 0 . .. I'l.., 
'" '" ~ o'\:: ~ "1:J ' Ul "'.., ~ o,\:: "'''0 '" '" 0 ~~
..s..s ~ '" 0 I'l 0 ~ ~ . e.., I'l 0 .... .., col ' 0 ~ ~I"""'I ~ '" .~ col col '" col " "' .. "' ..... og< >Zl~ ' :3 ~ State ~ z .... > .. ~ Ol P-t ..... ~ z~ JP-to 0 ..... '" ~'" H..-i I I ... 
Ohio ... _ .............. _ 1 416 $ 63,787,319 23.2 1 386 $ 82,061,960 21.9 28.6 I 
Pennsylvania ....... 2 336 39,270,613 14.3 2 307 50,983,988 13.6 29.81 50.8 New Jersey ...... 3 126 26,545,959 9.6 3 137 40,021,028 10.7 
Illinois __ 0 ..... -_--_ ... 4 142 17,408,022 6.3 4 156 26,138,419 7.0 50.2 
New York .......... 5 120 14,468,586 5.2 5 142 19,113;684 5.1 32.1 
West 'Virginia .... 6 59 13,097,598 4.8 7 55 17,167,843 4.6 31.1 
Indiana ..... _ ....... 7 -163 11,634,097 4.2 8 149 15,494,795 4.1 33.2 
Missouri .............. 8 65 10,997,949 4.0 6 73 17,474,542 4.7 58.9 
Iowa .................... 9 115 8,125,324a 2.9 10 . 109 10,489,232al 2.8 28.8 
California .......... 10 66 5,834,648 .2.1 9 65 10,946,423 2.9 87.6 
Total U. S. .... . I 2,776 I $275,346,378 I 
. a Includ~ raw ·clay sold. ' ;? .: .... 
~ I 2,716 I $373,610,102 I I 35.7 I 
In bri~k a~d .pile ''Products iowa.!anked eighth in both 1919 
and '1920 .. ·IiI. ·common brick 'she p·ank;ed twenty-first in 1919 
, ~nd twell~ieth , in 1920. In ' hollow · building tiie she ranked 
second in -1919, being 'exceeded 'by Ohio alone, and third in 1920, 
as New J eisey pass.ed her 'by about half a million dollars. In ' 
dram tile. Iowa was, . a,s ' usual, . the leader, her nearest competi-
tor, "Ohio, .being well 0ver a minion dollars behind ·in· 1919, and 
:over three million in 192Q; In sewer pipe Iowa ranked sixthin 
1919, but dropped to eighth in 1920, as her production remained 
almost stationary while that of the .. other lea:ding states in-
creaJled 'arg~ly. I . '. 
Table' III shows the output of ' clay wares hy the different 
counties in the two years here considered. 
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TABLE III 
VALUE OF CLAY PRODUCTS IN 1919. 
County 
Allamakee .:.. ......... - ..... 1 
:Appanoose ............... : .. f 
'Audubon ................... . 
Benton .... ~ .................. . 
. Boone ........... _ ............ . 
Buena Vista ............. . 
Cass .................. , ......... . 
Cedar ..... _ ........ :.......... . 
Cerro Gordo ............. . 
Clinton ....................... . 
Dallas ......................... . 
Des Moines ._ .......... , 
Dubuque ................... . 
Fayette ........... _ ........ . 
FIQyd ......................... . 
Frankliw ................... . 
Grundy ............... _~ ... . 
Guthrie .............. , ........ . 
Hamilton ................. . 
Hancock ................... . 
Hardin ....... _ .............. . 
:~~Ird··::~~~::~~:::~~~:::~::: 
Humboldt ....... ~ ......... . 
Iowa ...................... : .... . 
Jackson ... .:. .......... _ .... . 
Jasper .................. : ..... , 
Jefferson ............. : ..... . 
Johnson .................... .. 
Jones ................. _ ..... .. 
Keokuk .................... .. 
Kossuth ... _ ................ . 
Lee .......................... : .. . 
t~~~s~···:::=::~::::~~::~::::: 
Madison ..................... . 
Mahaska ... __ ............ . 
Marion ............... _ ...... . 
Marshall .................. .. 
Mills ..... _ .......... _ ........ . 
Muscatine ................ .. 
Page ... __ .................... . 
Polk ......... _ .... _ .... .:. ... .. 
Pottawattamie ......... . 
Poweshiek ... _ .... _ ...... . 
Sac ............................ .. 
Scott .......................... .. 
Story ......................... . 
Tama ......................... . 
Union ....................... : .. 
Wapello ..................... . 
i/ 
~\ 
Common 
Brick 
* 
* 
.. 
* 
Drain 
Tile 
* 
Hollow 
Building 
Tile 
* 
Other 
Products· 
........ _-_ ........ _ ...... ---_ .... -......... ---............... _--_ ...... --- .. _ .. .. 
* * 
20,822 12,002 ....... _ ...... _ ... 
. * * .. 
.2 ......... :.......... * ....... _ .............. _ ............. .. 
1 * * * ....... _ ......... .. 
. i * * * ........... _ ..... .. 
6 *. 934,640 590,165 ....... _ .. _ ..... .. 
1" * ... _ .......................... _ ..... .. 
5 ... _............... 201,692 414,310 ... _ ...... _ ...... . 
1 * * .. .. ............. _ .. . 
2 * ....... _ ...... _ ...... _ .......... _ .................. _ ... 
1 '* ....... _........... * * 
1 * '. * ... _ ............. .. 
2 * * * ........... _ ..... .. 
1 .. ..._ .......... _... .................... * 
1......... ...................... *' * .. ___ .. _ ............... _ .... . 
1 ....... _ .. :........ .. ....... _........... * 
1 .................... . * ....... _ .. _ .......................... . 
'1 ................. ~ .. .. ... _ ...... _ .. _ .......... _ ......... .. 
2" * * ... _ .. _ .......... . 
1 * * * .... _ .. _ ..... _ .. . 
1 ... _ .......... _... .. ............... _ ....... _._ ...... _ ... 
2 * .. * ... _ ...... _ .... .. 
1 ... _ .......... _ ...... _............... * .................. .. 
2" * * ............... _ .. . 
3 * ~0,673 * "'_"_"'"'''''' 
1" .. ..._ .......... _ ...................... . 
2 * .. ' * ... _ ............. .. 
5 * 215,822 * .. 
1 ....... _ .. _ .. _... .. ._ ...... _ ...... __ ....... __ 
1 .. .. ..... _ ...... _ .............. _ .. _ ... ... _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. . 
1, ... _.:_ .. _ .. _ .. . 
1 ... _ ............. .. 
1 ... _ .......... __ . 
1 * 
4 4,326 
l ' * 
1 
2 
1 
8 
1 
4 
~\ 
il 
.. 
*, 
* 
*. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
* 
.. 
* 
.. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
, 54,707 
.. 
--_ ... -........ __ ..... --_ .......... _ ..... _ .. .. 
.. 
* 
.. .. 
134,816 . __ .......... _ . 
* 
... __ .. _-------_ .. - ---_ .... _ .. _ .. _-- ---.... _-... _ ...... 
* .. 
274,042b 
27,403 
* 
* 
* 
23,261 
* 
* 
265,503 462,848 
8,389 ....... _ ......... .. 
* ' 
* 
.. 
* 
* 
.. 
---------------.. ---
* 
* 
* 
Total ' 
Value 
* 
.. 
.. 
!~,824 
*, 
.. 
* 
1,524,775 
' .. 
• 616,002 
* 
* 
* 
.. ' 
. * 
* ;. 
'. t 
* 
.. 
.. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
.. 
* 
38,'l"t-8 
.. 
.. 
328,970 
* 
* 
* 
.. 
.. 
.. 
193,849 
.. 
* , 
* 
.. \ 
' 1,002,393 
.. 
35,792 
* 
.. 
* 
61,790 
.. 
.. 
County 
Warren _____________________ .. _ 
Washington __________ .. _ 
Webster ___________________ __ 
Winneshiek ______________ _ 
Woodbury ______________ __ __ 
Wright ________ .: .. ____ ______ _ 
Counties with less \ 
than three producers , 
C~A Y PRODUd'rION IN 1920 
TABLE III Continued 
Co=on 
Brick 
Drain 
Tile 
Hollow 
Building 
Tile 
Other, 
Products" 
4 6,095 53,54 29,139 _________________ _ 
1_. ___ . ______ ._ .____ it ~ * 
9 *" 552,421 651,552 620,460 
~ --------~--------- :::::::=::=::::::: :::~:::::~::::::: --------:---------
\ 931,068\ 738,348\ 445,671 480,135 
1 1151 941,489 1 3,127,3781 2,475,291 1 1,563,443 1 
Pottery and cl/l.y sold . __ _______________ _____ _______ ___ _ .. __ .. ____ ~ _______________________________________ __ 
"Included under: Counties having less than three producers. 
"Included in "Hollow huilding tile". 
bIncludes sewer pipe. 
xxxiii 
Total 
Value 
* 
88,781 
1,823,433 
* 
.. 
.. 
2,360,214 
8,107,601 
17,723 
<Includes: Vitrified hrick or block and face brick, $629,460; sewer pipe, $902,008; miscellan-
eous, $31,975. The Census lists ' an additional miscellaneous item of $75,789. 
TABLE III Continued 
VALUE OF' CLAY PRODUCTS IN 1920. 
County 
Allamakee _________________ _ 
Appanoose ' ___________ __ 
Audubon __________________ __ 
Benton ____________________ _ 
Boone ______________________ __ 
Buena Vista ____________ __ 
Cass _____ . _______________ . __ __ 
Cedar __________ .. ____ .. ______ . 
Cerro Gordo _____ __ ____ _ 
Clinton ______________ __ ___ __ 
Dallas ___ .. ____________ .. __ ... 
Des Moines ____ .... __ .. __ __ 
Dubuque __ ___ __ .. _______ ... 
Floyd _____________ .. _____ .. __ .. 
Franklin __________________ . 
Grundy _____ .. _______ .. ____ . 
Hancock .... _ .... __________ . 
Hardin ___ .... ___ .. __ .... ____ . 
Henry _________ .... _ .. __ .. __ 
Howard .. ____ .. ____ .. ______ __ 
Iowa ___ .. __ .. __ ...... __________ _ 
Jackson .. _ .. _____ ...... ____ __ 
Jasper ___ .. __________ .. __ .. __ . 
Jefferson .... ___________ ... 
Johnson '. ______ . ________ .. __ __ 
Common 
Brick 
Drain 
Tile 
Hollow 
Building 
Tile 
Other 
Products" 
i : ----.. --~--------.i.--.. --.~----.---. :::~::::::~::~::: 1 * ___________________ * ________________ __ 
4 $ 5,840 
2 * 2 __________________ __ 
1 * 
1 * 
7 24,404 
1 * 
5 * 1 ____ .. _______ . __ : __ . 
2 * 
1 * 
2 * 
1 * 1 _______________ . __ 
1 ____________ ______ __ 
2 * 
1 * 
2 * 
1 * 
1 * 2 __ . ___________ .. __ 
2 ' * 
$ 54,378 $ 19,628 . __ .. __ .. __ ..... __ __ 
* * 
* 
* 
* , 
* 
1,780,811 1,014,208 __ . _____________ .. 
* 
330,185 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
-
746,918 
* 
* 
-, 
* 
-
* 
* 
* 
Total 
Value 
* 
it 
* 
$ 79,846 
* 
* 
* 
* 
2,818,423 
it 
1,082,955 
* 
it 
* 
-
* 
-
-.. 
.. 
• 
.. 
-• 
~ " 
, 
,. 
MINERAL P~ODUOTION IN 1919 AND 1920 
County 
Jones •......................... 
': K eokuk .................... .. 
' Kossuth .................... .. 
Lee ...................... : ..... .. 
L inn .......................... .. 
Louisa ...................... .. 
Madison ................... . 
Marion .................... .. 
Mills ........................... . 
Muscatine ................. . 
:T~LE III Cpntinued 
'" . ~ 
OS ,g Co=on .. Drain 
. e B~ck Tile 
~~ 
Hollow 
Building 
Tile 
Other' 
Products" 
2 .. -I * * .................. .. 
5 * 196,598 * * . 
1 .................... * .................... ................... . 
1 ... * ~~. ____ . __ . ____ __ . _____ ______ .________ * 
1 ....... ..:........... * . .. .................. ................... . 
1 * * * ................... . 
1 __ __________ ._._.__ * ___ .. _______________ _________________ _ 
4 * 92,993 ~46,280 * 
1 * .................... ....................................... . 
2 * ........................................ ................... . 
·PagEl · ............................ . . 1 * * * ................... . 
8 ' 121,296 278,387 * * Polk ........................... . 
Poweshiek ................. . 4 .................... 52,061 1,287 ................... . 
Sac .............................. . 
Scott ........................ .. 
1.__________________ * . 
2 .................... .. ........ ;; .................. :;; ......... . 
Story ......................... . 
Tama ......................... . 
Union ........................ .. 
2 * * * * 
4 * 39,365 .................... .. 
1 * ' * * .................. .. 
Wapello .................... .. 3 . 90,158 * * ................... . 
Warren .................... ' .. 1.................... * * ................... . 
Washington ............. . 4 3,495 81,857 25,838 ................... . 
Webster .~ ................ .. 8 28;955 274,621 388,311 428,711 
Winneshiek ............ .. 1 * ........................................ ... _ .............. . 
Woodbury .... : .... : ...... .. . 3 531,383 ....................... _ ..... , .................... _ ..... .. 
Wright ...................... .. 1 .... _.............. " ........................... : .......... .. 
Counties with less 
.' Total 
Value 
* 
452,541 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
284,527 
* 
* 
* 
1,200,330 
53,548 , 
* 
* 
* 
81,257 
* 
202,133 
* 
111,190 
1,144,062 
* 
531,383 
* 
than three producers 340,651 1,492,897 706,306 1,056,173 2,397,762 
1 1091 $1,146,1821 $4,760,1151 $3,048,7761 $1,484,8841$10,439,957 
Pottery, and clay sold ........................ , ..................... : ........ , .................. "........... 49,275 
, "Included under: COlmties having less than three producers . 
. "Includes: Vitrifie<l brick or block, $176,430; Face brick, $346,164; Sewer pipe, $918,669: 
Flue lining, $35,023: Wall coping, $8,598. 
LIMESTONE AND LIME. 
The amount. of limestone and lime sold in Iowa in 1919 was 
519',030 tOl1JS, valued at $567,356. The amount sold in 1920 was 
620,665 tons with a value of $840,544. These figures' show a 
recuperation from the depression of 1918 when the output was 
valued at $444,800, and reflect ihe improvemellt in business ' 
('onditions·. . Much the larger ' pa~t. of the limestone output is 
crushed:as' is shown by the fact that in. each of ..the two . years a 
littl~ oyer g79,000 tOllS was used in this way. . The use of lime-
stone in ' agriculture shows a : gratifying increase, ' rising from 
34;,4S9 t{nls in 1918 to 46,452 tons :in 1919 and to '67;140 :toris in 
'" . . . - _0·.···· ... . 
./ 
LIMESTONE ?RODUCTION IN 1919 
1920. Ins.ofar as this represents a necessity. f.or reenriching 
w.orn.out S.oils it is, .of c.ourse, lamentable, but S.o far .as it means' 
the reclaiming .of lands heret.ofore unsuitable f.or agriculture its 
use is extremely praisew.orthy. A~ in pr~vi.ous years, S.o in 
these tW.o, the .only pr.oducers .of lime were the Eagle P.oint 
Lime W.orks .of Dubuque 'and the Alfred Hurst Estate .of Ma-
qu.oketa. One .operat.or rep.orted the sale .of sandst.one in 1920. 
I.owa ra.nked thirty-third am.ong the states in pr.oducti.on .of . 
st.one in i919. She pr.oduced 0.8 per cent .of the am.ount and 0.5 
per cent .of the value in that year. In the next year her rank 
was thirty-f.ourth with percentages .of 0.8 .of the am.ount and. 0.6 
.of the value .of the t.otal pr.oducti.on. She ranked twenty-
seventh in am.ount .of lime pr.oduced in 1919 and twenty-ninth 
in value. These P.ositi.ons were raised in 1920 t.o twenty-sixth 
in am.ount and twenty-seventh in value. The average value per 
t.on .in 1919 was $9.79 and in 1920, $10.80. 
TABLE IV. 
PR.oDUOTI.oN .oF LIME;ST.oNE AND LIME IN 1919 . 
., 
Crushed Stone. Other . Total ~ol Build- Rubble 
S~~~e ~i~~ap Road I Con- I Agricul- Uses· Value 
County ~ Making crete . ture 
~i~~~a~~~k-~: ~ : ----.. : .... --.. I ~ .. _._ .... ___ . * ___ ................... ______ .__ : 
, g~:;~o~o~-~~ .. :: . i :::::::::::::::: : ::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: ~::=::=::=::: ..... _:. __ . __ . : 
. Dubuque ... _.__ 6 * $4,000 $10,9801 $22,954 * * $63,084 
. iE~I:d':::~=::::: ~ :::=::~::~:~: ::::::::::::::: :::::~~:~l"'-:-----" ::::::~::::::: ::::::~=:::::: : 
f~;:~::::::~::::::: : ~:=::.::::=::: '-"'-:"'-'--I:::::~:::::::: ...... :; .. -........ -:-.......: 5:6,786 
· It:~s~;; .. ::::::::: ~ :::::::::::::::/ ...... ;; .. ·-.. -1:::::::::::::::: : :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: : 
r~~1~~~.1 ~t=::=:=r-~:;::::I_~__:i~~~~ ::$~;~~; :::~:~:: . 19~'97' 
producers ...... 1 ! $1,8161 79,3011 34,615 151,272 5,727 $76,200 278,263 
1 291 $1,8161 $83,3011 $60,2731 $314,4121 $31,3541 $76,2001 $567,356 
"Includes: Lime, and Btone sold for unsuecified uses, $58,898; stone Bold for flux, railroad 
ballast and use in sugar factories, $17,302. 
xxxvi MINERAL PRODUCTION IN '1919 AND 1920 . 
TABLE IV Continued 
PRODUCTION OF LIMESTONE AND LIME IN 1920. 
~ Crushed Stone 
.g Build- Road 
County 
.... 
o 
P:: ing 
Stone 
Rubble 
and 
Riprap Making C{)n- Agn' cuI. and 
Other 
Uses' 
Total 
Value 
Allamakee 
Black Hawk .. 
Cerro Gordo .. 
Clayton ......... . 
Clinton ........... . 
Des Moines .. ,. 
Dubuque ....... . 
Floyd ............. . 
Hardin ........... . 
Henry ............. . 
Howald ......... . 
Jackson ......... . 
Jones ............. . 
Lee ... _ .. _ ........ . 
Linn' ............... . 
Madison ....... . 
Mitchell ......... . 
Pocahontas ... . 
Scott ............. . 
Counties with .. 
less than three 
Railroad crete ture 
Ballast 
i ~~~~(::~:::~~~-~~ ~~~~~ ~t ~~~] 
1 ....... _....... * ... _ ...... _ ... ................ ........... _ .............. _ .. . 
6 ... ~___________ $28,807 $10,343 * * * 
i :::::::=::::::: .. ; ... : .... : ... ::::::::::=::: ...... ;; ........... -.;; .............. : ... _ .. . 
1 ... _........... * ....... _....... * ....... _ .. _ ...... _ .......... . 
il:::::::::::=::~ ..... ~:::~~ ...... ~ .. -... :::=:~=:;=::: ..... ~~:::~~ ...... :-...... . 
3 ....... _....... * ....... _....... $39,531 * ... _ .......... . 
1 ... _ .. ~ ........... _' ...... _... * * ....... _ .. _ .......... _ ...... . 
1 ........... _... * ... _........... * * ... _ .. _ ...... . 1 ___________ ._ .. ___ . __________ ... _ .. __ ... _. _______________ . ______ . ____ .. ___ * 
1 ... _ .............. :. ...... _ ...... _ ...... _... * ........................... _ .. . 
4 ........•....... * * 212,369 36,506 * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
$94,521 
* 
* 
* 
" 
* 
87,819 
63,595 
* 
* 
* 
* 
291,850 
producers ------i I *. 119:864 17,135 209,546 8,251 $127,604 537,785 
!......:"":"'::"':"":"""::"":""":-l1-:3"4TI -.*o--+-:j $;;:;1-;:;63"',;;;27;;;6:1-;, $:;;-;;-27":',4". 7;n8hl $461,4461 $ 46,6401 $127,6041 $840,544 
"Includes: Sandstone and lime, $90,952: limestone sold 'for flux, $12,902: for sugar factories, 
$28,750. 
SAND AND GRAVEL. 
Iowa produced 2,093,471 tons of sand and gravel in 1919, and 
this had a value of $1,383,764. The ' output for the next year 
was 2,467,644 tons valued at $1,993,#1. These figures show a 
substantial increase in spite of handicaps of car shortage and 
other industrial conditions. The statistics for 19,20 show . for 
the first time the various uses for which gravel is sold. These 
uses for Iowa gravel are: . 
Quantity 
tons 
Building gravel ... - .... - .......................... _ ... ~ ... 256,600 
Roofing gravel ....... _ ...... _ .............. _ ...... _ ........... 16,677 
Paving gravel ................................. _ ............ _ ... 499,072 
Railroad ballast ... _ ............................ _ ...... _ ....... 191,914 
964,263 
Value 
$291,758 
26,202 
521,360 
46,486 
$885,806 
I 
I 
SAND PRODUCTION IN 1919 AND 1920 
The tonnage of the sand produced during the years 1919 and 
1920 was distributed as follows: 
_________ , 1----19-,-1_9 ________ ,19;-2_0 ___ _ 
Kinds Tons Value Tons Value 
Molding sand -_ ..... ------_ .... _- 6,405 $ 14,318 10,566 $ 13,254 I Building sand' ... _ ............... 913,400 531,596 1,058,990 788,184 Engine sand --..... _-_ ...... _---- 39,891 9,230 27,334 16,366 
Pavin.g sand ..... - ............. - ........ 165,597 86,235 . 205,893 . 152,337 
Filter sand ..... _ .................. 20,242 13,224 41,084 28,130 
Other sands ---_ ........... -... _ ......... 142,253 72,952 159,514 109,364 
Railroad ballast .-._----_ .... _- 50,394 I 19,712 Gravel _ .... ------_ .... _----_ .... __ ..... 755,289 636,497 964,263 885,896 
, 2,093,471 I $1,383,764 , 2,467,644 , $1,993,441 I 
Table V .. shows in as much detail as possible the production 
of sand and gravel in the different cOlmties in 1919 and i920. 
-, 
\ . 
TABLE V. 
PRODUOTION OF SAND AND GRAVEL IN 1919 
County 
Black Hawk ...... --------~-------.----.. ----------... ---------Boone _______________________________________________ __ _____ ---------
Bremer ____________________________________ __________________ :----
Buena Vista ______ __________________________ ________ _____ __ _ 
Butler ______ .. _. _____ .. ____ . _______ ... _ ... __ ________________________ _ 
Carroll _____ _________ .------ ---------------------------------.-_ Garro Gordo .--__________________________________________ : __ _ 
Cherokee ----________________________ .____________ , _____________ _ 
Clay ____________________________________ : _______________ : _______ . ___ _ 
Clayton _______ __________________ . ________________________________ _ 
Clinton _________________________________________________________ . 
Dcs Moines -------------------------_______ : _________________ _ 
Dickinson ___________ __________________________ :________ _________ '. 
Dubuque _________ , ______________________________________________ _ 
E=et _________ ___________________________________________________ _ 
Payette _. ____________________ ___ __________ ________ ., _______________ _ 
Franklin _______________________ : ________________________________ __ 
Hardin ___________ _____________________________________________ _ 
Humboldt ________________________________________________________ _ 
- Ida ____________ __ _____________________________________________ : _____ _ 
Jackson ___________________________________ : _______ _______________ __ 
Johnson ___________ ~_~ _________ .--------------------------------Jones ______________________________________________________________ _ 
Lee __________ ______________ ________________________ _________________ _ 
Linn ___________ ___________ ___________________ , ________________ ____ _ 
Lyon ___ • __ ________________ • ______________________ .:. _______________ __ 
- lI.f!ahaska ~- -- ------------------------ .. ---------------------------Marion __ ________________ __________ ________________________________ __ 
Marshall _______________________________________________________ _ 
~ 
cD 
CJ 
P 
'1-<'0 
00 
... 
o Po! 
Z 
-5 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
~ i 
2 
:Building 
Sand 
$ 13,300 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Engine 
Sandt and 
Railroad 
Ballast§ 
t 
t 
Paving 
Sand 
* 
* 
Other 
Sanda 
* 
: ~ § I : · I--------~---------
* - * 
- Grave) 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
1 1_ .. ____ .. ____ _ _ ______ 1 ____ ..... __ ..... ___ _ _ _ 1 ______ ._ .. _ .. ______ _ 
* 
6 
2 
2 
3 
2 
4 
3 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
4 
2 
2 
2 
1 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
§ 
t 
* 
17,030 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 7,3551------------------,------------------,----.---;;---------)-------------------
_ .. _ .... _-. __ .... _-- -------------_ ._--- -------------------
* § . * * * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* . 
* 
* 
.. _ ... --- --- .--------1------.\--.. -------- 1------- --_ .... _____ 1 _______ ____________ _ 
* 
... _--_ .... --------1---___ -,--_._ .. ----1-----------_ .. _-- __ 
* 
__ _____ !. _________ J:::::::::::=::=::I:::=::::::::::=::: 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
a 
<S 
r:: 
..... 
Quantity 
Value Tons 
is 
122,175 $ 62,050 ~ 
* * 
* 41 
.. pj 
> 
* 
- * t" 
* * I'd 
* * 
pj 
* * 
0 
t:;j 
* * q 
* * 
0 
* * 
1-3 
H 
31,477 20,578 0 
* * 
Z 
* * 
H 
Z 
42,851 30,023 
..... 
* * <0 
6,690 2,4_90 
..... 
<0 
5,907 7,355 > 
* * Z 
* * 
- t:;j 
* * 
..... 
<0 
* * 
1'0 
0 
* * 
* * 
* * 
94,429 43,413 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
. 
\ . 
County 
Montgomery ___ __ _____ ____ ________________ ________ __ __ __ ______ _ 
Muscatine ___________ ____ _______________________________ __________ _ 
o 'Brien __ ______ _______ ___ ________________ _________ ~~ ___________ ____ . 
~!~:ol~'i t~-- ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::==::::::=::::==::==:::1 
~~::~~~:::::::==::::::~::::~::::=::=::::::=::=::::::::~::: Scott .~ ___ ____________ , __ _' ______________________________ __________ _ 
Si oux ........ ------------.- .• -----.. --.--_____ . ___ ..... ___ ______ _ 
~~:r B;;;~;;.---:::::::::=::::::::::::=::::::::::=~:::::::::~::::::: . Wapello __________ ' _______ __________ __ _______ __ __ ________________ ___ _ 
Webster ___________ __ _________ _______________________ __ ________ ____ , 
Winn~shiek ____________ ___ ___ : ______ ~ __ _____________________ ______ _ 
Woodbury -------------------------------------------------------
111 
~ 
.... ,g 
00 
o&:: 
z 
1 
2 
. 6 
2 
2 
3 
14 
2' 
2 
5 
2 
1 
3 
3 
2 
1 
2 
TABLE V Continued 
Building 
Sand 
* 
.. 
Engine _ 
Sandtand I Paving 
Railroad . Sand 
Ballaat§ I 
~ 
Other 
Sandi' 
* 
Gravel 
* 
* * 
* ------------ -------,------ ------------1--------- ----------I-- -- ----~----------I 
* * 
107,877 .. 35,460 5,944 103,917 
* -
* 
* ------ -- -:--______ I ______ - ---- -- -__ ._I~ __ _ ·--:: ..... ------I 
* 
* 
--------------------,-----------------,-------------------1-------------------1 
* 
.. 
* 
* . t . ~ - 1 .. I * 
* I I * 
---- ------ ------ --- - ------- - ----- ------ ------------ -.--.-- • j 1 
* * 
Quantity' 
Tons 
.. 
* 
18,099 
* 
.. 
31,887 ; 
378,243 
* 
.. 
31,601 
* 
* 
111,032 
J 7,3811: . 
* 
* 
Value. 
* 
*' 
$5,935 
* 
* 
20,869, 
258,457 
.. 
* 
23,255 
* 
.. 
68,783 
15,400 
* 
* 
.. W right ------------------------------------------------------_____ 1 
,Counties with less than three. prod~cer!f----! 
: :::=::=::::::=::: :::=~=::=::=:::I :::::::=::=::=::: :---':--;,::---:':--
403,064 ," '28,942 , 50,775 , 94,550 I 515,55011 1,323,8741 , 887,20.6 
116 1' $ 531,5961[$ 28,9{~T; $ 86,235j i$ 100,494L $ 63!3,4!l71 ; 2,093,4711 i $1,383,764 
"Includes: Molding sand, $14,3 18; grinding arid poliShing, fire or ; l unia"'1 'sand'- $7,637; filter sand, . $13,224; unclassified. $65.311;. 
*Included under: Counties with less than three producers. . • 
tEngine sand. $9,230; ~railroad ballast, $19.712. 
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TABLE V Continued 
PRODUCTION OF SAND AND GRAVEL IN 1920 
County 
Adair ._ .. _ .... ___ ... __ ..... _ ... __ ..... __ .... __ ... _ ... _ ... ___ .. __ _ .... _ 
Black Hawk ._ .. __ ... _. __ ._ .. ____ .. _ .. __ ..... __ : ... __ ... _ .... _. 
Boone ._ .• ____ .. __ ._ ... _ ... __ .. _ ... ___ .... _ .. __ .. _. __ .... ____ ._ .. . 
Bremer ______ . ___ . _____________ .. _______ . ____ ._ ....... _._ .• _____ ... . 
Buena Vista _______ . ___ . __ __ ._._. __ . __ ... ___ .. _._ ... _._. __ _ 
Butler ._ .. ___ ... __ ... _______ ... ______ ___ ______ ... _ .. _ .. __________ .... 
Cerro Gordo ..... _____ .__________ . ____ .__ .. _._ .. __ .... _ .. _ .. _. 
Cherokee ----..... -.----- .. --.-----..... --.. --.. -.-.... :. ..... --Clay ____ .... _ .. ____ ... __ .. ___ .. __________ ... _____ .. __ .... _. ___ . _____ _ 
g~!~: :::::::::==::~:-~=::::::=::::::=::=::=::::=::~::::::: 
Des Moines ... ____ .... _. ___ _ ._ .. _. __ .. _._ ... ____ . _____ . __ ... . 
Dubuque ___ . ________ ._ ..... _._ .... __ ._. _________ . ________ .... __ 
Emmet __________ . ___ ___ .___ ._ .. ___ ... _ ..... __ .__ . __ ... _______ .. _. __ 
Fayette __ . _____ . __ . __ ._. _________ .. ___ ...... __ .-_ ... _. __ ... ______ _ 
Franklin ___ .. __ ._ ... _ .. _____ . _____ __ ______ ... _______ ._ ...... __ ---
Hardin .. __ . __ .... ____ ... __ ._ .. ____ . ____ ._._ .. _. ___ . ______ . ____ .. _ 
Harrison ... ______ __ ____ . __ . ____ ... __ .. __ .. __ . _______ . ____ .. __ 
Humboldt ..... _._ .. _______ .... __ ... _____ .. ___ . ___ . _____ ... __ ___ _ 
Ida .. ____ ._: __ ___ ____ ._ ...... _ .. _ ...... ___ .... _ ...... _ ... __ .... _ ... __ 
J ackson _____ .: .. __ ..... __ .. _. __ ... _._ ... __ ... __ .... __ .... __ .. __ .. _. 
Johnson . _____ .. _. ____ .. _____ .. ~_ .. _ .... ______ ._.: ___ .. ____ .___ . __ _ 
-Jones .. _ .. _ .... _. ___________ .... __ ... ___ .... __ __ ._ .. ___ .. _. __ ______ _ 
Linn ._. __ .... __ ... __ ... ___ ._. __ ._. __ .. _. __ .. __________ . __ ~ ____ ... 
Lyon . _______ .... _. __ .... ________ ..... ___ : ... __ .. _ ....... __ ._ .. ___ _ 
Mahaska .. ______ .... ____ .... _ .. _________ .. _______ .. __ .. _ ...... __ 
Marion _______ .. _ .. ___________ ...... ___ ...... ____________________ _ 
Marshall ... __ _____ ..... _ .. ______ .. __ .. _ .. __ .. _ .. _ .... _________ .. . 
Muscatine .. __ ... _ ...... _ ... ___ .... ___ ._. __ ...... __________ ...... _ 
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39,140 
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Quantity 
Tons I Value 
~ 
* * ~ 84;440 $ 66,484 ~ 
* * II> 
* * t'i 
* * I'd 
* * ~ 
* * tj 275,141 92,058 q 
* * 
0 
* * 
1-3 
1-1 25,097 19,300 o . 
* * 
Z 
* * ~ 
* * I-' 51,057 41,275 co I-' 8,977 3,165 .co 
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* *. 156,100 128,908 
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TABLE V Continued 
Building 
Sand · 
Engine 
Sandt and." 
Railroad 
Ballast§ 
Paving 
. Sand 
Other 
Sanda Gravel 
~~~~o;~~[~:::~1~1~:~~~;~-1'1 ~;~: ~~~~::~i;;_~~~il:~-~::~~i~~o 
W II " • ape 0 , . . ........•.. .......... ...... ........... _ .. _............... 4 36,688 t * 15,359 16,225 
Webster .............................................................. 4 * . , ........... _ .. _... * ...... ~_ ...... _... * 
Winneshiek ........................................................ 2 * ........... _ .. _... * ........... _ .. _... * 
::~~~u~ ..  : : :::::~::::::::::::::::::::~::::::=::=:::: : ::::::::::1 ~ ... _ ... ~ ............. -... § ..... .,. ... :::=:::::::::=::: ... -.. ~.; .......... ........ :._ .. _ .. . 
Counties with less than three producers .. __ 1 357,093 53,701 77,386 37,8851 557,805 
1 104 I $ 788,1841t 62,8521$152,3371 $ 150,7481 $ 839,3201 
*Inclucl,ed under : Counties having less thall- three producers. 
tEngine sand. $16.366; §Railroad ballast sand. $46,486. . 
"Includes : Molding and grinding sand, $16,502; Filter sand, $28,130 ; Uses not specified, $106,016. 
/ 
c 
Quantity 
Tons 
6,436 
15,664 
* 
·22,121 
524,607 
* 
* 
79,944 . 
88,271 
35,974 
* 
* 
* 
1,511,137\ 
Value 
7,867 
6,707 
* 
18,419 
469,155 
* 
* 
77,940 
79,584 
40,999 
* 
* 
* 
844,136 
2,467,6441 $1,993,44L 
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xlii: MINERAL ,PRODUCll'roN' IN, .Hag AND 1920 
' dypstrM . .. ' 
The statement :o/as made.- in the report on I¢neral production 
for 1918 that the' amount of gypsum mined in Iowa in that year 
was 29 per cent less -tEan iIi tEe 'year before. and that the value 
of the output was: 5 per cen;t less than in 1917. In 1919, on the 
contrary, the quantity "~i~ed 'was 28 per cent greater than that . 
of 1918 while the -increase- in- value"amf!lunted-to 35 per cent. 
Th~ tonnage of the gypsum mined in 1919 was 421,279, as ~om­
pared with 327,927 in '1918. Iowa shared w.ith qther states in 
'the return to larger production and high~r prices following the 
postwar decli~e. In 1920, again, t~e upward trend is shown, 
for the tonnage' in that year amounted to 571,895. Perhaps the 
most ' remarkable feature of the situation, .however, is the 
phenomenal rise in value of finished product , as shown by in-
crease from $1,946,414 in 1918 to $2,634,444 in 1919 and $4,422,-
965 in 1920. . The great lncrea~e IS ascribed to the 'increased 
costs of , production · and to the large increase in the manu-
facture of gypsum board. ' , 
The following table presents the details of the industry for 
the two yeFs h.er.e_considered. 
; VALUE OF GYPSUM PRODUCED IN IOWA . 
. ' . ' 
J . ling 1920 
Value alue . I ' Tons . 
Crude gypsum· lnined .................... 1421,279 
Sold crude-- .' . . 
to Portland 'cement mills........ 66,619 $ 
as lancl plaster ... _ .. _ .......... _ .. _ ... 1 2,405 
, Tons 
571,895 
222,672 ' 69,435 $ 252,593 
8,760 , 41,404 161,838 
Total ' sold crUde ............................ , 69,024 231,432 1 ____ 11_0~,8_39_.,.--41_4~,4_3--!1 , 
Sold calcined"-:' . 
76,4721 
1,754,815 
'as stucco........................................ 10,750 
as mixed wall plaster................ 208,829 
12,646 120,780 
2H),107 2,328,744 
Plaster of Paris 
. as pla.st~r of Paris, Keene'S 
cement, dental plaster, to Others ' 
953 13,482 
plate glass works........................ 874 11,063 482 8,368 
as boards, tile or block ............ 1 44,203 560,662 I-boards 41,53C"74--=9=68,607-1 
tile &6. 46,678 568,253 
1--------\:---=T~ot~a~I-=88~,2=1~2~1~,5~37~,1~6=O~) 
Total sold calcined ........................ / 264,656 2,403,012 321,400 4;008,534 
Total value...................................... 2,634.444 4,422,965 
------- -
A striking feature of the statistics is the large amount of raw 
gypsum which was sold in 1920 for agricultural uses. This was 
. , 
Gl-."'PSUM IN THE UNITED STATES ' xliii: 
a much larger quantity than had been sold in any previous 
year. The small amount sold in 1919 was in line with condi- , 
tions all over the country. The sale of . raw , gypsum to cement · 
mills was about the same in Iowa. during the ~o, years., The , 
following table shows the amopnts of crude gyp'sum sold in the '; 
United States in 1919 and 1920 in short tons. 
AGRICULTURE CEMENT 
State 1919 1920 1919 1920 
Iowa ............... _ ........................... 2,405 41,404 ,'66,619 69,435 
12,092 48,798 52,705 
(a) (a) 13,043 
15,510 210,959 255,567 
(a) , 6,290 8,474 
(a) 24,761 (a) 
(a) 10,637 16,900 
38,437 93,744 ' 125,777 
Michigan ........ ............. _ .......... _. 1,597 
Nevada ........................... _......... (a) 
New York ........... _ ..................... 5,458 
'Ohio ..............................•..•.......... 1,435 
Oklahoma ... _ ..... : ........ _............. (a) 
Texas ...... , ..................... _ ............. , (3.) 
Other States .............................. 29,083 
39,978 107,443 461,808 ' 541,901 
(a) Included with "Other State .... 
. Virginia produced nearly 50 per cent of the agricultural gyp- ' 
sum sold in 1919,. with New York and Iowa occupying second 
and third places. In 1920 Iowa took first rank. Much of Vir- , 
ginia's output goes to the improvement of her peanut crop. 
The average price per ton received for agricultural gypsum in 
1919 was $4.64, and in 1920, $5.19. , Prices of gypsum used: in 
cement were $2.83 in 1919 and $3.58 in 1920. . 
The total output of calcined gypsum in the United States 
during these two 'years was as follows:' 
1919 I 1920 ' .. I 
Sold calcined I I Sold calcined I 
-...,S"'"t-at:-e--+-.. 'r'o-ns-,----,-V"'"-al""'ue--\I Total Value+I- .. TO:Cons.,...,.--......,..V,....,al'u-,-e - I TQtal Value 
Iowa .............. 264 ,656 $ 2,40'3-;-012- ~ $ 2,634,444 321,400 $ 4,008,534 $ 4,422,965 
,994 481,561 . 520,673 78,347 864,334 968,298 
,687 2,216,257 2,390,367 261,499 3,252,060 3,521,028 
Kansas .......... 52 
Michigan "'''' 250 
Nevada ... _..... 63 ,973 474,334 497,561 105,280 1,036,158 1,100,261 
New york.... 316 ,767 2,910,404 3,530,743 387,856 5,451,426 6,438,929 
Ohio .............. 219 ,900 2,022,987 2,049,723 220,903 2,122,223 2,161,038 
Oklahoma ...... 71 ,986 644,537 708,660 69,924 772,749 816,768 
0,642 1,064,264 1,080,754 164,956 1,391,382 ' 1,439,491 
,314 282,587 282,587 43,384 410,599 410,724 
Texas ............ 13 
Wyoming ...... 37 
Others (a).. 18 7,101 1,709,761 2,032,395 250,935 2,658,405 3,253,563 
I 1,596,020 I 14,209,704 I 15,727,907 I 1,904,484 t 21,967,870 I 24,533,065 I 
(a) Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Montana, New Moxico, Oregon, South Dakota, 
Utah, Virginia. 
I • 
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The production of gypsum ·boards and blocks has grown from # 
116,535 tons in 1916, valued at $246,037, an average \ of $2.11 per 
ton, to 308,756 tons in 1920, valued at $6,091,617, an average 
price of $19.73 per ton. The amount of gypsum used in boards 
and block~ in 1920 was nearly equal but the boards were valued 
at about twice as much as the blocks. 
In 1920 the Beaver Board Company of Buffalo, New York, 
purchased the capital stock of the American Cement Plaster 
Company of Chicago,. which operates a plant at Fort Dodge. 
The American will continue to operate its plants and manu-
facture the same products as in the past. 
The Centerville Gypsum Company resumed operations on 
May 23, 1919, and operated until November 11, when work was 
suspended because of a labor strike. W orkwas resumed early 
in 1920 and has continq,ed since. 
The active plants operating in Iowa are: The Centerville 
Gypsum Company, Centerville; American Cement Plaster Divi- . 
sion, Plymouth Gypsum Company, U. S. Gypsum Company, 
Wasem Plaster Company and the Cardiff Gypsum ,Plaster 
'Company, all of Fort Dodge. 
The annual reports of this Survey for 1917 and 1918 include 
a very comprehensive monograph on gypsum prepared by Dr. 
Frank A. Wilder, at one time State Geologist, which describes .. 
the subject in· all its aspects, geologic, chemical, economic and 
technologic. Copies of this report ar~ available on request. 
CEMENT. 
Nearly every producing state in the Union showed an in-
crease in the production of Portland cement in 1919 over 1918, 
but Iowa proved to be the one exception. The increases ranged 
from 6 to 37 per cent while the Iowa output fell off 1 per cent. 
However, during the same period the shipments increased by 
43 per cent in Iowa, while the average increase for the nation 
was 21 per cent. This condition was reversed in 1920, for the 
Iowa production of that year exceeded that of 1919 by 36' per 
cent, while shipments were 3 per cent less in 1920. The detailed 
figures are given below. 
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1918 1919 ' 1920 
Production, bbls ......................... 3,626,455 ---,;3c-::,573,2'"7"'8-----4..-c,8"'4"'9",2=28 
Stock, Dec. 31, bbls: .................. 1,055,540 . 126,162 553,607 
Ship;ments, bbls ........................... 3,188,669 4,569,110 4,421,783 . 
Shipments, value ............... _ ..... $5,423,926 $7,798,347 $8,742,854 
Ave. factory price per bbl... .. $1.70 $1.71 $1.98 
Consumption, bbls ....................... 2,298,157 . 3,362,263 3,360,089 
Population, est ............................. 2,224,771 2,404,021 2,422,485 
Est. consumption per capita, 
bbls ........................................... 1.03 1.40 1.39 
Of course the Lehigh district of eastern ' Pennsylvania and 
western New Jersey is the greatest producing district in the 
United States, producing about one-fourth ' of the Nation's total, 
from twenty plants, but it is worthy of note that Iowa, a rela-
tively new producer, and in an agricultural region! stands 
eighth among the states and that· the geographic district in 
which Iowa is grouped, ,and which includes Minnesota and Mis-
s01:lri, produces nearly one-eighth of the total output. It is ex-
celled only by the Lehigh district and by the' IllinOIS and west-
ern Indiana district. The 1920 production of these three dis-
tricts in barrels was: Lehigh, 25,417,804; Illinois and western 
Indiana, 13,106,011; Minnesota; Iqwa and Missouri, 12,406,745. 
The four Iowa plants have an annual capacity of 5,350,000 bar-
rels. It will be seen that this capacity was not nearly reached 
in the production of either year here discussed. The produc~ 
tion in the ten leading states is sho)VIl in the following table: 
Production Shipments 
State Active 
plants Quantity 
\1919 1920 I 1919 I 
Pennsylvania ........ 1 21 21 I 25,325,173 1 
Indiana .................... 5 6 7,262,454 
California ........... _. . 8 9 4,642,679 
Missouri -.. . ---.... _--._-- 5 5 5,216,347 I 
New York .............. 8 9 4,383,579 I 
Illinois --_ .. __ ...... _----_. 4 4 4,206,918 
Michigan -------_ ... _.-. 11 11 4,675,244-
Iowa ----.. ---------- _._-_ ... 4. 4 3,573,278 
Kansas 
----------.-.------- 7 7 .2,92.7,270 
Texas --... _- -_._._.---- .... 5 5 I 2,249,735 I 
Barrels 1919 
1920 \ Quantity '1 . barrels . Value 
28,269,314 I 26,250.077 I $ 43,126,528 
10,787,751 7,667,976 12,527,770 
7,098,084 I 4,743,336 8,860,196 
6,017,517 5,496,164 9,264,017 
5,885,058 4,441,250 7,700,406 
5,538,558 4,873,831 7,901,689 
4,891,457 4,990,308 8,468,196 
4,849,228 4,569,110 "7,798,347 
4,340,794 3,023,901 5,467,284 
2,562,208- 2,318,747 4,226,222 
Total for U. S ... I 111 117 I 80.777.935 I 100.023.245 I 85,612,899 1 146.734.844 
• 
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Shipments, Cont. Consumptio()lJl 
1920 . 1919 1920 
Average 
State factory-pric.e per .ol 
. , '., ... ..., 
barrel '"~ 'lI . ... Quantity "'I=>< ~1t 
barrels Value 1919 1920 Barrels p..ol Barrels <> <> 
Pennsylvania ,27,662,116 $ 52,632,082 $1.64 $1.90 7,571,085 --:s7 8,582,057 .97 
Indiana .------_ ... 10,191,126 ,18,649,115 1.63 1.83 3,135,162 1.07 2,935,056 :99 
California -_ .. --- 7,064,010 .,15,449,645 1.87 2.19 3,900,436 1.14 5,832,977 1.65 
Missouri --------- 5,605,9521 10,9.80,453 1.69 1.96 1,932,119 .57 2,525,087 .74 
New York ....... 6,049,150 12,206,698 1.73 2.02 ' 7,078,888 ' .68 8;663,051 .82 
illinois ----- ______ 0· 5,148,040 10,012,158 1.62 1.94 6,154,227 .95 7,407,388 1.13 
~1ichigan ._._--- 4,442,455 10,939,633 1.70 2.46 5,0.97,575 U9 5,142,945 1.37 
Iowa 
_ ..... -.---------- 4,421,783 8,742,854 1.71 1.98 3,362,263: 1.40 3,360,089 1.39 
Kansas ------_.---- 4,158,399 8,649,157 1.81 2.08 1,900,921 1.07 2,341,323 1.32 
Texas 
---------------
2,626,130 5,898,972 1.82 2.25 1,981,500 .42 2,450,278 .52 
--
rotiU for U. S.* 96,311,719 $194,439;025 $1.71 $2.02 88,1:)14,535 .77 94,001,085 .86 
·Other prod.ucing states are ; Alabama, Colorad.o; Georgia, Kentucky, Maryland, Minnesota, 
Montana, Nebraska, .New Jersey, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia and West 
Virginia, ' 
It seem that the relation between production or ship~ents 
and consumption is not very close, either as to the total used or 
as to per capita consumption. Iowa ranks ninth in total con-
sUmption and fourth in per capita amount. The . lowest rank 
for per capita consumption is held by Mississippi with a figure 
of 0.15 barrel, while the highest rank is that of Arizona whose 
, consumption is' 1.86 barrels per inhabitant. The greatest con-
surrier~ naturally, is New Yorlr, with P,ennsylvania,' lllinois, Ohio 
and Californi:;t succeeding in the order nkmed. 
The figures for the production of concrete stone and block in 
Iowa are combined in part with those for Kansas, to avoid re-
vealing individual production. iIowever'l these figures show 
that as in previous years Iowa is one of he leading states in 
', the manufacture of these products. In 19 9 she ranked fourth 
, and in 1920 had risen to first place. The 'ata are 'given in the 
: ta:ble below. Of course the values here given are not to be in-
-eluded in total values for the state as both cement and 'aggre-
, gate have been accounted for elsewhere. 
, ' 
l' 
-I _ 
POTASH -PRODUCTION ;IN 11)19 . ' . ;:lvii 
'_"'_~,--______ -+-,,""'---,-:-;-_19,1._9 ___ -+1--=--:..,.,.-::1920 
Quantity \ . / . . ' . \ Qua.ntity-,I----
Kind Cu. ft. Value , Cu. ft. 1 Value 
Architectural stone .................... 27,315" $ 45,487" 6,358 1 $ ' 12,873 
.Concrete blocks ............................. '1!368,639 . 431,254 888,663 402,606 
Concrete brick ............................ . 9,'655 ' . . 4,496 10,633 6;276 
Silo brocks ' and staves .............. 136,470" . 82,898" 66,330. 60,994 
Miscellaneous .... -........... ~ .... ...... .... . r . 176,561 914,517 
Total · ...................... _ ..... 1 1 $706,146 ' I 971,984 $1,397,266 
(a ) Includes figures for Kansas. 
The to~al production of these materials for the United States 
"yas .$7,901,105 in 191.9 and $9,899,576 in 1.920. Ohio, Illinois, 
Indiana, Iowa and Michigan were the five leaders in 1919; with 
rank as given, and Iowa, Ohio, Minnesota, Indiana and Illinois 
were the chief producers in 1920, in the order given. 
MINERAL WATERS. 
The reported output of mineral ,waters sold in Iowa for tal;>le 
or medicinal use in 1919 was 39,661. gallons, valued at $5,703, as 
compared with 87,703 gailons sold for -$3,937, in 1918. These 
figures show a decrease in quantity of 55 per cent but an in-
crease in value . of 45 per cent. The 1919 output came from 
. four springs: Fry's and the Grand Hotel at Colfax, Hawkeye 
Hygeia at Sioux City, and Lime Rock at Dubuque. The aver- ' 
age price r eceived rose from four cents in 1918 to fourteen 
cents per gallon in 1919. In addition these springs and the 
Crystal spring of Estherville used! 321,500 gallons of water for-
soft drinks. 
The output for 1920 was a little less than that for 1919. The 
table and medicinal water sold amounted to 38,877 gallons, val-
ued at $3,419. This represents a decrease of 2 per cent ill 
quantity and '40 per cent in value, as' the average price received 
was only nine cents per gallon. The water used for soft drinks 
amounted to 197,183 gallons. The list of producing . springs 
was the same as that of 1919, with the 'addition of the Egral-
. harve Mineral Spring at Okoboji, which was not used the pre-
ceding year. . 
POTASH.' 
The statistics for 1919 include 89 short tons of potash (K20) 
.. 
• 
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with a value of $20,025. This was derived from Steffens waste 
water at beet sugar faqtories. No production was reported for 
1920. 
NA.TURAL GAS. 
The production of natural gas from shallow wells in the 
glacial drift was continued during the years here discussed and 
amounted in 1919 to 740,000 cubic feet with a value of $185 and 
in 1920 to 827,000 cubic feet valued at $290. All was used local-
ly, as none is carried to any distance for consumption. The 
average price is twenty-five cents per thousand cubic feet. 
. , 
.. 
I 
PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS 
IN IOWA 
BY 
JESSE V. HOWELL 
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PETROLEUM ANI;:> NATURAL GAS IN. IOWA 
PART I. 
(}EOL9GY OF OIL AND GAS 
The enormous increase in the use of the products o~ pe-
troleum during the past few years, with its' attendanl .rise 
. in the price of these commodities, has s~ulated a world-wide 
search for new oil fields. No part of the inhabited globe' seems 
to have eS'caped ·the · efforts of' the prospector and Iowa, too, 
has had her share of them. ' At the present . time there are 
being drilled :within the' confines of the state no 'less than a 
half dozen tests for oil 'and gas. In view of the very general 
interest in the~e matters, it seems advisable to sum · up all 
available information' which has a beating on . the problem of 
whether or not the rocks of Iowa contain workable deposits 
Qf the natural hydrocarbons. 
ORIGIN OF on. AND GAS 
The theory that oil and gas are of organic origin; a~d have 
. resulted from the exceedingly slow decomposition or distilla-
tion of organic matter buried in the rocks, is now almost u~i­
versally accepted by geologists. Field ,evidence is overwhelm-
ingly opposed to the idea that" the natural hydrocarbons are 
Of volcanic origin, or that they have been 9.eveloped chemically 
from . some inorganic m~terials. . . . 
EvidenGe now at hand . indicates' that petroleum has been 
formed in marine sediments from the remains ,of animals and 
plitnts, depQsited in the quiet waters outside of the littoral 
z0Ilf.l, where they have 'been prevented from rapid decay by the 
presence of 'salt in the sea water. Anerobic bacteria probably 
have been effective agents in producing ' the deco~position of 
the buried organic material, and they, together with .dynamic 
metamorphism, have proquced a change intQ hyqrocarbons. 
ACCUMULATION OF OIL AND GAS 
The. factors which seem to have the gre~test influence on 
the presence oJ," absence of oil in a given region are treated 
briefly below. 
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6 . OIL AND GAS IN IO'W.A. 
'. Character oi the , Rocks: . 
1. Marine or braek,is,h water deposits. . Oil and, gas are lqJ.own 
to' be indigenous , only to beds which can be ,shown to have 
been, laid down in: the sea or in brackish water lagoons 
near the coast. 
2. Black, blue, brown, green shales with interbedded porous 
beds. It is only in the darker colored shales that sufficient 
. organic material is pr~sent to provide . a 'source of hydro-
carbons. . 
3. Rocks deposited roughly within 100 miles of former· . 
land areas. It seems improbable that organic material would 
be likely to drift beyond thi~ distance. 
4. Presence of a suitable ' reservoir. Contrary to ' the ,popular 
conception, oil and gas do not' accumulate iIi under'ground 
caverns, . but rather in porous ,beds of limestone or sand~ ' 
stone. . It is ' necessary, therefore, that the strata include 
such a porous bed to retain ,the oil. ' . . 
In order to seal this bed against the es~ape of · the hydro-
carbons; it is ne~essary also that' above the reservoir there be 
an impervious layer, of either shale or dense limestmle. · Or 
in 'some cases a very tightly cemented sandstone may suffice. 
]'inally, the porous r,eservoir must n'ot outcrop at the sur~ , 
face within 'a reasonable distance. This may vary from ~ few 
hundred yards to several miles, dependent upon the nature 
of. the reservoir rock and the attitude of the beds. 
Dolomites sometimes act as reservoirs of oil and gas in' 
localities where their porosity is sufficiently high. This ' is 
especially true in the fields of Ohio and Indiana, ' where it 
.has been ,determined that, no matter how favorable the struc-
ture may be, oil Will not accumulate in the Trenton formation, 
unless the dolomite (MgCO.) content reaches 25 per ~nt. 
Rocks in ,which the amount of MgCO. present , is below this 
'quantity do 'not have' the requisite porosity which will enable 
them to 'act as reservoirs. 
The thickness of either a sandstone or porous dolomite may 
also be a factor which 'must be taken' into consideration. F}x-
tr~mely thick horizons, though having. the requisite porosity, 
, ,.' 
*This statement, together with much of the accompanying 4iscuBsion, haS been taken from an 
article by Schuchert, Amer. lnst. Min,. Eng. Bull. 155, l'P. 3059·60, 1919, ' , 
. \ 
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may' fail of being good 'reservoirs :by ' re~'so~ 'of ,'their g~~'at 
thickness. Thick and 'porous horizons afford 'excellent ' o:ppo~-;_ 
tunity for , movements of both water 'and , hyd,rocarbons,': a:irdf ' 
may thus -prevent accumulation. " " " " -< 
S~ndstohes' are 'the mqst ' common reservoirs" of oil ' ahd g;;ts::. 
Thi.s ' is ' true for many reasons, of whrch the most pertinent,' 
are (a) their high porosity, and '(b) their frequenf occurrenMI 
ill,' assocIation Witli the shaies ' which presumably giv~ ri~~ 'to 
hydrocarbens, and ' which' also seal the' sands against, loss ; of ' 
oil and gas whIch find their way into them. Sandstones ' are 
the important reservoir rocks in a , majority of the grea,t oil 
fields of the world. ' 
Age of the Rock.-:-Oil and gas have been -found in rocks of 
all ages from 'the Cambrian to the Pleistocene. The oil in 
Europe and Asia comes almost wholly ,from beds of , Cenozoic 
age, and in South America, Central America and ,Mexico from 
: Mesozoic and Cenozoic beds. , ' In, North America both , oil and 
gas occur in Paleozoic, Mesozoic and Cenozoic beds in various" 
parts of the cont~nent. 
No important production has ever been ,recorded from the 
' Ca:q'lbrian, the orily known occurrences in this series being a 
little gas in New York.' The Ordovician ' rocks are inlportant 
producers in Ohio, Kentucky; Tennessee, TIlinois, Indiana, 
Kansas and Oklahoma. The Silurian is productive in the 'Ap-
palachian field, ' in Ont~rio and in a few wells in Garvin county, 
6klahoma. Oil occurs in the Devonian in the 'Appalachian 
fields, Indiana, Ohio and , Ontario. , 
The Mississippian is produc~ive in the App;tlachian district, 
Kentucky, Illinois, Oklahoma and northern Texas. The Penn-
syl'~~niall series cori~titute ~he mo~t important producing' hori-
zon m · the great MId-Contment fIelds of North Texas, Okla-
homa and KaIfsas. They are -productive also in Illinois, ' Wyo-
ming and the Appalachian region. The Permian produces im-
portant amounts of oil and gas in Oklahoma. . 
The Lower Cretaceoui;l (Comanche) is not an important pro-
du'cing series, but has been found ' to contain small amounts of 
oil in a few ' places in southern Oklahoma.' The Upper 
Cretaceous contains large amounts of oil in east Texas, Louis- , 
iana and W yomiI),g. 
, ~ 
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The Tertiary beds furnish the ' oil in the gr,eat fields' along 
the Gulf Coast of Texas and Louisiana, and those of Cal-
ifornia.'· , I 
Small amounts of gas have been reported from PI~istocene 
.d~posits in various parts of the country, notably in Uta'tl, nl~­
~ nois and Iowa. In none of these localities does it 'occur in 
impo:rtant amounts. ' , I 
The accompanying table (adapted from Emmons) shows 
,graphically the ge9logic distribution of oil , and' gas: 
\ . 
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10 , OIL AND GAS IN IOWA 
Degree of.Metamorphism.-The heat and press,ure attending 
dynainIc' in~tamorphism 'cause marked alteration of the rocks , 
on which ,they act. ' Hydrocarbon compounds are particularly , 
sensitive to such forces. By these means organic matte.I- 'may 
be changed' m:to solid; liquid ' or gaseous': hydrocarbons, and the· " 
hydrocarbons themselves' be greatly ' modified. 
Recent w9rk , by White1 and others has shown that a close 
relationship exists between ' intensity, of regioual metamor· 
phism, measured, by the extent o,f devol'atilization of organic' 
, matter, and the occurrence ,of oil arid gas in rocks which have 
been so metamorphosed~ White , ~as shown that where meta-
morphism has 'so far proceeded that the coals present contain 
more than ~ixty-five per c~nt of fixed carbon (l?up~ coal basis), 
, 'corrimercial deposits of oil have not been, and 'probably will 
not be found. ' A majority .of the oil fields of this country occur 
'in regions where the fiXed carbon percentage is between forty-
five and ' fifty-five. 
Studies ' of the fields of North Texas and Oklahoma by 
Fuller2, and of West Virginia by Regel'S have substantiated 
, White's views and have served to place the carbon rati<? ' as 
a valuable illdicator of petroleum' possibilities in regions where 
the presence of coal renders it applicable. I 
Examination of ' some eighteen hundred analyses of. Iowa 
coals, from nearlY, every producing countY iIi the state have 
, resulted in the map (Plate ' I) on which have been drawn 
"isoyols", or lines indicating' equal percentages of fixed car-
bon. : Inasmuch as Iowa lies well out in the great Pennsyl-
vania:n "Prairie Syncline", and is remote from any important 
area , of crustal disturbance, the results , of such a study are 
less satisfactory than had been hoped. This very, fact may, 
however, be of great importance, as will be shown later. Su-
perficially the analyses of Iowa coals show that the entire 
Pennsylvanian area of the state lies between the isovols of 
forty-five and sixty, therefore being possibly petroliferoils, 
according 'to this theory. ' , ' 
.. 
Examination of the carbon , ratio charts for Texas, Okla-
1Davl d White, Bull. Geol. Soc: Amer., Vol. 28, pp. 727'784, 1917. ' Jnl. Wash. Acad. ~ci., 
Vol. 6, pp. 189·212, 1915. , .', : 
2Myron L. Fuller, Econ. Geol., Vol. 14, pp. 536·542. 1919. 
8Reger, David B ., Trans. Amer. lnst. Min: Eng • 
IOWA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY PLATE I 
Map of Iowa showing c&rbon "ratios .of Pennsylvanian" 
I _ 
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homa and West Virginia , (cited above) shows" however, that 
the produ'ctive areas ' in those states lie betwee~ the isovols of , 
forty-five and sixty, but in proximity to areas whose ratios are 
very nlUch ' higher. Such a relatio'nshlp seems to hav~ been 
overlooked hitherto, but it appears that it is more than mere 
accident. In any event, such contiguous areas of hjgh meta-
morphism are lacking ill Iowa. 
In summary it may be said that 4I Iow~ the evidence ' of the ' 
carbon ratio is ra~her fayorable than otherwise, but owing to 
• • • • • M \ 
, lack of any marked deform~tion which can be called on to ac-
count for ' the metamorphism wh~ch is indicated, it ,may be 
suspected that some important factor; operative · in , the Mid-
Continent and AppalMhian ' fields, may be l~cking 'here. So 
far as the ,carbon ratio 'can be taken ,as a criterion, oil may be 
present· in the rocks of Iowa. " ' 
., , ... 
MOVEMENT OF OIL .AND GA$ . THROUGH 'ROCKS. 
If the ·thE;lory be accepted that oil and . gas are , of organic 
origin;' ~nd for:rp.ed by' the almos~ infinitely slow distillation 
. of the anim.al and vegetable 'remains deposited iIi: marine sedi-
, mentary rocks, the question arise~ as to ho~ they become con-
centrated in the great :pools from which they ate. pr'odu~ed. Cer-
tainly the enormous quantities of oil found ,in a comp~ratively 
small area in ' such pools as Cushing, ' Eldorado, ,Burkburnett, 
, . . 
Salt Creek and others, :are not n~w found in the place where 
I' 
they originated. " \ 
It has, lo~g been known that water moves with considerable ' 
freedom through t~emore porous rocks, such 'as sandstone 
and dolomite, and with greater difficulty thro'llgh the more 
impervious ones, such as shales, quartzite, arid granite. It is 
in this way that' the water of springs and wells tinds . its way 
from the point where ' it falls on the surface, ' to, that at :which 
we utilize it. ' J~ siinilar. manner, oil and gas have migrated 
through the rocks, seeking , always ' the' easiest channels through 
the' more porous ' beds, where movement . is , freest. Three 
forces seem to have been,'effective in .producing ·movement 'of '. 
the hydrocarbons; capillarity" hydrostatic pressure; and 'differ-
ing 'specific gravity of oil and water. The e~act role of 'each 
I 
I 
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of these is yet a matter of dispute among geologists, ' but the 
fact that movement has been effected does not admit of doubt; 
, Inasmuch, as ,the surface tension: of oil is but one-third that 
of water, the latter tends 'to fill the smaller 'ope~ings in rocks~ 
thus. forcing the oil into th~ larger ones, such as the p~r~ , 
spaces in sands and porous dolomites. ,It ' is in these coarser 
rocks, too, that ground water ciFculation is ,most rapid, and 
that the oil can moye' most re~dily. Henc~ the ' oil ,as it is ' 
formed, tends ,to move from shales and 'other. fine~grained ' 
rocks into the easier channels, through which it may be im-
pelled upwind, downward, or 'laterally by the agencies men-
tioned above. The migration may follow a single porous bed, 
, or by means of faults, joints or fissures may cut across from 
one ,bed to another. But ' when oil. has once .left the shale 
in which it was formed, it finds insurmountable ' difficultie~ 
in the way ,of a return, and the shales thereafter form barriers 
to 'its passage; , , , 
Structure.-Marine sedilnentary rocks were originally de-
posited in layers which were nearly horizontal, or had only a 
, slight,dip seaward. Subsequent move:rp.ents have modified this 
original simple structure to a. greater or less extent, ~he rocks 
being in many places wrinkled ' or folded, and in others , frac~ 
tured and faulted. The stru~tural relations of the beds are 
of great importance to the oil geologist, for it has been found ' 
that nearly all qil and gas p~ols have accumulated in their 
present places as a result of favorable structural conditions. ' 
It has been shown that oil tends to migrate through porous 
beds and along larger openings, such as fissures. Due hirgely 
to the lower specific gravity of the 'oil, it tends to move up" 
ward rather than downward~ and its migration, therefore, is 
up ' the dip. ThIS movement continues u!ltil the oute-rop has 
been reached, unless the movement 'is interrupted by some 
barrier. Of these barriers the most common is the anticline, 
a form of trap which 'ls responsible for at least 75 per Gent 
of the oil pools in the Mid-Continent field~. ~ . 
The various types of struct'!lral conditions which may cause 
oil and 'gas ' to accuinul~te are shown in the 'accompanying 
,figures (figs. 1-5). 
"-:' . 
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c//ne Svn'c l/ne 
:P~" I.-Cross. section showing the occurr.ence of oil and ga.s in an anticlin~. 
t, . .Anticlines.-An .anticline is an up fold in the' rocks (fig. 1) 
and is the ' commonest form of trap. On geological maps it 
is 'represented qy cOIl;tours, drawn on some ~elected bed, ~s 
iii 'figure 2. As a rule the gas accumulates in the highest 
part of the fold with the, oil iinmediately below. . 
Synclines.-A syncline is.' complementary to an anticline, and 
is 'the reverse of it. Oil accumulates in synclines only in the 
itbs'enceof water, or under some other special condition . . Very 
few pools are .found ill 'synclines. . 
• • I " .j 
C
t
> , 
, 
': 
1 ; I : ~ t. 
: . ·'i!.;:') ':;, . .L...-_____ +-____ ...:.....:"'---_-..!.~:__..:-.~ 
:Ji'~p. ' 2,.7T,I?~1;lcture cQntour map of a dome ' and a 'syncline. 
, r I ~, ' 'J' t \ , '. t 
/ 
Domes.-AntiClinal structures .in which th.e ' strata 'clip away 
from the center in all directions are called domes, and con- / r 
I .. 
STRUCTURE ;0F ROCKS ,1,5 
stitlite ideal traps. Such '~olds are Gommon in Wyomjng :apd 
in Osage county, Oklahoma (fig. 2). " 
Noses.-:-A plunging anticline 'or nose is the,' term 'applied, to 
the ,structure shown iIi figure 3. r·, ' 
/' 
FIG. 'S.-Structure .. contour map of a nose and a terrace. 
i '" 
Noses . have ,caused accumulation in parts of Kansas and 
Okla;homa. , 1, ' 
Faults.-A fault may cause accumulation when the porous 
be~ along' <whi~h 'the oil is moving; has been' faulted against 
',r 
, 
\ 
, 
1 ~ 
. '," : , " , \ . \ ' . '. ,I !, 
Fro. 4.-Sketch showing how faulting of the strata may cause occumulatiQn of petroleum. 
• ! : .1 ~/I'! ' : 
an impervious bed 'and sealed. Also iIi the ' case , of large 
, . 
, 
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faults where 'a thick band 'Qf gQuge 'has been prQduced aloilg 
the fault plane, accumul~tiQn m~y occur (fig. 4). 
Len;ticular Sands on Monoclines'.-'-In certain ' fQrmations, 
nQtably the CherQkee shale, conditIOns .Qf sedimentatiQn were 
very irregular and it thus happened that wliil,e simd was 'being 
, depQsited in Qne place, . shale was depQsited Qn all sides. As' a 
result lenticular masses Qf sandstQne, Qften of great extent, 
, are cQmpletely surrQunded by unperviQus shales: Such a lens 
may act as a trap (fig. 5). 
FIG. 5.-Section khowing how oil and gas may accumulate in lenses on a monocline. 
;.. . ' . , . ~ 
> Other' Structural Type$;~Less CQmmQn, ' and ·unlikely· to. QC-
cur in IQwa, are _ accumulatiQns Qf hydrQcarbons in salt dQmes, 
as a result Qf sealing by igneQus dikes, in the vicinity Qf VQl-
o canic plugs, and alQng uncQnfQrmities. These Will nQt be dis-
'cussed here. 
Relation' of ' Ground Water -to .A;ccumulati.on.-RQcks Qf all 
geQiQgic _ ages cQnt~i~ water'. in ,gre.ater ' or iess aiIiQunts, 'and 
this has been termed +, gro,undJ water'~. Its mQvements thrQugh 
the ''tQGks ~nd its ~scib'Iiity with Qil and gas ,have cQmbined 
to. ~ende;r it an imporhi~t. accumulative agent. 'If the rocks of 
a giveri.:iegion cQntain n(i\vater" " R;o.,e , ~~~t searchlfQr Qil in the 
synclines: If the rQcks are saturated, tH~~'1:>il: can be., expected 
" in ' ~tructures Qf · anticlinal type. 
The direction of mQvement Qf grQund water , also. may .be a 
matter qf gre!lt imPQrtance, for in SQme cases the directiQn 
. , . ' . ~ , ., 
."'( I. 
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of movement of the migrating hydrocarbons has been thus 
gove,rned. ' , ' 
The mineralization of the waters also is related to the pres- , " 
ence or absence of ,oil and gas. While fresh water sands 
occur in all oll fields; it is not unusual to find slightly mineral-
ized water dir,ectly associated with oil. , The water which lies 
below anq behind the ' accumulated oil and gas in' the Mid-
Contirient f~eld is almost al~ highly mineralized; its most promi-
nent constituent being sodi~, chloride, or common salt. 
Whether these: saline, watets are "fossil s,ea water", enclosed 
since the deposition of the rocks themselves, or are the product 
. I • I 
of sorne reaction related to the formation of the oil, is not 
definitely known. ' The almost universal association of the two 
is; however, a matter 'of co:rru:non'Rnd sad knowledge to ~lr oil 
operators. ' 
SURFACE INDICATIONS OF OIL AND GAS. 
I 
. Oil Seeps and' Springs.-The most 'COriunOIi and lioticeable 
indications of oil in many fields are the seepages and ,oil 
sprmgs; These ~ndications have led to the discovery, of im-
portaIit 'pobls iIi Mexico, South Ainedca~ , Russia' and Wyom~ 
ing. Such indications', however, are not ' prominerit in th" 
fields of North America, and in the ' Mid-Continent fields they " 
are almost wholly lacking; While' oil springs are ' in most ' 
case'S' favoi:able indications, they may be in other instances, 
' imfavorablE~; Sometimes they are ' merely 'evidences that, oil 
has been present, but has made its escape~ ' , 
- 'BitflJm~nou,s Rocks.-Olitc:rops of rocks ' carrying tarry and 
bitUminous materials are often considered favorable indica-
',tio~s, but more often indicate th~t ' hydrocarbons ha~e 'been 
'present, and 'h:;t.ve been largely lo'st through evaporation, leav-
ing only the heavy residue. ' , ' , 
Oil 'SJuiles.--':"Oil ishales, as the ' term ' is generally used, ' are a 
' clayey material, containing a greater or' less qUl;1ntity of a 
complex substance mown 'as Kerogen, which is not' itseIf oily. 
When 'it is 'heated Keroge:p. is changed into a niixtur'e Of various 
hydrocarbons or the petrolE~um series. Oil shales differ ' from 
Bituminous 'shales in that they contairi ,no subst~nces which are 
soluble , iIi chforoform and ' ether. ' 
, " 
, \ 
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, Oih;;hales are n:ot, in themselves, indications of, the presence 
of oil. In fact they usually 'indicate that the processes which ' 
plIoduc,e 'oil from organic material 'have ,-not progressed, suf-
ficiently , to form petroleum. .. . 
" .Coal ' Beds.-It is commonly believed that the ,presence of 
coal '~ndicates also the presence of oil· at a greater depth. This 
belief" no doubt; arises from the fact that in the ' :Appalachian 
fields the . producing oil sands are reached, 'by , drilling through 
the · beds which produce coal. 'Between' the coa~ , beds and oil 
b~ds', however, there is a great thickness of barren rock. ,'There 
is no,·relationship in origin between 'oil and coal, and in fact 
the presence of one usu,ally is evidence that'-the, other is 'absent. 
Artes'ia'f?, Wells.-The conditions necessary to produce ar-
tesian and flowing ' wells are such that oil and gas can not be 
expected in proximity to them. Artesian wells are located in 
synclines, 'and owe ' their tendency to flow to hydrostatic preE;-
sure. HydrostatIc ' :pr~ss'ure IS ' effective , oniy' in ' rocl,rs which 
are completely filled with water. . 
False Indications.-There 'are many phenomena which in 
themselves are in no way related ,to oil and g!ls; 'but which have 
been associated in the minds' of many, people with 'the presence 
:of deposits , of these substances. Among the most common of 
. these is the escape from stagnant ponds or certain gases which 
may result from. decomposition of materials buried there. The 
two commonest ga~es produced in this way are carbon dioxide 
and methane (CH.). If, one stIrs 'with a stick ' the sediment 
on the bottom ,of almost any' marsh; 'bubbles ' 'of gas will rise 
to the surface. This gas will be found to originate from de-
caying leaves on the bottom of the marsh, and has no other 
significance.. " ' , , " ' 
, Another common mistake is' that of assuming the iridescent 
scum on certaiD. springs and pools, to ' be oil. Such films ~re' ' 
especially common in the vicinity of co'al miries and coal out-
, crops. . In most ' cases the films are composed ;of' ; iron oxide' 
. and limo:pite, which have been formed· by oxidation of iron 
salts contained in the water.- An ea,sy' method 'of 'determining, 
whether a scum is 'oil or iron' oxide is to 'stir it gently with a 
stick. ' ,If. the scum is"oil it can not be ' broken ' tip" where~n:l ' if 
it is iron oxide it 'will be broken in every , direCtion . and ,the ' 
. " 
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pieces will not again join when the stirring · ceases. ' Another 
test is to wet the fingers with the scum, and then wash' them 
in water . • The iron oxide waspes ' off readily; while the oil 
ieave's the fingers greasy~ . , 
Within the past few years . a number of embryo oil booms . 
have been started in various parts of the country by, the' find-
ing .of oil in wate~ )yells. ' . In nearly every ' case the oil is found 
to be a clear, almost colorless substance and is ' found, to ha:v~ 
the od~r ' of gasoline or ke-rosene. 'Upon investigation such 
oils are always found to .have 'leaked 'out from some nearby 
storage, tank, and to h~ve found their way into the' . wells 
through the porous surface-b~ds. Any oil w}lich has, a marked 
odor of gasoline· or kerosene and · which is nearly · colorless, 
should be viewed . with suspicion, especially', if it be found :til ' 
)Yells near where refined oil is stored. Natural petroleum is 
usually dark in color, and in no way resembles refined oil. . 
Few wells have ever been drilled in. which there ~ere no 
showings of oil, if one may credit the uninformed observers 
who may have watched them~ Many' dark colored shales ,con- . 
tain sufficient organic materials to 'cause a slight greasy ap-
pearing scum to form on the mud which comes out of the 
hole. This is so called "Farmers Oil", which never is mis-
taken for petroleum by any except a novice. . Another source 
of error is the presence in mud bailed out of the test 'wells ' of 
a c.onsiderable arpount of oil :used originally to lubricate , the 
drilling machinery and which has accidently foiind its "way 
into :the wen. Such oil may be dark in 'color, and at . first 
gla~ce res~mble ' : true petroleum, but it ~an be readily dis· 
tinguished by the expert. Where a well is being drilled by the 
rotary fuethod, · especially large qua~titiesof lupricati~g oils 
are used o~ the machinery, and the mud discharged seldoin i~ , . 
free from a little grease. . ' , 
.. ' Among ' the , minor e:rroneous id~as which areciirrent are 
those -which hold that oU occurs along creeks ' or rivers; that 
it is more apt ' to Qccur ' under hills; 'ahd' that oil 'may ,be ' ex:" 
pected in certairi regioD.$ ' PE)CIlU~<~ thE) ,topography r~se~bl~s ' 
that of some producing field. Tpe, character of vegetation, the 
elevation above sea level, the occurrence of such features as 
sinkholes, have no ' value as indications of the p,resence of, 01' 
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.I absence: of oil. . Neither does the occurrence on the surface of' . 
ce rtain k~ds of pebbles or gravel, or the occurrence ' of fossils 
inaieate . the . presence of oil. The only way by which surface 
. ~bservations can give a clue to' the condition~ in depth is that 
which isnsed. by th~ geologist and which will 'be described sub- . 
" sequently. . .. , " ' 
GEOLOGICAL ' CONDITIONS 'IN IOWA. ' 
. . . .. . 
The Geologic Section.-The rocks exposed at ~he' surface in 
~ Iowa lncluderepres.entatives of every series from the ' Al-
gonkian through ,the Paleozoic. The ' Mesozoic ' is repre-
lSented o:ply by. th~ CretaGeous which covers a comparatively 
, s~all: area in the western par:t Of the state. ~l of these rocks 
are covered with a thick maD:tle of glacial ,drift, and hence 
they are , to be. s~en only along streams where: the rivers have 
\ cut through 't:qe mantling materials. ' . The oldest rocks, repre7 . 
senting th~ Algonkian, outcrop' in' a very small aJ,'ea in the , 
,: extreme northwest corner of . the state and -tIle strata of the 
;, Cambrian' system; the 0ldest Qf the Paleozoic rocks, .' outcrop 
; ill the northeast corner. The succeeding beds' of t4e Paleozoic 
. 'outcrop in nearly parallel belts successively to the southwest, 
:, their strike being generally northwest-southeast. ' A better idea 
of the conditions can be ,obtained by examining the Columnar 
" Section , (Plate: I~) and thE} Geological' Map O?late, III). 
'Poss.ible Petrpliferou8 Horizons-The 'best clue to a horizon 
.:' which might be founq. productive.in the state is found by study--
i' ing conditions in nearby states which already produce ' oil . 
. The lowermost ,horizon represented in Iowa which has ever 
" pr~ved productive elsewhere, ' is the Ordovician. In this sys-
l . ~em.' is found, the Trenton' forIIl:ation from which important ,pro-
ductfon:is" obtained' in Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky and Ontario. 
In these fields the producing sand is ' porous dolomite: It' 
corresponds stratigrapnically with the ' Galena ' and Platteville 
of Iowa. Production is''obtained only at 'points where the con-
,I tent 'or MgCO; ;is .. greaier than 25 per cent~ the reason for thi~ 
being that only when the-::percentage rises above this amount, 
: , is ~he :porosity of the ~ock\ g.reat enougp. to pe:r:mit- it ,to a,ct 
as a reservoir. . 
, . . I~, ~e.rt~~Il", par~.~ o~. ~he .,Appalac4~an :fi~lds . ap,~~ in ', Ollt~rio., 
" 
" 
" 
• 
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,sands~ones o{Silurian age are productive of gas' and oil. ~ The 
.SiJurian is represented in Iowa by a thick series of limestone 
and dolomite. . In the Colmar field of lllinoisa small amount 
of oil has been ' obtained also from irregular sands' at the, 'cOn-
tact bet~een the Ordovician and the Silurian systems. 
, In the , Appalachian region and as far , west as ,lndiana, oil 
and gas have beEm produced in-Devonian rocks. This system 
is rept.esented in Iowa, but the ~haracter of. the r.ocks wakes 
it extremely unlikely' that o~ will be found there. ' 
In illinois, Oklahoma, Texas and the -Appalachi~n district 
rocks of the' M[ssissippian , age have . produced large 'quantities 
of, oil. The Mli,ssissippian rocks of Iowa , are of similar: char-
acter. " . 
,The great oil producing se~ies in the Mlid-Contineht fields is 
the Pennsylvanian, and one of its most productive horizons 
is the Cherokee shale. The Penns.ylvanian · is extremely well 
developed in Iowa, and the Cherokee member i~ present there 
also. The Permian and Cretaceous have produced oil in vari-
ous parts of North America. Rocks of these ages are-present 
in' Iowa, but their distribution and 'character are such that one 
is not justified ine:x:pecting to fin'd' oil or gas in them here .. 
The glacial drift of the Pleistocene period, which covers almost 
every part of the state, . can not be looked upon as a possibility, 
for not only have the -glacial deposits never been k::i:town ' to 
produce, ;but their very nature , seems to preclude the prob-
ability of their doing so. It is true that small quantities of 
gas have been found in the drift of this ang ,other states, but 
as will be :;;hown later, these occurrences can not be expected 
to ) be of any . importance. 
, . 
GEbLOGICAL STRUo.TURE IN ,IOWA. 
rrhe regional structure of Iowa is extremely' simple. The 
rocks dip from tne northeast to the southwest' at a rate ~hich 
varies between twenty feet per mile in the eastern part of the 
, state and six feet per mil.e in the southwest~rn part; Iowa 
may be considered as lying ' on the. north flank Of , the great 
prairie ge'osyncline, whose trough is , in ' western Kansas and 
. Nebraska. There is but one structuraf'feature which has pro-
ducecl.' 'an important variation fro~ , I the' gene~al . nionociinal 
\ . 
, 
I 
• 
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, structure. ,This " is the , Thurnian-Wilson fault; a dislocation 
of small magnitude which extends from the southwest corner 
, of the state northeastward into Dallas county. The effect 
of this fatilt is most noticeable when one considers , the areal 
distribution of the , Pennsylvdnian rocks': Modifying the gen-
era:! monocline 'are numerous minor folds, ~nd these are of 
particular interest to the geologist/ who is in search of oil~ 
fot 'it is beneath such minor folds that oil accumulates if it 
be present in the region. Owing, to the thick mantle ' of drift 
which covers the' state, it i~ very difficult to find these supor-
dinite folds, ' and undoubtedly there are mariy ()f which noth- ' 
ingis krlowri. Furthermore little effort has 'been made iIi Iowa ' 
to locate such deformations~ However, on, the accompanying 
map (Plate' IV} are shown 'the 'locations ' of all such folds as 
are mown to the Survey. Ma~y of these are ,of ample size 
to have caused an accumulation of oil and " gas proVided the 
other 'necessary conditions exist. ' " 
, In niany par~s of the state, notably in Cerro Gordo, Decatur, ' 
Floyd and' certain of the southwestern' cb1;lnties, tnere are ' nu-
merous local ,faults and &teep dips. , Many of these can be 
, definitely shown ' to be due to the ' thickening and ' thinning 
'of the strata arid ' to mequalities of deposition~ and have no 
significance in deterininfng the true structure. ' , 
: in a later paragraph (page 3B), certaht of these small folds 
will 'be discussed in greater detail, as favorable locations to be 
tested. ' , ", ,'., " , ' , ', " 
Metamorphism of Iowa Rocks.-.As h~'s been shown :pre~ 
'vi6usly, the ' rocks in Iowa have not been' subjected to any 
noteworthy folding. Little metamorphism of the extreme type 
has taken place, and the orily changes.in the 'rocks since their 
deposition have 'beel). of the nature of cementation. The rocks' 
seem not to have been subjected to ' any considerable lateral 
pressure and certainly to ' no great heat. Metamorphism, there-
fore, 1 which has taken place, IIl1ist have reButted from ' the 
pressure Of overlying rocks and tne action of ground , wate~. ' 
'Yet the carbon ratios of Iowa coals ' cover a range between 45 
and 58, which would ' seem to indicate that ' considerable" 'de-
- ,- , - , 
I 
, 4Tilton, Jno, L" Jour. , Geol., yol. XXVII; ' 1919; ,see also paper by Tilton on the MissourJ 
series, ,in this volum~,: also one on the Geology of Cass county' in volume XXVII, Iowa GeoL 
Survey, ' 
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voll;ltilization p.as occurred. According to White5 a carbon ratio 
of 49 to60)s nece'ssary in order that oil and gas be ;prese~t ip. 
rocks of Iowa. ,: This condition has been fulfilled. ~ However, 
, as : has b~eni~ po~ted,: out previously, the evidence Qf the , car::-
bon ' ratio: in Io-Wa is p.ot co~clusjve either for or a;galnst : the 
presence of oil. " " ' " " \ , , I' , ' 
". < 
OCCURRENCES OF ' om AND GAS 'IN IOWA. 
. :. '. 
No authentic:' instance 'is known ~f the' tyccurrence of ~il in 
Iowa. For ' m::j.ny years small amounts of an inflammable gas 
, I • , _I , 
have been known to occur 1m glacial drift in the southeastern 
part , of the' state. In Louisa CO\lllty, near Letts, a nlmiber of 
c<?mparatively shallow wells, w'hich p'en,etrat~d into an 'old 
forest bed at the base ' of the . Kansan' ,drift, have ptoduced 
enough- gas to light nearby houses.'· This gas ,probably is not 
a true natural gas, of : the type which occurs associated with de-
posits of petroleum. ,No analyses are available wht~h show the 
exact nature of the' gasi. 'but 'it j,s known that the ihfiainmable 
component is methane.. . The, rock j pressure of the gas has' been 
'reported6 as about 9',pounds per square inch, and the flow'is 
smalL In Story county a small flow of gas was rfound ninety 
feet 'f~om the surface, a,nd between two ' layers ' of hard .rock. 
Two ' oth~r tests 'drilled n(l~rby obtained small amounts of gas 
under 'siillilar conditions. ,Beyer:r believes that the res~rvoir 
is located at the top of the Pennsylvanian but advances no 
evidence to disprove tb,e possibility that- it , originated in the ad-
joining :drift. ' . " . ' 
At various times oil showings have been reported in differ-
ent parts of the state, but in nearly all cases investigation has . 
shown thai the , occurrence' can be explained on other' than 
natural ground's. The leakage of. refined oil from storag:e 
tanks has 'given rise to most such reports. 
A, few years, ago a small amount of dark ~olored petroleum 
was found in a spring in a , valley about two miles south of 
Shannon City . . Thi,~ :was examined by Dr. James H. Lee,s, of 
the Iowa Geological Survey,. but ,he reported that owing to the " ' 
5White, David, .Tnl. Wash. Acad. Sci., Vol. 6, pp: 189·212>, 1915; Bull., Geol. Soc. Amer .. 
Vol. 28"pp .. 727·734, '1917. ' , , :,: ' , 
Gla. Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, p . 124. Proc. Ia. Acad. Sci., Vol: I, Pt. II, Pl>. 6'8·70. 
7la, Geol. Survey, Vol. IX, PP. 23,6·237. ' 
.. 
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absence of outcrops ·:iJi · the vicinity he was unable to determine 
the source of the oil. The' 9.rift at Shannon City is under-
lain by rocks of the Missouri series of the Pennsylvanian. . 
. Oil has been reported also from a spring a few miles south-
east of Decorah, in Winneshiek county, but the circumstances . 
. surrounding this occurrence have tended to cast doubt on its 
authenticity. A weIi was drilled nearby on strength of this . 
showing, but found no traces of oil. 
Smail. amounts of bitumen have been found in geodes which 
are common in the Keokuk beds of the Mississippian, but it 
is not believed that such occurrences ate of more than scienti:fir. 
. interest. 
At the base of the Galena dolomite in northeast Iowa there-
is found a thin bed of bituminous shale, known locally as "oil . 
rock". . This oil rock is distributed throughout the lead and 
zinc districts of illinois, Wisconsin and Iowa, and appears to 
have h~d an hnportan.t influence in th~ formation of"l~ad and 
zin~ ores. When. dry the shale burns rather readily, and with 
a smoky flame .. Examination by the Bureau of Mines shows 
that the shale owes its inflaminable nature to the presence of 
the ' remains of Algae. The following analyses illustrate the 
character ' of this shale. This rock has been interpreted by 
ANALYSIS OF OIL ROOK (Basal Galen.a) , PLATTE,VILLE, WiISCONSIN.* 
M-oisture 
Volatile 
Fixed Carbon 
Ash 
CAPITOLA MINE 
5.75 
22.08 . 
4.23 
67.93 
BIG JACK MINE ' 
8.10 
18.65 
3.41 
69.84 
. some people as an indication of the presence of oil, and at 
least one or two, tests have been drilled in the vicinity of its 
, . . 
outcrop, with negative results. In some other cases it has be.en 
penetrated in wells and has been reported as coal. This ' oil 
shale will be treated further under the discussion of . Ordovi-
cian Rocks. 
.' '. ~ 
A few miles south of Centerville, and just across the state 
line in 1\t.i.ssouri, some showings of oil have been obtained 
in rocks of Pennsyivanian age, but no commercial production 
has resulted. ' , 
"Illinois Geol. Survey, ·Bull . 21 . p. 29. ' 1914. 
'") -
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GROUND WATER ' IN IOW:A.. \ 
Ground water is found in, co.nsiderable amoUnts in every 
series of the Iowa section, but' the, most important water h?:d-
zons are ' the sandstones of the Cambrian and OrdoVician. 
Owing to the very g.entle southwest dip of the strata, the ar-
tesian head is generally low and it i~ only in the northeaster:n 
third oi the state that flowing wells are obtained. .Ail exhaus-
tive report' on the , underground waters , of' the state, :Will be 
found in Volume XXI of the Iowa Geoiogical Survey. , ' 
, In general ' the inineral content of the Iowa waters' is low. '\ 
The highest co~tent is found in the :M.)ississippian' and Pennsyl~ 
vanian beds; and the lowest in the Cambrian. ' ' ' 
- The gatherihgground of all water~bearing strata is in the 
northeast corner Of Iowa, and in ' states adjoinlng: It is there~ 
fore to, be expected ,that the mirieral content of the 'waters will 
be fOuIid to be lowest here, and to increase' towards the ' south-
west. NortonS has shown this to be true. ' 
, Th~ movement of ground 'water in Iowa is from' northeast to 
southwest, or in th~ direction of dip. The ' rate probably is 
slow. The possible effect of this groUnd water movement is 
not entirely clear', but it seems probable it m~y have exercised ' 
a "flushing" action, as described by Rick9 and thus have re-
' moved any oil which may have formed iIi the Iowa 'rocks. 
Such a flushing action would depend on a number of factors, 
, 'chief of which 'would be the rate of movement, and the con-
tinuity of the sands. 
However, under nearly similar conditions in eastern Kansas 
and Oklahoma, flushing has been inoperative and there seems 
,to '!:>e no reason for believing that it would be more effective 
in Iowa, except ' perhaps in the northeast part of the state, 
where the uniformly fresh waters of the early Paleozoic strata 
probably have ,had such an action. ,This view is supported by 
the fact of the increasing, mineralization to the southwest. 
STRATIGRAPHIC CONSIDERATIONS. I' 
, ' 
In the following pages each series of rocks in the.Iowa sec.:. 
, tion is discussed in detail, its characteristics .described, and 
the possiqillties of the occurence of oil and gas indicated. , 
, SNorton, W. R ., U. S. Geol. Survey. Water ~upplY Paper 298. 
9Rick, Jo!ul L., Econ. Geol. 
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, Pre-Cambrian.-:-Tliepre-Ca~brian rocks of Iowa are quart-
'zite, and intruded greenstone' dikes. They offer rIO hope what-
ever, of obtaining either gas o'r , oil. , 
Cambrian.~Small amounts of gas have ' been fe>inid in Cam- / 
brian rocks of New York, but ,at 'no place has oil beet found 
in rockS of this age. 1:he Iowa Cambri~n includes , thick sand-
stones, some sandy shale, and about fifty feet of sandy dolo-
mite. ' 'It is almost wholly lacking in , organic material , which 
might serve as a source, and could not be expected to act as 
a reservoir unless ~ thr:ough faultirig or otherwise, 'it be hrougbt 
into contact with younger beds. Cambrian ' rocks are distinct-
ly unfavorable for prospecting. 
Ordovician Systerri.~, 
Ordovician 
, . , 
Maquok~ta 'shale 
'G I {Galena 'dolomite 
a ena ' . 
" oil rock (0 to 15 feet) 
Decorah shale 
rlatteville limestqne 
St. Peter sandstone 
unconforJ:9,ity. 
{
Shakopee dolomite 
Prairie New Richmond sand-
due Chien stone. ' 
Oneota dolomite . 
The rocks of the Ordovician system in Iowa are chiefly lime.., 
stones and sand~tones '\Vith a thick shale member, the 
Maquoketa, at the top. The various· for:mations are here dis-
cussed in order. 
Prairie du. Chien Formation.-Composed of three members, 
the OneQta doloinite below, the Ne~ Richmond sandstorie, ',and 
the Shakopee dolomite above. The upper and lower members 
are , porous ,buff, crystalline dolomites, which generally have 
a. s'andy appearance and commonly are reported as sandstones 
by drillers. The 'New Richmond member is composed of about 
twenty feet of hard, light colored quartzitic s~p.dstone. 
The Prp.irie du Chien is relatively unfossiliferous, and no 
tra,ces ' of organic mlltter have been noted in it. The high 
.. 
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porosity of the dolomites makes :them favorable reservoirs, 
provided oil be present, ·but they theIflselves can not be rooked. 
upon as · sources of oil or gas. ' At many' points in eastern 
, Iowa the dolomites of the Prairie du Chien carry consider-
able. amounts of artesian water. ' 
St. Peter Formation.~The St. Peter' ·is a massive, uniform, 
generally rather' looseiy cemented ~a.ndstone. ',The color is ir- ' 
regular, ranging from white through yellow, brown, and red, 
according to the amount and stage' of oxidation of the iron 
salts present Occasional 'zones are found in which the sand 
. is, very firmly ' cemehted,and is almost quartzitic. Fossils are 
rare,. and in Iowa no orgaiiic matter iSo. found. Owing to its 
high porosity and the presence of the ~pervious Plat~eville 
above, the ~t. Peter would be an ideal reservoir, but any 
hydrocarbons which it might' contain would have. to originate 
elsewhere. And it has been shown that the underlying forma-
tions are . equaliy uripromising sources.- Oil ·and gas would 
therefore 'have to enter the St. Peter from above. 
Throughout the northern and eastern parts of Iowa the St. 
Peter is an aquifer, and its water is notably pure and of low 
mineral con tent. 
Platt'evillf3 Formation.-Thelower part Of the formation is 
a calcareous shale, alid the upper portion also is shaly. In 
the middle part IS a series of bluish to brown l~mestone, the 
entire formation being highly ' fossiliferous. The Platteville, 
owing to an abundance of organic remains, might be considered 
as a pos~ible source \of oil and gas. It however,contains no 
reservoirs, and no hydrocarbons have been found 'in it. 
Decorah Format'ion,..-r:I;he Decorah formation is composed 
of highly . fossiliferous soft, ' greenish shale, with occasional 
thin layers of ~rgillaceous, nodular limestone. Its, thickness in 
Iowa varies from one foot to thirty-five feet. The organic 
content is relatively high, but owing to its thinness, it can 
not be co~sidered a promising source of oil. 
Gale.na Formation.-In , most places the Galena is ' a. thick 
bedded, massive dolomite, buff in color and highly porous. In . 
certain . outcrops, however, the dolomitization is incomplete. 
Fossils occur as ' casts only,and 'at the Qut'crop the only or-
ganic :matter present ,is in the, " oil rock"· at its base. " This 
.. 
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oil rock is ,a;'bighly bit~inious shale which~, ,on! distillation has 
been found ,tO i give off hydrocarbons':!o and whieh, ' in :its dry 
state, 'burns readily. It, is r.ather local in its occurrence, 'and is 
best ,developed in ,the ,'lead' and rz;inc district 6f loW-a, 'Illinois 
and Wisconsin, where its , presence seems to be related to that 
of'the ores. The thickness ill Iowa is 'usually ,less than rifte-en 
feet. ' ' : , i, 
It seem~" probable that, under the P!oJ;>er conditioJ1,s the ' oil 
rock might give rise' to petroleum or gas. ' 'The : histoTY' of. th_e 
' Ordovician rocks ,of Iowa,' however, 'seems not to have :iil-
eluded such events, for wherever the horizon has be~n 'stuqie~, 
either in wells or at ~he ' outcrop, the, shale . reniains high in 
bituminous' material. Evidently the forces ' necessaty to effect' 
distillation have 'not been active. Furtliermore, the slight 
thickness of oil rQck present makes -it impropable that large 
amounts of petroleum would result, even were dis~illa'ti6n 
complete. It will be noted that the carbon ratios oi the shale 
are extremely low, indicating that the force lacking i's, that of 
'regional metamorphism. ' 
Maquoketa Formation..-The uppermost member of the Ordo-, 
vician 'series is ,a thick bed of dark colored shale, with .. thin 
layel's of shaly limestone. At many horizons the Mia,quoketa is 
highly fossiliferous , and 'its dar~ , brown ' to chocolate color 
seems to be due in large part to contained organic matter. Wells 
at Monticello, Anamosa, Grinnell and Mason City have passed 
through highly 'bituminous. beds in, this ' formation, but have , 
found no signs of oil. ' 
'The fonowiilg ~nalyses of typical Maquoketa shale' ,give a 
good idea of its character: 
. .' " .. 
A. B. C. 
' Moisture ' .. 75 1.20 .54 
Volatile 14.12 8.16 8.26 
Fixed Carbon 6.84 2.85 2.85 
Ash 78.29 87.79 83.17-
' A. 1 mile east Savannah, TIL 10 feet below surfa«e. 
B. HowleY'S Mill, Little Ms.quoketa R. near ' Channingsville, Ill. 
,C. Dubuque, Iowa. Shaft near Levines diggings. 
D. 
3.58 
17.59 
3.09 
75.74/ . 
J. D. Whitney. Geol. of Iowa. Vol. I, pt. 1, pp. 358-360, 1858. 
D. Sec: 36-~4N-4E. Near Mt. Carrol, Ill. 
Ill. Geol. Survey, v' 01. 21, p" 83, 1914. 
-l;I-U: Geol., ' Sur~ey, Vol. 21, P , 29, 1914, 
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It is believed that the Maquoketa is the 'source of the oil 
in' the Colmar field in 'lllinois. ' The formation in northwest 
Iowa is 200 feet thick, but thins to the westward, so that wells 
at Des' Moines a~d Ames encounter much less than this, and at 
Centerville the Maquoketa is , missing: 
In ',the Colmar , field of illinois the ij:oing sand, from which 
the small production is obtained; is a series of non-continuous 
sand lenses on the , eroded surface of the Maquoketa ' shale., 
These lenses ' are irregular ill distribution and 'of limited ex-
tent, and it is only where there ,is a happy combination of ' 
'favorable structure, underlain by a thick sand, that accumula-
tion ' has occurred. Many well defined domes in western Illi-
ilOis ha;ve proven ·1inproq.uctive, owing 'to abse:qce of the sand. 
The, Maquoketa shale, as shoWn by: the fo~egoing, analyses" 
affords a large amount of organic material, sufficient to pro-
duce a con,siderable amount of , oil ~nd gas. " The highest car-
bon ratio shown here, however, (Sample .A.) is only 32, while 
the average of all, four is 24.5,. .A.cco,rding to White's law, 
oil should not be expected where carbon ratio is less than 45, 
hence the chances of oil having been. formed from the Maquo-
keta shale In Iowa are not good. No data ar/e available con-
cerning the carbon ratios of the Maquoketa . in the Colmar 
field. ' 
Summary of. the 01~dovician.-There are four possible , 
sources of oil and gas in the Ordovician rocks-the Platte-
ville formation, the Decorah shale, the "oil rock" of the Ga-
le!la:, and the Maquoketa shale. , 'These in the aggregate, might 
produce a very ' large quantity of hydrocarbons. The only 
, po'ssible reservo.it is the porous dolomite of the Galena; whose 
content of MgCOs' , seems always to be 40 to 42 per cent, well 
above the minimum 25 per cent which is necessary in order to 
pTovide porosity sufficient to make a reservoir of the dolomites 
in the eastern fields. 
Analyses of the ]Waquoketa shale and the ' "oil. rock" show 
, them ' to be high in organic material. T~e carbon ratio of the , 
, Maquoketa ranges from 15 to 32 with an average of 24.5. That 
of. the oil roc.k averages 15. A ratio of not less than 45 seem,s 
to be necessary, hence the rocks of Iowa seem not to have ' 
been sufficiently metamorphosed to produce oil or. ' gas. 
, ' 
'.., , 
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The 'silurian System.-The Silurian system iIi Iowa incl~des 
three dolomite formations, all of which are fossiliferous, but 
none contain organic material ill sufficient amount to be con- . 
. sidered as a possible sourc~ of oil. Absence of.impervious shale . 
beds; either within the formation or above rendel; it improbable 
that the porol,ls dolorriite will act .as a reservoir. . 
The D.evonian System.-Of the 'fourrecogriized Devonian 
formations two; the Lime Creek and State Quarry beds, are 
. discontinuous, occur only in isolated patches, · arid lie uncon- . 
formably on the Cedar Valley · formation: . They are of no .im-
. portance in this discussion. 
, The Wapsipinicon and Cedar Valley forml:l-tions are prevail-
ingly limestone with some thin beds of shale and a little dolo-
mite. . 
Devonian rocks are · p'!-oductive of oil and gas in the Appala-
chian region, but no petroleum has been f<?und ill them west of 
Indiana. The character of the · Iowa · rocks makes it nearly 
certain none will be found in the Devonian of this · state. . 
l'he Mississippian System.-This system has been divid~d, in 
Iowa, into four divisions, the Kinderhook, Osage, Meramec 
and Ste. Genevieve formations. Of thes'e the first is composed 
of dar-k shale, sandstone and a subqrdinate amount of lime-
stone, while the .others are predominantly limestones. . 
The dark colored organic shales of the Kinderhook forma-
tion may be considered a possible source 9f hydrocarbons, and· 
the interbedded sandstone layers offer favorable reservoirs 
for accumulation. Rocks of Mississippian age produce large 
quantities of gas and oil in Oklahoma,Nofthern Texas, Illi-
nois· and the Appalachian :r:egion. At no pll;lce in Iowa, how-
ever,. have ,beds of this age · been found. to be notably bitum-
inous. Some small amounts of pitch have been, found in geodes 
which occur in large numbers in the Keokuk beds near Keo-
kuk, but tne occurrence seems to be local. 
. In the Lawrence field, in 'Illinois, oiJ has been found in 'por-
ous zones of the upper part of the Ste. Genevieve series, . but 
there is at least a po'ssiliility that it may have' originated in 
the overlying Pennsylvanian beds. 
The sandstone oeds of the Kinderhook, where they ' are 
covered by younger marine strata, seem to offer some possi-
'. 
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bilities of producing oil and gas. .spIne years ago "a well was 
. drilledll, at Redfield in search of oil or gas, and this seems' 
to have thoroughly tested ' the possibilities of the Kinderhook 
at that place . . The t~st , was located on an anticline, and thus 
was '.£avorablfll structurally, but no . oil or gas was found. 'sands 
we~e' fo'und in th~ following depths. . 
Sand 
. Sand 
Sand 
Sand 
Sand 
. Sand 
. Sand 
Sand 
Sand ' 
Sand 
Sand 
Sand 
. , . 
DEPTH 
253 -293 
388 - 3.98 
438.-450 
488-498 
,- : 616 ':' 63.0 
823 - 850 
868-883 
960-1008 
108~-1093 
1093 -1100 . 
1277 -'-1290 
1302 - ,1341 
,The Pennsylvanian System: 
CONTENTS 
Artesian water 
. Artesian water 
Artesian water 
Heavy flow of mineral water 
Strong flow.' of water 
Tt.aces , of "oil rock ~ , 
Tight , sand, water 
WiLter sand 
Pronounced asphaltum 
Wl:i.ter . sand 
The Des Moines Formation.-The lower Pennsylvanian in 
Iowa has been subcqvided into the Qherokee, Henrietta and 
Pleasanton formations, in all ' of which ' the predominant rock 
.is shale, with a large amount of sandstone and a ' :few beds 6f 
limestone in the Henrietta and Pleasan.ton. The C~erokee is 
. I . . 
the chief coal-bearing horizon of Iowa and contains many 
wo~~able coal ' beds, which have been extensively mined in the , 
. southcentral part of the state. Like the Des Moines beds of 
' Kansas, Oklahoma and Missouri, the Iowa representatives of ' 
,the formation . contain much organic material. . ' 
.. . In the discussion of the origin of oil, it was shown that 
the conditions under whicp. coal and oil' were formed are wholly 
diff()rent. Coal results from carbonization of the plant remains 
WhIch 'accumulatei:n fresh or. slightly brackish lagoons ad-
' jacenf to the coast during ' periods pf critical level, when slight 
dscillations of the s~a ~evel 'Yere occurring. Both lan9, an~ . 
water plants, whose habitat ,'was~wamps, are included in the 
organic material from which coal has been made. So co~l may , 
be' said to be a , ne~r shore o~ semi-terrestial product. q~l 
,On the o,ther hand, 'seems to haye been ,formed somewhat far-
. ther out , on the ' continental shelf, from more . distinctly marine 
:~ .' .'" 
.. llU, S, Geol. 'Survey Water Supply Papt,r, .No. 293. p , 6S5; ·Iowa. Geol. Survey. 'Vol. · XXI. 
' p, '· -825. ' 
( 
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<>rganic debris, such as , w.ould have heen dep.osited with th~ 
Aner shales. 
lIence it is n.ot surprising that f.ormati.ons which bear cDal 
are n9t .often f.ound t.o c.ontain .oil als.o in the same 'l.ocality. 
That is, the presence .of c.oal in rocks' .of a certain f.o~ti.on 
, is evidence that .oil is n.ot present als.o, in that regi.on, alth.ough 
it may be f.ound elsewhere in the n.onc.o~l-bearing beds .of the 
same age. ' 
, Thus it has ~b.een f.ound that while the Cher.okee shale .of 
, I.owa, eastern Kansas, Miss.ouri and n.ortheastern Oklah.oma, 
which are near sh.ore .or' lag.o.onal dep.osits, c.ontain n.o .oil and 
much coal, beds of the same age, but dep.o'sited at a greater 
, distance fr.onf" the .oscillating sh.ore 'line, c.ontain .oil but n.o 
c.oal. ' The ' great Bartlesville sand ,.of -n.orthern Oklah.oma, is, 
.of Cher.okee age, ' and c.orresp.onds stratigraphiGally t.o certain 
c.oal-bearing h.oriz.ons .of I.owa. ' ' 
, ~The ~.on.clusi.on, theref.ore, is ,that the Des M.oines r.ocks .of , 
I.owa, at least in the area <?f their .outcr.op, h.old .out n.o h.ope 
f.or the pr.ospect.or f.or petr.oleum. Westwara' fr.om the .outcr.op 
,the p.ossibilitiesincrease, but at n.o , place within the state can ' 
the p,.ossibilities .of Des M:.oines' r.ocks be said t.o be attractive. 
rrhe necessary' c.onditi.on .of .organic ' shales, with interbedded 
-sandst.ones is fulfllled, but the presence .of c.oal indicates that ' 
.oil sh.ould n.ot be ,expected. 
, ,The Missouri Formation.-The Miss.ouri f.ormati.o'n in sQ.uth-, 
western Iowa c.onsists .of ab.out 650 feet .of alternating shales 
and limest.ones, the shales being in places 'sandy .or even grad-
ing laterally int.o sandst.ones. These beds, f.oll.owing the Kan- ' 
sas usage, have been divided int.o ' the ' Kansas City, Lansing, 
D.ouglas, ShaWIiee, and 'Wabaunsee stages. The Shawnee and 
Wabaunsee In I.owa are c.oal , bearing, c.ontaining respectively 
the N Qdaway 'and Quitman c.oal seams. They' may, theref.ore, 
be , elimin.ated as possible petr.olifer.ous 'h.oriz'.ons . 
. The .Kansas City, Lansing and D.ouglas stages include beds 
which are wh.olly marine in o,rigin and ' s.o far as can now be 
determined are p.ossible s.ources .of petr.oleum~ Beds Of this' 
age arepr.oductive in, Karisas and northern Oklah.oma. , 
8-ltmmary , of the Pennsylvanian.-The r.ocks '.of the Des , 
M.oines f.ormati.on are , regarded as imp.ossible ,sources of .oil 
" 
. \ 
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, and gas, because of the unfavorable , conditions under which 
Jthey were formed. They contain numerous suitable reservoirs. 
,Beqs belonging to the Shawnee and w: abaunsee stages o~ the 
MissQuri formation may be eliminated , for the same reaso~. 
Beds of Kansas City, Lansing and Douglas age may possibly 
,be the source of hydrocarbons, but contain few suitable reser-
voirs. None-of these beds, where they can b~ st'\ldied at their 
outcrops, give- any evidence of b~ing petroliferous. 
Counties in which these possibly petroliferous beds , may 
prove productive, provided suitable structural conditions exist, ' 
include Pottawattamie, Cass, Mills, 'Frem,ont, Montgomery', 
Page, Adams, Taylor, ~outhern Adair, Union~ Ringgold and , 
' western Decatur. 
, ' Permian System.-The Permian is represented in Iowa by 
about eighty feet of re'd shales" sandstones and gypsum. Tl;tese 
. beds appear to have been deposited under arid conditions and 
offer no inducement whatever to ' the prospector ' for oil., 
Cretaceous System.~The Oretaceous is represented by sand-
stones, shales and chalky limestones, wlllch cover a rather 
, 14rge area in western Iowa (see map, Plate III). The series 
lies unconformably on the older formations below, and is 
mantled by drift. The Cretaceous terrain is well dissected and 
, study of its outcrops leads to the conclusion that the rocks ,of 
this series will prove barren. " _ 
The Pleistocene 8eries.-Tne Iowa Pfeistocene is composed , 
of glacial drift, a terrestrial deposit, formed under conditions 
that make it certain oll will not be found therein. Small 
' pockets of inflammabie 'gas have been struck i~ the drift at 
various ' places, but these are ,' of 'small ,' consequence, are o~ 
local origin, and their occurrence should not, be construed ~sa 
favorable ,indication 6f oil. These ga~ pockets ' will be dis-
covered from time 'to time during the drilling of water wells, 
but they can not be located from the surface and are of sman 
,va1ue when found. No pros'pecting "should ' be carried Qn, in 
glacial drift, for it can lead oDly to fa~:ure . 
..J 
• SUl\rtrARY. 
Are on ' and. Gas Present in Iowa. '1 
Co~sideration of the eviden~e 'which ha~ been presenteq. in ' 
the 'preceding pages leads to the conclusion that the possibili-
-, 
PLATE V 
,Sketch map of area 'Of Iowa" wbJch -oft'ers some ' chance -of iincc~ss. 
. , 
. , 
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tie's of obtaining comme~cial productiop. of oil and g~s iIi. Iowa 
are small. In by far the greater part of the state the chance::; 
are n~gligible, and expenditure of money in prospecting these 
areas should be advised against. In, one rather limited area 
there may be some slight chance for success and while tests in 
this area are not . recommende~ it is felt that .they niay be ,in 
some manner justified. These :areas are mdicated on the map 
(Plate V). _.. , . I 
In the area indicated as being not 'whollycorid'emned, tests 
should reach ' the ' St. Peter sandstone, ' the deepest , possible 
. reRervoir"at d~pths less 'th~I!. 3500 feet . . Especial care 'sh~uld 
be taken.in testhI.g any sands ' in the lowet two-thirds of the 
Missouri stage, those of the Kinderhook . and the Maquoketa 
shale. No test' should , be 'drilled deeper than the upper part 
of"the St. Peter sandstone. . 
.. ' There are tW:o locations w~t:hin this ' general area~ drlllin.k 
on either of which wo~d afford a fair test. " An anticline , has 
been reported as extending northwestward · from a point about I 
one. mile east ' of Shenandoah 'in Page county to the northeaRi 
part of TOIWnship 70 North, Range 38 West. Another elongate 
fold, . which may really be a t series of domes, ' extends from. a 
point four 'miles west of Braddyville northeastward for some 
eighteen miles to a point five miles north of New Market. 
Only the approximate locations of these folds are known, and 
; a more c~~re.ful· 'examination should be made hefore a test is ' 
' begun. If there is no oil ben~ath these folds, then it is ,use-
less to prospect further in southwestern Iowa . 
. Drilling should be begun only after careful .examination ·by 
a competel'ilt geologist. Unless a test is drilled on a favorable 
structure the results will not be conclusive. ' . 
THE ' UNFAVORABLE AREAS IN THE STATE 
In all parts of Iowa, aside f!onl the southwestern area, dril- ' 
ling should be discouraged for the bllowing reasons: 
1. Of the horizons which might , be suspected of being pro-
ductive, . the Ord.ovician has been so well tested that it may 
well . be eliminated from ' consideration. The St. . Peter :;;and-
stone has been penetrated . by many wells in all parts ,of the 
, " 
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, -
t;tate (see map, Plate IV), -many Df them on ~nticlines, and. the 
results have . been negative. - . . 
2. . . Areas Df Silur:ian, DevDnian and Cambrian rocks . are 
· considered practically 4Dpeless. " -
3. .Areas in which Mississippian and Pennsylvanian beds 
DutcrDp are nDt favDrable, 8:S a~y hydrDcarbons present iJ! 
these rDcks can escape. 
4. Areas in which the Pe~msylvanian 'series cDntainscDal 
are npt wDrth testing, ' except in the deeper hDrizons. 
CONCLUSION . . 
IDwa cDntains but one area which, in the w~iter's -judgmen.t~ 
• in any degree merits a test fDr Dil. , At le.ast two. :anticlines 
ar,e known in this area, and a prDperly drilled well Dn -either 
Df the~ ShDUld ShDW cDnclusively whether there is oil in IDwa. 
No. Dther part Df the state deserves a test at this time. In 
tlle IDcalities indicated a well ShDUld be IDcated Dnly after 
a c'arefttl survey .by a CDmpetent geDIDgist. 
. It shDuld be' emphasized that the chances Df failure are 
~' very high. _ The strDngest argument in favDr of drilling is 
the fact that ,few deep . wells have been drilled in ,this part 
of the state, and hence little is knDwn Df the older rDcks . 
. There is no. direct evidence to. indicate that Dil will be fDund. 
But if citizens Df the state ,insist Dn drilling within itscDn-
· , fines, these seem to. be the least unfavDrable places in which 
to Dperate. 
• \ . 
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. 'OIL 'AND' GAS STOCK PROMOTION 
. ' 
, , , . 
LOSSES BY IOWA PEOPLE IN FRA:UDULEN'l;' OIL COM;!' ANIES. 
I 
. It has ' been estllriated that in 1920 the 'people M Iowa 16st 
nea'rly $100,000,000 through' speculation in wild cat oil stock. ' 
This means an average of over $1,000,000 in each county. The 
losses in the f~llowing year probably were smaller, but their 
total, if it were' known, ,undoubtedly woUld,' reach, avery re-
spectable' .figUre. ' 
If these 'iosses had been ' merely a part ' of , the ' legitimate , 
hazards Of th!'l busin'eBs, little need be said abou:t it; but the fact 
is ,that ne'arly' all of this.' :rp.oney :was' worse" than wasted, and 
that from the start the so-caned investors had 'no chance what- : 
ever of even securing the return ' of the priIi<;ipal. Lured by 
promises ' 'of rapid and ,enormous retJIrns people entrusted 
their fun:ds to pro:rnoters of whom they knew little, and 'whose 
schemes ' they ' made' little , effort to investigate. It seems , re-' , 
markable that men who have had the abil,ity 'to accumulate a 
cdnsiderable ' amount of money, 'and who' would never ihinkof 
, buy'ing 'a farm 'or a' :store or ' a' car load of cattle without the 
most careful investigatio:Q" and ' usually' not without expert' ad- ' 
vice, coUld so ', readily be persuaded to invest large 'sums of ' 
money with comparative , strangers, and in a business of which ' 
they knew nothing. 'Yet this is what has happened in every 
county in the state. 
It ·is one of the purposes of this report to point out some 
of the pitfalls that lie in the path of, an investor in oil stocks, 
and ' to ,suggest some means of avoiding them. 
I . ' 
, WHAT AN OIL 'COMPANY 'IS. 
An oil company is an organization, usually :incorporated, for 
the purpose ' of produ<fing, transporting, refining and marketing 
petroleum. The smaller concerns usually confine their activi-
ties ,to a sillgle one of these departments of the busines.s. Tpe 
larger companies engage in all of them.. Many 'of the largest 
I. 
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companies have ',comparatively small capitalization, while many' 
very small companies are heavily over-capitalized. ' 
Let us take for example the operation of a large ' company 
. such as. those ' of the 'Standard group. Su~h com:p~nies own 
oil and' gas leases on lands which they believe will be produc-
· tive. Oil the~e leases they drill wells, some of which will pro-
d'Q.ce oil, some 'gas, and others nothing. ' The oil must be raised 
to the· surface, unless' it' flows nat:urally, placed in tanks from 
· ,which it can' be pumped into the pipe lines; and through them 
· conv~yed to the refinery, which' rp.ay 'be located a few miles or 
several hundred miles" from ' the wells.' At the refinery the 
oil is passed through ' stills where, ,'by applications of heat it is 
broken up 'into various fractions which are knoWn as -gasolin~, 
kerosene, lubricating oil, ' fuel oil, paraffine, ·tar, etc. ' These ' 
pr~ducts"must be sold either to' the ' jobber or direct to the 
consumer: It Will be seen therefore, that an ,oil business em-
braces the < elemel),ts ' of. prospecting, ' mining, tnlnsportmg, 
manufacturing and ' selling and that in orderlo ,obtain" the' 
nia:funuin of profit Ii company should ' carry ' on al;r of tbese~ ', 
To dO' sdhowever, requires 'very large capital, and ,the .:tnajori-
tyof small comp:mies' find it possible to engage in orily one of . 
the~e elements. M'ost of the small companies are engaged 
either 'in the . production ''of crude oil or in refini.ng. By far 
the larger number of fraudulent' promotions have been by 
c'ompanies 'of the ' former class. ' ' 
, , The profits obtained in the oil business have been enormous-
ly . exaggerated. While 'it is true that mariy companies 'have' 
been fortunate' in making returns of several hund'red"per cent' 
on 'their ' investments, it 'is known 'that the oil ' busine~s as ' 'a 
whole 'has made 'no such profits. ' The losses resulting from 
the drilling ,of dry holes, and 'piirchasing, at 'high prices, 'Ieas-' . 
es . which never p'rove productiVe, are very e'ffeGtive in kee-ping' , 
down:, ' the margin of ' profit. A dry hole undoubtedly ' is the. 
mo'st useless thing in the world, and ' unsuccessfUl tests ' 'cost- ' 
ing as .much as $200;000 , are extremely mlnlEirous: ' . . , 
. THE OIL , BUSINESS. ,I , ' . , .• , 
The ousmess 'Qf ',pro'ducjng oil, arid' tliat of mining, represent' 
the. 'greatest hazards of' any legitimate ' enterprises: The.' ~x-
, r 
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. penses of operation . usually ' leave . their returns negligible. , 
Efficiently managed oil companies attempt to remove, ' as far 
. as possible; the h~zards of the business, but , there are many 
of them which are inherent, and which can not be. gotten rid 
of. . The best s'afeguard is ' that of a scattering of ri-sks, and 
this, of course, is difficU:lt for · a small ' compa~y. Statistics 
covering long periods of, years show that only 80 per cent of 
" all wells drilled are pr<;>ductive, and , this includes the wells 
, in proven fields. Not over 5 . per , cent ,of wild cat 'Yells ever ' 
prove productive. , From this ,it can be s.een' that if dne dr~lls , 
but a ' single well he stands' an excellent chance of losing that , 
which he has put into it, while if he should drill ten wells, .his · 
chances would be greatly improved . . ~ In the operation of'large , 
'companies it is expected .that 'a certa~n " percentage of all we~ls 
drilled WIn be dry, but that the profits on the productive wells 
will more than balance the losses on.' the dry ones. , 
There ' are numerous instances in which individuals or com-
panies have drilled , as many as fifteen ' or twenty dr:y holes 
pefore getting a productive well.. An average well in . the Mid", 
Continept iteld costs $20,000. It is necessary then before em-
barking in the oil busip.ess to b,e prepared if necessary; to take 
considerable loss before any profit may ac,crue. " 
. Another important safeguard is the use of the best brains 
and of the best technical advice in the conduct of the business. 
For instance, if 'one merely ,goes out and drills a wild cat well 
at random his chances of getting oil will be about one in a' 
hundred, whereas if he drills on the basis qf good geological . 
advice, his chance~ are increased to about ,one In four. It is 
, not putting it too strongly to say that a, concern which insists 
upon carrying on its operations by rule of the thumb is due 
to fail sooner or later ' unless it has extremely large resources 
to draw upon, so that it can afford. to play the law of aver-' 
ages. ' But it is an , expensive operation, if one must drill qne , 
hundred dry holes in or'der to get one producing well. 
, It is the function ' of the geologist to indicate those places 
wherelthe chances 6f obta'ining oil and gas· are best, to ad-
vise ' against drilling ih, places where the chances' are poor and 
to remove, so far as possible, the · ha~ards of the dry .hole. 
:, The Purchase of' Stocks . in 'Promotion Gompanies:-'-The~~ 
--~~------~~--------~--------~,.--------------~-------------------
;METHODS OF' 'I'HE SToCK PROMOTER 
is but one safe rule in tb:e' pUl:chasing of stock, ill oil com~ 
panies; that is to buy only stock ' in going companies, those . 
which have been and are making money, although. not neces-
sarily paying dividends. In the case of new companies wl1ieh 
have no ' dividend record, and , have ~s yet no production, but 
which are organized solely for the . purpose . of prospecting 
there is no ' such . rule that can ' be applied. Inve'stment in 
. such a ' company is speculation, ' pure and simpie, and in just 
the same degree as .the wagering of a !'lum of money on the 
turn of a card. If however, one wishes to , speculate in this 
, :;, . 
way. his first consider.ation should be the character of the men 
who compose the organization, whether they are first, honest, 
. and second, experienced and com:petent.A man'whose honesty 
is unquestioned and whose ability to successfully operate a ' 
bank is known, may well prove a tragic failure in a business, 
he does not understand. ;I:f the officers of a company are dis-
honest; their ' competence is not important, for the enterprise ' 
probably is due to fail regardless. 
The . tremendous increase ' in .the use of petroleum and 
its products . in the past decade, ' with the .resUltant ex-
pansion .in the oil industry, has given rise to . a veritable 
flood of stpck promotions, many of · ,which" of course, have 
been legitimate, but the vast majority of which have been only 
. frauduient. The market for such promotion stock seems to 
.have been mllimited. It is a comparatively simple ;matter to 
'distinguish an honest promotion from a dishonest one. The 
advertising 'methods of . the fradulent promoter are in most 
cases stereotyped. They .are highly sensational and extreme. 
His circulars and advertisements are printed in huge type, and 
he does not scorn the 'use 'of red ink to attract attention,. 
All of his leases are "located in close proximity to ' great . 
gus;her wells," ·or at least they are located between ' important 
fields. He ,seldom ~d:rpits a probability of failure. The pros-
. pects of' s-q.ccess are the only· ones he mentions. 
Below' are listed a number of' the advertising devices which 
are 'favorkd, by these promoters. ,The presence in any circu-
lars or. advertisements of one or more of these devices should 
lead the investor to be extremely suspicious . 
. , 1. Gaudy circulars printed in lal'g~ type, and often l,n 
\ 
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colored ink. .A legitimate :propo~ition does not req,uire :such ' 
advertising. I • ' I 
2. Picturef:! of large ' w~lls ,( on ' s~me.one ,else':s lease) and 
photographs ,~howing the mtensive development in well known ' 
fl:ems. Such illustrations usually have 110 reJation to ,the prop-
ertY' discuss_ed, and are inserted wholly for psychological ef~ 
fect. 
3,' Photographs and lists 01 men such as Rockefeller, Sin-
clair and -.other less well known persons who have 'made for~ 
tunes in .oil. 
4~ List~ of small' companies which;, with an , mvestment .of 
a few hundreds ' or thousands of dollars, have paid millions in 
dividends. Such instance's undoubtedly are true, 'but they have 
no iinportance unless , there be' :listed with them the eilOrmously ' 
greater number of companies of equal size which have ne:v-er 
returned even the principal. '", ' 
.5. ,Computation o'f the profits to be made "if the ' well 
comes in'-'. ' "When one considers ' the hazards which have been ' I ' 
mentioned pteviously, the folly of such state~ents is appar-ent. 
6. The offering of "ground floor" opportunity. 1f there is " 
such ' tt" tliirig as a"" ground floor" opportunity, one may rest 
assured that the promoter himself will take care .of it. , 
7. Map sho"\Vmg ' the location of the company's property, ' 
and directing" 'attention to its proximity to highly productive 
wells. 'Mere proximity to a producing well 'ineillls little. A 
common occurrence in a producing district , is ' that 'of a dry 
hole only a fe~ ' hundred feet from a large well. , Eve'ry oil 
~eld has its limits; ' and ther'e 'is ,always a last well on each 
side. The' lease shown may be only a ' quarter of a niile from 
a producing well, yet if this well be 'on the edge of the field, " 
the lease' is 'Worthless. ' " , 
"S. ' Statement "that' alter a certairi date the ' prIce of the 
stock will be advanced. Thi~ is an almost infallible indicati'on 
of fraudulent prom'otion. " • 
"9:.' The 'offer 'of 'immediate dividends. . ' . '. 
10.' The offer of stock ' at or below: par valiie~ and agrep.-
nlent "to 'pay dividends. Any dividend paying 'stock.is sold 
above pa-r value. ,,' , , ',, ' 
I' 
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11 . • Urging . the reader to ~ire for ' stock before the well 
comes in. . This also is an almost infallible warning. 
12. Geological reports. Most present day promoters realize 
the weight that attaches to"a geological report, and their ad-
vertisjng usually ' includes 'several such reports. If these re-
ports are couched in terms that are not readily understood 
by the. ordinary reader, .they should be viewed With suspicion. 
'There are many pseud<\> geologists at large who, for a consid-
eration; will write any sort of report desired. They cover their ' 
lack of knowledge of the science by an almost ludicrous, pro-
fusion of technical terms which are. designed to confuse or. 
impress the read~r. . Such a r~por,t' usually containl;j glowing 
promises of ' gusher wells, and predicts that the property dis;, 
cussed will prove to be one. of the gre~test producers in the 
field. A report of this kind is a positive guarantee that its 
writer is not only incompetent, but probably is qishouest ' as ' 
well. A report by. a wen trained and honest ' geologist should 
readily be understo<?d by any intelligent person. . 
What Constitutes an Honest Geolog'ical Report,-;-l. It is 
conservative. There are no glittering promises. . The geolo-
gist contents . himself with the statement of the facts, -froIp. . 
which he draws , conservative conclusions. . 
2: It is written in simple language. It can be readily under-
stood. There is usually a minim,um of ·unfam!J.iar and. techni-
cal .·woras. 
03. It generally includes a structural map (see figs. 2. 3.). 
On this map there is presented information whicp. ~akes it 
possible' for another geologist to readily check the work of the 
first. 
4. The standing and reputation of .the geologist is as im-
portant as that of a lawyer or physician, and' it is not more 
difficult to ascertain. ~The simplest way to learn whether or 
not a geologist is reliable is to :Write to . the state 'geologist at 
the ('apitol of the' state in which the compal].y operates. Most 
reputable 'geologists are members of the national geological 
societies and a letter to the ' secretary . of any of these societies 
will bring the desired ipformation.The American Association 
of PetroleumGeologist'sm~intains an extensive file of infor;-
mation . pertaining to all geoiogist~ who are engaged in . oil 
\, 
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work, whether t}ley be members or not. No geologist whose 
, , 
standing is doubtful can obtain membership' in this organllia-
tion. Dr. Chas. E. Deeker, Secretary, may be addressed at 
. N Orma!l, Oklahoma, and will be glad to furnish such informa-
,tion as may be desired regarding, any member of th(~ profes-
sion. lIe ",-m' not, hOwElver, recommend a geologist, but will 
,simply report regarding his training and his standing.: 
.8tockJ..C,'elli'l1g Methods.-While a large part of the ' pror~lo­
, tiori I stoc~ is sold through newspapers and mail advertising, 
. more of it is sold through ' agents. By' this means the promoter 
avoids po,ssible trouble with the Post Office authorities. Agents 
as a rule , receive commissions of from ' 20 per cent to 35 per 
,cent, S9 that from one-fifth to one-third of' the investment is 
lost immediately the stock is taken. If the remaining opera-
tions of the company are conducted on ' the same lavish basis, 
.it can ;readily be seen that not much will remain for develop- ' 
ment. It is estimated that not to exceed ' 15 per cent of the 
money paid in for wild ca~ oil ,stock ever is used for actual 
development purposes. : ' 
A favorite, device of the stock salesman in preparing for a 
campaign ' in a county, is to sell or even give to certain prom-
' inent citizens, a few shares of his st-ock. Well known 'mer-
chants ,and bankers are the best persons with whom to "plant 
stock." On this stock immediate dividends are paid for sev-
eral months. When the salesman again returns and opens 
his real campaign his prospects are referred to the well known , 
'men' who already, hold stock, and from them they learn that 
diVidenas have been paid promptly according to promise. In 
, many cases the merchant or banker may feel so well satisfied 
with his investment that he, becomes an active .aid ,to the sales-
man~ . All the usual adv~rtising methods are used, and an in-
tensive selling campaign begi.J:1s. Partic-q.lar. attention is paid 
to persons ,who are kpown to have some ready 'money. For 
instance, the !?alesman may learn that a certain man has , sold 
a farm or has sold a lot of cattle; or he turns his attention 
to some widow who has received a considerable amount of 
insurance. ~o ' these perso~,s, particularly if they be individ-
uals who a:re unaccustomed to making investments, he presents 
.his giittering argument; he points out the , advantages of an 
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investment in oil stocks with a certainty of p'erhaps 12 per cent 
annually, and the possibilities 'of truly enormous returns, as 
, cO,mpared w,ith tl;te meager 4 per cent or 5 per cent to be ob-" 
tained from the ' savings bank or mortgage: It is often the 
business men with whom he has placed his earlier stock, who , 
are · unintentional aids in his campaign. 
'As soon as the community has absorbed all of the stock that 
t4e salesman feels it will take, he disappears. The dividends . 
may continue fora' few months, after which they too disappear, 
There being no assets to speak of, and no production, ' it" is 
obvious that the l dividends paid have not been from earnings~ 
but from income from · the sale of stock. This of course ~an 
· not go on indefinitely. 
, As a rule the investor has no recourse, for the assets of 
the company usually include ' little ex;cep't office furniture. The 
money l;te h~s paid in to them has been dissipated in the fo~m 
· ·of ·commissions, advertising expenses, large saiaries and divi- ' 
. dends: His only return has been a few beautifully engraved 
. - stock ' certificates, and a liberal amount of experience which, 
· unfortunately, he is all too prone to forget when the next sto~k 
salesman comes ' around. 
,HOW TO DETERMINE THE VALUE OF AN ·OIL STOCK. 
1. The assets of the company. Before purchasing a store 
almost anyone would first inquire as to the value of the stock 
. and fixtures .. The same rule should apply in purchasing oil stock. · 
An oil company's assets may include: (a) Producirig' leases, 
(b) Undeveloped leases, (c) Equipment, machinery, etc., (d) . 
Oil in storage, (e) 'Cash on hand '·and receivable, (f) Other 
I tangi~le assets, 'such as stock in other companies, buildings, 
office equipment, etc., (g) An oil company does not have 
"good will", which may be a 'valuable asset to a mercantile 
establishment. Its assets are of the tangible variety. 
2. Liabilit.ies. (a) Capital ' stock, (b) Bonds, (c) Accounts 
payable: '. 
Simple subtraction will show the condition' of the 'company; 
provided ' the items listed have been verified. he .setting of 
values on undeveloped leases is a difficult problem. A lease 
which iE! not .yet producing has only the value which it wo~ld 
. , 
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bring if sold. Conservative operators usually place a ' value 
of $1.00 on all undeveloped lease~, for a verylarge proportion 
of such property will eventually prove. valueless.. In order to . 
place a proper valuation on a. p;roduclng property, it"'is ne~es-
. sary to have ' a careful sur:vey maqe . by a comp~tent engineer 
or geologist. A rough ~pproximation may be made, however, 
by considering that a lea~e which is ' producing one ' barrel of 
,oil per day is worth from $500.00 to $l,OOO,and therefore a 
lease ' which is :producing ten barrels . of oil per day' is w9rth 
from $5,000 to $10,000 . .. The differing values pertainto differ-
ent fields. . 
It is' suggested, however, in case an indiyidual or group pro-
pose to invest . a sum of money in an oil: company, that they 
club together and employ a competent geologist, ' familiar with 
the field, to investigate a,nd report on the value of the property 
involved: 1£ the proposition is a legitimate one, there will be 
. no objection. If objection is made, it is evident that something 
is wrong. It should be emphasized that it is . worse thap use-
less for anyone other Jhan an 'expert to. attempt to deterInine 
the value of an oil property. No matter how much experience 
one may have had in the estimation of the value of farms 
.' and livestqck, he should not attempt to evaluate either devei-
oped or undeveloped· .oil lands. 
INVEST-lrIENTS AND SPECULATION. 
Let us distinguish clearly between the two terms invest-
ment and speculation. An investmellt is ' all enterprise' in which 
the principal is as safe from 'loss as possible, and the returns 
from which are subordinate t~ the safety of the principal. In 
this class are included: savings deposits, bonds and well se-
cUJ,'ed mortgag~s. The returns from an investment are, as a 
rule; small. Speculation on the other hand is an enterprise 
in whi~h large profits may be expected but in which the safety 
of the principal and the certainty of any profits . at all are not 
assured. . Most oil stocks, the stocks of all new untried con- . 
c.ernS, fall into the latter class. The profits made may be ex-
tremely large, .~nd the enterprise- eventually develop .into an ·in-
vestment when its standing becomes assured, but the chances 
for toss, especially at the beginning, are correspondingly ll:\rge. 
I . 
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CHAPTER I. · 
INTRODUCTION. 
Problem stated.-The unusual Width of the v~lley of Cedar 
river, together with the regular and distinct line of bluffs be- . 
tween West Liberty and Columbus Junction suggested to Cal-
vin -as -early as 1874;1 the possibility of the-existence of a former 
:glacial lake in the region. Udden, some years later, in -1899, 
while working on the -geology of Muscatine county, _ arrived 
at the saIfie conclusions, mapped the. ancient shore lines, wrote 
a description o(-£he lake site and named the old "fossil ". lake, 
'Lake Calvin,;2 in honor of its discoverer, D~. Samuel Calvin, 
then director of the Iowa Geological Survey. Since Udden's 
work, however, was, confined to Muscatine county, the entire site 
of the extinct lake had never been mapped and -described. 
,Furthermore, conclusive evidence -of Lake Calvin's existence 
had' not been presented and a discussion of the inlet and outlet 
Of the lake were wanting entirely. Progress in Pleistocene geo-
logy; especially in the recent interpretation of .the gunibotilS and 
the develop'ment of the theory of its origin, also demanded a re-
consideration of the lake problem: With these considerations 
in mind, the writer u:p.dertook the necessary work, the results of 
which are incorporated in this report. ' The problem of the · 
writer's investigations ,thus resolved itself into the' following 
points: 
1. ,to establish without a ,doubt either the existence or non-
existence of Lake Calvin, ' 
2. to carefully map and describe the exact and complete ex-
tent of the ancient lake, if such existed, 
3. to account for the lake ?s origin and to trace out fully the 
lake's history.if there was a lake, 
1 Calvin'lt report to President Thatcher of the State 'University of Iowa. 1874. Partly 
reprinted in Udden's report on the "Geology of Muscatine County": Iowa Geological Sur· 
vey. Vol. IX, pp. 852 and 853, 1899. 
2 Udden, J. A., Geology of Muscatine County: Iowa Geological Survey, Vol. IX, p. 857, 
1899. . 
8 Kay, George F., Gumbotil, a New Term in Pleistocene -Geology: Science, -New Series, 
'Vol. XLIV, Nov. 8, 1916. Reprinted in ~owa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXVI, pp. 217 and 218 
1915. ' 
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4. to test the gumbotil hypothesis by seeing whether the pre-
sence of a Lake Calvin was in harmony with or 'detri- , 
mental to the gumbotil idea. 
Location of extinct Lake 'Calvin.-Geographically, extinct 
Lake Calvin lies in the southeastern part of Iowa.' The site of . 
this former expense of water, as can be seen from Plate VI, is 
confined chiefly to an area lying roughly parallel to Iowa and 
Cedar rivers, from Iowa City and Moscow in J ohn~'on and Mus-
. catine counties respectively, in the north, to Columbus Junction, ' 
Louisa county, in the south. Physiographically, the area under 
discussion is a distinct unit, being bounded on the east by the 
Illinoian plain and ' on the north, west and ' south by the ' Kansan 
uplands. . 
'. Lake Calv.in Basin Defined.-The Lake Calvin basin is limited 
to, that area which was actually the site of the former glacial 
body of water as compared to the surrounding region which it 
was necessary to consider for a complete and a clearer under-
standing ·or'the problem. The latter is termed the Lake Calvin 
region. . The relation between the two is made clear by refer-
. ring to Plate VI. It is the intention of the writer to confine his 
theme, as much as possible, to the Lake Calvin basin. 
"General Cha.ra.cieristics of the Basin. 
Topography and relief.-The Lake Calvin basin is an exten-
sive lowland surrounded on all sides by drift uplands rising 
above it to the height of eighty to one hundred feet. Having 
been the site of a former lake, its topography is more or less ' 
that of a monotonous " plain with. but little relief. This flat 
." ... ANO 
FIG. 6.-Generalize$l crQss"section of the Lake Calvin basin. 
I . . . 
stretch of country has an elevation of about 680 feet · above sea 
level in the northern extremity and slopes gently southward at 
a rate of two and one-~alf to three feet per mile for a distance . 
./ 
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of about twenty-five nilles, where it has an e1evation o'f 620 feet . 
. The surface of this level plain, however, is not without some re-
lief as a cross section of . the r.egion· shows. (Figure 6.) . 
Geology.-Deeply buried beneath the unconsolidated Pleisto-
cene sands, clays and, tills are the indurated strata of' limestone, 
dolomite, sandstone and shale belonging to the Silurian, Bevon-
ian, Mississippian and Pennsylvanian systems. Exposures of 
. . 
bedrock are lacking..in the lake basin proper with the exception 
of some ·in the valley walls. of Iowa and Cedar rivers north of 
IQ;"wa';City and ;¥oscow respectively, and in the 'arm-like exten-
, . 
sion of the lake along English river in Washington county. 
,:,{Jrai'il!J,g~" i'(l, Jhe lake basin.-The Lake Calvin basin lies in the 
drainage systems '6f Iowa and Cedar rivers, which empty into 
Mississippi . river a little northeast of the village of Oakville, 
Louisa county. Old Mans creek; English river, Whiskey Run, 
Davis and Goose creeks may be mentioned as the most impor-
tant tributaries of Iowa river, while Wapsinonoc and ' Mud 
creeks form the chief affluents of, the Cedar. On the whole, the 
natural drainage' of the lake basin is very incomplete The 
courses of the master .streams; especially that of Cedar river, 
are marked, · by varlous sloughs, abandoned channels, marshes' 
and crescentic ponds. . 
CuJ,ture in the ''lake-.basin.-As might be expected, the ;Lake 
Calvin basin is primarily an agricultural district in which oorn 
is the most important crop raised.4 Because of the sandy soil in, 
the vicinity of . Moscow an,d, Conesville" the raising of water-
melons and cantaloupes has . developed as a specialized truck 
farming in~ustry. Each year several hundred carloads of mel-
ons are shipped from these. places. ' Next to truck gardening. 
and the ' raising of ordinary crops, the. raising and feeding of ~ 
beef cattle and hogs is important. West Liberty, Wilton and 
Nichols have 'become the centers for the raising of Pllre bred 
hogs. Dairying is slowly developing with' ~eadquarters 'at 
West Liberty and Wilton. The only manufacturing of any 
importance . is done at" Iowa ' City ' where. several factories have 
1?eeIi e.stablished. · ' In connection witn the j}attle' raising iiidus'-
• u. S. Departiilent oiAgriculture; Soli Survey . of :Muaca.tI~e County. Iowa.. ·pP. 9·22; 1916: 
~'-' 
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try, shipping is .extensively carried Qn. No. small village is! 
withQut its smalt white stQck yard. 
With theexceptiQn Qf the numerQUS gQQd rQads in the re-
giQn, the ChicagQ, .. RQck Island and Pa:cific railway fQrms the 
main, means Qf cQmmunicatiQn between the numerQUS tQwns and, 
villages. ',The main lrne Qf the HQck Island system trav~rses 
the regiQn' in an east-west directi'Qn and passes thr:Qugh the 
tQwns Qf Durant, WiltQn, MOSCQw, Atalissa, West , Liberty and 
!QiWa City. A nQrth-sQuth line Qf this same system cQnnects , 
West Liberty and NichQls, CQnesville and CQlumbus J unctiQn. A 
sub-line ~xtends SQuth frQm Iowa City With a western branch, 
to. Riverside and KalQna and an ,eastern I Qne ' to. LQne Tree, 
NichQls and Muscatine. Still anQther spur CQnnects WiltQn and 
Muscatine. 
The largest citY .Qn 0.1' at the border of the lake basin is IQwa ' 
City with a populatiQn Qf abQut 12,000 inhabitants. Manu-
facturing, is carried Qn to. SQme extent, ,but the city is nQted fQr 
itsbeiIig the seat Qf the State University o.f Io.wa and the ' 
cQunty seat ·fQr J QhnsQn cQunty. West Liberty, Co.lumbus 
J unctiQn and WiltQn are Qf abQut 1,500 and 1,000 peQple and are ' 
chiefly commercial and residential tQwns. ToWns Of lesser im-
PQrtance are: Durant, NichQls, Riverside, KalQna, ' CQnesville, 
Atalissa, Hills and Gladwin., In addition, nurp.erQUS small trad-
ing 'ceNters are scattered Qver the regiQn~ . 
, Field work.-Field wQrk 'was cQnducted during 'the sulllIrier ' 
mQnths Qf 1916 and 1917 . . Mapping Qf the lake fQrmed the ma-
jor part of the wQrk during the first seasQn, whereas the seaSQn ( 
of ' 19!7. was q.evQted 'chiefly to. ' the ' examinatiQn 'Qf cuts,' the 
des'cl'iptiQn Qf sections, the tracing Qf the temporaty illinQian 
l\:tis'sissippi 'river ,cnahriel, lthe ,studying' Qf the ' inlet ' and \ outlet · 
, Qf the lake, and a careful inspect~Qn Qf the illinQian drift and to-
pography. A cQnsiderable amQunt Qf mapping and detailed wQrk 
in the vicinity Qf IQwa City-was done in the 'early spring Qf 1917. 
Whereas the, wQrk Qf the first field seaSQn was accQmplished 
,alQne and Qn fQQt, the secQnd was dQne largely with the aid Qf 
, an ~utQmQbile. ' During the mQntli of June, 1917, the writer ' 
spent fQur days in the field with Dr. GeQrge F. Kay, studying 
? 
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. the illinoian drift, the peat ana gumbotil . deposits of Louisa · 
county. A day was spent with Professor A. C. Trowbridge ex-
amining the outlet 'of the lake in the vicinity of Columbul' J unc- ,-
tion. During the month of August, 1917, .the writer was ac-
companied in the field by Mr. Bert C. Gose 'of Simpson College. 
In addition,. several local excursions and week-end trips were 
made during the fall of 1917 ' and the month of June, 1919, com-
pletIng the necessarY field work. . 
Although Lake Galvin lies almost entirely in Muscatine and 
J o~nson counties, field work was not restricted to that area, but 
included to some extent the whole region in Iowa affected by the 
lllinoian ice sheet, which includes practically the entire southern 
half of eastern Iowa, qr the following counties: Lee, Des Moin'es, 
Louisa, Jefferson, Henry , Muscatine, Washington, Johnson, 
. Cedar, Scott, Clinton and J ackson~ . . 
Acknowledgments.-In connection with the field investiga- ' 
ti,on of this problem, the .writer wishes to express his apprecia-
tion to Dr. George F . . Kay, DirectQr ~f the Iowa Geological Suf·-
vey, and to Professor A. C. Trowbridge, of the Geological De-
partment of the State University of Iowa, for their neld c~n­
ferences. The writer also acknowledges pis indebtedness .to 
Professor Trowbridge for the supervision of the field work. and 
for the examination and critici'sm of the manuscript. . Thanks 
are due also to the other members of the Geological staff, of the 
State University of Iowa for encouragement ~nd for their keen 
iilterestin the problem. The writer also wishes to express his 
obligation to Dr. James H. Lees, Assistant State Geologist, for 
editing the manuscript of this report. Finally, great obliga-
tions are due to the Graduate college of the State University 
-of Iowft for the granting ' of a fund of $100 for field research 
purposes . . 
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mSTORY OF PLEISTO,CENE INVESTIGATIONS IN THE LAKE' 
, . CALVIN REGION. 
Although the history of Pleistocene investigation in t~e, Lake 
CalVin region can be traced back as far as 1852 at the time when 
David Dale Owen p:ublished his "Report of a Geological Survey 
of Wisconsin, Iowa and M,imiesota" no great progress had been 
made Ulitil about ,1891 when ,W J McGee's classic rep.ort .on 
, "The Pleistocene History of Northeastern Iowa" appeared, 
Previous to this time; practically all of the work was devoted to 
the study of the 'jJ:l.durated rocks, especially with the, idea of 
developiI,lg the mineral resources , of the state. It is true that 
Owen,5 as early as 1849, noticed' erratic bowlders scattered here 
and' there over the surface. To explain their origin, he ' intro-
duced the theory of strong ocean currents coming from the 
north and ca.rrying floatjng ice over the land, which at that, 
time was still submerged. ,'This pioneer geologist was more in-
terested in the Carboniferous ana other systems than in the , 
drift. 
The work of Owen was followed by that of J'ames Hall/, first 
~tate geologist of Iowa, and his assistants ,J. D. Whitney and A. 
H. Worthen. Hall busied himself primarily with the indurated 
:r:oc~s but gave ,some attention to the drift, which he believed 
had "been deposited ~der the influence of somewhat turbulent 
currents.' '1 In Hall's report, vVorthen described the geology of , 
Washington county, inclllding in his discussion loess and drift, 
the latter having been deposited by "Drift agencies."8 
C. A. White9 was the first state geologist of Iowa to give any 
detailed consideration to the Pleistocene. As early as 1858, 
5 Qwen, D. D., Report of a Geological Survey of Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota, p. 1~ 
, 1852. Calvin, S., Proc. Io~a Acad; Science, Vol. 'V, p. 64. 1897. 
6 llall, James, and ,Whitney, 'J. D., Report of the Geol. Survey of the State of Iowa, Vola. 
I and II, 1858. 
1 Idem. Vol. I. Part I . , ' 
8 Worthen, A; H ., Geology of Iowa, Vol. I, pp. 241 and 248, published ' in Hall's repori 
'cited in 6. , ' , ' , , , ' 
II white, C. A., Report on the Geological Surv(>y of the State of Iowa, Vols. I and n. 1870. 
I 
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glacial striae10 were discovered by him near Burlington although 
no account of them was published at that time. Later he fully 
described the ~iacial deposit~ and recognized their origin, with-
out, however, separating the various surface drifts into their re-
spective ages. . _ He described briefly the drift of Washington 
county, but' dealt in more detail with t}le c9al found in that and 
Muscatine' counties.11 
As early as 1887, CalVin12 attempted' to account·for the orl-gin 
of the loess, "the peculiar y~llow clay, so well known in rainy 
weather at least, in the ro~ds and fields near Iowa City.' 118 Cal-
vin recognized its connection with the great continental ice 
sheet and believed th~n that the loess represented the finest 
mud that was' deposited in a lake. It was his coni0ntion that 
the surface was not all eovered with ice tut that '·'lakes of Un-
frozen water' '14 were hemmed in by ice barriers. It w~s not 
until later years that Calvin understood the eolian origin' of 
the loess. 
I Ice furrows near Iowa City were described by Webster15 as 
early "S 1888. McGee16 Fefers to these glacial · scorings as 
being .the only ones occurring in northeastern' Iowa. In the 
same year, Shimek17 described some of the fossils found in the 
loess at Iowa City and Witter 18 made s9me obs'ervations on the' 
loess in the vicinity of Mu·scatine. 
. ' It was for W J McGee19 to differentiate ' more - than one 
drift. sheet in Iowa. His detailed work in northeastern Iowa, 
which includes practically all of the Lake CalVIn region, ex-
cept that portioh iI). Washington and Louisa counties, led him 
to believe that there were two distinct drift sheets in Iowa 
10 .Keyes, C. 1,t., Glacial Scorings in Iowa, Iowa Geol. Survey,,' Vol. III,. p . 154, 18~a . 
11 'White; C. A:, Report on the Geological Survey of the State of Iowa, Vol. I , 1870. 
12 Calvin, S., Fragments ' of Geological History, Johnson County, Iowa Histori'cal Record, 
l·S, pp. 100-107, 1885-1887. . 
13 Idem, p: 10&. 
14, Idem, p. 106. 
15 Webster, C. L ., American Naturalist, XXII, pp. 408 and 409, 1888. Keyes, C. R., Gla· 
cial Scorings in Iowa: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. III, pp: 152 and ISS, 189S. 
16 McGee, W J, The Pleistocene History of Northeastern Iowa: U. S. Geological SuneT, 
Eleventh Ann. Rept., Pt. I, p. ' 200, 1891. '. 
17 Shimek, B., Notes on the fossils of the loess at Iowa City: . Am, er. Geol., Vol. I, p. 14,9, 
1888. " ' . 
18 Witter, F . Mo, Some Additional Observations on. the Loess in and about Muscatine: Proe. -
Iowa Acad. Science. Vol. I. Part I, 1888. 
-'19 McGe~. W 'J . The Pleistocene ' History of Northeastern Iowa : U. S. Geol. Survey. EleTr 
enth Ann. R,ept., Pt. I, pp. 189·577. 1891. 
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WORK' OF F. M. FULTZ 
sep~rated' by a forest bed. Both the "Lower" and the "Upper" 
till, as McGee named the two drift sheets, 'are represented in 
,the Lake Calvin region. In addition to ,describing the two tills, 
·this pioneer , geologist also mentioned the . terraces along Iowa 
and Cedar rivers and discussed in some detail the old Goose 
Lake channel which was occupied by, Mississippi river during 
the Illinoian stage of ·glaciation. . McGee did not ,confine his 
,work to the Pleistocene deposits, but also included in his stu-
dies the indurated strata. 
In 1892, Professor Witter20 of Muscatine published an ac-
count of tl).e first gas well in the 'drift, which was located in the 
northern part of Louisa coimty, and in the following year 
Keyes21 described the glacial scorings found in the lake region. 
- In 1894, at the time that Mr. Frank Leverett of the U. S. Geo-
logical' Survey was working on his newly q.iscovered drift, the 
Illinoian, Francis M. Fultz22 of Bu:r;lington, independently of 
Leverett, found evidence of the same younger till sheet in south-
eastern Iowa. Erratics of a jasper conglomerate were known . 
, to exist, all the W;1y from eastern Ohio to western Illinois and 
, as far south as Kentucky. The presence of these Huronian 
erratics seemed to prove that the ice sheet had ~ormerly ex-
,tended as far south as Kentucky and as far west as I~inois, but 
at 'that time the idea that the great ice mass could. have crossed · 
the deep valley of the Mississippi and inva~ed southeaste~n 
~oW!a . 'seemed incredible. The n:ndin~ or'two o.f t,hese foreign con~ 
:glomerate's; 'One by Leverett, and the other. by Fultz, in Lee and 
:Des 'Moin'es, counties, as well. as the disc9yery of terminal mar-
aine deposits, the Sandusky bowlder ridge, in Lee county, were 
sufficient evidenc~ to' those geologists that Io~a ' .had been in-
vadeq. by an ice sheet from the east. It is interesting to not~ 
'tllat Ht this 'time the Iowan and Illinoian ice invasions were be-
lieved to have been contemporaneou~. I~ 1896 Fu1.tz2s discov~:r;ed 
'~urther evi'dence of .the 'Illinoian ice incursion 'by' finding 'gla- , 
20 Witter, F : M., Gas Wells near Letts: Proc. Iowa Acad. Science, Vol. I, Part II, pp, 
68,. 69. 1890: 1891 ;' Amer. Gool., Vol. ' IX, p. 319, 1892. : . . . ' " ': ' 
'21 Keyes, C. R., Glacial Scorings iii. Iowa: Iowa ~ol. Survey, Vol. III, pp. 152,·163, 1893. 
22 Fultz, Francis M., 'Extension of the Illinois Lobe of the Great~ rce Sheet' i,rito Iowa' ~ Pi-oe. 
Iowa Acad. Scienoo. Vol. II. pp. 209·212, 1895. I' 
23' Fultz, Francis M., Recent 'Discoveries of Glacial Scorings in Southeastern ' Iowa:' Proe. 
Iowa Acad. Science. Vol. III. p. 61. 1896. ' 
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cial striae in the southeastern part of the state. In the ' same 
year, Bain24 published his report on the Ge?lo~ of ,Washihg-
toil county. ill this report Bain discussed t~e Kansan drift ~nd 
the loess and treated in some detail the Washington and other 
preglacial channels found in that county. ,An attempt to explain 
the origl.ll of the ,drainage system in the courity was undertaken 
also. ' 
,McGee's' work ushered in a period of detailed investigation 
regarding problenis in the Pleistocene. In-so-far as the region , 
under discussion is 'concerned, no names are so closely as-
sociated with the d~velopment of the surface geology as those 
of Calvin, Leverett and' Udden. Calvin's report on the" Geo-
logy of Johnson County 1125 appeared in 1897. Calvin, then 
state geologist, ,carefhliy and fully described the Kansan and 
Iowan drifts of the county and called attention to ~'the rapidly 
widening alluvial plain upon which the river," the Iowa' river, 
"enters after emerging 'from its 'canyon soutli of Iowa, City. 1126 
He further directed attention to the fact that ' "this last plain 
attains a width .of many miles'" and ifinally unites ,with a ' 
"plain of similar character that includes the lower coursebf the 
Cedar river.' 127 It was not until late~ that Calvin recognized 
this "rapidly ,widening alluvial plain" as the bed of an ancient 
extinct lake. 
Leverett first recognized and separated the illinoian drift 
sheet from an older drift covering in southeastern Iowa. Lev-
erett , recognized the new drift , as early as 1894, but the, term 
',illinoian' was not used by him at that time. It was introduced 
into literature by Chamberlin, then director of. the Wisconsin . 
Geologica~ Survey. It appears, however, that Chamberlin cre-
, dits Leyerett with having named the new drift sheet. Leverett 
is . t~e authority on the illinoian d,rift. It was he who mapped 
and mad~ the most extensive and aetailed studies regarding 
this younge,r drift.' The results of his investigations; covering 
, a period of over ten years, were published in 1899 by the United ' 
24 Bam, H. 'F ., Geology of Washington County : Iowa Geo!. Survey, Vol. V,' PP, 113·114. 
18911. , . ' 
25 Calvin, S., Geology of Johson COilnty: Iowa Geo!.. SurVey, Vo!. VII, pp. 88·116', 1897. 
26 Idem, p . ,45 , , 
21 Idem, ,po 4.6. 
, . 
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States Geological Survey as ' Monograph 38, entitled" The Illi-
nois Glacial Lobe." . During the course 'of Leverett 's inv~stiga­
tions, numerous articles were ,published by him regarding obser-
vations on the new drift, :oIi the ·preglacial' drainage of the area 
'and on the interglacial intervals. Pra~tically all of these earli-
er publications are embodied in his final treatise on the Illinoian 
drift cited above. . 
In the same year that Leverett'scla~sic monogr~ph appeared, 
. Norton published a report on the" Geology of Scott County. 1128 
This report deals at length with the preglacial surface of the' 
county and discusses In detail the Cleona channel, a tribut&ry ~f 
the preglacial Mississippir~ver of Leverett. Norton also de-
scribed the Nebraskan, the Kansan; the illinoian and th~ lowan ' 
drifts WIth their corresponding interglaci~l deposits. 
The most noteworthy and practically the only contribution 
concerning "Lake Calvin" is that of Udden29 who was the first 
geologist to describe and map the old "fossil lake". In his ac-
'count of the lake, U dden carefully. described the old l~ke bottom 
in Muscatine 90unty as it was then known, accounted for its ori:-
gin and named the lake "in conformity with precedents' '80 Lake 
Calvin, il1 honor of its discoverer, Dr. Samuel Calvin, ,then direc- ' 
, to.r of the Iowa Geological Survey. It may be mentioned at this , 
point that the borders of this ancient lake have never been 
, mapped except the parts in Musc~tine county, although on th~ 
"Preliminary Outline Map of the Drift Sheets of Iowa' ~ for 1904, 
published by the state survey, an extension of this lake appears 
in Johnson county as far north as Iowa City. In connection 
with Lake Calvin, U dden81 and. Meyers82 described some diato-
maceous deposits which the ;writers believed to have some bear-
ing ' on the existence of the old lake. " , 
Except for a mere. mention or two in the publications listed 
• below8•88 n~ other description of this ancient body\ of water has 
28 Norton, W. :8:., Geology of Scott County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. IX, ;P. 391·519, '189'9. 
29 Udden, :T. A., Geology ,of ' Muscatine County: Iowa Geol. Survey" Vol. 'IX,pp. 246'388, 
1899. 
80 I .dem, p. 857. . ' 
81 Udden, J. A .• Diatomaceous Earth in Mnscatine County: . Proc. Iowa Acad. Science, 
Vol. VI. p. 58. 1899. . 
B2 Meyers, P. C., Report on a Fossil Diatomaceous Deposit in Muscatine County, Iowa: 
Proc. Iowa Acad. Science, Vol. VI, p. 52, 1899. . 
88 Calvin's report ,to President ,Thatcher of the State U'niversity of Iowa, 1874. Partly reo 
" 
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~ppeared since Udden's r ,eport with the e~ception of a short ac~ 
count by 'Calvin39 in the Iowa State Atlas for 1904, published for 
,tp.e 'St, .. LoJ;Us ,:m.xp6Sit~cin,,' and" a short .. popular article prepared 
~y the 'writer40 for the Iowa Alumnlis. ' 
The last two county reports dealing with the geology of part 
of the Lake Calvin basil). were published in 1901. These reports 
are, "Geology of Louisa County" by U dden41 and the" Geology 
of Cedar County" by Norton.42 As in his other reports, Udden 
dealt with. aU .the surface' deposits, the Nebraskan, the Kansan 
and the lllionian tills, the loess and the terraces of Iowa and Ce-
dar rivers, and described the old temporary Mississippi river 
,chan.~el of lll.inoian time. It is' strange to note, however, that 
,although Udden ~ad previously mapped and described Lake Cal~ 
vin and ul1doubtedly knew that the old lake had extended into 
Louisa county; the term 'Lake Calvin' was not used by him in 
his report. It is true that in discussing the Iowa river lowlands, 
he mentioned the fact that the 'northernmost expansion of the 
lowlands constituted the south end of the West Liberty Plain, 
but he failed to state the origin of the plain.43 That writer be-
lieved the'. terraces or the "higher lowlands" along Iowa and 
, Ced~r rivers, to have been built up, in part at least, at the time 
of the Iowan ice invasion." This too; might lead one to suspect 
c~hl;tt he ,~a9.- perhap.g ;,<!h~nged his: .ideas r,ega;rditig the W ~st Lib: 
, A~·tYr']?lain} ;which lie , regaFded'~n hjs-Muscatine' 'county report as 
. '. , : .. ,- - \ . . ,. : (-
printed in Udden's report on the. "Geology of Muscatine County' : : Iowa Geol. Su~vey .. Vol. 
IX, pp. 852'353, 1899. , . ' , ' '" ' 
8~ , Leverett, F., Illinois . Glacial Lobe : U . .s. Geol. Survey, Monograph XXXVIIi,. -n. 96, 1899. ' ' , " ', ' , • 
~5 Anderson, Netta C., and Ud!len, J. A.; 'A (Preliminary 'List 'Of Fossil Mastodon and Mam· 
moth Remains in Illinois and Iowa, by Netta C, Anderson, and on the Proboscidian fossils of 
the Pleistocene Deposits in IlIinoiBo . and ,Iowa,: ,by John August Udden, Augustana Library ' 
'P'ublications, Number Five, pp. 31 and 32, 1905. 
38 Norton and Others, Underground Water" Rdo\lrees 'of' Iowa: rowa Geol. Survey, Vol. 
XXI, pp. 56, 558 and 56,0, 1912. Also U. S. Geol. Survey, Water Supply Paper .No. 293, 1912. 
r 37 U. S. Department of Agriculture, Soil' Survey ot" M1J.scatine · County, Iowa, P. 22, 1916. 
. 88 Alden, Wm. C ... and, :r,.eighj;on, M . .lIL, The Iow;an Drift, A ~eview of the evidence <If 
:the ' lowlul Stage of Glaciation ~ Towa" Geol. Survey, Vol. XXVI, Annual Report for 1915, p . 
l36, 1917. ' , , 
89 Calvin, S." Physiography of Iowa: Annual Report of the Iowa Weather and Crop Ser· 
vice for 1902. ,Reprinted in the Iow'a State Atlas of 1904.. " '. , , 
. 40 Schoewe, W. H. t , Lake Calvin, I'n' Ext,inct ' Glacial Lake'~ . -;Iowa ' !Alumnus" VoL: XVII, No. 4, pp. 193,1'97, 1920. ' .. , ,[ 
4,1 Udden, J. A., Geology of Louisa Coullty : Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XI;'<pp. 55'126, 1901. 
, '2, Norton, ' Wm .. H ., Geology of Cedar Coul.lty: · ' I<1wa Geol. Survey, Vol: XI, pp. ~.79·~9(j, 
1901. : ' ," ' : ' ., 'r 
'8 Udden, Op. · Cit., p. €II. ' ,'- ", '," " '! ,' : .. __ 
" Ope Cit., p. 113. ~ ,1'~ ,~ '/~' I r ... , r-. 
'; l -'I. ~ ... . ~ .... " .. " , '".~~ ... ... , . :.~ .. ~'} ::.~ 
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b~ing. ~ lak~ 4eposit. , . Fu,the:rmbr~, in cOllnection with his des~ 
g!ipt~o~ I :O,f '.the, Illino~~n , drift" Udd~n . me:q.tioned' the, faQt -that 
while the Illinoian ice sheet was building up , its terminal mo- , 
raine, Mississippi river was forced out of its channel and oc-
cupieda broad shallow valley which extends from', the Iowa 
river border of the upland, south past Columbus .J unction to, 
Winfield and thence west to Skunk river. , And then after stat-
ing that" The significance of tHis valley was first made ciear by 
Mr. Leverett,' 145 U dden failed to make clear that this valley was , 
the outlet of his "Lake, Calvin" of :M(uscatine county. Whether 
U dd~n changed his vie~s ' regarding the former , exist~nce of the 
Illinoian glacial lake is not apparent from thIs report. 
N oTton described the Kansan drift of Cedar county' and out-
lined in detail the preglacial surface and the preglacial Stan-
wood, channel, probably a· tributary of the preglac~al Cleona 
channel. N orton ascribed the' terraces along .Cedar river to the ' 
' Iowan, ice incursion. " . 
Between 1901 and 1916 but very little, if ,a;ny, progress along 
geologj,cal lines had been made in the lake district. ' The few 
publications46' 49 appended below add nothing new to the Pleisto-
cene knowledge of the region, but deal simply ~ith the already 
established' facts' regarding the glacial history of the lake basin., 
The only important, new contributions of recent date made in 
reference to the Pleistocene of the region are those of ,Leighton; 
then of the Iowa Geological Survey, and Alden of the 'u. S. Geo-
logical Survey. Leighton50 established the fact that Iowa' river 
north 'of Iowa City is post-Kansan in age anq also that an old 
preglacial or at least a 'pre.!Kansan valley extended in a 'north-
west-southeast direction across the southern , part 'of . Johnson 
county. south ·, of Iowa Ci.ty. Leighton ,attributed some of the 
~erraces ,lound 3!long the river. to ,the lowan stage of glaciation . 
.. . 
45 Op. ,cit., p. 109. , · · " , " ' " ' , 
,I.e Calvin, S., Present Phase of the Pleistocene Problem in Iowa': Bull'- Geol. Soc, ' Amer. 
ica, Vol. xx. p~. 133·152. 1909. , . , 
4'1 Norton and Others, Underground Water Resources of Iowa: Iowa Geol., Survey, Vol. 
XXI, ., 1~12. " Also, U. S. Geol. .. Sun-eY', Wa.tei' ,Supply P,awr,, 'No: 29,3, :19t2 . . ,.,,' , ', ' ' 
' ,, 48 'Hay. O. p" The pleistocene lralnmal$ of Iowa: ; towaGeol. SurVey, 'Vo\: XXII~, 19l'!!! 
49 u. S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Survey of Muscatine County, Iowa. 1916, -' l 
50 Leighton, Morris M., The Pleistoce~e History of the Iowa River Valley , North ' and West , 
of Iowa City, in Johnson County, Iowa: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol, XXV, pp; '105·181, 1914. ' 
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This same geologist in: cooperation with AldenM of the U. S. Geo-
logic81 Survey discussed a "gumbo-like" clay found about 
two milE)S west of the village of Moscow in ' Muscatine county. 
Since the exposure of ,this" gumbo-like" clay 'is f0'llndso close 
to the bottom land of Cedar river, the writers did not consider it ' 
as' being a super-Kansan upla:p.d gumbo.~2 These &ame writers 
also suggested ' the possibility ,that the terraces along Cedar 
, river in the vicinity of. Rochester, believed by Norton to be of 
Iowan age, might "have , resulted from ' slackwater during the 
Illinoian stage "'and that" Such slackwater must have occupied 
,the ,valley as far up as Ivanhoe 'bridge southwest of Mount Ver- , 
non. " ~8 
As indicated ~der "Field Work'" on page 59, the writer's 
field work was not restricted to the Lake Calvin basin, but in-
cluded .practically. all the southern half of eastern, Iowa. Al-
though it is not the intention of the writer to trace the Pleisto- . 
cene' development of this region,' yet it is thought that a word or 
two ought to be said at this time ,regaFding the preglacial and 
glacial ~rainage of the streams, especially in reference. to 'Mis-
sissippi river. Probably no other problem in glacial geology is 
more complex and more ~ifficult to solve than that of the history 
of Mississippi river during the Quaternary period. It was the 
displaGement of this stream during llIinoian times that gave rise . 
to the formation of Lake Calvin. The most' important work in ' 
connection ~th the drainage problem of ]\fiississippi river has 
been done by; Leverett, McGe~, Calvin, Fultz, Warren, Hershey, 
Udden, Norton, BI:!-in, Keyes, Winchell, Lees, Sardeson, Trow-
, . bridge, Westgate, Grant, C,Iaypole, Gordon, Carman and Soper. 
Although definite' conclusions have been reached regarding cer-
tain portions of the master stream, yet on the whole, the h{story 
of th~ great river is still uncertain and unsolved. The, more im-
portant contributions dealing with this complex problem are 
given in Appendix A. 
~~ ' Alden, Wm. ,C., and Leighton, Morris M., The Iowan Drift, A Review of the Evidence. 
of the Iowan stage of 'Glaciation: Iowa Geol. Survey" Vol. XXVI, Ahnual 'Report for 1915" 
pp. 49·212, 1917. 
52 Idem, p. 196. 
~ ~ Idem, p. 136. 
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CHAPTER nr. 
PRE-PLEISTOCENE GEOLOGY' AND HISTORY OF THE LAKE 
.CALVIN BASIN. 
The Rock Formations. 
General Statement.-The bedrock geology of the Lake Calvin 
"basin h~Fl been determined mainly fro~ the reports of the vari-
ous counties in which the old lake lie's. Outcrops of the indurated 
i;trata a,re ex~remely few ' in number and are practically limited 
to the northern border and to " the English river arm of-the l~ke 
bed. The rock consists mainly of limestone, dolomite, sand-
TABLE 1. CLASSIFICATION OF TEE INDURA,TED ROCK FORMATIO~S 
REPRESENTED IN THE UAKE CALVIN BASIN. 
OBOUP S1!;STEM SERIES STAGE SUBSTAGE BOCK 
-Pennsylvanian Des Moines Sandstone, 
shale, coal 
Osage Burlington Lower LimestQne : 
Burlington 
, 
'Yassonville Limestone 
MisSissippian Oolite Ledges Oolitic 
Kinderhook English River limestone 
Gritstone S~ndstone " 
MapleMiU Shale 
-Paleozoic State Quarry Limestone 
, Cedar Valley Limestone 
Upper "Upper 
Up~r Wa.psipinicon Davenport Limestone 
D~vonian Devonian "' 
Lower, 
Lower Davenport Li,mestone 
" . 
Wapsipinicon Independ-
.ence Limest"one 
Otis Limestone 
Anamosa Dolomite 
Silurian Niagaran Gower LeClaire " Limestone, 
dolomite 
stone and !?hale and ranges in age from" Middle Silurian to 
Lower Pennsylvanian. The accompanying table is a "summarized 
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SILURIAN- SYSTEM 11 
classification of' the' strata of this portion of the ' state . . See a,I: 
so certain other refere~ce's54 and. PhiteVII. 
-Th~ Silurian System. J • • ' 
THE GOWER LIMESTONE FORMATION. 
The Le Claire dolomite member.-The oldest formation of th~ 
bedrock in the lake basin is. the Gower limestone of Niagaran ,or 
Middle Silurian age. . This formation, which has been sub-
. divided into the Le Claire and ,Anamosa dolomite members, at-
tains a maximum thickness of about 120 feet. rrhe Le Claire 
limestone, about ninety feet thick, is 'a hard . brittle gray or 
bluish gray rock, in some places oxidized to a buff color. It con-
sists of two phases, a subcrystalline and 'a crystalline ' variety. 
The former philse abounds in moulds and casts of fossils and 
has a vesicular texture. In many cases it has assumed a brec- , 
ciated. or conglomeratic natllre and appears in ·mounds. in 
which practically' all signs of stratification are lost. It is oilly 
Q:!J. tl).ELsjsks and upper. surfaces of th€se mounds that the .strati-
fication again is visible. Not only do these beds dip in all direct-
!ions a,nd ~t .high angles, the higher angles ' ranging betWeen ten 
and ~hirty . de~rees, but the amount of dip varies considerab~y in 
shod distances. The ~rystalline phase of the Gower limestone 
is pure b:r:ittle fine and close-grained doloUlit~ of ~niform tex-
ture and composition. The rock possesses a ' subconchoidal 
fractur-e and ·shows close laminations and evenness of bedding; . 
- ( , QQrwn~m~Y Jh~ layers occur io. . tilte_d _p-Qsitions .... _As it weathers. 
the surface of the Le Claire li,mestone, especiaJly where 'it ii 
heavily bedded, 'becomes deeply pitted "with caverns. 
The Anamosa " dolo.mite memb-er.-rrhe Anamosa dolomite 
member'- has a,thic:k:rless .. :o;f .thit.t-y: ~feet:;;J. 'It"ii alighi:bnff, dully 
lustrouS" granUlar "r.ock ' in .which "fossils are. 'rare'~ - ~. ' This" soft 
laminated vesicular dolomite with even and parallel bedding-" 
planes weathers -into thin detached" laminre. 
Distributio1~:-The Gower limestone is -limited in areal distri-
bution to the northern and northeastern part of the lake bed. Af". 
may be seen from the geologi'c 'map, Plate VII, a tongue of 
54 ;Norton, W. R., Geology of Cedar Copty: .Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. xi, 'pp. 304-S29; 
.190J: . :Ud.d~~; J .• ,A.,: Geol,?ln'; ' of .14uscati)l:e. CounW: Iowa Geol. Survey, VJl). IX, p .. 268, 
1899. Calvin, S., Geology of Johnson County: Iow:a Geol. Survey, Vol. VII, pp. 54-57, .1897. 
I. 
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this Sihirian formation extends down into Mus~atine county. 
Outcrops are· found only along ' Cedar river north of the village 
of Rochester in the' narrow finger-like extension of the lake. The 
best and most .completel:)ection showing both the Le Claire and 
the AnarP.osa me:r;nbers is to be seen at the Bealer quarries, locat-
ed along Cedar river at Cedar Valley. Here about 116 feet of 
, the Gower limestone formation is exposed . . 
The Devonian System.55 
Formation and Classification.-The, Devonian system is repre-
sented in the' lake area by the Wapsipinicon, Cedar Valley and 
State Quarry limestones all of which belong to the upper part ' 
of the system . . At the present time the Devonian rocks are 
classified as, follows: 
CLASSIFICATION OF THE DEVONIAN SYSTEM IN IOWA 
STAGE SUBSTAGE 
Missing I 
. , 
Lime Creek; 97-172 feet 
State Quarry; 40 feet , " 
, 
" 
Cedar Valley; 60-150 feet 
Upper Upper Wlapsipiliicon ' Upper Pavenport; 20-40 feet 
-. Lower Davenport; 2.0-35 feet 
" 
' Lower WBpsiphucon Independence; 2.0 feet 
Otis; 1.0-3.0 feet 
. 
---
Middle " Missing , 
" ' " ,---
Lower Missing 
THE WAPSIPINICON FORMATION 
Members.-' The Wapsipinicon limestone is of such a variable 
character that it has been divided into the following four mem-
bers: 
, {upper Davenport 
W ... Lower Davenport apslpmlCon I d d 
" n e~n ence 
, , Otis , ' 
, 55 Norton, W. R" GeolQgy, of Cedar County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, pp. 829-1142, 
1901. Udden. J . A., GeoJogy of Muscatine County: Iowa Geol: Survey. Vol. IX, pp. 268-
, 303, 1899. Calvin S., Geology ot J,ohnson County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. VII, pp. 57-79, 
1897. " 
. ' " 
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. W~PSIPINICQ~ STAGE 
. l'ke · O~is member.-Lithologically anq. structurally the Otis 
. limestone varies greatly from plac~ to place. . In general it may 
be described as a pure fine-graine.d hard, . brittle brown to drab 
rock which breaks with a conchoidal or irregular . fracture . . The 
rock in places occurs he'avily bedded, especially where . it is 
cracked or fragmeJltal, and in other localities it is thinly lam-
.mated. The Otis member, which attains a thickness ra.nging 
from ten to thirty feet, is' not fOl:lsiliferous and contains some 
flinf nodules. . . '. . . . 
The Independence member.-The Independence member in the 
lake region is an impure, argillaceolls soft buff colored? speckled 
magnesian limestone which attains a thickness of twenty . feet. 
In places the rock contains angular fragments of other lime-
stones and· of silica. At such 'places, it weathers to an ' earthy 
luster while its surfaces become pitted with 'angular cavities and 
roughened by protruding particles of sand which are left stand-
ing in relief. Locally, the limestone is so argillaceous that it 
breaks down into clay. This · member also contains many · 
siliceous nodules! 
The Lower Davenport member.-The Lower Davenport mem-
ber, often called the Fayette breccia, is an unfossiliferous hard 
compact, fine-grained whitish limestone w~ich ~ many places, is 
brecciated. The rock hal? a conchoidal fr~cture, is filled with 
siliceous nodules and in many places occurs in massive beds. Its 
thickness together "With the Upper Davenport member is esti-
mated to range from twenty to forty feet . 
The Upper Davenport member.-TheUpper Davenport lirhe- . 
stone is a thickly bedded, .highly fossiliferous, seniicrystaUine 
rock, tough and of a gray ~olor. Brachiopod shells are so num-
erous in some parts of the member that the limestone. may be 
said to be made up partly of coquina layers. 
Distribution.-· The Wapsipinicon limestone forms the country 
rock of the region adjacent to Cedar river and occupies a arge 
part of the lake bed in Goshen, Pike and parts of Moscow and 
Wapsinonoc township. The various members belonging to the 
Wapsipihicon formation outcrop in the high bluffs along. Cedar 
.river from a point one mile north of the village of Moscow to a 
point about siX miles northwest of the village of Ro'chester. 
. " 
I 
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Other outcrops are. fonnd at various places along Bugar '.'and 
Crooked creeks. In the quarries located on the island-like .up-
land in sections 7 and 8, Moscow township, several feet of the 
Lower Davenport or Fayette breccia is exposed., 
l 
THE CEDAR VALLEY FORMA'rION. 
The Cedar Valley lim~stone.-The Cedar Valley limestone 
now considered to be of Upper Devonian age consists of a 
series of limestones which vary greatly from place to plac'e in 
color, texture, structure, ' day and fossil content. In color the 
rock var~es from a light bluish gray to dark gray, . ;White or 
yellow. ' . Texturally the limestone is hard, tough, · compact and 
fine ' grained'to sbft ·and .somewhat brittle. and argillaceous; . At 
places the layers are irregularly bedded,. compact, maSSIve and 
brecciated while elsewhere the strata occur in regular ledges cut 
15y"oblique joints: ' The beds :ate'·practically.horizontal and yet 
on close examination of elevations of similar beds at the various 
quarries along Iowa river near Iowa City, it ·is seen ·that the 
strata have a i<lipto the south of approximately .. sev~nteeb.: 
feet per mile. Locally, however, the dip may be, greater. .The 
rock, .on the whole,is very fossiliferous, being filled with the 
shells of corals and ' brachiopods, yet there are certain 'beds in 
which fossils are ' rare or absent, especially in those portions 
which are brecciated. . The Cedar Valley limestone is . known to 
nave a thickness ranging from sixty to one hundred and fifty 
feet. However, at no place in this region is its entire thickness 
. exposed. - Only fifty feet of- this f,ormation can actually be 
. see!} in the quarry faces ' along Iowa river.- ' A typical sec-
tion in the Cedar Valley limestone is t() he' seen at the Hutchison 
quarry located on the west· bank of Iowa river just opposite 
Iowa City. This quarrY'exposes approximately thitty~two feet 
of 'rock in which thirteen distinct beds can be identified. ' The 
secti6n is as follows. . . 
, . 
HUTCHISON QUARR~ SECTION, IOWA CITY 
FEET BED 
13. Limestone, gray, thinly bedded ... __ .. _ .... _ ....... _._ ........... _ .... ; ........... _ .... _.3 to 4 .• 
12. Limestone, light gray, . brecCi~ted at. places ... _ ...................... _ ...... _ .... _ ......•. 6 . ' 
11. Limestone, upper Idiostroma layer ... _ ............. ~ ........ _., ........ _ .. ,.-.... - .... - , ... _ . . 1 1/2 
10; Limestone, gray . ..................................................... : ..................... _ .. _ .. :, .. _ ...... _ ... 1 
. ' 
} 
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. 9. Limestone, light colored, with numerous lawstroma .. _ ... _ ......... : ............. _._ 1 2/3 
8. Limestone, base of the ldiostroma bed, ra1so birdseye coral ... _ .. _ .... _ .... _. 2 1/2 
7. Limestone, hard ledge, gray, with many Aoer'Vularia and other fossils .. ~" 2 2/3 
6. Limestone, upper coral reef ,.._ .. _.:. __ ... _ .. __ .. __ . __ ....... _ .......... __ .. _. 2 5/6 
5. Limestone, light coIQred, ' few fossils __ . __ :.._ ........... _._._._._ . .-:._._.:.._: 3 
4. LimestOne, hard, bluish gray, separated from No.5 by three inches of 
shale ... ~ .. _ ........ _._ ...... _ ....... _ .... _ .... _ .......... _ ...... _: ... _ .... _ .......... _ .... _ .... __ .. _ "1 1/6 
3. Limestone, bluish ... _ .. _ .. _._ .............. _ .... _ ...........•........... ..: .... _ .... _ ..... _ .......... _ .. _ 1 1/3 
2. Limestone, hard, fine grained _ .................... _ .... _ .... _ .... ___ ... _ .... _ .•• _ .... _ .... _. 2 1/3 
1. Limestone, coral reef .. : ... _ .................... : __ ._._ .. _ ...... _ .... :. ........ _ .............. _ ....... 1 
31 2/3 
Distribution.-The Cedar Valley formation is the bedrock for 
the ' southern portion of the Lake Calvin basin and underlies 
par~s of .the foll9wing townships in Muscatine county: Wapsino· 
noc, Goshen, Pike, Lake and Cedar, as well as the region 'border-
ing Iowa river in Johnson county north of the village of Hills. 
'Practically all of" the exposures are cOI}fined to the 'valley walls 
of Iowa river in Johnson county from Iowa City nOJ.lthward. 
Two 'small outliers of the liInestones· are to be found in the 
quarries of the small upland area located in sections 7'· and 8, 
Moscow township, Muscatine county, and in the bluff line three-
quarters of a mile due east of the village of Atalissa. At the 
latter locality, the rock is mostly hidden due to slump and over· 
• growth of vegetation. 
THE STATE QP"ARRY BEDS. 
in the lake basin are known as the State Quarry limestone. 
This, fo~tion, :with a thickness of forty feet, qu~rops ip. 
an area :, three~quarters of a mile by half· a mile in: extent 
along the w.est' 'valley, wall of Iowa river i~ sections 5 and 
8, ,Penn township, Johnson cOunty. The strata consists of 
g light grayish colored limestone varying in texture some-
what in the different beds. The' uppermost layers are filled 
, with the shells of numerous brachiopods, so that this rock 
may be described as a coquina limestone. ' The pores, and 
other small openings in the rock are filled with abundant calcite 
crystals. The middle beds; which furnished the building stol}e 
for the Old State Capitol of Iowa, the present Administration 
: bu~.ding ·of. :the State University, are thicko,edded, being 'as much 
/ 
" 
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as :five feet thick, are well jointed arid ate highly fossiliferous . 
. Towards the base of the exposures the beds are thinner and 
range from a few inches to one· foot in thickness: Masses of 
chert band~ are distributed irregularly throughout the forma-
tion and at places are crowded with ipibedded remains cif fish 
teeth. This formation rests unconformably on the Cedar Valley 
limestones. 
The Mississippian System.~6 
, Rocks represented.-By far the greater portion of the Lake 
Calvin basin is underlain by rocks belonging to the basal part 
of the· Mississippian system. These rocks comprise soft green-
ish shales, :fine-grained sandstones and lithographic and oolit- . 
ic limestones, all of which belong. to the KindeFhook and Osage: I 
series . . 
THE KINDERHOOK SERIES. 
The Kinderhook series may be divided into four members as 
~~~ . , . 
. {wassonVille limestone 
Kin. d . Oolitic limestone ledge erhook E l' h R' 't t 
. ng IS Iver gn s one 
. . Maple Mill. shale . . 
The Maple ¥ilr shale. member.--This member is a nonfossil-
iferous greenish gray compact shale with a soapy or greasy lus-
ter.Small pale yellow cubes of iron pyrites are distr-ibuted 
throughout the shale. The rock breaks up into small regular 
. ~homboidal blocks. Its thickness is estimated . as 180 feet. 
The English Rtver gritstone member.-The English River 
gritstone . is a soft fine~grained sandstone 'made up largely of 
angular q~artz fragq1ents of uniform size and shape. Intex-' 
calated with the sandstone are thin seams of shaly material. The 
bluish gray rock weath.ers to a dull yellow color. Near the up-
. per part of the member is a thin layer ~ which the remains of 
:fish teeth are found. ·Fossils in the form of casts occur, but not 
very ·abundantly. Abo,:e the sandstone, which has a thickness 
, 
~6 Calvin, S., Geology of Johnson County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. VII, p. 79, 1897. 
Bain,' H : Foster, Geology of Washing1;on County: ' Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. V, pp: 127-151, 
1896. Udden, J . A., Geology of Louisa County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, pp. 71-93, 1901. 
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'of ten feet, is !l nne,compact grayish' nonfossiliferous litho-· 
graphic limestone from ' three to four feet thick . . This is fol-
lowed by a nonfosslliferous sandstone ve,ry similar in texture 
and compollition to the gritstone below. Its color is' soft blue 
or yellow and it is three feet thick. 
The oolitic limestone ledge. member.-This r.ock is a single 
ledge of white to yellowish limestone which is two or three feet · 
thick and is composed of small 'spherical oolj,tes imbedded in a 
matrix of calcareous material. . 'Where it is leached the ledge 
ap,Pears as ' a porous yellowish rock. Fossils are fairly abund-
ant. . 
The Wassonville limestone member.-TheWassonvllle lime-
stone varies from an earthy magnesian. to a mQderately fine-
grained limMtone which is . more or less arenaceous in places. 
TowaTd the base of the member, it occurs normally in thick 
ledges in whic4 is found a gray chert . which locally shows an 
oolitic s~ructure . . The . limestone is fossiliferous and is approxi-
mately fifteen feet thick. , 
Distribution.-As indicated elsewhere, the rocks belonging to . 
the basal part of the Mississippian system underlie the major 
portion' of the lake bed basin, From the geologic map, Plate 
VII, it may be seen that except for a small outlier of Des Moines 
sandstone located along Iowa river n'orth of Gladwin, Louisa 
county, the Kinderhook formation forms the country rock of t;he . 
. IBke bed in Louisa, Washington and Johnson comities, s'outh of 
the village of Hills, as well ·as a small portion of the southwest 
corner of Muscatine county. ' The various members of this for-
mation outcrop only along the bluffs of English river westward 
from about Kalona to Wassonville. 
THE OSAGE SERIES. 
The Lowe'r Burlington ftormation.-The Osage series is repre-
sented in the region by but one exposure of 'a buff arenaceous 
. limestone, four ~nches thick. This lower, Burlington limestonl~ . 
outcrops in the 'old railway quarry located in Washington 
. county, townshIp 77 N., range VIII W., s~ction . 16, where it 
.caps about twenty feet of the Kinderhook formation. 
" 
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The Pennsylvanian System.51 
THE DES MOINES SERIES. 
The .Des Moines ·sandstone.-The .Des Moines sandstone of 
Lower Pennsylvanian age is the youngest indurated rock forma-
tion known in the region. The rock occurs as small "isolated 
outliers occupying old pre-Pennsylvanian erosional valleys, 140. 
feet deep or thereabouts and havi:p.g a trend S. 30· E. Two of 
these sandstone outliersoutcroJ:> in the' lake bed region, one of 
these being just north of Iowa City, the other north of Gladwin 
in Louisa county. The rocks belonging to the Des Moines ' series 
consist of sandstones interbedded with layers' of snale and coal. 
The sandstone is, a light yellowish, thinly bedded, medium-
grained, iron cemented rock, rather porous and well jointed. At 
the Sanders quarry, located just north of Iowa City, where a 
thickness of twenty-six to.thirty feet of the sa~astone is exposed 
the rock is filled with numerous spheroidal limy concretions and 
with nodules of iron :pyrit~s: The sandstone is interb"edded 
with thin bedded layers of bluish black ' shales which differ iIi 
thickness 'from several inches to several feet. At places '. the 
shale beds are more numerous toward the top of the formation .. 
Layers of coat, one-hal! inch to a few inches thick, are reported 
from both localities. 'In general th.e Des Moines. sandstone and 
shale lie in horizontal beds. Locally, h'owever, the sandstone and 
shale, as seen 'in North and South Sanders creek nqrth of Iowa 
City, dip at 'an angle of, five degrees in a direction N. 40· E·. The 
. formation rests unconfor.mably on the Cedar Valley limes'tone. 
History . of the Indurated Rock Formations. 
The history of the indurat~d, rock formations or of the pre-
~leistocene geologic history of the Lake Calvin basin is recorded 
in the belted series of the rock formations which are 'found cross-
ing the region in more or less ,roughly parallel bands having a 
northwest to southeast trend as is sliown on Plate VII. This 
belted arra:p.gement is due to. the fact that after the strata had 
been formed, diastrophism s~t in, resulting in a slight tilting of 
the beds in a southwesterly direction. I 
. , 
57 ' Calvin, S" ·Geology of Johnson County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. VII, ' pp. 79'83, 1897'. 
'Udden, 'J . A ., Geology of Muscatine County : Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. IX, ' pp. 303·317; 1899. 
Bain, H : Foster, Geology of Washington County : Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. V, pp. 151·152, 
1896. Udden, J. A., Geotogy of Louisa County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. IX, pp. 93·95, 1901. 
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Th~ oldest rocks outcropping in the' area' under discussion 'are: 
exposed along Cedar river and belong to the Gower limestone 
formation of Middle Silurian age. . The history of the region~ 
however, does not commence with these oldest outcropping stra-
ta for lying north of the area are found still older rocks of Ordo- ,-
vician and CamBrian times and deep well records5;8 reveal ' the' 
presence of quartzite and ~lat.e which are believed to correspond 
in age to the Sioux quartzite of northwestern Iowa and to the 
Baraboo quartzite ' found in south-centFal Wisconsin" which 
rocks are considered 'to be Upper Huronian~9 in age. 
The early history of the regio9- seems to be as follows: A 
vast shallow sea extended over northeastern Iowa in which 
horizontal beds of sa~d and clay were deposited. ' The ' source' 
of the material probal)ly was the old unsubmerged igneous land 
mass in northern Wisconsin, Minnesota and Canada. After the 
sand deposited. in this sea was finally converted into sandstone 
and later changed to quartzite, folding and uplifting occurred, 
resulting in a tilting of the beds to the ' southwest at an angle 
varying from three to seven degrees.6o From other localities it 
is known that the new~y e,levated land surface underwent a long 
period of erosion, but that finally submergence again set in. The 
best evidence from well records seems to show that this submer-
gence resulted in 'a widespread epicontinental sea in which sand- \ 
stone and smaller amounts of limestone were deposited. The 
total thickness of these Cambrian ' deposits is as much ' as 'a 
thousand feet,61 which indicates a long uninterrupted period of 
sedimentation. 
This period of sandstone formation at last gave way to one 
during which calcareous and magnesian materials were the' chief 
sediments 'deposited, for overlying conformably' the ' Jordan 
sandstone, the upper one hundred feet or so of the Cambrian 
. . " 
58, Norton, W, R.: Underground Water ' ReMurces of Iowa: U. S. Ge~l. ' Survey: ~~ter 
Supply Paper 293" Plates X and XI, pp, 293, 375, 447, 1912 ; Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXI, 
Plates X and XI, pp. 68, 70. 450, 542, i912; Thickness of the Paleozoic Strata of North: ' 
easte,rn Iowa: ·Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. III, pp. 196, 197, 199, 1893 . 
• 59 Norton, W. R., Underground Water Resources of , Iowa: U .. S. : Geol. Survey, Water 
S)lpply , Paper 293, . pp. 61-63, ,374-375, 447 and 449, 1912. , 
, 60 Beyer , S. W:, Sioux Quartzite 'and Certain Associated Rocks: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. 
VI, p. 75, 1896. ': •. ' . , . " " " :, 
61 'Norton and Others, Underground Water Resources of Iowa, U. S. Geol. Surtey, Water 
Supply P aper 293, p. 63, 1\11:&. ' 
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\ .. . 
system, rests the P:rairie du ,Qhien formation consisting of the 
Oneota, N f?-W Richmond and Shakopee members. . After about 
250 to 300 feet of these sediments had been deposited, the sea 
withqrew and ,a great period of erosion .at once set in, resulting 
. ' .' I 
ill an ahnost complete removal at several places of the last 
formed group of strata.62 The next formation' to be laid down ' 
was the St. Peter sandstone, which has 'been belieyed by many ' 
to be of eolian origrn,63 but which now appears to be of marine 
d~rivation as pelecypods have recently been discovered in these 
. strata at .Minneapolis, Minnesota. The period of sedimenta-
tiondid not .stop with the St. Peter, but continued right on until 
at lea~t about 400 feet of the PI~tteville limestone, Decorah shale 
. and Galena dolomite had been laid down. Sedimentation then 
ceased for a while and erosion was the dominant process iIi 
operation. Soon, however, the sea eJlcroached on t:p.e land 
again arid the Maquoketa shale, with a thickne:;;s of 150 feet, was 
deposited. . 
As .has , been shown by -Savage64 seas covered northeastern 
Iow.a during Silur'ian time. However, by far the greater part 
of the Silurian strata found in Iowa and in the region. under dis-
cussion is of Niagaran or Middle Silurian age. As is indicated 
elsewhere, the rocks belonging to this age ' are ' the' oldest strata 
exposed at the ' surface in the Lake Calvin basin. These rocks 
. \ 
outcrop . along' Cedar river north of the village of Rochester in 
Cedar county. ' In all about 120 feet of Silurian sediments was 
laid down in the region. 
, As may be inferred from the typical' Silurian section of . New 
York,65 the Upp~r Silurian is missing in Iowa and in this region. 
This fact gives rise to two alternative views: namely, that Iowa 
was land during· Upper Silurian and 'Lower Devonian times, as 
s'eems to be indicated by the unconformity between the rocks 
of those two .ages in northeastern Iowa; or that if the Cayugall, 
Helderbergian and Oriskanian seas did extend over the region 
62 Tro~vbridge. A. C., Tile Prairie Du ' Chlen·St. 'Pete'r Unconfonnity in Iowa: Proc. · Iowa 
Acad. SCIence. Vol. XXIV, pp. 177·182, 1917. 
63 Tr()wbridge, A. C., The Origin of the St. Peter Sandstone: Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci., Vol. 
XXIV, pp. 171'175, 191,7. f:)ardeson , F. W., Minn. Acad. Nat'l Sci., Vol. IV, ,»p. 64'87, 1896. 
U. S. ~eol. Survey, Foho No. 201, 1916. Dake, C. L., The Problem ()f the St. Peter Sand. 
stone : Bull. School of Mines, Univ. Mo., Vol. 6, No. 1, Aug.; 1921, pp. 210-216. 
64 Savage, Th()ID&s E., Geological Map of Iowa, 1905. 
65 Chamberlin: and Salisbury, . Introduct .. ory Geology, p. 888 .. 
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those sediments we;re' all removed before the Middle Devonian ' 
seas spread out over Iowa. 
I CLASSIFICATION OF THE NEW YORK AND IOWA SILURIAN ' 
, SERIES NEW YORK IOWA " 
- -
' Manlius limestone 
Cayugan 
Silurian) 
Rondout .waterlime 
(Upper Cobleskill limestone 
Salina beds 
Guelph dolomite· Gower dolomite 
Anamosa dolomite 
Niagaran Le Claire limestone 
(Middle Silurian) Lockport limestone Hopkinton dolomite 
Rochester shale 
Clinton beds 
Medina sandstone' Waucoma limestone 
Oswegan Oneida conglomerate Winston limestone 
(Lower Silurian) (and perhaps the , 
Richmond beds) 
It is known that the ,Upper and Lower Silurian seas were re-
,stricted, whereas the Middle Silurian' sea was 'w,idespread in 
America. This fact indicates also that there w:ere shifting 
. shore lines and that Iowa may well have been ~and during Upper 
Silurian time.s. ' , , 
Resting unconformably .on the Niagaran, thus indicating an 
erosional interval, lie the Wapsipinicon and Cedar Valley strata 
of Middle and Upper Devonian age. The rocks of these two 
formations are mainly limestones a,nd attain a thickness of about 
400 feet. ,The 'Wapsipinicon and Cedar Valley seas were teem-
ing with ,life as is now testified by a large n mber -of marine 
fossils found in the limestone. After about 4bo feet or these 
sediments had been 'deposited, the sea withdrew and exposed the , 
newly nui<je surface to the elements of weathering and erosion. 
A long period of erosion seems to have taken place bef-ore the 
sea encroached ' again upon the land, for the State Quarry beds ' 
lie unconformably upon the deeply eroded surface of the Cedar 
Valley limestone. Conditions for marine life were exceptional-
ly favorable during the State Quarry stage, for many of the 
State Quarry beds are practically coquina. Not 'only was the 
sea inhabited by corals and brachiopods s~ilar to those of 
the previous seas, but also by thousands ' of fishes which, due to 
some unknown cause, suffered a sudd~n extinctio,n as is now in-
I • 
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dicat.ed by the fact that the cherty limestone beds of this forma-
. .tion arecrowded .with their teeth remains. How long this sea ' 
remained in the area :can not l;>e. ascertained; however, suffice it 
to say that it remained sufficiently long fo~ the deposition of at 
least fotty feet of limestone. 
The Devonian seas were followed by the invasion of the Mis-
sissippian sea which, judging from the thickness of the 'Missis-
sippi~n system ' of rocks, about 500 feet, covered the region for 
a considerable length of: time. Practically the entire sequence 
of :Mlississippian rocks is represented in Iowa; although the old-
est formation, the Kinderhook, is the ocly one of these which 
aids in forming the bedrock of the Lak~ Calvin basin. That the 
Kinderhook sea extended farther north than is shown on 'the 
. . 
geologioal map, Plate VII, is shown 'by the small .outliers of . 
what were formerly known as the Sweetland Creek shale . in 
M~scatine county near the ci~y' of Muscatine. These Sweetland 
Creek shales were formerly classified· as Devonian on the basis ~ 
of the fish t~eth contained in them, since these are siinilar to 
those in the State Quarry beds. ' The fish whose remains are now 
found in"the Swe'etland Cheek shales, nowever, are now known . 
. I . • 
to have lived in the Kinderhook seas and accordingly the strata 
are correlated With the Kinderhook. Sedimentation continued 
for some time, as severai of' the 'young~r Mississippian forma-
tio9-s are known . to exist and to outcrop a little south o~ . the 
southern border of the lake site. 
. ' , 
After about 500 feet of sandstone, limestone and shale had 
.been laid down, the sea again withdrew and erosion became 
active. Erosion seems to have progressed to a rather advanced 
stage as is indicated by the Iowa City and Louisa county. sand-
stone outiiers' of Des Moines age, which occupy valleys in the 
Cedar Valley limestone which had been excavated to ' a depth of. 
about 140 feet. Thus it appears that the region was deeply dis- ' 
. sected before it was submerged beneath the Des Moines sea. Jt 
has been generally believed that this last submergence ,was in the 
nature of a shallow ana: restricted body 'of water occupying 
valleys .rather than covering wide areas. The evidence for thi,s 
belief . seems to lie in the fact that wherever the Des Moines 
. sandstone and shale is found, it is occupying valleys rather than 
. , . 
\ 
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high places. The Des Moines sea undoubtedly oscillated from 
.. time to time, as is shown by the interbedding of coal seams of . 
nonmarine origin with the marine sandstone and shale. Finally 
the sea withdrew entirely and exposed the new surface, which 
seems never to have been submerged again. Whether: younger 
deposits were laid down is not certain. If so, not only were 
they eroded away before Pleistocene time, but so also were prac-
tically all of the Pennsylvanian formations, excepting the few 
patches preserved in the valley north of Iowa City and the ·ones 
in Louisa and Muscatine countie,s. These patches of sandstone 
and shale were preserved because they occupied low places or 
. valleys and hence were thus protected from er~sion. 
The ·finding of undoubted Cretaceous fo~sils66 in the drift at 
various plac~s, as at Iowa City, Mount Vernon, . Cedar Rapids, 
Des Moines and .Waterloo, has suggested to some the probability 
thatthe parent rock from which· these fossils have been derived 
. was not very far removed. ' Th~ finding of a perfect · slender 
belemnite61 deeply buried in a clay seems to have lstrengthened 
the idea that the fossil must have been near to its original home, 
as it is believed that such a slender specimen could not have sus-
tained transportation for a long distance without being shat-
tered. Udden68 also described two .small deposits in Muscatine 
county, named the Pine Creek .conglomerate, which he states 
may either belong to the Lafayette formation or be of Cretace-
ous ags. Trowbridge, how~ver, is· of the opinion that these de-
posits are Aftonian.69 . Schuchert,ro on the other hand, on his ex-
celle~t maps of North American Paleogeography: d es not ex-
tend the Cretaceous se·as as far eastward as the Lake Calvin 
basin. 
Subglacial Topography. 
It :matters iittle whether· or not the Mesozoic seas inundated " 
the region here discussed. The fact remains that before the 
66 Keyes, Charles R., Eastern Extension of the Cretaceous in Iowa: Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci· 
ence, Vol. I, pt •. II, p. 21, 1890, 1891. 
61 Norton, W. H., Geology of .Linn County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. IV, p . 168, 1894. 
White, C. A., Geology of Iowa, Vol. I , p . 98, 1870. . 
68 Udden, J. A., Geology of Mllscatine County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. IX, pp. 303·316, 
1~~ .. . 
69 Personal Comm)lnication . . 
10 Schuchert, C., Paleogeography of North Xnlerica : Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. XX, 
pp. 94 and 95, 1908. 
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advent of the. great continental ice sheets, .at least before the 
Kansan ice invasion, eastern Iowa had,been deeply dissected and 
probably presented a to.pography quite similar to that found in 
the famous Driftless :Area of southern Wisconsin, and in the · 
adjoining states of Minnesota, Illinois and Iowa. . 
A study of well records and outcrops of the indurated strata 
in the lake basin and iIi the surrounding countiel:? of southeastern 
, Iowa shows that the subglacial topography has a relie.f of 300 
feet 'or so, and also discloses the presence of nume:-ous large 
. . rock-cut channels which probably formed a drainage system of 
. greater magnitude than now ex~sts in the reg~on. 
As has b'een s:Q.own -by Leigh~on,71 Calvin72 and Thomas7s the 
bedrock surface beneath the ·drift· covering in Johnson' county 
has marked irregularities. "Oyer an irregular area in the cen-
tral, northern and nor~heastern parts, and along th~ the extreme 
southern border' of the, county; bedrock is high, but between ' 
~hese two areas thl:lre is "a northwest-southeast belt in which the 
bedrock surface- is ' low.' '74. The .relief of the country was at 
l~ast over 250 feet, for the. highland bedrock surface has an av-
erage elevation of about 7QO feet above sea level and in the low-
land, district bedrock is as low as 460 feet above sea level. This 
northwest-southeast trending lowland with a width of at least 
eleven mil~s crosses the Iowa river arm of the Lake .CalVin ba-
. sin south of Iowa City. ~'The north wall of the buried valley · 
follows more or less closely tIie boundary between the Devonian 
, and Mississippian formations.' 175 . This !lncient valley undoubt-
edly extends diagonally across the northern .portion of Louisa 
county and continues along the lowland underlying the Iow-a-
, Cedar 'river ' valley of today, until it joins the ancient valley of 
the. Mississippi. . 
Udden76 has shown ' that ' the subglacial s:urface under the. 
/' / 71 Leighton, Morris M., The Pleistocene History of low .. River V .. Uey, North .. nd West of 
low .. City in Johnson County: low .. Geol. Survey, Vol. XXV (1914), pp. 110'112, 1916. 
72 C .. lvin, S., Geology of Johnson County: low .. Geol. Survey, Vol. VII, pp. 48, 90·91, 
1~~ . 
73 Thomas, A'. 0 ., Underground Water Resources of Iowa: Iowa' Geol. Survey, Vol. XXI" 
p . 505, 1912. U. S. Geol. Survey, Water Supply Paper No. 293, p. 420, 1912. ' 
74. Leighton, Morris M ., The ',Pleistocene His~ory of Iowa River Valley, North and West 
of I_owa City in ' Johnson County: Iowa Geol. Jilurvey, Vol; XXV (1914), p. ,111, 1916. 
7 5 Idem, p. 111. , . . 
76 Udden, J. A., Geology of Muscatine. County : Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. .XI, pp. 326', 327, 
and plate VII, 1899. ' 
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West Liberty Plain ' (the lowland ar~a bordering Cedar river in 
Muscatine county) was low and that the valley now occupied by 
Mud creek lies over a buried valley. , The region to the north 
of the lake bed app~ars to have been an upland. This ancient 
valley 'connected with the one to th~ south just described. There 
is a pos'sibility also- that the Washipgton channeF1 may have 
joined this general lowland area somewhere jn the vicinity of 
Columbus Junction. The Washington channel, to which Bain1& 
and Calviri19 have called atte~tion, ' extends di~gonally a;cross 
Washington county in a northwest-southeast direction, passing 
beneath the city of Washington.' This ancient buried valley, 
as )VeIl as }he one in Poweshiek county at Deep River,80· may 
have some connection with the large buried valley, underlying , 
the famous Bell~ Plain artesianB1 , basin which extends iIi a 
northwest-southeast dir'ection through Tama, southwest Benton 
\ 
. and n'orthwest Iowa counties. In the northeast, the West Liber-
ty subglacial lowland was joined by an ancient valley thought by 
Carman,82 Norton,ssUddEm84 and Leverett85 to be the, probable 
. course of a preglacial Mlississippi river. It is evident that the 
present course of MissIssippi river between Princeton on the 
north and Muscatine on the south is of much more recent date 
than are portions of the river to the north and south of the two 
J71entioned cities.s6 It has been suggested81 that the preglacial 
11 Norton, W, R., Underground Water Resources of Iowa: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXI. 
p. 696, 1912 ; U. S. Geol. Survey, Water Supply, Paper No. 293, p . 575, 1912. 
'18 Ba;'" , R. Foster, Pr'egiacial Elevation of Iowa: Proc. Iowa Acad, Science, Vol. II, p. 
, 23 , 1895; Geology of Washington County: Iowa Geol. Survey, VQI. V, pp. 159, 160, and 
fig . 9, 1896., Norton, W. R ., Underground Water Resources of Iowa: Iowa Geol. ' Survey. 
Vol. XXI, p. 740, 1912. U. S. ~ol. Survey; Water Supply Paper No. 293, p . 611, 1912. 
79 Calvin, S., Notes on the Formations passed through in boring the deep well at .. Wash-
ington, Iowa: Amer. Geologist, Vol. I, pp. 28-31, 1888. 
80 Bain, R. Foster, Geology of Washington County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. V, p. 160, 
1896. Stookey, S. W., Geology of Poweshiek County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XX, pp_ 
253, 254, 260, 265,267, 1909. ' , 
81 Mosnat, R. R., Report on the Artesian Wells of the Belle Plain Area : Iowa Geol. Sur-
vey, ' Vol. IX, pp. 530-543, 1899. Stookey, S. W., Geology of Iowa County : Iowa Gaol. 
Survey, Vol. XX, p . 179, 1910; Call, R. E ., Jowa Artesian Wells: Iowa Weather and Crop 
Service, Vol. III, \P. 4, March, 1892. ' ._ 
82 C&1'IHan, J . Ernest, The Mississippi Valley Between Savanna and , Davenport : Illinois 
Geol. Survey, Bull. 13, pp. 58, 62 ' and 63, 1909. 
' 8S Norton, W. R ., Geology of Scott County : Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. IX, pp. 413·415, 492-
493, ;1.899. 
84 Udden, J. A., Geology of ¥us,catine County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. IX, p. 327; 1899; 
, 85 'Leverett, Frank, ~h'; Illinois Glacial t1~be: 'U. S. Geoi. Survey, Monograph XXXVIII. , 
pp. 462-467, 1899. 
,'8~ ' Carmen, J . Ernest, The Mississippi, Valley Between Savanna and Davenport: Illinois 
Geol. Survey, Bull. 13, p . 58, 1909. 
81 Carman, Idem, p . 58. 
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valley of this mighty, river extended' up the Wapsipinicon river 
valley to the mouth ofMuq creek from which place it extended 
roughly parallel to Mud creeI.r in a' southwest direction as far as 
Durant. That portion' of the channel from the Wapsipinicon, 
river to Durant has been called by Norton the Cleona channel. a8 
Although the channel follows in a general way the course of 
' Mud creek, it deviates at places from two to three miles to the 
south and to the east of it. Bedrock is not reached at 450 feet 
above sea level and ',' one well three miles north of Durant on 
the divide between Mud and Elkhorn creek~ does not reach rock 
at 400 feet above sea leveP', 89 Well records sho'Y that the bluff~ 
of the valley were rather steep,as the elevation of the rock sur-
face has been found to differ as much as 250 feet within a mile. 
Several smaller tributaries of the Cleona channel ,have been 
mapped. ' From Durant the preglacial valley extends in a gen-
eral direction past Wilton until it finally joins the lowland un-
derlying the West Liberty Plain. It is not certain whether'this 
ancient Mississippi entered the subglacial valley occupied by the 
present Mississippi river by way of a channel immediately 
south of the city or Muscatine or whether it pursued a course 
southward and finaliy followed the Iowa-Cedar river valley to 
the site, of the buried valley at the debouchure of Iowa-Cedar 
river into the present Misslssippi.90 , 
~nother large ch::i,nnel whi~h undoubtedly was 'a tributary to 
the,Cleona river is the Stanwood channel91 whose course has been 
mapped and outlined by Norton. This ancient river flowed by 
Stanwood, Cedar county, then took a southerly direction, pass- ' 
ing east of Tipton and flowing finally along the east side of the 
present Sugar creek valley. ' About two and one-half mile 
north of Lime City it turned southel:!:st and near Durant joined 
88 Carman. Idem, p. 58. Norton, W. H .,_ Geology of Cedar County: Iowa Geol. S";'rvey, 
Vol. XI, p . 299, 1901 ; GeolOgy of Scott County : Iowa Geol. ,Survey, Vol. IX, p. 493, 1899; 
Underground Water Resources, of Iowa: U. S. Geol. Survey, Water Supply Paper 293, pp, 
488-490, and fig_ 5, 1912; Iowa Geol. S~rvey, Vol. XXI, pp. 587 and 588, and fig. 51- 1912. 
89 Carman, Idem, pp. 58 and 59. 
90 Carman, Idem, 'p. 58, and fig. 22. Le~erett, F ., The Illinois Glacial Lobe : U. S. Geol. 
Survey, Monograph XXXVIII, pp. 466 and 467, 1899. " 
91 'Norton, W. H_, Geology of Cedar County: / Iowa ' Geol: Survey, Vol. XI, pp. 297~SOO, 
and fig. 17, 1901; Underground Water Resources of Iowa, U. S. G60I. Survey, Water Supply 
Paper 293, pp. 368-370, and fig. 4, 1912; Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXI, pp. 441-443, and ' 
fig. 4, 1912. _ ' . " " 
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. \ 
the Cleona channel. "Measured from crest to crest, its width 
is at least seven miles at Tipton. n92 
On the west ' side, the West J;i1>erty lowland area may have re-
ceived a tr~butary by way of the 'Q.pper Wapsinonoc valley. A 
buried channel has been 'discovered a little west of Downey 
where it lies deeply hidden under the drift covering.98 This chan-
nel probably connects with ' the one lying in the upper northeast 
corner of Johnson county, between Solon and the present Cedar 
river.9~ , , 
The above described channels undoubtedly all formed part of 
the vast drainage system of which the master 'stream probably 
was the preglacial Mississippi river. It has been sufficiently 
established that the present Mississippi river is at various 
places occupying ~ valley other than that of its own making. 
Gordon95 and Leverett96 have shown that the supglacial valley 
is much large~ than the present one, whose average width is six 
miles and whose depth is 150 feet as compared to the width of 
,six to fifteen miles and the depth of 250 feet of the former val-
ley. . Between Keokuk and Montrose the present valley of Mis-
sissippi river is comparatively recent. North of Montrose to 
.Muscatine the. river is occupying the ancient valley. From 
Muscatine to Princeton the river is again in a newly cut valley 
and from the latter city up to St. Paul, Minnesota, the mighty 
'Father of Waters is occupying the anCient valley.91 ' 
Such is the surface of the Lake Calvin region . beneath the 
thick covering of drift. Because it has been invadedby glaciers 
several times, the former highly dissected and rough topography 
'is now everywhere obliterated and the surface has ' been made 
relatively smooth by a thick mantle of unconsolidated drift ma-
t~rials which are described in the following chapter. 
9 2 Norton, W. R ., Geology of Cedar County: Iowa Geol. Survey, vol. XI, p. 299, 1901. 98 Udden, J. A., Geology of Muscatine County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. IX, p. 826, and 
plate VII, 1898. CalYin, S., Geology .of Johnson County: Iowa Geol. Survey, . Vol. VII, p. 
91, 1897. Norton, ' W. H.; Geology of . Cedar County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, pp. 297 
and 298, 1901. ' 
94 Calvin, S., Geology of Johnson County: Iowa Gool. Survey, Vol. VU, PP. 90 and 91. 
1~~ , 
, 9G Gordon, C. R., Buried River Channels in Southeastern Iowa: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. 
III, pp. 244·249, 1895. . 96 Leverett, F ., The Lower Rapids of the Mi~sissippi River: Proc. Iowa Acad. Science, 
• Vol. VI, pp. 74-93, 1899'; Preglacial Valleys of the Mississippi and its Tributaries: Journal 
ef Geology, Vol. III, pp. 740'763, 1895 ; The Lower Rapids of the Mississippi River: Jour-
' nal of Geology, Vol. VIt, pp: 1-22, 1899 ; Old Channels of the Mississippi in Southeastern 
Iowa : Annals of Iowa Historical Quarterly,. (8) Vol. V, ' pp. 38·51, 1901; Illinois Glacial 
Lobe: U. S. Geo!. Survey, Monograph XXXVIII, pp. 460-477, 1899. 91 For a list of the more important contributions dealing with , the drainage probleni ' of 
Mississippi river, the . reader is r eferred to Appendix A. 
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CIHAPTER IV. 
THE,PLEISTOOENE DEPOSl'l'S OF THE LA~E OALVIN REGION. 
. .. . 
.All the five great continental ice ' incursions ,now recognized 
in North America are repr.esented, directly. . or indirectly, in the 
Lalre Calvin region. ," 
CLASSIFICATION OF THE PLEISTOCENE DEPOSITS IN IOWA.9S 
. . 
9. Wisconsin drift (of the Des Moin~s lobe) ' 
8. (b) Peorian soil and weathered zone . (of Leverett) at top 
of loess and beneath Wiscon'sin drift. 
(a) Mn.m deposit of loess. ' 
7; Iowa~ , drift (of Iowa geologists) 99 , 
6. S'angamon soii, vegetal deposits and weathered zone (of 
Leverett) (including super-illirlOian "gumbo", or "gumbo-
til" of Kay) at top of illinoian drift and beneath loess. 
5. ' Illinoiari drift (of Leverett) , 
4. Yarmouth soil, vegetal deposits, and .weathered zone (of 
f Leverett) (including super-Kansan ,"gumbo, " or "gumbo-
til" of Kay) at top of the Kansan drift; also Buchanan 
gravel (of Iowa geologisfs) beneath Iowan drift , and loess. 
, , \ 
3. Kansan drift (of Iowa geologists) 
2. ' Aftonian gravels, vegetal deposits; soil and weathered zone 
(of Chamberlin) (including super-Nebraskan "gumbo" or 
" ~gumbotil" of Kay) at top of Nebraskan drift. . 
1. Nebraskan drift (of Iowa geologists) ,(pre-Kansan or sub- , 
Aftonian of Chamberlin) 
The Nebraskan Drift. 
Distribution~-In view of the fact that the region was visited 
98 AldEln, Wm. c., &nd ' Leighton, Morris M., The Iow&n Drift, A Review of the Evidences , 
of the Iowan Stage of Glaciation: Iowa Geo!. Survey, Vol. XXVI, Ann. Rep't, 1915, p. 57, 
, 1917. 
99 The Iow&n stage of glaciation has now b'een fully established by Alden and Leighton, 
see previpus reference, pp. 49·212. 
EXPOSURES OF NEBRASKAN DRIFT 89 
by more than one ice s,heet, exposures of the oldest drift called 
the Nebraskan, su1;>-Aftonian or pre-Kansan, are extremely rare • 
. Practically .everywhere a thick mantle ot younger drift masks 
' th~ older and 'only at a very few places, as along ' the base of 
st~ep slopes and along stream courses, does the Nebraskan drift 
I come to the surface. Its presence over widespread areas seeins 
to be revealed, however, by the reco'rds of numerous wells scat-
tered over the region . 
. Exposures of the pre-KansaR drift in the lake, basin or the 
region surr'ounding it have been described by U dden in his Lou- " 
. isa County report.100 · H~wever, when it is remembered that the 
_ earlier investigators did not know of gumbotil or use it to dif- ' 
ferentiate one drift from another but based their partition on 
color, t~xture alld petrographic content ' of the deposits and on 
intervening stratified sands and gravElls, it remains an open 
question whether the described drifts can be proved definitely 
to' b~ Nebraskan. Some of Udden's exposures listed below 
were seen by the Writer but in only two cases (lOaI).d '11) does 
the writer feel confident that the drift belongs to the qldest 
stage of glaciation. The drift in the other outcrops may be 
I . 
either Nebraskan or Kansan. . . , . 
EXPOSURES OF NEBRASKAN DRIFT CITED BY UDDEN.101 
" / 
. 1. On the right bank pf Honey creek near the south line of 
8ec.·21, Tp. 73 N., R. III W. . 
2. On the south· bank of Smith creek near the center of the See 
. % of Sec. 35, Tp. 73 N., R. III W. . 
3. In the southwest bank of Smith creek near the southeast 
. corner of Sec. 30, Tp. 73 N., R. II W. ' 
4. II). the south bank of Long creek near the center of Sec. 22, 
. , Tp: 74.N., R. IV W. , . 
5. In the bank of the Muscatine North and South railroad cut, 
in the east bh:rff of Iowa river, 'in the Se~ % of Sec.9, Tp . . 74 
N., R. IIIW. 
6. On the west"liank of Iowa river ,at Wapello. 
100 Udden. J. A., G:eology of Louisa County: IO~'a Geol. Suriey. Vol. XI. pp. 55-126. 1901. 
101 Idem, pp. lOa and 104 . 
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7. On the west bank of Iowa river one mile north of Columbus 
Junction and farther' north. . .. 
8; In the west bank of Cedar river two miles north of Colum-
bus Junction. . 
I 9. In the railroad cuts in the bluffs of Mississippi river in Sec. 
2, Tp. 75 N., R. III W. 
10. Foot of the west bluff of Iowa river, along· the wagon road 
in the Se. % of Sec. 21, Tp. 16 N., R. V W. 
11. East bank. of the Iowa, on. both sides. of the north line of 
Sec. 16, Tp. 76 N., R. V W. 
FIG. 7.-Relations of strata of drift seen on the south side of the road leading down the 
Iowa river bluff in the Se. ~ .of sec. 21, Tp. 76 N., R. V . W . a Black, tough, 
leached silty soil (top of Nebraskan till !) ; b tougJl- bowlder clay with ferruginous 
joints, yellow' above, grayish blue below (Kansan); c somewhat stratified and sandy, 
yellow till; It leached horizon (Sangamon ; e loess. (After Udden.) 
Udden, in describing the Nebraskan,makes the following state-
ment regarding locality 10 and presents the figure (Fig. ' 7) 
given below. "In one instance there seems to be a soil horizon.on 
• its upper suriace. 11102 At the time of the writer's visit to the ex-
posure, a, the black tough soil horizon, was not seen, due to' 
heavy slump. Howev.er, b, c, d, and e were ·visible and .d proved 
to be a typical gUmboW. . Because of its topographic position 
. . 
and elevation, about 640 feet above sea level, the writer believes 
the gumbotil to be superjNebraskan and the tm beneath, Nebra~­
kan. Two miles both north and south of this exposure undoubt-
ed Kansan gumbotil is found at 710 feet. Urness the present . 
conception of the origin of t~e gumbotil is erroneous, no such big· 
102 Idem, p . . 104, and fig. 8. 
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difference in elevation in the same gumbotil within such a shori 
. . 
distance is permissible. The only outcrops of' the Nebraskan 
drift in Muscatine county are found in the vicinity of Musca-
tine. No exposure of the oldest drift in Cedar county is re-
ported although wells sunk over the .Stanwood channel pene-
trate it.lOS Exposures of the pre-Kansan drift were not 'known 
to occur in J ohnsO"n county until 1916 when the writer discov-
, ered along the bluff line 9f the extinct lake. a 'true gumbotil ly-
ing between two drifts. This gum'Qotil and the drifts a!1e ex-
posed in two road cuts, separated. oy about four-tenths of a 
mile: Midway between the two outcrops and at approxi:in~tely 
the same elevation,. the presence of the gumbotil is indicated by , 
a strong flowing spring. As the upper drift is undoubted Kan-
san, the lower must be the Nebraskan. !The two expo~ures ' are 
in West Lucas . township in the southeast quarter of section 33. 
The first outcrop is the W~f?t bank of the cut along the road 
where it descends fr.om. the upland to the lowland ·in the extremr 
southeast corner of the section. The other exposure is four-
tenths of a mile to the northwest of the first exposure. A third 
outcrop of, what seems to be Nebraskan drift was d~scovered by 
the writer ' in the north bank , of Davis creek, in the extreme 
southwest Gorner of section ' 36, Iowa township, Washington 
county. This till, which is dark, dense and bluish, is separated 
from' a light pebbly fresh brown till by about twenty feet of high-
ly oxidized and leached stratified sands and gravels which the 
writer believes to have been weathered during the interglacial 
interval separating the Nebraskan from the K:ansan stage- of 
glaciation.10' This exposure ,lies 640 feet above sea level or ap-
proximately ten feet lower than the super-Nebraskan gumbotil in 
, J ohnsqn county. Because of its stratigraphic position and its ' 
close proximity either to the leached and 'oxidized sands and ' 
gravels in Washington county · or to the super-Nebraskan 
gumbotil in ',J ohnson county, the drift seen at the fci1lowing , 
.. places may be, mentioned as ,Probably being Nebraskan.' . 
1. Johnson connty, Liberty township, section 27, Ne. ~, west 
river bank. ' 
103 Norton, W. H .• Geology of Cedar 'County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, p . 344, 1901. 
. 10' Schoe:we, FiN. H., The Interpretation ' of Certain Leached Gravel Deposits in Louisa and 
.washirigt~n Counties, Iowa: Pr~c . . Iowa Acad. flcience. Vol. XXVI. pp. 893·898. 1919. 
. , 
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2. Johnson county, ]~remont towns~ip" section 24, Sw. 1;4', 
'east river bank. • 
3. 'Johnson county, Fremont township, section 25, Se. 1;4" , 
west part, east river b~nk. . ' 
4. Johnson county; Pleasant Valley township, s.ectian 23, 
N e. 1;4, northwest part, east river bank. 
5. Washington county, Iowa township, sectiori ~3, Nw. 1;4, 
northeast part, west bank of river. ' 
6. Ijouisa county; Union toWnshiP.' section 6, ' northcentral 
part, south bank. " ., , 
7. East . bank of Iowa river on both sides of the north 
line of section 16,' Tp. 76 N:., R; V 'W. (Udden's expo-
sure 11, see page 90.) , 
, Character of the Drift.-The Nebraskan till in its un· 
weathered state consists' of a hard, dark brownish to blue-
black, calcareous, compact, joint GI~y, which contains at places 
many fragments ~f w90d. Th_e till , breaks 'into small angular 
to rhomboidal blocks. Where this till has been seen, most of 
'the pebbles which are scattered thr~ughout its mass are small 
and cobbles or bowlders are relatively few. At exposure 7 
above, or , li of Udden's outcrops, the clay appears to be 
without pebbles and finely laminated. Numerous cobbles and 
bowlders of all. 'descriptions and sizes are to be found lying 
on' the surface of the till, which in most cases ' forms' a sort 
of bench. Many o'f these stones are striated and a. farge 
nurube'r of the , granitic type are thoroughly disintegrated and 
break into. thousands of pieces when stepped ' on. It is also 
noticeable that wherever these ' cobbles and bowlders occur, an 
unusual proportion 'of them are flattish or' slablike. 
. The weath~red 'phase of the pre-Kansan drift has been 
oxidized to a broWnish color. , It is not as compact as the un-' 
weathered phase and apparently does riot : differ from · the 
weathered phase of any of the younger drift sheets. Accord-
ing to' Udden, the Nebraskan drift "contains . about ' twice 
as many fragments of local rocks "105 such as the Kinderhook ' 
and Burlington formations, ' a~ do other drifts. Also accord-
105 Ud<1en, J. A., Geology of Lohls,a County : low& Gool. Survey, Vol. XI, p. 102, 1901; 
~logy' of Muscatine County ~ Iowa Geol. ,Survey, Vol. IX, see table on p, 336, 1899. 
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ing to the same observer, more greenstone hornblendic rocks 
as well as schists and a smaller proportion of dolo~tic lime-
stone and rocks. comrtiop. in the 'Kewee'nawanar'e found in the 
, Nebraskan than in other drifts. ' 
Thickness of the .drift."-The maximum thicknes,s seen, either 
of the . fresh or of. the weathered drift,is ,no more than, ten 
feet: Due to heavy slumping, the thickness of the Nebraskan 
north ' of Gladwin at the outcrop in 'the west bluff of Iowa 
river, along th~ wagon road in t:Ve Se." 1,4 of sec. 21,T. 76, N., 
R.. V W:, and at Indian lookout iii. Se: 1;4" of sec. 33, West 
Lucas township, Johnson county, could not he ascertained, but 
a fair estimate pf thi'~ty to forty-five feet eQuId not ,be over-
conservative. It, appears that on tl,te whole the Nebraskan 
drift is thin and is ' absent from the uplands except where the 
preglacial , surface was low.106 Eve:p' in the low places it was 
found sparingly.lOT According ' to Leighton108 ' a study of well 
recbrds in Johnson county gives the Nebraskan the following ' 
. \ ' 
thickness: 15, 15, 25, 54, 86 and 122 feet . . Udden109 reports 
ten to twenty feet for the thickness of the drift 'in Louisa 
county, and Norton11o repotts a thickness of .sixty-five feet In 
, Cedar ~ounty. ,- I' 
The Aftonian Deposits 111 , 
The gumbotil.-The only true deposits of the first inter-. 
glacial stage outcropping in .t~e lake region are the super-
Nebraskan gumbotils exposed ' at three places along the bluff 
li!le of Lake Calvin. The first two outcrops · are in Johnson 
county jn the southeast quarter of section 33 ' of '·W e:::t Lu-
cas township. , The third 'exposure is in Louisa county in the 
southeast quarter of section 21, Union township. This gum.: 
botil,112 which is believed to be the oxidized arid .leached , pro-
. : 
106 Udden, J. A., Geology of Louisa County: Io,ya Geol. Survey., Yo). XI, · P. 10.3, 190.1. 
10'7 Udden, J. A., ,Geology of Muscatine ,County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Yol. ~X, p. 338, lli99. 
108 l,eighton, Morris M., Th~ Pleistocene History of Iowa River Yalley, North and Wesi: 
of Iowa City in Johnson County: Iowa Geol. Survey. Yol. XXV, pp. 169·1~1, 1914. 
109 'Udden, J. A., Geology of Louisa <Jounty: Iowa Geol. , Survey, Yol. XI, p. '10.3, 190.l. 
110 Norton, W . H ., Geology of Cedar County: Iowa Geol. Survey" Yol. .;::n, p. 844, 19Q1. 
111 At the time of this writing the term Aftonian liS the name of ; t,be first interglacial de-
posits is in 'question since doubt is being raised as to whether the type section of the Afton-
ian ~ands, and gravels at Afton Junction is a ,~rue in~ergla~ial, . dep?~it. , 
'112 Kay, George F:, Gumbotil, A: New Term ' in Pleistocene Geology, Science, 'New Series, 
' Vol. XLIV; Nov. 3, 1916 ; Pl~istocene Deposits between Manilla in Crawford County and 
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duct Qf the drift, is a drab or ash-cQlQred, thQrQughly leached, 
hard and tQu~h clay cQn~ai.iling b~t few pebbles. ~he con- ', 
tained pebbles are small and CQnSIst Qf the . mQre InsQluble 
matter such as quartz" chert and quartzite; other cQnstituents, 
hQwever, as gr~nites and basalts, are nQt entirely wanting. 
A micrQscopic analysis113 shQWS that 0 the gumbQtil is made up 
of sixty to. seventy-five per c~nt Qf minute, 'spherical, trans-
parent grains Qf quartz and twenty-five to. fQr.ty per cent Qf 
clay. When it is , wet, the gumbQtil breaks with a starchlike 
'fracture and when it is dry its surface has a characteristic 
checkered appearance. A thickness Qf . QnlyabQut 'ten feet 
CQuld be determined 0 definitely, at the ' eXPQsures in J QhnsQn 
CQunty, due to. heavy slumping, and Qnly fQur feet at the third 
eXPQsurE)' In J QhnsQn cQunty a brQwnish till sheet lie:, Qn 
tQP Qf the gumbQtil and another lies beneath it, whereas in 
, LQuisa cQunty it is Qverlain by a IQess and underlain by a 
brQwn to. yellQrvJ,sl,1 sandy till. The , gumbQtil in LQuisa CQunty 
isl?elieved to. 'be ,Nebraskan ra~her than Kansan. Two. miles 
to. the nQrth and at a similar distance to. the SQuth' frQm the 
QutcrQP is anQther gumbQtil ' lying at an elevatiQn Qf 705 
to. 710 feet abQve sere level. -At these places the gumbQtil lies 
fifteen to. twenty feet belQw the general level Qf the upland and 
i~ Kansan. ' As the elevatiQn Qf the gumbQtil in the sQutheast 
quarter Qf sectiQn 21 is abQut ' 640 feet, the Qriginal gumbQtil 
plain, if all Qf .the gUmbQtils are Qf the same age, has a slQpe 
Qf seventy feet in two. miles Qr thirty-five feet per mile. Since 
it is believed that the plain Qn which the gumbQtil was fQrmed' 
was essentially a grQund mQraine like that Qf the WiscQnsin 
stage Qf glaciatiQn in nQrthcentral IQwa and that erQsiQn was 
slight/a it is believed that a plain with a relief Of thirty .. five 
feet per mile is nQt in harmQny with the idea Qf the Qrigin Qf 
gumbQtil. 
A depQsi~ whic~ is PQssibly gumbotil has been repQrted by 
Coon Rapids in Carroll County, Iowa: Iowa. Geol. Survey" Vol. XXVI, p. 217, 1915' Th& 
Origin ot Gumbitil, (with J. N. P earce): Jour. of Geology Vol. XXVIII, No. 2, pp. 119·125, 
Feb.·Mar. 1920. 0 
l U Dewey, Arthur H ., The Pleistocene History of Lee County, Iowa. Unpublished thesis 
Library, State UniV1!>rsity of Iowa, 1917. . ' ' 
114,. Kay, G. :F., Some Features of the Kansan Drift in Southern Iowa: Bull. Geol. Soc. of 
A1ner1ca, Vol. XXVII, pp. 115'117, 1915; Reprinted in Iowa Geol. Survey Vol XXV pp 612,615, 1914. ' . , . 
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Leighton115 as outcropping ~long the west bluff of Iowa river a 
few miles north of Coralville in section 33, Penn township, ' 
. Johnson . county. The 'writer in company .with ~. A. H. 
Dewey visited the section and found there what might · be in- . 
terpreted as a gumbotil, but due to the slumpirig of early 
spring, it was impossible to determine its thickness or whether 
it was in place. 
Leached sands and gravels.-The only , other visible evidence 
of this ·first interglacial interval is found in the following two 
places: . . 
1. ,Washington county, Iowa towns:p.ip, section 36, extreme 
southeast corner, ' north bluff of DaVIS creek. 
2. Louisa county, Union township; section 8, Nw. %, Sw. 
14, south wall of Goose creek. 
At these. places occur highly oxidized and leached stratified 
sands and· gravels above which is fresh oxidized till, and, in 
the outcrop in Washington county, dense. bluish compact unal-
tered till. The leaching and oxidation of these' sands and 
gravels is believed to reprE)sent the time interval between the. 
Nebraskan and-Kansan stages of glaciation.m 
Other interglacial deposits.-Aside from the above described 
interglacial deposits, numerous other sands arid gravels, silts, 
soil bands and peat beds have been, described iIi the various 
geologic county reports of the region as being Aftonian.111 
Thes.e deposits, most of which are . lying at 'a considerable 
depth below the surface, are revealed in the logs of wells . 
. Those in Louisa county range in thickness from two to ten 
feet, those. in Muscatine from eight to fourteen feet and ' those 
in J ohnson coun~y from four' to sixty-eight feet. 
The Kansan Drift. . 
Distribution..-Except for the eastern border of the lake 
basin ' in Muscatine county and several s:r;nall areas in the 
115 Personal communicatiori to Dean G. EI. Kay. 
116 . Schoewe, W. R ., The Interpretation of Certain Leached Gravel Deposits in Louisa And 
W{Lshington Counties, Iowa: Proc. IOWA Acad. SCience,. Vol. XXVI, pp. 393·398,. 1919. 
111 Calvin, S., Geology of Johnson County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. VII, 1897. Udd~n. , 
J : A., Geology of M;uscatine County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. IX, 1899; Geology .of LOUISA 
County : Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol.. XI, ,1901. Norton, W. R., Geology ,of Cedar County: I?wa 
Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, 1901. Leighton, Morris M., The Pleistocene History of Iowa RIver 
Valley, North and West ' of Io:>wa City, in Johnson County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXV • . 
(1914), 1916. 
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northern portion of the lake region, the Kansan is the upper-
most drift under practically the entire area. 'This drift is 
either exposed at the surface or.it lies directly below a more 
'0+ less heavy mantle o'f loess. , As expos,ures , may be seen a1: 
most everywhere along road, cuts, along the valley walls of 
Iowa and Cedar rivers as well as along $ome of the smaller 
streams, no detailed locations need be' cited. 
Character of the drift.-Several phases of the Kansan drift 
sheet were Ilofed.; namely, :the fresh or unaltered phase, the 
oxidized but: unleached phase ' arid the oxidized and leach~d 
phase. The unchanged t~l , consists of a very compact, dense ' 
material of a bluish color , in which the pebbles are 'predom-
inantly small and which at places contains numerous fragments 
of wood. This phase of the Kansan till is rarely represented 
, in the outcrops by a thickness of more than a few feet. Over-
~ying the unoxidizea. and unleached material is a gray or yel-
lowish to ' b,rownish sticky clay contailling numerous striated 
and subangular pebbles, cobbles ,and bowlders of all descrip-
tions. In most places the till is'very sandy and in the vicinity of 
, , Columbus, Junction an unusual amount of limestone is notice-
able. SIl,lall rounded quartz, chert and greenstone pebbles also 
a:re ,numerous throughout this phase of the till. Large bowld-
ers of granite, dolerite and basalt are in evidence practically 
everywhere. Some of these are highly weathered and crumble 
to pieces on slight pressure, whereas others are very hard and 
sho", no trace of alteration. It was noted that, 'in Johnson, 
Louisa and Washington counties, among the gravels and 
b,ow~ders lying on the surface of the Kansan drift within the 
lake basin near to the bluff iine, a fair proportion are more 
or less slablike instead' of h~'Ying the c4aracteristic subangular I 
form. In , J ohn~on cQunty the Kansan drift is relatively free 
, from large bowlders except locally as in the tributary gulljes 
of Iowa 'river north of Iowa City where numero,us 'large fresh 
bowlders of various kinds have ·been concentrated.ll8 A~cord­
ing to Uddenl19 a, htrg~r propoFtioI!- .of diabase, granite alla. 
. ~ . • .,,' l ~.. . l \' ~ • • , 
, "':U18 " Lei~hto,?-.; . Morris M. o' Tha. 'PJei tOee~.l' Historf "of Iowa" River ' vlIvh, North' and :West 
of !?W~ Ol~ In: ~ol~~son, C'o)1n.tr., , I~r~ ~ol; ~,ur.yeY';' Vol. XXV (1914,), P: ;1.'19," ;l.9~\l • . ',,' 
11,9 Udden.' ,J . A., ,Geploi! ,'9,f '.L.o.~.s~: C<\u,nty : - Iowa ,Gliol ; .s~~y, ,Voll. XI, .p . .105', ;1901. 
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. other Keweenawan pebbles a,re ~ound in the Kansa~ of Louisa 
county than in the Nebraskan, whereas the number of lime-
. stone and' dolomite pebbles is the same in the two drifts. 
Except · for the . absence of the ~alcareous constituents, the 
oxidized .. and leachlild zone of the Kansan drift is in all re-
spects s:ini.ilar .to that of the oXidiz,ed and unleached portion 
just de·scribed.. It may be note.d that · very often the upper-
most foot or two of the altered drift is very highly oxidized 
to a reddish brown color and is thus set off from the other por-
tions . of the drift. This thin zone is known as tlie ," ferreto" 
zone. 
Thickne·ss of the .drift.-The Kansan drift differs in thick-
ness from place to place, being thinnest where it rests on bed-
rock. Where the drift was seen ' lying dir~ctly on t~e country ' 
rock in. Morning Sun township, Louisa .county, its thickness 
scarcely anywhere exceeds twenty feet and at the Interurban 
cut on the west side of Iowa river at Iowa City, its thickness 
. is not quite eight feet. The maximum thickness of this till 
which was seen in the field is about sixty feet although well 
records in Johnson county, as shown by Leighton,12O indicate 
a thickness of over 200 feet. I U dden121 reports a maximum of 
100 feet for Muscatine county. In general the leaching of the· 
Kansan' drift has not penetrated fa~ther down than five to 
thirteen feet,122 whereas the ·oxidation ' as observed in the field '· 
has in many cases extended to a depth of sixty feet or more. 
, The Yarmouth Interglacial Deposits. 
The, Kansan gumbotil.-The second or Yarmouth interglacial 
stage is · represented mostly by exposures .of gumbo til and 
Buchanan gravels. " Numerous well records throughout, the 
region reveal also a soil and pea~ horizon. The Kansan gum-
botil in its physical and chemical properties is in all respects 
similar to the' Nebraskan. At most places the gumbotil is 
overlain by leache·d loess although . a ·few outcrops show oxi-
120 Leighton, Morris M., The PleistC?cene .History of Iowa ;River Valley Nor\h "a~d West 
of Iowa City in Johnson· County : Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXV (1914) p. 118, 1916, 
121 Udden, J. A., Geology of Muscatine County: Iowa Geol. Survey; Vol. IX, p . 839, 18.99. 
122 Alden, Wm. C., and Leighto.n, Morris M., The Iowan Drift: ' Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. 
XXVI (1915), pp. 85·87, 1917. I 
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98 LAKE CALVIN 
dized illinoian till above the ~umbotil. Its thickness where it 
may be seen ranges from six to eleven feet. This small range 
' of thickness, however, does not, in all probability, :represent 
the 'entire development of this material, for in ~ost ' instances 
the outcrops were either in shallow road cuts or else were 
hidde~ by more or less slumping. An average thickness of 
fifteen feet probably would not be far from correct, especially 
as that is the average thickness of the Kansan gumbotil ' in ' 
nearby eounties.m In altitude the ' Kansan gumbotil plain 
ranges from 670 to 750 feet above sea level, 'being higher 
toward the western portion of the lake region. ' 
The B~tchanan gravels.-Most of the Buchanan gravels Ito be 
seen in the,lake region are those described by Leighton.124. Simi- ' 
~ 
lar deposits are exposed in Iowa City on the north side of Brown 
street near Dubuque street, at the T-road in the center of sec': 
tion 16, West Lucas township, south of the city,. and in the 
walls of the gully immediately south of the railroad tracks .of 
the branch line , of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Rail-
way where it crosses Iowa river. 
The Buchanan deposits consist o£ highly oxidized and de-
cayed stratified sand and gravel whose textural range is from 
fine sand to bowlders one foot or so in diameter. Many of the 
sands and ' gravels are of a highly reddish color and at places 
show ,crossbedding and contortion.1~5 Calvin126 has divided the 
Buchanan gravels· into two ' phases, the upland phase and the 
valley phase, the former consisting of the coarser and' 
bowldery material, the latter of the sand and finer pebbly 
gravel. Calvin regarded- the Buchanan gravels as Kansan 
outwash, the upland phase having be,en deposited while the 
valleys were still fille<i With ice and the valley phase having 
been' laid 'down in connection with the . retreat of the ice' 
123 Dewey, Arthur H ., The Pleistocene History of Lee County" Iowa, Unpublished thesis, 
Library, State University of Iowa, 1917,. , . .. , . ' 
124. Leighton, Morris 'M ., Pleistocene History of Iowa River Valley, North and West of 
Iowa City in Johnson County: Iowa GeoL Survey, Vol. XXV (1914), pp. 120-124, 1916. 
125 Idem, pp. 142·146; An E:tposure showing post·Kansan glaciation near Iowa City, 
Iowa :, Jour. Geology, Vol. 21, pp. 431·435, 1913. AIden, Wm. C., and Leighton, Morris M. 
The ,Iowan Drift: Iowa Geol. ,Survey, Vol. XXVI (1915), pp. 117·118, '1917. , ' 
126 ,Calvin, S., Geology of ' Buchanan County: Iowa ' Geol. Survey, Vol. VIII, pp. 201·253, 
1898. 
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sheet.m Leighton128, however, has come to the conclusion that 
Calvin's valley phase or terrace gravels represent Iowan out-
wash deposits., . . 
Band and gravel deposits in Muscatine county.-Deposits of 
highly oxidized coarse sand and fine pepbles, very s'imilar to 
Calvin's valley phase of Buchanan gravels, are exposed in 
Muscatine ' county at ' the following four local.ities: 
1. Goshen township, center of section 11, east. road . cut of 
north and south road. 
2. . Goshen township, southwes~ corner of section 9, road. 
cut. 
3. Goshen township, corner of south section line of section 
10. 
4. . Wapsinonoc township, center of section '26 . 
. . With ' the exception of locality 4, all of the outcrops are in 
road cuts in the bluff line of the old ·lake. The d~posits con-
sist of highly ferruginous or brownish red coal~se sand and 
fine' pebbles: The pebbles are almost all well rounded and some 
.are striated. . The material is leached as is the underlying 
till. In all three of the exposures in Goshen township, the . 
sands and pebbles are covered by a deposit of loe~s or loess-
like clay ' most of which is leached. . In section 9' the sandy 
material ' is covered by eight inches of sticky gray clay con-
taining small~ chert pebbles, ' and in section. ~O the underlying 
till, which is ' rather sandy at places, ' contains pockets of ' a . 
similar very sticky lea.ched clayey material containing quartz 
and chert pebbles. .This clayey . deposit may represent ' a gum- ' 
botil, a soil bed or a lake deposit. Only at two places, in .sec-
tions 10 and 11, could the thickness or' the sands and gravels 
be determined. In the former cut, four feet of. sand is ex-
posed, whereas in the latter exposure the thickness Of the de~ 
posit ranges ·· from ten to fifteen feet. In all fou~ inst~nces, 
the sand and pebbles were practically at the same height above 
the adjaMnt flat .or terrace, namely tWenty to thirty feet, or 
at an elevation of 685 to 695 feet above sea level. If these de:" 
. 127 Leight n, Morris M., The Buchanan Gravels of Calvin and the Iowan Valley Trains: 
Proc. Iowa Acad. Science, Vol. XXIV, p. 86, 1917. I ' . • . 
'128 Idem, p. ' 86. 
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posits are Buchanan gr~'Vels, then', they corre~pond to Call-
vin's valley phase, as they are very much finer than the 
Buchanan gravel deposit of the interurban cut at Iowa City 
which i~, . according to Leighton/29 the upland phase. From 
their topographic position it is clearly evident that the'se four 
. deposits, although resembling the valley phase very closely, 
cannot be valley train deposits from the Iowan ice as Leigh-
ton180 suggests for Calvin's valley phase. The presence of the 
stickY clay overlying the sands at one locality and the remark-
able coincidence of elevation and height above the lowla:dd or 
terrace ' suggest the possibility that the deposits ' may r'epre-
sent a highly oridi'zed beach deposit · of a former body of 
water .. 
Other Yarmouth. deposits.-Other and similar deposits rep-
. resenting Yarmouth times are described as occurring in ' 
Louisa, Cedar and Johnson counties . . Udden181 described a 
somewhat gravelly sand as ~ell as soil .bands which he found 
in Louisa county. N orton182 reports one exposure in Cedar 
.county which showed a dark red sand containing disseminated 
pebbles and Leighton188 refers .to the Buchanan gravels as 
bein~ encountered in numerous wells in Johnson county . . 
. The nlinoian Drift. 
. . 
Distribution and character.~The Illinoian drift forms the ' 
surface material in those parts of Muscatine and ' LOUIsa. 
counties which lie east and south of the lake basin. While 
it is characterized, by a somewhat lighter yellowish color and a 
more sandy nature, the Illinoian drift to all other appear-
ances closely resembles the Kansan and the Nebraskan drift 
sheets . . . ;N ot only is the thickne~s of this. drift ' less than the 
thicknesses . of the othe'r two, but l~aching and oxidation have 
129 ' Leighton, Morris M., Pleistocene History of rowa River Valley, North and IWe; t of 
Iowa Oity in Johr.son Oounty: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXV (1914), p. 120, 1916. 
1 8 0 Leighton, Morr.is M., · The Buc~anan Guvels of Oalvin and the Iowan Valley Train~: 
Proc. Iowa Acad. SCIence; Vol. XXT'I , p. 86, 1917. . . 
. 1 31 Udden, J : A., Geology ot Louis~ Oounty: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. ' XI, pp. 105.107, 
. 1901. '. \ 
.1 8 2 Norton, W. H ., Geology of Cedar County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, pp. 366-367, 
1901. '. . 
183 Leighton, Morris M., Pleistocene History of Iowa River Valley, North' and West , of 
Iowa City in Johnson County: Iowa Geol. Survey, · Vol. XXV (1914), pp. 1-23, 169-181, 1.9U. 
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not progressed nearly so far. Where the drift has been exam-
ined, leaching has ,not been found to penetrate more than two 
or three feet although oxidation, at one pl~ce which was ob-
seryed, has penetrated to a:d'epth 'of .thirty-nine feet. The 
Illinoian drift, on the whole, is very , thin, at ' places being no 
more than , fwo feet thick and in some places being lacking , 
entirely. An average thiGkness for this drift where it has been 
observed is considerably less than thirty feet. 
Sangamon Deposits. 
Gum'botil and, peat beds.-Deposits of gumbotil, peat and old ' 
soils register th~ th,jrd or Sangamon interglacial stage. The 
Illinoian gumbotil" in general, is ' in all respects, except thick-
ness, similar to the Karisan and Nebraskan gumbotils. ' Its 
average thickness is but five feet. . Outcrops are numerous on 
the slopes of the ,ravines' which dissect the level Illinoian up-
lartd. ' ;Exposures of guinbotil are numerou~ also on both val-
ley walls of the Iowa-Cedar river valley below Columbus Junc-
, I 
, tion. At several places, as in . the cut along the railroad tracks 
between Bard and Columbus Junction, on the line between 
sections 33 and,34, and in the n<:>rth bluff of Iowa river, south-
west corner of section \10, Port ;Loui~a to'wnship, two and one-
hRlf miles north of . Wapello, a ,soil ·or peat bed overlies· the 
gumbotil. Most of the gumbotil at these places is highly car-
b<?naceous. The peat bed in section 10 'is five feet thick and the 
upper two feet is almost entirely woody. Fossil beetle remains " 
were observed ' in the peat, but due to the poor state of pres-
ervation and the burnin'g of the peat several years ago, their 
identity could not be ascertained. 'This peat horizon :also has 
been described by Aldenm l and has been referred to by Ud-
den. lSs Both of these writers are or'the opinion that the p~at 
is of 8.angamon . age. A comparison of elevations of the gUm-
botil along the valley walls and on the Illinoian' upland, (see 
table 2, page .102, seems to indicate that a large sag existed' 
over the present valley of Iowa-Cedar river after the retreat 
/ 
, '134. Alden, Wm. C., and Leighton, Morris M., the Iowan Drift: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. 
XXVI (1915), p. 169, 1917. ' . 
185 Udden, J. A., Geology, of Louisa County: Iowa Geo!.. Survey, Vol. XI, p, 109, '1901. 
, ' 
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TABLE. 2. TABLE OF GUMBO TIL ELEVATIONS AND SLOPES OF RECONSTRUCTED GUMBOTIL PLAIN8. IN TB.'E 
REGION OF .THE IOWA· CEDAR RIyER VALLEY . . 
I 
TOPOGRAPHIC -I' ELIIVATION DIJ'JrERIINCII IN I DISTANCE I Slope, Feet per mile. 
POSITION ELIIVATION. FT. . MILEs _ Reconst'd. GumbotU Plain . 
-'1'I's~e~c7ti~o-n--T~oa-d~be~t-w-e-e-n--se-c~b"o-n-s-n2~5--a-n'd~3Ao,-'I~,----------7,-- , 
mile south of Columbus Junction Upland 710 
.21 Northeast corner of NW:J,4, section 35, 2¥.! , . , -+-------------;,--------+------------------
miles east of Cairo . ' Upland 700 10 7.5 1.3 
LoOATION 
3/ Center- of NW:J,4, section 14, I¥.! miles north· 'I 
west of Oakville . Upland 650 50 . 12.5 4. 
41 Intersection of road ·and Illinoian blujfs in , ., , , 
section ,22, 2 miles east of Fredonia ' Valley walls 640 _ . 
51 East ~ntral part of section. 5, Port Louisa , , . . , , 
township . Valley walls 620 20 . . . 5.5 3.6 
61 North central part of-NW:J,4, section 9, Port , . , -----. -
Louisa township Valley walls . 615 5 1. 5. 
71 Northwest corner, section 15, 2¥.! miles north , , . 
of Wapello. Valley-walls 610 5 1.25 4. 
81 West central - pa:rt;section 23, -I¥.!- miles " -- I 
northeast of Wlapello Valley walls 610 O· 2.25 o. 
91 South central part, section 31, 31,4 miles--,-------------- 1 1 , 
. sou,theast of Wapello yalley walls - 600 10 3.- ' 3.3 
101 Northeast corner alon~ section road between , ., -, I 
Secs. 9 and 16, 21h miles northeast of Elrick Valley walls 610 · 10 3.25 I 3. 
:J) I Northeast corner alon~ sectionroad- between \ I 1 
Sees. 15 and 22, 1% Inl. northwest of Oakville Valley walls 620 ' . 10 1.5 6.6 
1
1-4---- - -1--UPl8Jid to , 
. valley walls 710·640 70 3.75 19.- ' 
1
2-7 , Upland to , 
- , • valley walls 700·610 90 5.5 16.+ 
1
3.11 1 Upland to ., 
_ valley walls 650·620 30 1. 30. 
-
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of the Illinoian ice sheet. Such a sag as must have existed if 
the gumbotil along the valley walls is Illinoian does not, ap-
,pear to be in harmony with the gumbotil hypothesis or with , 
the existence of Lake Calvin., The table shows that the ' slope 
of the gumbotil plaiD. when it is reconstructed from the three -
upland gumbotil outcrops ranges from one and three-tenths 
to four feet per mile and that t4e plain determined from the 
elevations of the gumbQtil exposed along the valley walls has 
a slope of less than seven feet per mile. On the other hand, 
it is also seen that when all ' elevations are considered, a mini-
mum slope of sixteen feet per mile'is obtained. This figure 
is undoubtedly too small. ,There is a di:ff.erence of thirty feet 
in the elevations of the two outcrops of gumbotil in sections 
14 and 15, about one and one-half miles northwest of -Oak-
ville. The exposure,s are but one mile apart, the former being 
on the upl~nd, the latter along the valley walls. At the other 
places: where a similar comparison is made, the outcrops are 
separated by the Iowa-Cedar river valley which has a width , 
,of three and three-fourths to five and one-half miles, thus giv-
ing the low figures of sixteen and nineteen feet per mile indi- . 
cated in the table. Since the slopes of the r~constructed gum-
botil 'plajns when they are considered independently are in , 
perfect agreement but when treated collectively :ue not ill har-
mony with the gumbotil hypotht~sis or with the existp.Jlce of 
Lake CaJvin, the writer , has come to the conclusion that the 
gumbotil alld peat exposed along the valley walls of the Iowa-
Cedar river valley are not Sangamon in age. They may wen 
represent Yarmouth deposIts or possibly even those of the fir~t 
interglacial stage. In this connection; it is suggested that a 
detailed study of the Iowa-Cedar ~iver valley might prove of 
great value in the study of the origin of the gumbotils. Nu-
merous exposures of soil bands and peaty deposits , in Louisa 
and Muscatine counties are described ,by Udden136 and Leigh-
ton and Alden187 have described sevetal outcrops of gumbotils 
in Louisa county. 
136 Udden, J. A., Geology of J.ouisa County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, pp. 109-111, 
1901. ' . " , 
131 Alden, Wm. C., and Leighton, Morris M ., The Iowan Drift: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. 
XXVI, (1915), pp. 168-171, 1917. • . 
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The Iowan Drift. 
Distribution and charaoter.~Unlike the Kansan and illinoian . 
drift sheets the Iowan in the lake region does · not constitute · 
a continuous su~face formation, but occurs in> five lobate ex-
tensions of the main drift sheet in the northern portion of the 
region. Although they . possess some , characteristics of the 
. typical Iowan dri~ plain, . a question has recently been raised 
concerning aU but the westernmost tracts188 as ' to their ever 
· havin'g been covered by the , Iowan ice sheet. , Exposures of 
drift in this younger drift plain. are rare, · because little dis-
section has taken place since the deposition of the drift. The 
,Iowan area is characterized by its youthful topography, its 
absence of a loess covering .and the presence of' huge coarse-
grained granitic bowlders. The till itself is not distinctive. 
In , contrast with the Kansan till, the Iowan till is more sandy · 
and' porous and has a yellowish color. Oxidation has pene-
trated but eight or ten feet and leachmg on an average be- . 
tween three and five and one-half feet. ' This bowlder clay is 
characterized by a low content of . calcium carbonate.189 The 
· unleached portion of the till is darker than the leached portion 
.~ . . 
and from a bluish or drab gray to a slate color. On the whole, 
the .fresh till is somewhat harder and denser than the oxidized ' 
portion. Many of the contained pebbles and bowlders exhibit 
,a mar~ed degree of freshness. The Iowan drift is thin, prob-
ably ave~aging no more than ten feet.Ho 
The Peoria.n . Interglacial Deposits. 
Loe9$.-The 'fourth or Peorian interglacial stage is repre-
sented in the lake region by; the widely known loess deposits. 
The loe~s consists of unstr.atified, usually yellowish to buff-
color~d siltlike material which is ~omposed of very fine angular 
particles of quartz, feldspar, mica, and ferromagnesian and 
other minerals. The deposit if) somewhat sandy, but pebbles 
· are lacking from the typical loess; Jt can ' be easily detected 
'188 Alden, Wm, C" and Leighton, Morria M'I The Iowan Drift: Iowa Geol. Survey, .Vol: XXVI (1915), pp. 177, 179, 180, 1917. , , . 
139 Calvin, S" Present Phase of ' the Pleistocene Problem in Iowa: Bull. Gaol. Society 01 
America, Vol. 20, p. 145, 1909. " 
HO Calvin, S., Iowan Drift: Bull. Geol. ~ociety of America, ,VOl. 10, p. 118, 1899. 
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by, its remarkable ability to stand in vertical faces for a long , 
time after being , exposed. The loess , where it is unleached 
generally contains the· 'fragile ' shells of small land ', snails and 
peculiar shaped calcareous nodules known by the name' of 
"loess-kindchen." Cylindrical hollow tapering limonite con-
cretioris are common in the upper portion of the deposit, which 
in manypla.ces is completely leached of its, calcium carbonate ' 
conten.t. Pr!lctically nowhere has the leaching penetrated ' to • 
a greater depth than eight to ten feet. The thickIiess of the 
·loess differs from plac~ to place from a probable maximum ' 
thickness of thirty feet to nothing more than a thin .veneer. 
The loess is found not · only on both the Kansan and lllinoian 
uplands, but is present also in the laM:! baRin 'itself, although 
not to a g-reat ext~nt. . 
. The Wisconsin and Post-Wisconsin Deposits. ' 
Wisconsin terraces and valley train deposits.-' The only de-
posits . in the lake region which are known to represent the 
"Wisconsin stage 'of glaciation are the sands and gravels ,of 
a , few scattered terraces in some of the tributary valleys of 
the Mississippi, and the Wisconsin valley train deposit in the 
Mississippi gorge. Since these deposits, however, 'bear no in- ' 
timate relation, to the origin and history of Lake Calvin, ' a 
'further discussion of them is ' nQt warranted. Future work 
may demoIistrate that the terrace materials in the Iowa-Cedar 
valley b~tween ' Columbus Junction and Mississippi river are 
associated with the Wisconsin stage or glaciation: . . 
Recent deposits.-Post-Wisconsindeposits are , the alluvium 
of the present flood , plains of , the rivers, some of the sand 
dunes bordering the s~ream' courses and most of the upper 
soil deposits. 
History 'of the Pleistocene Formations. 
After the depositi<:>n of the last marine sediments, probably 
the Des' Moines formation of the Pennsylvanian period, the 
region later ccupied by Lake Calvin was subjected to a long 
interval of erosion. As. a. study of well records and outcrops of 
the indurated rock shows, the subglacial topography consists of 
. ' 1.. 
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a rough colintry traversed by numerous large drainage chan-
nels'. Whet~er the first great continental ice sheet, the Ne-
braskan, advanced over a highly disse~ted region very much 
. like the ' famous Driftless Area of southwestern Wisconsin and 
adjacen:t states or whether the region had been reduced again 
. to one of low relief141 has not been demonstrated. The fact re-
mains that the lake region was invaded by the Nebraskan ice 
. • sheet and from the evidence of the N ebraskan ~botil it is 
deduced that the region after the retreat of the glacier pre- . 
sented a level ground moraine topography si.mUar to that of 
the Wisconsin drift plain in ' the northcentral. part of the state. 
The advent of the next ice sheet, the Kansan, was pre-
ceded by a very long erosion interval. During this stage, 
known in literature as - the: Aftonian interglacial stage, " at-
- mospp,eric weathering attacked the materials of the newly 
formed 'drift sheet and oxidized and~ leached the upper part 
of the drift until it became a tough, sticky drab colored gum-
botil which now is ten to fifteen feet in thickness. Presumably 
contemporaneously with the formation of the gumbotil, the 
sands and gravels in Washington and Louisa counties which 
have been described above were leached and oxidized. . The 
presence of soil bands and stratified 'sands and gravels has 
suggested to some that the Aftonian interglacial mterval "was 
a ·time of luxuriant forests . . . an interval of moist climate 
and swollen streams. ' '142 From studies . and discoveries in 
other sections of the country, it is known that during this mild 
interglacial stage such mammals as the elephant, the masto- . 
don, the horse a:rid the great · stag roamed over the state.us 
After \a prolonged period of . weathering, -diastrophic move-
ments elevated the region and erosion becaIp.e the dominant 
process causing the dissection of the original gumbotil pla:in. 
The period of erosion was gradually followed by changes in 
the climate during which it became colder and colder until 
finally th~ lak~ region was invad~d from the north by a second 
141 Professor · Trowbridge is of the Opinion ' that the Nebraskan ice sheet advanced over a 
peneplain. . 
14'2 Calvin, S., Present Phase of the PleistoceM Problem' in Iowa: Bull. Geol. Society of 
America, Vol. 20, p. 139, 1909. . 
US -Hay, O. P ., .The Pleistocene Mammals of Iowa: Iowa Gaol. Survey, Vol. XXIII, . 1913 • . 
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ice sheet, the Kansan. All the existing valleys were filled up 
with the glacial debris, the ' relief wa~ reduced and a new 
ground moraine upon which new drainage courses were ' estab-
lished , was left by the retreating' ice sheet. A long period of 
weathering followed during which fifteen to twenty feet of 
super-,Kansan , gumbotilwas formed and the Buchanan gravels 
and sands were oxidized and leached. Another rejuvenation of 
the land set in, resulting in erosion and dissection of the gum-
botil. It' was during this time that the present course of Iowa 
river and undoubtedly that of the ' Cedar were established. , 
That this, the Yarmouth interglacial stage; was of longer dura-
,tion than the Aftonian seems to be indicated by the thicker 
layer of gumbotil formed during that ' time. Whether pro-
noun,ced erosion again took place is 'difficult to state as. records 
of 'post.,N ebraskan, pre-Kansan erosion are not available. How- I • 
ever, evidence144 tends to show "that quite an amount of ero-
sion had probably taken place in the surface of the Kansan 
before the ' illinoian drift was deposited.' '145 ' 
'. For a third time, a period, favorable for the formation of 
glaciers set in. This time, however, the entire lake region 
was not invaded by the oncoming ice sheet, which' moved from 
.. the Labradorian center. Only the eastern portion of the area 
under discussion was traversed by an extension of the Illi-
, noian glacier which pushed its way from the state of ,illinois 
across the valley of Mississippi river into Iowa. It was the 
displacing of Mississippi river by the ice invasion which gave 
rise to the ponding back of the combined water of Mississippi, 
Cedar and Iowa , rivers, forming L~ke Calvin. The withdrawal 
Of the illinoian ice ' sheet was followed by a long ,period of 
gumbotil and peat formation. Due either to diastrophic move-
ments or because of the proximity of the Lake Calvin region " 
to the unaffected parts of the Mississippi river valley, erosion 
then set in and began to incise the recently fotmed gumbotil 
plain.. It may be that during this stage of erosion Lake Calvin 
was finally drained and dissection of the lake basin was inau:.. 
1 44 'Leverett, F ., The Weathered 'Zone (Yarinouth) between the "Illinoian and 'Kansan Till 
Sheets: Proc. Iowa Acad. Science, Vol. V, pp. 81-85. 
145 Calvin, S., Present Phase of the Pleistocene Problem in Iowa: Bull. Geol. Soc. Am-
erica, Vol. 20, p. 142, 1909. ' 
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gurated. This stageQf nonglaciation which is known as the 
Sangamoh interglacial stage, was followed by a fourth ice in-
cursion, the' Iowan, which affected only the northernmost part 
of the lake region. In connectIon with this ice sheet, ~erraces 
of sand and gravel were formed along some of the stream ' 
courses leading away from the melting glacier as well as in the 
lake basin. During the ensuing inte~glacial stage, the ~eqrian, 
loess was deposited over most of the region and dissection of 
the Iowan terrace began. The dis,section may have been tem-
porarily halted during the Wisconsin stage of glaciation by the 
ponding back of Iowa and Cedar rivers due to the filling up of ' 
the Mississippi valley by deposits of Wisconsin outwash ma-
terials. Erosion, however, soon became active again and ' 
caused the further removal · of the Iowan terraces and the 
building up of the present ' fiood plains of the rivers, a process 
which is' still in operation. 
' . 
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CHAPTER V. 
THE PHYSIOGRAPlJY OF THE LAKE OALVIN BASIN. 
Shape and' Extent of Lake Basin. , 
, . 
Shape.-:The shape' of the basin formerly occupied by 'Lake 
Calvin when Gonsideredin ' its broad gene'ral outline is that 
of a huge letter "V" made 'irregular by J umerous ramifica-
tions, which , are found especially in the northern part of the 
lake site. The arms of the, "V" extend in a direction paralle~ to 
Iowa and Cedar rivers and form its apex near the junction of 
the two strea~s at Columbus Junction, t-0uisa ,county. (See 
Plate VI, Map of Lake Calvin.) , , 
Extent'.-If we do not consider the numerous river-like ir-
regularities north of Iowa City, West Liberty and Moscow as 
being part of the lake, ,basin proper, ,the lengths of the Iowa · 
and Cedar river arms of the "V" are twenty-eight and twenty-
, four miles respectively, with corresponding average 'widths of 
four and four-tenths and five 'and eight-tenths miles. The ' 
widest portion of the lake site is two and one-half miles s'~uth 
of Lone Tree where the two bluff lines are separated by a low 
flat stretch of country fourteen arid two-thirds miles in ' ex-
tent. Of' the three ramifications which may be considered as 
pelonging to the main basin, the English river extension, which , 
, branches off. the Iowa river ~rm in Washington 'county, is the , 
largest. Its length and average Width are fifteen miles and 
one-half mile respectively as compared ,to the length of ten 
miles and the breadth of somewhat over , a , mile' of the Old 
Mans creek ramification, the northern branch of the Io.wa ( 
river ;;trm of the "V". The third of the secondary continua-
tions of the lake basm is WiltOn valley in Muscatin'e county. , 
Its length may be considered as being that part of ,the valley . 
lying between the villages of , Moscow on the west and Durant 
on the east, a distance of eight and one-half miles. Ali the 
time of their greatest expansion, the waters of the lak~ cov-
ered an area of ' approximately 325 square' miles OJ:' 208,000 
.' 
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. acres, an area, as may ' be seen from figure 8, equal to about 
three-fourths of Muscatine county. Following t~e shore line of . 
Lake Calvin during this stage of maxllnum development would 
have been equivalent to taking a journey of 475 miles, w~ich 
is less by twenty-five miles than the distance between Chicago · 
and Council Bluffs . 
. Uplands.-As ind.icated elsewher~, the extensive lowland 
area of the Lake Calvin basin is su~roUhded by uplands con-
sisting, of the Kansan, nlinoian and Iowan dr:ift lains. Of 
. these highlands, which rlse' eighty to ,one hundred feet above 
.) 
FIG. S.-Diagram showing comparative areas of Muscatine county and the Lake' 
Calvin. basin. Cross·hatched portion represents the area of Lake Calvin. 
the now dry lake. .floor, the Kansan has by far the greatest 
areal distribution. it includes, with the exception of two small I 
areas, all of the region north and west of the lake basin. (See 
map showing the drift sheets in . the Lake Calvin basin, Plate 
VIII.) ' The Iowan drift plain, which forms the two excep-
tions to the Kansan upland area just mentioned, borders the 
lake ' basin at its two northern extremitie~ along Iowa and 
Cedarl 4:6 rivers respectively. The more ' widespread illinoian 
plain comprises the entire remaining area of the region south 
and east of the lake lowlands. 
a~ The Iowan age of the drift plain bordering on t.he eastern side of Cedar river arid ' 
known as the Tipton Lobe of the Iowan. drift sheet, ha~ recently been questioned. See "The 
Iowan Drift" by Wm. C. Alden and Morris M. Leighton, Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXVI, p. 
179, 1916. . 
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IOWA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY PLATlil IX 
View in northeastern Washington county, Iowa, showing mature jlrosion of the Kansan drift plain. Relief 100 to 150 feet. 
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Topography.-The Kansan 'drift plain, which comprises by 
far the greater portion of ~,,~ ,highland bordering the hike 
basin, consists of a mature~, dissected upland (Plate IX) 
" \ .~ 'J 
whose general elevation lie~:»etween 840 feet above sea level ' in 
t;he northern and weste~\.: part~ " of the lake region and 740 
feet ' near the borders of . the la~e basin. ,Originally it was a 
somewhat gently s.1oping fiat piain, but its surface today is 
deeply incised by an ~~tticate dendritic ,system of vaJlleys. 
Topographically, the region pTes~nts many diversities. As one 
approaches. the larger stream 'r alleys from the inte~stream 
areas, a gradual and ordeHy' change from the uneroded, . flat 
. original ' drift plain to a rolling: and finally rugged and. rough 
type of , c'ountry makes it~elf nianifest. The only extensive 
~rea of the initial unerode<l llPii nd. surface lies south of the 
Englishi<river valley inW ashington county. ' H~re the topog-
raphy is practically in i~s driginal, unaltered state and forms 
wide flat-topped interstrearit,-dlvides. The vaJleys which have 
. been cut into its surface are':characteristically broad bottomed, 
open shallow swales. whose lang gentle slopes merge hnper-
ceptibly into the upland. At places the 'su'rface is still so flat ' 
_and poorly drained th8j~~ tiliJt ,has to be employed. At various · 
. ot~ places, which,< a:r:Eh-locat!ld at considerable distances f:r:om . 
htA~ .~r~e~ r~~~~ams "and whe:t:~)~~e effects ?f. running water have 
,,~~ 'P,Jit shglitly felt, remnaItts ' of. the orlgmal Kansan surface 
, nlayl1st1htine I>re~e;nved-as, na;row divide~ of limited extent and 
" e)a6~~nUikted lnafgin~~_l, S1ich e;bJionitl {remnants are met as one 
.. t:Hivels o~etf'l 'tlfe I rOwer ,',M;uscaHii~ 1i6ad bet~een Iowa City ' 3iJld 
DoWney, in the region lying J~ast 'tind north-east of ·Iowa City 
and extending up to Cedar river, dild on the west side of Iowa 
river between Iowa City and Old iMans creek. Away from tne 
uneroded remnants of the original fplain and nearer the master 
streams the surface of the upland ;is more indented by the nu-
merous ramifications of the arb(!)rescent drainage system, the 
broa,d-bbttomed open swales ~th long gentle slupes are ' con-
- 4.-
Rtricted to narrQwer, steep-side<l valleys, the relief is greater 
until finally 'at the borders of t~~ upland the streams have thor-
, . 
y' 
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oughly dissected the region. . Here maximum ruggedness and 
relief prevail. This is the border . country of, the river-like ex-
tensions of the lake basin, north of Iowa dity ' and the village of 
Rochester, ,along Iowa and ' Cedar rivers respectively. Here 
the surface has been deeply incised into a complex rugged re-
gion of spurs, buttresses and abrupt convex-sloped hills, which 
lie between sharply cut steep-sided ':ravines and valle)Ts ' which 
FIG. 9.-Vie, of the incised valley in the Kansan upland in section 36, Elm Grove township, 
Louisa county. 
have a relief of sixty to one hundred and , sixty feet and long 
'winding even-crested ridges. Where the drift topography has 
be,en modified by loess only to a slight extent, this ruggedness 
becomes less pronouriced. Although it is all reduced to slopes, 
the country i.s less deeply dissected, the slopes a~e gentler and 
the valleys wider and more open. Such ,is the characteristic 
rolling or undulating Kansan upland. between' the valleys of 
Old Mans creek and Englis!t river and that portion of the drift 
plain lying to the east of Iowa river south of a line passmg 
through ' Iowa City and RO,chester. 
I 
'\ 
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, A , departure from the usual normal , type of 'topography is 
seen in Louisa county immedia.tely west of the limits of the Il- ' 
, linoian ,drift plain. Extending in a sout~~rly direction from 
the Iowa ' river border of the upland just north of Columbus 
Junction and paralleling closely the edge of ,the llIinoian drift 
sheet is a definite wide and shallow s~g fFom 'one and one-quar- -
ter to' one and one-half miles wide and thirty to .sixty feet deep. 
This shallow incised valley, which rises ninety to o'ne hundred 
and twenty feet above the level of Iowa river and which lies 
at an eleyation of about 700 feet, above sea level, in the Vicinity 
~f Columbus Junction, is 'more pronounced the farther south it 
is traced. /At places it is occupied by streams, whereas other 
, portions of it are still uncut by drainage' channels. The photo- ' 
graph (Fig. 9), taken ' in section 36 of Elm Grove 'township, 
, shows that the incised valley is cut th~rty-five to forty feet be-
low the general ' upland and is- one mile.. wide. This place prac-
tically marks the divide between the ' north and south flowing 
streams developed in the sag. ' 
Attention was ' first called to this abandoned cltannel by Mr. 
Frank Leverett of the United States Geological Survey who 
traced its devious course to ', Fort Madison, Lee county. ' 
The Dlinoia.n Upland. 
Topo'graphy.-The Illinoian upland comprises that portion 
of the lake region east and south of the hlke' basin or lowland 
which lies between Cedar river, Mud creek and Mississippi 
river. Separated from the lowlands to the west by a line of , 
, bluffs seventy to one hundred fee~ in height, the Illinoian sur-
face lies at an average elevation of , 720 feet above sea level. , 
In contrast to the Kansan highland whose general surface 
slopes gently to the south or southwest, the Illinoian upland is 
inclined in all , directions so that its surface is drained to the 
north" west, ,south and east. Except for that part ~f the r,egi~n 
lying north of Muscatine the di,vide between the drainage lines 
lies closer to the, ,eastern ' edge of the upland than to the western 
border. Because of this, the northw'ard and westward flowing 
streams are the larger and occupy the shallower and more open 
type of valley. South from the latitude of Muscatine, the 
/ 
\ , 
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watershed has shifted entirely to. the e~st and now, f<!llow~'~the 
bluffs of Mlississippi river and .rfo'rms the ea~tern edge of 'the 
upland plain. Here its crest ranges in elevatibn- froIp. 750 to 
, ..... ".... . 
770 feet in ~he, north to 680 feet above sea level jfi~t1i.e . ~Quth, in 
the latitude , of Wapello. N orfh an4 west of ,'Musca#ne, the 
height of la~d between MississiJ\P~{and petl.ar~ rivers'Jies about 
midway between the two stre~:2:s;, The highest .p~rtof the 
plain is on the divide between Mila creek and Mississippi river 
in section i8, Fulton township, ~';?a~d one-nalf ~iles southeast 
of Durant. At this plac~jan el~=V~l()n of 'SOO:;to"820 feet above 
,'i. ~ ./,$ . . ' . 
sea level is attained. ' ' '~:~"~' -, , ' ," 
D~-e to its' varying wi~t';h a~d '~£oxiniity to"'~aster drainage 
lines, the illinoian uplaR~'~ present!:i""'many diversities. One of ' 
the most noteworthy top~graphic}~~tures of; the drift plain is 
the fringe of sand dunes wlllch follows the western border of the 
upland, south of Mosquito,: ~reek in:: Mo'scow township to the vi-
cinity of Columbus JU:ncti'Q~. This sandy undulating fringe is 
, made especially conspicu~u.s beca~~~ of its abrupt termination 
at the southern extremity~@f th~ Hike basin at Columbus June-
tiorl. South of the Junction n() ' trace of a sand dune marking , 
the limit of the Dlinoian plain is to be seen. The dune-covered 
• ...... .\ 'f-<t 
are'a is, as a rule, less than half a mile wide. , However, at 
places such as ' the re.gion ,1iwo to', three miles north ,of Bayfield, 
.~ , . . 
the dune topography extends inland from the edge of the drift 
plain for a distance of one mUe ' to two miles. The average 
height of the sand knolls and ·ridges is twenty feet, but some 
of them reach heights of fo:t;ty ..to fifty feet at those places 
whe~e the sand covers larger" 'areas. N umerou~ ponds, as the 
one seen. on the right han'd' sid~ of the following photograph 
(Fig. 10), are hemmed in aino:Ui the dunes. 
In contrast to the Dlinoian drift plain of Lee and Scott coun-
ties, which is chara~terized ,by extensive areas of the 'qriginal -
upland in the form of broad tabular interstream divides, the 
surfahe of the drift sheet" in the lake region is more orJess cut , 
up into an undulat~g type of topography. Flat remnants of 
the ,uneroded surface are found only in that part of , the drift 
plain south of Iowa-Cedar river and in the country,forming the 
watershed between Mud creek, Cedar and Mississippi ' rivers 
, , 
, ~ 
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north ' of Muscatine: In all directions from these flattish rem- . 
nants or interstream areas the country is more and more cut 
up. . The upper parts of these erosion lines are wide open 
swales or sags which, . closer to the master streal}ls; Mississippi 
and Cedar rivers, develop into deeper valleys until, finally, 
within a few miles of the main drainage lines, the .whole topog-
raphy is etched into a system of hills arid valleys by the nu-
merous ramifications . of .the dendritic stream courses. Thus 
everywhere along the eastern and southern bQrder of the,. up-
land 'the bluffs of Mississippi river are cut into by ' young 
~ streams whose heads are 100 to ' 150 feet-below the up-
lands. South from the latitude of Muscatine, in townships 
Seventy-Six of Muscatine county ·and Grand View and Port· 
ElIG • . lO.-Characteristic sand dune topograpl1y on the Illinoian border within the lake basin. 
Louisa in Louisa county, the young valleys or ravines are .very 
steep-sided, narrow and short and extend back 'into the 'upland 
on the average less than one mile. The streams oGcupying the 
valleys have h~gh gradients. Because,of the position' of the di-
vide relative to the master streams, the northward and west-
ward flowing streams, as a rule, flow in more open and wider 
valleys than those pursumg the southerly and easterly courses. 
Such are the valleys especially in .the northern tjer of townships 
I -
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in -Muscatine comity. South of Mosquito ' cre~k, in Moscow 
township, 'Muscatine county; the valleys form the conspicuous 
feature of the landscape. They range from sixty to seventy 
'feet in depth, and, together with the numerous sand dunes dot-
ting the surface, present an unusual type of topography, one 
-wbich is both constructive and ' destructive and which is . par-
·ticularly characteristic of this portio~ of the ' illinoian drift 
plain. 
The continuity .of the D1inoian plain is bJ;'oken iI). the southern 
part of the lake region at two places. At C.olumbus Junction, 
the northwest-southeast trending valley of Iowa-Cedar ·rivers 
divides the drift plain .into two uplands which are separa.ted by 
. a valley three to five and one-half miles wide. The northfacing 
end ' of the upland south of the gap consists of steep ,undissected 
bluffs which rise one hundred feet or more above the valley 
floor. The bluffs on the opposite side of the valley range in 
height from forty-five to eighty feet, are gentler and some of 
th-em are fringed by a line of low sand dunes. The southern 
portion of the upland is redivided into north and south sections 
by the valley of Long . creek. This valley is foUr and one-half 
miles south of Columbus Junction and . is one-quarter to one-
half mile wide and seventy to eighty feet deep. South of. Long 
creek the western edge of the upland is marked by two parallel 
ridges which were considered by UddenU7 to be terminal mo-
raines. These ridges, which are about one mile Wide and which 
rise as high as fifty feet above the general surrounding level, 
are separated, by a sag or depression one-half to one mile wide .. 
The Iowan Drift · Pla.in. 
Topogmphy·.-North Liberty Lobe.-The Iowan drift sheet 
forms a lobate upland area in the northern part of the lake 
region. The largest of the five tongue-like extensions ~f this 
drift sheet~l48 named the North Liberty Lobe by Calvin, enters 
the lake region in the northwestern part of Monroe' township, ' . 
-Johnson county, . and extends southeastward across the Iowa 
U7 Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, pp . . 68 and 107, 1901. 
us The lobat.e 'character of the Iowan drift plain, with the exception of the North Libert)' 
Lobe, has recently been questioned. See "The Iowan Drift" by Wm. O. .Alden and Morna 
K. Leighton, Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXV.I, pp. 177, 179,180, 1917. 
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LOBES OF IQWAN DRIFT 
ri;er valley, the uppermost extremity of the lake oasin, to a 
point one and one-half miles south of North LibertY. The to.:. 
pography of this 'area is in sharp contrast to the surrounding 
rough erosional Kansan plain; from whi.ch it is separated in 
the southern part by ' a fringe of rounded hills, termed "paha" . 
by McGee. (Compa.re Plates X a.nd XI.) Its sur~ace is gently 
undulating and is scarcely scarred by the indentations of 
drainage lines. "Northwest of the village of North Liberty, 
just beyond the reaches of Pardieu creek, the surface is typi-
~ally of the 'swell· and swale' type. Farther northwest is a 
topography of unrelateq. elevations and depressions which has 
a relief of not more than twenty feet and slopes not greater . 
than twelve degrees. One depressiori is occupied by a small 
pond of water while the others are of a slough character. Many 
undrained depressions exist in the northeast quarter of the ' 
plain, notable among which is Swan lake.' 'U9 That portion of 
the Iowan· plain lying squth of Iowa river is practically 'un~i­
·fected by drainage except near its borders. The "somewhat 
higher and more billowy' '150 north lying portion is mor'e highly 
cut up ' by young valleys and ravines whose depth where they 
join the Iowa river valley differs from eighty to more than 120 
feet. 
Shueyville Lobe.-A very much smaller extension of the 
Iowan plain, with similar surface characteristics, lies east of 
the North Liberty Lobe, to which it'is connected. This plain 
is known as the Shueyville Lobe. 
A question has recently been raised by .Alden and . Leighton 
as to whether the remaining tracts of so-called Iowan drift in 
the lake region, known respectively from west to east as the 
Solon, Tipton . and Clinton' Lobes,. really belong to the ' Iowan. 
drift plain.l51 
Solon Lobe.-The Solo!). Lobe as described by Calvin152 "oc-
cupies a low plain when compared with adjacent loess-:c6vered 
a9 Leighton, ' Morris M., The Pleistocene HistoIT of Iowa River VaHey, North and East 
of. Iowa City in Johnson county: Iowa GenI. Survey, Vol. XXV (191'), p. 128, 1916. . 
1 50 Calvin, Samuel, Geology of Johnson County: Iowa GeoI. Survey, Vol. VII, p. " 2, 1897. 
. 151 Alden, Wl!l- "C., .and Leighton, Morris IlL, The Iowan 'Drift, Iowa GeoI. S1l1'Tey, ·Vol. 
'XXVI, pp. 177, 179, 180, 1917. 
152 10",_ GeoI. Survey, V~I. VII, p .. n, 18.97. 
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areas :which are in general highlands of moderate elevation." 
Its surface is smooth. . Like the southern part of the North 
Liberty plain, the Solon lowland area is circuinscribed by a 
belt of paha. Alden and Leighton in their thesis "The Iowan . 
Drift'~; remarking on the Solon Lobe, state, "The writers have 
no definite evidence of the presence of Iowan drift "in this 
area.'H58 
Tipton Lobe.-The Tiptoh Lobe lies on the east side of Cedar 
river which it parallels southward within .~ mile to a mile and 
. a half of Cedar Valley. The surface of this plain is divided 
by Baldwin creek intp two topographically unlike parts. rfhat 
part of the plain to the north and west of the creek "presents 
an exception to the usual lindissected character of th.e Iowan 
surface' '154 and is in all respects Ejimilar to any of the Kansan 
upland . topography bordering Cedar river. The remaining 
parts of the Tipton Lobe "compare with sufficient closeness to 
the normal Iowan dr-ift pla41.' H5~ A~den and Leighton "after 
considering everything, and ' especially ' the erosional .character 
'of the topography surrounding this area"156 doubt if the Iowan 
ice ever covered the tract known as the Tipton Lobe. 
Clinton Lobe.-Similarly, the Iowan age of the Clinton Lobe, 
which occupies but a 'very small area on both sides of Wapsipi-:-
nicoll river in the lake region, has been questioned by these 
same wiiters.m 
Upla.nd Remnants. 
Moscow Remnant.-Two small isolated remnants of the Kan-
san upland occur within 'the lake basin. Of these, the larger 
and· more conspicuous has an area of about one and. one-half 
,square miles and occupies practically all of section .7 and parts 
of sections 6, 8, 17, and 18 of Moscow township, as well as small 
portions of sections 12 and 13 Of Goshen township, in Muscatine 
county. . This island-like hig-hland is separated f.rom the main 
upland to th~ northwest by a distl:!-nce of half a mile and ri.ses 
. I 158 ldwa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXVI, p. 180, 1917. 
154 Norton, win. R., Geology of Cedar County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, p. 372, 1901. 
155 Idem, p . 372. . 
'156 Iowa Gaol. Survey, Vol. XXVI, p . 179, 1917. 
151 Idem, pp. 177 and 179. 
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on the average seventy-five feet above the level surface of the 
surrounding plain, that is, the intermediate terrace: Its sum-
mit reaches an elevation of 760. feet above sea . level at the 
school-house in section 7. This is 110 feet higher than the road 
at the base of the upland in section 8, abo~t three-fourths of a 
mile dire(ltly east, and marks the highest point within the lake 
basin. The bluff-line on the north and east is' cut into the De·-
vonian limestone and is the~efore very well defined. where 
the slopes are not broken by quarries they have an average in-
clination of abo'nt seventeen degrees . . Toward the , south' and. 
especially toward the southwest, the border of the remnant is 
less conspicuous, due to the numerous ~and dunes, and merges 
more gradually into the surrounding lowland. , Sand dunes 
crown the summit. 
10wa qity Remnant.-The Iowa City rem~ant of the Kansan 
upland is less well outlined than the one in the vicinity of Mos-
cow. . It extends southward as an isolated ridge from what is 
now Iowa' Avenue in Iowa City as far as Kirkw:ood Avenue 
and its tQP is followed by the well-namp-d Summit street. From · 
Kirkwood A venue the island spreads out in a general east-west 
direction, .and has the appearance of a large railroad spike. 
Approximately one square mile is occupied by the remnant, 
whose maximum length and width are one mile and one-half 
~ile respectively. It is separated from the main upland by the 
valley of Ralston ~reek, which is half a mile wide. The surface 
of the remnant is loess-covered and in Iowa City it is now modi-
fied by the works of man. The borders oi£,the highland rise I 
five to forty-five feet above the surrounding country and are 
well marked,: especially as seen from the nori;4east, south 'and 
southwest". t o . 
'J ''t~ 
The Bluff ,Line. 
Gencral.-Except for the -river-like extension of the lake ba-
sin, the bluff line is conspicuous for two outstanding features: 
namely, its relative straightness and its smoothly ~]1rving or 
. :rounded · outline at places of indention. Even in the narrower 
arms of the basin, there is indication of these . ch,aracteristic 
features of ' the main lake border, rather than , of the sharper 
". ~ . 
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sinuousities of meander scars. The bluffs are mainly cut in 
the unconsolidated drift materials Of the various till sheets 
bordering the lake basin. Bedrock forms part of the blu:ffs 
in the western ,and southwestern end 'of the English river 
branch of the basin, along Iowa and Cedar rivers north of 'Iowa 
City and Moscow respectively, in the north and east faces of 
the. bluffs of the island-like upland one mile west of · Moscow 
and in a portion of the west facing slope of the isolated upland 
area in the southern part of Iowa City. ' The' rock ' consists 
chiefly of Devonian and Mississippian limestone, although sand-
stone and shale of Pennsylvanian ;:tge form the bluffs at a few 
places. For a description and location of these rock formations 
the reader is referred to ehapter III. Where' the bluffs arE!" cut 
into the country-rock they are exceptionally steep and even pre-
cipitous. (See P[ate XII.) 
Illinoian Bluffs.-In spite of the meandering of Cedar river 
, and the numerous places through which the streams of the up-
land descend to the lowlands, the eastern margin of the lake 
basin. in Muscatine county is remarkable ~or its str~ightness. 
Start,mg from the southeast corner of sectIon ' 32, Cedar town-
ship, the bluff, composed largely of Illinoian till, sand and loess, 
trends northeastward with a striking directness as far as the 
northcentral part of section 6 of ffioomington township. From 
here the bluffs swing in a smooth gentle .curve northeastwarp. 
to the southcentral part of section 28, Moscow township, contin-
Uing thence directly northward for two and one-half miles to 
the valley of Mud creek. From this place the line of bluffs fol-
lows in a more irregular outline the valley of Mud creek. The 
border of {he lake basin just described forms the western mar-
gin of the Illinoian upland. Along practically its entire north-
eastward course of twenty-three miles, its top, is covered by the' 
rolling sand dunes prev,i9usly described. The slopes are steep 
and range in height from one hundred feet or more in the south 
to ~eventy-five feet in the north. The , base of the bluff is 
sharply defined from both the terrace and the flood pl~in, which 
abut against it. Along the margin of the lake basin eastward 
in the valley of Mud 'creek, the line of demarcation between up-
land and lowland is less pr'onounced than in the lake basin pro- , 
, ' 
• 
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r 
per. Nevertheless, a line of division can be drawn. On the 
south side of the valley., the lowland merges into the uplands 
in a fairly smoQth curve . . The north line of the bluffs, however, 
is more sharply defined, rising at· places twenty-five to thi,rty 
feet' above the terrace in the valley. In the small ramifications 
·of the Wilton' Valley arm of the lake basin, the bluff line is, as 
.a rule, more or less indefinite and not more than fifteen feet high. 
Bluffs of the fing er-like extensions of the lake basin.-The 
. bluffs are very pr6nounced and steep in the large finger-lUte ex-
FIG. l1.-View of the northern line of bluff~ in section 18, Wapsinonoc township, Muscatine' 
county. 
tensions of the lake basin, as along Cedar river north of Mos-
cow,. in the :Wapsinonoc valley north of West Liberty, up the 
valleys of English river and Old Mans creek and along Iowa 
river 'north of Iowa City . . This is especially true where these 
bluffs are cut into solid rock. At many places the bluffs reach 
a ' height of 'seventy to eighty feet, .although a rise of thirty to 
fifty feet158 above the level of the riv~r is more cqmmon . 
. Bluffs between West Liberty and Atalissa.-The northern 
bluff line 'between West Liberty and Atalissa in Muscatine 
county,. although it is less abrupt and lower than the bluffs to 
the east or west, is nevertheless at most places. very distinct ' 
1518 L~ightori, Morris M., The Pleistocene History of Iowa River Valley, North and WFst of 
Iowa City in Johnson County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXV, p. 157, 1914. 
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and sharply s'et off from the lowland to the south, called by 
Udden' the West Liberty Plain.159 (See :@ig. 11.) The . heights 
of these bluffs range from forty to fifty-five feet. As the map 
(Plate VIII ) shows, this border is also somewhat more sinu-
• 
.r,,. .( i l ,' ' ous than the one which forms. the western margin 6f the Illi-
o 
. noian upland or the line of contact between the Kansan d~ift 
. plain and the lowland, south of W ~st Liberty. . Immediately 
west of Atalissa is a rqUndE}d peninsula-like projection of the 
bluff line rising forty ' to fifty feet above the surrounding 
level plain. , 
. Kansan Bluffs in western" M'Mscatine county.-As viewed 
from the .West Liberty Plain the western bluff line extending 
southwestward from W ~st Liberty in a relatively straight or, 
gently rounded. outline, . has, ~specially . in the vicinity of 
Nichols, an almost even sky ' line. The bluffs rise abruptly 
from the lowland and range in height from less than sixty-
five, feet two miles south of Nichols to ninety feet in section 
26, Wapsinonoc township, and to thirty-five feet in the vicinity ' 
. of West Liberty. 
Kansan "Bluffs in eastern Johnson county.-From the north-
west corner of section 30, Pike township, Muscatine county, 
the bluffs continue their southwest course and extend into 
Johnson county for a little 'over half a mile to' the southeast. 
;part of section 25, Fremont township. In . this distance they: 
maintain their sharp outline, but rise to progressively decreas-
ing heights .above ,the lowland. They are broken by a· gap 
which extends to the corner of sections 23, .24, 25, and 26, but . 
beyond this br"eak the bluff line trends 41 a smoothly rounded 
curve to the southwest corner of. section 27, although it is 
much. less conspicuous and definite. Beyond the southwest 
corner of section 27, the pluffs again show their characteristic 
features, rise 'sharply forty feet above the lowland to the 
west and continue in a northerly direction practically ' to the 
southern limits: of the village of Lone . Tree. North of the " 
yillage as far as 'section 31, S~ott. township,the bhiff line 
presents much less definiteness' of outline and also is lower; 
159 Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. IX, p. 257, 1899. 
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but maintains its relative skaightness. The , inconspicuousness 
of the border betwee'n lowland and upland is due in large ' 
measure to the numerous rolling tracts of dunes which mask 
the sharpness of the contact line. These dunes in many places , 
cause ablellding of the upland into the lowland and only from 
sorrie distance on the, lowland can the line of demarcation be 
'recogniz'ed. Beyond section 31, Scott township, the line of 
bluffs shows its , prominent features again,_ being easily tr&c- , 
able, at first ,to the' east ,and then to the west and north up to 
Iowa City. A very fine view of the bluffs, as well as of the 
lowlands, is to be had just east of Iowa City where, in sections 
13 and , 18 of East Lucas and ,Scott townships respectively, 
, the old M;uscatin~ road closely parallels on the north side the 
line of bluffs for over two miles. Even in Iowa City, in spite 
qf the evenly paved streets, the walks and the buildings, a 
'sharp break in ,the topogr::Lphy is in evidence and can ,be ' , 
traced fairly distinctly throughout the city. (See Plate XIII.) 
Thus while walking up Dubuq~estreet northward from I the 
Methodist church, one can easily follow on the l~ft hand side 
a sharp rise !\,hich separates the higher from the lower parts 
of the city. Just about at the intersection of Dubuque and 
pavenport streets, this topographic break swings off to the 
northeast as far as Dodge street, whence it turns gently south-
east' until it reaches the Upper or Old Muscatine road from 
which the fine view ·just referred to is to be had. 
Kansan Bluffs south of Iowa City.-Southof Iowa City the 
,bluff line , is very prominent and ,can be followed with ease. 
Its ,slope tQ ~he lowland or terrace is definite and, steep and 
its 'sky line ' is uniform. At Indian Lookout, ' ~ section 34, 
West Lucas township, the :bluffs rise 120 feet above the terrace, 
but , are gradually lower, in the direction of Iowa Junction ' 
wherein section 10, Iowa. township, Washington cou~ty, they ' 
have a height of only sixty-six feet. In the angle between Iowa 
and English rivers, the slope bordermg the flat forms a very 
broad almost in~sible curve without any suggestion of a pro-
, I jecting divide b!3tween the two streams. This same type of 
slope ,which is found also in the ,southern angle between the 
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two streams, may be said to be characteristic of -the bluff line 
between places of indentation. ' 
From Iowa Junction the bluff line extends in a relatively 
direct line with a southeast trend to Columbus Junction in 
, Louisa county. Between these two points the bluffs are about 
140 feet high and for the most part are steep because of the 
lateral planation of Iowa river at their base . 
• TeITaCes. 
General descript~on.-At least three sets of terraces, a " high 
set, an intermediate set and a lower one, occur in the Lake 
CalVin basin. Of these, the inter-mediate terrace, designated 
by Udden in his Muscatine county report as the West Liberty 
Plain/60 is the ,most extensive and continuous. ,It comprises : 
practically the entire higher lowland areas in Muscatine c~mnty 
'and extends southward as far as Columbus ' Junction, Louisa 
county; occupying the higher land area in the triangle made by . 
the junction of "Iowa and Cedar rivers. 
The uppermost or highest terrace is confined principally to ' 
the Iowa river arm of the lake basin. It ,forms the higher of 
the two terraces following the river southward from Jowa City 
to a point about one and one-quarter miles north of Gladwin 
in Lcmisa county. ' Except for several ,small remnants on "the 
'west side of the river, the terrace is continuous and is limited 
to the east side ' of the stream. Terrace,s presumably corres-
ponding to ' this upper one are present in' Mud Creek valley 
opposite Wilto,n Junction 'and on the higher land bordering 
the various branches of Wapsinonoc creek nQrth ' and northwest 
of West Liberty. ' . . '., 
The lower terrace is restricted to the · narrow river-like ex-
tensions and to the western branch of the "V" of the lake 
basin. This terrace, with one exception, is not continuQus but , 
occurs in narrow linear remnants south of Iowa City , and as 
, 'mere remnants' at the bends of the stream' '161 .north of Iowa 
City and possibly nO!'th of Moscow along Cedar riv-er. 
160 Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. IX, p, 257, 1899. 
161 Alden, Wm. C., and Leighton, Morris M", The Iowan Drift: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. 
XXVI, p. 136, 1916. 
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THE INTERMEDIATE TERRACE.1.62 
TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES. 
Area.-The intermediate terr~ce forms the major porti9n 
of the lowland in Muscatine an,d :(Jouisa counties which was 
designated by Udden a~ the West Liberty Plain. ,The writer's ' 
investigation has led hiIn to the conclusion, however, that tl.le 
West Liberty Plain as described by Udden really consists of two 
lowlands or terraces, one designated in this report as the 
upper or high terrace and the lower of the two as the inter-
mediate. The "two narrow extensions"168 of Udden's West 
Lib~rty Pl~in the "one to the northwest, conSisting 'of the 
bottom lands aJong Wapsinonoc, and : another to the northeast, 
, , a rather ill-defined lowland drained by Mud creek"168 form 
the two terrace re;mnants corresponding to the high terrace in 
the Iowa river arm of the basin. Furth~rmdre the wes~ern , 
portion of "the, northernmost expansion"16'of the Iowa river 
lowlands in Louisa county, which lies west of Prairie creek 
in Oakland township and which "constitutes the south end of 
the West Liberty Plain fhu really forms the southern extrey:ti-
ty of the upper or high terrace alpng Iowa river. 
TopographY.-The lowland or terrace, :which is sharply set , 
off from the surrounding' drift uplands by a line of steep 
bluffs previously described, is traversed from north to south 
by Cedar river which has incised its valley twenty to forty 
feet below the general ' surface of the terrace: The vast plain 
is remarkable for its uniform width. ' For a distance of four-
teen miles out of the twenty-two and one-half miles of its 
length, the terrace maintains an average width of four and 
three':fourths m~es. On the west side of Cedar river, the in-
, termediate, terrace is continuous for its entire length from 
West Liberty or Atalissa in the north to the s01;ltheastern cor-
, ner of section 18, Concord township, Louisa county, in the ,' 
south, whereas to the east of the river, the terrace occurs in 
11!2 In view IOf the fact that Udden's ,West Liberty Plain fonns the major part of the in-
term,ediate plain and since a detailed descl'iption of it has been given in his Muscatine 
county report in connection with Lake Calvin: and is therefore best known lit was deemed 
advisable to consider this terrace first, 
16S Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. IX, p. ' 257, 1899. 
16' Iowa Gaol. Survey, Vol. XI, p. 61, 1901. 
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·at least nine remnants. The largest of these remnants is the 
one ' on which the village of Moscow is situated and which can 
,t be traced for a distance of seven miles. All of the other ·rem-
nants are very much ' smaller, and have a width , which in few 
Jplaces exceeds one mile. ' 
Alth'ough without 'slope which is apparent to the eye, the 
· terrace has a very gentle dip to the south. The, surface Of 
· tIle plain lies approximately 660 feet above sea level in tl~e 
, northern,' extremity at West Liberty and slopes gently to the , 
southern end ' of the terrace 'in Louisa CQuIity, eighteen miles 
· distant. Here it has an elevation of 615 feet above sea level. 
· Topographically, the intermediate terrace is still in its eariy 
youth for its sui-face is scarcely scarred by stream erosion~ . 
With the exception of . the valley of Wapsinonoc creek, the few 
water courses developed on (the terrace surface are .more in , 
the form of ditches five to eighteen feet deep and a few feet 
to a rod, or two wide rather than well developed young val-
-leys. The larger streams such as Wapsinonoc, Honey and 
, Prairie creeks have develope~ larger 'sags which have on: the 
' average a width, of one-fourth mile and a depth of twenty 
feet. To insure prop'er run-off on the piain, n~erous draU1-
age ditches have been· dug and ., resort ' has been had to tiling. 
Although it is practically flat, the surface of the plain is not 
without some relief. , Scattered over the entire· area, but es- ' 
peci81ly in the vicinity of the Cedar, there are stretches of low 
lying mounds or dunes of sand. ' Some of these are in the 
for:m of long winding and irregular ridges varying in he' ght 
I from ten to thirty-five feet. Their ' position on the plain is ' 
indicated', on the ' map of Muscatine county published by the 
I United States Bureau of SOlIs by the symbol, Ks, Knox .'fine 
_ sand;165 .A: series of sand dunes in sections 12 and IS 1 of Go-
.,shell' township and i ll' section 7 of Moscow township, Musca-
,tine county, OCj:lurs not only on the terrace but also covers 
, the · ~ourheastern ' flank and a large part of the top of the 
~ island'..like upland near Moscow whic¥ has previously been de-
, I 
.. . 
, ;65 u. 's; De~artment of Agriculture, Bureau of Soils, Soil Surv~y of Muscatine County, 
Iowa, Soil ~{'ap, 1916. ' 
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I 
scribed under the heading Upland Remnants. The dunes 1here 
average about twenty ' feet in height. · 
Bowlders on the terrace.-At sev~ral places large bowlders 
lie scattered over the surface, as well as along the base of the 
escarpment ~f the · terrace. At the. base of this escarpment in 
the northeast corner · of section 7; Concord township, Louisa 
county, fifty or more large granite bowlders weighing perhaps • 
on the average a ton each were noted. . At this locality, Cedar 
river flows .at the edge of the terrace. It is alSo worthy of re-
marlr in this connection that these · bowlders are but half a 
mile ~est of the Illinoian bluffs. In .the central part of se,c-
tion 34, Pike township, Muscatine county, a limestone bowlder 
lies on the surface of the terrace and in section 3 of the same 
. township many bowlders are scattered qn the escarpment slope 
as . well as near its edge, high' above. the river 'or flood plain 
level. ' In the same section in the northwest corner of the . 
northeast quarter along the e/Scarpment slope and at its base 
are several granite and greenstone bowlders which have di-
mensions of . one by one . foot. These bowlders are two miles 
east of the lllinoian upLand~ U dden . 31so mentions the finding 
of bowlders "near the south line ~f section 8, in 'Wilton town-
ship . . . and one near the center of the west line in section · 
2, in Moscow 11166 in Muscatine county. . 
Relation to other top'ographic features.-The intermediate 
terrace is sharply set off from the various drift uplands by 
a_ steep ' and well defined line of bluffs already descri.bed. In 
Fremont and Oakland townships of Johnson and Louisa 
counties respectively, the high and intermediate terraces are 
separated, by a well outlined although somewhat sinuous es-
0arpment. The surface of the terrace at the line of contact 
in Oakland township, especially in the lower halves of sec-
tions 3 and 10, is covered with dunes. Among the dune ridges, 
as in the northwest quarter of the southeast quarter of section ' 
8, there are undrained depressions containing . water. At the 
intersection of the road between sections 2 and 3 by the east 
and west road passing through the two Rections, the upper 
166 Iowa . Geol. Survey, Vol. IX, p. 354, 1899. 
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te'r..race 'is forty feet above the intermediate terrace. The ' line 
of , separation between the 'high and ~ower terraces in the 
Vicinity of West Liberty is equally well outlined. , 
In sections 12, 13, 14, 23 and 27 of Oakland township, Louisa 
county, the intermediate terrace is separated from the high ' 
terrace by a large marshy ' slough Or lowland about one mile 
' wide. The terrace escarpment is sharply defined, is relatively 
free from irregularities and ha,s an ' average height of thirty 
feet. Elsewhere the terrace is separated from the , bottom lands 
of Iow~ 'and Cedar rivers by ' a ~iIiuous ' p.scarpmEmt whose 
'lieight-'- ranges from twenty feet in the' south to almost fifty 
fe~t in the 'north. 
MA'rERIALS AND STRUCTURE OF THE INTERMEDIATE TERRACE. , 
General.-The study of the, materials and structure , of the , 
intermediate terrace 'is practically limited t~ a score of ex-
posures most of which are in the west escarpment of the ter-
race in section 13, Goshen township; Muscatine county. This 
lack of exposures ' is due to the extreme youthfUlness of the 
topogr-aphy and the slight relief of the region. Experience 
shows that in a region 'such as this, where the materials are 
fine unconsolidated · sand, silts and gravels, where the -wells 
are of the' shallow and dug type, and where there is a vast 
amount of changing of. ownership of the land, very little stress 
can be laid on well records gained from the people of the ' 
commu~ity. Most of the wells reported were about thirty feet 
deep and the material penetrated consisted principally of sand, 
although gravel and clay were at times mentioned. The deep-
est well in the area of the intermediate terrace is at Nichols 
and is recorded to have penetrated at least 250 feetIe7 of un-
cOIisoliQated , material. The surface Ip.atedals consist of fine 
yellowish to brownish or drab-colored loesslike silt and sandf'i, 
the latter forIning the sandy and dune areas previously de- ' 
scribe4." Occasibnally, a few scattered bowlders are found dot-
ting the .te:r~ace'l ,surface. 
167 Udden, J . A.,: Geology of Muscatine County: Iowa Geol. Survey, VolJ...IX,; \]1. 1155,' 189.0 • 
. , .. Also U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Soils, Soil Survey of iYuscatine County, 
l~wa, p. 23, 1916. ' 
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Material and Structure.-Practically the 'only clew as to theJ 
nature of t4e materials composing the intermediate terr8:ce is) 
to be found in: the terrace · escarpments facing Cedar river. 
Although the east facing es~arpment of the modern valley of 
Cedar riv~r has a length of 'thirty-five miles, cuts showing the 
·materials of the terrace are limited ' practically to the north-
ernmost . five or six miles. Out of the nine outcrops expose&, 
within these five or six miles; 'five occur' within a distance of 
three-fourths of a mile in section 13 of Goshen township, Mus-
catine <;Jounty . . As far as could be ascertained from the few 
. ~ 
exposures seen, it appears that the terrace materials in the 
northern part ' of the plain are finer and less ~isturbed than .. 
those farther south. The following section in the western es-
carpment wall near the south line of section 8, Goshen town-
ship, Muscatine county, shows that the material is all finely 
stratified, not disturbed, and consists of fine-grained sand aI\d 
some clay. . 
TERRACE MATERIALS, SECTION 8, GOSHEN TOWNSHIP. 
MUSCATINE COUNTY. 
FEET INCHES 
A. .Loesslike cla.y •.. ,..._ ............... _ .......................... _ ....... _ ..•.• _._._ ....... __ ._.. 2 
B. White, fine·grained stratified sand containing many small pebbles 
or grains, mostly o~ . c~ert or quartz ......... _ .... _ ... _ ... _._ ... _ ..... _._. 2 
C. Chocola.te·colored fine· grained sand ......... _ ............... _._._ .• _ .. __ 3 -
D. Iron oxide nodule layer ......... _ ... ~_ ... _ .. _ .. _ ...... _._ .... _ ....... _ ...... _._. . ~ 
E. Fine laminated pebbleless clay or' silt· ....... __ ._ .................. _._ .. _._ 1 
: F. White stratified fine· grained sand, containing some clay ...... _..... 2 
G. Fine laminated. fine· grained sand, laminre one·fourth of an inch 
thick and of various. colors as chocolate, brown, yellowish and · 
white, exposed ... __ .. _ .......... _ ............. _._ .... _ .............. __ ._ .... _ ... _._ .... _. 2 
H . . Slump ......... .; .......... _ .......... : ...... _ ..... __ ...... , .... _._ .............. _._ ...... _. __ . 25 
In the five exposures in section 13 of the same township, 
one mile, south of the cut just described, the materials are 
similar ,. to those mentioned. The sand is .fine 'to m(;)dium-
\ . grai1:led and ' has a d.ominant . white oolor. The i stratification 
. is essentially horizontal and thin. 'Some cross}-bedding and 
contortion of the beds occurs as is indicated by the lower bed 
No. H shown in .the following diagram (Fig 12) 'and section. 
· . SECTIONS IN THE TERRACE 
,',.' . , FEET 
.A. Brown sandy: soil __ .... _._ ....... _ .... ___ ._._._ .... __ . __ . __ ._._._ .. __ 1 
B. ,Brown medium-grained sand, poorly stratified __ ... ___ . __ .. _. __ ._.,. 3 
C. Yellow, light colored medium-grained sand, stratified _______ 1%-2 
D. B;ard dark brownish medium-grained very resistant sand _____ 1 
E. Medium to coarse-grained light brown sand, cross-bedded : ______ _ 
F. Fine light yellow stratified sand _. ___ . . . ____ _ 
G. Resistant ,brown sand, medium grain~d ____ _ __ 1/3-2 
lL Thinly bedded layers of brown and lIght yellow sand. Contorted 
layers an in~ ~hick, exposed _..1.._ ••• ___ ......... --.--_ ............... -._.. 2-3 I. Slump _ ....... __ . __ . ___ .~ ___ ._ ... _._. __ .. ___ .... __ .. _____ . __ ._ .. 30 
FIG, 12.-Diagram- of exposure in tbA west terrace escarpment, southwest 
corner of section 13, Goshen township, Mu+catine county, See 
the section above. . 
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An idea of the prevailing fineness of the material may be 
had from the following photograph taken in the southeast 
corner of 'sect~on 13, Goshen township'. 
\, 
In all of the exposures so · far indicated, the material de-
scribed forms the upper portion of the cuts; the lower half 
being hidden because of the heavy slump. However, on the 
opposite bank of the river east of the outcrops in section 13, 
ma gully four to five feet deep, in section 16, Moscow to'wn-
\ 
\. 
\ ' 
• 
I. 
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ship, the sand is brownish .and fairly coarse. Besides the 
sand, a gravel bed four feet thick and containing cherts, 
quartzites and b.ther igneous rocks, is in evidence. The gravel 
is of low textural range and the diameter of the larger pieces 
does not exceed two inches. In elevation tl,lis gravel bed occu-
pies a position corre~p?ndi~.g to the. lower five feet of the above 
FIG: IS.-View of terrace material showing the fineness of t~ 
deposit.. . 
described exposures in which that part is hidden from . view 
by' slump material. 'This great difference in the texture and 
color of the deposits as seen in the exposures on the west and 
east sides of /Cedar river suggests that the two terraces may 
not be 0; the same age. This view is substantiated if one ac-
! . 
. ...... 
I' 
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cepts the opinion of Udden168 that the terrace on which Mos~ 
cow is situated is younger than his West Liberty Plain. On 
comparing the elevation of the terraces at MoscO'w and on the 
'west side of the river, it is found that there is a difference of 
four feet in elevation. The terrace' at Moscow li~s ·654 , feet 
above sea level and at AtalIssa, five miles ' farther to the ~est, 
FIG, 14,~View, of the highly cross·bedded sands in the terrace in section 26, Goshen township, 
Muscatine county, • 
the elevation is 658 feet. This Closeness of elevation suggests ' 
to' the writer that there is but one terrace. Furthe~more, Ud~ 
den mentions in conneotion with his discussion on ' Lake Cal-
vin "riffles of bowlders" in the bed of the river "at the old 
ford in section 36 in Goshen Township.' '169 Also" On sec.tion. 
32, in Orono township, the river cuts into the gravel on' the 
168 Iowa Geo!. Survey, Vol~ 'IX, p. 861. 1899. 
169 Iowa Geo!. Survey, Vo!. IX, p. 855, 1899. 
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piai'n bed. "170 Thus it · appears that the base of · the . inter-
mediate terrace is composed of coarser. and more gravelly de-
posits than is . tHe upper part. 
The next exposure of terrace material south of the cuts in ' 
section 13, on the west side . of the river, is in section 26 of 
the same township. Here, as in the other sections, the sand ' 
is prevailingly whit~ and its stratification is"on the whole very , 
fine. Ci.'oss·~bedding, lenses and unstratified thin sandy ' cl~y 
layers are in evidence. The cross-bedding dips to the east 
. ,I lith an augle of about twenty-three degrees; See the preceding 
'photograph. In this highly cross-bedded sand there are nu-, 
merous thin layers of pebbles, the largest of which . have a di-
ameter: under one inch. (Fig. '14.) . In the exposure, a section 
of which f-ollows, the uppermost crossbedded sand, No. D, 
shows more irregularity in its structure than the lower bed, 
No. G. Compare figures 14 and 15. ' . 
. TERRACE MATERIAL, SECTION 26, GOSHEN TOWNSHIP. 
MUSCATINE COUNTY. 
FEET INOHES 
A. Very nne silty soil, in places peaty, appearances of indefinite 
stra,tification ..................................... M ................................ _.................... 2 
B. Pebbleless leached sticky 'clay., the upper one f.oot of which is of 
a chocolate color and grades downward into an ash·colored clay. 
At places the ashy clay grades down into an · extremely , fine· 
grained silt or sand · which shows cross·bedding. Stratification 
extremely fine. Contact between this and underlying bed ir-
regular ........................................................................................................ 5·7 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
Whitish fine· grained stratified sand with some brownish . inter· 
bedded layers. Stratification practically horizoptal and wavy, 
at places, upper hltlf i~ finely cross·bedded ........................................ 1·3 
A whitish and iron stained sand .showing both highly cross·bedded 
and lens type of structure. Some lenses consist of a very fine 
clay or silt. Sand fine to coarse· grained, with many thin inter· 
bedded pebble lltyers ....................................... .;..................................... 2·3 
Phocolate·colored , clay or silt. extremely fine and full of moisture 1.5 
park gray clay or silt, similar to E................................................ 1.5 
.Whitish and iron stained cross·bedded sand, dipping east with an 
angle of 23 degrees. Sand full of thin coarse pebble lavers........ 3 
Whitish horizontally bedded sand with numerous small pebble . 
layers, stratification. fine; exposed ...................................................... 2·3 \ 
Slump material ........................................................................................ .. 
Between th~ c:r:oss-bedded divisions, D and G, there are two 
l~yers of an extremely fine clay or silt containing much mois~ 
ture. . The total thickness .of this clayey material is three 
ITO. Idem, p. 355. 
! . I . 
. I 
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. inches. · Ove!lying the stratified sands and separated from 
them by an , irregular line of contact or erosional unconfoFmi-
ty is a pebbleless leached sticky 'ash-colored clay which at 
places .grades down into an extremely fine-graded silt or sap.d 
FIG: 15.--':'Yiew of' the irregular stratification of bed D in the ~ame exposure 
as shown in figure 14. 
which is very finely stratified and cross-bedded. . This clayey 
deposit is presumably loess. 
. Other exposures shovving the nature of the intermediate ter-
race deposit . were . seen on both banks of the recent Cedar 
yalley as follows: (1-) in sections 10 and 2 of Orono and Cedar · 
townships resp~ctively: (2) two and one-half milesnQrtheast 
of Conesville and (3) in sections 13 .and 2 of Oakland township I 
) , 
c 
J 
, . 
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in ,LQuisa county. In sections 10 ·and 2 of Orono and Cedar 
townships the material consists of a ii.ne to medium-grained 
brown sand containIng numerous pebbles of low textural range. 
In ' section 2' no stratification is visible, whereas in section 10 
the sarids show cross-bedding. ' The deposit in the escarpment 
facing Prairie creek slough in the northwest corner of sec-
tjon 13, Oakland township, consist's of very fine silt one-half 
a foot thick, ,overlying roughly stratified, brownIsh to red 
,colored, fine-grained sand. . Several other exposures which 
were, visi~ed reveal sands a~d structures which are similar to 
those described. . 
On page 361 of the Muscatine county report/'71 Uddeh states 
that "At Mosco~ the town is situated on a ,terrf1(~e which ap~ • 
pe~rs more recent than the W e~t Liberty Plain. East 9'f the 
r~iIrQ~ deyot ' an excavation -in thls 't~rrace, twenty f~e~, 'deep, 
- shows (:l,. ,.struci'!lreless, yellowish surface sand . two f~et deep, 
resting on a' 'Yliite or gray sand :r:ather free from graveL" As 
. , . f. 
previously indicated; the writer is of the opinion that this 
terrace is a part of the intermediate terrace. If we consider 
the elevations, we will find that the terrace at Moscow is 654 
feet above sea level and the intermediate plain at At~lissa, ~ 
:which is five miles to the west, is 658' feH' above sea level. The 
material described by Udden doesJ~riot ·differ ... ~~sentil;l.lly t l6m 
that of the intermediate , t~rrace; As the terrace istr'tSed 
~ i'~~,~ . " ,,~ 
northward, it is found to J.~~ ~p.Re:covered·, 'ap,d ' on ~e ;wes~ ;si.§..e 
of the river in section 26, Iowa township, Cedar county/ Jt'li 
'. i 1· ... ,\ ,. , ~,)~..,.. .t 
twelve foot exposure of extremely 'frhe 'white stratified sarid is 
overlain by a deposit of If;~ss five"to eight feet thick. Evid~rice 
,of quiet water conditions. is seen also in a terrace cut a(ong a 
creek tributary to the Ce~ar in the 'southwest corner of section- . , 
22 of Iowa township. Prl;tctically all ' of the material is a :tine 
stratified silt. 'The section is as follows: 
f ~ • 
TERRAOE MATERIAL, SOUTHWEST CORNER, SECTION -22, 
IOWA TOWNSHIP, CED4\R COUNTY. 
FEET 
A. BroWnish pebbleless loesslike clay ____ . __________ . __ . ___ .. _ .... _ .. _. __ . ________ ........ ___ . ____ ...• 5 
B. Brownish, ash·colored silt or loess, extremely hard to pen,etrate. Iron 
mottled and containing pipe stems ... _ .... _ ...... ____ . ______ ... _____ .... ___ ........ _.: __ ... __ ._. 5 
171 Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. IX, 1899. 
, I 
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_. FEET 
C. Finely laminated ash-colored .silt, iron stained layers ... __ ..... _. __________ . __ ... _ .. ;. 1·2 
D. Fine almost fatty laminated brown silt, interbedded. with an ashy silt._.:. l·ll 
E. Ash·colored silt or clay, exposed to water lev~l ... _ .... _ ......... _ .. _ .... __ .~._ .... _ 3 
Alden and Leighton in their report "The Iowan Drift"172 
indicate that some of the deposits of the terrace along Cedar 
river south of Rochester "may have resulted from slack-watel' 
during the Illinoian stage.' ms 
THE HIGH TERRACE. 
TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES. 
I1istorical.-The presence . of at least two .terraces 4t the 
Iowa river arm of the lake basin had been noted as early . as 
1891 by McGee.174 However, . from the map showing the 
surficial formations of northeastern Iowa accompanying Mc-
Gee's classic monograph . on the Peistocene History of North-
~astern Iowa, it is apparent that the high terrace of this re-
port was not recognized, although on page 432 McGee states: 
"The principal parf of Iowa City, including ·the university 
campus, is on an elevated terrace of loess 60 feet above the 
river, and there is a narrow terrace just beyon~ the reach of 
the floods." The first part of McGee's description applies well 
to the high terrace of this report, for it lies about sixty feet 
. above the ri'Wlr and also un~erlies most of Iowa City. Yet Mc-
(ffle's surficial map does not show it. His second terracernight 
correspond to the lower one as mapped and described in this 
report were it not for the following stateme~t quoted from the 
same paragraph "and as the bottom lands expand below Iowa . 
City they divide into terraces simila.r to and eventually merg-
. ing with those of the Lower Cedar." It seems that McGee used 
the term" terrace" rather freely,. for but two terraces, the 'high 
and the low, occur along Iowa river and these two eventually 
do unite with those of the lower Cedar. It appears also from . 
the report on the "Geology of Johnson County nl15' that Calvin 
did not recognize two systems of terraces. No description of 
112 Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol.' XXVI, Report' for .1915, 1917. 
17S Idem, p. 136. 
114 McGee, W J, The Pleistocene History of Northeastern Iowa, U. S. Geol. Survey, Elev· 
enth Ann. Rep't., p. 432, 1891. . 
115 Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. VII, 1897. 
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the upper one is found in his report and by comparing his sur-
ficial map with one showing the two sets of terraces as. mapped 
by the writer, it is evident that at the time his report was writ-
ten, in 1897, but one terrace was recognized. Hence, the map-
ping and describing of this · important feature, the high terrace, 
appears for the first time. 
Area.-By far the greatest development of the high terrace 
is confined to the east side of Iowa river, where it can be traced 
without interruption from Iowa City south to sections 10 and 
15, Oakland township, Louisa county, a distance of nineteen 
miles. Throughout the middle portion of its extent, in Pleas-
ant Valley township, J ohl~s6n county, the terrace maintains an 
average width of two miles. South of River Junction and Lone 
Tree the plain . is wider so that a maximum width of almost 
six miles is attained three miles south of the above-mentioned 
villages. Still farther · to the south,due to the encroaching of 
Iowa river, the terrace 'is restricted to a narrow neck les8 than 
half. a mile wide. connecting a somewhat wider portion in sec-
tions 3 and 10 of Oakland township, Louisa county. In sec-
tions 11 and 12, Pleasant Valley township, Johnson county, a 
narrow penin'sular-like projection of the terrace extends west-
ward for almost two miles. To .the north pf this hook, the' 
high plain is marked by three indentations, the first of which is 
in sec.tion. 7. and is made by the flood plain · of. a small tributary 
of ~owa river, The second ind~mtation, which is in the form of 
a ;narrow valley and is pccupied by the lower terrace, lies im-
mediately to the north in sections 36 and 31 of East Lucas and 
Scott townships respectively. The third and largestirregu-
lari~y consists of a well defined finger-shaped indentation, one · 
and one-half miles long and half a mile wide. In the vicinity 
of Iowa' City the terraCle has a width of three miles. 
On the west . side of the river, the high terrace is not con-
• tinuous, but occurs as small isolated remnants, the largest one 
of which is tp.e valley of Old Mans creek, and occupies portions 
of sections 4, 5, 9, 15 and 16 of Liberty township and sections 
31 and 32 of West Lucas townsliip. Its width is · between one-
fourth and one-half . mile and its -length is four and one-half 
miles. This terrace is best developed in section . 9 of Liberty 
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township . . Smaller remnants are found: (1) at the iron bridge 
crossing Iowa river to. the city park at Iowa'-·CitYi . (2) .on 
hothsides of English 'river at the junction of the Iowa .and 
English river valleys i and (3) in sections 16· and 17 of Union 
township, Louisa county. (, 
The higher terrace ' rises ' distinctly a:nove the lower one to 
the west,' forming a very sharp' and straight escarpment, which 
on the ' average is thirty feef~)hig1i; . Near Iowa City it lies 
sixty feet above Iowa river~) \vhile it. is fifty f.e.et high in th~ 
vicinity of Hills and tJti~t-Y-,t"'fO feet high in section 16, Oakland 
township, Louisa C~1;t1rt: I, .. , It has an elevation of 680 feet. above 
sea ,ievel' i£ ,tWt Vfpihit. of Iowa City, ,but to the south it is 
lower, re'~c1i~g,~~>:he:ight of 670 feet near Hills. six to ' .seven 
miles below "',' 'a: :~' Citv, and 660 feet tw~ miles south of River 
.. ' ~-,-. "... ;~ .. I.. 
J uRciiqn. '~ri~ '.'. e .lower , two tiers ~9f sections in Fremont town-
~hip, J~ '. ~ ·.county; t~e .plain is again somewhat hig4er, ap-
pr'oxim >", "g an elevation 'of 680 feet :. above. sea level. From 
the Sl ;y!:{ttions' mentioned, isit apparent that the surface of the 
terra~~~has amuch gentler slope-one and four-tenths feet peor 
mile-*~han the intermediate terrace in Muscatine countv. Im- ' 
••• ,:", ,f< • ." 
medt~tely south of the island-like upland at Iowa City, ' but es~ I 
pecially in sections 22, 23 and 26 of East Lucas to'wnship, the ! 
terrace border' is bounded by low linear ridges of sand dunes. 
Duries ten to :fifteen feet high heighten the terrace escarpment 
o( the peninsula-like extension of the main terrac~ in sections 
1, 2; 11 and 12,' Pleasant Valley township. Sand 'dunes are of 
common occurrence along the terrace margin . south of RiV'er 
Junction. . 
Topography.-':"'The most remarkable feature. of the high ter-
race is its exceedingly straight border or escarpment where 
it is in contact with the low:. terrace. Where the flood plairi of 
Iowa river abuts ag~iIi.st It, ,as · south of River j ~nction, the 
border is marked by numerous largie irregularities of a," type 
which is common to regions bordering courses of :nteandering 
streams. This straightness of the terrace margin where it is 
in cbntact with the lower terrace is not confined to the east side 
of the river, but occurs also on the west side and in the valley 
of Wapsinonoc . creek north of West Liberty. 
I f 
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Topographically; the high terrace can be divided into north~ 
ern and southern sections, the former including the area lying 
between Iowa City ,and the general latitude of Hills, the lat-
ter comprising ,all of the plain south of the above section. The 
northern section is characterized by a flat featureless surface 
in which the streams have cut but shallow and insignificant val-
ley&. In sections 25 and 30, East Lucas township, the, plain 
is especially flat as .can be s~h fr~m the following photograph. 
FIG. 16.-View showing . the flat surface of the high terrace in section 25, East Lucas town-
ship, Johnson county. 
The topography of the southern section is gently undulating. 
Compare figure 16 and figute 17. Its surface is marked by 
low elevations which in sections 13, 18, 19, 24, 25 and 36 'of , 
Pleasant Valley township rise twelve to fifteen feet above the 
general surface. Wherever the elevations are cut by roads 
they reveal a fine-grained sl;tnd without pebbles and undQubt-
edly they are dunes. Numerous undrained. depressions, many 
of , which are marshy and some of which contain ponds, were 
seen dotting the surface ' among the dunes. In sections 19, 24, 
25 and 30 of Pleasant Valley township the sru:face of the ter-
. . 
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rac~ rises somewhat higher than the surrounding country; 
This led the writer to map it at first as a northwestwa'rd pro-
jection of Kansan upland. Closer exarination, however, re-
vealed the fact that the surface really consists of a series of 
broad and low elevations between which are undrained depres.,. 
siems. The material, as seen in the road and in the farm-yard 
in the northeast corner of section 30, consists of a fine-grained 
white to yellow structureless sand. ' Further work finally de-
monstrated a gentle break in the slope ' of the topography to 
the east of the supposedly tongue-shaped extension of the up-
land. Farther south, as in the lower tier of sections in Pleas-
I 
FIG. 17.--View showin~ the g<lntly undulating topogranhy of the high terrace, section 19, 
Pleasant yalley township, Johnson county. Compare with figure 16. 
ant Valley township" the undulations are more pronounced, , 
the dunes havmg a height of thirty to forty feet. Ponds are , 
present between the ' undulations. Most of the dunes are not 
migrating but are under cultivation and at places .are covered 
'by groves of trees ~hose diameters measure as much as one 
'and one-half feet. In general the undulations trend east and 
~rt , 
,- Similar topography prevails', south of ' the Chi~ago, Rock Is-
• -land and Pacific railway tracks between River Junction and 
Lone Tree. The impressjon 'gained on viewing the topography 
is that the plain is the Kansan upland sloping gently we;t and 
- --_._ ----- -
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southwest and. the barometric elevations show this to be _the 
case. The gentle upland slope was modified by some agency, 
which gaV'e it the undrained-depression type of topography. 
This same impression is gained where the high and intermedj-
ate terraces come together in 'Muscatine and Louisa counties. 
In the oonter of section 33, Fremont township, Johnson county, 
there is a knoll somewhat higher than the surrounding land 
(Fig.'18), and the road which crosses it is very sandy toward 
the top of the ridge. To the south, the region lies forty to 
fifty feet lower, but rises again, however, to the same height at 
the edge of the terrace one mile distant. This knoll appears to 
FIG. l B,- View showing the knoll on the high ter race in the center of section 33, Fremont 
township, J ohnson coun ty. 
be the terminus of a high strip of country extending in a north-
west direction through section 33 and the lower half of 29, into 
section 30. .. 
Relation of the high terrace to other topographic feat~tre'S.­
The high terrace is distinctly differentiated from the interme-
diate plain by a well defined escarpment which in section 3, 
Oakland tokship, Louisa county, reaches a height of forty 
feet. From the center of the western section line of section 
11, Oakland township, to River Junction, the terrace is bor-
dered by the present flood plain of Iowa river, with the excep-
tion of one lo~ality. In sections 32 and 33, Fremont to"\VIlship, 
J ohllson county, and sections 4 and 5 of Oakl~nd township in 
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Louisa county, a small remnant of the low terrace Joms the ' 
higher plain with a "smoothly curving escarpment twenty feet 
high. It is iIi this part of the terrace lying south of River 
Junction that the sinuous border o~ the escarpment is found. 
The height of the high terrace above the flood plain differs 
.from place to . place. In the southern exten sion of the plain, 
in sections 9, 10, 15 and 16, Oakland township, where much of 
its prominence is lost, its surface lies between 'twenty-five and 
thirty feet above the floo.d plain. In section 4 of the sam~ 
township, the ,escarpment bluff has attained a height of sixty 
feet. Twenty-five feet is the average height as far north as 
section 12, 'Fremont township, Johnson cOl'mty, where the ter~ 
race bluff is forty feet high. North of River J unction, th~ 
. I 
high terrace is separated from the lower plain by the strik~ 
ingly straight escarpment previously described. On. th~ averr 
. age, there is a vertical difference of thirty-five feet betwe~n the 
(.. l 
two surfaces. \~ : ' ,'! 
On the west side of Iowa river, the larger terrace remnant 
in the valley of Old Mans creek is separated from the river 
flood plain by a steep bluff forty~eight feet high iWhichgive~ 
it a: height-of thirty.feet above the low terrace:.> Here, t90, the 
characteristic strrught escarpment is ' in evidence. rt~e' north,. 
ern isolated rem.I).ant in the English rhrer valley . lieR. at .lea8t 
fifteen feet above the lower plain to the east and thirty-five 
feet above the bottom land of the river. The surface of the 
remnant on the south bank of the river is twenty-five feet 
above the 'low terrace. '<' 
MATERIALS AND STRUCTURE 0]' THE TERRACE. -
. ,. 
Materials and structure.-An examination of all · the expo-
sil.res in the high terrace rev~als the fact that :rp.ost of the ma-
terial is fine-grained, brown to white, horizontally 'bedded sand 
overlain by a deposit of loesslike clay which averages four feet 
in thickness. Sections in the northern part of the plain are ex-
tremely few in number. In the southwest quarter ' of . section 
24, East Lucas township, a few feet of horizontally bedded silt 
is exposed. · Mong Snyder creek, ten to fifteen · feet of fine, 
horizontally stratified sand appears in the north bank of the 
J 
, ' 
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creek at 'the crossing of the roads between sections 36 of East 
Lucas and 31 of Scott townships. The ' best outcrop of sands 
and silts is in the north bank of the ,wagon road cut between 
sections 13, and 24, Pleasant Valley township, two and one-half 
miles east of Hills and one mile east of a type section in the 
lower terrace to be described in the forthcoming ' pages. (See 
fig. 19.) The section follows: 
!'Ia. 19.-Yiew of an outcrop of fine sands and silts in the high terrace exposed in the north 
bank of the wagon road cut between sections 18 and 24, Pleasant Valley township, 
Johnson county. ' ' 
TERRACE MATERIAL, HIGH TERRACE, TWO AND ONE·HALF MILES 
EAST OF HILLS. 
FEET 
A. Lollsslike clay ......... _ .......... _ .............. .:... ..... _ .... _ .... .: .......... _ .......... _ .......... _ .... _ .... _. 2-3 
B. Extremely. fine· grained, yellow to brown sand or silt. Stratification ' 
essentially horizontal, somewhat wavy. Lamination fine, lithological con-
stituents uniform; ' exposed ............... _ .... _ .... _ ................ _ ...................... _ .... _ ....... 3·7 
Four cuts in the terrace surface in sections 31, 32 ~Iid' 36 
of the same towm;hip reveal the' same type of fine horizontally 
bedded sands or silts. In these exposures, the stratification is 
horizontal and lacks the minor wavy und:ulations seen in the 
exposures east of Hills. It appears from the ' outcrop in the 
. south b~mk of the creek in the northeast quarter of section 31 
,that the terrace is composed entirely of this fine-grained lami- , 
" 
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nated material. Here the twenty .fe.et of sand is exposed within 
two to three feet ·of the level of the rolling plain. . Similar out-
crops of fine silts are found in , the center of section 4, Oakland 
township, Louisa cOlmty, four and one-half miles .south of Lone 
Tree and in the south bank 'Of the wagon ro'ad cut in the cen-
ter of section 3 of the same township. 
Only two exposures of the terrace material were seen in the 
terrace remnant in the 'valley of Old Mans creek. One of these 
is in a small gully in. the terrace escarpment in the wesfurn 
part of section 10, Liberty township, five miles south of Iowa 
Cjty. The materials are as follows: 
TERRACE MATERIAL, SECTION 10, LIBERTY TOWNSHIP, 
JOHNSON ·COUNTY. 
FEET INCHES 
A. Brown to reddish fairly coarse·grained sand, grading into a 
whitish to grayish clay or silt, leached and structureless ................ '17 
B. Reddish to brownish black gumtJo·like material, sticky when wet, 
practically free from grit. Material thoroughly leached. Surfaoo 
uneven ............... _ .. , ....... _ ........ _ ....... _: ...... ~._ ..•..... _ ........... __ . ... __ .... _.. lh.13 
C. Buff to ash·colored clay, ' gritty, pebbleless, leached; exposed..._... 2 
The relation 'Of the · gumbo-like material, B, to the other 
material is indicated in the diagram below, figure 20. The top 
FIG. 20.--Diagram showing the relation of the gumbo·like material, B, to the material A and C. 
of the terrace at this iocaJity is thirty~two feet above the flat 
to the east, and the black sticky material, B, is fifteen ' feet 
above the flat. · A similar gumbo-like clay outcrops one hundred 
yards to the southeast at practically the same level. Also the 
log. of .the well at the house two hund~ed feet or' so north of 
• 
, J 
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the first outcrop indicates a black band having a thickness of 
six inches. This well is approximately sl...'dy feet deep and 
the black layer is struck forty-five feet below the surface. The 
owner of the well also reported sixteen feet of gravel below the' 
sticky material. The top of the terrace at th~ house is forty-
eight feet above the lowland to the east, thus bringing the 
black layer about three feet above the lower fiat or twelve feet 
lower than the deposit at the first described locality. Another 
exposure is half a mile farther to the southwest in Po shallow 
ditch on the east side of the wagon road at the corner of sec-
tions 9, 10, 15 and 16. Four or five feet of leached sand and 
clay similar to those seen at the first lo~ality is exposed llere 
also. The layers, which ·are trunly laminated, show more or 
less. irregular bedding, which, however, can be explained readily 
as being due to the settling of the material after the road was 
construCted. A deposit of four to five feet of loesslike clay 
lies over the sands. The surface of the terrace at these sec-
tions is fiat. 
Most of the outcrops seen sQuth of the railroad tracks be-
tween River Junction and Lone Tree differ somewhat from 
those to .thenorth. In addition 'to the fine-grained sands or 
silts of the northern exposures, 'the southern sections show 
layers of coarse-grained sand and fine pebbles. Cross-bedding 
also is more in evidence in the coarser material and it is noted 
that the cross-beddinr- is fine and variable . in direction. It is 
further worthy of remark that the material is of low textural 
range, large pebbles being entirely absent. Thesecross-bedded 
layers are interstratified with t~e predominatingly finer hori-
. 2iontally bedded material. A typical section follows: 
TERRACE MATERIAL, HIGH TERRACE, .SOUTHWEST ' CORNER, SECTION 
24, FREMONT TOWNSffiP, JOHNSON COUNTY. 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
. FEET Loesslike clay . ______ : __ _____________________ ______ _____________________________________________ ______ __________ , 4 
Medium to coarse-grained yellow to 'brown sand, very fine' cross-bedding 1 
Very fine dense bluish sand with irregular lenses grading into a coarse-
grained . sand which .is highly and finely cross-bedded; numerous small pebbles and pebble pockets _____________ ________________ ._______________________________ : .. ______ _____ 8 
Brown, horizontally stratified sand containing thin layer~ of very small 
pebbles, lower portion coarser grained and cross-bedded _____________________ . _______ 12 
Dark brownish to blue-black joint clay containing much wood.. Surface 
of till covered by bowlders of all descriptions of which many are in the 
form of shingle; exposed to water's edge ____ . ____ .... __ ............ _ ... _ .... _ .... , ..... _ ..... 10 
• 
\ 
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The cross-bedding of sand C, which is rather unusual for the 
high terrace deposits, ~s' represented by the diagram, figure 21. 
It may be noted that a good many of the gravelstones, cobbles 
and bowlders which were seen lying between the stratified ma-
F IG. 21.- - Detail of cross·bedding of bed C in the high terrace sands exposed in 
the sou thwest corner of section 24, Fremont township, Johnson 
?ounty. 
FIG. 22.-View of the slabJike igneous bowlders lying on the surface of the till and beneath 
str atified terr ace deposits in section 23 , Iow a township, Washington county. 
terials and the .till in the various exposures along the ba:nk of 
the Iowa river are flat or slablike. Not only is this tru~ of 
the softer local limestone, but also of the harder igneous ma-
terial. (See Fig. 22.) . 
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THE WILTON VALLEY TERRACE. 
Area and topography.-According to Udden, the terrace 
'along the course of Mud creek up to Du.rant is a northeastern 
extension176 of his West Libertv Plain, or the' intermediate ter~ 
race of this paper. Because oi the difference in the material 'of 
the two ' terraces ,and because of the interrupted profile of the' 
gradient of their surfaees 'when these are connected, as illus- ' 
trated in figure 23, thle writer is of the opinion that the Wilton 
valley terrace is not an extension of , the , intermediate plain 
, " but rather a higher terrace , corresponding to the high terrace 
in Johnson countv. The terrace is continuous and can be 
. , 
traced eastward without a break on both sides of Mud creek, ' 
from sections ' 2 and 11, Moscow township; for a distance of 
over seven miles beyond Du.rant. Th€'. terrace is well defined 
and its surface is fl~t (see figure. 24) a.,nd not obscur~d by sand 
69'0 
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'FIG. 23,-Diagram showing the interrupted profiles of the surfaces of the Wilton Valley and 
Intermediate terraces when the two are connected. 
dunes. In width" the northern part average~ half a mile, 
whereas south oLt:n~ , creek the terrace is three-fourths' to one 
mile wide. Its surface, w:p.ich lies thirty to forty-five feet 
above Mud creek,meets the valley walls in a gentle slope. 
Materials and Stnict,ure.-Exposures in the terrace are 
fairly nunierous. Good outcrops are to be had in aimost every 
section through which Mud ereek flows, from section 11, Mos-
,cow township, to the villag~ of 'Durant. , In general, the ma-
terial composing the furrace is as follows: 
116 Iowa ~Q,!, Survey, Vol. IX, p. 257, 1899. 
--- - - -- - -----
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FIG. 24.-View .of the Wilton Valley terrace showing its flat surface and' the gentle slope of 
the valley walls. View taken one mile east of Wilton Junction. 
A. Loesslike clay. . 
B. Stratified sand, usually fine-grained. 
}'IU. 2i?-ViE!~ showing the finely laminated silts exposed in the Wilton Valley 
.terrace, in the southwest quarter, northwe8t . quarter 0 se,<~~Jim ' . S, 
Wilton township,. Muscatine cou~ty. , 
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C. FIlnely laminated silts or clays. 
D. Stratified sand, more gravelly to the west. 
The deposits seen in the various outcrops are or such a uni-
form character th~t they may be represented by the two fol-
lowing typical sections, one showing the prevalence of finely 
laminated silts or clays in the eastern half of the valley and 
the other showing a predominance of fine stratified sands in 
the western end of the valley. The type exposure of the lami-
nated silts or clays is .in the · southwest quarter of the north-
west quarter of section 3, Wilton township, three miles east 
of Wilton Junction. At this place Mud creek makes a sharp 
. " fl!) ' ':') : . : . • ,,' ... {' .'1" • '/ _ "I" ,'-. L 
FIG. 26.-View · showing the la.mj"ated, . ~i1~~ ·. ,qf fi¢re 25 e:gl,qsed within a 
few feet of the tertace surface.'· " 
.. 
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bend toward the north. The exposure is in the south and east 
bank of the terrace escarpment which rises thirty-five feet 
above the creek level. Figures 25 and 26 illustrate the mater-
ials at this place. Tl).e section is as follows: 
TERRACE MATERIAL, WILTON VALLEY TERRACE. 
Sw. 14, Nw. 14, SEC. 3, WILTON TOWNSHIP, 
MUSCATINE COUNTY. 
. FEET · 
A. Loesslike clay .................................. : ......................................................................... 1·5 
B. Fine·grained thinly bedded yellow sand abor e the finely laminated silts 
or clays, lamime abo~t twenty to an inch .......................................................... 34 
The sand, silts or clays are free from all pebbles. The strat-
ification, which is extremely fine, is horizontal; however, minor 
undulations, as figure 26 shows, are in evi~ence. 
The section typical of the terrace material in the west half 
of the valley is shown in the following photograph, figure 27. 
This outcrop is in the west bank of the wagon road cut be-
tween sections 11 and 12 of Moscow and Wjlton townships re-
spectively, one mile south and west of Wilton Junction. The 
terrace at this place is forty-six feet high and the outcrop js 
twenty feet above the creek. 
FIG. 27.- v'iew showing typical outcrop of terrace deposits in the western half of the Wilton 
Valley terrace, section II, Moscow township, Muscatine . county. 
, 
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TERRACE MATERIAL" WILTON TERRACE, 
WEST HALF SEC. 11, 
MOSCOW TOWNSHIP, MUSCATINE COUNTY. " 
','. F;EET 1;NCHES 
A. Brown 10ess ..... _ ......... _ ..... __ ... _ ...... _ ...... ____ .......... _ .... : ........... -..... _......... 2·3 
Sandy and silty deposit with small gravel or pebble pockets ... :..... 2·3 
B.' Finely laminated brownish sand to silt, no pebbles, beddmg 
. practically horizontal ... __ ..... _ .... _ .... _. ___ .... : ............................ _ .... _._ .. _..... 1 
C. White . to brown sand, white sand fine-grained, few scattered 
pebbles; brown and lower sand coarser and containing numerous 
small pebble pockets .. __ ._. ____ ._. __ ... __ .... __ . __ . .- ____ .. __ .... __ ... __ .. ____ ._ .. ____ ... _ .... __ 8 
D_ White fine-grained sand, oC0asional pebbles .... --.---.-.--------... .:-.... -. 
E. Coarse brown sand, numerous pehbles . __________ ... __ .:._ .. ________________ .. __ . .6 
F. Ash·colored silt, very fme, nq .pebbles, laminated; exposed __ ... ______ 6 
TERRACE REMNANT IN CEDAR COUNTY. 
A remnant of what appears to be a high terrace .is present 
in sections 13, 14, 23 and 24 of Iowa township, Cedar county, 
on the west batik of Cedar river. The top of this terrace rem-
nant is fiat and lies thirty-five feet above another terrace to 
the east which in turn is twenty feet ' above the water level of 
Cedar river. No exposure was .seen in it and the only clew 
as to the nature of its material and structure is obtained from 
its sandy surface and an exposure of bedrock in the creek bed 
in section 14 where the high terr~ce meets the bluffs of the up-
land. This suggests a rock terrace partly covered over with 
, loose sandy deposits. The terrace is only half a mile wide. 
TERRACE -NORTH AND NORTHWEST· OF WEST ;r.mERTy. 
The high terrace north and northwest of West Liberty along' 
the course of West Branch or Big Slough creek and'Wapsinonoc 
creek was mapped on the basis of tOP9graphic position. The 
town of W est ~iberty is built on this terrace, which ' rises about 
thirty feet ab6ve the intermediate plain. The terrace ' can be . 
very readily t,raced up to the above-mentioned creeks hq.t they 
have not inci-sed' their valleys sufficiently to reveal the nature 
and structure of the materials. The noteworthy feature of 
this terrace is its regruar and straight border, a feature char-
acteristic of the high terrace wherever it is in contact with the . 
lower terrace. This terrace is Udden's other extension177 of 
the West Liber.ty .Plain. 
,', 177' Iowa Geor. ·Survey. Vol. ' IX. p, '257. 1899. 
, . '~ ,.. 
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RELATIONSHIP OF mGH TERRACES. 
In the neighborhood of Hills, Johnson .county, the high ter-
ra.c~ has an elevation of 670 feet above sea level whi.ch agrees 
well with that of the western remnant in the valley of Old 
Mans .creek. ' This height corresponds with that of the high ter-
race at West Liber;ty where the terr!'lqe, as' re.corded by the Ohi-
. cago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway depot elevation, ,is 673 
feet. The lower end of the Wilton Valley terrace, also in the 
same iltraight line, has an elevation of 670 feet. In sections 
29' and 30 of Scott township, ,Johnson county, the eleva~ion of 
the' terrace is 680 ' feet above s~a level. Five miles ' dinic'tly 
east, the northwest ext~emity ' of the high terrace, north and 
northwest of West Liberty lies at 681 feet. Furthermqre; the 
'small remnant of the high terrace on the west bank of Ipwa 
river at Iowa City, near the city park, is at 680 feet. Lastly, 
the two isolated remnants of t~e high terrace on both sides of 
English river lie' at approxfrnately 640 feet, which is also the 
approximate elevation of the terrace east of Iowa dver at 
River Junction. Thus, it seems that in so f~r as elevations 
are concerned, there is some relationship between the high 
terrace and ' its remnants in Johnson county and the two , high 
terrace remnants in Muscatine, .county. 
THE LOW TERRACE. 
Area.-The low terrace is confined to the western or Iowa 
river arm of the lake basin. Unlike the other two terraces, 
this terrace is ;not continuous, but is represented by remnants 
large and small. Its surface lies, in general, twenty fe:et above 
Iowa river or somewhat less above the bottom-lands and twenty 
to forty feet below the high terrace. Where it is in contact ' 
with the high terrace, as in Pleasant Valley ' township, J ohn-
son county, the line of separation is regular, whereas its es-
carpment along' the river or flood plain is more or less sinuous. 
Remnants of the terrace occur on both sides of Iowa river. 
:..>tidngthestream c~mrSes of Old Mans creek and English river 
t, # . , 
south of Iowa city, the terrace is represented by "mere rem-
nants' at the bends of "178, iowa river. These' mere remnants' 
17~ Alden. Wm. C .• and Leighton, Morris 14 .• , ,The, IOW&l1 Drift: Iowa' Geo!; Survey. ·Vol. XXVI. p . 136. 1917. ,. ,', ., , , ' .. ,- " " " ' , , 
L j 
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have been described by lA7ighton179 and are at the following 
places. 
1. , West side of the valley of Pardieu creek about one mile 
below the North Liberty Plain in the west central p~rt of 
section 29, township 80 north, range 6 west. 
2. Along the north side' of the ravine running parallel with 
the Cedar ' Rapids and Iowa City Interurban from Swi-
sher to Cou Falls. . 
3. On the north side of the bend of Iowa river just north 
of Iowa City and on the west side of the tributary that 
dissects the valley walL ' . : 
, 4. 'Just above Mehaffey bridgle, in the southeast quarter of 
section 32, township 81 north, range 6 west. 
The remnants are all small, having, an average length and 
Width of one-fourth and one-eighth of a mile resp~ctively and 
a height above the river of about thirty feet. 
South of Iowa City the terraces are better developed and 
of greater dimensions. Half a mile SQuth , of the Iowa City 
limits in ,Vest Lucas to'wnship, the terrace is one , and one-' 
fOUrth miles wide and on the east side of the river in East Lu-
cas township, s-ections 34, 35 and 36, it , is approximately two 
miles wide . . However, the average width of the low terrace in 
the Iowa -river valley is about three-fourths of a mile. The 
largest parts of this terrace are that in ~he vaHey of Old Mans 
creek, where it is ten miles long ,and half a mile wid,e and that 
along the course of English river, whe:r:e it is seventeen miles 
long and about a mile wide. , Two insignificant remnl}nts, one 
on each side of ·the river, are present .at the intersection of 
Johnson, Louisa and Washington counties. It is possible that . 
the lo\v terrace is represented along Cedar river north of Cedar 
Valley, in Gower township, Cedar county. 
Topography.-The surface of the low terrace is flat except 
where it is in~errupted by a few shallow gullies of. young 
streams. 
Materials and Structure.-Exposu1-es of materials are lim-
ited to the river banks. In contrast with the deposits seen 
in the high , and intermediate terra~es, the materials of the low 
terrace are coarser, contain more gravel layers, have a higher 
179 Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXV. pp. 134·138. 140. 141. 1914. 
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textural range and consist predominantly of sands with ex-
tremely little silt or clay. In structure there is also a differ-
ence. Whereas the high and intermediate terraces contain 
thinly and horizontally bedded deposits with ,minor' cross-bed-
ding, the prevailing type of structure of the low terrace is well 
developed cross-bedding and pocket-and-Iens stratification. Of 
al.J. the exposures observed, those at the following three places 
may be cited as the best and most typical: 
1. Johnson county, Pleasant Valley township, center ~f the 
northeast quarter of section 33. The outcrop is in the 
east bank of a slough of Iowa river, one and one-half 
miles . east of Hills and one mile southeast of a typical 
high terrace exposure . . The .terrace is twenty-one feet 
above water level and approximately 640 feet above sea 
level. ' 
2. Johnson county, Liberty township, central part of the 
northeast quarter of section ~7, one and one-fourth miles 
south of ·Hills. The materials are in the west ·bank of 
Iowa river. . 
3. '\Vashington county, Iowa township, northeast corner of 
northeast quarter of section 33. The outcrop is in the 
southwest bank of Iowa river. 
A composite descriptio~ of the three outcrops follow~. The 
,upper three to six feet consists of loess or a brownish loesslike 
clay which overtop's a fine to medium~gramed highly cross-
bedded-sand which has a predominant dip to the south. 'This 
'bed is two to four feet thick: and numerous small granite, chert 
and limestone pebbles one inch in diameter are scattered 
through it. Pockets of laminated clay are visible locally. Be-
neath this layer of sand isa white sand which contains near 
its top small pockets of quartz~ chert, greenstone and other 
pebbl~s. The sand also is cross-bedded and peppered with 
litHe pebbles. Its thickness ' is three feet. Beneath the white 
sand is a coarse, brown sand containing numerous pebbles 
which measure one inch in all three dimensions. Most of the . 
sand is 'cross-bedded 'with a dip toward the south. Dip meas-
urements read from ' twenty to thirty degrees. At places) as 
at the Washington county exposure, there is a change in the 
direction of dip of the ' cross~beds. Numerous fine gravelly 
layer~ a.:re ~i~trihute'd thro1igh~ut this 8a~d in' t4~ form of pock-
• 
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. ets which pinch out laterally. Some horizontal as well as ir-
regular , or wavy bedded . layers oceur throughout the deposit. 
Beneath the stratified material, which is exposed within one to 
ten feet of the water's edge, is a dense bluish to black till whose 
surface is coveI1ed by many pebbles, cobbles and bowlders, a 
large . proportion of which are slablike. (See fig. 22, page 
155.) Laminated clays in the low terrace are exposed in .the 
south bank of Ralston cre'ek in the center of section 15, East 
Lucas township, south of Iowa City. 
Another outcrop which calls for especial attention is the Qne 
in the southwest quarter of section 34, West Lucas township, 
about'four miles south of Iowa City. The material is all ,strat-
ified, is .coarse and consists of sands and gravels. The depos-
it is exposed in a former gravel and . sand pit of the Iowa City-
Kalona branch of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Rail-
way. Th.e terrace rises fifteen feet above tbe flood plain of 
Iowa river and if:! . about one-eighth of a Ip.ile wide. A diagram 
and, section follow:. .' 
FIG. 28.-Diagram of the terrace materials seen in the low terrace in the 
Sw. '4 of section 34, West Lucas township, Johnson county. 
TERRACE MAT~RIAL, LOW TERRACE, SOUT~EST QUARTER, SECTION 
34, WEST LUCAS TOWNSHIP, JOHNSON COUNTY. . 
INCHES 
A. . Dark sand peppered with pebbles or small gravel, some well rounded. 
Oeeasionally large pebl:iles are found. Lower surfaee somewhat ir· 
regular ..... _ .. _ .... .:. .... _ .... _ .......... _ ................ _ ........... _ .... _ .. _ .... _ ................ _ .... _..... 6·15 
B. Coarse sand lighter than above, stratified, oontaining few large pebbles; 
on the whole, pebbles smaller than in A ... _ .. __ .. _ ........ _ .... _ .... _ .... _ .... _....... 0·6 
C. Thin layers of ooarse stratified sand, the upper half of whieh is blaek· 
ish and eontains a few pebbles; lower half of a brownish oolor.............. 2·3 
D. A sand similar to B ............... _ ..... _ ................... ~ ...... _ ............ : ......... _ .... _........... 0·5 
E. Coarse stratified gl'avel and sand. Gravel eopsists, of igneous material 
and limestone in equal parts; textural rang. ehig~, from small sand 
grains ,to bowlder/! nine by .six by four in~es. ¥any of· the gravelS 
are in the form of slabs or shingle. 'Some of,· the, limestone slabs are 
FLOOD PLAIN OF IOWA RIVER 
one,eighth to one-fourth of an inch thick, six to seven inches long and , 
, four inches wide. 'This slablike form is not confined to the limestone, 
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The log of the well at the house immediately west of the out-
crop shows that there is about two feet of 'soil foll<.>wed by 
,three feet of coarse stratified sand below which the gravel is 
encountered. The owner, of the well also reported that where 
the water level in the terrace is reached, the sand is coarse but 
of uniform texture. According to this same farmer, the gravel 
lies at different distances below the terrace surface, generally 
not very far beneath it, however. 
THE FLOOD PLAINS OF THE LAKE BASIN. 
The flood plain of Cedar River.-The flood plains of the two 
master streams have different wiaths and are at different 
depths below the levels of the adjacent terraces into which the 
modern valleys have been cut. Their margins, however, are 
practically everywhere characterized by sinuous river-scarred 
escarpments. The bottom lands of Cedar river maintain a , 
,fairly uniform \vidth of two and one-fourth miles to a point ' 
abo1;lt three miles north of Cone where the valley is constricted 
to one ' and one'-hal! miles. This width is · maintained . within 
two miles north of the Muscatine county line from which point 
to the junction of Iowa and Cedar rivers, the flood plain is no , 
wider than half a mile. In the northern part of Muscatine 
county, in Goshen township, the bottom lands lie thirty-seven 
to forty-three feet below the intermediate plain. Als the flood 
plain is traced southward, the difference between its surface 
, and that of the intermediate terrace becomes less and less until 
in Orono township it is twenty-seven feet and in Louisa county 
but twenty feet. The flood plain in turn lies on ' the average 
five feet above the river. Its surface is characteristically flat, 
sandy and marshy, and scarred by numerous abandoned river 
channels, old 'sloughs and ox-bow lakes. , O~ the whole, the ' 
drainage is defective and most of the hind is barely fit ,for ag-
ricUlture. ' . ' . ' , 
, "-The 'flood plain of'! owri river and its tributa"ries.-Theflood 
"plain of Iowa river and its tribu,,~arie~ fs 'in all respects sinll-
.. 
" 
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lar to that of Cedar river. The bottom lands of Iowa river 
are on the average twenty feet below the surface of the low 
terrace and thirty-two to forty~eight feet lower than the high 
terrace in the valley of Old Mans creek and forty to forty-five 
feet lower than the high terrace near River Junction. At other 
places, in sections 24, 25, 31 and 32, Fremont township, J ohn-; 
son county, differences in elevation between the flood plain and 
the high terrace ranging between twenty-two and thirty feet 
are more common. A maximum vertical difference in height 
of sixty feet between the high terrace and the flood plain is 
reached in the center of section 4, Oakland township, Louisa 
county. ' The most conspicuous features of the Iowa bottom 
lands are the two large extensions of the flood plain into the 
high and intermediate terraces in Oakland township ~ The 
most easterly one, occupying parts of sections 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 
22 and 23, is especially noteworthy. On the west side . it is 
bordered by the high terrace and on the north and east by the 
.. intermediate terrace, whose surface lies on the average thirty 
feet higher than the flood plain. Its outline or border is re-
markably regular with no notable indentations. Its width is 
uniform and is a little more than ' one mile'. The lowland, 
which . is marshy and a favorite ground for duck hunters, is 
traversed by Prairie creek. Two crescentic ponds or lakes dot 
. its surface, one in the northwest corner Of section 13 and ad-
joining parts of sections 12 and 14, the other in the southeast 
corner of section 15, the southwest corner of section 14 and 
the northern part of section 23. 
The average width of the Iowa river flood plain between 
River J Uilction and a point almost four miles north is two and · 
one-half miles. Thence the bottom lapds are narrower, having at 
first a wIdth of one and one-half miles, then one mile and finally 
?t Iowa City scarcely one-eighth of a mile. South of River Junc-
tion, the flood plain is two and one-half miles · across, but is 
abruptly constricted to half a mile in sections 25 and 26 of' 
Iowa township, Washington county. The flood plain widens 
again south of these two sections until finally a maximum width 
of three. miles is attained in the first large indentatio·n in Oak-
land township, Louisa ~ounty. Between the two large exten.-
- -------------
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sio.ns o.f the Io.wa river lo.wland, the flo.o.d plain is confined to. a 
width o.f o.nly o.ne-fo.urth o.f a mile · o.r less. So.uth o.f Gladwin 
as far as the junctio.n o.f the Io.wa with the Cedar, the bo.tto.m 
lands range fro.m o.ne-third to o.ne mile in width. The flo.o.d 
plains of the tributarief? o.f Io.wa river are insignificant and 
need no. further co.mment . 
----- -._- --"'---.:....:.-~----
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CHAPTER VI. 
EVIDENCE AND ORIGIN OF EXT~NCT LAKE CALVIN. 
Evidences of Extinct Glacial · Lakes, 
In a consideration of extinct glacial lakes, the most common 
evidences cited for their previo-p.s existence are generally those 
enumerated by Upham and listed as ~ollows: 
1. "Their channels of outlet over the present watersheds. 
2. Cliffs eroded along some portions of the shores by waves. 
3. Beach ridges of gravel and sand, often on the larger gla-
. cial lakes extending continuously through long distauces. 
4. Delta deposits, mostly gravel and sand, formed by in-
flowing streams. . . 
5. Fine sediments spr~ad widely over the lacustrine ~rea. 'HSO 
To these may be added several others as for ;instance, ice-
rafted bowlders, bowlder- walls, rounded shore lines between 
places of indentation and associated deposits along the shore 
lines. 
Discussion and Interpretation of Features of the Lake Calvin Region. 
Although the existence of Lake Calvin has been accepted by 
most geologists familiar · with the Lake Calvin basin, absolute 
proof of the former lake's existence has never been presented. 
Udden's work was confined to Muscatine county and the evi-
dences cited by him in his report on Lake Calvin181 do not. es-
tablish the certainty of th.e presence of the ancient lake, espe-
cially in the light of our present knowledge of the Pleistocene. 
Furthermore, doubt regarding Lake Calvin has been presented 
personally to the writer and has also been indicated elseWhere 
as may be seen from the following: "It is not known whether 
this gravel (a dep{jgit in the intermediate terrace or Udden's 
West Liberty plain) is a sheet deposit formed along a delta 
front encroaching on a lake, o·r was deposited by a stream the 
width of the present plain 'or was laid down in long narrow 
180 Upham, W., Lake Agassiz: U. S. Geol. Survey Monograph XXV, p. 19.5, 1895. 
181 Udden, J. A., Geology of Muscatine County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. IX, pp. 350·857, 
1899. . , 
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strips in the channel of an aggrading stream perhaps no larg-
er than the · Cedar of today.' '182 It has also been suggested 
that the sediments in the lake basin in Muscatine county were 
laid down "by a stream which is supposed to have had its 
course through it (the intermediate terrace) with some lacus- ' 
trine influence. ,. '188 
. In view of the above opinions, it now becomes necessary to 
carefully and critically study all features found in the lake 
region which might throw some light on the question whether 
J.Jake Calvin did or did not exist. An unbiased analysis of such 
features ought then to show whether the Lake Galvin basin is 
to be attributed to: 
1. lacustrine influence 
2. alluvial influenoo 
3. or a com'Qination of 1 and 2. 
With. this view in mind, the following topics or features are 
presented for careful and critical study: 
1. Theoretical considerations. 
2 . . The M'Q.d-Elkhorn .creek valley. 
3. The tempora!y Mississippi river channel of Leverett. 
4. Laminated silts, clays and sands in the lake bas~ . 
. 5. Terra~ ~n ' the' lake basin. . . 
6. Rounded bluff lines in the lake basin. 
7. Bowld~rs in the lake basin. 
8. Certain gr~vel deposits in the lake basin. 
9. The illinoian upland within and without the lake basin. 
10. A comparison of the width of the valley in and outside 
of the lake basin. 
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS • . 
Discussion.-:-Leverett18 ' has conclusively demonstrated that 
southeastern Iowa was invaded from the east by the IllinOIan 
ice sheet and that during this time Mississippi river must have' 
been displaced. The blocking up of the vaUey by the ice sheet 
undoubtedly resUlted in a ponding of the waters probably 
giving rige to a lake as the waters rose until finally an outlet 
or spillway was reached. As the roo.uth of Wapsipinicon river · 
182 Norton, W. R., and Others, Underground Water Resources of Iowa: U. S. Geol. Sune,. 
Water Supply Paper 298, p. 465, 1912; Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXI, p. 560, 1912. 
188 U. S. D~partment of Agriculture, Soil Survey of Muscatine County, I~wa, p. 22, 1916. 
18' Leverett, F ., Il1in~is Glacial Lobe: U. S. Geol. Survey Monograph XXXVIII, .1899. 
. . . 
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was blocked by the Illinoian ice sheet185 (Fig. 29) the waters 
of the Mississippi were dammed back as far as Maquoketa 
river from whence they escaped . westward as far as Preston 
in Jackson county. At Preston, the Maquoketa river valley is 
connected from the south by the wide and well developed Goose 
Lake channel which extends southward for over nineteen miles 
to the valley of vVapsipinicon river. Due to the closing of the 
c 
S C 0 
FIG. 29.-Sketch map showing the blocking up of the Mississippi and 
lower portion of the Wapsipinicon river valleY'!. (Modified 
after Carman) 
mouth of that river by the ice barrier the combined waters of 
Mississippi, Maquoketa and Wapsipinicon rivers. were forced 
westward to the mouth of Mud creek from whence the confined 
waters found their way southward over the !ow'ruvide to Elk-
horn creek and finally into Ceda~ river at Moscow. From here 
1.85 Carman, J . Ernest, The Mississippi Valley Between Savanna and Davenport: Illinois 
Geol. Survey, Bull. 13, p. 62, ·and fig. 15, p . 38, 1909. 
. I 
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the four streams pursued a southerly course to Columbus Junc-
tion, Louisa county, where Iowa river added ' its waters to that 
of the others. Since the passage of these waters was still 
obstructed on the east by the ice wall of the Illinoian glacier 
and ' on the other' sides by high Kansan bluffs they wer.e still 
dammed back and must have risen until the level of the aban-
doned channel discovered and mapped by Leverett1 8 6 was 
reached. As has been shown by Leyerett181 this anci~nt water-
course can be traced southward, westward and eastward across 
several counties until it joins the present Mississ,ippi river 
valley immediately below Fort Madison in L~e county. That 
the course of. Mississippi river during the Illinoian . stage of 
glaciation followed the course just outlined is not disputed. 
That the pondingof the combined waters ' of Mississippi, Ma-
quoketa, Wapsipinicon, Cedar and Iowa rivers together with 
that of the melting ice sheet necessarily gave rise to a quiet 
body of water in the lake basin area or that aggradation kept 
pace with the increasing influx of water so that stream condi-
tions existed all the time or that a combination of the two may 
hav.e resulted is not so obvious. 
Interpretation.-The fact remains that when the Illinoian 
ice sheet occupied the position shown by its deposits as indi-
cated on Plate VIII, Mississippi; Maquoketa, 'Wapsipjnicon, 
Cedar and Iowa rivers with their -trjbutaries were blocked on 
one side by an ice wall and on the other by uninterrupted Kan-
san bluffs 120 to 140 feet high. That the wat.ers of these com-
bined streams were ponded is evident. The question arises: 
would this ponding of the stream give rise · to a lake or is it 
. possible that in some way or other fluvial co:q.ditions were main-
tained ~ It is true that the ponded waters were able to spread 
over a considerable area, which may have resUlted in shallow I 
water conditions. However, it is hardly con~eivabl~ that depo-
sition was so rapid as to have kept pace with the rising of the 
water, especially since the combined waters of several large 
streams were involved, not forgetting the water coming from 
186 Udden, J . A., Geology of Louisa County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, p. 64, 1901. 
1 87 Leverett, F., The Illinois Glacial Lobe : U . S. Geol. Survey Monograph XXXVIII, pp. 
89·97, 1899. 
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the melting ice sheet. :F'urthermore; most .of the aggradation 
must be attributed to the melting·Illinoian '. ice itself and espe~ 
cially is this true towards the southern half of the lake basin 
whene no htrge streams empty into the basin. Would this ag-
g'radation account for the relative thinness of the illinoian de-
posit 1 It is a fact that the Illinoian drift is thin, but is it not 
more logical to explain this fact on the basis that the ice sheet 
had been gDeatly reduced in thickness, firstbeca:useit was prac-
tically at its maxinium distance from its source and secondly 
because in passing over from Illinois into .Iowa, the ice had to ' 
fill up the wide valley af the Mississippi, thu~ permitting only 
its upper and less heavily laden portion to advance into Iowa 1 
Such a diminution in thickness of the ice would necessarily 
mean a minimum amount of glacial erosion and hence a mini-
mum amount of material for deposition. Hence, the terrace 
materials are not to be thought of as being the result of depo-
sition of a stream the width of the terraoe. That it does not 
take much to cause ponding of waters to form a lake is illus-
trated in the case of Lake Pepin, Wisconsin. Lake Pepin is 
an expansion of Mi~sissippi river. . It is from o;ne, mile to two 
and one-half miles wide ' and about twenty-two miles long, cov-
ering an area of approximately thirty-eight and one-half squar~ r' 
miles. The lake is a result of the building up of a delta by 
Chippewa river. This riv~r having a higher grade than that 
of the Mississippi is able to carry more and coarser material 
than the master stream is able to remove. If the : incomplete 
, obstruction of the Mississippi's course, as at the mouth of the 
Chippewa, is sufficient to cause the formation of a lake then. 
" it is certain that the complete blocking of the Iowa-Cedar river 
valley by the lliinoian ice sheet would give rise to Lake Cal-
' vin. i ', ' i : i' 
Thus it appears to the writer that ponding of the combined 
waters of Mississippi, . Maquoketa, Wapsipinicon, ,Cedar and 
Iowa rivers must have resulted ill the formation of a lake in 
which· the sediments of the terraces were deposited. 
THE MUD-ELKHORN CREEK VALLEY. 
Discussion.-Of utmost importance in the consideration of 
~~, ~-----
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, 
. the former existence of glacial lakes are the inlet and the out-' 
let, .especially the ' latter. If there really existed a lake with 
an inlet, some evidence of the latt~r might be manifested either 
in the form of the topography ' or in .t1!-e natur~ of 'the sedi-
ments found in the inlet. The only possible inlet of Mississippi 
river to Lake Calvin was by way of Mud and Elkhorn creek 
valley as outlined under Theoretical Considerations. A careful 
study of this valley is therefore very important. . 
The valley occupied by Mud creek is well defined and ranges 
in width from one and one-half to a little over two miles. It 
unites with the large valley of Ceda~ river at :Moscow and ex-
tends eastward for over seven miles past Durant. The valley 
walls, although more sharply defined at some places than at 
others, merge, in general, gradually into the conspicuous fea-
ture of the valley, the wide terrace de'scribed in chapter V as 
the Wilton Valley terrace . . The ' surface of this terrace is fiat 
and unobstructed by sand dunes and is continuous save for 
the course of Mud creek which has incised for itself a narrow 
flood plain thirty to forty-five. feet below the terrace surface. 
At . Durant an island-lil{e ridge separates the valley into two 
branches, one trending iIi a northeasterly direction following 
what is known as Elkhorn cree~ and the other continuing east-
ward along Mud. creek. .Of the two branches, the northeast 
trending valley is the more conspicuous. For, over two miles 
its Gourse is direct and its 'width is scarcely over one-half of a 
mile. The .valley walls are well developed and sharpl y . out-
lined. The other branch continues eastward along Mud creek 
for about three miles and thence extends northward, meeting 
the Elkhorn valley in sections 19 and 20 of Cleona township in 
Scott county. All exposures of sediment in the valley are lim- " 
ited to the area between Moscow and Durant.and consist chiefly 
of fine stratified sand and laminated silts or clays. Calvin in 
speaking of these sediments states !' The fineness of the ma-
terial, the regular stratification and absence of organic matter, 
indicated that at the time of the imbedding of the skeleton, the 
locality was .covered with comparatively deep, clear and 'still 
.water . . ' . . ' . The topography of the surrounding coun-· 
try and the .nature of the drift itself, favored the idea that 'a 
I· 
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lake at one time cOV!e:red the territory of the West Liberty 
plain and reached up to 'Wilton, ' and that sediments from some 
inflowing river had aided in fining this lake." 1188 
The valley in which Elkhorn creek flows continues its course 
northeastward over the very gentle divide into the valley of 
Mud creek without either' being constricted or losing its iden-
ti'tf.' - The divide separating the headwaters of the north-flow-
i~g" ~tPd4md the south-flowing Elkhorn creeks lies at an ele-
vation of about 720 to 725 feet above' sea level and is so fiat 
and poorly dt'ained that sev~ral ponds and marshes cover its 
surface. The rise between · the two creeks is so imperceptible 
that were it not : for the fact that the creeks are seen to flow 
in opposite directions, a col would not be suspected. The di-
vide is in sections 19 and 20 of Cleona township, Scott county, 
and is over one and one-half miles wide. The valley then~e 
follows the course ' of Mud creek for over nine miles to Wap-
sipinicon river. Mud creek itself is an insignificant stream. 
Near its head, it is :b-rlt . it . 'few feet across and from three to 
frve feet deep, but ' it mcreases in size somewhat toward its 
mouth where it is four to ·five rods wide and six to seven feet 
below the valley floor, Because of its extreme youth there are 
no exposures along its course. Outcrops are lacking on the 
valley slopes also because of their gentleness. Another notice-
able feature of Mud creek valley is that the wide valley floor 
extends up into the ' tributary valleys so that the latter near . 
their mouths are exceptionally wide. "It is believed that these 
broad 'flood · plains (of the tributaries at their mouths) were 
filled from the main channel rather than agg~aded by thp.lr own 
creeks. ' '1:89 ' 
If the lllitloian ice obstructed the lower course' of the Wapsi-
pinicon river valley then somewhere we.st of the present Mis-
sissippi river there must be evidence of a temporary Missis-
sippi channel and such evidence is not lacking. A well defined 
valley follows the Wapsipinicon river valley east for about 
fifteen miles from the debo'uchure of Mud creek and in the oth l' 
. ' . ' ,·,t r f' r • 
18~~~ Udden, J, A., Geology of Muscatine County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. IX, pp. 352,353, 
189 Norton, W. H., Geology of Scott County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. IX, p, 415~ 1899. 
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direction it can be traced northward through Clinton and J ack-
son counties as far as Spragueville where it unites with the 
valley of the Maquoketa. In many respects this old valley, 
termed the Goose Lake channel and' first described by Mc-
Gee/90 is similar to the one occupied by Mud and Elkhorn 
creeks. . Both are occupied by two insignificant streams, one 
flowing to the north and the other to the south. In both cases, 
the streams occupy disproportionately large valleys. As the 
FIG. 3D.-View of Goose Lake Channel in Ja.ckson county. 
divide bet\veen Mud a;nd Elkhorn creeks is imperceptible and 
ill drained, so too is the valley between the headwaters of the 
south-flowing ~rophY creek and the north-flowing Deep creek. 
The divide between the two ~reeks is in sections 4 .and 5 of Cen-
ter townshiP: and 32 and 33 of Deep Cre,ek tovynship, Clinton 
county. Fonrerly a lake, poose Lake,,, form~d the head of 
Deep creek, bilt at the present time the site o'f the lake is , rep-
resented by a ' largynarsh. The streams -that flow in the an-
cient valley occuW but mere trenches as they are very shallow 
and but a.i ,ew· feet wide. Goose Lake channel, figure 30, is far 
more pronounced than is Mud creek valley .. Its valley walls, / 
, " 
190 McGee, W J, The Pleistocene History 'of Northea,stern Iowa : U. S. Geol. Survey, 
Eleventh Ann. Rep't., Pt. I , p. 3'92, 1899; The ~rainage Systems and Loess of Eastern Iowa, 
Private ,Publication, 1884. 
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especially in the northern half, are :cut into bedrock and rise 
seventy to two hundred feet above the valley floor. Toward 
the south end of the valley the bluffs are only about twenty-five 
feet high. _ Exposures in the channel are extremely few. In 
section 34 of Center township, Clinton county, 3J.ong the south-
east bank of the creek several feet of horizontally stratified 
sand covered by two feet of loess is exposed. In the southeast 
corner of section 13, just north of Spragueville in Jackson 
county, a bed of laminated silts and sands ' severai feet thick 
is exposed. Immediately north of Preston the south bank of 
the creek shows brown clay contair4ng inilUme.rable chert chips 
and pebbles. This clay, which 'is a foot to a foot and a half 
thick, overlies fine grained thinly bedded yellowiRh to brown . 
c 
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FIG. 31.-Map showing the course ot Mississi.ppi river north -of the Lake Calvin basin during 
Illinoian times. . 
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pebbleless sand. According to Carman "The surface material 
of Goose Lake valley' passes downward into fine sand which is 
60 to 100 feet thick on the divide 'south of Goose lake. Farther , 
north in Sees. 17, 8 and 5 of Deep Creek township, Clinton ' 
county, several wells go to 110 to 120 feet in sand and , fine 
gravel. In the south part of the channel south of Elvira wells 
70 to 80 feet deep , do 'not reach rock. ')191 
The temporary Mississippi followed the rock bound gorge of 
Maquoketa rfver from the mouth of l)eep creek to Mississippi 
river. The course of Mississippi river during , the Illinoian 
times is shown on figure 31-
Interpretation~-The nature and structure of the silts anq 
laminated clays expos~d in Elkhorn' valley in the vicinity of 
Wilton Junction -practically preelude contemporaneous aggra-
dation. As has been shown -before, the terrace materials con- ' 
sist of fine horizontal laminated silts and clays without coarse 
sands, gravels or bowlders. It is practically impossible tp as-
sign such deposits to fluvial influence. The fine lamination of 
the deposits, which at places are over thirty feet thick, implies 
quiet water or lacustrine conditions. On the other hand, one, 
might expect to find coarse sands and gravels, .showing evi-
dE?nce of rapid deposition in the valley, if fluvial conditions ex-
isted, since the valley follows the edge of ,the Illinoian drift 
plain. Naturally her'e, nearest to the ice edge, we would ex-
pect the coarsest material to be ~~id down. Large bowlders are' 
practically lacking from the terrace surface except those .lo-
cated by Udden192 in sections 8 and 11 of Wilton to"7J;lship and 
in section 2 of Moscow township, Muscatine county. In speak-
, ing 6f these bowlders Udden s'tates that they were "in all prob-
ability, transported by floating ice on the surface of the lake 
at an early ' stage, when the waters stood high, and were prob-
ably stranded on the shores. "llla To the, investigator, the lami-
nated silts and clays argue positively for lacustrine conditions. 
The fact that a continuous valley, partly occupied by streams 
and partly abandoned, can be traced from the lake basin to 
1 91 Carman, J . Ernest. The Mississippi Valley Between Savanna and Davenport: Illinois 
G:eo!. Survey, Bull. 13, p. 57, 1909. ' , 
192 Udd,en, J . A" Geology of Muscatine County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. IX, p. 354, 1899. 
19S Idem, p. 354. 
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the Mississippi river by way of Maquoketa river strongly sug-
gests the possibility of a lake. It has been shoWn that the 
Mud-Elkhorn valley is disproportionately wide and is not the 
. , 
product of the insignificant streams which occupy portions of 
it Furthermore, the valley is distinctly traceable over two 
stream divides. A better inlet to the lake could not be desired. 
FIG. 32.-Map showing the course of Mississippi river 
times. 
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THE TEMPORARY MISSISSIPPI CHANNEL OF LEVERETT. 
, 
Discussion.-The outlet is of still greater importance' as a 
criterion of extinct glacial lakes. As early as 1~96 Leverett 
discovered an abandoned channel between the Illinoian and 
Kansan uplands in Louisa county. This channel, which is out-
lined on figure 32, has been described in detail by Leverett in 
his monograph on the Illinois Glacial Lobe. The following de- . 
scription is taken from this report: "The course of the chan~ . 
nel is southward from just above Columbus Junction to the 
vicinity of Winfield, a distance of 12 miles, crossing Long 
Creek, a small tributary of the Iowa, about six miles south of 
Columbus Junction . . . . . Before reaching Winfield a 
channel branches off to the west from the main channel and 
joins it again just south of Wyman. This channel has a 
breadth of but one-eighth mile or less. It is more direct than 
the main channel, and has aboJlt the same depth. 
A short distance east of Winfield the main channel is enterEld 
from the east by the East Fork of Crooked Creek, and this 
stream meanders through the broad bottom of the main chan-
nel westward to its junction with the West ]'ork, and thence 
continues west and south to Skunk River Valley at Coppock. 
Another channel leads directly west from Winfield past Wayne 
to Coppock, . a distance of 15 miles. The combined width of 
the two channels is but little greater than that of the portion of 
the channel north of Winfield, the channel along Crooked Creek 
being about three-fourths to one mile in width and· the channel 
leading past Wayne one-fourth mile. The lower portion of. 
Crooked Creek nearly occupies the full width of the north chan-
nel, but throughout the greater part of the course it is bor-
dered by a broad terrace-like plain, several times the hreadth . 
of the valley which it has excavated . . .. . . 
The portion along Skunk river from Coppock to Rome, a dis-
tance of 10 miles, is so completely occupied by the valley of 
that river that only o·ccasional narrow remnants of the aban-
doned channel appear M terraces on its borders, the ' average 
breadth of that part of Skunk River Valley .being fully one 
mile. The most extensive remnant of the abandoned channel 
is found in the · double me-bow made by the river north and 
I~'....L.......I'~_ 
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west of Rome, which stands, where not broken down by subse~ 
quent erosion, about 670 to 675 feet above tide. 
From Rome the abandoned valley continues southward along 
the valley of Big Cedar Creek (reversed) and is preserved in 
terracelike remnants on €ach border of the valley which stands 
80 feet or more below the level of the upland plain. The 
average breadth of the valley being not less than one-half mile 
the terrace remnants are narrow. From the hend of the 
Big Cedar, eight miles south of Rome, the old valley, as noted 
above, leads southeastward across Lee county to the Missis-
sippi Valley at Viele, six miles below Fort Madison, gradually 
deepening from 30 feet to the north to 50 or 60 feet at the 
south. It is occupied for about 4 miles by .Little Cedar Creek 
just south of the bend of Big Cedar. The remainder of its 
course is drainea by Sugar Creek. ' ,The excavation along the 
channel from Columbus Junction to Viele is estimated to be 
one-half a cubic mile.' '194 
This ancient valley of the Mississippi is incised below the 
general upland surface of the ' Kansan drift plain thirty to 
sixty feet. The valley floor rises i20 feet above the level of 
J owa river and in the vicinity of Columbus J unctton it lies at , 
an elevation of about 700 feet above sea level. Its general , 
,wldth ranges from one and one-quarter to one and one·,half ' 
miles. The valley is well defined but is more conspicuou8 the 
farther southward it is traced. At the divide in sections '35 
and 36 of ,Elm Grove township, Louisa county, seven miles 
south of Columbus Junction, the valley floor is one mile wide 
and ~hirty-five to forty feet below the general upland level. 
(See fig. 9, page 114.)' Several miles south of ColUmbus Junc-
tion bedrock appears in the valley walls and that pa~t along 
Skunk river is cut largely in solid rock. 'Unusual deposits of 
sand and gravel are lacking in the channel. 
Interpret,ation.-The absence also .of any notable deposits 
of sand or gravel ' in the temporary Mississippi river channel 
of Leverett seems to be in opposition to a fluvial hypothesis. 
If the filling up of the lake basin is due to stream deposition 
194 Leverett, F ., The Illinois Glacial Lobe: U. S. Gaol. Survey Monograph XXXVIII, pp. 
91-93, 1899. 
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then th€re appears to be no logical reason why similar depoT" 
sits as those found in the lake basin and in the 'Wilton Valley 
should not be seen in the abandoned Mississippi channel, the 
course ,pursued by the streams at the time of glaciation. ,rrhe 
absence of such · materials at once demands an explanation. 
There is no reason to believe that the streams were no longer 
overloaded by the time the waters used 'the channel nor that 
erosion .has since removed the materials that may have been 
deposited. When it is remembered that a lake acts as a filter-
ing plant for a river, it is easy to account for the absence of 
notable sand and gravel deposits in the abandoned valley 
if Lake Calvin existed and Leverett's channel served as its 
outlet. For comparison the streams emptying into and drain-
ing the Great Lakes may be cited'. It is well known that the 
. streams emptying into the Great Lakes are discolored and 
muddy because of the large amount of sediment which they 
carry. Also it IS true that such streams as the Niagara and 
the · St. ,Lawrence which drain away from the lakes are rela-
tively clear and free from sediments and hence have little ero-
sive power. Because of the filtration of sediments and perhaps 
also because "the ground in which ·this channel was exca-
vated may have been frozen at the time of the lllinoian glaci~ 
ation, its situation being · on ' the immediate border of the ice 
sheet'1195 .it is not to be · expected that the outfiowing stream 
would have much erosive power nor much material to deposit 
so that the absence of notable deposits of sand and gravel . 
within . the channel is quite the natural thing to be looked for. 
This too may explain why the abandoned channel of Leverett 
is not so well developed as the Mud-Elkhorn valley, especially 
that portion which is known as the Goose Lake channel. Lev-
erett has traced the channel from the southern extremity of the 
lake basin at Columbus Junction across several counties to Mis-
sissippi river below .Fort Madison. . This channel furnishe~ an 
excellent outlet for .Lake Calvin. 
LAMINATED SILTS, CLAYS AND SANDS IN THE LAKE BASIN. 
Discus~ion.-The finding of horizontally laminated clays or 
1 95 Leverett, F" The Illinois Glacial Lobe, U. S, Geol. Survey Monograph XXXVIII, p , 93, 
1899, ' 
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silts is positive evidence of quiet water sedimentation and may 
be taken in most ca'ses as iri.dicating deep water deposits and 
lacu~trine sediments. In general, it 'may be stated that the 
materials of the high and intermediate ter'races are of low tex-
tural range and are finely stratified. Laririnated silts or clays, 
however, are practically limited to the valley of Mud creek. 
Eight good outcrops 'of terrace materials are present in a dis-
. tance of five miles, commencing one mile west of Wilton Junc-
tion and extending to a point four miles east of the town. As 
was mentioned in Chapter V under the discussion of' the ma-
terials and structure of the Wilton Valley terrace, the eastern 
half of the valley shows a predominance of laminated silts and ' 
clays whereas in the west end fine stratified sands are more 
common. There can be no doubt that the deposits such as are 
represented by the typical section of terrace materials as given 
on page 159 (see fig. 25) were laid down under quiet water 
conditions. Practically thirty-four feet of laminated silt or 
clay is exposed in the type outcrop. Pebbles are entirely lack-
ing and the stratification is hori:l.:ontal and undisturbed except 
for a few minor wavy undulations. Other laminated deposits 
may be seen in the high terrace two and one-half miles east 
,of Hills (see fig. 19, page 152), in sections 31, :32 and '36, 
Pleasant Valley township, Johnson county, and in sections 3 
and 4 of Oakland township in Louisa county. Similar sedi-
ments are exposed in the intermediate terrace in section 8, 
Goshen township, ,Muscatine county. The exposed ,thicknesses 
of these deposits range from seven to twenty feet. 
Interpf'etation.-The laminated silts and clays exposed,in the 
terrace in the vicinity of Wilton Junction have been discussed. 
A 'study of the high and intermediate terrace materials shows 
that they consist principally of fine to medium-grained sands 
most of which are horizontally stratified. If these sediments 
are to be attributed to fluvial conditions, then the streams car-
ried practically no coar~e material, a condition hardly possible 
when one considers the enormous amount of material deposited 
and the vast area covered. 
The structure of the sediments is even more detrimental to 
the theory of alluvial deposition than is their texture. It is 
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difficult to account for the general horizontal st:ratification over 
such a wide extent as is found in the lake basin on the basis 
of stream deposition. In sharp contrast to the general hori-
zontal stratification of the high terraces is the high cross-bed-
ding of the sands and gravels of the low terrace. This terrace 
is without doubt of glacio~fluvial origin, as is evident from the 
nature of these deposits, from their texture and structure and 
from the fact that the low terrace can be traced to the Iowall 
drift plain. Is it possible that the Iowan ice sheet supplied 
coarser material than the Illinoian? Although it is possible, 
there appears to be no logical reason wIly it should have done 
so, especially since the Iowan ice sheet is believed to have been 
a thin glacier as is evidenced by the thin deposit of Iowan drift. 
Furthermore, the Iowan outwash materials were not laid down 
as directly in the lake basin as were the materials coming from 
thelliinoian ice sheet, which adjoined the lake basin. 
It therefore appears that the nature of the sediments of the 
high, the intermediate. and the Wilton Valley terraces demands 
another hypothesis than that of fluvial aggradation to account 
for their origin, especially since the known alluvial deposits a~ 
evidenced by their texture and structure are in striking con-
trast to those of the above mentioned terraces. On the other 
handy the fineness of the deposits. and the general horizontal 
stratification· can well be 'accounted f.or by a lacustrine hypo-
thesis. 
TERRACES IN THE LAKE BASIN. 
Discussion.-It is not evident whether a lake plain can be dif-
ferentiated from a stream terrace on the basis of topography af-
ter dissection has progressed. The surface of the lake floor may 
be more level over a long distance or may have a lower gradient 
than that of an alluvial terrace, yet it does not follow that this 
need be the case. There are three distinct terraces in the lake ba-
sin, the high, the intermediate and the low, but what relationship 
exists between them is not apparent. The high and low terraces 
are in contact in numerous places in Johnson county and are 
separated by a well defined straight escarpment about thirty 
feet high. In Oakland township, Louisa county, and at West 
I~iberty, the high and intermediate terraces join. The aver-
' . . 
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'age vertical distance between the surfaces of these two ter· 
races is thiFty.five feet. As previously described the high and 
intermediate terraces are more or less gently sloping plains 
dotted with nUmerous sand dunes, an exception to this being, 
the one in Wilton Valley. In contrast to these are the low ter-
race and the present flood plain of the rivers, which are prac-
tically free from sand dunes. 
. Thorn a study of elevations as given on page 116, it is seen 
that the high terrace is closely related to the Wilton Valley ter- . 
race as well as to the one northwest ' of West Liberty. It is 
evident from a compa:rative study of their materials and struc-
ture, as well as of their elevations, that the low terrace in 
Johnson county is not represented by the intermediate terrace 
in Muscatine county. The low terrace is of fluvial 'origin as it 
is composed of Iowan outwash materials. From the descrip-
tions of the materials given in the previous chapter, it is seen 
that the high and intermed~ate terrace deposits. are much finer 
and the textural range is much Jower than those . of the low ter-
race. Furthermore, the stratification is, on the whole, more 
horizontal and less disturbed. An excellent comparison of ter- . 
race materials of the high and iow terraces is to b~ had in two 
outcrops one mile and two .and one-hal! miles east of Hills in 
Johnson county. fhe location of the two exposures is ·indi-
cated in the following s~etch map. . 
FIG. SS.-Sketch map showing location of two typical outcrops ; 1, alluviai; 2, 
.lacustrine. . 
Exposure 1 is in the low terrace ~nd exposure 2 is in the ' 
high terrace. Whereas the material , of the high terrace is ex· 
tremely fine sand or silt, horizontally bedded, the material of 
the' low terrace consists entirely of a fine to medium-grained, 
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white to gray and brown heterogeneous sand containing numer-
ous pebbles and having a medium textural range. Most of the 
sand is cross-bedded with cross dip at angles ranging from 
twenty to thirty degrees. Although in general the cross-bed- . 
ding dips in a southerly di'rection, the direction of dip at any 
particular place is not necessarily consistent with the general 
dip. The gravel layers not only 'dip in all directions but they 
pinch out in short distances. , In short, the structure of the de-
posit fihows typical cross-bedding and pocket-a:nd-lens type of 
structure. This deposit, twenty-one feet thick, 'is in sharp con-
' trast with the other outcrop only one mile farther to the east 
where cross-bedding, pocket-and-Iens type of structure and 
varying texture of materials are replaced by horizontal strati-
fication and sediments of extremely low textural range and, uni-
form composition. The conditions under which these two de-
posits were laid down are obviously not the sa~e. ' 
The slope of the high terrace appears to be gentler than that 
of the intermediate terrace. ' From the elevations obtained, the 
gradient of the former terrace is fouIid to be one and four-
tenths of a foot per mile, whereas the latter has a gradient of 
two and one-half feet per mile. 'However, the writer is inclined 
not to place much importance on the gradient of the high ter-
race, as barometric readings had to be used in its calculation. 
The gradient of the Wilton Valley terrace, one foot per mile, 
compares favorably· with that of the high terrace. When a c6m~ 
paris on is made of materials, texture and structure between 
either the higl1, the Wilton Valley or the intermediate terraces 
and the low terrace, it is appar~nt that the conditions under 
which they were formed were different. ' 
Interpretation.-Many hypotheses may be 'advanced to ' ac-
count for the origin of three distinct terraces, de:pending upon 
whether they are all of different ages or whether some two or 
all three are contemporaneous. Before discussing' any hypoth-
esis, it will be well to see what relationship exists 'among 
them. The problem is somewhat ' complicated since the low 
and the high terraces are confined to the Iowa river arm of the 
lake basin and the intermediate terrace is limited to the Cedar 
river arm. 
, 
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It , has been ' s~J.Own previously that the high terrace, the ter-
race north and northwest of ,TV est Liberty and the Wilton Val-
ley terraces had a common mode of origin. The questions how 
to be settled are 
1. ' Are the high and intermediate terraces of the same age ' 
or do 'they represent two stages of terrace development~ 
2. Are the low and , inter:r;nediate terraces contemporaneous 
in origin~ 
ARE THE HIGH AND INTERMEDIATE TERRACES OF THE SAME AGE 
OR DO THEY REPRESENT TWO STAGES OF TERRACE DEVELOPMENTf 
A study of elevations, materials and structure of the high 
terrace and the Wilton Valley terrace shows that the two are 
closely related and undoubtedly are of the same age. The in-
termediate terrace lies at a lower elevation than the other two 
terraces, but is very similar to them in so far as materials and 
structure, are concerned, although it differs in aU three respects 
very strikingly from the low terrace. The question aris'es: 
Is the intermediate terrace contemporaneous in origin with the 
high terraces ~ If so, why the difference in elevation? All , 
things being equal, the filling of a lake ought to be uniform 
and hen,ce but ORe set of terraces should be expected to repre-
sent the ancient lake bed. However, in a case like that of an-
cient Lake Calvin where the lake if it existed consisted 9f two 
arms and where the supply of ' sediments coming into the iake 
'was determined by the number and size of the inflowing 
streams, the' lake floor need not necessarily have the same ele': 
vation ' in the two arms. To account for the difference in ele-
vation between the high arid intermediate terraces several hy-
potheses may be presented. The original slope . of the valley 
walls and the depth of the valley.s may have been an influenc-
ing factor in, determining the height of the lake bed at various 
places. Under similar conditions of sedimentation, the bed 
of Lake Calvin ought to be uniform and have the same eleva-
, tion in the two arms of the lake, provided that the depth of the 
valleys was the same. However, if the depth of the two arms 
differed or if the slope of the valley walls was different as is 
indicated in the following diagram, a difference in the elevation 
of the two lake floors might be possible. In' a case such as is 
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indicated by the diagram, figure 34, aU things being equal, an 
equal amount of sediment would necessarily mean a higher lake 
bed in that portion of the lake occupying the shallower valley 
and having the gentler slope. The high terrace is confined 
practically , to the 'eastern part of the western or Iowa river 
arm of the lake basin whereas the intermediate terrace occu-
pies the 'eastern or Cedar river arm of the ) ake site. The 
bluffs adjacent to the intermediate terrace are very distinct, 
steep and sharply defin~d, whereas those forming the high ter-
race are less well outlined, due to the gradation between bluffs 
and terrace. Practically everywhere south of the latitude of 
Hills; the impression gained while standing on the terrace ' is 
that the Kansan upland slopes gradually toward the south and 
southwest and is covered by a veneer of ,:finer sediments. The 
topography of the terrace is gently undUlating" suggesting that 
the sedinlents composing the terrace materials were . deposited 
in more or less shallow water, probably forming bars and 
beaches.' The sand from these , bars and beaches proba1?ly was 
formed into sand dunes which encroached upon the bluffs and 
thus caused them to 'be less well outlin'ed. ' , 
, . 
, F ro, 34,-Diagram showing how the depth and the slope of the lake bed may 
r esult in different elevations of the lake fioor, the amount of material 
being equal. 
Another factor entering into the problem Of the difference in 
elevation ' between the ' high and , intermediate terraces is the 
number of streams emptying into the lake basin. A glance at" 
Plate VIII shows at once that the Iowa river arm of the lake 
basin receives not only the greater , number of affluents but 
also the larger ones. Since it receives larger and more trib-
utaries, this 'portion of the lake naturally should receive the 
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greater amolint of sediment, a fact which seems to be 'borne out 
by the presenee of the high terrace in this portion ()f the lake 
basin. The Cedar river arm of the lake basin receives ;practi-
cany no streams of any sIgnificance. The largest streams emp-
tying into this portion of the lake basin are confined to the 
north end. In the northwest corner is Wapsinonoc creek with 
its two branches: Here also the terrace is higher than the inter-
mediate terrace . . In the Wilton Valley also,the.terrace is higher 
than the intermediate terrace due undoubtedly to the fact that 
deposition took place .there first as the valley formed the north-
eastern extension of the lake. The westward extension of this 
high terrace may have been hindered by Cedar river destroying 
it as quickly as the terraee was built up. On the other hand, 
an extension of the Wilton Valley terrace westward may have 
caused Cedar river to be dammed up more than the lake basin 
itself. Such a po'nding of the river may have resulted in 'a 
lake being formed over the , area to the east of the ~iver, an 
area wpich has a topography quite unlike the ordinary Kansan. 
The region is essentiallY flat and is covered to a . large extent 
by sand dunes. The age , of this youthful-appearing supposed-
ly Kansan area has been questioned by Leighton.196 May it be 
illinoian, or a former lake site, or is it a rock terrace covered 
with a veneer of Kansan drift? The problem still remains open. 
A difference in the depth of the two arms of the lake basin 
and in the slopes of their floors, together with a greater supply 
of sediments to. certain portIons . of the basin readily explains 
the different elevations of the lake bed. Thus, on the supposi~ 
tion that Lake Calvin existed, the high and intermediate ter-
races may be considered as having been formed contemporane-
ously. If the two terraces were formed at ,the same time 
sho.uld not the intermediate terrace be less cross-bedded than 
the high terrace and be made up of :flner-materials' Study of 
the terrace materials shows. that .the part of the high terrace 
south of River Jmiction is cross-bedded, due to the fact that 
the largest' tributary, English river, emptied into the lake ba-
sin at, that point. ' Theterra.ce materials north of River J unc-
tion are finer and less cross-bedded because Old Mans creek 
198 Persona! communication, 
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and Clear , creek are sll,laller and thus were not able to carry 
such coarse materials as English river carried .• However, but 
few sections were seen in the upper part of the high terrace. 
New exposures may reveal cross-bedding ' and coarser mater-
ials. 
DO THE HIGH AND INTERMEDIATE TERRACES REPRESENT TWO 
STAGES OF TERRACE DEVELOPMENT' 
The question may be a:sked: ' On the supposition of a lake 
~ hypothesis, do the high and intermediate terraces represent . 
two stages of terrace development ~ Is there any 'evidence indi-
cating that Lake Calvin had two' stages~ Udden in discussing 
certain bowlders in the lake region, accounts for them as hav-
ing been' transported in all probability "by floating ice on the 
l 'surface of the lake at an early stage, when its . waters stood 
high.' '197 Again, the same writer states "1'he high ' stage of 
the lake must, however, have been of short duration, for the 
bowlders are few and ' not· associated with any indications of 
a shoreline. It may indeed have been of the ,nature 9f a per-
iodic or an accidental overflow.' '198 The above evidence does 
not prove the formation of anyone of the terraces in the lake 
"Qasin. Lake Calvin, if it existed, occupied the lake basin for 
a considerable time, probably until the coming on of the Iowan 
ice sheet. On the basis that the lake existed far into the San-
gamon . interglacial interval, the intermediate terrace may be 
explained as consisting of the first sediments laid down in the 
lake. This may account for the fact that the intermediate ter-
race contains the coarser materials of the two. Most of the 
deposits and those of the coarsest character naturally would be 
deposited in the early stages of the lake's history, especially 
while the ice sheet still occupied the region. As time elapsed 
and the glacier had retreated from the region, finer and finer 
as well as fewer materials were brought to the lake. These 
later deposits may constitute the sediments of the pigh terraces 
which are built 'out as deltas into the lake. It is a noteworthy 
fact that the high terraces are located wherever streams empty 
191 Udden, J. A., Geology 'of Muscatine County: Iowa Geo1. Survey, Vol. IX, p . 854, 1899. 
198 Idem, p . 355. . 
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into the lake basin at the present time. In that . case the high 
and intermediate terraces will still have to be considered as 
having been formed contemporaneously. . 
The theory that the high terraces represent the la;ke's his-
tory during the time when the outlet of the lake was by way of 
the now abandoned Mis:;;issippi channel of Leverett and that the 
intermediate terrace represents the period when the waters of . 
Lake Calvin escaped by way of the Iowa~Cedar river valley 
seems to have little weight. The intermediate terrace is by 
far the most widespread and, judging from several well rec-
ords, undoubtedly has the greatest thickness of sediments. 
Hence, all things being equal, the formation of this terrace · 
should involve a greater length of time than that of the other 
terraces. Furthermore, the greatest amount of deposition 
should have ~ake:n place during the earlier stages of the lake's 
existence. Indications, however, point in other directions . . The 
straight line of contact between the high and low-terraces sug-
gests that the lake's outlet was by ,way of the now abandoned 
channel until the advent of the .Iowan .ice. ThIS unusual line 
of contact seems to indicate that in the formation of the high 
terrace the stream did not meander and hence did not exist 
very long. It appears as if the terrace was eroded rapidly, ' Qr 
why the absence of the sinuous outline which it has where the 
flood plain of the present river abuts against it? (See Plate 
XIV.) To account for the, remarkable' line of contact between 
the two terraces, the following hypothesis is offered. Lake 
Calvin remained for an exceedingly long time after th~ ice 
sheet had retreated from the region. Its water' level must 
have stood as high as the lowest point in the now abandoned 
cp.annel which served as its outlet until the new outlet by way 
<;>f the Iowa-Cedar riv~r vaHey was formed. The formation of 
the new outlet must have taken place near the time of the ad-
vent of the Iowan ice' and theJake must have been drained in a 
comparatively short time. ,This seems to be indicated by the fact 
that the river to which the' formation of the high terrace may 
be attributed did not hl':J,ve. time to reach maturity and meander 
arid develop such a sinuous escarpment as the terraces border-
ing the present Iowa and' Cedar tlvers have. While the. stream 
........ --
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,Map showing the difference in the ,escarpment of the high terrace ,"\"here it is in 
contact with the low terrace and with the flood plain. 
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was still in the early stages of forming the high terrace, the 
Iowan ice sheet invaded the region to the north. As a result 
of this ~ce incursion, the , stream was changed from an eroq-
ing to an aggrading river due to the overloading of the stream 
with sediment coming from a new source of supply. Thus a 
newfiood plain was developed. As soon as the ice had re-
treated, and the ' supply of sediment was cut off the stream 
found itself above 'grade and immediately began to cut down 
its bed again, thus giving rise to the formation of the low ter-
race, part of which has been removed since~ Sufficient time 
has not -elapsed for the remova,lof all of the low terrace, hence 
the straight escarpment of the high terrace persists where 
the two are still present and are contiguous. The irregular 
esc~rplllent of the. high terrace is found only at those places 
where the river has removed the low terrace and has cut into 
. the high terrace. , 
Another factor bearing upon the problem of the length of 
time that Lake Calviri was drained by way of Leverett's chan-
nel is that of the Illinoian gumbotiL If present contentions are 
correct,- the formati9n of a gumbotil is an exceedingly slow 
process and implies little or no 'erosion. The Illinoian gumbo-
til is at least five feet thick and was formed before Lake "Cal-
vin could have ' been drained by any other outlet than the now 
abandoned channel south of Columbus J unct~on~ .nlinoian gum-
botil outc~ops along both 'sides of the Iowa-Cedar and Mississip-
pi rivers. If our present ~deas of the formation of the gumbotil . 
are correCt, then the lake. could not have found its discharge 
by. way of those valleys. , :The ,gumbotil then is' in perfect har-
mony with the straight escarpment between the high and low 
terraces as vouching fQr a long life history of Lake Calvjn. 
Thus so far all indicati6ns point t9 the vie~ that the inter-
mediate terrace does not represent a stage in the existence of 
the lake when It was drained by way of the Iowa-Cedar river 
valley. 
It can not be argued convincingly that the high terrace in the 
Cedar river arm of the lake basin was ever, more widespread 
, than it is now. As long as the outlet of Lake Calvin was south 
of Columbus Junction, a lake existed and erosibn of the ter-
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race was out of the 'question. The theory that erosion since 
the lake was drained has removed most .of the high terrace does 
not seem sound. In the first place, why should not more of the 
high terrace in the ' Iowa river ,arm df the lake have. been re-
moved since that time? Then too, field relations do not war-
rant such a supposition. 
It therefore appears to the writer that there' is no way of 
escape from the conclusion that the high and intermediate ter-
race ,are contemporaneous in origin. . Therefore they must bf! , 
iacustriI,le, as exact contemporaniety is impossible on the basis 
ofa fluvial hypothesis. 
ARE THE LOW AND INTERMEDIATE TERRAOES CONTEMPORANEOUS! 
The establishing of the contemporaneity or of two distinct 
ages of the intermediate and low terraces can readily be done 
from a study of the terrace materials irrespective of either the 
lacustrine ', or the fluvial hypotheses. The low terrace is con-
fined to the Iowa river section of the lake basin whereas the 
intermediate terrace lies practically all in Muscatill(~ ' 'County. 
At no place are the two contiguous. A comparison of eleva-
tions of the two terrac,es at places having the same latitude 
shows that the intermediate terrace is ten to twenty-five feet 
higher than the low, terrace as may be seen from the following 
table. However, a differenee in elevation do~s not in itself ,dis-
prove contemporaneity of origin. A study ' of terrace mater-
LATITUDE OF , LOW TERRAOE 
ELEVATION 
Feet ' 
Hills 640 
Iowa Junction 628 ' 
INTERMEDIATE 
' TERRACE 
Feet 
665 
,638, 
DIFFERENCE IN 
ELEVATION 
, Feet 
25 
10' 
ials, jncluding their texture, stratification and structures, is the 
more important factor in ' determining whether :the lovv' and in-
termediate terraces had a ' common mode of origin. As shown 
in Chapter V, and on subsequent , pages, the materials in the 
low terrace have a high textural range, are highly cross-bedded, 
show pocket-and-Iens type of structure, in short show , typical 
characteristics of fluvial deposits. On the , other hand, the in-
termediate terrace is made up in the main of deposits having 
• 
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a low textural range, the stratification is, as a rule, fine and 
horizontal and the pocket-arid-lens type of structure is incon-
spicuous if not entirely wanting. Considered on the ' basis of 
deposits -alone, the terraces are undoubtedly not of the ~ame 
origin. Furthermore, the fact that the terraces do not have 
the same ' elevation at places of the same latitude materially 
strengthens the foregoing conclusion. . 
Summing up what has been said so far regarding the three 
terraces, it is seen that on the basis of a lacustrine hypothesis 
the high and intermediate terraces are of the same age and 
the low terrace is not contemporaneous with the intermediate. 
thus reducing the set of terraces down to two. According to 
the fluvial hypothesis, there are three terraces of three distinct 
ages to be accounted for. 
'Since a study of ' terrace materials shows that the low terrace 
is positively fluvial or ' glacio-fluvial and is Iow;m ' in age, since 
the other two terraces are quite unlike the ' former and can 
very readily be correlated in age under the lacustrme hypoth-
esis, and since most of the other features of the lake basin can 
not be explained as well on the fluvial as on the lake hypothe-
sis, there is no need for further discussion of the terraces. 
A combination of the fluVio-lacustrine type of hypothesis has 
not been presented because of the readiness 'with which all fea-
tures can, be ' explained on the basis of a lacustrine interpreta-
tion. 
ROUNDED BLUFF LINES OF THE LAKE BASIN. 
Discussion.-Relative straightness and smoothly curving ,or 
rounded outline at places of indentations are the two striking 
features of the bluff line, in the lake basin. A straighter line 
of bluffs than those marking the limits of the illinoian upland 
can not be asked for. A comparison of the Illinoian bluffs in 
the lake basin and ht the Iowa-Cedar river valley as shown on 
figure 35 brings out'the fact that the former are far more regu- , 
la1' than the latter. The valley along Iowa-Cedar river un-
doubtedly owes its origin to stream erosion. Does the straight-
ness of the line of bluffs in ' the lake basin then argue for a 
different mode of origin 1 ' If not, why the difference in the 
• 
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FIG. 35.-Comparison of bl~ lines in the Lake Calvin region. 
straightness of the bluff lines although both are cut into SImI-
lar materials ¥ 
Normally at the junctions of stream valleys projecting spurs 
are found, such ~s are iUqstrated in A of Plate 'XV. A study" 
however, of the bluff line in the lake basin at places where two' 
valleys meet brings out the fact that the normal type of pro-
jecting spur is missing but is replaced by very broad curves 
or rounded bluff lines. Granting that in exceptional cases such 
a bluff line may be developed by stream erosion, nevertheless 
IOWA GEOLOGICAL· SURVEY 
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Diagrams showing the type of spur developed at the junctio n of two normal stream valleys in 
counties, A, and in the Lake Calvin basin, B. 
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it will also have to be admitted that when in the majority of 
cases the normal type of spur is .replaced by the rounded form 
of bluffs, some .other explanation than :ordinary stream erosion 
will have to be sought to account for the abnormal conditions. 
Interpretation.-A line of bluffs such as those of the Illi-
·noian upland does not appear to be in harmony with the work 
of streams. Even on the supposition 'that the river was over-
loaded and therefore was aggrading its valley, the meandering 
of the stream must have caused it to, cut into the bluffs some-
what and to erode them by lateral planation! thus giving rise 
STAGE II 
STAGE ~ STAGE .. 
FIG. 36.-Diagrams showing the development of a rounded blulf Iin~ at the junction of two 
streams by the meandering of the rivers and the involving of stream piracy. 
• 
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, 
t.o a river-scarred type .of valley wall. H.owever, all traces of 
such a valley wall are lacking. 
Perhaps the m.ost .difficult feature t.o acc.ount f.or is the char-
.acteristic and . striking r.ounded bluff line f.ound at the juncti.on 
.of tw.o valleys, (See PlateXV.) The absence .of the n.ormal type 
.of pr.ojecting spur in the lake basin very str.ongly indicates that 
.other agencies than. running water carved .out the bluffs. A 
single case .of a r.ounded bluff line at the juncti.on .of tw.o val-
leys may be c.onceived .of as having been f.ormed by the ·acti.on 
.of running w~ter due either t.o the meandering of the streams 
f.oll.owed by piracy .or t.o the devel.opment .of tributaries and pi-
racy. A case illustrating the latter meth.od in the pr.ocess .of 
devel.opment is sh.own at Cap~t.ol ;Hill at Des M.oines, I.owa, (See 
figs. 44-46, Iowa GeoL Survey, VoL XXV, pp. 539-541, 1914.) 
A rounded bluff due to the fo'rmer meth.od is shown by the dia-
grams .on figure 36. But when ;the maj.ority .of .bluffs at the 
junctio~s .of streams show br.oad curves, the hypothesis .of 
F IG. 37,-Sketch , map showing the rounded bluff lines on both 
sides of English river . 
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stream work has ' to be abandoned. Furthermore, wheri the 
bluffs on either side of the river, ' as illustrated in the preced:-
ing -diagram, figure 37, are of the' rounded type, the idea of 
stream w~rk as the agent loses much of its significance. 
A more likely explanation for the abnormal type of bluffs in 
the lake basin is in the action of waves. There is 'no better 
force than the constant beating of the " raves on t;he bluffs from 
all sides to explain their rounded character . . Lakes never show 
characteristic sharp erosional headlands but rather features 
of well rounded outline. To the writer, the broad curving 
type of bluff line amounts to. practically positive proof-of the 
former existence ofa lake in the lake basin. 
BOWLDERS IN THE LAKE BASIN. 
, ' 
Discussion.-Bowlders are extremely few anywhere within 
the borders of the lake basin. The following is a list of lo-
cations where bowlders are found. 
Louisa county , 
1. Oakland township, Sw.1,4 Sw.1,4 sec. 11, base of terrace. 
2. Oakland township, Sw.14 Nw.1,4 sec. 15, top of terrace. I 
3. · Oakland township south central edge of sec. 9, base and 
top of terrace. ' . 
4. Concord township, Ne. corner sec. 1, base and 'slope of 
terrace. 
M usc'atine county , 
5. Pike 'township, N e. corner of sec. 7, top of terrace. ' 
6 . . Goshen township, centraJ 'part Sw.1,4 sec. 34, top of ter-
race. 
7. Pike township, Ne.% sec. 3, slope of terrace. 
8. Pike township, Nw. corner Ne.1,4 sec. 3, slope and base of 
terrace. 
Except for localities 1, 2 and 3 the bowlders are within four 
and one-half miles of the Illinoian bluff line and the greatest 
number and the largest are found but half a ' mile distant from 
these bluffs. Bowlders at 1, 2 and 3 are from seven to eight and 
one-half miles from the same bluff line. The bowlders are 
mainly of the granitic type, although two are limestone and 
one is greenstone. They range in size from those having di-
mensions of 1.5x1.5x.5 feet to those having dimel1si~ns of 
3.5x3x2 feet. In every case, the bowlders a~e associated with 
L-...-lL-! ~ ___ _ 
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the intermediate terrace and lie ' either on its surface, as do 
those at 3, 5, 6 and .7; or on its escarpment slope, .as is the case 
'at 2, 4, 7 and 8, or el,se at its base, as in the case of those at 1, 
3,4 and 8. 
Several possibilties present themselves as to the way by 
which these bowlders may have been brought to their position 
. and location. . These are summarized as follows: 
1. Alluvial material. 
2. Outwash from the illinoian ice. 
'3. Ice-rafted bowlders floating down a stream. 
4. - Ice-rafted bowlders floating on a lake. 
5. These bowlders may be from the original till underlying 
the lake basin; they mark places 'Yhere the till outcrops 
now. 
6. Some may have been carried in by man. 
Interpretation.-Of the six .methods summarized to account 
for the position and location of the bowlders in the lake basin, 
the first, fifth and sixth may be set aside after brief considera-
tio;n. That the bowlders do not owe .their position and location 
to ordinary fluvial conditions seems to be apparent when one . 
considers the juxtaposition of the few large and scattered 
bowlders to the fine materiais Of the terraces. If the streams, 
were able to transport a ·few bowlders from those a foot in dia-
meter to those three feet in diameter then gravel could als,o 
have been transported easily and should therefore be' in evi-
dence among the te:rrace materials. However, gravel IS not to 
be found and thus the finding of scattered bowlders on fine sands 
demands another hypothesis than that of ordinary alluvial 
conditions. That the bowlders are not the outcroppin,g of an 
underlying till is clearly proved in most ca~es by the fact that 
many of them lie on the surface or slope of the terrace which 
is known to consist of stratified materials. In cases- where, 
the bowlders lie at the base of the terrace, it is ~ot so appar- . 
ent whether they are or are not to be , considered as outcrops 
of till. At several places, as where the shingle-like gravels are 
found, the till lIes but thirty feet or so beneath the terrace sur~ 
face. On the other hand, recDrds of wells at other places show 
a depth of over 250 feet of sands and gravels before the till 
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is reached., Unfort~ately well records 'in the lake basin are 
few and scattered. 
With the exceptions of .those at localities 5 and 6, there seems 
to be no logical reason why the bowlders should have been 
brought by man. A limestone 'bowlder was found at each of 
localities 5· and 6. .In each case, the bowlder was found near 
a fence on the terrace surface., These two bowlders may ' have 
been brought in by man. However, at other places, the bowld-
ers lie in such locations that artificial transportation is ex-
. . 
tremely unlikely. 
The fact that the largest bowlders are found ne'arest to the ' 
bluff line and the ' smaller ones farther 'away suggests Illinoian 
. outwash deposits. Yet the absence of other coarse material, as 
well as the lack of structure typical of rapid deposition is not 
in harmony with an outWash hypothesis. Th~ bowlders are 
best, explained as being ice-rafted bowlders floating eithel' down 
a river or on a lake, and as reaching their present position ' by 
the melting and the stranding of the 'icebergs. From what has 
been said before regarding the terrace materials and froni 'the 
fact that many of the bowlders lie on the surface or . slope of 
the terrace, which consi~ts of fine to medium-textured, and ror 
. . . . 
. the most part horizontally stratified ' sand, it is easier to . ac-
count for the bowlders as being brought to their final resting 
place by debris-laden icebergs floating on' a lake than by any 
other method. . . 
CERTAIN GRAVEL DEPosrrs IN THE LAKE BASIN. 
. , 
Discussion.-(fravels are exposed ' at numerous , places along 
the course' of Iowa river, These . gravels rest on a bluish to 
black till in practically every case and consist of rocks of all 
descriptions and sizes. There is no doubt that the gravels are 
closely related to '\ the till and remain as distinct deposits be-
cause the finer mud or silt has been carried away. The note-
worthy fact regarding these deposits is that an unusual num-
ber of the gravels and bowlders are flat or slablike rather than 
subangular as is character~stic of ordinary glacial material, or 
rounded, ; as are typical fluvial deposits. This shingle-like 
form is not limited to the softer sandstone and limestone but 
I ' 
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is common 'also to the more resistant varieties of rocks as 
cherts, granites; basalts, etc., and to rocks of all sizes from 
those an inch to two in diameter to bowlders measuring over a 
foot. ' It is important to remark in this connection that wher-
ever these shingle-like gravels appear, the bluff line of the 
drift uplands is very close at hand. In no case is the bluff 
line more than one mile distant from the gravels. Gravels 
having the typical shingle-like ' character are found at the fol-
lowing places: 
1. Washington county, Iowa township, sec. 23; half a mile 
from bluffs. 
~. J ohnsop. county, Fremont township, sec. 24; half a mile 
from bluffs. 
3. Johnson county, Fremont township, sec. 25; half a mile 
from bluffs. 
4. Johnson. coUnty, West Lucas township, sec. 34; a quarter 
of 'a mile from bluffs. 
5. Johnson county, East Lucas township, sec. 27; one mile 
from bluffs. ' 
6. Johnson county, Liberty township, sec. 27; one mile 
from bluffs. 
The shingle which is exposed in the abandoned railroad gra-
vel pit in the southwest quarter of section 34, West Lucas town-
ship, Johnson county, does not rest on till but is interstratified 
between two sands of the low or Iowan terrace. The gravel 
bed is twelve to twenty.-four inches thick and consists princi-
pally of limestone. The pieces range texturally from small 
sand grains to bowlderets nine ' by six by four inches. The 
slablike form, however, is not confined to the limestones, but 
is found also on the cherts and basalts. The Kansan bluffs are 
but a quarter of a mile to the west. Alccording to the owner 
of the land in which the pit is located, the graveLs underlie a 
large part of the low terrace. Evidently in this case the gra-
vels attained their characteristic form before reaching their 
present position. 
Interpretation.-It is ' a well known fact that in many cases 
gravels found along lake beaches or sea coasts possess a slab-
like form and show an arrangement similar to that of shingles 
on a roof, from which fact the deposits have, received the term 
'shingle'. From the fact that the gravels under discussion are 
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of this type, and that the shingle character is not confined to 
anyone kind of:r;oc~, but is common to all, whether they are re-
- sistant or nonresistant, igneous ' or sedimentary, and from: th~ 
fact that the deposits , aPpear to be related to th~ 'underlying 
. till or the. _ nearby bluffs, the writer feels inclined to explain 
the characteristic form of the gravels by the continued washing 
upon them of the waves. The shingle-like gravels interstrati-
ned between the sands in the low terrace in section 34, West , 
Lucas township, J Qhns6n county, undoubtedly were rehandled 
and brought to their pr~sent position by the action of glacial 
streams at the time of the Jowan stage of glaciation. 
THE I:4LINOIAN UPLAND WITH~ AND WITHOuT THE LAKE BASIN. 
Discussion.-One of the noticeable features of the Illinoian 
upland is its sandy and dune covered border in the lake basin 
and the absence of such sandy deposits south 'of Columbus 
,Junction and in the Mud-EJlqlorn valley. This feature is the 
more striking because of the abrupt termination of the sandy 
tract south and east of the lake basin. (See Plate XVI.) A 
fringe of undulating sand dunes extends all along the bluffs 
from Mosquito creek in Moscow township, Muscatine county, 
,almost to Columbus Junction in Louisa county. These sandy 
tracts are on the average Jess than half a mile' wide, but reach 
a width of it mile or two miles at places, as two to three miles 
,north of Bayfield. The dunes range in height ,from ten to 
p.fty feet. The question at once arises: Why . s~lOuld there 
be a difference in the character of the bluff line east and south 
of the lake basin if conditions were the same~ If no lake ex-
isted, but a river, why should there be a restricted area of 
sand ~ On the other ha d; if Mud creek valley was the inlet to 
the lake and the outlet was south of Columbus Junction bor-
dering the illinoian upland, might there not be a differenc~ in 
the character of'the bluff line at these places as compared with 
the intervening Illinoian border which formed the shore line 
of the lake~ 
Interpretation.-On the basis of the theory that the filling of 
the lake basin is alluvium, there appears to be no good reason 
why the sandy tract should be restricted to the Illinoianbor-
c: 
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Map showing the abrupt disappearance of sand dunes along the Illinoian upland border ~outh 
of the lake basin. 
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der adjacent to the lake basin and abruptly terniinate at Colum-
bus Junction and be absent in the Wilton Valley. If a stream 
occupied the Wilton Valley, the lake basin and the temporary 
Mississippi channel Of Leverett, then the entire illinoian border 
,adjacent to these places ought to be similar. Yet this is not 
the case as Plate XVI shows. On tile other hand, if a lake 
occllpied the . area to the west of the Illinoian sand Covered 
margin and the Wilton Valley and a stream flowed iIi the now 
abandoned channel, then it becomes a relatively easy matter 
to account for the difference in the bluff border. .It is but nat-
ural that along the sh~res of a lake sandy beaches are thrown 
up. The sand on becoming dry becomes the prey of the wind 
which soon drives the sand into dunes. Sand dunes are not 
common along the courses ' of streams especially where , these 
streams occupy ' the entire valley . . If a lake existed in the re-
gion then the stream draining the lake would naturaliy be , rela-
tively free ,from sediment ,and also would have minimum ero-
o sive power to collect material for the formation of sand dunes. 
The absence of the dunes in the Wilton Valley, which probably 
was tl).e site of a lake rather than of a river, may be accounted 
for by the facts that its longer axis is in the same direction as 
that of the prevailing winds, that the lake, at this place was 
narrow and' thus not well adapted for the formation of large 
waves and that th~ valley is not exposed as much as the lake 
basin proper. Thus all things considered, the writer prefer"s 
. to explain the difference in the character of the illinoian bluff 
line on a lacustrine basis. 
A COMPARISON OF THE WIDTH OF THE VALLEY.S IN AND OUTSIDE 
OF THE 'LAKE BASIN. 
Discussion.-A study of the wid'th of either the Ibwa or the 
Cedar river ~alleys within and without the lake basin reveals 
,the fact that the width of the valleys within the lake basin 
greatly exce~ds that without. At various places the valleys 
outside of the lake basin are wide, not so wide, however, that 
they can not be accounted ,for by stream work. With the ex-
ception of one locality the width of the valleys outside the lake 
basin is nowhere one-half as great as that within the basin. 
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The Iowa-Cedar rivervalle'y in the vicinity of 'Wapello, where 
the valley is known as the Wapello prairie, has an unusual 
width. .AJt Wapello it is six miles wide and for a distance of 
about five miles on either side of the town the valley is up.us-
ually well developed. . The cause for this abnormal width has 
not been investigated. 
'\ Interpretation.-Why such a vast difference in the width of 
the valleys within and without the lake 'basin should exist if 
they are due to stream work is not easy to see. This is espe-
cially true since the valleys are cut into similar materials. The 
valley of Iowa river west of Curtiss, Johnson county, is unus-
ually wide, although it in no way compares with the valley 
south of Iowa City and yet in both places the valley is cut into 
drift. It is easier for the writer to 'think of the valleys of Iowa 
and Cedar rivers within the lake basin as being of lacustrine 
origin rathet tha,n of fluvial origin. 
CONCLUSIONS. 
In order to sum up the various interpretations presented and 
before making any .conclusions, the following table is intro-
duced to show what hypothesis · is favored by the . interpreta-
tion of the various features found in the lake basin. 
TABLE 3, TABLE SUMMARIZING THE HYPOTHESIS FAVORED BY THE 
INTERPRETATION OF THE VARIOUS FEATURES IN THE LAKE 
CALVIN REGION. 
FEATURE 
Theoretical considerations 
The Mud-Elkhorn creek valley - the Inlet 
The temporary Mississippi river channel of Leverett 
- the Outlet 
Laminated silts, clays and sands in the lake baein 
Terraces in the lake basin 
Three terraces of different ages 
High and intermediate terraces same age, 
low terrace Iowan 
Texture and structure of high and 
intermediate terraces 
Rounded bluff lines of the lake basin 
Bowlders in the lake basin 
Certain gravel deposits in the lake basin 
The TIlinQian upland within and without the lake basin 
A comparison. of the width of the valley in 8.D.d outside 
of the lake basin 
illinoian gumbotil 
HYPOTHESIS FAVORED 
LACUSTRINE FLUVlaL 
X 
. X+ X-
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X+ X-
X 
X 
" X , 
X 
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.The table shows at once that every feature can be explained 
very readily by the lacustrine hypothesis, whereas but two out 
of twelve features can be explained as well by the fluvial hy-
pothesis and only one better. In view of the fact that the 
weight of evidence is In favor ~f. the iake hypothesis and that 
this hypothesis is in complete harmony with the gumbo til idea 
the writer is convinced that Lake Calvin was a rea1ity .. 
ORIGIN OF LAKE CALVIN. 
Since the existence of Lake Calvin has now been established 
its origin might next be outlined briefly. The Illinoian ice 
sheet in its advance into Iowa occupied and filled the valley 
of Mississippi river thereby displacing the stream toward the 
west. FUnding an outlet by way of Maquoketa river, the wa-
ters flowed westward to a low col in the vicinity of Preston in 
Jackson county. From here the combined waters of the two 
streams flowed southward as far as Wapsipinicon river and 
thence westward to the mouth of Mud creek from whence a 
southerly course was pursued over the Mud-Elkhorn divide to 
Cedar river at Moscow. As the valley of Iowa-Cedar river also 
. was blocked by the same ice sheet · on one side and by high Kan-
san bluffs on the other, the waters of Mississippi, Maquoke.ta, 
Wapsipinicon, Cedar and Iowa rivers and those flowing from 
the ice edge rose until the entire lake basin was covered by a 
wide expanse of water, to which .Ddden has applied the term 
'Lake Calvin.' The lake rose unt'il the level of the now aban-
"doned "?"alley south and southwest of Columbus Junction was 
reached and afforded an outlet. 
/ CHAPTER VII. · 
THE DRAINAGE AND mSTORY OF EXTINCT LAKE CALVIN. 
Earlier Views Regarding the Duration of Lake Calvin. 
Although' Udden does not discuss the drainage of Lake Cal-
vin, he undoubtedly was of the opinion that the lake w~s 
drained for only a short time by way of the abandoned chan-
nel. This is shown by the following sentence quoted from. his 
report. "For most of the time of its subsequent existence· it 
(the lake) must have been a wide expansion of the Cedar river, 
somewhat . like Lake Pepin in the Mississippi of today, with 
its water level but slightly higher than the present sUrface of 
the West Liberty plain.' m9 The southern end of the' West 
Liberty plain of Udden or the intermediate terrace of this re-
port has an elevation about 610 feet above sea level or approxi-
mately 120 feet below the floor of the now abandoned channel. 
Our prese'nt knowledge of ,the Pleistocene, especially that con-
cerning the· origin of the gumbotils, will not · warrant a view . 
such as is 'suggested by the quoted sentence. Leverett aiso fa-
vors the view that "The abandonment 'of the lower end of the 
channel from Columbus Junction southward probably occurred 
as soon as the ice sheet had withdrawn sufficiently to uncover 
the present line of the stream, for the altitude along the pre-
sent Mississippi bluffs is a few feet lower than the bed of the 
abandoned channel. ' This lower altitude along the Mississippi 
is 'due to the incomplete 'filling of the preglacial channel by 
drift.' ,~oo However, Leverett at the time of writing did not 
see tl1e significance of the gumbotil, although he had seen the 
gumbotil and had described it. Furthermore, the fact that the 
Mississippi bluffs are a few feet lower than the bed of the 
abandoned channel does not precJude the drainage of the lake 
by way of the abandoned channel south of Columbus Junction. 
The illinoian-Mississippian sag' if i,t existed was at least twenty 
• 199 Udden, J. A., Geology of Muscatine County : Iowa G;eol. Survey, Vol. IX, p . 855, 1899. 
2 00 Leverett, F ., The Illinois Glacial Lobe: U. S. Geol. Survey Monograph XXXVIII, pp. 
96·97, 1899. 
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miles distant fr.om "Lake Calvin by way.of the present I.owa-
Cedar river valley. What the elevati.on .of the intervenIng 
t.op.ography was, is n.ot kn.own. The illin.oian upland at C.olum-
bus J uncti.on ' is about 730 feet above sea level; at Mor~ing 
Sun, but two 'and three-fourths miles from the south valley 
wall of Iowa-Cedar river, it is 752 feet and at Newport, only 
. two miles s.outh of the river bluffs, it is at least 720 feet above 
sea level, The Mississippi bluffs north of Wapello are at many 
places over 700 feet "above sea level. Leverett also does not 
appear to have had much faith in the existence of Lake Calvin 
for he barely .mentions the lake in his classic monograph on the 
illinois Glacial Lobe.201 Then too, the absence of notable sand 
and gravel deposits in the channel should have been the nat-
ural clew to suggest to him the presence of the lake. As has 
been shown in the previous chapter, the absence of such depos-
its in the channel is in perfect harmony with the lake hypothe-
sis. The lake acted as a filtering plant and so the outflowmg 
stream was free from sediment, hence there should be no- de-
position. Furthermore, as a stream without ' a load has mini-
mum erosive power, such material would not be collected, es-
pecially if the ground were frozen as suggested by Chamber-
lin.202 Thus it is easier to explain the absence of notable de-
posits of sand and gravel in the channel on the basis of a lake 
than on that of a frozen stream bed. 
The Dura.tion of Lake Calvin. 
The writer agrees with the conclusion of Udden20s that Lake 
Calvin persisted almost to the time .of the, Iowan ice incursion" 
although the means by which he arrived at that view are n.o 
longer tenable. It is obvious, if the present view 'concerning 
the origin of the gumbotil is correct, that Lake Calvin could 
not have been drained by way of the Iowa-Cedar' river valley 
shortly after the ice had retreated, since outcrops of lliinoian 
gumbotil appear on both valley walls of the Iowa-Cedar and 
the Mississippi river valleys. Hence, to say the least, drain-
201 Idem" p. 96. 202 Idem, p. 93, 
203 Udden, J. A., Geology of Muscatine County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. IX, p. 355, 1899. 
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age of the lake by this route is post-Iilinoian-gumbotil in age: 
A long-lived Lake CalVin is in accord with the theory of the 
formation of the Illinoian gumbotil . as the levels of the lake 
and of the gumbotil as they ar~ shown at Columbus Junction 
were not · separated by more than ten to twenty feet, a dif-
ference in height which would not .give rise to pronounced 
erosion. Another factor supporting a long existence for. Lake • 
Calvin with an outlet south of Columbus Junction ani! a sud-
den draining of the lake by way of the Iowa-Cedar valley is 
the straight line of contact between the high and low terraces 
in the Iowa river arm of the lake basin. At places where the 
low terrace is missing, the escarpment of the high terrace is 
sinuous due to the meandering of Iowa riv.er. At other 
places, however, where the low terrace lies between the high 
terrace and the flood plain of the river, the line of contact 
between the two terraces is unusually straight. This suggests 
to the writer that the stream which eroded into the high ter-
race was not meandering and that ~he formation of the terrace 
was suddenly halted by the building up of another flood plain 
which was subsequently cut away to form the. low terrace. 
Therefore, the writer believes that Lake Galvin existed almost 
to the time of the coming of the Iowan glacier, that the lake 
was drained iI1- a comparatively short time and that the doWn-
cutting of the lake bed to form the high terrace· was shortly 
interrupted by the aggrading of the valley. The change from 
an eroding to an aggrading stream was the result of overload-
ing of the stream with sediment received from the melting 
Iowa~ ice sheet to the north. ' As soon as ' the glacier had re-
treated · from .the region, the stream, no longer receiving an un-
usual amount of sediment, found itself above grade and con-
sequently began to remove the deposited material, producing 
. thus the low terrace, the destruction · of which is still in pro-
gress. 
. Thus on the basis of the nlinoian gumbotil, the straight line 
of contact between the high and the low terraces along Iowa 
river and the great amount of sediment in the lake basin, the 
writer is convinced that Lake Calvin was not short-lived but 
existed almost to the time of the Iowan ice invasion. 
I. 
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The Draining of Lake Calvin. 
No hypothesis regarding the draining of Lake Calvin has 
ever been advanced. It is o'bVl.oUS that the .main factors in the 
draining of the ancient lake were the development of streams 
on the recently ' form~d illinoian gumbotil ph~,in and stream ' 
piracy. Just where and how the piracy took place mustre-
main hypothetical as field evidence is lacking. To begin with, 
after the illinoian ice sheet had withdrawn from the region, a 
long time elapsed before erosion became active. During this 
period of quiescence, . the . drift was subjected to the effects ' of 
atmospheric weathering and 'a gumbotil at least fiye feet thick 
, was formed. . That the formation of gumbotil is an exceedingly 
slow process has been demonstrated by Kay.204 TheJ? erosion 
became active due either to diastrophic movements or to the 
fact that the region lies in close proximity to the master drain-
age lines. . New streams tributary to Mississippi rjver ' north 
and south of the Illinoian area soon developed and worked their 
way headward into the Illinoian upland. Finally, some stream 
was able to work its way backward until Lake Calvin was 
tapped and drained. ..A.. possible method by which Lake Calvin 
was drained is mustrated in Plates XVII and XV1II. Sketch 
:map A of Plate XVII shows Lake Calvin immediately after the 
retreat of the illinoian ice sheet. Accor.ding to the gumbotil 
idea, the ' Illinoian drift plain after the disappearance of the 
glacier consIsted essentially of a fiat ground moraine very much 
like that left by the Wisconsin . glacier in northcentral Iowa. A 
- prolonged period of weathering followed during which at .least 
five feet of gumbotil was formed. Young streams soon devel-
oped on the Illinoian drift plain. . It 'is ,fairly safe to assume 
that a stream developed at each end of the buried Mississippi 
channel as well as at the western edge of the Iowa-Cedar river 
valley at Columbus Junction, as sags might be expected to exist 
over buried channels. Sketch B of Plate XVII shows the de-
velopment of the newly formed drainage lines on the Illjnoian 
drift plain. . In the life history of rivers, some streams due to 
various causes gain advantages over others and finally absorb 
204 Kay, G. F. , Jour . Geology, Vol. XXVIII, pp. 89-125, 1920, 
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them, thus gaining larger volume and hence more erosive 
power. For convenience, it may he supposed that the southern 
tributary of the Mississippi, sketch map C, Plate XVIII, had 
the advantage over'the other youthful streams. Working back-
ward by head erosion, the stream after a time extended its 
valley as far north as the present mouth of Iowa-Cedar river, 
, where it sent out a branch westward over the course of the 
buried Iowa-Cedar valley. This tributary, which because of its 
relation to the master stream had the advantage over the other 
small streams which occupied the same valley but drained into 
the lake, soon shifted its divide w~stward and captured the 
west flowing stream, thus , draining Lake Calvin and directing 
the course of the Mississippi through its channel. (See sketch 
map C of Plate XVIII.) Finally, after continued head erosion 
by the north and south flowing streams in the paTtly filled Mis-
sissippi .valley, the north-flowing stream was captured by ,the 
south-flowing river and the entire drai:q.age was directed south-
ward as is shown on sketch map D, Plate XVIII. 
It is possible that Lake Calvin never was drained by way of 
the Iowa-Cedar river valley. Stream piracy may have taken 
place between the north and south flowing streams deveioped 
over the buried Mississippi valley rather than ill the Iowa-Ce-
dar v.alley. In that case, the drainage of the lake would have 
been diverted northward instead of southward. (See sketch 
maps E and F, Plate XIX.) To have established the grainage 
as it.is now, sketch map D, Plate XVIII, at least one other case ' 
of pi:racy would have bee,n necessary either in the Iowa-Cedar 
river valley or in the lake basin 'itself. To the writer, the first 
view regarding the drainage of Lake Calvin is just as logical 
as the latter. It may be asked: vVhy should the tributary de-
veloped in the Iowa-Cedar river valley at the mouth of the 
present Iowa-Cedar riv~r have had the advantage over the 
main stream ~ On the assumption that the north and south 
flowing tributaries of the Mississippi extended their valleys 
headward at the same rate, the head ·of the northfioW1ng river 
would have been a fe-w-miles-b-elow Davenport at the time that 
the south flowing stream had extended its valley as far north as 
the mouth of the present Iowa-Cedar river. If they continued. 
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l;tt equal rates the two streams should have met near Muscatine. 
The . distance between the lake basin and the present Mississippi 
river is equivalent to the distance between the mouth of Iowa-
. Cedar river and Muscatine. The question arises: "Is it pos-
sible that the .two tributaries developed ov~r the buried Iowa-
Cedar river val~ey united before the two main streams were able 
to do so 1 It seems plausible, especi::j.ilywhen it is remembered 
that in the case of the Iowa-Cedar valley two streams wer:e in-
volved in the same distance that one of the main streams had 
to work headward before stream piracy could have taken place. 
Furthermore, the east flowing tributary may have developed as 
rapidly as the south flowing stream since .the former must have 
been accordant with the latter. Then too, it must -be remem-
bered that 'the two main tributaries did not extend their v~l­
leys headward at the sarrie rate for in that case a permanent 
divide instead of stream capture ·would have resulted. Mo, 
the south flowing strear,n had the advantage over the one flQw-
ing to the north as the, Mississippi is now pursuing a course to 
the south. Moreover, the greater portion of the valley through 
which the north tributary flowed is cut into solid rock whereas 
the valley south of Muscatine is in q.rift. To the writer, the 
drainage of Lake Calvin by way of . the Iowa-Cedar river val-
ley is, more probable than by the more northerly course. 
, ~ 
!. 
The History of Lake Calvin, a Resume. 
After the retreat of the last seas, prob~bly the Cretaceous, 
the IJake Calvin region underwent,l. a prolonged period of ero-
sion. : It is not certain whether the Nebraskan ice sheet ad-
vanced over a peneplain as suggested by TrQwbridge~05 or whe-
ther the region presented a maturely dissected topography simi-
la~ to that' (If the famous Driftless Area of southwestern Wis-
consin and the' adjoining :states of Iowa, lllinois and Minne-
sota. Nevertheless, it is certain that at least before the advent 
of the Kansan ice, stream valleys two hundred to three hundred 
I . . 
feet deep traversed the region in various directions, forming 
a network of drainage systems comparing very favorably with 
those of the present time. Of these, at least two occupied the 
205 Personal communication. 
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. . 
site O'f the lake basin, .one in the regiO'n .of the present Cedar 
river, the Qther in the IQwa river sectQr Qf the lake basin. 
The Nebraskan glacier undQubtedly changed the aspect Qf the 
tQPQgraphy, ,whether it was a peneplain O'r a highly dissect~d 
regiQn, by destrQying all valleys which may have existed and 
leaving Qn its retreat a glacial tQPQgraphy Qf IQW relief. The 
drift was subjected to' 'weathering and erQsiQn during the en-
suing IQng AftQnian interglacial periQd sO' that PQrtiQns were 
changed intO' gumbQtil, and the regiQn was deeply dissected20S 
'QefQre the oncoming Qf the secQnd glacier, the Kansan. Again 
theQld tQPQgraphy was Qbliterated and a newly fO'rmed grQund 
mQraine was left in its place. After the retreat Qf the ice, 
mQre gumbQtil was fQrmed and the IQwa and Cedar river val-
leys were caned intO' existence. 
Unlike the O'ther twO' ice sheets, which entered the lake re-
giQn frQm the nQrth, the third Qr illinQian ice sheet fQund its 
way intO' the lake region by advancirig frQm the east. The ad-
I vancing. glacier, in crQssing intO' IQwa, blQcked the valley O'f 
Mississippi river and :filled it with ice. ·This caused the waters 
Qf the great· river to' be dammed back and necessitated the 
finding Qf a new CQurse to' the west. The stream fO'und an 
. Qpening by way Qf the MaquQketa river valley and flQwed first 
westward then sQuthward thrQugh the GO'Qse Lake channel to' 
the valley Qf WapsipinicQn river and finally Qver the l.ow di-
vide between Mud and Elkh.orn creeks to' the valley Qf the Ce-' 
dar at MQSCQw. Thence cQntinuing sO'uthward to' the juncti.on, 
Qf IQwa and Cedar rivers at CQlumbus JunctiQn, the cQmbined 
waters .of Mississippi, MaquQketa, WapsipinicQn,' Cedar and 
I.owa rivers f.ound their pathway Qbstructed Qn the .. Qne side 
by the great ice wall Qf the illinQian ice sheet and .on the Qther 
by the Kansan bluffs which stand 120 to' 140 feet high. _As the 
waters CQuld find nO' Qutlet, they rQse until the entire area .of 
the lake basin was cQvered by a vast and deep expanse Qf wa-
ter to' which Udden gave the name 'Lake Calvin.' During the 
IQng existence Qf the lake, the surplus water found its way to' 
the un:filled valley Qf the Mississippi by a deviQus CQurse ' 
206 Professor Trowbridge believes ' that during Aftonian times most of the rough subglacial 
topography was carved out. 
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through the now abandoned channel discovered by Leverett and 
tr:aced by him across several counties to the present valley of 
the Mississippi below Fort Madison. In the meantime, at least 
·five feet of gumbotil were formed and new streams were devel-
oped on · the Illinoian drift plain. Finally, shortly before the 
time of the next or Iowan ice incursion, Lake Calvin was tapped 
and drained, due to stream p~racy. The high and intermedi-
ate terraces were soon formed but because of the overloading 
of the streams by the vast amount of sediment derived from 
.the melting glacier to the. north, the terrace formation was 
ha'ltedand a new flood plain was developed. Since the retreat 
of. the glacier, however, Iowa river has been cutting down its 
new flood plain, producing thereby the low terrace, the .destruc-
tion of which is still continuing. Thus ends the history of the 
Lake Calvin basin to the· present time~ 
.' 
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THE MISSOURI SERIES' OF THE 
PENNSYLVANIAN SYSTEM , IN 
SOUTHWESTERN IOWA' 
Introduction. 
In presenting this paper the wr~ter is impressed with the 
amQunt Qf detail that can nQW be used Qnly in a general way. 
As the wQrk prQgressed numerQUS prQblems have develQped 
that he is reluctant to' defer. He believes, hQwever, that the gen-
eral presentatiQn here Qffered is sufficiently exact to' be Qf im-
mediate value in interpreting the Pennsylvanian Qf sQuthwest-
ern IQwa and in suggesting IQcal prQblems that may be wQrked 
Qut to' further increase the knQwledge Qf the regiQn. 
FrQm the date Qf the earliest geQIQgical map Qf IQwa to' the 
present the Pennsylvanian Qf sQuthwestern IQwa has been 
mapped as including what are nQW called Des MQines and Mis-
sQuri strata, with no. attempt to' represent the distributiO.n O.f 
the variQus subdivisiQns, except as St. J Qhn subdivided the Des 
MQines series. The limestQne beds near 'Winterset and thQse 
of sQutheastern Nebrask,a attracted the attentiQn Qf early geQI-
Qgists. The wQrk O.f White, and later O.f Bain, TiltQn and 
LeO.nard; in MadisO.n, Guthrie, Dallas and Decatur cO.unties, 
brQught fQrth descriptiO.ns Qf : strata alQng the eastern margin 
of the MissQuri series which Bain cO.rrelated with the Kansas 
City stage alQng Missouri river. BrQadhead 'had made a CO.m-
plete sectiQn alO.ng MissQuri ' river in MissQuri', and this sectiQn 
was reviewed later by Hil,lds and Greene. The limestO.ne Qf 
sQutheastern Nebraska had been visited by nQted geO.IQgists, 
and was then' carefully studied by Meek, and ' later a sectiO.n 
was made, in detail by CQndra and BengtsQn. ' These variQus 
rePQrts cQnnected 'the limestQne of beds near Winterset with 
thO.se in extreme sQuthwestern IO.wa by means Qf O.utcrQPs alO.ng 
MissO.uri river, but the great stretch O.f Pennsylvanian strata 
between still remained imperfectly knO.wn geO.lO.gically.SO. 
, deeply are the strata generapy cO.nc~aled beneath a mantle O.f 
thick glacial drift, and so. simj)ar ;1re tp.<;l beds O.f limestO.ne and 
, . 
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shale that such an observer as C. A. White1 was deceived into 
. thinking that the beds of limestone near Lewis in Cass county 
were the same as those found at Winterset. To disclose rela-
tions in this large area E. H. Lonsdale was assigned Montgom-
ery co.unty . (Vol. IV, Io~a Geol. Survey), while H. F. Bain 
studied Guthrie, 'Madison and Decatur counties and J .. L. Til-
ton studied Madison county (Vols. ' VII and VIII, Iowa . Geol. 
Survey). Then S. Calvin studied Page county, where George 
L. Smith had a,ccumulated much local information, and J.A. 
'Udden studied Pottawattamie county (Vol. XI, Iowa Geol.Sur-
vey). Udden then :undertook the study of Mills and Fremont 
Counties (Vol. XIII, Iowa Geol.: Survey), and Calvin studied 
Ringgo,ld and Taylor ~ounties, but left the . writing of the re-
ports incomplete, to be finished by M. F. Arey (Vol. XXVII, 
Iowa Geol. Survey).. To further aid in a general knowledge 
of the region the ~urvey published George L. Smith's paper 
on "The Qarboni;ferous Section of Southwestern Iowa" (Vol. 
XIX, Iowa Gepl. Survey). Later· the study of Clarke and of 
Cass counties and a review of J. E. Gow;s· report of Adair 
county were assigned J. L. Tilton (Vol. ' XXVII, Iowa Heol. 
Survey). G, Fl. Kay studied Union (foimty and James H. Lees 
Adams county, the reports on which have not as yet been pub-
lished. 
It was as the study of Cass county progressed that the key 
to one of the niam . difficulties of the region ·was discovered. 
Not only was the region as a whole deeply covered with drift 
and with Dakota sandstone, leaving only occasional outcrops 
visible here and there, but a fault, the Thurman-Wilson fault/" 
already noted near Missouri river, was discovered to cut clear 
10. A. White, Report on the Geologicai Survey of the State of Iowa; Vol. II, p. 6, 1870. 
1 aThis displacement seems to have been first noticed by Professor Todd who described it 
in a paper entitled Folding of Carboniferous Strnta in Southwestern Iowa, Iowa Acad. 
Scienco, Vol. I, pt. 1, p. 58, and later discussed it further in Some Variant Conclusions in 
Iowa Geology, Iowa Acad. Science, Vol: XIII, pp, 183, 184. Todd, howe"er, did not recognize 
this as a true fault. He stated that "The fold is ' quite sharp at Jones' Pl)int (on the Nebraska 
Ride) ann may. become a fault on the Iowa side." It rpmained for George L. Smith to de-
t.ermine tho presence of the f8.ult and to' locate and describe it accurately. This he did in his 
paper on The Carboniferous Section of Southwestern Iowa, Iowa Geol. Snrvey, Vol. XIX. pp. 
612. 647-649, 1908. Several years later Keyes mentioned a fault, called by him the Red Oak 
fall]t.. which evidently is identical with the Thurman-Wilson fault of Smith, although the 10' 
e·alitips he mentions are different from those named by Smith, See Iowa Acad. Science, Vol. 
<'[XlII, T) , 100, 1916. Keyes has also mentioned the fault again in the June, 1922, number 
of the Pan-American Geologist. 
A"nt.her pappr which discusses this fault is by Tilton and is entitled: The Thurman-Wilson 
F .. ult Th"ou<:h Southwestern Iowa and Its Bearing. Jour. Geol., Vol. XXVII, Pl). 383-390, 
1 "HI. 'Ph- tault is discussed aJso by Tilton in The Geology of Cass County, and The Geology 
of Adair County, Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXVU, pp. 209·216, 301·304. See also further 
discussion of this fault on page 251 of this volume. 
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across the area, beneath the Dakota sandstone and the drift. 
It was not until the work on the present paper was in progress 
that the explanation of peculiar conditions along the entire 
northern border of the area was discovered: not only w~re 
. . strata removed by erosion from the north side of the fault, 
but the Kansas City stage was,largely absent if it was present 
at all, ' the limestone at Stuart had previously been misinter-
preted, and an overlap h~d brought the strata of the Lansing 
stage next to areas of the Des Moines series. 
In preparing this paper the writer has drawn freely from 
the carefully prepared published descriptions of strata arid 
lists of fossils, believing them to be far more complete and 
accurate than any which he could prepare in two field seasons' 
study of so extensive an area. He has, however, visited the 
most important. outcrops previously described, and many that 
are not important, and compared the printed de.scriptions of 
outcrops with the outcrops as they now exist. Where no credit 
is mentioned the writer makes use of his own descriptions. He . 
wishes especially to acknowledge the assistance of Mr. Ivan 
Willis and Mr. Byron C~ Hopper, two students whose activi -: 
ties contributed materially to the accumullltion of data in the 
field. He also· wishes to express· appreciation ·of the careful 
oversight of James H. Lees, Ph.D., the ASSIstant State . Geolo-
gist, while the report is in press. . 
The area covered in this report lies south of a line extending 
straight west ·from Des Moines to Missouri river, and west of 
a line from Des Moines straight south to the Iowa-Missouri 
state line. The area is thu~ approximately 8,820 . square miles. 
The work is confineq to the Missouri series though the subdivi-
sions of the Des Moines series that' lie next to the Missouri 
series are mentioned. 
After presenting <;lescriptions of the various members of the 
divisions of the Missouri series and lists of the fossils it is · 
thought best to construct cross sections through the region as 
follows: 
1st, Along Missouri river from Hamburg to Crescent, near 
Council Blttffs. 
2d, Along Nishnabotna river, and across to Middle river.' 
3d, From Nebraska City, Nebraska, to Decatur City and · 
Leon, Iowa. 
I' 
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4th, Along Grand river · with extension to Middle river. 
5th, Along. Middle river from Winterset · to' Stuart, con- ' 
necting with the section from Leon and the one along Nishna-
botna river. 
The structure of the region as a whole is then described, 
and the areal di.stribution of the divisions is mapped. 
N omencla~Ure. 
The nomenclature discussed by Hinds and Greene in their re-
, port on the" Stratigraphy of the Pennsylvanian Series in Mis-
souri," Missouri Bur. Mines, Bull. XIII, pages 27 and 115, 
which was previously adopted, with the exception of one term, 
for the reports on Clarke and Cass counties, is adopted for 
this report, with the exception of the same te~, and the addi-
tion of subdlivisions to the Wabaunsee stage. The Nebraska 
terms are also used wherever it is found desirable to introduce 
them. 
The exception ;referred to is the term Drum limestone, in-
stead of which the terIh De Kalb limestone will be used in this 
r~port. The term De Kalb was used 'by Bain2 in his report on 
Decatur county in 1897 to replace the descriptive term Fusu-
lina lime,stone. This was six years ;prior to the us~ of the 
term Drum. a Had Hinds and Greene been aware of the iden-
tity of the Drum and the De Kalb lime'stones undoubtedly they ' 
would have adopted the term De Kalb, for the De Kalb "agrees 
faunally and lithologically with that member (Drum) in north-
ern Missouri," and is the next limestone immediately above 
the Cherryvale shale. 
The Westerville4 limest,one is here treated as the. equivalent 
9f the De KallJ limestone, for near Westerville it occupies pre-
cisely the position described for the De Kalb limestone, the 
beds beneath along Sandy creek having the distinctive charac-
·teristics of the Cherryvale shale. Furthermore, in northern 
Decatur county a set of limestone beds which normally is forty-
eightS feet thick and lies above the Bethany Falls (Earlham) 
2H. F, Bain, Geolo'gy of Dec"tu~ County ; Iowa Geol. Survl, Vol. VIII , p. 278. 
aG. '1. Adams, Str atigraphy and Paleontology of the Upper Carboniferous Rocks of 
Eastern Kansas; U . S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 211, p. 37. 1903 . . 
4Hinds and Greene think that their ,"Cement City" bed "is possibly the same as the West· 
erville limestone of Iowa. but the correlation cannot be definitely mllde ." 
5H. F. Bain. Geology of Decatur County; Iowa Geol. Survey. Vol. VIII. p. 277. 
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limestone d6es not exist. All the limestone thaf is now' ex-
posed at De Kalb has the char~cteristics of the Bethany Falls 
(Earlham) limestone, one point which Bain himself noted when 
remarking upon the absence of a Fusulina6 bed, so evident 
elsewhere in the limestone above the Cherryvale shale. The 
definition, however, does not apply to beds elsewhere, as near 
Winterset; but the term Vi/ esterville, supposed to apply to a 
limestone above the De Kalb, is dropped, except as it may be 
used in parentheses to call attention to a particular bed near 
Westerville. 
The Wabaunsee7 stage is here divided into four members: 
Preston limestone, a shale, Tarkio limestone, and McKissick 
Grove shale. 
The Preston8 limestone is the lowest limestone at Calvin's 
type section, number 1 in the description of rocks in sections 
22 and 27 of Tarkio township, Page county.o The base of the 
Preston limestone forms the ' base.of the Wabaunsee stage. 
The term Tarkio limestone is restricted to the uppermost 
beds of limestone, two or three in number, as numbers 5 to 
8 in the type section referred to. No name is suggested, for 
the shale and .soft limestone between the two members: num-
bers 2 to 4 of the · type section; the shale may be d~signated 
as the shale between the Preston and Tarkio limestone. . 
The term McKissick Grove was originally used to designate 
a location, as the "limestones and shales at McKissick's 
grove. "10 Condra and Bengtson applied the name as a forma-
tional namen to .those shales that are above the Tarkio lime-
stone. Smith11! the following year also used the name as a for-
mational name. The term is here applied to all of th~ strata 
that are found in Iowa above the Tarkio limestone. . It begins 
with number 8 (the shale under the Nyman coal) and iricludes 
6Idem, p . 278. 
7C:. S. Prosser, '['he C:lasRifirA.t.ion of the Upper Paleozoic Rocks of Central Kansas: 
Journal ()f Geology, Vol. III, p. 682, 1895. 
'Condra •. nd B~ngtson . The Pe"nsylvania.n Formations of Southeastern Nebraska : Ne-
braska Acad. Sci., Vol. 9, N{). 2, p. 28, Feb., 1915. 
How a Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, p. 430. 
lOG. J,. Smith, The Carboniferous Section of Southwestern Iowa: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. 
XIX, p. 639 . . 
11The Pennsylvanian Formations of Southeastern Nebraska, p. 28, 1915. 
12G. J,. Smith, Contrihutions to the Geology of Southwestern Iowa: Proc. Iowa Acad. 
Sci., Vol. XXIII, p. 86, 1916. 
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all the numbers above in Smith's description of the limestones 
and shales at McKissick grove.lI 
The accompanying table expresses ·a ~orrelation of terms that 
. may be found in use. The second table is a syn~ptical table 
of formations as the names are used in this report. 
lSG. L. Smith, The Carboniferous Section of Southwestern IQwa.: . Iowa Geol. Survey. 
Vol. XIX, p. 689. 
. . 
lIINDs AND GREENE 'KEYES, VOL. 7, 
STRAT. PENN. SERIES IN PRoc. IOWA 
MISSOURI . ACAD. SCI. 
FEET 
100~ VVabaunsee 
Tarkio Is. 
350·475 Shawnee 
Scranton sh. 
Howard Is. , 
Severy sh. 
CottonwoOd Is. f Atchison sh. 
CORRELATION OF TERMB. 
CoNDRA AND BENGTSON, G. L. SMITH, VOL. XIX, 
NEBRASKA SECTION IOWA GEOLOGICAL · 
NO. 
18 Tarkio 
17 Preston 
16 Fargo 
15 Burlingame 
14 Rulo 
SURVEY 
FEET 
M 'Kissicks Grove sh. 75 
Tarkio Is. .................. 25 
City Blu1fs Beds ........ 210 
Atchison sh. 
OTHER NAMES 
Admire sh. 
Barclay, Emporia Is. 
VVillard sh. 
J Osal:e sh. 
Topeka Is. 
Topeka Is.· ,." ............... Oallioun ah. 
Calhoun ah. Forbes Is. 
13 Ashland 
12 Southbend 
11 Louisville 
10 Union 
_........................... 9 Meadow 
Platte sh. 
1 ~~:~~_~~~~_: _______ .. _"""'.M b. 
Deer Creek Is. Tecumseh sh. 8. Forbes Forbes sh. .................. 18 Stennett, Nodaway 
Tecumseh sh. Lecompton Is. 
Lecompton Is. 
Kanwaka sh. 
200·300 Douglas 
Oread Is. 
Lawrence sh. 
Iatan Is. 
VVeston sh. 
100·140 Lansing 
Stanton Is. 
Villas sh. 
Plattsburg Is. 
Lane sh. 
200·225 Kansas City 
lola Is. 
Chanute sh. 
Lecompton sh. 
Plattsmouth Is. 
Andrewah. 
Iatan Is. 
Weston sh. 
Stanton Is. 
,. J Lawrence sh. 
7 Cedar Creek 
6 Cullom 
5 P[a.ttsmouth 
4 Weeping Water 
3 Oreopolis 
2 Sturm 
1 Nehawka 
Parkville sh. . 
Platte sh. ..._............. 86 
Plattsmouth Is . .... _ ... 40 
1 . . 
~ Andrew sh. .. .............. 172 
j Iatan Is. .. ................. ~ 16 
weston sh. ... _.......... 76 
Plattsburg Is. ............ 19 
Strawn, KickaPoo, . Ot-
tawa 
Piqua, Garnett, BurliIig-
ton, Cave Rock 
.._ .. _ ...... _ .......... _ .. _ ................................ _ .. _ .. _ ...... _ .............................. _ .. _ ...... _ .. _ ................................................ { Leroy sh. 
. . Parkville sh. (in· Carlyle Is. 
lola Is. cl.uding lola) ........ 22 
~ Thayer sh. .. ............................ _ .. _ ...... _ ........................... .......... <_ ............. ~ . ........... ........ _ ............................ ,VVesterville Is., Cement j . . City Is., DeKalb, Bethany Is. _ .... : ....................................... _ ...................... .Bethany Is ................... 165 Ea=:o::m~alley 
Drum Is. 
Cherryvale sh.· 
VVin terset Is. 
Galesburg sh. 
Bethany Falls Is. 
Ladore sh. 
Hertha Is. 
. r 
Fragmental Is. J 
950·1140 069 
~ . 
t'.I 
t" 
>-0-3 
~ 
Z 
o 
t:g 
~ 
~ 
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SYNOPTICAL TABLE OF FORMATIONS. 
GROUP'" I SYSTEM: I S~IES I STAGE I f 
NEBRASKA SUBST~GE CHARACTER TERMS: FOR 
" OF ROCKS COMPARISON 
I 
McKissick Shale 
Grove 
Wabaun- Tarkio Lime:>tontl Tarkio 
see Shalf' 
Preston Limeston'~ Preston 
. 
Scranton Sh;l1-e-- Fargo 
Burlingame 
Rulo 
Howard Limestone Ashland 
Southbend 
Severy Shale;Nod: Louisville 
away coal Union 
Shawnee Topeka Limeston() Meadow 
-Chlhoun Shale 
-DeerCreek Limestone Forbes 
Tecumseh Shale 
Paleozoic PennsY'l- Missouri Lecompton Limestone Cedar Creek 
vanian Oullom 
Kanwaka- Shale 
Oread " Limestone Pilattsmouth 
Weeping 
Water 
Douglas Lawrence Shale " OreopollS 
In.tan Limestone Sturm 
Weston Shale Neltawka 
---- Stanton Lim'*ltone 
Lansing -Vil~ Shale 
Plattsburg Limestone 
Lane Shale 
-[ola--- Limestone 
Ch1Lp.ute Shale 
, DeKalb Limestone 
Cherryvale 'Shal-e--- -
K,a,nsas Winterset Limestone 
City Galesburg Shale 
Bethany Limestpne 
Fills 
Ladore Shale 
Hertha LImestone 
Ohief Physical Oharacters: 
The Kansas City Stage.----.The " thicknesses of the various 
members are as follows, where these are not diminished by ero-
sion: 
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FEET INCHES lola limestone ___________________ .____________________________________________ 3 
Chanute shale -' ___________ :___________________________________________________________ 17 3 
De Kalb limestone ___________________________________________________ .______ 13 10 
Cherryvale shale ________________________________________________________________ 16 
Winterset limestone __________ :._______________________________________________ 13 10 
Galesburg shale _______________________________________________________________ 10 
Bethany Falls limestone __________________________________________________ 20 
~adore shale _________________________ '-_____ ,________________________________________ 21 
E;ertha lime&tone ________________________________________________________________ 16 6 
131 5 
In the description of local sections used in plotting the cross 
sectIons the section at Winterset may be 'considered as a stand-
ard. 
The Hertha limestone is in two portions with shale between. 
It contains an aburidance of Composita $ubtilita and but few 
of the other usual Pennsylvanian fossils. While ' it is ' so frag-
mental as t.o have merited th;lt, name as a descriptive term, it 
is not the .only fragmental ' lime$tone in. the stage.. . The 
Bethany F~lls ap:d the Winters.et limestone beds are each frag-
mental at the. top, bu,t are :v.ot fragmental throughout as is th~ 
Hertha! . ' . 
The Ladore . $hal~ ha~ a str~tum . eight inches thick of dar~ 
limestone four feet below its upper limit... . . 
. The Bethany Falls limestone is now ' the chief escarpment 
maker along ravines cut in the eastern front. of the ~trata of 
the Missouri series. The thickest beds are near the base. 
The Galesburg shale is gray in its upper and lower portions 
and black through the center. 
The Winterset limestone is generally in two beds ' with the 
thicker bed .at the top. 
The Cherryvale shale has near its center a blue limestone 
separated into ' three parts by bands of shale the lower of which 
is very thin. This horizon is ' the most distinctly marked by 
fossils of, any in ,the Kansas, ,City .st~ge . . This. limestone is a 
Myalina horizon, with Orthotetes c't"assus and Chonetes ver-
neuilianus in abundance. In the shale beneath the blue .lim,e-
stone the Chonet.es are, s,o numerous as to constitute thin. beds 
of limestone . . 
The De Kalb limestone contains, numerous small. Eusulirpa .in 
a matrix . of fine. calcareous material. In the .western part o~ 
Madison county it is conspicuous in the low escarpment that 
.. 
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extends along the east side of Middle river south of Webster 
'where it shows its greatest thickness. The top, where the full 
thickness IS present, is made up chiefly· of calcareous pebbles, 
and is ' somewhat arenaceous. The lower five feet is rich in 
large Fru.s~dinas. ' 
The Chanute shale is thickest · along Brushy creek neat the 
west line of Madison county. The lower portion consists of 
fossiliferous limestone and calcareous shale, and the upper 
half of drab, red and green shale. . 
The lola limestone member includes the next two limestones 
above the colored shale, with the sixteen-inch bed of shale be-
tween them. The lower bed is somewhat 'fragmental; the upper 
bed is fossiliferous. 
The Dottglas-Lansing 8tages.-From the top of the lola 
limestone, or, bett~r still, from the top of the De Kalb lime-
stone, to the base of the Ore ad limestone (a definite horizon) 
there is a succession of limestones and shales that are diffi-
cult of assignment to the divisions as recognized in Missouri 
and N ebraska.The beds outcrop in ravines along the south-
west side of Middle river from two miles south of Webster to 
the central part of Harrison' township, Adair county . . The · 
strata may be met within a distance of two miles,' and the ver- ' 
tical difference in elevation is only forty-nine' feet, which is 
distributed as follows: 
Douglas stage: FEET 
Lawrence shale _ ... _ ........ _ ......... _ ..... _ ............. __ .... : ..... _.. 6 
Iatan limestone ..................... _ ...... _ ....... __ ....... _ ........ _ ..... _ 4 · 
Weston shale ............ _._.................................................... 4 
Lansing stage: ' . 
Stanton limestone ..................... _ ............ _ ................ _ .... _. 3 
Vilas shale ......... _ .... _ .... _ .......................... _ .. _................... 16 · 
Plattsburg limestone ... _..................................................... 5 
Lane shale ............... _ ..... : ............. ~ ......... _ .... _ ........ _ .... _..... 9 ' 
INCHES 
8 
6 
8 
6 
49 4 
In Missouri these beds, up to the thickest beds Of the Oread 
limestone (Broadhead's number 150), measure about 260 feet 
in thickness for the Douglas stage and about 127 feet for the 
Lansing stage. In Missouri the Plattsburg limestone memher 
is 18 feet thick; in central Iowa it is 5 feet, 6 inches thick. In 
:MJ.ssouri the Stanton . limestone member contains 23 feet of 
limestone.. In the Iowa . region the' Stanton . limestone is but 
i· 
I 
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3 feet, 8 inches thick.14 The 'shaly members also are much 
thinner in Iowa than in Missouri. 
rrhe 'Nebraska section rC'c gnizes four groups of limestone 
beneath the Oread (Platt~mouth) limestone, referring them to 
the Lawrence shale: 
_ FEET 
Shale ....... , ....................... _ ... _ ....... : .. _ .. _ .... _ ........ _ .................... 18-20 
Weeping Water limestone .... : ................. _ ................. __ .... _.. 6 
Shale ... _ ........... , .......... _ .... _ ..................... _ .......... ~ . .:...................... 30 
~~:r~~~ ... ~~~~.~~~~ .. :::=::::~::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::=::::==::=: 6.~. 
Sturm limestone, about ............... _ ....... _ ....... _ .. __ ............... 6 
Shale ......... _ .......... _ ........... _ .... _ ........ _ .... _ ..................... _........... 4 
Nehawka limestone ......... _ .... _ .... _ ......... _ .......... _ .......... _ .... _. 10 or more 
88+ 
It is evident that the topmost shale in this section ' should be .' 
referred to the Lawrence shale, as the term is used in Missouri, 
and that the group41gs of the limestone members would make 
the Nehawka correspond to the lola limestone. It is clear 
that both limestone and shaly memoers in this general horizon 
are much thinner in eastern Adair than they are in south-
eastern Nebraska. 
The Shawnee Stage.:..-The various thicknesses of the mem-
bers of the Shawnee stage are as follows: 
FEET INCHES 
Scranton shale _ .............. _ ..... _ ... _ .. _. ___ ......... _ ................... _ .. _.. 194 6 . 
Howard limestone ... ~ .... _ .... _ ........ _ .... _ .... _ ................ _ .... _..... 4 
Severy shalle ....... __ .. _ .... _. ___ ._. __ ._._ ...... _ .. _ ....... _ .... _ ..... ___ : 25 3 
Topeka limestone ... _ .... _ .... _._ .. _ ........ _ .... _ .. _ .... _. __ .... _. __ .... __ 6 
Calhoun' shale _ .. _ .. _ ..... _._ .. __ .. _._._ .. _._ .. ______ ... _ ... _:.............. 11 4 
Deer Creek limestone _ ........ _ .. _ ...... _ ........... __ .. : ..... __ .. _ .... _..... 8 
Tecumseh· shale ... _ .... _ .......... _ ...... _ .... _ .. _ .... ~ .... _ .... _._........... 65 
Lecompton limestone _ .. _ .. __ ...... _. __ .......... _._ ........ _ .. _ ..... _ .. _. 7 
Kanwaka shale ' ... _ .... _ ..... _ .. _ .............. __ .......... _._ ............ _..... 16 
337 1· 
.The :thicknesses given for the very thick shales in the above 
list are obtained from the record of the Clarinda diaInond drill 
hole, and not from measurement of outcrops, for they do not 
outcrop in such a way that measurement of the thickness is 
possible. . 
The portion of the Oread limestone that is characterized by 
"millions of Fusulina" closely packed together; as Meek15 de-
14The comparison is based on pages 113 and 114 of Hinds and Greene's Stratigral!hy of 
the Pennsylvanian Series in Missouri. 
15F. B. Meek, Report on the Paleontology of Eastern .Nebraska, pp. 92-98. 
t 
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scribed the beds near Plattsmouth fifty yearS ago, has the' same 
characteristics where it outcrops at" 'Riverview Park north 'o'f 
Red Oak and in Harrison toWnship in eastern Adair. This 
makes a very good horizon from which to work upward in 'the 
vicinity of Stennett in an endeavor to correlate those beds with 
the corresponding beds in eastern . Nebraska. The sequence 
can be traced without difficulty along the road and then up the 
ravine north of Stennett, from the Oread to and including . 
the Severy (Louisville limestone), except that the Lecompton 
(Cullom) limestone is beneath the river deposits. The thick-
nesses of these groups of strata are as follows, each including 
the shale above it: 
. Near Stennett 
F'EET I NCHES 
2 
8 B 
4 5 
8 , 
, 
, 
6 10 
Nebraska 
FEET } Severy ....... : ....... _ .......... _~ ..................... {~::::ille ::~'2~ 
Topeka ................. _ .......... _ .... _ ................ Meadow 6 
(Calhoun) 
Deer Creek .... ~ .... _, ......... _ .... _ ..... : .......... Fo.rbes ......... { 31 limestone 
(Tecumseh) ..................... _ .... _ .......... _ ...................... _. 13·16 shale 
Lecompton ... _ .......... _ ........................ _ {Ceuedllaormcreek ~~~ ~~~tone 
8 limestone 
(Kanwaka) ............................................................... _. 13 shale 
Oread ..... _ ................................ _ .............. Plattsmouth 25·30 , 
Here also it is evident that the various members thin out to-
ward the northeast. 
The· Deer Creek limestone is recognized also farther south-
east on the south side of the Thurman-Wilson fault. I S" The 
uppermost limestone that is exposed at Hawleyville evidently 
is the Topeka (Meadow) limestone. The other Nebraska 
members, Union to Ashland, are portions of what has be.en 
called Braddyville limestone in Iowa by Smith, and the Severy 
shale, Howard limestone, and Scranton shale in Missouri. The 
Nodaway coal seam forms a marked ho'rizon in the upper part 
of the Severy shale. A gray shale immediately underlies the 
. \ . 
coal and the Howard limestone is about four feet above it. 
The Cullom' and Cedar Creek limestones that are in the· val-
ley northwest of Riverview Park; Red Oak, 'and near Stennett 
correspond to the Lecompton limestone of Missouri, the · shale 
above these two limestones corresponds to the Tecumseh shale, 
l S"See note I" on page . 228, 
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and that t>elow them and' extending down to the Oread lime-
stone, is the Kanwaka shale. 
The Scranton sl1ale of the Missouri survey extends from 
the top of the Howard limestone to the base of the Preston 
limestone. The Rulo, Burlingame and Fargo limestones of N e-
braska may De considered as parts of the Scranton shale. Ex-
cept the Fargo they have not bee~ recognized ' as distinct beds 
in Iowa. The Fargo appears at the base of the McKissick 
grove section, and at an outcrop a mile southwest of Red Oak. 
The Wabaunsee Stag e.-The four members of the Wabaun-
see stage as here recognized have the following thicknesses in 
Iow:a: 
FEET 
McKissick Grove shale ............. _........................................................... 93 
Tarkio limestone ................................. _ ............................... _ ...... :........... 4 
Shale ... _ ................ _ .......... _ .... _ ........ _ ...... _ .. _ .... _ .... _ .......... , ........ :........... 12 
Preston limestone ..................................... _ .... _ ...................... _ ...... ~ ........ I 2 
111 
The Preston limestone member is essentia:lly a single ledge. 
The Tarkio is a blue hard limestone at the base and 'a Fusulina 
limestone at the top. The shale between the Preston · and Tar-
kio limestones is an ordinary gray shale. including a thin bed 
of light colored limestone. The McKissick Grove shale is in-
creasingly ~enaceous and micaceous toward the top, and also 
toward , the south into Missouri . . 
The above terminology avoids the use of the terms Osage 
shale, Platte shale, Braddyville limestone, City Bluffs shale and 
Atchison shale, which have been variously used to include sev-
eral members of the upper part of the Shawnee stage. 
THE IOWA SECTION 'OF THE MISSOURI SERIES. 
FEET INCHES 
Wabaunsee stJa,ge (total thickness in I,owa, 108 feet): 
McKissick Grove shale (total thickness, 91 feet)- . 
Shale, blue ......... _ .... _ .... _ ...... .' ................ _ .. _ ...... _ .................... _............... 12 
ShaJe, gray . .. _ ..................... ~ ...... _ .... _ .... _ .............. _ ............ _ .......... _..... 8 
Limestone, very dark gray, arena.ceous, many spheroidal lumps, 
in places broociated ......... _ .... _ .... _ .... _ .... _ .......... _......................... 1 
Limestone, blue, very arenaceous: a calcareous sandstone............ 1 
Shale, arenaceous, nucaceous ............... __ .............. :.. ...................... :...... 3 
Sandstone, lblue, weathering yellow ... _ .... _ .... _ .......... _ .... .: .... _........... 6 
Shale, arenaceous, micaceous ... : ..... _ .............................. _ ................ _... 2 6 
Sandstone, blue, weathering yellow ......... _ .... _ .......... _ .... _ .... _........... 1 
Shale, gray ... _ ............ _ .............. _ .... :: ...... _ .............................. _ ........ :._. 9' 
Limestone, dark gray, fossiliferous; in two layers ............... : ..... : .:.. . 3 
Coal, N}nllin ....................................... _ ................................................ _.. 1 
• 
• 
.. 
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FEET lNCHE~ Shale, yellow and blue_. __ . __ ._._. ____ .... _~ .. _ .. __ . __ • 31 
Limestone, gray, fossiliferous ... _._._ ........ __ ._._ ................ ___ ... 6-
Shale, dark gray •.. _ .... _ .... _ .............. _ •.... .:. .. _ ....... _ .. _._ .... _,.__ 3 . 6 
Limestone, very dark gray ......... _ .... ~._ ........ _ ............. _ ..... _ .... __ .... _. 6 
Shale, blue, weathering to yellow ___ ~_._ .. __ ...••. ___ .. _._. 8 
Tarkio limestone-
Limes.tone, weathering brown; in two or three layers __ .. _ .... _ 4 
Shale, not named- , 
Shale, gray, between Tarkio and Preston limestones ... _................ 12 
Preston limestone-
. Limestone, dark gray ..................... _ ................ _ .... _ .... _ .... _ .... _.~ .. _ .. _. 1 
Shawnee stage (total thickness, 337 feet, 1 inch): 
Scranton shale-
Shale, variously colored; from estimate by. Smith _ ........... _ .... _ ..... 194 6 
Howard limestone- ' ' . 
18LimeatoIie, yellowish .. _. __ .. _._._ ......... _ .. _ ...................... _._....... 4 
Severy shale- . 
l6Shale; includes Nodaway coal, Louisville lifnestone (2 feet), 
Union limestone and shale above it (8 feet, 8 inches).:._... 25 3 
Topeka limestone 
Limestone, near Stennett ___ . ___ ...... _ .. _ ............... _ .. _ .... _... 6 
Calhoun shale . 
Shale, near Stennett ___ .. __ . __ ... _._ ... _. __ ._._._ .... _._ .... _ ........ 11. 4 
Deer Creek limestone-
Limestone, near Stennett ....... __ ~_" ... _ .... _ .... _ ...................... _............. 8 
Tecumseh shale-
l6Shwle ..... , ... _ .......... _ .......... _ .... _ .... _ .......... _.: ........ _ ...................... :........... 65 
Lecompton limestone-
l6Limestone ... _ .. _:.:. .... _ ... ~ ....... _ ....... _ •.. _ .... _ .......... _ ........... _._ ... _ 7 
Kanwaka shale-
l6Shaie ....... ,._ ............ _._ .. _ .......... _ .................. _ ...... : ................. _ .... _....... 16 
Douglas stage (total thickness, 25 feet, ' 7 inches) : . 
'Oread limestOille (at Riverview Park, Red Oak) (thickness; 10 feet, 
·5 inches)- . . 
Limestone, .upper part decomposed; fossiliferous; many Fusulinas 1 10 
Shale ... _ ........ _ ................ _ .... ~ .... _._ .... _ ............•...... _._._ .... __ ...... _ .. _..... 1 
Liniestone, gray ... _ .... _ .................... _ ...................... _ .... _ ..... _............ 5 
Shale, greenish gray ............... _ .... _ ............................ _......................... 3 
Limestone, with light colored flint ... _ ... _ .......... _ .................... _ .... ~.. 1 6 
Shale .............. _ .•.. _ .... _ .... _ ....... _ ... -_ .. --.v._ ...... _ ....... __ ...... _........... 1 
Limestone, gray .............. _._._._ ................... _....................................... 8 
. (Below this pla~e the limestone is full of Fusulin~.) 
Lunestone, gray, ill three parts ......... _ .. ~ ..................................... _..... 1 9 
Shale, brown ....................................................................... _ ......... :......... 1 
Limesto·ne, shaly below ........... ,._ .................................. _....................... 1 3 
Limestone, in three parts, the second shaly ......... _ .... _..................... ~ 6 
Lawrence shale (eastern Adair county)-
Shale, gray, fossiliferous ..................... _ ................ _............................. 6. 8 
Iatan limestone( thickness, 4 feet, 6 inches)-
Limestone, .dark gray, fossiliferous ............... _ ................ _ ................ _. 7 
. Shale, calcareous ... .: ............................ _................................................. 8 
Limestone, gray and dark, weathers brown, fossiliferous............ 3 3 
Weston .shale-
Shale, gray above and below, black in center ... _.: ........ _............... 4 
Lansing stage (total thickness, 36 feet, 1 inch): 
Stanton limestone (thickness, 3 feet, 8 inches)-
Limestone, gray, dense, fossiliferous ............. _................................... 1 2 
Shale, blue ................................. _ .......... _ ...... _ .... .:. ................. "_ ...... _....... 1 
Limestone, d,ark gray ....................... _ .................. _ .......... _ ...... _........... 6 
l6The total thickness is from the record of the Clarinda Diamond. Drill helie, Iowa Geol. 
Survey, Vol. XIX, page 618 . 
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Vilas shal&-
Shllle, grlj.Y and green, with iron .concretions at top ... _ .......... _ .. , 
.:flattsburg limeston&- . 
Limestone, lower portion dense, gray .............. : ................................ . 
]#.ne Ilh8!l1l (thi!}1gleljlJ, § feet, 11 inche.a)- . 
Shllle, green, clayey ......... _ .... _ .............................................. _ .... _ ...... . 
Limestone, gTeenish, lower half shaly .... : .......... _ ... ,_ ............ ,._ ........ , 
S4ale, greenish ... _ .... _ ................ : ..... _ .. , •.. _ .............. _ .... _ ................ _ .... . 
Limestone, de;pse ............. _ .... _ .................. _ ............ _ .... _ .... _ .... _ ...... _ ... . 
Shale, gray, arenaceous, micaceous and calcareous ~ ............ _ ........ . 
KII<I)sas City stage (total thickness, 13l feet, 5 inches); 
. Iolla limestone (thickness, 3 feet)- . 
Limestone, very fossiliferous ., ....... _., ..... , .. , ........... _ ..•......... ~ .• ~ ... ~ •.... 
Shale, . gray above, dark below .,.-.............. - .... - ....... , ............ , ... - ...... . 
Limestone, ' somewhat fragmental ... _ .. _ .... _ .... ~: ............... _ .... _ .......... . 
Chanute shale (thicJkn!,)ss, 17 feet, 3 inches)-
shale, drab , ............. : ... _ .......... _ ................ _ ... ~ •............... _ .......... _ .......... . 
Shale, red ......... ! ..•.. - •.•... _ .............. _ ..... ......................................... _ •.... ~ .. . 
Shale, gre!,)n, \lalcareous ............... _ .......... _ .......................................... . 
Limestone, bluish, somewhat fragmental abo~e ......... _ .......... _ ...... . 
Shale, gray, several nodular clIJ~reous layer$ ........... _ ...........•....... 
DeKalb limestone (thickness, 13 feet, 10 inches)-
Limestone, of calcareous pebbles, upper part slightly arenaceous 
Limestone,' gray, thin layers above, thick below, fossiliferous ..... . 
Cherryvale shale-:- , 
FEET 
21 
5 
2 
1 
1 
1 
,I 
4 
4 
1 
2 
4 
5 
8 
Shale, gray above 'and in lower portion, three ~ayers of blue 
limestone between; limest<me and all below very fos.ailifer,ou!! 16 
Winterset limestone (thickness, 13 feet, 10 inches)-;- , 
Limestone, gray, fragmental in upper portion ........ , .... _.~ .•. - ........ . 
Limestone, gray, very resistant ledge; with chert ....... : ................. . 
~t~l~to~iy, g:~li~~~;;~··:::=::=::::::::::::· :=::::::::::::=::::=::::::::::=:::==::::::: 
Limestone, gray ........ ,_ ...................... _ ...... , ..... :. ............................... , .... . 
Limest!)ne, gray; partings of shale ............... _ .... _ ................ _ .......•• 
GalesbUrg shale (thickness, 10 feet)-
, Shale, gray, argillaceous ... _ ................. ~ ...................... _ .... _ ... ~ ...... _ .... . 
Sh::!le, blac}!: ....... , .... : ... _ ................ _ .... _ .............. _ .. _ .. _ .................... ~ __ .. .. 
Shale, gray, argillaceous above, calcareous below ... _ .... ~ .......... _ .... . 
Bethany. Faills limeston&- . 
Limestone, gray, .in beds from 1 foot to 1 foot, 6 inches thick; 
top portion .fragmental; fossiliferous ____ ..... ___ .. ____ .. _______ ...... __ ... 
LadoFe shale (thicknes!!, 21 ' feet)-
Shale, gray, argillacepus ____ .. __ .~ .. ____ .. ____ .. __ . _____ ............ _____ ~ ....... ----.... -- , 
Shale, black: (Seam of coal elsewhere) __ ..... __ .... ___ .. __ ...... _ .. __ .. ____ ..... __ 
Limestone, !lark blue " ......................... _ .... _ ................ _ ... __ ..... , ... _ ...... . 
~!~~~~;:~;,;~;~~~~~::~ .. :::::::::=::::::::::::::::=::::::::=::~:::::::::::::=:::~::=::: 
Limestone, gray ......... _, .......... ~ .... _ .... _., ........ _ .......... _ .... __ .. _ .............. _.' 
Shale, gray, 'argillaceous ......... _ ................ _ ............... __ ....... _J ......... _. 
Hertha liIpestone (thickness, 16 feet, 6 incnes)-
~~::t~~y, ~~~i1i~~~;;~ .. :::::::::=::==::::::=::::::=::::=:~::::::=::::::=::::=::=::: .. 
Limestone, gray" very fragmentl!ll .......... __ .. ~ .. _ ....... J" ...... _ ................ . 
5 
2 
1 
1 , 
S 
1 
11 
7 
20 
2 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
6 
2 
8 
6 
Total thiek1l.ess of Missouri stage ... _ ....... ; ...... _ ........ : ..... , ........... :.. 638 
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INC'ij:ES 
6 
6 
4! 
6 
7 
10 
4 
10 
8 
3 
10 
6 
10 
2 
~ 
2 
3 
9 
3 
6 
6 
10 
2 
S 
10 
5 
, ~ 
10 
6 
8 
10 
2 ' 
, The Kansas City Stage.-The first faunal unit includes the 
whole of the Kansas City stage, though the fauna of the upper-
" 
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·most beds presents a contrast to that found in the lowest beds. 
. It has long been recognized that the . Kansas City stage in 
'Iowa does not contain : Ohonetes meso lobus but has . instead 
Ohonetes vetneuilianus; that it does no~ contain . Marginifera 
murricata but does contain Marginifera longispina, and that 
1;4€ fauna in general changes from that of a sandy shore and 
·of brackish water sandstone a~d shale (Des Moines series) to 
that of limestone and shale of a more open sea. Under such 
conditions an off-shore fauna migrated back and forth with 
little significant change. The differ~nt limestones must be 
recognized in the field largely by the sequence m' their oods and 
by their relation to the shales above and below, features which 
have already been included in the descriptions of the various 
members of the Missouri series, .arid will be included also in 
the descriptions accompanying the transverse . sections across 
the region. The faunal lists follow these comments. . , 
The Hertha limestone has Oomposita subtilita as a specially 
characteristic form.l1 , Near St. Charles there is an isolated 
ledge of Ohaetetes milleporaceous,. that seems to be held .over 
f:rom the Des MohJ.es series, but it is not foUnd elsewhere. 
'The Bethany Falls lim.eston . has, along with the usual as-
semblage· of fossils, an occasional Phillipsia in the sbaly parJ-
ings, but they are too rare t.o be of use in distinguishing these 
oods from other l>eds near at hand-in which they have not 
been found. 
The Winterset limestone has in the shaly parting bet'Y'een 
the two main bed~ of limestone a bed or Oomposita s'/,bbtilita 
of especially large fornls. , . . 
'The Cherryvale . shale presents the most distinctive faunal 
horizon to be found in the Kansas City stage. There is no-
tb,:ing like it to be found elsewhere in the Missouri s~ries, the 
nearest approach being in the Deer Creek. Ohon(;tes verneuti-
lianus, abundantly distributed through the gbale in the lower 
half of the memoor, is so abundant in places as to cOllstitute 
thin beds of shaly limestone. The three thin beds of biue 
limestone about midway in the member comprise a Myalina 
17The ,long list of fossils that B ain' gives from the li';'estone near Stuart, Iowa, is n ot of 
fossils from the H ertha limestone, but from a bed deep down in the Des Moines series (Henri-
etta ) : H . F . B ain , Geology of Guthrie County : Iowa Geol. Survey, · Vol. VII, pp. 447-448. See 
John L . Tilton, The Str ata near Stuart, Iowa : Bull. Geol. Soc . . Ai;nerica, Vol 33, P; 153, 11122. 
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horizon, containing 'tW{) species, swallovi and ' 8ubquaarata;' 
Along with these are nU:Iilerous ' Orthotetes (Derbya.) (:rO:SS1~S 
and an occasional ' M eekella striatocostata. 
While the , lower part ()£ the De Kalb limestone ,vas origi-
nally called' a Fusulina limestone the fusulinids are no't always 
present in abundance, and are shlall in size. The occasio?1al 
echinoid spines, the fusilinids and the Bryozoa ' l:elate the u:p~' 
per beds of the De Kalb to the lola, and the relative almndimce 
of these forms helps distinguish the upp(~r member:; from the 
lower members of the stage. ' 
The Lansing ,stage and: the Douglas Stage.-rrh~ laUlial 
unit recognized by Beede and Rogers includes both the LaJl~ 
sing and, the Douglas stages.' :The' fauna 'marks an advancing 
open 'sea that 'reached its culmination when the Oroad lime-
stone, was laid down. ' A detailed study of the tIl in beds l)e-
low the ,Oread may lead to ' further 'faunal differentiations, as 
the beds are very fossiliferous but not e,asily accessible. ,It 'is 
here that Enteletes hemiplicata and Chonetes granulite?' are 
first found, differentiating the Lansing from the Kansas City 
stage. Beede mentions the presence of Rhipidomella pe-
cosi and Derbya bennetti, and calls attentio:n to a form with ~ 
more costate habit to which he gives the name Marginifera wa-
, bashensjs. ¥ eekella striatocostata, which he did not find _ be-
low this horizon in the , Miss()uri collections, is occasionally 
found in the Winterset limestone at Winterset. Beede fur-
ther recognizes the introduction of the following ' in the Doug-
, las fauna: Ohonetes geinitzianus, Marginifera lasseilensis and 
Tegulifera armat.a. ' " " 
In the Oread limestone there is such a remarkable assem-
blage of large ' Fusulina closely packed together as fo ' 4istin-
guish this ' horizon from all others. Thi,s 'characteristIc is a 
widespread one, as noticeable in eastern Adair county, Cass 
county ~nd at Rlverv:iew Park in ' Montgomery' county as at 
the mouth of the Platte river i:rt N'ebraska, where Meek'l,8 ~m-
phasized'the aouno.ance of it. , ' 
The Shawnee Stag e.-The fauna of the Shawnee stage cen-
ters in that of the Deer Creek member, beds 'of which oU:tC~op 
north of Stennett and at Hawleyville. Even ,here distinctions 
1SF, B . Meek, Report on the Paleontology of Eastern Nebraska: p . 93, 1872, 
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find their chief emphasis in the associated character of the 
strata. The black chert contains white Fusulina-excellent mi-
croscopic material; and the litriestone contains8uch an abun-
dance of echinoid spines that they become a characteristic 
form. Greene notes that the-limesfo:Q.e over the Nodaway coal 
seems largely made up of Ostracods. The central part of. the 
Scranton sha!e~ as exposed at "City Bluffs" a few miles 'south 
of the state line, is marked by a bed of Avicu.Zopecten. 
The Wabaunsee Sta.ge.-Here also the important distinc-
tions are physic,a! rather than faunaL The lower portion con~ 
tams the Preston and Tarkio limestones with the faunas listed 
below. The upper part of the McKissick Grove shale· is. in-
creasingly arenaceous and micaceous toward the top, with fauna 
as. given below. Whlle the character of the deposits indicates 
a return of shallow water conditions. that according to reports 
elsewhere were widespread; the faunal relations do not depart 
Widely from ,those in .the 10wer part of the stage. The pres-
ence of mica. though it is not a fossil, is especially noteworthy. 
. . 
FAUNAL LISTS 
THE WABAUNSEE STAGE. 
MoKissick Grove shale.19 
'Upper limestone fauna 
FU9Ulina cylindrica (secailica) 
Lophophylluzn profunduzn 
Ceriocrinus hemisphericus 
Fenestella . perelegans 
Fistulipora nodWlifeia 
Rhmnbopora lepidodendroides 
Ambocoelia planoconvexa. 
Chonetes geinitzianus 
Chonetes granulifer 
Composita subtilita 
Hustedia mormoni 
Marginifera wabashensis 
Productus cora 
Productus selnireticillatus 
Pugnax uta 
Spirifer cameratus 
Allorisma termina.le 
'A viculopecten occidentalis 
A vicclopecten providencensis 
Edmondia nebrascensis 
Myalina swallovi · 
Bucanopsis marcouanus 
Euphemus carbonarius 
Cap rock to Nyman coal 
Fusulina cylindrica (secalica) 
Crinoid steln8 
Rhombopora lepidodendroides 
Ambocoelia planoconvexa 
Chonetes granulifer 
Enteletes hemiplicata 
Marginifera. longispina 
Orthotetes crasSUB 
Productus costatus 
Productus l?UDctatus 
Productus semireticulatus 
Pugnax uta 
Comp'osita subtilita '. 
Spirifer cameratus 
Edmondia nebrascensis f 
Macrodon tenuistriatisf 
Myalina subquadrata 
, Nucula' 
Schizodusf 
Euomphalus catilloides 
Phanerotrema. grayvillehsls 
Pleurotoniaria perhumerosa' 
Griffi thides sci tula 
i9George L. Smiol, Contributions to the Geology of Southwestern Iowa: Proc. Iowa Acad. 
Sci.: Vol. XXIII, pp. 86·87, 1916. J. A. Udden, Geology of Mills and Fremont Counties: 
Iow~ Geol. Survey, Vol. XIII, p. 152 (Section XIX, numher 16 for Cap Rock of Nyman 
~~). . . 
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Lower shale fnllJ,na 
Fusulina cylindrica (secalica) 
Lo~hophyllum pr,ofunduln 
Ceriocrinus hemisphericus 
Fistulipora nodulifera 
Rhombopora l~pidodendroides 
Ambocoelia planoconvexa 
Chonetes geinitzianus 
Chonetes granulifer 
Composita subtilita 
Diel.asma bovidens 
Enteletes hemiplicata 
Hustedia mormoni 
Meekella striatocostata 
Orthotetes crassus 
Productus cora 
Productus costatus . 
Productus (Pustula) nebrascensis 
Productus punctatus 
Productus semireticulatus 
Pugnax uta 
Rhipidomella pecosi 
Spirifer cameratuB 
AvicuJlopecten occidentalis 
Aviculopecten whitei 
Edmondia. nebrascensis 
Entolium avicullitum 
Leda bellistriata 
Myalina perattenuata 
Myalina subquadrata 
Myaliila swallovi 
Parallelodoh whtieleri 
Aclisina stevensana 
Bucanopsis montfortiana 
Euomphalus catillloides 
Euphemus carbonarius 
Phanerotrema grayvillensis 
Tarkiolinnestbne.20 • 
Fusulina cylindrica 
Zea.crinus (numerous segments) 
Rhombopora lepidodendroides 
Ambocoelia planoconvexa 
Chonetes geiilitziamls 
Chonetes granulifer 
Chonetes verneuilianus 
Composita 8ubtilita 
Enteletes hemiplicata 
Meekella striatocostata 
Orthotetes craSSU8 
Productus cora 
Productus costatus 
Productus (Marginifera.) longispinu8 
Productus (Pustula) n~brll.scenBiB 
Productus pertenui!l . 
Productus semireticwatu!! 
Pugnax uta 
Spirifer cameratus 
Spiriferina kentuckiensis 
Allorisma subcuneata 
Allorisma terminaae 
A vicula longa 
'Aviculopecten whitei 
,4.viculopinna americana 
Entolium avicuJlatum 
Myalina. kansasenSis 
Myalina perattenuata 
Myalina subquadrata 
Myalina swaJlovi 
BEillerophon percarinatus 
Bucanopsis montfortiana. 
Naticopsis altonensis . 
. Orthonema subeniatum 
:Phanerotrema grayvillensis 
Spherodotna priinigenia 
Platyceras parvum 
Orthoceras rushense ' 
'Phimpsia major 
Shate between Tarkio and Preston 
linnestones. 
'No fossils are reported. 
Preston linnestone. 
Fossil fragments are found, but no 
species are re~g:trized. 
THE SRA WNEE STAGE. 
ScrOlnton shale.21 
Zeacrinus (plates) 
Fistulipora 
Rhombopo.ra 
Ambocoelia planocorlvexa 
Productus cora 
Product-us (Marginifera) longispinull 
Productus (Pustula) nebrascensis 
ProductuB seinii-etic,uatuB ' 
Spiriferina .kentuckiensiS 
,I'traparollus catilloides 
Scranton shale and Howard li1l\estone.22 
Fusulina cylindrica . 
Lophophyillum ,profundum 
Lophophyllum dist9rtum 
Ceriocrinus hemispherictis 
Erisocrinus typus . 
Eupachycrinus tubercu,Ia.tus 
20This is a combination of three lists rep'oried as follow&: Samuel Calvin, Geolop of 
l'age County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, p. 482. George L. Smit.h, Carbonir~rous Sect;,1bn of 
Southwestern Iowa: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XIX, p , 638; ana 'l:he PaleoJltolpgy line! Strati-
graphy of the Upper Carboniferous of Iowa: Proc. Iowa. Acad. Sci., Vol. XXII, p. 281. J. 
A, Udden, Geology of Mills and Fremont Cotmties: r6wa Geol. Survey, Vol. xIIi, 1>. i5ij 
(Section XVI), and p. 154 (Section XIX, number 6). • 
21Samuel Calvin, Geology of Page County: Iowa tfflol. Survey, Vo1. XI, p. 429. 
22George L. Smith, The Paleontology and Stratigl,'aphy of the ;Upper Carboniferous of 
Iowa: Proc. Iowa ·Acad. Sci., Vol. XXII, p. 281; Ca~lloniferous Section of Sotlth'\Vestern 
Iowa : Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XIX, :p. 638. J . A. UaCi.en, Geology of, Mills and Fremoni 
Counties: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XIII, p. 146 (No. 1~), p. 147 (No. 9) . 
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Hydreionocrinlis 'aea.nthoporuS 
Hydreionocrinus- mucrospinus 
Serpula insista 
Fenestlllla perelegans 
Fistulipora ,nodulifera 
Pinnatopora trilineata 
Polypora crassa 
Polypora elliptica 
Polypora submarginata . 
Rhombopora lepfdodendroides 
Septopora biserialis ' 
Stenopora ca'rbonaria 
Ambocoelia planoconvexa 
Chonetes geinitzianull 
Chonetes gran1ili£er 
Chonetes variolatus 
Composita subtilita 
Dielasma bovidens 
Enteletes hemiplicata 
Hlustedia mormoni 
Marginifera longiapina 
Meekella striatocostata 
Orthotetes crassus ' 
Productus cora' 
Productus (Pustula) nebrasce;Qsis 
Productus pertenuis 
Productus punctatus ' 
Productus semireticuilatus 
Pugnax .uta ' 
Rhipidomella j:>ecosi 
Spirifer camera~us 
Spiriferina 'kentu'ckiensis 
Allorisma terminale " 
Allorisma granosum 
Aviculopinna peracuta 
A viculopecten occidentailis 
Aviculopecten whitei 
Edmondia nebrascensis 
Myalina perattenuata 
. Myalina recurvirostris 
Myalina slibquadrata 
'MY'alina swallovi 
Nuclrla ventricosa 
Leda bellistriata 
Bellerophon, percarinatus 
Bucanopsis montfort~ana 
Euomphalus catilloides 
Euphemus carbonarius 
Phanerot:tema gr,ayvillensis 
SoQeniscus paludinreformis 
Worlhenia tabulata 
Orthoceras rusheJ;lse 
Tainoceras occidentale 
Griffithides scitula 
Agassizodus variabilis 
Peripristis semicircularis 
Conostychus broadheadi 
Conostychus orriatus 
Carpolithes granularis 
B every s1iale.2S .' 
, Lophophyllum profundum ' 
Fenestella" . 
Rhombopora lepidodendroides 
Septopora biserialis 
Seaphiocrinusf 
Zeacrinus ' 
Archaeocidaris aculeata ' 
Ambocoelia pilanoconvexa 
Chonetes granulifer 
Composita subtilita 
Dielasma bovidens 
Enteletes hemiplicata 
Orthotetes crassus 
M.arginifera longispina 
Productus (Pustula) ne1;>ra,.scensis 
Productus nertenuis 
Productus cora 
Productus punctatus 
Spirifer cameratus 
Spiriferina kentuckiensis 
Allorisma subcuneata 
Allorisma granosum 
Aviculopecten , 
EOmondia . nelmiscensis' 
Modiola subelliptica' 
Myalina subquadrata 
Nucula 
Pinna , 
Schizoduil' ! 
Bellerophon: carbbnarius 
Bellerophon percarinatus 
Euomphalus catilloides • 
Euomphalus rugosus 
Euphemus carbonarius 
Murchisonia 
Phanerotrema grayvillensis 
.Cythere 
Alethopteris grandini 
Annularia sphenophylloides ' 
Asterophyllites equisetiformi~ 
Calamites suckowii 
Neuropteris ovata 
N europteris scheuchzeri 
Pecopteris cyathea 
Topeka limestcm.e--:-Calhoun shale-
Deer Creek limeSt<me.24 
Fusulina cylindrica 
Lophophyllulll profundum 
2SGeorge L, Smith,' The Carboniferous Section of Southwestern Iowa: Iowa Geol. Survey, 
Vol. XIX, pp. 622 and 633 ; Contributions tG the Geology of Southwestern 'Iowa: Proc. Iowa 
Acad. Sci. , Vol. XXII, p. ' 282. ;Yo A. Udden, Geology of Mills and Fremont Counties: Iowa 
Geol. Survey, Vol. XIII, pp. 144-145 (Section X, numbers 9-13). 
24George L. Smith, Contributions to the Geology of Southwestern Iowa: Proc. Iowa Acad. 
Bci., Vol, XXIII, p. 88; and Carboniferous Section of Southwestern Iowa : Iowa Geol. Survey. 
Vol. X1X, p. 637. 
From( conference in the field it was learned that Do'ctor Smith had made his collections 
from the Deer Creek (Forbes) limestone, Calhoun shale 'and Topeka (Meadow) limestone, 
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Cerioerinus hemispb.erieus 
Eupaehyerinus tubereulatum 
Hydreionoerinus 'muerospinus 
Arehaeoeidaris agassizi 
Arehaeoeidaris dininni 
Arehaeoeidaris hallana 
Arehaeoeidaris trlseriata 
Fenestella tenax 
Fistulipora nodulifera 
Polypora submarginata 
Rhombopora lepidodendroides 
Septopora biserialis 
Amboeo6l.ia planoeonvexa 
Chonetes granulifer 
Chonetes verneuiliana 
Gomposita subtilita 
Dielaema bovidens 
Enteletes hemiplieata 
Hustedia mormoni 
Marginifera longispina 
Meekella striatoeostata 
Orthotetes erassus 
, Produetus cora 
'Productus eostatuB 
Productus (Pustula) nebrascensis 
Produetus semiretieularis 
Pugnax uta 
Retieularia perplexa 
Rhipidomella peeosi 
Spirifer eameratus 
Spiriferina kentuekiensis 
Squamularia perp[exa 
Allorisma terminale ' 
Allorisma subeuneata 
Chaenomya minnehaha 
Myalina swallovi 
Maerodon tenuistriatus 
Sehizodus wheeleri 
Bellerophon carbonarius 
Bellerophon perearinatus 
Euomphalus eatNloides . 
Euphemus Carbonarius 
Pleurotomaria 
Platyceras parvum 
Soleniscus interealaris 
Orthoeeras knoxense 
OalhO'Un shale.25 
Arehaeoeidaris (spines) 
Eupaehyerinus verrucosus 
Scarpiocrinus (plateS) 
Fistulipora nodulifera , 
Polypora submarginatll< 
Chonetes granulifer 
Discina eonvexa 
Orthotetes crassus 
Productus eora 
Produetus nebrascensis 
Produetus pu~etatus 
Produetus semiretieu[atus 
Spirifer cameratus 
Aviculopecten 
Edmondia 
Entolium avieulatum 
Myalina subquadrata 
Myalina recurvirostris 
Pinna peraeuta,' 
Pseudomonotis hawni 
Beillerophon earbonaria 
Euomphalus rugosus 
Pleurotomaria 
,Deer' Creek (Hawleyville) limestone.26 
Fusulina cylindriea 
Arehaeoeidaris 
Crinoidea (stems and plates) 
Fistu[ipora nodulifera 
Rhomb<J1)Ora lepidodendroides 
Septopora biserialis,' 
Amboeoelia planoeonvexa 
Composita suotilita 
Chonetes granu[ifer 
Chonetes verneuilianus 
Dielasma bovidens 
Hustedia mor:in6ni 
Marginifera longispina 
Orthotetes crassus 
Orthotetes robustus 
Produetus semiretieulatus 
Productus cora 
I Produetus eostatus 
Productus (Pustula) nebraseensis 
Productus symmetrieus 
Rhipidoniiilia peeosi , 
Pugnax uta 
Spirifer !lameratus 
Spiriferina cristata 
Aviculopeeten , 
Belltlrophon earbonarius 
Euomphalus ru,gosus' 
chiefly near the mouth of the ravine (Pilot creek) north of Stennett, and that he had ;'ot 
collected from: fossiliferous horizons at a considerable distance (about two-thirds of a mile) up 
the creek, where the Severy shale m~mbers (Union and Louisville limestone) appear in the bed 
of the creek_ 
In the Geology of Montgomery County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. IV. Plate XI (opposite 
page 392), is a picture of the Fate Quarry, near Stennett, in which the top of the Deer 
Creek limestone appears in the base of the quarry, .the Topeka (Meadow:) in the center. ahd 
fragments of .the Severy .(Union) near the top, as shown in the picture_ This quarry was 
located on the west sidE> of the Nishnabotna; Pilot creek is on thE> east side of the river. 
2 SJ. A. Udden, Geology of ,Mills and Fremont Counties: Iowa Gaol. Survey, Vol. XIII, 
pp. 138, 139, 141, 142: Section V, numbers 11-13, Section VI, numbers 8-9, and Section VIII, 
number 2. ' 
, '26Samuel Calvin, Geology of'.Page C~unty: Iowa' Geol. 'Survey, VQI. XI, pp. 423. and, 425_ 
Also, J. A. Udden, Geology of MIlls and Fremont Counties: Iowa Geol. Survey Vol XIII pp 
139-146. The followinlr are considered Deer Creek: Section V numbers 3-10' Section'VI" 
numbers 1-7; Section IX, numbers 5·8, " , , . , 
I . 
I 
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Strapatollus catilIoipes 
Phillipsia , 
TeC1llTnseh shq,le. 
, No. fossils 8fe rel'Qrted. 
LelXYlnpton linnestonp (Cedp,r Creek 
and Cullom linnestones) .21 
Ceda;r Creek linn.estone 
Fusuilina cylin,drica 
Campophyllum 'torq1+ium 
Lophophyllum prof1pl,qum 
Archaeocidaris 
Erisoerinus typus' 
Rhomoopora lepidoden,4roides 
Fistullipora nodul~f~ra 
Ambocoelia planoconvexa 
Composita subtilita 
Ohonetes granulifer 
Chonetes geinitzianus 
Marginifera Jongispina 
Orthotetes crassus 
Productus cora 
Productus costatus 
Productus (Pull~u).a) nebrasceJl.sis 
Productus pertenujs 
Spirifer cameratus 
A viculopecten 
Pinna peracuta 
Bel).erophon carbon~ri!l­
Peripristis semicirClNaris 
'Cullom linnestOllte 
Fusulina. cylindrica 
Kanwa1ca shale. 
There is no distinct list of fos-
sila.28 
THE PQUGLAS STAGE.29 
Oread linnestone. 
Fu,sulinil- !lylindrica (very many, 
and large) 
' Lophophyllum profundum 
Ohonetes granulifer 
Productus cora 
, Spirifer cameratus 
Lawrence shale. 
Lophophyllum profundu~ 
Crinoid' stems 
Chonetes gr3.llulifer 
Productus (Pustpla) riebrascensis 
Pro ductus cora 
Spirifer Cil-meratus 
latan linnestone. 
Crinoid stems 
Chonetes gr!}nulifer 
Productus cora 
Productus (Pustula) nebrascensis 
Westtm shale. 
Productus nebrascensis 
There are few fossils. 
L~SING STAGE.29 
Stanton linnestone. 
Crinoid stems 
Productus (Pustula) nebrascensis 
Pro ductus cora 
Spirifer cameratus 
Alga-like markings 
V,las shale. 
No fossils are reported. 
Plattsburg linnestone. 
Fusuilina cylindrica 
Echinoid spines 
Lophophyllum profundum 
Composita sUJbtilita 
Chonetes granulifer 
Orthotetes crassus 
Productus (Pustula) nebrascensis 
Lane shale. 
Crinoid stems 
27J. A. Udden, Geology of Pottawattarnie ' Coonty: Iowa .Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, pp. 
221-224. The exposures are small and' distant from each other and from other outcrops. The 
followmg are considered Cedar Creek : numbers 4 and 5 of Thomkin's quarry section, numbers 
4-& flf ;Martin's quarry section, numbers 1-3 of Bryanfs qUarry section, number 1 at river bed 
south of Garson, p.nd numbers 4·6 of Snapp's quarry section. The following are considered 
pullom : ll1pnber 1 of 'Pl).omkin's quarry sectfon, 'and numbers 1-3 of Martin's quarry, section. 
~ology of Mills a~d Fremont Cqunties: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XIII, p. 138. (Section IV, 
number 2). 
28George L. Smith !,ists seven fossils from the Platte shales, but these shales seem to in-
eJude tile Lecqmpton (CulloJl). and Cedar Creek) limestone. "Co~tributions to the Geology of 
Southwestern -Iowa," Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci., VoL XXIII, p. 88. 
29Exhaustivi> lists of fossils from the Douglas and Lansing stages in Iowa have not 
!teen 'pj:epar,ed. Such lists tor Missouri may be found in the following reference: HiJ}ds and 
GrJlen~, Stra~igr!l-phy of ~he Pel}nsy}vanian Series ill Missouri: Missouri Bur. Mines, Bull. 
' XIII, pp. 286-288 and 292-295. 
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~NS:A.S CITY STAGE.sO 
lola limestone. 
Lophophyllum proliferum 
Crinoids (stems) 
Products (Pustula) nebrasce~sis 
Spirifer c~ratus 
Bryozoa 
Chonetes vemeuilianus 
Orthotetes ctassU:$ 
ProductuS" 
Chdnute shale. 
Bryo·zo'a 
Chonetes vemeuilianus 
Composita subtiJita 
Productus cora 
Westerville limes,tone (DeKI11b). 
Lophophyllum proliferum 
Crinoids (stems) 
Fenestelfa 
Aulopora 
Chonetes vemeuilianus 
Coniposita subtilita . 
Praductus cora 
Productus costatus 
Spirifer cameratus ' 
Straparoillus subquadratus 
De Ka~b limestone. 
L6phophyllum prolifetnm 
Crinoids (steinS) 
Echinoid spines 
'~ryozoa 
Co1Ilposita subtilita 
Dielasma bovidens 
¥-a:rginifera longispina . 
Orthotetes crassus 
Productus costatus 
Pioductus semireticUl'atus 
Spirifer came~atus 
Spiriferina kentuckiensis 
Oherryvale sMle. · . 
Rhombopora; lepidodendroides . 
Eupachycrinus verruco~us 
Chonetes vemeuilianus 
'Composita subtillita 
Marginifera longispina 
'Orth<rtetes crassus 
Productus ' cOra 
Spirifer planoconvexus 
A viculopecten occidentalis 
Myalina kansase~sis . 
Myalina subquadIata 
Myalina: swallovi 
Wilnterset limestone. 
Chonetes vemeu:iJlianus 
Composita subtilita 
Meekella striatocostata 
Hustedia mormoni 
Productus cora 
Productus costatus 
Spirifer cameratus 
Gatesburg shale. 
Fusulina cylindrica 
Qhonetes vemeuili~M 
Composita sUlbtilita 
Bethany Falls (E,arlfw,m) ZWne8tone. 
Fusullina cylindri~ 
Lophophyllum proliferum 
Archaeocidaris (plates) 
Zeacrinus (plates) 
Crinoidea (stems) 
Bryozoa 
Composita subtillita: 
Chonetes vemeuilianus 
Rustedia' mormoni 
Marginifera longispinil. 
Meekella striatocostita 
Productus cora . 
Productus costatus 
Productus puuctatus 
Spirifer cameratus . 
Spiriferina k~ntuckiensis 
Allorisma subcuneata, 
Phillipsia 
Ladore shale. 
No fossils are reported. 
Hertha limestone . . 
Compositre subtilita 
Spirifor cameratus 
Spiriferina kentuckiensis 
The Oross Section Along Missouri River. 
;The cross section along Missouri river begins at Hamburg, 
Fremont cOlmty, in the southwest corner of the state, and pro-
ceeds northward to Crescent, seven miles north of CoUncil 
SOThese lists are from reports in the Iowa Geological Survey on the different members of 
the Kansas ·City stage, and from fi~ld notes by the writer: Madison county (Vol. VII), De· 
catur county (Vol. VIII) and Clarke county (Vol. XXVII). The lists given for Guthrie county 
are not included, as the strata there belong to the Des Moines series. See J O'hn L. TUton, 
"The Strata near Stuart, Iowa": Bulletin of tOO Geological Society of America, Vol. XXXIII, 
p. 153, 1922, • Elsewhere there is uncertainty a8 to the real source of the fossils referred to 
the Hertha. Only those are pernrltted in the above list that . are also found in Hinds and 
Greene's report on The Stratigraphy of the Pennsylvanian Series in Missouri, table opposite 
page 282. . 
• 
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Bluffs, which is the location of 'the last known outcrop of Mis-
souri , series strata. 
The section at the high schooPl at Hamburg, is as ,follows: 
FEET INCHES 
4. Sandstone, ,coarse ... _ ................ _ ............... : ... ,._ .... _..................................... 3 
3. ShaJe, divided in the middle by a hard band, three inches thick .. _ 15 
,2. Limestone, arenaceous ............... _ .... _ ... _ ........................ _ ................ _ .... _. 9 
1. Shale ... _ ...................... _ .............. _ ............ _ ............................................... _... 5 
21 
The limestone is ,929 ' feet above sea level, ,or 16 fMt above 
the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy railroad track at the sta-
tion, and 29 feet above Nishnabotna river., The outCrop is 
closely related ' to ' the s'eries fOlmd two ' miles northeast at Mc-
Kissick grove, and to the face of the clay pit at the brick Yl1rd 
south of Nebraska City,s2 at a distance of about ten miles to 
the northwest; which is 'the location of an outcrop and well re-
cord used in the cross section from Hamburg to Leon. 
. Northward along the bluffs ' bordering the ' east side of the 
valley of Missoud river all is concealed by river deposits, drift 
and loess, which fill , ,a preglacial valley' eroded in Missouri 
,series strata, for ' a distance of thirteen miles to a poin,t three 
miles south of Thurman. Here in the northwest quarter of 
the northwest quarter' of section 12 appears a three-foot bed of 
limestone th~t h.as the, same peculiar characterjstics and -rela-
tion to strata above and .. below as has the limestone member" 
No.2, at the high school at .Hamburg, and' that; No~ 17, in the 
strata at McKissick 'grove. The section h'ete found IS as fol-
lows, as described byUdden,Bs with modifications:. 
FEET 
9. Li.n1estone, 'bluish gray, of ' fine texture, arenaceous ............. .:... lh 
8. Shale, gray, ,not calear!lOus, part originally a bQack shale; 
grading into ' reddisH shale ' above ' .: . .: ............ :.................... 10 
7. Limestone, blot<}hed, jointed, numerous callcareous lumps up 
, to one·half · inch in diameter'; a few ' sh~ll fragments, 
joints of crinoid stems, and quartz , grains ... _ .. _........... 3 
6. Sh1Lle, bluish gray, soft; par1!ly concealed ... _ .... :...................... 2 
5. Sandstone, grayish" blue, of' fine texture, calcareous; ripple 
bedded above ... _ ...................................................... _............... 3 
4. Shale" not well exposed ................................................................ 1 
3. Not exposed ...................................................................................... 4 
---
SlG. L. Smith, Carboniferous Section of Southwestern Iowa: Iowa 'Geol. Survey, Vol. 
XIX, p, 641. . 
32For statement of depth of buried channel near Nebraska City, see J . E . TOdd, Bull. 158 
, U . S, Geol. Survey, p, 148. ' 
33J. A. Udden, Geology of Mills and Fremont Counties: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol, XIII, p. 
150. ' ' ' 
I) 
SECTIONS NEAR . THURMAN 
2. :Limestone ....................... _ .•.. _ ........................... _ ...... _ ... _._ ...... _ .... . 
1. Shale, gray 
.. --.. ---.. -.-..... ----.--------.-.. -------...... ~-..... --...... ---.... -.. --.- .... ---.-.~ ..... -...... -.. ---
3 , 
26lh 
25l 
The uppermost limestone, No.9, and the limestone, No.7, 
a few feet below it outcrop along the hillside from this point 
to the mouth of Plum creek at Thurman. They also appear in 
the hillsides. along the lower- course of Plum cre~k and. north 
of Thr~rman: for about a miJ~ .aloIlg Missouri valley, just . be,.. 
yond which point there. is a sudden anp. complete change .in 
strata. Thj.s is at a point where .Todd~' recognized , the pres,:, 
ence of a fault, and where later Smith~5 found . further evidence· 
of it. This fault was· lat~r ~alled hy . 'Tilrto:ris~ the Thurman-
Wils'on fault and was. trac~d by' him across MOntgomery, Cass 
and Adair counties, and into Dallas county. ;rtwas found to 
have but little· difference in. the amount of displacement. 
N!ear· the center of the north line of section 35, Scott town-
ship, Udden87 obtained the following composite section, in which 
the fourth member from the bottom, a. hard blue jointed lime-
stone . with small . granules" is the stratum especially noted as 
No.7, three miles south of Thurman, and also as No.2, at ,the 
hiigh school at Hamburg, . and No. 17 at McKissick grove: 
, . FEET INCHES 
9. 1!.imestone;weathered prown; m\l-ny joints ,of. crinoid 
stems ....... _~ .. _ .. _ ......... -.-.-... - ...... - ..... : .......... _....... , 
8. Shale, chocolate 'colored, arenaceous, calcareous and 
micaceous; . small gray calcareous nodules.......... 3 6 
7. Shale, yellow, calcareousj with nodule.s ........... _........ 5 
6. Shale, 'gray, calcareous, very fossiliferous: Lopho· 
phylTium proU/emm (?), Fistulipora noduli/era 
(flattened), Rhombopora lepidodendroi<Zes, Sep· 
. topora biseralis, Polypora submargi;n,ata ( ?), 
Ftm.e,stella (!), Chonetes gra'lllUli/er, Ch. 1Jer· 
neuilianrus, Spiri/er cameratus, Spiri/eri;n,a ken· 
tuc7ciensis, Pugnax uta, Syntrielasma he'I'Mplica· , 
. ta, Ambocelia planccon1Jexa, Procluctus Bemire· 
ticulatus, Murchisonia (1) ; Nucula(!), denti· 
cles of brown color ................ _ ........................ ....,... 1 
5. Limestone, gray, organic fragments in almost struc· 
tureless matrix ........... :._ .... _ .... _ .......... _ ................ _. . 7 
B4iT. E. Todd, On the Folding of the Carboniferous Strata in Southwestern Iowa : Proc. . 
Iowa Acad. Sci., Vol. I, Part 1 p. 61 .. 1889; also, Some Variant Conclusions in Iowa Geology: 
Idem, Yol. XIII, p. 184, 1906 .. 
ssG. L. Sniith, Carboniferous Section of Southwestern Iowa: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol., 
XIX, p. 612, 1909. . . ' 
, s~J'ohn L. Tilton, The Thurman·Wilson Fault through Southwestern Iowa, and its Bear· 
ing: The Journal of Geology, Vol. XXVII, 1919; Geology of Cass County and Geology of' 
Adair County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXVII ; :r'he Strata near Stuart; Iowa: Bull. Geol. Soc. 
America, Vol. XXXIII, p . 153, 1922. See also footnote l a, page 228, this volume. 
S7Geology of Mills and Fremont Counties : Itlwa Geol Survey, Vol. XIII, pp .. 148, 149. 
• 
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4. L~\lston.\l, l>!J;\l" q~IIft,e, jQW.Wd1. ~t4 ~di~t~z;ct s:qJ.aU 
gr!\nyles; maI}Y eri~9~d s~e~B !J.IlQ. \li few 11'1),-sul'WWl ______________ • ____________________ •••• __ • ___ •• _ •.: _______________ ,____ 1 
a. Shale, red, containing quartz, mica, and gray cal-
careous concretions _. __________ . ____ ... ___ ._________________________ 2 
2. f:!h.aJl\l~ gra;xish pt e, ~!ena~us~ 'ltith SO:qle IIl;iea..----- 6 1: S¥ale, ' ,red --:---.--:-----------------------------------------------------.---..... - 6, 
. 19 7 
A.~. qWl-:r~g has nDt been ca,njed on fDr IUany year-s the_ 
~bove d~scribed s.ection is not at present easily obtainable, but 
'With the aid Qf Mr. Martens, the . Dwner,· ,the sites of fDrmer 
quafFie~, wefe traced, alo.ng the hillside. The character . of the 
fllagments Df liroe~tone w~ no.ted as was-also. the presence Df 
a bed Df reddish sha,le abDut eight feet thick which lies above 
th~ beds Df U{nestDne fDr~erly qu~rried. These CDn<,litiDns, 
,v;~re:q~ted Il,Drthward to. the nD'rthwest quarter Df the sout4-' 
east q'Q,arter Df sectiDn 26 and to. the nD~thwest quarter Df the 
nQJ{tp,east quarter Df sectiDn 25, beYDnd which no. evidence 
wpa,tever o,f the pres,ence Df these stra,ta was fDund. 
To. the north of the ~b9ve describea expDsure and just sDuth 
Df 'Y~ere a rDad-turns west past 'VabDnsie lake, the thick 'TD-
pe~a (Meaqpw) lime~tD;o.e appe~rs high in the b~uff, belD'\Y 
which a:ppe~rs iheDeer Creek (FDrbes) with its dark chert 
and shale. 
Between the two. IDcatiD,ns above -described . lies the fault, 
the IDcatiDn Df which is thus cDr.r,ectly determined within a dis-
tance Df three hund,red feet. Here the str~ta change sudaenly 
frDm the limestDne ' jn th~ M(!:{{is.SiskGrDve shale and 3:bDVe the 
Nyman cDal Dn the south (dDwnthrow). i;3ide Df the fault, to. 
the Deer Creek limestDne and shale nDrth Df the fault (up-
thrDW side), a displacement Df abDut three hundred feet as 
cDmputed by Smith.8,8 . 
N Drth Df the regiDn a,pDve desc:ribed the Deer Creek ,beds ap-
perur alDng the. road in se,ctiQn 1,4 Df the same to.wnship, and 
farther nDrth to. the center Of sectiD~ 10 0..£ LYDn~ , tDwnship, 
Mills county (Township 71 nDrth, Range 43, west, DPPDsite 
H&:m:l~e~ sta,ti9n!: a, distance of eight ;miles, there is an almDst 
C,O,l.ltmVt9¥S serie$ Qf expo.s¥e!? . The fDllDwip.g sectiDn may be 
fQ1plq b~o/~en s~~tiD~S 25 and ~6 Df LYDnS tDwnship (Township 
, 
aSlowa . G~ol. ~wveY .• Y,ol. ~IX!. pp. 647-~£8. 
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71 north, Range 43 west), at the quarry near a large stone 
house. 
FEET INCHES 
21. Limestone, weathered, bl1t of a character formerly 
similar to the next limestone below ___________________ 1 3 
20_ Limestone, dark gray, with beds of chert; Pr()(];uc- · 
d~ctU8 nebrascensis, Phillipsia _____ .______________________ 3 
19. Limestone, yellowish gray, shaly; Productus nebras-
censis, Bryozoa _~ ___ . ____ . __________________________ ._____ ____________ 1 
18. Shale! .argillac~ou~ and calcareous, with cherty di-VISIons; crInoId stems ____ _____________ .________________________ 9 3 , 
Cropeka [Meadow], 14 feet, 6 inches). 
17. Limestone, divided into two portions by shaly part-
ing in center; lower portion very cherty with 
both dark and light colored chert _________________ . _____ . 2 2 
16. Shale, gray below, grading into limestone above; fossiliferous _________ . ____ ._. _____ . ___ . _______ . __ ._. __ . ______ . __ ~ ____ ._ 1 2 
15. ' Lim€stone, gray, very fossiliferous at top and at bottom _ .. ________ . ______ . _________________________ . _____________ .______ 5 
14. Shale, light blue in cent€r, drab in upper four 
inches, and black in lowest four inches __ ... __ .. ____ . 1 8 
13. Limestone, gray; fragments 'of fossils ______ . __ ~ .. _. ___ .__ 1 3 
12. Shale, light blue, clayey; not fossiliferous _______________ 1 4 
11. Limestone, 'dense . .. ___ . ___________________________ .______ _____ _____________ '2 7 
10. Limestone, dense; H~/,8tedia ?nor?nQnL_._ ..... ____ .. _. _____ . 3 
9. Concealed, but apparently shale; about _______________ ._.__ 7 
(Forbes [Deer Creek], 20 feet 7 inches). 
8. Limestone, gray, jointed; Productus semiretiaula-
tus, Crinoid stems _. ____________________ : ____________ -' _____ ,_________ 11 
7. Shale, dark, clayey ________ ~ ________________________ . __ __ ._______________ 1 10 
6. Limestone, gray; fossil ' fragments _____ : _____ ._________________ '2 
5. Limestone, gray, in two equal parts; many fossil 
frltgments __________ . _____ -----------------------------.------,-________ ._ 1 
4. Shale, gray, clayeY ,above to near bottom where it is arenaceous _______________ . ____ . ____ . _________ ~ _____ ~_____________ 8 , 6 
3. Limestone, arenaceous ___________ _________________ _______ ._____________ , 1 1 
~. Sandstone, light yellow _____________________________ . ___ __ . ______ : __ , __ :_ 5 5 
1. Shale, blue, above a gray ralcareous shale;. only 
partly exposed down to level , of road (which 
is about 982 feet above sea level) ________ ,__ __________ 12 
(Lecompton [Cedar Creek and Cullom], 32 
feet, 9 inches). 
67 10 
The level of the road at the old stone house is 982 feet 
above sea level and 37 feet above the Chicago, Burlington and 
Quincy railroad crossing west. The strata in the interval trom 
the level of the road to the level of the rIver are not exposed, 
but it is evident. that the Oread , (Plattsmouth) limestone be-
' longs in this interval. . 
Fo}' a distance of fOl_lr 'mile's ' :straight 'away, or of six miles 
by the road alongihe bluff, to where the road crosses Keg 
Creek near Mills station, nosiratified rock appears. At the 
location mentioned, the northeast quarter of the northeast 
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quarter of section 27, G~enwood townslp.p,S9 there, is .an out-
crop of a Rortion of'the Oread (Plattsmouth) limestone by the 
side of the creek, as follows: 
'FEET 
Limestone ' in layers of various thicknesses up to nine inches, 
with chert; many Fusulina and many f6ssil fragments; low-
est stratum is jointed, and striated _______________ ... _. __ ... __ .... ___ . ___ .. ___ . 8 
(Oread limestone). 
The bed of the creek is here at a level of 938 feet above sea 
level, and 18.75 feet below the railroad at Pacific Junction. 
At Glenwood . there IS a deep well, a condensed record of 
which is as follows40 : 
THICKNESS DEPTH 
Quaternary and recent deposits (175 feet thick, top of 
well 1,132 feet above sea level) ____ .. ___ ._. __ .. ____ . ______ _ 
Missouri and Des Moines series of Pennsylvanian · 
' (thiCikness, 1,060 feet)-
Limestone, soft, light and darker gray, cherty ________ .. 
Limestone, dark blue, argillaceous, pyritiferous .. _~, .. _ 
Shale, black, carbonaceous ________ ... ____ .. __ ~. ____ .. ___ __ . ___ _ 
Clay, blue, shaly ____ .. ___ ._. ___ .. __ ... ___ ........ _ .... __ .... _. ___ .... __ ... ___ _ 
. Shale, iro.h-gray _ .. _ .. _. __ .. ___ .. _. __ ... __ .... ___________ , __ .... ____ , ____ _ 
Limestone, gray; earthy luster ___ ... __ ._._. __ ._. __ . ____ . ___ • 
Shale, dark blue gray, fissile; discs 0.£ crinoid' 
stems :and fragments of Proauctus ________ .. ___ ... ___ _ 
Limestone, gray, luster earthy, compact, moderately 
hard; with crinoid stems, echinoid spines, and 
fragments of brachiopods ___ .. _____ ... ____ . ___ .. ___ ._. ____ .. ___ : 
Shale, black; carbonaceous _____ . ____ ... __ ... ____ ._. ____ ._ .... _____ . 
Limestone, soft, yellow-gray; with Fusuli1lA _____ . __ . __ 
Shale, blue _________ . ____ . ____ . ______ . ____ . ____________ ._._._._. __ . ________ _ 
Limestone, light yellow, fossiliferous _. __ ._. ____ . ____ ... ___ _ 
Shale, dark red ,'_. ______ . _________ .. _ .. _ .. ,~ __ . ____ ... __ ... _ .. _ .... ___ . ___ _ 
Limestone, brecciated; sample consists of two large 
unfractured masses of very hard limestone brec-
cia; limestone gray ' or reddish; matrix greenish . 
gray and argillaceous, but hard ...... ____ ._. ____________ _ 
Sandstone ___ .. __ ._. ____ . ____ ... ___ . _____ ._. ____ .. ____ .. _. __ ... ____ . ___ ._. _____ _ 
Limestone, argillaceous, bluish gray ____ . _____ .. ___ .. ____ .. __ 
~:~to~~~e c~;;p~~t--:==::=::::::=::::=::=::::::::::~::=::::::=::::::: 
Shale; greenish gray" -arenaceous, calcareous ____ ._. ___ ... 
Limestone, hard, gray, highly cherty at 358 feet.. .. _. 
Shale, hard, greenish gray, highly calcareous ___ .... ___ •• 
Lim!)stone, light greenish gray, highly argillaceous __ 
Limestone, light yellow, compact, fine grained. _____ .. _ 
Shale, black, carbonaceous; and greenish gray, hard Marl, white ______ . ___ ._. __ .. ___ .. ___ ... ___ ...... ___ ._. ___ . _____ .. ____ . ____ . ___ . 
Limestone, hard, gray ___ ... ___ ... _. __ ... __ ... ____________ .. _._. __ ... _ 
Shale, gray; with limestone, argillaceous _. __ . ____ ._. ___ . 
_----' __ Shale! varicolored . _.-.... _ .. _ .... ___ ... , __ ._ .. __ .. _ .. :_._ ... ___ ... ___ . ____ ._ 
FEET FEET 
175 175 
2 177' 
10 187 
1% 188% 
6lh 195 
8 203 
24 227 
, 5 232 
8 240 
. 4 , 244 
13 257 
7 2.64 
,9 273 
16 289 
25 314 
9 323 
17 340 
2 342 
5 347 
3 350 
13 363 
10 373 
5 378 
18 396 
9 , 405 
2 407 
8 415 
4 419 
19 438 
39Township 72 North, Range 413 West. 
. 4.0Condensed from W. 'H. Norton, Underground Water Res~urees of Iowa: Iowa Geol. 
Survey;,' Vol. XXI, 'Pl>. pS9·~14p, . ! . 
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FEET INCHES 
Liniestone, ' gray, close textured ................................. . 
Limestone, hard, blue, highly argillaceous; criIioid 
18 456 
stems and fragmentl't of brachiopods ... _ ...... _ .. _ .... . 11 467 
Shale, black, carbonaceous; impure gray limestone .. 3 470 
Sandstone ... _ .... _ .... _ .......... _ .......... _ ............ _ .................. . 6 476 
Limestone, white and light gray, close textured, 
earthy luster ................................................................. . 15 491 
Shale, black ......... _ .......................... _ ................................ . 5 496 
Limestone, yellow·gray, fossilifel'ous, cry.stalline to 
earthy ......... _ .... _ ...................................................... _ .... . 12 508 
Shale, dark and greenish gray, With Chonetes ... _ ...... . 11 519 
Limestone, light ' yellow;gray, soft, fossiliferous.. ....... . 10 , 529 
Shale, green, calcareous" .: ....... _ ........... : ......... _ .. _ ............ . 21 550 
Liplestone, white, soft, crystalline to earthy •... : ........ . 20 570 
10 580 Shale, gray, 'highly calcareous,- fossiliferous ............. . 
Shale, dark, carbonaceous ..... ~ ....................... _ .... _ ..... ': .. . 15 595 
Limestone, white and . light colo ted ; in placesfos· 
siliferous, with one foot of coal (1) at 612 feet,. 
and brown' chert at 635 feet · .:. __ .......... ;.' ....... : .. : ... . 
Shale, -ya;ricolored, aren~ceous, with minute angular 
, fragments of limpid quartz ....................... _ ... :_ .. : ... . 
. Sandstone, greenish gray, close and 'fine grained, ar· ' , 
gillaceous and calcareous; some siliceous lime· 
stone, hard, subconchoidal fracture; with much 
,shale at 706. and 7CLI feet;, vein of salt water at. 
· 716 feet , .............. ,.. .......... _ ............. , ...................... _ .... _. 
Cool and black snale ...... : ........ _ .. : .. : .. ; .. ~ ...... : ......... _ ..•... : 
43 638 
47 685 
35 720 
l ' 721 
ShalE), blue .·····················,················T .. ········.··· ..... ~.;.; ....... . 4 . 72(i 
Limestone; gray, hard; fracture sub conchoidal, close 
textured, fossiliferous and flinty 'at" 732 feet; 4· 
feet of blue shale at 730 feet ... _ .... _ ...................... . 15 740 
Other strata to the top of the Mississippian .... : .. _ .. . 495 1,235 
Mississippian,; .' 
Strata to bottom of well ......................... _ .... _ ........... .. 765 2,?00 
Six miles north of Keg creek, along the bluff r.oad . there is 
an. exposure of stratified rock which ,is about half a mile south 
of Henton station. There.is a second outcrop just abov~ Hento~ 
station.. The section described by, Udden41 is locate.d in , the 
nQrthwest quarter. of the northwel:)t quarter of , section 29 
(Township 73. North, Range XLIll west). . It is as follows: 
. FEET 
4. Shale, gray with 'thin calcareous layers and occasional cal· 
. careous concretions from one to t"wo inches in diameter; 
denticles of annelids, minute conical teeth, . and a small 
Productus .................................................................................... 2 
3. Limestone, yellow '01' gray ... _~ .. ~ ............... : ... : .... : ....... _................... 11;~ 
2. Limestone, . gray . or . cream, ' colored, cherty, lIlinute ooli~iJl 
~rains a~d fragments of shells, a f ew small grains of 
uon pyntes · ........ : ......... ! .............. _ ................ ; ....... _.:.c........ ....... 1 
1. Limestone, light bluish gray, in heavy · ledges with some 
shaIy layei·s . and with' irregtiiar nodules of chert ' and . 
minute 'oolitic grains." Be-tween the lower cour-ses are 
dark carbonaceous seams containing brachiopods, sponge 
spicules, spinese of crinoids and of ArchaeoDidaris and 
41J. A. Udden, Geology of Mills and Fremont Counties: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XIII, pp. 
135·136. ' 
I· 
I' 
I 
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Fucoid-like impressions; Erisocrinus tyP'Us, Eupachycri-
nus verrucosus, .z,'istulipora· nodulifera, Ehombopora le-
pidodendroides, .A.mbocelia planoeonvexa, Chonetes gran-' 
ulifer, Orthotetes crassus, ProducPli,s cora, ' P. -costa-
tus, P. pertenuis, Composita subtilita; Spirifero camera-
tus, Allorisma subcuneata, Cha.momya le~i1enworthensis, 
Ch. minnehaha, Solenomya ( ?), Pinna peracuta, B elle-
rophon (large) and other gasteropods . ___ .. _ ... __ .. _______________ 3 
7lh 
The base of the section ' is close to the level of the railroad 
. track, which is here 963 feet above sea level. -
In the list of fossils the large proportion of p'elecypods and 
crinoids is noteworthy. The writer is classifying the section 'as 
a part of the Lansing' stage (Stanton limestone). - It is clearly 
below the Oread limestone, suggests the Weeping Water lime-
stone of Nebraska, and may help to fix the Weeping Water in 
its proper place in the geologic column as recognized in Mis~ 
souri and Iowa. ' . 
. White·2 described an exposure in the v~ey of Mosquito 
creek that is not now available, and U dden in his report on 
the Geology of Pottawattamie countr3 mentions . the outcrop' 
as follows: "On the left bank of Mosquito creek, near the 
center of the 'west line of 'section 21, Township 75 north, Range 
XLVII west, there are some excavations which were made in 
quarrying -limestone many years· ago. The strata are not 
now well exposed and no ' quarrying has been done tor many 
years. In White's report the rock is d'escribed as consisting 
of about seven feet of limestone with marly partings. Some 
of the urppe.r layers are said to have 'been flintY. From speci-
. mens picked up on . the site of the quarry it appears that the 
limestone of this plac~ is of two kinds. One chip. consisted of 
indurated, calcareous, fragmental rock of fine texture in which 
the fragments are largely compose-d of some organic struc..; 
tute. These are more or iess rounded by trituration, and are 
sometimes surrounded by a thin accretive ~rust of s~ructure­
less calcite, a~d then resemble inc~pient oolitic grains~ The ' 
other type of limeston~ represented in the fragments likewise 
had a clastic, ,compact ~tru~tur€l, in which larger fragillents of 
shells and joints of crmoid.- stems are firmly ' ,imbedded in a 
j ' . 1 ' . •. 1' " I . . : \ ' . • \ • 
• 2C. A. White, Geology of Iowa, Vol. 1, p. 879, 1870. 
' . .~J. A. UdMn, Geology 'of Pottawaitamie County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, p. 226, 
1900.' ' 
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copious :r;natrix composed mostly of very minute calcareous 
particles.,' , 
About six miles still farther northwest· is located the last of 
the series of Missouri series strata found in Iowa. Udden44 
, describes the condition as follows: . ':'In the ,southeast quar-
ter of section 27, and in the northeast quarter of section 34, 
Crescent township, beds of limestone and shale are almost con-
tinuously' seen at the base of the bluffs of Missouri ,river for 
the , distance of three-fourths of a mile, rising about twenty feet 
above the plane of the adjacent bottom land. Some quarry-
ing was done at this place several years ago and the exposure~ 
show a succession of beds nearly twenty feet in thickness. 
FEET 
5. Limestone, yellowish and gray, in ledges from si:)r inches to 
onc foot in thickness, compact near the base, in some 
parts brecciated and in others having a finely oolitic 
texture. A polished specimen of this rock is seen to 
consist of rounded and incrusted calcareous fraginents 
imbedded in a matrix of almost t~ansparent cl'ystallin,e 
calcite. The fragments are of different size~. Some 
have a diameter of nearly a millimeter, ,and these are, 
mingled with others of about one·fifth that diameter. 
Most appear elliptical in section. Some of the large 
fragments have a nucleus with a structure like a frag· 
ment of Btriatopora. A few still larger fragments are 
pieces of small shells. This specimen also exhibits sev' 
eral sniall, crooked joints or :fissur~ veins filled with 
' pure crystalline calcite. Another specimen appears to 
the unaided eye as an ordinary compact gray limestone, 
but as seen under, a lens it appears to be fragmental; 
consisting largely of small F'UsuUnas, some_of which are 
surrounded by a thin calcareous crust. These, together 
with finer fragmental material, ate imbedded in a 
structureless ,calcareous matrix. ' In some cases the 
fragments are welded together as if 'fly partial solution 
and redeposition of this substance. Minute crevices and 
veins :filled with, crystalline calcite are abundant every· 
where. There are also abundant plain evidences of", 
small faulting and brecciation by fracture.-'._ .. _................. 5 
4. Shale, yellow ... _ .... _ .... _ .... _ ............................ _ .................. _............. 2 
3. Limestone, yellowish ,gray, with occasional F'Usulioos, com· 
pact in texture above but locally oolitic below, in some 
places quite so,ft. Contains .lillorisma s'Ub(}Uhteata............ 2 
2. Shale, blue, with numerous fossils and oqcasional crystals of 
' selenite. The fossils observed were: F'Usulina cylin' 
drioa (small size) , .Ii rchaeooidaris triseriata~ E'Upachy· 
oriInIus verrucos'Us, Erisocrinus typus, Fist'Ulipora nod'Ulir 
fera, Rhombopora lepidodendroides, Chonetes gran'Ulifer,· 
, M'eekella striatooostata, Proauct'Us cora, P. costat'Us, P. 
nebrasolJlnSis, Composita subtilita, Bpirifer oameratus 
(large) ............................................................. _ ... :..................... 5 
1. A simple massive ledge of fine· grained oolitic limestone, seen 
Hldem, pages 227·228. 
" 
, . 
I, 
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to contain pieces. of Chemomya, Bakevillia illinoitmsis 
( 1), and having on its upper surface partly imbedded, 
Axophyllwm rude, Lophophyllu·m proliferum, Composita 
8Ubtilita, Produotus ' oora, and numerous crinoid ' stems. 
In a thin section of the rock in this ledge the oolitic 
spherules are seen to be imbedded in a transparent· ma-
.. trix of crystalline calcite. . They a'!erage al:)out . one-
fourth of a millimeter in diameter and barely fall be-
low the .limit of ready recognition to the unaided ' eye. 
The microscopic aspect · of the rock is that of an or-
dinary finely granular limestone.' Most of the' rounded 
grains are 'elliptical in section and some · of them have . 
. a crystalline transpar~nt nucleus. . In other cases the 
nucleus is a minute organic fragment, suCh' as ' a ti.:b.y 
bit of Fusulinq or of the joint. of,a. crinoid s1<em. 
These nuclei are surrounded by an OIpaque crust of 
. struCtureless . ca:lcite abbut one-foi-tietii of a millimeter 
in ,thj.C~J+ess. Exposed ___ ,.. ___ ... __ ..... · .. _ .. __ .... · ... _ .... ·_ ... __ .... __ · 1· ___ • 3 
17" 
Udden4~' further states: "White's .' statement46' that" 'the Mo-
squito creek quarries are in the same ledges as those exposed 
in the bluff south of Crescent~ is ' corr.oborated by the observa-
tion on the lithological character of the ledges: :At both places 
there is an oolitic limestone of :fine tE;~tli.re. ,,' ' . 
The bottom of the strata above described is 980 feet above 
sea level. 
. . 
A projection: northward .of 'the sections .described· from Fre-
mont and Mill~ counties, ' but .with the' lower dip required by 
the section on Keg creek, the record of the deep well at Glen-
wood, and the . section at Hento:q., would briIig the lowest lime-
stone beds of the Petmsylvanian formations of southeastern 
Nebraska in.lme with the strata found at Mosquito creek a.nd 
near Crescent. 'The ' general ' sequence and character of the 
strata in the two places seem to correspond. In the present 
paper they are Class·ed.as belonging to the, .Lansing stage, and 
probably to the Plattsburg substage. 
The next outcrop to. the north from Crescent is- twenty miles 
away at Logan, where strata deep down in the Des Moines 
stage . outcrop, the relations of which strata are discussed in 
the chapter on Areal Distribution .. 
The Cross Section Along East Nishnabotna River 
The eross . section along East Nishnabotna river extends from 
Hamburg, Fremont county, to Lorah, Cass ,county. ·It is pos-
_----0._ . 
45Idem, page 230. 
46Geology of Iowa., Vol. I, p. 379, 1870. 
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sible to obtain the elevation of the river bed above sea level 
not only at Hamburg 'and at Lorah, but also at Riverton, Shen~ 
andoah, Red Oak" Stennett, Elliott, Griswold, Lewis and At-
lantic; and to make use of the descriptions of 'strata at Ham-
burg which have been so ~aJ;efully p~repared by U dden and 
Smith, 'of those at McKissick grove and Ess'ex prepared by 
Calvin and Smith, and of those at Stennett, Lewis, Fox quar-
ries, and Turkey creek south of Atlantic prepared .by. the wri~ 
ter. The record of the outcrop at Hamburg is used also in 
the cross section northward along Missouri river, and in that 
eastward to Leon. The various outcrop~ of strata are referrE;ld 
to the level of water in East Nishhabotna river and drawn in 
their proper positions above sea level. . 
Both U ddeu41 and Smith·s give detailed records of strata: 
found at the high school at HambUrg. 
• FEET INCHES 4. Sandstone, coarse ____________________________ : _____________ __________________ ;_ 3 
3. Shale, divided in the middle by a ' hard band three inches 'thick __ ___________ ________ . ________________________ ._______________ 15 
2_ Limestone, arenaceous ____________ ____________________ .__________ __________ 9 
1_ Shale. _______________________ ______________________________________________ . ___ .______ 5 
21 
The limestone is -929 feet above sea level, or 16 feet .above 
the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy railroad track at, the.' sta-
tion, and 29 feet above ·low: water in Nishnabotna river. 
These strata'Smith refers to the 'McKissick Grove shale, and 
correlates the arenaceous limestone, No.2, with the third layer 
from the top (No. 17) at McKissick grove, which stratum is 
characterized by spheroidal lumps about half an inch in dia-
meter. 
The .McKiss~ck grove series of outcrops e~tends east and 
west through section 13 (Township 67 north, Range 42 west), 
two miles ' northeast of Hamburg. This section also is de~ 
. scribed by both Udden·9 and Smith.50 Smith's de~cri:ption, 
with slight additional ~t~rpretation, is as follows: : 
41J. A. Udden, Geology of Mills and Fremont Counties: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XIII, 
p. 151. 
.sG_ L. Smith, CarbonUerous Section in Southwestern Iowa: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. 
XIX, p . 641-
4Hdem, pp. 1'51-154_ 
50G. L .. Smith, Contributions to the Geology of Southwestern lowa: Proc. Iowa· AClIod. 
Sci., Vol. XXIII, p_ 80; also Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XIX, p. 639. 
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FEET 
S~ale, bllle ................... : ............. _ .... __ .. _ .... _ ................ _. 12 
Shale, gray, weathered .. _ ....•.. : ... _ .•• _ ......... _., .•........ :,. 8 
Liniestone, very dark gray, at;enaeeous, many sphe-
roidal lumps, in places brecciated ..... __ ..............• 1 
Limestone, blue; very Ij,re~aceous; migp,t be termed 
a calcareous sand!ltone ... .:. .... _ ................ ,_ ....... _... 1, 
Shale, arenaceous, micaceous .... ~ ...................... _........... 3 
Sa,ndstone, blue, weat4erill,g yellow.......................... 6 
Shale, arenaceous, micaceous ......... : ......................... , .... , 2 
Sandstone, blue, ' weathering yellow ..... ~ ... _ ........ :........ 1 
Shale, gray ............... _ ................ _ ................ .:................. 9 
Limestone, dark gray, in two layers; fossiliferous.... 3 
Coal (Nyman) ..... _ ........ _ ........ _ .......... _......................... ' 1 
Sh~e, yellow and plue ........................... _..................... 31 
(McKissick Grove. shale, 78 ,feet, 6 inches) 
Limestone, gray, fossi!iferous (Tarkio) ..................... . 
Shale, dark gray (Tarkio) ............... _ .......... _ .... _....... ' 3 
Limestone, wiry ' dark gray (Tarkio) ........................ 4 
(Tarkio limestone, thickness, 8 feet 6 inches) 
Shale, blue, weathering to yellow ............... _ .......... ,.. 8 
Limestone, weathered brown; in two, or three lay· 
ers .............. : ................ _ ................ .:.............................. '4 
(Preston limestone, 4 feet) 
(Total thickness of Wabaunsee stage, 99 feet) 
Shale, gray, weathered ..................................... ~.. ...... .. 12 
Limestone" dark gray (Ffl-rgo) ... ~ .. ~ .. :........................ 1 
(Scranton shale) 
112 
mCBES 
6 
6 
6 
The lowest stratum is 01 se to the level of the railroad track, 
which is here seventeen feet above .the level of the water in 
NishQ.abotna river near by. 
The third outcrop to be used is lo~ated two miles southeast 
of Essex, on Rocky Branch, the northwest quarter of the south-
east quarter , of section 36, Township 70 north, Range :x:x;.:'CIX 
west. It is described &nd interpreted by Smith as follows'! 
page, 635~ Vol, XIX, lowa Geological Survey: ' 
EEET INCHES 
Limestone, Fusulina ............................................................... . 1 
Shale ... _ .................................................... _ .................... -' ........ . 3 
Limestone, so'ft ..... :_ ................ , ................................. , .... :.:.: .... . 8 
Shale ............................................. _ .. _ ....................................... ' 6 
Limestone, blue ......................................... _ ...... _ .................... . 1 4 
(Tarl,do limestone an~ included shale, thickness" 6 
feet, 6 inches>. I . 
S:ttale, ca.lcareo.us ................. _ .... _ ... : ............ , ............ , ............... ,. 
Limestone, ~haly~ soft, impl!re ......... ,. .... , ............................ . 
(Preston limestone, thickness, 1 foot 6 inches); 
Not exposed, to bed of creek ............................................... . 
7 
1 6 
4 
19 0 
At present but a few scattered fragments of limestone a:nd 
:no. e~pOSlil:reS of shaJe are te. be seen near eithe,r Clim,ax or Co-
l, 
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burg, ¥ ontgomery ~ounty; but Lonsdale51 g~ves the following 
record, the base of the sec.tiQn apparently being close tQ the 
bed of W aInut cree~, west of Olimax: 
f'~~I-:T INCHES , 
6. Limestone, very fine textured ....................... _ .... :.......... 1 , 
5. Shale, in -part calcareous ... _ .... _ .............. ~................ ... . .. :{ 
4. Shale, I\-rgillaeeous ... .: .................. _ .. _ .......... _. '............... , il 2 
3. Limestolle, earthy .............. , .......... ~.......... ..... ............ . . ..... 1 
2. Shale, dark g:tay ................................. ..:............ ......... ..... 1 
1. Limestolle, earthy ........................... ................................ 1 6 
9 8 
The acpsence of the blue limestone, the shaly and earthy char-
acter ,of the limestone beds which ar,e present, and the higher 
position of t:Q,e T3tdrio where it 'is to be seen near Essex with 
dip to the southwest, make it prob.able that this limestone at 
Climax is- Pxeston limestone. 52 Strata oJ the same horizon out-
crop three miles south of Stanton. _ 
A mile 'southwest of Red Oak a slight eXIJosure may be found 
at the :r:p.outh of a smal!' ravine; southwest q:narter of t.he south-
west quarter of section 32, Township 72 north, Hauge 38 west. 
FEET INCHES 
7. Limestone, gray; crlnoid stems RJld many fragments 
of other fossils ........ , ....... :...................................... n 
6. Shale, gray ....................... : ......... :.:............................ ........ 2 
5. Concealed ......................... .,. .. : ..... _....................................... 2 
4. Limestone; dark blue ....................... :.............................. 6 
3. COncea~ll~ ... _ ................ _ ............................ :..... ................. 6 
2. Limestone, gray; It'u8ulftna; ;tpparently in place ........ ' 6, 
1. Concealed to low water in river .................................... 1 
7 5 
ApP3trently this imperfect exposure is of the Fargo jn the 
,top of the Scranton , shale, only the upper 'PQrtion of which 
liniesto:p.e ap.pears in ' the McKissick grove section: 'Yhat lit-
tle may be seen corresponds as well as need 1e expected with 
the descripti<w of the Fargo ~s found in eastern ~ ebraska, 
and fits into the general sequence. 
Lonsdale53 gives the follo.wing record of a deep prospect 
hole at Red Oak. 
51E. H . Lonsdale, Geology of Montgomery CQuntY.' : 10."(4 G~Ql. S1,u.vey, Vol. l;V, p. 395, 
5~C(!lvin also gives a detaile.d description pf the Preston limestone and associated shale. 
Ge910gy: '{f fo"lW Cou,nty: IO'Ya Ge~L Surve¥ Vol. XI, ~. 432 , ' '. 
,5~E, ¥ ., L C?,nsdale, Geology of Mon.~~OJinery County: IQ,wa Geol. Survey, Vol. ,IV, pp. 
396·39,". • • 
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TmOKNESS 
FEET' INOHES 
Sllrface deposits J •••• , ... -r;.~ •••••• -.-: .... ..,.; ............. , . .30 
Sandstone rund. shale referred to Cretaceous 64 
Missouri stage: . r • 
Shale, siliceous above, marly below........ 99 6 
Limestone ...................................................... 6 
Shale, dark (horizon of Nodaway ' coal') 5 
Limestone .................................................... . 3 
Shale, argillaceous ...................................... 1 6 
Limestone, earthy ' ...................................... 5 
Sandstone ...................................................... 8 6 
Shale, blue, argillaCeous ............................ 4 
Limestone, gray.......................................... 3 6 
Shale .............................................................. 6 
Limestone, impure ...................................... 2 6 
Shale, gray above, . black' at bottom ...... ,: 3 . 10 
Limestone, in thin ledges ........................ 3 
Shale, thin indurated · layers iIi upper 
part .......................... J.. .... _.~ ••• , . .............. .10 6 
'Limestone ...................................................... 1 9 
Limestone, 'more or less shaly' ~., .. : ... ':' ....... ' 25 
Limestone , ............ :; .•.... .,. ....... :.: ....... ,............. 3 
(Base 'of Deer Creek [Forbes] lime· 
stone.) '" 
Shale, .argi!laceous ................. _................... . 12 
Limestone ........... : ........................................ '13 
Shale, siliceous, dark _ ..... :., ..•. _ .... ,.......... 10 ' ,. 
Limestone ............................ _....................... 3 
Shale, gray below, Uippe:f four feet bitil· 
minous ... _............................................. 17 6 
Limestone, gray.......................................... 2 
Shale, silic69uS ,above; clayey ·below........ 10 
Limestone, impure ...................................... 2 6. 
Shale .............................................................. 6 8 
(Bottom of Shawnee stage, top of 
Douglas.) 
Limestone ............... _ .... _............................. 23 
(Base of Oread [Plattsmouth),liIlle' " 
stone.) 
Shale, argillaceous above, calcareous and 
sandy below .... ,................................... 24 
Limestone, gray.......................................... 6 
'Shale, variegated' ...... .: ............... : .......... .:. ... . 73 I· , 
Limesto.ne ............... _ .. ,y ............ _ .... ,........... '122 
S~ale, ' siliceous abov.e .......... : .................. ;., 
Lunestone· .... _ .......... .: ...... :; ................... : .... ,!., 7' ' 6 
. Shale, argillaceo,us ...................................... 3 
Llmestone ..... : ................. : ...................... ~ .. : ... : i · 6 
Shale ....•....... , ................ , ... -'0 •••••••••••• _ .......... " : " , • 4 
Limestone, marly parting .................... :..... 5 
Shale caloo.reous, clayey and variegated 
I in. lower part .............. , .................... :.. . , 9 
Limestone, gray, impure ............................ 14 
(Base of Stanton limestone.) 
Shale ............................................ y................ 19 
Limestone .................................................... 3 
DEPTH 
FEET ' INOHES 
30 
94 
',-j 
192 6 
193 
1-98 · 
20] .-
2.02 6 
207 · 6 
216 
220 
223 6 
229 6 
232 
. 235 10 
238 10 
249 4 
251 1 
276 1 
.. 217.9 1 
291 i 
304 1 
314 1 .. 
317 1 
334 7 
336 7 
·346 7. 
349 1 
355 9 
318 ' 9 
402 9 , 
408 9 
481' 9 
483. $) 
495 9 
503 3 
506 3 
507 9 
511 9 
516 9 
. 525 9 
540 9 
558 9 
561 9 
It is judged that the , dark shale in this record which is re-
ported at a depth of 198 feet is at the horizon of the Nodaway 
. coal. For this correlation and all the other correlations in 
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parentheses in ' tl).e Missouri series" the ·writer is ' respon·sible. 
The drilling apparently went to the base of ,the Lansing stage., 
It is located south of the fault. . 
BetWeen the ' exposure a ' inile southwest of Red Oak 'and 
the one at an old quarry on the west side of Nishnabotria ,river' 
a little north or west from 'Red Oak,tlrere isa complete 'break 
in the sequence 'of strata and an' abrupt change · in dip from 
the ''Southwest to three" degrees and forty-five minutes .to ,·the' 
southeast (as 'measured . at' Riverview ' park) . . ' Th~ 'strata at 
Riverview park,1i4 which ' are -located on the ' same side of the 
fault as the old quarries named, and but a mile·"'and a quarter 
farther to ' the northeast, are ' characterized ' by ' an ,abundance 
of Fusulina' cylindrica,some of ' the beds' containing 'little else,; 
a condition so pronounced that it cannot' be' dupli~ated~5 lin ' any' 
other horizon of the MisS01l'ri series in this ' 'part , of : the ~01m­
try . . The same ' strata outcrop on 'Turkey -creek, south ' of IAt-
lantic in Cass county, in Harrison township in Adair .county, 
and in the bluffs south of Plattsmouth, Nebraska . . They are . 
the beds of the Oread limestone. . At Riveryiew park the sec-
tion found is as follows,: 
16, 
15. 
14. 
13. 
12. 
11. 
10. 
#- 9. 
8. 
7. 
6. 
5. 
4. 
3. 
2. 
1. 
FEET 
Loose 'calcareous fragments ..... : .............. ~: ... :~ .. :.: .... ; .• _. . f 
Limestone', decomposed, light greenish ........................ , 
Limestone, m:my Fusulina, crinoi4 stems and frag· 
ments of 'other fossils ............................. : ... : ... ~ .... :... . 1 
Shale, with fragments of fossils ................. : ............. : .. '. 
~~~~to;~en1~~~ g~~y"~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~::~~:=~~~~~~:~:~=:~::::=::::::: 
Limestone, light colored flint in places; fossil frag· 
ments; limestone weathering to a greenish ' clay ' 
above ..................... _ .... _............................................. 1 
Shale ..................................... ~ .......................................... .. 
Limestone, gray .............................................................. . 
Below ·this plane the limestone 'is full of Fusu-
lina oylitndrica. . 
INCHES 
10 
1 
5 
3 
. 
6 
1 
8 
Limestone, ·gray, in three parts, 4 inches .at 'top, 19 
i~che~ in center, 7 inches at base; Fu.sulina cy· 
lvndnca ...................................................................... 1 9 
Shale, brown .................................................................... . 1 
Limestone, shaly below; F'USU1ina cylindrioo, S"piri' 
fer cameraJPus ....... _ ...... _ ........ :.................................. 1 3 
Limestone; Fusulina cylindrioo and echinoid spines 5 
Limestone, shaly; crinoid stems .................................. 5 
Limestone; fossil fragments ................. : ............... _..... 8 
Not exposed, to low water below dam ............ _............. . 10 
(Oread limestone.) 
10 3 
54Northwest quarter of the northeast quarter of Section 29. Township 72 North. ·Range 38 
West. 
55'fhe nearest approach is in the upper part of the DeKalb limestone as seen in Brushy 
Branch. Madison county. 
I 
I 
I 
I. 
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The ThurmanolWilson fault passes between these' ledges tiL 
the Oread limestone, which lie on the northwest side of the 
fault" and the outcrop of Fargo (Scranton) limestone a mile 
down the river , from Red Oak, ' which is on the south side of 
the fault. 
The Lecompton (Cullom) lime~tone comes up to the river 
deposits , or to the glacial drift somewhere between Riverview 
park and the outcrop of the Lecompton (Cedar Cteek) li.m:e-
stone that is in the" road north on' the west side' of the river 
(southwest quarter of the southeast quarter of seetion 5). The 
Deer Creek (Forbes) and the Topeka (Meadow) are by the' 
roadside farther north. 56 ' The next series of s~ctibns to be 
l'lsed may be found along a ravine north of Stennett, extending 
from the southeast quarter of the northeast quarter of sec~ 
tron 27, Township 73 north, Range 38' west, eastward a Jittte 
past the center of section 26. The record ot the strata is as' 
follows: 
17. 
16. 
15. 
14. 
13. 
12. 
11. 
10. 
9. 
8. 
7. 
6. 
5. 
-4. 
3. 
2. 
FEET .INCHES 
Limestone, very fossiliferous; crinoid stems, echi" 
noid plates, Myalina (three species), Bel!ero-
p~o~ Productus nebrasce7lS'is, Bryozoa'. (three _' 
speCIes) ...... : .............................................................. . 
Limestone, decomposing; fossil fragments, crinoid 
st6J;l1S ••••••••• _ •••• _ •••• _ •••• _ •••••••••• _ •••• _ •••••..••••.••••••. - •••••• 
(Severy [Louisville liinestone],'2 feet 2 inches.) 
Shale; calcareous above, gyay below ......... _ ................ . 
Shale, black .... ::; ........................... :., ........ _ .... _ .... _ .......... . 
Lime~on?i gyay; Chonetoo, Margirvifera longispina., 
cnnold stems ....................................•.......... : ..... _ .... . 
Shale, gytty, argillaceous •.......................... _ .... : ........... . 
Limestone, gyay ... _ .......... __ .......................................... . 
Shale,. gray, argillaceous ...... , .............. _ .......... : ............. . 
Limestone, gray .... , .................................. _ ................ _ .. . 
Shale, drab ... _ .... _ .......... _ .... _ ... " ............ : ..... : ........... __ .• 
(sevety [Union limestone, with shale above it], 
thickness, 8 feet, 8 inches.) 
1 . 5 
' 9 
2 5 
1 11 
1 5 
10 
1 
1 
2 
10 
Limestone' (forming the . sed of the ,ravine part of 
the way); Productus nebrascensis all through 
the bed, crinoid stems near top ............... _ .. ,........ . 2 9 
Shale, argillaceous, dark ... _ ................ ,._ .... _ .. _............. 2 
Limestone ............... _ ......... :_ .... _ ........ _._ ......... _ .. _........... 1 6 
(Topeka limestone [Me&dow], and shale above 
it, thickness, 4 feet, 5 inches.) . 
Shale, black .............. ~ .. _ .......................... _ ..•......... ___ ..... 1 ' 4 
Shale (f) not exposed .................................................. 10 
Limestone, in various thicknesses up to 6 , inches, 
S6In Lonsdale's report on the Geology/ of Montgomery County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. IV, 
may be found Plate IV, giving a view of the old Fate Quarry at Stennett. . The limestone at 
the bottom of the picture is the top of the Deer Creek. The T()peka 1imestone is that through 
the center, a bed of shale s~parating it from thAl Deer Creek. Along the t()P ()f the blUff may 
be seen the fragments of the Severy (Union ' limestone), separated from the Topeka limestone 
by a bed of shale. 
" 
I 
I 
I' 
I 
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FEET INCHES 
with shaiy partings; a FuS'UlVna limestone in 
centel'; one stratum bituminous ..................... _..... 8 
(Deer Oreek limestone [Forbes] and shale -.ahove, 
, thickness, 19 ,feet, 4 inches.) , 
' 1. Not exposed, to river ................. _ ........ _....................... 8 6 , 
42 1 
Be~ause of the changes ,in 'dIP related to a low fold parallel-
ing tl1,e fault upon the ;p.Qrtl).w~.St ' sig.e the O:read is exposed 
again at Lewis" a~d the ' lowest beds with their great abun-
, dance of large Fusulina app.ear in the valley of Turkey creek 
five miles farther to the northeast. . 
Th~ flpring cFeek section near Lewis is in the west center of, 
the nmgthweit qll~rter of ,§ectipn9, Cass towp.ship, TQwnship 
75 north, Range 37 west. The part of it which belongs to the 
Missouri stage is as follows: 
FEET INCHES, 
4. Shale, blue in upper p.ortion, then dark reddish 
br.oWTI, ~h.en yellowish and soft (yellow oc.hr~), 
then brownish red ......... _ ................ _ ...... _ .. _........... 7 6 
3. Limestone, gray, full of. F'US'UlVna cylil/tarica ...... ~......... 5 6 
2. Shale" gray ..... _ .............. _: ............................................. _. 2 
[. Limestone; in thin layers; crinoid stems, MaruiI'M· 
f8r.a mtUricata., Ch()lTl,f:t'6S ver'M'll!i.lianus, Compo, 
sita. subtilita, Proauctus nebrascensis, Bpirifer 
oameratus and Eryozoa ......... _ .... _......................... 4 10 
«!)rllad limestone [Plattsmouth], thickness, 12 
feet, 4 mch.es) 
19 10 
A fu;p.estone which is exposed. for a thickness of three feet 
in the side Qf a , ravine in the south half of s~ction 1, Cass 
townshj.p" is a mass of large Fus1./'linas. Across the .road to 
the elJ./3t an eXPQsllre of s~ inche~ pf this limestone which be-
longs near the top of the bed and is here thin beqded, is 
crossed by the creek. Here, may be seen crino~d stems, Bryo-
zoa, .(Jhonete~, and many fragments not identifiable. All of, 
these beds' belong to the Oread limestone. 
Th~ prospeqt hoJe drilled ~t Atlftntic IS located in the north-
east quarter of the southeast qu.art~r of section' 5, Grov~ town-
. ship (Township 76 nprth, ~aIlge XXXV! wflst). It is pub-
lisheq on pages 1121 to 1122 of volume XXI, Iowa Geological 
Survey, and is reproduced on pages 257 to 258 of the Geology 
.of Cass County: Vol. XXVII, Iowa Geological Survey. The 
part that has been referred to the Missouri and Des Moines 
~~rie~ is as f911pws, the lleUJ,f!,inqer beip,g condensed: 
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well belong -to the Missouri series. ' The fifteen feet of lime-
stone ata depth of 215 feet corresponds to the libiestone that 
outcTopsnorth of Stuart, and the coal at about 260 feet cor-
responds well ' with the coal that has been mined at Eureka 
shaft in Aldair c'ounty and north of Stuart in Guthrie county, 
in both Of which places the limestone57 and coal belong deep 
in the Des Moines stage. 
, A cross section, already published in the Geology ' of Adair 
County58 connects the strata at Briscoe, Ad.ams county, with the 
strata outcropping along Mi<fdle rivt:lr in eastern Adair and 
western MadIson counties, along a line south of the Thurman-
Wilson fault. In the diagram as then published the base of 
. the Deer Creek limestone should have been drawn lowe'r down, 
so as to outcrop in the center of Ha-rris6n township, Adair 
county. The diagram is here reproduced with modifications. 
The Cross Section from Nebraska City, Nebnska, to Decat~ City 
, and Leon, Iowa. ' . 
The cross section 'from, Nebraska City, Nebraska, to Decatur 
City and Leon, ' Iowa, extends east ahd west along the sixty- . 
eighth tier of township,s This cross _ section has the advant~ge 
of a reco!d of a dee.p well ' at Nebraska City, one at Coin, one 
at College Springs, one at Clarinda, one at Bedford, and one 
at Leon. The outcrops near the line are few, the strata being 
concealed by drift ex~epting - at scattered outcrops in some of 
the river valleys. Tb the north at some distance are the out-
crops at Essex, Coburg, Hawleyville, Brooks, ana. Westerville; 
and to the south, outcrop.s at Hamburg, Coin, Braddyville"Davis 
City, and west of Lineville. 
The record of the Nebraska City well may be found on page 
1105 of volume XXI of the Iowa Geological Survey, and also 
on page ., 651 of volume XIX. While the interpretation of-
fered there does not give the subdivisions of the Missouri se-
ries it is believed that with the assistance of the outcrops- in 
the clay pit at Nebraska City and with the aid of the- Nebraska 
section as drawn by Condra and Bengtson the horizons of the 
, . 
57Jop,n L. Tilton;, The Strata near Stnart, IOwa: Bull. Gilol. f:lo~. America, V~l :x.XXIII, 
p. 153, .1922. 
58John L. Tilton, The Thurman-Wilson Fault th:tough Souib,western Iowa, and its Bear-
ing : Journal ·of Geology, Vol. XXVII, p. 887; ahd Geology of Adaii- 'County: Iowa Giol. Sur-
vey, Vol. XXVII, p. 804. . 
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Tarki'O, Deer Creek, and Oread limest'Ones .and the 'base 'Of the 
section 'Of C'Ondra ·and Bengts'On can be made 'Out with c'Ons1d-
, . 
erable certainty; and possibly the base 'Of the Hertha lime,.. 
st'One may be determined, though with less 'Of certainty. Be-
tween the base 'Of the · C'Ondra an'd Bengts'On secti'On Of the 
Pennsylvanian F'Ormati'Ons 'Of Southeastern Nebr·aska and the 
supposed base 'Of the Hertha is a series Of limest'Ones ahd ' 
shales that are pr'Ovisi'Onally assigned names ill accordance 
with their apparent relati'Ons. ' It . is the Judgment of Dr. 
George L, Smith that the well at Nebraska City is at the 1evel 
'Of the Tarkio limest'One, and that the shale dug f'Or brick at 
the brickyard just S'Outh 'Of the city is the McKissick Gr'Ove 
shale, the shale ab'Ove the Tarki'O limestbhe, and with this ' judg-
mentthe writer is in full aCC'Ord. Fr'Om this it is estimated 
that the Deer Creek is the limest'One rec'Orded at a depth 'Of 
250 feet, the Oread limest'One is ·the one ' at 325 feet, the base , 
'Of C'Ondra and Bengts'On's secti'On is at 382 feet; and the base 'Of 
the Hertha limest'One (the base 'Of the Miss'Ouri series) is at a 
depth 'Of 702 feet A c'Ondensed rec'Ord locating theab'O,ve 
named h'Orizons IS as f'Oll'OWS ~ 
, ' DEPTH 
FEET ABOVE 
SEALEVEL 
940 
930 
715 
680 
605 
548 
228 
Tarkio limestone ......... _ ....................... :" ........................ . 
Top of well ... _ ...................... _ ........................... :_ .......... . 
Nodaway coal ................................... _............................. 2i5 
Dear Creek limestone (Forbes) .................................... 250 
Oread limestone (Plattsmouth) ............... _ .... _ ............ , 825 
Base of Condra and Bengtson section ......... _ .... _....... 382 
Base of Hlertha limestone ... _......................................... 70\:lJ 
Top of Mississippian (Vol. XXI, I. G. S.) ......... _ ... 1,020 
Top of Devonian (Vol. XXI, I. G. S.) ... _ ..•. _ ......... 1,440 
Top of Ordovician (Vol. XXI, I. G. S.) ... _ .... _ ....... 2,160 
, Bottom of well (Vol. XXI, I. G. S.) ... _.i ........ ...... ..... 2,869 
-90 ' 
-51() 
-1,230 
-1,939 
, 
B'Oth Udden59 and Smith60. give detailed rec'Ords of strata 
f'Ound at the high sch'O'Ol at Hamburg: 
FEET INCHES 
4. Sandstone, coarse ......... _ ................ _................................. 3 
3. Shale, divided in the middle by a hard band three 
inches thick ........................... _ ............................ _..... 15 
2. Limestone, arenaceous ... _ ...... _ .. _ .......................... _....... \) 
1. Sha:Ie ............... _ .................................... _ ........ _ .............. _ ... I 5 
21 
59J. A. Udden, Geology of ' Mills and Fremont Counties: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol.. XIII, p. 
151. ' 
60G. L. Smith, Garboniferbus Sectibh in Southwestern Iowa: Iow'a Gaol. Survey, Vol. 
XIX, p. 641. 
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; The limestdne in this ·' section! 1S 929 r feet above ' sea level, or 
16 feet ;above ' the Chicago, Burlington' and Quincy railroad 
ttack at the· station, and ' 29 feet above low water in Nishna-
botna river. These' strata ' Smith ' ref'ers ' to the ¥cKissick 
Grove sha:le, and ' he : correlates the arenaceous limestone, No. 
2; With the third layer ,from the top (No. ' i 7) at McKissiek 
grove; ' which ' stratum is chatact'erized by 'spheroidal lumps 
about half. an' inch in ,diameter. ' , . " 
' The McKissick grove' ~eties of outcrops 'extends 'east and 
west through section ; 13; 'T'ownship 67' 'north, Range 42 west, 
two' miles nottheast of Hamfmrg;"· It isdescribed 'by both Ud-
den61. and Srllith.62 ' Smith's description, ; with ' slight addi-
tional interpretation,' is 'as ' follows: ' , . 
, " 
" , 
FEET INCHES 
, , 1~ . . Shale;, blue ' ... : .. , ............................ J.,., ............... , •.... ,: ...... , .. ' 12 ' 
18. Shale, gray, weathered ............................... _ .. _............. 8 
17." Limestone, very ,dark gray, ar'enaceous, many sphe· 
. (" " roidal ~umps, in , p,laces. brecc,iated ...................... ,. 1 
16. Limestone, blue, 'ven arenaceous; might be ternied 
. a c3lcareous 'Sandstone .............. : ....... ~., ............ "'c.... "1, 
15. Shale, arenaceous, micaceous ......... _ ............................. ' ,il 
. 14. Sandstone, . blue; weathering, yellow ... _ ...... :.; ....... : ..... .' 6 
13. Shale, arenaceous, micaceous .................... , ................. ,.. 2 
12. Sandstone, blue, weathering yellow............................ 1 
11. Shale, gray .................... ·.................................................. 9 
10. Limestone, dark gray, in two layers; fossiliferous.... 3 
9. Coal (Nyman) ................................................................ ' 1 
8. Shale, yellow and blue ....... : ..................... _................... 31 
(Mclrissick Grove shale, thickness, 78 fet, 6 
, inches.) 
7. Limestone, gray, fossiliferous ......................... , ........ .. 
6. , Shale, dark gray............................................................ 3 , 
5. Limestone, very dark gray ............................................ ' 4 
(Tarkio.1imestone, thickness, 8 feet, 6 inches) , • , 
4. Shale, blue, weathering to yellow................................ 8 
3. Limestone, weathered brown; in two or thre,e .layel's 4 
(Preston limestone, 4 feet.) 
(Total thickness of Wabaunsee stage; 99 feet,) , 
2. ', Shale, ' gray, weathel'ed ' ........ ,: ... , ..... ~ .. ~ .'.l ••••• ; .. , .... ,..... ...... 12' ,. ~ 
, 1. Limestone, dark gray (Farg'o) ........ : ...... ; ....... : ......... : .. : , . 1 . 
(Scranton shale) , - .-
112 
,6 , 
6 
6 
6 
The lowest stratum is close to th~ level of t4e railroad track, 
which is here seventeen ' feet above ' the level of the ' ~Tater in 
Nishnabotna river near by. 
A record of the core drilling at Coin may be 'found in vol· 
ume XIX of the Iowa Geologieal SUbvey, pages 630 to 633. 
61ldem, pp. 151·154. 
62G. L. Smith, Contributions to the Geology of Southwestern Iowa: Proe. Iowa Acad. 
Sci., Vol. XXIII, p. 80; also Iowa GeoL Survey, Vol. XIX, p. 639. 
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Th~ shale between the Deer Creek . (Forbes) and the Oread 
(PJattsmo"Q.th) limestones . here ' seems to ·.be thickening toward 
the east. A cendensed record ).s as follows: .. 
FEET FEET ABOVE 
DEPTH SEA LEVEL Top of well ____________________________ ___ ______ _____ ________________________ 1,039 
~:d!~a~:io~~-----~--~~~--~~~~--~~~~----~~~~---~~~--~~~~~~_-_~~~~~--~~~~~--~-::~--~~~~:---~ ~~! . . l,~t~ 
Bl)ttom of Deer Creek limestone (Forbes) ______________ 287 752 
Base of Oread limestone (Plattsmouth) ____________________ 423 616 
Bottom of well -r------------- --'-----'-:-----'---,----- ~- --'- --------___ :_ 450 . 589 
The re_cord of th,e . diamond drill .~ole at · Clarip.da, given -41 
volumes XII an~ XXI ~of the low-a Ge910gical Surv~y and in-
terpreted and .treated rp.ore at length by Smith in volume XIX, 
I . , . ". 
p;:tge,s 618, tq .620, isco;nsidered espe,ciaily rel~able_ -On · com-
parison_ wit,h th~ . record at Coin It comparaHvely . ;l'apid. rise of 
s~rata al~mg th~ 1i.TI,~ chosen is p.ote!i, arp.oun~i~g to IG4 feet .in 
eight miles for the base of the Oread (Plattsmouth) ]jmestone, • 
and. 149 feet -f().r Jhe hori~on of .the Nodaway coal, th(1 "las1tern 
boundary .of which j~ withiI). . two miles to th~ east .of the well. 
A diminishing thic~es:s ,.of , the Or~ad limest.one is noted -.on 
c.omparis.on with the rec.ord a~ Nebraska City, pr.ovided the 
latter .rec.ord d.oes n.ot include thin shaly beds with the lime-
stone. A conaensed .record .of the Clarinda hole is as -f.ollows : 
I t · . ' j • '. . 
- . FEET ! FEET ABOVE 
", .' .• ' D~TH _ SEA LEVEL Top of well _____ : ____________ ._________ _________________________________________ . 1,005 
Nodaway coal _____ , ___ .. _______ • __________ ! ____ . ___________________________ 55 950 
Bottom of Deer Creek limestone (Porbes) _______ .. __ ____ 115 890 
Base of Oread limestone (Plattsmouth) ____________________ 241 764 
Base of. Platts15urg limestone __ .. _________________ .. ________ . ______ 524 481 
Base of Hertha limestone (base of Missouri series) '711 294 Bottom of well __________________ -' ___________ . _______ . __ ._____ __ ___ __ ______ 840 165 
The rec.ord, with interpretation by Smith, .of ~he diam.ond 
drill hole at College Springs is _given .on pages 628 ' and 629 
.of v.olume XIX, Iowa Geol.ogical Survey. : This well is located 
ten and .one-half miles in a directi.on south twenty-five degrees 
west from the well at Clar;inda. If .the horiz.on .of the N .oda-
way coal i~ placed on t:qe line ~arking th~ positioI). .of the N oda-' 
way c.o.alas determined at COpl an~ at Clarinda the records .of 
the Deer Creek and Oread limestone beds also' fall int.o their 
respective places in . tlie diaira'm, r,rhe weU is so .far to the 
s.outh that a use ·.of th~ ,record Qther than ' f.or confirmati.on 
seems impossible at present. The line .on which the record is 
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placeq, is also of value to determine the general level at which 
the .Nodaway coal may be found should' it be desirable to shaft 
for it. A condensed record of the well is as follows: ' 
FEET 
DEPTH 
Nodaway coal ... _ ............. , ...... _._. __ ., ................• , ....... _ ................... , ....... 108 
Bottozq of De!l!' Cre!!k limestone (Forbes) ......... _ .. _ .. _ ..... _ ..... __ M. __ 163 
B~Be of Oread limestone (P~i>ttsmout):J.) ......... _ .... __ ., .... , ... ,., ............ .l34j)% 
,Bottom of well .... : ......... : ...................................... , ..... _ ... ~ .... ,._............... 260 
Doctor Smith, reports that he finds the strata along Nodaway 
river south frOID Ql~rmd.a to have an average slope about 
equ~l to the slope of the river but in the ' opposite direc±ionr 
so that the N Qda.w~y coal comes up to the river bank at Sham-
, ' I 
baugh. Seven miles northeast from Clarinda it appears again 
at HawleyYil1e. At both Hawleyville and Braddyville are small 
a,nticlines, with a syncline between, over which Clarinda is situ-
• atoo, 
l1herecqrd of , the deep well at Bedford may be found in 
volP;ffie nI of die Iowa Geologic.al Survey, pages n83 to 
1185. :{3etween Clarinda and Bedford, a distance of fifteen 
rpiles, the Deer Creek and Oread limestones each rise 168 feet, 
about half th~ :i'il'le per mile which is found between Coin and 
Claxind~. Tb.e limestone at a depth of 645 feet appears to he 
the Hertha limestone, at the base 'of the Missouri series (in-
stead of the limestone at a depth of 760 feet, as given in the 
report). A condensed record of ·the well at Bedford is as fol-
lows: 
FEET 
DEPTH 
Top of well ............ __ .............. ____ ................................... _. 
Bottom of Deer Crf')ek'limestone (Forbes) ................ 50 
Bottom of , Oread limestone (Plattsmouth) .................. 150 
Bottom of Stanton limestone ......... __ ........................... 440 
Bottom of fIert)1a limestone (b!\.se of Missouri ser' 
ies) ... _ .......... _ ........... _ ......... ., .... _ ........................ _..... 645 
Bottom of well ... _ ...................... _ ........ _ .......... _ ............... 2400 
. . 
FEET ABOVE 
SEALEVEL 
1,098 
1,048 
948 
658 
45 il 
-1,302 
Between the valley of the East Fork of One Hundred and 
Two river at Bedford and the valley of Grand river in .D~cat~ 
county there are no exposures of stratified rock near the line 
of the' cross section, and at present no records ' of deep wells, 
though it is reported wells have been put down "through the 
. 
, 63G. L. Smith, Carbonifero'qs Seption of Southwestern Iowa: Iowa Geol. S'qrv~y, Vol. XIX, 
p . 624, also Calvin, Geology of Page County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, p. 427. -
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glacial drift. Somewhere beneath the thick · drift of this re-
gion the Oread, latan and Stanton limestones come to the pr,e-
glacial surface. Records in western Madison county and p·ast-
ern Adair indicate tliat this portion of the Missouri series is. 
thinner and less calcareous toward the east. ~\pparently the 
Ore ad limestone is nearest the surface near Clearfi.eld, and the 
latan limestone is nearest the surface near Diagonal, where 
some evidence of its presence may be found along the valley 
of the West Fork of Grand river in Ringgold county. Appar-
ently the few small exposures in sections 23 and 24, l~oh; Creek 
township, Ringgold county, are of Stanton limestone. A pre-
glaci31 valley three hllndred feet deep is · reported in a well 
record at MiOunt Ayr, a location which correspond::; to that of 
a preglacial valley eroded . in the Vilas shale. The presence of 
such a valley is the occasion for the representatirJIl of another 
parallel valley seven miles west of Diagonal, where the Law-
rence shale was subject to preglacIal erosion. Eastward, at 
the . end of the cross section, the record of the deep ,,,-ell or 
prospect hole at Leon locates another preglacial valley where 
the drift is three hundred and five feetdeep.64 
The cross section really ends at the bridge across Grand 
river three and one-half miles west of Decatur City in Decatur 
county, but the drawing is extended to include the evidence of 
a preglacial valley given in the record of the deep well at Leon, 
east of the area of the Missouri series. The top of' the \Vin-
terset limestone at the bridge west of Decatur City. is taken as 
being the stratum which is siX feet above the level of low 
. water in Grand river (8~O feet above sea level),. and the other 
strata of the Kansas City stage of the Missouri series, all of 
which up to and inCluding the De Kalb limestone are found 
along the river within the county, are represented m their 
proper positions. 
The Cross Section along Grand River, with Extension to Middle 
River. . 
The cross section along Grand river ex~ends twenty-eight 
and thr~e-fourths miles from Davis City, Decatur county, past 
6Hn this connection one should not overlook Keyes's description of the Cap-au-Gres fault: 
Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci., Vol. XXIII, p . 104. No evidence of the extension .of it through the 
area here studied has been found. An anticline is mentioned in the discussion of structure. 
. / 
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the town of Grand River, to Afton Junction, Union county, 
which three points afford opportunity to determine the level 
of the river bed aoove sea level. 
FEET 
At Davis City: 
Level of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy railroad sta· 
tion, Gannett's Dictionary of Levels, above sea leveL .... 914 
Bed of riVeT below railroad station, by barometer ............. __ .. 32 
Level of the river at Davis City, above sea leveL................ 882 
Bridge at the town of Grand River, above sea leveL._ .......... _... 971.4 ' 
HJeight of bridge above water ... _............................................... 40 
Level of 'the river at Grand River, above sea level ................ 931.4 
Afton Junction, level above sea level of the Chi:cago, Burling· 
ton and Quincy railroad station, Gannett's Dictionary of 
Levels ..................... _ ... c •. _ •.. ..........••..••.•..............••• _ .•... ..•.....•.•. 1,099 
Bed of river beneath track, by barometer................................ 60 
Level of river at Afton Junction, above sea leveL .................. 1,039 
In this distance the total fall of the river is 157 feet, or 5.46 
feet per mile, the gradient of the stream being uniform except 
for the effect of bends in the course of the stream, of a small 
dam about four feet high at Westerville, and ' of a similar one 
at Davis City. The general direction of the stream approxi-
'mately parallels the eastern margin of the Missouri series in 
this part of the state, in which there is a rise in strata toward 
the northeast of about twenty-five feet in Decatur county and 
of one hundred and sixty feet from Davis City to ·Winterset. 
The cross section along Grand ' river may be extended north-
'ward to join the cross section along Middle river at Brushy 
.branch between Madison and ' Adair counties, beyond which to 
the north the cross section along Middle river approximately 
parallels the eastern margin of the Missouri series. 
At Davis. City the base of the Bethany Falls limestone is 
about ten feet ab~ve the river, or 872 feet above sea leve1. 
This is taken as the starting point of the cross section. There 
is a part of each formation exposed within two rffiIes south-
west from Davis City, but not sufficient to make a complete 
composite section: 
FEET 
4. Limestone' (Winterset), exposed only .................... _ .............. _. 1:Jh 
3. Shale, gray (Galesburg), exposed only ......... _....................... 4·5 
2. Limestone (Bethany Falls), exposed only............................ 8·10 
1. Shale (Ladore), exposed to river bed ......... _ .... _ .......... _....... 10 
Five miles up the :river from Davis City there is the crest of 
a small anticline, as described by Bain in his report on Decatur 
county (Vol. VIII, Iowa Geological Survey) that seems to line 
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up with tlie anticline at the bridge three and one-half miles 
west of Decatur City, where a dip of go 35' is to be found in 
the Winterset limestone. The overlying De Kalb limestone 
near by dips 3° 10' in a direction S. 73° W. (In the chapter 
on Str~cture may be found ---a discussion of the relation of an 
unconformity here to a disconformity in the northern and 
western portions of the area under consideration). There are 
minor variations, but in general the rise of the strata in the . 
direction of the cross section is uniform. 
The section at .Decatur bridge as described by Bain65 is as 
follows: 
FIG. 38.-The base of ' the DeKalb limestone above lhe Cherryvale shale in a side ravine near 
lhe mou!h of Sandy creek, Westerville. The Westerville limestone is weathered away 
from just above lhe face of the cliff but appears on the hillside close by. (Town· 
ship 7.0 North, Range XXVII West, Southeast quarter of the Southwest quarter of 
section 21.) 
65H. F. Bain, Geology of Decatur County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. VIII, pp. 278-279. 
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FEET 
5. ' Liinestone, lower ledges only ............ : ...................•................ _..... 3 
(De Kalb limestone) 
4. Shale, drab to black; Chonetes verneuilianus, Composita sub· 
tilita, Orthotetes crassus, Prodiu{Jtus nebrasolmSis, Mya· 
lina subquailrata, Rhombopora lepidodendroides, Lopho· 
phyUum proliferum and Eupaohycritrvtbs, verucosus 
(platee). There are thin ledges of limestone made up 
of Chonetes verneuilianus ............... _ .................................. _. 15 
3. Limestone, blue to black; Composita subtilita, Prodiuctus cora, 
P. nebrasoensis ........................................................... _ ....... 00.. 3 
2. Shale, drll-b, clayey ..................................... : ..... _ .. _......................... 12 
(Cherryvale shale, thickness, 30 feet.) 
1. Limestone, ' coarse bedded; Composita 'subtilita, Prodiuotu8 
oostatus, Mee1cella striatooostata (Winterset limestone). 
To bed of river ....................... _ .................. ~._. ...................... 10 
43 
FIG. a9.-The top of the DeKalb limestone (Westerville) in the ' bed of Sandy creek near 
Westerville, Decatur county. (Township 70 north, Range XXVII west, east center 
of section 20.) 
The full section as above described is not now visible, as the , 
filling in ar,ound the west end of the bridge has concealed a 
, portion of .the upper shale. , 
'Upstream from the sectIon at the bridge west of Decatur 
City the next section used is obtained by combining the out-
crop at Westerville with those a short distance up Sandy 
creek, where Bain's Westerville, limestone is exposed in the 
bed of the creek, from the center of section 21 to the center of 
I 
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section 20, Township 70 north, Range XXVII west. The sec-
tion is as follows: 
, FEET INCHES 
9. Limestone, dark gray; Fuslilina, C'lJlindrica, spines of 
echinoids; Naticopsis" Euomphalus ........................ 6 
(DeKalb limestone) _ 
8. Shale, gray, nonfossilifer,ous ................................... _..... 8 
7. Shale and limestone alternating, Meekella striatocos· 
tata zone in center; Produ.ot1ls nebrascensis 3 8 
6. Shale, dark blue, nonfossiliferous, carbonaceous._........ 3 , 
5. Limestone, in three or four divisions, irregular shaly 
partings, very fossiliferou~; Chonetes verneui· 
lianus, Composita subtilita, ProduGtus nebras· 
c~~, P. oora, Spirifer camer.atus, Fenestella, 
crmold stems ......................................................... __ . 1 9 
4. Shale, dark blue, nonfossiliferous ........ ~.................... ..... 2 2 
3. Limestone, blue, upper half more compact than the 
lower half, which is in two parts ... _ ..... , .... _ ..... ,. 2 8 
2. Shale, blue, claye'y ......................................................... .:.. 5 6 
1. Not fully exposed to river at low water, 'but about a 
. foot is limestone at river ............................. ..:-...... : 1 6 
(Cherryvale shale, thickness, 28 f eet, 3 inches) 
34 3 
The above correlation, which is contrary to that of Bain,66 
is discussed under the head of Nomenclature. 
The topmost limestone in the above section (Bain's Wester-
ville) also outcrops at the level of Grand river at a ford (sec-
tion 36) and at a bridge over Grand river ' directly west from 
Hopeville in the south center of section 11, both in Pleasant 
township, in the southeastern part of Union county67; and from 
two to three miles in a straight line northwest from the 
bridge mentioned may- be found other sets of beds of lime-
stone: sections 34, 33 ana 28 of Jones township (Township 72 
north, Range XXVIII west). A section in the southeast quar.:. 
ter of the northeast quarter of section 33 is as . follows: 
9. 
8. 
7. 
6. 
5. 
4. 
3. 
2. 
1. 
FEET INCHES 
Limestone, grayish brown, in beds from three to 
seven inches in thickness ........................................ 8 6 . 
(Stanton limestone) 
Not exposed ................................................................ _..... 1 7 
Limestone, 3lh inches 
Shale, 1 inch 
L~mestone, 3 inches 
Shale, '6 inches 
Limestone, 5 inches ............... _ ............................ _ .... _..... 1 6lh 
(Plattsburg limestone) 
Shale, greenish ... _ .............. : ................... _......................... 1 6 
(Lane shale.) 
Not exposed, to river at low water ............... _............. 26 6 
39. 7 
66H. F. Bain, Geology of Decatur County: Iowa Gaol. Survey, Vol. VIII, pp. ' 27.6·278. 
67John L. Tilton, Geology of Clarke County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXVII, pp. 132·134. 
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MISSOURr SE:~iIES IN IOWA 
The cmss section along 
Grand river as drawn in be-
neath, the river at Afton Junc-
tion may be connected 'with the 
cross section along Middle 
river by · means of the section 
along Brushy branch close to 
the west line of Madison 
. county. The only exposure of . ' 
stratified rock ' from Afton 
Junction· to the beds exposed 
along Middle river is one fohr g miles north of Macksburg and 
"' only a mile and a half from .~ 
A Middle river. It is in the 
S northeast quarter of the north-
.~ east quarter of' section 27 and 
:a the southeast quarter of the 
~ southeast quarter of section 
@ 22 of TO"Vnship 75 north, 
-: Range XXVIII wes.t, where 
'E the De Kalb limestone appears 
"g near the bed of the creek. In 
.. 
c!i a direct line between Afton 
~ Junction ' and Brushy branch 
~ all the rock is deeply concealed 
. ~ beneath drift, and there are no 
: r~cords of deep wells. 
o 
tl 
~ The Cross Section along Middle 
River. 
The cross section along 
Middle river extends twenty-
eight miles from Winterset,. 
Madison county, to the south-
west quarter of the southwest 
quarter of section 16, J effer-
son township, Adair county, 
not far from Stuart. From 
Winterset f or a distance 
of eight and one-half miles 
the various. outcrops are re-:-
I, 
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ferred to river level at right angles to a line extending N. 7.5° 
E., which is the general direction in which the river flows in 
that part of its course: Above this point (southwest quarter 
of the southwest quarter of section 14, Webster township) the 
. general direction of the river is S. 38° E., to which direction 
the variolls outcrops ar~ referred. 
South of Winterset the , elevation of the river above sea 
level is 927 feet. At section 16, Jefferson township, ..A1dair 
county, the elevation is 1135 feet, giving a total fall of 208 
feet, an average ' of 7.43 feet per mile. From a point five 
miles west of Winterset to a point seven miles still farther 
. west along- the line representing , the general course of the 
stream the regularity of the slope is, interfered with by lime-
stone fragments that have accumulated at tKe mouths of ra-
vines, causing the river at low water to change in level by suc-
cessive steps from one pool of quiet wa~er to the next, between 
which are stretches of rapid water. The regularity ' of slope 
along the general direction of flow is also interfered with by the 
presence of numerous large bends, some of which are distinctly 
meanders. To some extent, at least, these s~ccessive steps in 
this part of the course tend to change the general shape of a 
stream (concave upward) into a slope that is more nearly tEat 
of a straight line than would be the case if the small rapids 
did not exist. There has been a small dam at Port Union mill, 
but what there is left of it offers , little obstruction to the 
stream at low water~ Between the two extremes there is no 
chance to ascertain the amount of departure of the gradient of ' 
the stream from the average, except by repeated trips with 
barometer. 
A more serious difficulty 'than' that due to deposits of frag-
ments of iimestone, which tend to improve the g~neral gradient, 
and that due to large bends, which partly equalize themselves, 
is one dependent on the dip of the strata, for which allowance 
should be made in examining the cross section. The general 
dip iR ' toward the southwest, at an angle with the course of 
the river. When records from ravines on the south side of 
the river are placed near records made on the north side of the 
river, followed again by a record from the south si~e of the 
river, and all referred to the level ,of the stream, the result in 
• , 
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a drawing resembles an anticline, magnified, of cours~,. by the 
scales used. Records taken first north, then south, then north 
again, make a drawing resemble a sYn~li:r;te. The same , prin-; 
ciple applies when measurements . near the river are compared 
with measurements taken at some distance from the river . . 
Such results may be found in the cross section at points ten 
miles and fourteen miles west of Winterset. Such a 'represen-
tation is deceptive; yet, since correlation rather than structure 
is here desired, it is thought better to place the individual sec-
tions just as. they were measured than to attempt to allow for 
the eiffect of the. dip. Tliere is a slight anticline where the dia-
,gram represents one, but not nearly of the magnituQe the dia-
gram represents. In the entire region the dip is slight. Meas-
urements ' are given in the discussion of structure. 
The cross section along Mi<;ldle river is of peculiar value. 
It gives the relati~n of the strata from the Hertha at the base 
of the Kapsas City stage near "Winterset to the highest strata 
of th~ Missouri series found east of the state divide. From its 
northwest end there are but seven miles across the . drift in the 
region. of the Thurman-,Vilson fault to the shales and lime-
stones three miles' north of Stuart, long mapped as of Missouri 
age but in reality belonging far down in the Des Moines series. 
The Middle river se'ction approaches the section along Nish-
nabotna river and -reveals in Harrison township, Adair county, 
the thin Oread beds that appear at Riverview park near Red 
Oak, Montgomery county, and also on Turkey creek at a point 
two miles northeast of Lewis, Cass county. Above ' the Oread 
in Adair county are other limestones (Deer Creek;) that" assist 
somewhat in the correlation with beds' near Stennett, Mont-
gomery county. The Middle riYer section, near the west Midi-
son county line, 'also approaches the Grand river section from 
Davis : City to Afton Junction. . 
The region around Winterset is historical geologic~lly. Here 
White spent a couple of weeks in study of local conditions pre-
paratory to the pUblication of his report on the region.68 Here 
Galvin worked in his extensive studies, and here Bain and Til-
ton accumulated data for the report on Madison county, to be 
6sCharles A. White, Report on the Geological Survey of Iowa.: Vol. 1, pp. 241-250 and 
30S·g09. 
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found in volume VII of the present series. This location is 
chosen for the first portion' of the section along the river, 
though the Hertha may be found farther east even to St. 
Charles. Where the road southwest" from Winterset turns up 
the river valley (southeast quarter of the northwest quarter 
of section 12) the Pleasanton sandstone with Hertha above it 
may be seen by the roadside. Along the ravine southeast from 
Winterset there is a complete section .from the uppermost por-
tion of the Hertha to the top of the Cherryvale shale. Frag-
ments of De Kalb limestone are to be seen but no beds in place. 
FIG. 40.-The Bethany Falls (Earlham) limestone in a ravine southwest of Winterset, 
Madison county. 
It is here 'that the following described section was measured: 
THE SEOTION AT WINTERSET 
FEET INCHES 
Z6. Drift to. upland at (old) railroad 'station, 1,118 
feet above sea level ............... ~ ................. _............. 31 2 
25. Shale, gray, ' argillaceous; apparently. beneath lime· 
stone ... _ .... _ ...... _ ........ _ ................ _ .... __ .......... : ... _ .. . 
24. Limestone, blue, in three layers with partings of 
shale, the . so-called Myalilna horizon in the 
Cherryvale shale, vel;'y fossiliferous: Myalilna 
swallo~i~ Ortho·tetes (Derbya)' crassus, OhO'Tl.f!tes 
ve·m,eutUa7llUs ..................... _ .................. _ .............•..... 
23. Shale, gray, argillaceous, ·with bed of Oh<Yl'letes ver-
'(I£Uiliarw~s in upper portion .................................. 16 
(Cherryvale shale, thickness, 16 feet.) 
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22. 
21. 
20. 
19. 
18. 
17. 
16. 
15. 
14. 
13. 
12. 
11. 
10. 
9. 
8: 
7. 
6. 
5. 
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. FEET 
Limestone, gray, fragmental in upper portion ... _..... 5 
Limestone, gray, very resistant ledge; with chert.... . 2 
Limestone, gray ..... _ .... _ ........................................ _....... 1 
Shale, gray, argillaceous; Cbtnposita subtilita ........... . 
Limestone, gray ......... _ .... _ .... _ ................ _ ................ _... 1 
Limestone, gray; partings of shale ......... _................. 3 
(W{interset limestone, thickness, 13 feet, 10 
inches.) . 
Shale, gray, argillaceous ............................................. . 
Shale, black ..................... _ ................ _ ............................ . 
Shale, gray, argillaceous above, calcareous below ..... . 
(Galesburg shale, thickness, 10 feet.) 
Limestone, gray, in beds from 1 foot to 1 foot, 6 
1 
1 
7 
inches thick, top portion fragmental; many 
fragments of crinoid stems, Chonetes verneuili,. 
a:w~, Com.posita subtilita and occasional Ph'il· 
l~ps~a .................................... _ ............. _ .... _............... 20 
(Bethany Falls limestone, thickness, 20 feet.) 
Shale, gray, argillaceous ..................... _......................... 2 
Shale, black (seam of coal elsewhere) .................. :... 1 
Limestone, dark blue ... __ ........ _ .... _ ................. : .......... . 
Shale, calcareous in places ................................. :: ...... . 
Limestone, gray ......................................................... _ .. . 
~f:;:~J~:;' g~~~~~.~~~~ .. :::::::=::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Shale,. gray, argillaceous ... _ .......... _, ............................. . 
(Ladore shale, thickness, 21 feet.) -
1 
1 
4 
1 
6 
4. Limestone; gray; Composita subtilUa ......... _ ............ . 2 
8 
6 
3. Shale, gray, argillaceous ..................... _ ........................ . 
2. Limestone, gray, very fragmental .................... ___ ..... . 
(Hertha limestone, thickness, 16 feet, 6 inches) 
1. Not eXiposed, to river bed (but Pleasanton shale 
appears elsewhere) ........... : ..................................... : 66 
164 
INCHES 
2 
3 
2 
3 
9 
3 
6 
6 
10 
2 
8 
10 
5. 
9 
10 
6 
8 
10 
6 
10 
At a numher of places between Winterset and the "Back-
bone" limestone and shale are visible from the road along the 
river. The next section used is along a ravine through sections 
27 an'd 22 of Lincoln townshi~. 
• FEET INCHES 
15. Drift to the level of the upland, as at Winterset .... 
14. Limestone, gray; many F1/,$'I.dina, Spirijer CIlrMrata, 
Syringopora ..................... _....................................... 4 3 . 
13. Shale, gray above; .lowest) 14 inches is blue ......... "-. 3 
12. Limestone, gray ... __ .. _ .................................. _ .......... _... 1 6 
1.1. Shale, gray above, black below; contains l,2·inch 
coal ........................... _ ............................ _................. 4 
10. Limestone, gray ....................................... _................... 2 
9. Shale, gray, argillaceous ......... _ ...................... _............. I ·, 
8. Limestone, gray ..................... _ .......... _........................... 1. 
(De Kalb limestone, thickness, 16 feet, 9 
, inches.) 
7. Shale (Cherryvale), with blue limestone as at Win· 
terset; horizon of Chonetes verneuiliarnlus ' in 
shale below the blue limestone; blue limestone 
above marking horizon of Myali'l!OJ swallovi and 
Productus cora ........................... _ .... _....................... 10 
, . 
SECTIONS NEAR THE BACKBONE 
FEET INOHES 
6. Limestone (W.mterset), thin layers above, thicker 
layers below, with shaly partings ........................ 14 
5. Shale (Galesburg), black! shale between two gray 
shales ........................... _............................................. 10 7 
4'. Limestone (Bethany Falls), gray, in layers of vari· 
ous thicknesses up to a foot or so; top very 
fragmental ..................... : ..... _................................... 20 
3. Shale (Ladore,) ' with included limestone.................. 18 
2. Limestone (Hel'tha, ) with included shale.................. 14 
L Not exposed, from base of Hertha to Middle 
river. . ......•... , .............. ,................................................... 13 
116 4 
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At the tunnel a mile up the river, where a mill was once lo-
cated, the base of the Hertha is close to the level of the river~s.; 
and across the river to the north may be found a duplicate of 
FIG. 41.-The Winterset limestone close to Winterset; Madison county, along road south from 
Winterset. ' 
OS"This location is now chosen for " state park. 
II 
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the section above described, with parts of it even better ex-
posed than in the s'ection here given. 
Between the section above descr~bed and the next one', situ-
ate~ two miles west and two north, the river flows several miles, 
perhaps eight, causing the river to appear to rise more rapidly 
into the sections of strata than it appears to rise farther east; 
but this is characteristic 'of conditions' for four miles farther 
west. A good series of exposures may be found along a ra-
. FIG. ·42.-'l'he Cherryvale shale in a ravine on north side of Middle river five miles west of 
Winterset, Madison county. The DeKalb limestone appears above the Cherryvale 
shRle. (Township 75 north, Range XXVIII west; southwesf quarter of the south-
west quarter ,of section 8.) 
vine in section 17 and another along a ravine ' in section 8 of 
Lincoln township, the latter of which is here described: 
FEET INCHES 
21. From top of limestone to l evel of low upland an 
eighth of a mile to the east _____________________________ ____ 50 
20. Limestone, gray, in thin layers; crinoid stems ._______ 6 
(De Kalb limestone, thickness, 6 feet.) . 19. Shale, gray, ' argillaceous __________________________________________ ____ 2 
18. Limestone, gray _________________________________________ _____ . ______ ... _____ 2 
17. Shale, gray, argillaceous ________________________________________ :_____ 5 
16. Limestone, nodular _________________________ . _____________ c____________ _____ 4 
15. Shale, black __________________ _________________________________________________ 1 .3 
14. Limestone, black, in one stratum; Orihotetes (Dtn'-
bya) orassus, Produotus cora, P. nebrasoensis____ 5 
13. Sha~e, blue above, gray below; one ,foot below the 
SECTIONS IN MADISON COUNTY 
~'EET INCHES 
top is a bed of Chonetes verneuiliawus; a foot 
below, this bed is a bed of Orthotetes (Derbya) 
crassus ................... _ .. _............................................... 6 
12. Concealed, but undoubtedly .shale ................................ 3 
(Cherryvale shale, thickness, 20 f eet.) 
11. Limestone, gray ..................... _ .......... _........................... .1 
10. Limestone, gray, in thIn layers ... _............................... 6 
9. &hale, gray ......................................... :.~.... .. ...... ... ........... 2 4 
8. Shale, black ........................... :.......................................... 8 
7. Limest<>ne .......................................................................... 1 6 
(Winterset, thickness, 11 feet, 6 inches.) 
6. Not exposed (Galesburg shaie) .................................... 13 
5. Limestone, gray .............................................................. 2 6 
. 4. Limestone, gray, in various thicknesses, including 
a brownish shaly parting; with a 1 foot, 3 inch 
bed beneath the thinner beds, and a 6 inch bed 
at base ....................................................... :.............. 32 
(Bethany Falls limEst.one, thicknEss, 34 feet, 6 
inches.) 
3. Shale, black ............................................................. _....... 3 
2. Not exposed ............................................................... _:.... 5 
1. Shale, .calcareous; to river bed .................................... 3 8 
(Ladore shale, thickness here exposed, 11 feet, 
8 inches.) 
96 8' 
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There is a short series of .exposures along a ravine in the 
extreme southeast corner of section 12, Webster to'\\o'Ilship, 
about half way between the .series just described and the one 
extending diagon'ally thro'ugh section 13, Webster township. 
The latter is as follows: 
FEET INCHES 
35. Limestone, gray, slight exposure by roadside · near 
the nor.theast corner of ,section 23, 67 feet 
above rIver ................................................................ 1 
34. Not exposed ......... _ ...... : ........... :........................................ 4 
33. Limestone, gray, slight exposure in east·west road, 
near northwest corner of section 24; and west 
in . ravine. .................................................................... l ' 6 
32. Not exposed ............................................. _....................... 6 
31. Limestone, weathered and broken .... ,......................... 1 . 6 
30. Shale, blue, argillaceous ................. : ........................ .'..... 10 
29. Limestone, ' yellow ... _..................................................... 3 
28. Shale, yello,w .................................................................... 1 
27. Limestone, gray, with a two inch shaly parting; 
crinoid stems ............... _ ..... , .................................... , 2 
(Apparently all of the above is in the De Kalb 
limestone, 18 feet.) 
26. Shale; gr.ay, calcareous in places ................................ 2 9 
25. Shale, carbonaceous ...................................................... 1 9 
24. Shale, dark, argillaceous ........................................ :....... 5 
23. Limestone, dark gray ....................................... _ ..... :..... '\ 
22. Shale, dark blue ................................................. .. .,.,.,. 1 8 
21. Limestone, blue; Orthotetes (Derbya) ' cras8'U8; Pro· 
ductus nebrascensis, P. cora, very fossiliferous.. 5 
20. Shale, gray, with diagonal cross seams of shale; 
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FEET INCHES 
OrthotetJes (Derby(i) orassus ____ ____________________ __________ 3 6 
{Cherryvale shale, thickness, 11 feet_) 
19_ Limestone, gray, in heavy ledge ____________ ,_____________________ 1 5 
18·_ Liinestone, in three parts _____________________________________ ~ ______ . 1 1 
17 _ Shale _________________________________________ _______________ :__ ______________________ 4 
16_ Limestone, gray ______________________________________________ ;_______________ 7 . 
15_ Shale, parting in limestone __________________ ________________________ 1 
14_ Limestone, gray ________________________________________________ ~_____________ 5 
13_ Shale, parting in limestone __________________________________________ 3 
12_ Limestone, gray, in two layers ____________________________________ • 1 3 
11_ Shale, gray, calcareous, fossiliferous __________________________ 1 2 
10_ Shale, calcareous, weathered _______________________________________ 2 7 
(Wiinterset limestone, thickness, 9 feet_) 9_ Shale (Galesburg) ________ ,__ __________________________________________ ___ 6 
8_ Limestone; Fusulina ____________________________________________________ .- 6 
7 . Not exposed ____ __ ______________ ,_______________________________________________ 7 
6_ Shale, gray, argillaceous; Chonetes verneuilian7!s____ 2 
·5_ Limestone, very dark gray; Orthotetes (Derbya) 
crassus _________________ : ______________________ --------------___________ _____ _ 6_5 
4_ Limestone, gray, ooncretionary ____________________________ : _____ ._ 
3. Shale, gray, calcareous _______________________________________________ _ 3 2 \ 2 
2. Limestone, light brown, weathered (exposed) ________ _ 2 
1, Not exposed, to low water in Middle river _____________ _ 9 10 
(Bethany Falls limestone, thickness, about 22_5 
feet'.) . 
66 10.5 
In the northeast quarter of the southeast quarter of seCtion 
14, Webster township, on both sides of the river, near the 
woodeI). bridge, the top of exposures of Winterset limestone 
appear twenty. and orie-halffeet above low water in the river, . 
and a portion of the Bethany. Falls limestone is to . be seen 
close to the river. The section here is as follows: 
FEET 
5. Limestone, ' gray; exposed (WLnterset) _____ . _________ .______ __ __ .______ ____ 4 
4. Not exposed, (Galesburg shale) ____ . __ __ _____ · ____ __ ____ __________________ 00 8th 
3. Limestone, lower part with F1!sulina _____ .__ ______ _____ ___________________ 4 
2. Limestone, gray; large Prodluotus shells _______________________ .___________ 1 
1. Not exposed, to low .water in ' Middle river _____ . ____ ._.--------------- 5 
(Bethany Falls limestone, thickness 10 feet) 
22th 
The Winterse.t limestone · disappears beneath the river bed 
ahout a mile above this bridge. Ten or twelve feet of De Kalb 
limestone is to be found up Welly's branch (southwest quarter 
of the southeast quarter of section 14) about twenty feet above 
the Winterset limestone. The De Kalb liniestone also appears 
in the roadway west in the center of section 14, and in a small 
ravrne in the southwest quarter of the southwest quarter of 
section 14, where the series of exposures gives the following, 
including a nearly perfect section of th~ Cherryvale shale: 
.. 
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FEET INCHES 
10. Limestone, gray, in various thicknesses from. two 
inches' up to ten inches; light colored chert; . 
very fossiliferous; 'crinoid stems, Composita 
subtiliva (De Kalb limestone) .............................. 9 
9. Shale, gray, argillaceous .............................................. 10 
8. Limestone, light blue; crinoid stems, Pelecypods.... 2 
7. Not exposed ...................................................................... 3 
6. Shale, blaCk ...................................................................... 1 
5. Limestone, blue; Productus prattenia'1l!Us ........ ,......... 5 
4. Shale, gray, argillaceous; Ortlwtetes (Del'bya) 
orass~£s zone .............................................................. 2 5 
3. Shale, gray, ' argillaceous ................... ~ .......................... 1 10 
. (Cherryvale shale, thickness, lllJ..! feet.) 
2. Limestone (top of Wintexset), shaly ........................ 3 
L Not exposed, to low water in ~Iiddle river .............. 4 
27 G 
In the northwest quarter of the northwest quarter . of this 
same section ten feet of De Kalb limestone appears up a ra-
vine, the base of the limestone being thirty-nine feet above low 
water in the river. In section 10 (southeast quarter of the 
southwest quarter) the base of this limestone by the roadside 
and in a field is nine feet above the river . . In section 15 to 
the south (southeast quarter of the northwest quarter) the 
base of this limestone is three and one-half feet above the river 
at a place where the serIes of expospres gives the following: 
Fro. 43.-All that is left of the DeKalb limestone in the ravine northwest of- Osceola. 
(Township 72 north, Range XXVI west, southeast quarter of the southeast quarter 
of section 11.) . 
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FEET INCHES 
14. Limestone, thin layers, weathered ... _........................... 1 
13. Limestone, dense, gray, light colored chert in 
places ..................... _ .......... _ .... _ ................. ,................ 1 10 
12. Shale, upper part gray, lower part black .................. 4 
11. Limestone, gray, concretionary .......... : .................... L . 1.5 
10. Shale, light blue, with Ohonetes verneuilia7llUs bed 
nine inches from base ............................................ 2 
9. Calcareous, nodular layer ... _......................................... 2.5 
8. Shale, gray, argillaceous .............................................. 3 11 
(Chanute' shale, thickness, 9 feet, 5 inches.) 
7: Limestone, light colored, with Ahaly partings ..... _...... 1 
6. Limestone, gray, shaly .................................................. 5 
5. Limestone, gray, in thick bed .................................... 2 
4. Shale, gray, argillaceous .............................................. 10 
3. Limestone, gray, various thicknesses up to 2 feet, 
5 inches ................................................. _................... 10 
(De Kalb limestone, thickness, 22 feet, 3 
I inches.) 
2. Shale, gr.ay and blue ... _................................................. 2 5 
1. Shale, black, to level of low water in Middle river.. 1 
(Cherryvale shale, thickness, 3.5 feet.) 
31 8 
In section 9 (southeast quarter of the southeast quarter) the 
base of the De Kalb limestone is nine feet ,above" the river. 
The section here is as follows: 
FEET I NCHES 
7. Limestone, gray, thin layers in upper portion, thick 
layers in lower portion (De Kalb limestone) .... 6 
6. Shale, grayish brown above, dark below .................... 2 8 
5. Shale, calcareous ....................................... _..................... 1 9 
4~ Shale" blue ....................................... _ ........ _ .... _................. 3 
3. Limestone, blue ............. _ .......... _ ...................... _ .......... _. 6 
2. ' Shale, blue; Myalilna stuallovi, Productus nebra-§cen· 
sis, P . cora, Orthotetes (Derbya) crassus ....... _. 2 4 
1. Shale, light gray, to hivel of low water ' in Middle 
rivpr ................................. _....... .................................. 1 6 
(Cherryvale shale, exposed, 9 f eet.) 
15 
In section 16 (northwest ' quarter of the northeast quarter) 
the base of the De Kalb limestone is close to the level of the 
water in the river. In section 9 (northwest quarter or the 
southeast quarter) this same limestone extends in a vertical 
cliff from 'beneath the w;ater in the river to a height of fifteen 
feet above the water. In . section "8 (northwest quarter ,of the 
southeast quarter) the De Kalb limestone mak~!,! i1 low escarp-
ment about ten feet higIi. along the side of the Jl90q plain for 
a quarter of a mile. In sect.ion 5 (southwest quarter of the 
s~utheast quarter) as far as a mile east of Webster it is this 
'same limestone that is in the escarpment; but the limestone 
rises from the south since black shale appears by, the river at 
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the west end of .the bridge in the southcentral part of section 
5. It also appears in the lower part of the Brushy branch 
series of outcrops in sections 8 and 7 of Webster township, 
where the series gives th~ following:: 
FEET INCHES 
22. Limestone, gray; , echinoid spines, crinoid stems 
(better seen in ravine one·fourth mile west).... 5 
(Plattsburg limestone.) , 
21. Shale, green, clayey ............................ _ ...................... . 
20. Limestone, greenish, lower half shaly ...................... .. 
19. Shale, greenish ............................................................... . 
18. Limestone, dense, jointed; ' crinoid stems ................... . 
17. Shale, gray, arenaceous, micaceous and calcareous .. .. 
(Lane shales, thickness; 6 feet, 11 inches.) 
16. Limestone, very fossiliferous; coral, crinoid stems, 
Bryozoa, Chonetes verneuiZianus, Productus ...... .. 
15. Shale, gray above, dark below .................................. .. 
14. Limestone, somewHat fragmental .............................. · 
( lola lime!!tone, thickness, 3 feet.) -
13. Shale, drab ............. ; .............................. _ ...................... .. 
12. Shale, red ........... : ..................................... , ..................... . 
11. Shale, green, calcareous ... _ .......... _ .............................. . 
10. Limestone, ?luish, ~o~ewhat fragmental but dense; 
Compo.nta subt~l~ta ................................. _ .... _, ...... .. 
(The above series is from the roadway and ra· 
vine in the northwest quarter of section 7; 
the portion below is taken along the creek tq 
the east.) 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
4 
1 
1 
6 
4 
6 
7 
10 
4 , 
10 
8 
3 
4 
9. Limestone, bluish gray ..... _ ....................................... :... 1 6 
8. Shale, gray, including five or sL'C nodular calcareous 
layers; Chonetes verneuiZianus, Produotus cora, 
Bryozoa , ...................................... ~ ..... _....................... 4 6 
(Chanute shale, thickness, 17 feet, 3 inches.) 
7. Limestone, the mass of which is made up of cal· 
careous pebbles, some about half an inch in dia· 
meter, alld FusuZina; slightly arenaceous in the 
upper portion .......................................................... 5 10 
6. Limestone, gray, in ' thin layers above, thick layers 
below; Marginifera Zongispina, Composita subti-
Z-ito!, crinoid stems, echinoid spines .... ,................. 8 
(De ~lb· limestone, 13 feet, 10 inches.) 
.5. ,Shale, gray, argillaceous , .. _ ...................... ,.................. 1 
4: Limestone, gray ..... _ .................................................. _... 1 
3. ' Shale, gray, argillaceous ..................................... _......... 1 
2. Limestone, gray, in four equal parts ........... _ .... _ .... ~ 2 
1. Shale, blue, argillaceous, to low water in river ... _... 1 3 
(Cherryvale shale, exposed thickness, 5 feet, 4 
inches.) 
. 47 2 
Begin:p.ing with the lola limestone of the above series of sec-
tions and ending with the Lawrence shale the numerous iime-
stones and 'shales are grouped somewhat arbitrarily and tenta-
tively following the nomenclature of Hinds and Greene in their 
. d,escription of "The Stratigraphy of the Pennsylvanian Series 
In Missouri." The strata vary northward to such an extent 
I I 
LL~ 
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that with present knowledge exact parallelism is impossible. 
The Oread limestone, following the Lawrence shale, has defi-
nite characteristics that can be used to correlate it with strata 
in Cass and Montgomery: counties 'and ·with those (Platts-
mouth) at the mQuth or Platte river, Nebraska. ]'or the 
strata above the Lawrence shale the Nebraska nomenclature is 
used . 
. In the next four miles above Brushy branch the strata meet 
the river at varied distances along extensive windings of the 
stream. They rise fairly unirorrllly to the northe~st, while 
the river valley in . its general direction cuts them diagonally 
from the northwest to the southeast. 
FIG. 44.-Section near the mouth of a r avine in the northeast quarter of the northeast quarter 
of section 1 of Grand River township, Adair .county . (Township 75 north, Range 
XXX west. ) The . man in the picture is standing at the level of the lola limestone. 
The section is described in the text. '. 
A mile to t4e north of Brushy branch in section 6 of Web-
ster . township (southeast quarter of the northwest quarter) 
the peculiar limestone made up of small calcare~us pebbles 
about one-half inch in diameter and pf FtltSulinas (the upper 
part of the De ' Kalb limestone) is about twenty feet above the ' 
water in the river. In section 1 of Grand river township, 
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Adair county (north~ast quarter of the northeast quarter) the 
same peculiar limestone is judged to be about five feet below 
the lowest stratum exposed in the ravine. (See figure 44.) The 
entire series of strata is as follows: 
FEET INCHES 
16. Fragments of limestone ................................................ 2 
15. Limestone, dense, gray ......... _ .... _ .... _........................... 1 3 
(Plattsburg limestone, thickness, 3 feet, 3 
inches.) . 
14. Shale, yellow.................................................................... 1 6 
13. Limestone, dark blue, brown at top .... c....................... 1 
12. Shale, gray, argillaceous, lowest foot reddish............ 6 6 
(Lane shale, thickness, '9 feet.) . . 
11. Limestone, concretionary.............................................. . 1 3 
10. Shale, greenish gray...................................................... 2 8 
I (lola limestone, thickness, 3 feet, 11 inches,) 
9. Shale, red ............... L ...................... : ....... :....................... . 3 6 
8. Shale, gray, argillaceous, without fossils .................. 16 5 
7. Limestone, weathered .................................................... 4 
6. Shale, dark gray............................................................ 7, 
5. Limestone, dark gray ............. _ .... _............................... 6 
4. Shale, dark ....... _ ............................ _............................... 1 4 
3. Limestone, dark gray ......................... _ .... _................... 10 
2. Shale, gray .................................................. c................... 9 5 
1. Not exposed, to low water in Middle river ................ 9 
(Chanute shale, thickness, 41 feet, 11 inches.) 
58' 1 
About a mile farther up the valley in section 36 of Harrison' 
township, Adair county (southeast quarter of the southwest 
quarter) a ravine side reveals the following: 
14. Limestone, weathered, and shale; Chonetes stria-to· 
oostatus (abundant), Orthotettes (Derbya) cra-s· 
sus, Composit.al subtilita, ProdnJ,ctus 'll!ebrasOensis, 
FEET INCHES 
,Po cora, coral, crinoid stems ... _ .... _....................... 3 
13. Limestone, blue above,' gray below; Chonetes stria-
tooostatus, ;Productu8 nebrascl!1lsis-; Fusulina cy. 
lindrica ....................................... _............................. 2 6 
(Plattsburg limestone, thickness, 5 feet, 6 
inches.) 
·12. Not exposed (Lane shale) ... _ ...................... _ ......... :... .2 6 
11. Limestone; dark gray; crinoid stems ........................ 1 3 
10. Shale ........... _ .. _ .............................. _................................. 5 
9: Limestone, blue, very fossiliferous, chie:fl.y Ortho· 
tetes (Derbya J crassus, bryozoa ............................ 5 
(lola limestone, thickness, 2 feet, 1 inch.) 
8. Shale, gray, argillaceous, without fossils .................. 5 
7. Shale, red ............................................. _........................... 8 
6. Shale, argillaceous and calcareous .............................. 1 6 
5. · Shale, gray ........................... _ .... _................................... l ' 8 
4. Shale, red ....... _ .......... _ .......... _....................................... 2 10 
3. Shale, dark ............................... _ .... _............................... 3 
2. Shale, gray ....................... _............................................. 5 
1. Not exposed, to low water in Middle river ...... :....... 16 
(Chanute shale, thickness, 18 + feet.) 
45 9 
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The three lowest strata in the description preceding the 
above are here below the bed of the ravine. 
An excellent series of .outcr.ops appears by the road within 
another' mile to the northwest, in section 35, Harrison town-
ship (~orthwest quarter of the northwest quarter) and may be 
described as follows: 
FEET I NCHES 
14. Limestone, in thin layers ................. _........................... 1 8 
13. Limestone, consisting of millions of Fusulina close· 
ly packed together, lowest two feet shaly or 
fragmental; }'u,su,li7l.{£ cylindrica, Chonetes grOIn' 
u,lifer, Spirifer oamerathlS, coral.......................... 3 10 
(Oread [Plattsmouth] limestone, thickness, 5 
feet, 6 inches.) 
12 . . Shale, gray; crinoid stems, P7'odu,otu,s 'llte brasoenSis, 
zones of ChoMtes gra'WUlifer (Lawrence shale) 6 8 
11. Limestone, dark gray; Chonetes gra'WUlifer, fro·. 
dulJtu..s cora, crinoid stems ...... ,............................. 7 
10. Shale, calcareous; crinoid stems .................................. 8 
9. Limestone, gray and dark, somewhat weathered 
brown, layers three inches to s~ inches thick; 
Productu,s cora, crinoid stems .............................. 3 3 
(Iatan lifestone, thickness, 4 feet, 6 ·inches.) 
8 . . Shale, gray, without fossils .......................................... 2 
7. Shale, black, without fossils ... _................................... 1 2 
6. Shale, gray, without fossils ... _ .................... ,................ 10 
(Weston shale, thickness, 4 feet .) . 
5. Limestone; gray, dense; crinoid stems, Produ,(Jtu,s 
cora ......... _................................................................... 1 2 
4. Shale, blue, without fossils ...................... : ... J............... 1 
3. Limestone, .dark · gl'ay .................................................... 6 
(Stanton limestone, thickness, 3 f eet, 8 inches.) 
2. Shale, without fossils ......... _ ............................ _........... 1 
1. Not exposed, to level of wateI: in Middle ri vel' (but 
probably s)1ale) ........................................................ 15 
(Vilas shale.) 
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The lowest limestone (Stanton) above mentioned is the first 
limestone above the strata of the preceding section. 
The next described series of outcrops is on the opposit~ ~ide 
of a hill and about half a mile distant, along · a ravine in sec-
tion 27 (s.outheast quarter of the southeast quarter), Harrison 
township, Adair county. The series is described as follows: 
FEET INCHES 
19. Shale, beneath red residual material (geest)..............4 
18. Limestone. Lecompton (Genal' Creek), gray, frag· 
. mental in upper part, channelled by under· 
grounn solution; F7lsulina, crinoid stems............ 11 
17. Shale, light colored, calcareous .................................... 5 
16. Limestone, Lecompton (Cullom ), with shaly part· 
ings, fragmental at top, gray and arenaceO)lS; 
bottom part very fossiliferous j fragments, fish 
tooth, bryozoa, Dielasma bovidens ...................... 1 10 
15. 
14. 
. 13. 
12. 
11. 
10. 
9. 
8. 
7. 
6. 
5. 
4. 
3. 
2. 
.1. 
8ECTIONS IN AD,AIR COUNTY 
FEET 
Shale, upper three feet and eight inches gray, cal· 
careous, central three feet red, bottom fO)1r 
feet gray; without fossils .................................... 10· 
Limestone, Oread . (Plattsmouth), fragmental; Fu· 
sulina, Prvductus cora, .......................................... :.. 7 
Shale, Lawrence, gray, calcareous; Pro-ductus cora, 
Spirifer camera.tus, Chonetes, crinoid stems, 
coral ........................................ ~ ................................. 5 
LimestoJ;le, Iatan, dark, shaly; Productus nebras· 
. osn..'iis, P. cora ___ ____ __ ... _. __________ __ ______________________ .: ______ _ ._._ 3 
Shale, gray .. : ................. c •. .••••.•••••.••••••••••••••••••.•. : .•.• : •••••••• 
Limestone, dark; Prod1,ctus nebrascensis ............... .. -' 
. Shale, gray; Product-us nebrascensis .......................... . 
Limestone, dark ................................................ ! ....... .. . : .• 
Shale, gray ................................ , .................. _ ................ . 
(Weston shale, thickness, 1 foot, 3.5 inches.) 
Limestone, dark, irregular; Productus nebrasoen8'is, 
Spirifer cameratus L ............................................. . 
Shale, dark gray, ·argillaceous, without fossils ....... . 
Limestone, bluish gray; in thin layers one inch ·to 
three inches thick; algalike markings, crinoid 
. stems (margins rounded), Productus cora.......... 1 
Limestone, gray, dense, ,algalike markings, iron con· 
cretions .......................... ,........................................... 1 
(Stanton limestone, thickness, 3 feet, ' 1 inch.) 
Shale, Vilas, argillaceous, gray and green, iron con, 
cretions ................................. _................................... 1 
Not exposed,. to level of low water in Middle river ' 4 
49 
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INCHES 
8 
7 
7 
R 
2 
5 
. l! 
4 
1.5 
3 
3 
2 
5 
9 
3.5 
FlO. 45 .-,-Section in a ravine in the southeast quarter of the southeast quarter of .,et,ion 27, 
Harrison township, Adair county. (Township 76 north, Range XXX west.) The 
Stanton limestone is at the base of the cliff, the Iatan limestone near the center, . 
and the Orend limestone near the top. All of the strata appear in the bed and 
sides of the trench farther up the ravine to the west. The section is described in 
the text. 
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\ . , 
FIG, 46,-"Port Union Mill" in half a mile ' upstream from the bridge at Arbor Hill. It is 
located in the southwest quarter of the northeast quarter of section 20, Township 
76 north, Range XXX west. The base of the Deer Creek (Forbes) limestone is 
the ledge over which the water flows just below the dam. The section is described 
in the text. 
The top of the Lawrence shale a:ppears in a ravine by the 
road nearly a mile north (section 27, northeast quarter of the 
northeast quarter); and ' at the bridge (section 22, . southeast 
quarter of the southeast quarter) the Oread limestone is four 
feet thick and is eight feet above ' the river. In section '21 
(southeast quarter of the southeast quarter) the Oread appar-
. ently is below ' the river bed; About. a ' foot of poor limestone. 
is here exposed four feet above the river, with four to five feet 
FIG. ·47.-The location is a fe,v rods down stream from the dam I at "Port Union Mill," look-
ing westward at beds associated with the Deer Creek (Forbes) limestone. 
· . 
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FIG. 48.-The Deer Creek (Forbes) limestone found at "Port Union Mill" and near Stennett' 
also outcrops north of Hawleyville in Pagre county ('l'ownship 69 'north, Range 
XXXVI west, northeast quarter of section 12). This outcrop was illustrated and 
described in the report on the "Geology of Page County." The limest.one that is 
uppermost is the Topeka (Meadow) limestone. 
of reddish and greenish shale above the limestone. In section 
21 (northeast quarter of the , southwest quarter) a .limestone 
is three feet above 'water in the river; at Arbor Hill :hrjdge 
(section 20, southeast quarter of the northeast quarter) this 
particular, limestone is 'at the level of the water under the 
bridge. Half a mile up stream from the bridge is the site of 
the "Port Union miP," .at which place James E . Gow de-
scribed a section as follows. (southwest quarter of the 'north-
c>as-t quarter of section 20 : 
FEET 
3. Limestone, light buff; varjrin/r to white or light gray; 
Compcsita sl~btilf,ta, Orthotetes (Derbya) crassus, 
Spiri/er cameratus, Productns fragments, Myalina 
subquadrata, crinoid stems, Fenesteila, llhombopora 
lepidodendroides .................................................................... 2 
2. Shale,· blue·black, homogeneous; Nuoula (ventricosa.') , 
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FEET 
AvicuZopeoten oO<M.entalis, NUlYUla belZistriata, Mono-
tis (gregwria I) ___ ; ...•..•.•...•••.... ; ..... _ ........•.............•••...•....••••..••• _ 4 
1. Limestone, gray, same fossils as in limestone above. ____ ..... 2 
(Deer Creek) 
8 
The ' lower liniestone above mentioned is at the surface! of 
the water below the dam, and is above the limestone at the 
pridge. ' , , 
The distinctive layers of the Deer Creek limestone with Fu- ' 
sulinas and dark chert outcrop by the river side a rp.ile north-
west of Port ,Union mill (the northeast quarter of the south,- ' 
east qu~rte:r of sectic;m 18, HaJ;rison township). Close to the 
center of the, next section west (13 of Grove township) frag-
ments of a limestone appear that, traced northward along the 
river, attains a greatest thickness of outcrop a mile north (sec-
tion 12) where it was formerly quarried. It is the base of this 
same limestone tilat outcrops by the bridge in the southeast 
quarter of section 21, Jefferson township, and lies just below 
the limestone that is at the level of the river in the southwest 
quarter of section 16, where it is fifty feet below Stuart, or at 
a level of ·1,157 feet above sea level. In section 21 of J effer-
son township the writer found Marginifera muricato. (the in-
dex fossil of the Des :Moines series), Ambocelia planoconvexa, 
(Jomposita subtilita, Hustedia mormorlli, Spirifer cameratus, 
also Fusulina, Bryozoa and coral. Gow'~69 description is as 
follows: 
FEET 
10. Drift _ ......................... __ ... _ .............. _ ................ _........................... 5 
9. Limestone, massive, unfossiliferous, weathering rectangular 4 
8. Shale, soft, light gray ......... _ .... _ .................... _ ..................... _ .. _ 1 
7. Limestone, buff to white, with narrow partings of light 
shale ... _ ............................ _ ............... _ .................................... : 2 ' 
6. Shale, soft, light gray ... _ ........................ _._ ............ _............... 5/6 
5. Limestone, similar to that next above ............... _ ......... __ ....... • 3 
4. Shale, soft, gray to brown ........... _._ .......... _ ............. _ ..... _..... 1 
3. Limestone, massive, without shale, Compooita 8'UJbtilitQl, 
Proooctus nebrascensis, Spilrifer oanneratus .................. _.. 3 
2. Hidden by alluvium ......... _ ................ _ ... _ ............... _................... 10 
1. Shale, hard, black .... : .... _ .. _ ............ _ .. ,........................................ 1/4 
30 
This limestone is, the llPper limestone member (Pawnee) of 
the Henrietta division of the Des Moines series.70 The river 
69<kology of Adair county: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXVII, p, 288. 
70The relation of the beds is discussed further ' in the Bulletin of the Geological Society of 
America, Vol. ,as, p. 15S, 1922. . 
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crosses .the · Thurman-Wilson fault in the center of section 18, 
Harrison towns4ip, a mile ·up the valley from Point Union mill. 
. These various sections arranged in order with reference to 
the river bedg.ive the · accompanying cross section along 
Middle river. 
The Structure of Southwestern Iowa. 
The area as a whole · is the northern limb of a syncline 
(strata concave upward) whose axis extends northwest-south-
east through northwestern Missouri and nor,thward into Iowa. 
The other limb of the syncline slopes upward toward the Ozark 
Mountairis,11 In southwestern Iowa the general dip to th~ 
southwest is so slight that it is often scarcely noticeable in short 
distances. The average obtained from Winterset. to Clarinda is 
8.6 feet to the mile or 4% minutes. . 
Diagonally through the entire' area runs a normal fault, 
known as the Thurman-Wilson fault, extending northeastward 
from . the bluffs along Missouri river near Thurman, wher.e the 
displacement is 300 feet, past Bris'coe, where the displacement . 
is 284.5 'feet, to the northwest of Earlham. At present there' 
is no information as to its presence from this point eastward. 
The fault has not been 'found in ·Nebraska. 
Keyes'2 describes the Cap:-au-gres fault seen on Mississippi 
river 'as extending northwest toward. ~eon, and possibly far-
ther; but if it is present at all in Iowa it has not yet been re-
FIG, 49 ,-Diagram of conditions across tile fault plane; from Reno, Edna township, Cass 
county, southeast to Briscoe. ' 
cognized. He also represents a Pocahontas and a Fort Dodge 
fault, running southwest-northeast, parallel to the Thurm.an-
Wilson fault; but the positions he designates lie beyond the 
area here considered'2a• 
llSee · Hinds and Greene,. The Stratigraphy . of the Pennsylvanian' Series in Missouri: 
Missouri Bur, Mines, Bull. XIII, .p. 202, plate XXIII. 
72C. R. Keyes, Controlling Fault Systems of Iowa: Proc_ Iowa Acad. Sci., Vol. XXIII, 
p. 105. ' ' . . 
12aF, A. Wilder discusses the structure of the Fort Dodge region on pages 173 to 177 .of 
Volume XXVIII, Iowa .Geological Survey, and James H. Lees has a paper on that same 
region, on pages 113 to 120 of Volume XX:r.X of the Proceedings of the Iowa Academy of 
Science. 
• I 
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Near the Thurman-\Vilson fault the ,dip is very irregular. 
Parallel to the fault and on the west side of it lies the crest 
of a slight anticline (strata convex upward), distinCtly seen 
in Montgomery and Cass counties, and also in Dallas county 
where , Leonard described it years ago as the Redfield anti-
cline/a without noting its relation to a fault. Close to the 
south side of the fault (the downthrow side) the strata, rising 
in general toward the northeast, curve off toward the west. 
This is particularly noticeable in the limestone members of the 
Kansas City stage near Earlham; but farther to the southwest 
this characteristIc is not so noticeable because the strata are 
at a lower level with reference to the drift-they are exposed 
deeper in the valleys . 
FIG, 50.'--The uneven surface of the Winterset limestone in a ravine northwest of Osceola, 
Clarke county. (Township 72 north, Range XXVI' west, southeast quarter of the 
southeast quarter of section 11.) , 
There are conditions that indicate an overlap with discon-
formity, and in one portion of the area an unconformity. In the 
northwest part of the area there is' no evidence of the presence 
of the 'Kansas City stage, and it is the Lansing stage that there 
extends farthest toward the north. In the central and western 
part of the area the fossils and general character of the Oread 
limestone suggest that that limestone was laid down during the 
time of greatest advance, when. marine conditions were most 
favorable to life forms, but in the northeast arid northwest 
7 3A. G. Leonard, Geology of Dallas County: Io,,-a Geol. Survey, Vol. 'VIII, p. 91. 
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F IG. 51.":-Thc surface of the Winter set at the bridge three and one·haU miles west of Decatur 
City, Decatur coun ty, wher e a slight un conformity is noted . The W interset lime-
stone is . beneath the f eet of the one in the picture. The lime.tone above thls level 
is DeK&lb limestone tha t has fallen down. 
portions of the area the Oread is now absent. At the bridge 
over Grand river three miles west of Decatur City, in the east-
ern part of the area, there is a difference in dip between the ' 
Winterset lmlestone below and the De Kalb above. Here the 
distinctive beds of the Cherryvale shale, which are so noticeable 
south of Westerville and elsewhere, are concealed if they are 
present at all. Two miles west of Osceola and · a little north 
the fragmental top of the Winterset limestone is eroded; and' 
at Winterset there is at this h~rizon a yellowish apparently 
weathered stratum. These facts put together seem to indicate 
a local uplift near Decatur City followed by depression be-
tween the time when the vVin'terset was laid down and the time 
when the lower part of the De Kalb was laid down, which sub-
sidence, either with or without slight warping, led to extensive 
overlap in the northwestern part of the area. 
The general dip -to the southwest i& varied by a . few gentle 
folds whose -axes appear to run southeast-northwest, though 
there is much irregularity, especially near the fault. The ex-
act number and the position of these folds it is difficult to de-
termine from the few exposures of bed rock. One ' gentle 
anticline is the one, previously noted three miles west of De-
• 
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catur City, which apparently is a continuation of the one ob-
served, five miles north of Davis City. This possibly ' connects 
with the one seen along Middle river in sections 1.4 and 15, 
, Webster township, Madison county. Another passes' through 
Braddyville, Page county, lying a little to .the north of the di- , 
rection of an anticline which Hinds and Greene have located in 
Missouri as extending through Chariton, Livingston, Davies, 
I 
Gentry and Nodaway counties, but apparently dying out before 
reaching Hamburg. Another syncline which is -reported iIi 
Missouri wou,ld come midway' between , Decatur City and 
Braddyville, but it is not mapped as reaching Iowa. An ex~ 
tension of this line would pass near Brooks, Adams county. 
East of Brooks the dip is as usual in Iowa, to the southwest, 
With no reversal of dip noted southwest of Brooks. Between 
BraddyVille ' and Hawleyville there is a syn~line, and another 
slight one is present between McKissick grove and Nebraska 
City. ' There are also slight variations in dip that are notice-
able as the strata are followed along the rivers. ' 
DIP AND STRIKE 
With the exception of the record in Dallas county and two 
measurements referred to in the· footnote all records of meas-
urements of dip74 and strike have been obtained by the writer, I 
using a Brunton hand transit to measure the dip or to deter-
mine ' the location of a horizontal line from which to measure. 
At 'some places the direction .of strike (the direction 4l which 
the strata cut a horizontal plane) was not obtainable, but a 
component of the dip was ' seen in some particular direction. 
On the accompanying outline map such determinations are rep-
resented by dotted ,arrows. A few statements of direction of 
dip may be found in some of the county reports without record 
of the amount or exact direction of the dip. Of such acharac-
ter is the statement of the dip at Braddyville. 
74Smith's statement of a steep dip to , the north for outcrops near Stennett is a mistake. 
rhe Carboniferous Section of Southwestern Iowa: Iowa Geol. Slirvey, Vol. XIX, p . 6S6. 
• 
TABLE OF DIP AND STRIKE: 
-COUNTY i T;~. -/ RAN~E W. / SECTION PLACE / STRIKE / DIP 
Guthrie ... _ ... - 79 XXX 30·31 Belle - Valley mill N45°E 45°Se. 
Madison ...... 74 XXVII 10 P eru quany ' N700W 1°30'Sw. 
75 XXIX Se. of Nw. of 15 
N. half of Nw. qr. 14 
76 XXVII Ne. of the Nw. qr. olli -
-75 XXVIII W. center' of~ 
Adair ............ 76 XXXI-- Nw. of the Nw. of 11 N100E 1°15'W 
Cass ....... " ...... 76 '-XXXVII- Be. of the Nw. qr. of 9 Spring creek N85°W 3°45'E 
Nw. of the Sw. qr. of 10 Lewis N85°W 3°45'E-
-- Center of Ne. qr. of 1 Turkey creek 0° 
Clarke .......... 72 XXVI-- Nw. of the Nw. of 1 N77°W Av. of sevel> 
and 4°6'W 
Ne. of the. Ne. of 11 
Union ....... : .... 71 XXVIII Ne. on the Ne. of 14 N800W 3°15'W 
Ne. of the Sw. of. 36 N85°W 1°45'W 
72 XXVIII Sw. of the Sw. of 28 
Aa~::-. 
-----rs XXXV Se. of the Nw. of 3 - N900E 2048'S 
._-
Nw. of Nw. of 6 . N800W 1°45' 
7 1 XXXIV Se. of Be. of 8 N32°W- 3°15'S 
N~. of Sw. of 3 
Montgomery 72 XXXVIII - Riverview Park Nw. of Nw. of 16 
- South center, 26 
-- Sw. of -Sw. of 26 - "N- 1:ioE- 3°E 
Mills ....... _ ... 73 XLm-- Sw. of Nw. of 29- Henton 
Decatur ........ 70- XXVI -- Center of 28 
- 70- XxVII - Ne. of Se. of 20 N31°E 2°30' 
68 XXVII Se. of Se. of 25 Winterset limestone N84°W 9°35'N 
-- De Kalb limestone NI7°W 3°10'W 
N84°W 3°30'N 
raylor ._ ....... 76 XXXV -Nw. of 21 '. N900E From 0° to 
_ 3°30' in :!h·mi. 
Page .............. 70 -XXXft- E. center of 36 Essex 
68 XXXVI~ Sw. of Se. of 7- - Mine N57°E r8 
Fremont ...... 70 XLm Ne. qr. of 14 N200E 3°45'E 
-67 - XLII-- Center of 13 N300W 3°W 
Nebraska 
City ............ Clay pit 
* From estimates along a stretch of water. 
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TABLE SHOWING JOINTS 
COUNTY f Twp. N. f RANGE, W I SECTION 
. r LOCATION FIRST SET ' j SECOND SET' j THIRD SET 
Madison ............ 76 XXVII Ne. of Nw. of 6 Bethany Falls Is. N54' E N58'42'W 
. L!1dore shale N58'42'W N12'E 
--, 
75 XXVIII Sw. of Nw. of 24 N53°E N32'W N4'W 
. 
Cass, ................... 76 XXXVII Se. of Nw. of 9 Spring creek N39'20'E N20'40'W 
N74' E, 83, N31'E, 42, 
Pottawat· 63,86,65, 13, 30, 
tamie 75 •........... 74 XL Nw. of Nw. of 23 Macedonia 65, 80. N52'W 13, 30. 
Av. 73'42' Av. 26'30' 
- ~-
N48'E, 69, NI5'W, 14, N l'E 
Se. of Se. of 3 Car,son 69, 53, u.. 3,15. 43 
Av. 62 '36' Av. 11'45' Av.22' 
" 
N70' E,55, N35'W, 
76 XLIV W-e.st center of 26 Crescent 56, 60, 80 . . 17, 32, 33, 
Av. 64'12' 30, 25. 
Av. 28'42' 
-
--_. 
Montgomery .... - 72 XXXVIII ' South center, 26 N61'E 
-
N35'W 
54 52 N22'E 
-
Mills ... " .. _" ... ',' .. 72 XLIII Sw. of Sw. of 22 N90' E N35'E 
- . ._--
Decatur ... _ ......... 70 XXVII Sw. of Se. of 21 N58'E 
,Taylor................ . 70 XXXV Nw. qr. of 21 N23'W N21'E 
Page .. : ............. :. 70 XXXIX E. center of 36 Essex, Preston ledge N68'E N3 ' W , 
Fremont ............ 70 XLIII Nw. ·of Se. of 26 N85'E N30'E 
N40'E . 
. 
67 . XLII ; Center of 13 N80 ' W N38 ' E 
68 XLI S~. · of Sw. of 33 N30' E 
\ Average ....... _ ... N63°27.2'E N31'29.8'W N25 '35.3'E 
-------
75The t able of joints measured in Pottawattamie is from J . A. Udden, Geology of Pottawattamie County: Iowa / Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, p. 268. 
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JOINTS 
The directions of joints in the rocks have also been measured 
in various places using the same instrument as that used · in 
determining the dip. One se.t of joints, that . of the iargest 
cracks, . -is parallel to the Thurman-Wilson fault, and .one is 
about at right angles to the fault and parallel to the direction 
of the minor folds. 'Where several records have been made 
close together, as in Udden's list in his report on Pott~watta-
. mie county~ it is the average that appears in the outline map. 
In the diagram the general directions appear in the averages, 
and the irregularity appears in the scattering of the individual 
records. 
FIG .. 52.-Diagram illustrating the directions of joints. 
It is unfortunate that the drift conceals so much of the un-
derlying rock as to make it impossible to work out all details 
of the gentle undulations that exist in the region. From what 
had been learned in the past the general position of the- N oda-
way coal had been determined. The latest important fact that 
has been ascertained is the reason for the absence of the N oda-
way and Nyman seams from the area northwest of the Thur-
man-Wilson fault, except in a small area near Missouri river. 
This absence is due to the fact that the region to the north 
of the fau,lt has been ele~ated and subjected to erosion, all of 
the N!o d away coal having been removed from that region, while 
to the south of the fault the region has been depressed and thus 
------ -
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the seam has been protected from the general erosion, so that 
now the coal extends as far east as where the plane of the coal, 
' rising toward the northeast, reaches the' plane of erosion that 
existed when: the glacial drift was laid, down. Such important 
facts it is in the field of geological work to discover. Fur-
ther 'details come within the province of the miner, who from 
borings determmes the loeal variations that exist in the posi-
tion and thickness of the seams. It is from such details where 
the Nodaway coal has been mined and where it may be mined 
. in the future that additional dlata on levels can be accumulated 
and reduced to barometric eJevations. This can lead to an iso-
bathic map of the base of the Nodaway coal, and this in turn 
to more exact lmowledge of the minor folds that cross the area. 
A knowledge of the location of minor folds is of importance 
to any who may seek 'to ascertain whether oil and gas exist in 
the deeper strata :in this. region in sufficient quantity to be of 
commercial value. The above list of locations of anticlines and 
synclinesr though not extensive; is s.ufficient to guide an experi-
enced oil man in determining where he should first . sink a test 
well. At Clarinda the Cherokee shale is about fifty feet above 
sea. level, and at Winterset it is about s.ix hundred and fifty 
feet above sea level. Neither oil nor gas in commercial quan-
tities has been reported from such wells as have been put down76 
and :no, s~epage has, been noted, though there are a few black 
limestone beds. 
It is worthy of :note that the deep well at Goin, th{jugh not 
quite along the axis of an anticline, is sufficiently well locate<:i 
to serve as, a test well, although it is not very deep. It is re 
ported to have ~eached salt water; oil and gas' are not re-
ported. The well is 888 feet deep and was sunk as a ' test well' 
for coal and gas.n The bottom is about 680 feet abo~e the' 
Cherokee , shale, which is ' he!e abo1!lt 150 'feet deeper than at 
Clarinda. ' ' 
It is further worthy of note, from evidence present.ed by Dr..' 
Alexander McCoy, with which evidence the data froin south-' 
western Iowa are in agreement, that the Kansas City lime-
stone grades' into ' sandy s~ore deposits northward from Kan-: 
76At Nebr~skll City Glenwood Coin Clarinda" Bedford, ,' Leon, Stll l\rt. ' 
7'W. H , Norton, UndergrOil~d Wat~r Resourc~s . af' ~ Iowa: Iowa Ge~I. : Survey, Vol. , XX~~ 
p , 11'58, ',,' " .. ' , •. 
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sas City toward southeastern N eb.raska 'and southwestern 
Iowa; and that the western margin of this ancient 'sea is along 
a line of concealed gra'nite hills or mountains78 revealed by well 
records as extending southwest into central and southern Kan-
sas. 
, 
T.he Areal Distribution in Iowa of the Divisions of the Missouri 
Series. ' 
In tracing the areal distribution of the divisions of the Mis-
souri series main reliance must be placed on the limestone in 
the southwestern part of the ' state. Where shale is the basal 
member of the division 'the area ~ay extend for a short dis- ' 
taIice beyond , the area of the limestone member, put generally 
not far. Often It is impossible to state the exact position of 
the margin because of the presence of Dakota sandstone and of 
drift. Where the margins are thus concealed it is possible to 
represent only the approximate general boundar:ies. 
S01,£th of the Thurman-Wilson Fault line.-The eastern mar- ' 
gin of the Kansas City stage is distinctly marked most of the 
way from Osceola to a point north of Earlham, wher~ it stops 
at the 'fault plane. The representation of the position beneath 
th€ drift from Osceola to Leon is approximate'. At Leon the 
, deep well and a preglacial valley lie east of the Missouri series, 
the 'front of the Kansas City stage thus bending westward of 
Leon. No trace of the Hertha limestone, at the base of the 
Kansas City stage, was found east of Weldon river near the 
state line. ' 
The locations of the eastern r fronts of the ' various subdivi-
sions are certain along a nurriber <?f-the streams that cause re-
entrants in these margins, as on' North~Middle and"South riv-
ers in Madison county,' Squaw creek in: Clarke 'county; and 
Grand river in Decatur county. Berre'ath the drift in the di~ 
vides it is only the general direction, of the eastern margin of 
the De Kalb limestone that can 'be inferred 'from relation to ex-
posures from near Middle river to 'Grand 'river. ' , 
Likewise the ' eastern' margiIis 'of the Lansing, Douglas 'and 
Shawnee stages may be ' satisfactorily determined in western 
78A Pltrt of this infonnation also ' comes from G, E , Condra of the University of Nebraska, 
S.e John L, Tilt,on , The ~'hur"'''T1-Wjjs''n FRuIt through Southwestern Iowa, and its Bearing: 
The Journal of Geology, Vol. XXVII., P, 389, ' 
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Madison and, eastern Adair counties, the chief difficulty there 
being to distinguish 'between the ll''lmerous.limestones and shales. 
Farther south the main reliance is upon t4e line 'of well records 
from Nebraska City to Leon, which indic~ies, where the su~divi­
sions come up beneath the drift; but only the general directions 
of the margins can there be located. Farther west, in' Page 
and Fremont counties, the Tarkio and Preston .beds of liine- ' 
stone help to locate the positio)l of the base of the Wabaunsee 
stage along the valley sides. Below this plan.e the valleys are 
cl1t"down irito the Shawnee stage. This is true in Mis~ouri ' . 
/>-. • '.. ~ ri~ervalley also. . . .' .; .' r 
;With the exception ' of the region near Bridgewater the line- I" 
ma:r~g1 the eastern margin of the Nodaway coal is that of::' 
_G ~~Wge L. Smith ill his paper on "Th~ Carboniferous Section 
_oI-:Southwestern Iowa," to which frequent reference has been 
m~de. The eastern border of· the. Nodaway coal marks 'ap-
proximately the eastern margin of the Howard limestone, _ the 
base of which, according to Beede and Rogers79 marks a divi-
sion between two faunas. 
-North of the Thurman-Wilson fault line.-The limestone 
near Stuart and the Eureka coal Seam in the western part of 
Adair county having been correlated with beds deep in strata . 
of .the Des Moines series,80 the eastert;! margin of the 'Mi~souri 
series is clearly farther to the west. See the map of the "area 
ne.ar Staurt, Plate XXVII, 'also iigll~es 53 and 54. In the re- , 
cord or" the deep well at Atlantic81 there is no evidence whatever 
of . the presence of the various limestone members of the 
Kansas City stage f and yet tlie bread limestone is clearly 
. located five miles to the south on Turkey creek, and again at 
Fox quarry northeast of Grant. Whatever is concealed be-
n~ath the Dakota . sandstone and the thick drift of the regi<:m 
must lie between Atlantic and thes~ two points. 
A further inference that has a bearing is ' dependent on 
, 
l~ ... 
79J. W. Beede and A. F . Rogers, Coal Measure Faunal Stu'dies: Kansas Univ. Geol. ''';; 
Survey, Vol. 9, pp. 1145-346, 1908; also Hinds and Greene, Stratigraphy of the Pennsylvllnian .• 
Series in Missouri, Missouri Bur. Mines, Bull. XIII, p. i83 , . ,.' . •• :.~ 
80John L. Tilton, The Strata near Stuart, Iowa: Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 83, p • . 
153, 1922. 
81The record may be found in the following reports: 
W. H. Norton, Underground Water Resources of Iowa: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXI, 
p. 1121. 
John L. Tilton, Geology of Cass County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXVII, p. 257. 
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CHARACTER OF KANSAS CITY STRATA 
changes. in strata north of Kansas City, Mis·souri. Near Ka.n~ 
sas City th,e mem.bers of the Kansas City stage are as w:ell or 
better developed than t,hey are at Wfuterset and ,at E.arlhaJll; 
but to the northwest of Kansas City the strata grade into sand~ 
stone and shale, toward the old shor~ line, so that in the deep 
well record at Forest City, half way between Kansas City and 
the Iowa state Ime, the Kansas City stage is .represented by 
sandstone andshale82 instead of by linlestone and· shale. Thas 
FIG. 53.-A Section from Bridgewater to Glendon. A to B on the map. Plate XXVII. 
FI~. 54.-A Section fron; Glendon to Winterset. B to C on the map. Plilte XXVII. 
ill Kansa,s City time the shore was not far away to the north-
west and west. Th. northeasternN ebraska no outcrops of · tl~e 
Kansas City stage are recognized. . The in~efence thus seems 
warranted that fr,om Earlham toward . the west .shore condi-
tions were more and more effective arid that in the movements 
that gave us the Thurman-Wilson fault with accompanying 
erosion on the upthrow .side these differing strata, from the 
conspicuous lirUestone beds at Earlham to the shales andsand-
82Dr. Alexander McCoy has reached this conclusion from the series of weil records in 
eastern Kansas, and he presented his evidence to the writer when inquiring about the con-
ditions in Iowa. The writer has studied the well records presented and has come to accept 
Doctor McCoy's conclusion. The evidence involves a different interpretation of the record of 
the Forest City ~ell than ·that given by Hinds and Greene, Stratigraphy of the Pennsylvanian 
Series in Missouri, Missouri Bur. Geol. and Mines. Bull. XIII, pp. 215·239. 
• 
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stones farther' west" were eroded away. The ' erosion has 
thrown the pr,esent margin of the strata back toward the west ' 
about thirty miles. Nevertheless, somewhere between the 
Oread limestone outcrop ' south of Atlant'ic and the Eureka 
coal mine in northwestern Adair county there must lie, below 
the Dakota sandstone and the thick drift ill that region, all that 
now remains of this portion of the Lansing and Kansas City 
stages. These stages are therefore assigned areas that are 
consistent with these facts. 
The trend of the eastern margin of the Oread limestone to-
ward the northwest and west seems to justify the representa-
tIon of a ' similar trend in the margin of the Lansing stage. 
This involves the correlation of the limestone beds at Crescent. 
These beds lack the ' distinctive characteristics of the Oread 
limestone and their characteristics are judged to be in accord ' 
rather with those of the Lansing stage. ' 
The \ border line 'oetwe'eti the La::hSing and Douglas stages is 
clearly south of Crescent, and ' hence south of the place on, Mo-
squito creek wbe~e White found exposed strata that are now 
concealed. These he correlated with the limestone 'found at' 
Crescent.88 The northern margin of the Lansing stage is thus 
placed, not 'far north of Crescent. The Lansing stage is also 
rep~esep.ted ~s extendi~g, ,south under the Missouri river ,de- ~ , 
posits' to the ThurmamWilson fault, sin~e the valley evidently 
has been-cut below the'level of the Oread limestone, which is ex~' 
posed( ~<;>:p.th ,0.£ : Q-l~P.WP9,P , ,apq.~ at Henton. , 
There is an absence of exposures of stratified rock along the 
river valley from Crescent to near Logan, where well records ' 
reveal a widely distributed bed of limestone,8~ the position of 
which demand~ the following di'scussion. , 
Comparing Calvin's faunal list' of fossils from the limestone 
at Logan" as reported by Shimek, with Udp-en's list for Cres-
ceD:t, in the :report o~ Pottawattamie county, it is noted that 
CampJophyllum torqu ..ium is reported at Logan but not at Cres-
cent, that what is identified as Productus (Margirllifera) longi-
spinus is abundant at Logan but is wanting at Crescent, and 
8SC, A, White, Geology of Iowa, Vol. I, p . 379, 1870. 
8'B, Shimek, Geology of Harrison and Monona Counties: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XX, ' 
p. 301-302. ' 
FOSSILS, IN STRATA AT LOGAN 31'1 
that Spiriferina, found. at Logan, also is· wantirig · at Crescent, 
On the other hand, Astrophyllum rude, found at · Crescent, is 
absent at Logan. . So also are Archeocidaris, the bryozoans, 
and Productus pwnctatus. . The other- brachiopods that are pre-
sent at both places are also found throughout both the Des 
Moines and Miss.ouri series (up to the Wabaunsee stage) .. 
Not only do the faunal lists disagree to this extent but the 
records of the sequence · of strata85 also disag:ree, and the gen-
eral dip of the strata places the limestone at Logan far below 
that at Crescent. ' 
The next comparison is with the Kans~s City stage, the beds 
of which, if present at all, lie beneath the Lansing stage. All 
the fossils named ' are reported . here and there in the Kansas 
CIty stage either in Iowa or Missouri~ and they are also found 
in the Des Moines series and in all the other divisions of the 
Missouri series, unless it be Campophyllum torqwium, which 
has an Uncertain distribution. The number .(eight) of Mar-
ginifera . (Productus) longispina reported from near Logan es-
pecially attracts . attenti~n, for this ' shell ~s not found in abun-
dance in the Missouri series, while Marginifera (Prod1wtuS) 
muricata; a sh~ll much like it,. does occm. ~ great abundance in 
parts of the. Des Moines series. . Imperfect specimens of .\he 
two may look very much alike. lIowever, Marginifera long!-
spina is 'not 'to be .considered an index fossil86 of the' Missouri 
'85For the record of the strata at Crescent see: J. A. Udden, ' Geology of Pottawattamie 
County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, p. 227. For the record of the .strata near Logan see: 
C. R. Keyes, Coal Deposits of Southwestern Iowa: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. II, p. 437. 
86Formerly it was thought in Iowa that Marginifera (ProductuB) longiapina was as truly 
an index fossil of the Missouri series as Jc, m1Jricaw. is of the Des Moines series, but litera' 
ture with reference to M. longiRpina (and also M. 1uabaahenBi8, a possible synonym) . does 
not support that view. . 
Stuart Weller in Bulletin 153, U. S, Geological Survey, lists Productu8 muncatuB, P . 
longi8pinuB and P . wabaahen8ia as three distinct species and P. Bplenden8 as a synonym of 
P. longiBpinuR. - . 
George H. Girty in his Palaeontology of the Pennsylvanian of Missouri (Hinds I\nd 
Greene, Stratigraphy of the P ennsylvanian Series of Missouri: Missouri Bur. Mines, XIII, 
1915, table p. 303 and text) lists be. wabaahenBia as found in Cherokee shales of the Des 
Moines series, doubtful in the Henrietta, and present in all divisions of. the Missouri series 
excepting the Wabannsee stage. He also mentions M. mumata (OhoneteB meBolobw, etc.) 
as restricted to the Des Moines group (series) . (Idem. , 281.) . 
In Iowa A'. G. Leona.rd lists Jearginifera (Product"8) longiapina as found with M . muri-
cata and Oho'fletea m.eBolobuB close to AdeL H . Foster Bain na1'lUlS it as being fou.nd in the 
limestone north of Stuart, and Samuel Calvin mentions it among the fossils fOund near Logan 
in Harrison county . In the last two places it . was at the time supposed that the strata were 
in ,the Missouri series. As explained in this paper and in "The Strata ' near Stuart, Iowa," 
read before the Geologica.1 Society of America, DecembAr, 1921, it is now found that the 
st.rata are in the lower p •. rt of the Des Moines ser.ies. G. L. Smith in his earliest paper on 
"The Palaeontology ann Stratiln'aphv of the Upper Carboniferous of Iowa" (Proceedings of 
the Iowa Academy of Se.ie.nr.e, Vol. XXII, 1915), names P. m,/lT'icatu8 and P . I0'>1giapinu8 as 
both found in the City Bluff shole. In a later paper' (Idem., XXV, 535. 1918) he comments 
on criticism for idAntmcation of M. muricata in the 'Forbes (Deer Creek) and City Bluff 
!hale, and in the tahlA tho.t follows lists M. wn.bash.enBi8 as a synonym for M . longiapina. In 
his contributions published in 1916 (Idem., XXIII .... 87) he had mentioned M. longiapina as 
found near the Nyman coal, and M. wabaahenaiB as found near Thurman. The loc .. tions at 
• 
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. ,series for it is reported from both the Des Moines a:nd the 
Missouri series. . 
Comparing the faunal list from Logan with the faunal list 
from north of Stuart,87 it is noted that Fusulina (few .at ·Lo-
gan) i~ not in ·the list from. north of Stuart, ,and that Campo-
phyllum likewise is absent; as are also Productus punctatus, 
Spirifer kentuckiensis and PhiUipsia major, aU of which are re-
ported as being found in all of the subdivisions of both the 
Des Moines and Missouri I series, except that OampophyUum has 
I 
an uncertain dIstribution.. Phillipsia major is' listed as doubt-
ful in the Henrietta formation.as . The <;lharacter of the :strata 
at Logan, their · position with reference to th~ Missouri strata ' 
to the south, and with reference to the Des Moines strata near 
Stuart to the east, give evidence that the slrata at Logan be-
.long to the Des Moines series. . 
Following what seems to the writer the propel' conclusion, 
the margin. of the Des Moines series, where it disappears be-
neath the Lansing stage, . extends from near Atlantie north-
west and then west. to not far north of Crescent, leaving the 
area to the north for the location of Des Moines strata.8,9 
The above description presents the physical basis for the 
. plane separating two faunal units, one including the Kansas 
City stage, the other including the strata from the top of ,.the 
Kansas City stage to the top of the Oread,limestone.9o 
Th=an, at the Nr!llaR cpa} and at the City Bluft' beds are all .in .the Wabaunsee stage of 
· the Missouri series, the division from which in Missouri Girty did not report that species. 
F. B, Meek considered both P. spiendens ,and P. w abashen8is as synonyms of P. langill-
pinus. ( ' 'Final Report of the U. S. Geological Survey of Nehr.aska," etc., 1872, 162.) 
, C. A. White thought both P. muri~at1J.8 and P. longispin1!8 ranged "~hrough the whole of 
the Carboniferous or ,Coal ¥easure series." (U.. S. Geological Survey West of the 100th 
·Merid,ian • . IV, 1877, 119 and 120.) , 
G. H . Girty in his report on the ".Stratigraphy and :Palaeontology of the Upper <Jar· 
boniferons Rocks of the Kansas Section," (Bulletin 211 of the U. S. Geological Survey, 1903), 
· lists M. muricata as found not only in the ·Cherokee, FOI't Scott, Labette and Parsons mem-
bers of the Des Moines series but also in the peer Creek and Lecompton of the Missouri 
series: M, wabashensi8 he reports from twelve . different horizons: two in the nes Moines 
seriest nine in the Missouri series,. and o'n~ in the Permian. 
87001lected by Samuel Calvin; H. Foster Bain, Geology of Guthrie County : Io,va Geolo' 
' gical Survey, Vol. VII, p. 447. , 
Note that the strata north of Stuart are CON'elated with st1'at,a . deep down In the·. nes 
Moines series: John L . Tilton, The Strata near ,Stuart, Iowa: Bulletin of the Geologica.l So-
ciety of AmeJ;'ica, Vol. 33, p. 153, 1922, 
· 88Hinds and Greene" Stratigraphy · of the Pennsylvanian Series in Missouri, ,Missouri Bur_ 
Mines, Bull. XIII, pp. 302-307. 
89Hinds and Greene's report · on, ''The Stratigraphy of the Pennsylvanian Series in 
Missouri" mentions flve places that suggest conditions related to a disconformity close to the 
Cement City beds. They also note that in Jackson and Clay counties "0. . thin bed of impure 
' coal in places appears in 'the Cherryvale shale . above ·the Winterset limestone. One and a 
· half ·miles east· of I;ibel'ty t.he shale above the Winterset limestone "is suggestive of uncon-
·formity" (p. 128 ) ; and, while the report nani~d nMs not mention it, the upper part of the 
· Winterset limestone ·iiear Bethany FaUs, Missouri, ·'.8 e..-en more 'conspicuously -fragmental than 
it is at Winterset. .' . . 
90Idem., PP. it6· and 15'5. , " • 
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The Douglas stage is at the surface at Riverview Park north 
of Red Oak, at Fox quarries in Cass county, and on ' Turkey 
creek north of LeWis. Its northern border lies somewhat north 
of these points, and then curves into a direction approximately 
west to near Council Bluffs and then south along the Missouri 
bluffs to the Thurman·Wilson fault. The strata thai used t<J 
outcrop near Malvern are now concealed, but the excellent de-
scription of them and their fossil content · that Udden91 pre-
pared cleai-Iy identifies them ~th the beds about two miles 
. southwest of Glenwood, at the railroad bridge over Keg creek. 
The Douglas stage is therefore represented as extending south-
ward past Malvern to the fault line. The Douglas stage is also 
present in a narrow strip along the bluffs south of Glenwood 
to the Thurman-Wilson fault. . 
The Shawnee stage is well represented at Stennett in. Mont-
g mery county. With these beds are correlated the beds at 
Carson, Macedonia92 and Henderson. Likewise north of the 
fault there is an area northeast ·of Thurman and 'around Tabor 
which contains coal that Smith98 correlates with the Nodaway 
seam. Hence there is here represented an area of the un~ 
eroded strata of the Shawnee stage. 
91J. A. Udden, ' Geology of. Mills and Fremont Counties: Iowa Geological Suryey, Vol. 
XIII, p. 157. \ . 
u2Thus aggreeing with Udden: J. A. Udden, Geology of Pottawattamie County: ·Iowa 
Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, ' p. 230; but I cannot accept his correlation of ' the beds at Macedonia 
with those at Crescent, which is supported neither by sequence in character of the beds, nor 
by fossil. content. '.
98George L. Smith, Carboniferous Section in Southwestern ~owa: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. 
XIX:, p . 645. . 
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NEW ECHINODERMS FROM THE MAQUO-
KETA BEDS OF FAYETTE 
COUNTY, lOW A 
The specimens on which this second paperl on the paleon~ 
tology of the Maquoketa Beds of Iowa is based, are taken' 
from · four collections, viz.: The Field Museum of N atural His~ 
tory of Chicago,' The State University of Iowa, Walker Mu-
seum of The University of Chicago and the private collection 
of Mr. A. G. Becker of Clermont, Iowa, part of -whose collec-
tion is now on deposit at Walker Musemn. Part of the Field 
Museum specimens and nearly all of the Walker Museum speci-
mens were donated by Mr. Becker. The balance of the Field 
Museum specim.ens and all of the University of Iowa speci-
mens were collected by Mr. Slocom. 
It was originally intended to have two papers on the Echino-
derms, one on the Crinoids by Mr. Slocom followed by one on 
the Cystoids by Doctor Foerste, but as the work of, prepara-
tion progressed it was found very desirable to have the bene-
fit of Doctor Foerste's kn~wledge ot certain genera of the cri-
noids, so at the request of Mr. Slocom, he agreed to take, be-
sides the cystoids, two genera of crinoids. On account of this 
change, it was thought best to combine the two, papers as parts 
. one ~nd two of a paper .on ~'The Echinoderms." An unpub-
lished descriptio~ of a Pleurocystites from . this ' horizon and 
locality, by IDrich and Kirk, is included in pa:rt two. 
1 The first paper is on the Trilobites, Field Mus. N. R ., Gool. series, 1913, vol. 4, pp. 
43·83 and republished with slight revision, Iowa Geol. Survey, 1915, vol. XXV, pp. '187-237. 
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PART ONE 
BY ARTHUR WARE SLOCOM · 
Classification and Terminology 
. . The classification of the · Crinoids prepared by Mr. Frank 
Springer and given in the revised English edition of Zittel '8 
Textbook of Palreontology, 1913, is followed in this · pap~r, and 
for definitions of the various orders and families, the reader is 
. referred to that work. The tenninology may , be stated as 
follows: 
Crinoid: A normal crinoid cqnsists of a crown attached by 
its base to a stem or column, which is fixed to a solid body by 
a rootlike attachment. 
Test or theca: The outer sheil, composed Qf plates united 
by more or less close sutures. 
Stereom: . The shell structure or the material of which the 
test is composed, usually calcium carbonate. 
Crown: All of the crinoid above the stem. It includes the 
calyx and the arms. 
Calyx: The body of the crinoid without the free ·arms or 
stem. It includes the dorsal cup arid ventral disc or tegmen, 
and within it are enclosed the more important organs· of the 
body. . . 
. Dorsal CUIp: That ;part of the -calyx below the point of at- , 
tachment of · the free arms. It is usually more or less cup-
shaped and is composed of two or more rows of plates having 
a more or less complete. ·pentamerous symmetry; . 
·Ventral Disc, . Tegmen, Dome, etc;: That part of the calyx 
above the point of attachment of the free · arms. It is made 
up of plates .more or less regularly arranged and contains the 
mouth and usually the anal opening. 
Ba·se : That part of the dorsal cup lying between the radial 
plates and the stem. It consists of a single row of plates, the 
basals, in a monocyclic base, and of two rows of plates, the 
basals and infrabasals, in a dicyclic base. 
Rays or Brachials: The series of plates which rest upon the 
basals and extend up to ana form the arms. . The first plate 
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is always a ;part of the dorsal cup, the others mayor may not 
be a part of the cup. There are five of these, rays, except in 
the Zophocrinidae, and they are designated as follows: (Figs. 
55 and' 56) (1) right posterior ray, (2) right anterior ray, (3) 
anterior ray, (4) left anterior ray, and (5) left posterior ray. 
Interbrachial 'areas (iBr2): The plates in camerate crinoids 
situated between the rays. 
FIG. 55. • Diagram of a ;Monocyclic Camerate Crinoid. 
3 
FIG. 56. Diagram of a 
Dicyclic Crinoid. 
Anal, azygous or posterior in'terradius Xaa: The area sit-
,uated between the tight and left rays and leading :UP to , the 
anal opening. 
Ba'sals, (B): The circle of plates directly below the radials 
and alternating Witli them. ' In a monocyclic base they join the 
column. 
Infrabasals (IB): The first row of pla~es in a dicyclic base. ' 
They separate the basals from the column and are radial iIi 
position: 
Radials (R): The first plate of each ray, usually resting 
on the basals. In some families part of the radials are divided 
horizontally. The 'parts of these plates are called superradi-
2The letters in parentheses refer to those of figures 55 and 56. 
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(ds (Rs) and inferradials (Ri) respectively. (Fig. 58, p . . 337.) 
Primibrachs or Costals (IBr): Those plates of each ray ex-
tending from the radials, on which they rest, up to the first 
bif~cation. ' . 
Secwndibrachs or Distichals (IIBr): All plates of each ray 
between the first and second bifurcations. 
Tertibr.achs or Palmers (IIIBr): All plates of each ray be-
tween the second and third bifurcations. 
Intersec'Wndibrachs (ID): Any plates situated between the 
secundibrachs. 
Anal plate (X): First plate of the anal' iriterradius. It 
often rests upon the, posterior basal and is in line with the ra-
dials or nearly . so. . . 
Radianal (RA): A plate resting within the angle formed by 
two basals and below -the right posterior radial plate. It joins 
the anal plate on the left and occupies the 'position of an in-
ferradial. 
Interbr:achials (iBr): Any plates of the interbrachial areas. 
Pinnules or armlets : Small jointed appendages which are 
given off ' alternately from opposite sides of the arms and us-
ually are similar to the arms in appearance. 
Stem or Column: The ' jointed appendages which connect 
the crown of a crinoid with the attachment base. It is com-
posed of segments or columnals which are pierced by an axil-
lary canal through which passes the ligament which holds the 
stem together. When speaking of the form of a stem, the 
transverse ' section is meant. 
Brachioles : Food grooves on the ventral surface, leading to 
the mouth. 
Distal: Farthest from the stem. 
Proximal: Nearest to the stem. 
Lateral: Pertaining to the side. 
Archetype: The original form from which a class of related 
forms in plants or anin1als may qe supposed to have descended. 
Genotype: The specjes upon which a genus is based!. 
Prima'fY types : All the specimens used by the author of a 
species for the description or figures. 
a) Cotypes: All the specimens described or figured by the 
author of a species, provided no holotype is selected. 
'1 
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b) Ho~otype: The one of the types chosen and indicated by 
the author . . 
c) Allotype: A. specimen selected by the author and illus~ 
trating another part of the organism from the holotype. 
d) Paratypes: All specimens, other than the holotype 01' 
allotype, used in the descr.iption. 
S~ltpplementary or Hypotypes: Specimens described or fig-
ured after the original description to complete or correCt it. 
a) Plesiotype: A specimen from any locality used for a re~ 
. description or refiguring of the species. 
b) M etatype : A specimen from the type locality and horizon 
and identified by .the author . . 
c) Plastotype: An artificial cast or r~plica of a type. 
Authors differ widely in the use of the terms "mold," 
"cast" and impression," but as · used in this paper they may 
be defined as follows: . 
N atrwral mold: A cavity in the rock, or matrix, formed by 
natural causes, around an organism while the rock was plas-
tic; The external form of the organism is thus preserved. 
Nat~ltral cast·: The rock filling of the internal or visceral 
cavity of an organism, . the shell of the organism having served 
as .a mold. In many cases the shell . is afterwards dissolved 
'out, leaving the mold and cast in position. In such cases th~ 
space between the two indicates the thicklless of the shell. 
Impression: An artificial cast, made in a natural mold, 
which shows the external features of the . organism. Many 
kinds of materials have been used for making impressions; 
among them may be mentioned plaster, dental wax, printing 
roller composition and vulcanized rubber. The methods of 
making impressions from the two latter substances have been 
previously described by the writer.s 
Descriptions of Genera andSpecieil 
Family RHODOCRINIDAE Roemer. 
When this family was _proposed .by Roemer thedistinguish~ 
iIJ.g characters given were ·those of Rhodocrinus, the only genus 
then referred to the family. Some, of these characters are of 
generic rather than of family importance and the description 
has since been somewhat modified. 
SScience 1907, N. S. voL XXV, p. 591. 
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The last discussion of the family, so far as is . known to the 
writer, . ~as that of 'W~chsmuth and Springer in 1894, but not 
published unti11897, at which time only ten Ordovician spe-
cies, belonging to four .genera, · w:ere recognized; of these . Rho-
docrinus asperatus Billings (now Deocrinus asperatus) had 
been for nearly forty years the ' only ·member of this family re-
ported from an horizon lower than the Trenton. In Decem-
ber, 1894, Miller and Gurley described three species of Arch-
. a'e0 crinus, viz : A. peculiaris, A. asperatus and A. parvus, and 
in the following year, A. knoxensis. All these except A. pe-
culiaris belong to the genus Diabolocrinus and are here so re-
ferred!. In 1907 Hudson proppsed Deocrinus· and H ercocrinUs; 
the former to receive. Rhodoorinus asperatus Billings and the 
latter to receive three new species. In 1916 Weller described 
Atactocriinus wilmingtonensis, gen. et sp. nov., which made, 
with those described in this paper, a total of twenty-one Ordo-
vician species, divided among seven genera. More than half 
of these species are of Chazyan age. . 
. The following is a· complete bibliography of the Ordovician 
species and the table gives their vertical distribution. 
Archaeocrinus ¥ delicatulus Hudson .. . 
A. delicatulus Hudson, Bull. New York State MilS., 107, 
p .. 129; f. 8, 1907. . Chazyan' 
Archaeocrinus desideratus W. R. ·Billings . 
.Al desideratus W. R. B., Trans. Ottawa Field Nat. Club, 
2, p. 249, 1885; VV. and Sp., Mem. Mus. Compo ZooL 
Harvard, . 20, p. 257, pl. 10, f. 4 a, b, 1897; Bather, 
TreatiRe on ZooL; pt. 3, p. 200, f. 125, 1900. Trenton. 
Archaeocrinus lacunosus (Billings) . . 
Glyptocrinus lacunosus BilL, Geol. Surv. Canada, Rep. 
Prog. 1853-1856, p. 261, 1857; idem, Decade 4, p~ 61, pI. 
. 8, figs. · 3a-3e, 1859. . . ' .. 
A. laC'lIDosus W. and Sp., Proc. Acad .. Nat. SCl. IPhiladel-
phia, 1881, p. 364; Mem. Mus. Compo Zool. Harvard. 20 
p. 255, pl. 10, fig; 1, 1897; Springer, Mlem. GeoL Surv. 
Canada, 15P, p. 11, 1911. . Trenton. 
Archaeocrinus microbasilis (Billings). . . . 
Thysanocrinus (Rhodocrinus) microbasilis Bill., GeoL 
Surv. Canada, Rep,. Prog. f01: 1853-1856, p. 264, 1857. 
Rhodocrinus microbasilis Bill., Geol. Surv. Canada, Decade 
. 4, p. 63, 'Pl. 6. fig. 2, 1859. . 
A. microbasilis W. and Sp., Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadel-
phia,p. 364, 1881, Mem. Mus. Compo ZooL Harvard, 
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20, - p. 256, pI. 10, figs. 2a - c, 1897; Springer, Mem. 
Geol. Surv. Canada, 15P, p. 11, 1911. . Trenton. 
Archaeocrinus obconicus Slocom. . 
A. obconicus sp. nov. This paper: Maquoketa. 
Archaeocrinus peculiaris Miller and Gurley. 
A. peculiaris M. and G., Bull. illinois St. Mus. ~ at. Rist., 5, 
p. 17, pI,. 2, figs. 1-3, 1894; ' Miller. North American 
Geol. Pal., 2d. App., p. 734, lfigs. 1209-1300, 1897. 
Chazyan. 
Archaeocrinu.s pyriforInis (Billings). ) 
Thysanocrinus (Rhbdocrinus) pyriforInis Bill., GeoI. Surv. 
Canada, Rep. Prog. for 1853-1856, p. '262, 1857. 
Rhodocrinus pyriformis Bill., Geol. Surv. Canada, Decade 
4, p. 61, pI. 6, figs. 1a - 'd, 1859 . . . 
A. pyriformis W. and Sp., Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadel-
phia, 1881, p. 364; Mem. Mus. Compo ZooL Rarvard; 
20, p. 255, pI. 10, figs. 3a-b, 1897; ;Grabau and Shimer, 
North American Inde~ Fossils, 2, p. 550, 1910; Spring-
er, Mem. Geol. Surv. Canada, 15P, p. 11, 1911. 
. . Trenton. 
Atactocrinus wilIningtonensis Weller. 
A. wilmingtonensis Weller, Contrib. Walker Mus., Univ. 
of Chicago, .vol. 1, No. 10, 'p. 239, pL 15, figs. 1-10, 1916. 
. Richmond. 
Deocrinus asperatus (Billings). . 
Rhodocrinus asperatus Bill., Geol. Surv. Canada, Dec. 4, 
p. 27, pl. 1, figs. 4a - 4e, 1859. 
Archaeocrinus asperatus W. and Sp., Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. 
Philadelphia, 1886, p. 301. .' 
Deocrinus asperatus Rudson,Bull. New York St. Mus. 107, 
p. 122, fig. 5, pl. 8, 1907. Chazyan. 
Diabolocrinus asperatus (Miller and Gurley). 
Arcliaeocrinus asperatus M. and G., BUll. illinois St. Mus. 
Nat. Rist. 5, p. ~9,pl. 2, figs. 7-9, 1894;, Miller, 2d. 
. App., North American Geol.. Pal., · p. 734, fig. 1296, . 
1297, 1897. 
D. hieroglyphieus W. and Sp., Mem. Mus. Compo Zool. 20, 
p. 252, pI. 10, figs. 5a-c, 1897. " Chazyan. 
Diabolocrinus knoxensis (Miller and Gurley). . 
I Archaeocrinus knoxensis M. and G., Bull. Illinois St. Mus. 
Nat. Rist. 6, p. 34, pI. 3, figs. 12~15, 1895.-
Diabolocrinus parvus (Miller and Gurley). 
Archaeocrinus parvus M. and G., Bull. Dlinois St. Mus. Nat . . 
Rist. 5, p~ 21, pI. 2, figs. 26~28, 1894; Miller, North 
. American Geo,l. Pal., 2d. App. p. 734, fig. 1298, 1897. 
. . Chazyan. 
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Diabolocrinus perplexus Wachsmuth and Springer. 
D. perplexus W. and Sp., Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. Harvard, 
20, p. 250~ pI. 11, figs, la, b, 1897. Chazyan. 
Diabolocrinus vesperalis (White). 
Rhodocrinus vesperalis White, Proc. U. S. Nat,. Mus., 2, 
p. 259, pI. 1, figs. 11, 12, 1880; 12th Ann. Rpt. U. S. 
Geol. Surv. Terr., p. 129, pl.,35, figs. 4a~b, 1883. 
D. vesperalis W. and Sp., Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. Harvard, 
20, pp. 251, 262,. pI. 11, figs. 1c-d, 1897; Wood, Bull. U. 
, S. Nat. Mus., 64, .p. 104, 1909. 
Gilbertsocrinus americanus Troost, Proc. Am. Asso. Adv. 
Sci. 2, p. 61, 1850 (nom.. nud.). ' ' 
Lyriocrinus sculptilus Miller. (not Hall), Jour Cin. Soc. 
, Nat. Hist. 5, p. 83, pI. 3, figs. 6a, b, p. 117, 1882. 
Archaeocrinus sCulptus W. and Sp., Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. 
Philadelphia, 1885, p. 320. Miller, North American' 
Geol. Bal., p. 225, fig. 250, 1889. Chazyan. 
Hercocrinus bee cheri Hudson. 
Lyriocrinlis beecheri Hudson, Bull. New York St. Mus. 80, 
p. 277, figs. 4, 5, pI. 3, figs. 1-4, 1905. 
H. beecheri Hudson, Bull. New York St. Mus. ' 107, p. 127, 
1907; Chazyan. 
Hercocrinus elegans Hudson'. , 
H. elegans Hudson, Bull. New York St. Mus. 107, p. 125, ' 
pI. 9, text fig. 6, 1907; Grabau and 'Shimer, North 
American, Index F,ossils, 2, p. 549, 1910. Chazyan. 
Hercocrinus ornatus Hudson. ' 
H. ornatus Hudson, BulL New York St. Mus. 107, p. 127, 
pI. 10, text fig. 7, 1907; Grabau and Shimer, North 
American Index Foss. 2, p. 549, 1910. Chazyan. 
Maquoketocrinus ornatus Sloe om. 
, M. ornatus sp. nov. This paper. ' Maquoketa. 
Raphanocrinus gemmeus Hudson. 
R. gemmeus Hudson, Bull. New York St. Mus. 80, p. 280, 
,fig. 6, pI. 2, figs: 1-5, 1905. Chazyan. 
Raphanocrinus sculptus (Miller). 
Glyptocrinus: sCulptus Miller, Jour. Cincinnati Soc. Nat. 
Hist. 5, p. ' 37, pI. 1, fig. 2, 1882; idem, 6, p. 224, 1883; ' 
James, idem, 19, p. 116, 1897. 
R. sculptus W. and Sp., Mem. Mus. Compo ZooL Harvard, 
20. p. 260. pI. 10, fig. 3, 1897. Richmond. 
Raphanocrinus subnodosus (Walcott) . . 
Glyptocrinus f subnodosus Walcott, 35th. Re'pt. New York 
St. Mus., p. 208, pI. 17, fig. 3, 188'3; Miller, Jour; Cin-
, cinnati Soc.' Nat. Hist: 6, p. 227, 1883. . 
R. subnodosus W. and Sp., Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadel. 
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phia,p. 321, 1885 ~ Mem. Mus. Co.mp. Zo.o.I. Harvard, 
20, p. '259, pI. 11, fig. 2, 1897. ' Trenton. 
CHAZYAN TRENTON EDEN ANn .RICHMOND TOTAL 
MAYSVILLE MAQUOKETA 
Archaeocrinus 2 4 1 7 
Atactocrinus 1 1 
Deocrinus 1 1 
Diabolocrinus 5 5 
Hercocrinus 3 3 
Maquoketocrinus ·1 1 
Raphanocrinu,s 1 1 1 3 
Total 12 5 4· 21 
Lack o.f representatio.n in the Eden or Maysville· is signifi-
cant. Altho.ugh, o.f co.urse, no. o.ne wo.uld care to. predict that 
no. species referrable to. this family will ever be ~o.und in these 
beds, there is reaso.n to. believe that in many Richmo.nd fo.rms 
the line of descent fro.m the Trento.n is no.t thro.ugh the Mays-
ville. Mrs. McEwan4 finds this recurrence o.f Trenton fo.rms in 
the Richmond also. to. be well illustrated in the ~latystrophias. 
The family may be defined as follo.ws: 
Dicyclic crino.ids with lower brachials and interbrachials 
fo.rming an impo.rtant part of the do.rsal cup. Radifils sepa-
rated all aro.und by interbrachials. Infrabasals: five; basals 
five. Anal area' slightly and in many cases no.t at all different 
, fro.m tho.se o.f the oUl.er interrays. . 
ANALYSIS OF ORDOVICIAN GENERA OF THE RHODOORIIDDAE 
I. Anal interradius generally with additio.nal plates. 
1. Arms biserial, branching. 
A. First interbrachial surro.unded by supplemen-
tary plates. . 
a. Interbrachials not continuo.us o.nto. the 
tegmen; secundibrachs pinnulate, 
some o.f the pinnules inco.rpo.rated in ' 
the do.rsal cup. 
Tegmen composed o.f numero.us small _ 
plates fo.rming a basin, with margins 
at the arm bases; a central mound 
contains the anus; first secundibrachs 
bear a large pinnule which meets its 
neighbo.r o.ver the interbrachials; jn-
terbrachial areas not unifo.rm; anal 
4Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 56, pp. 383-448 . 
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area not clearly distinguishable ........... . 
................................................ Hercocrinus 
Anus sub central at the end of a tube; 
anal interradius' differing but little 
from' the others; interseeundibrachs 
present .............................. ~ ....... Deocrinus 
b. Interbrachials continuous onto the teg-
men; anus at the end of a tube; no in-
, tersecundibrachs ............ Diabolocrinus 
B. First interbrachials not surrounded by supple-
mentary plates; antis without a tube; inter-
brachials numerous, continuous onto the 
tegrilen; jnterseClmdibrachs usually present 
.................. -' .... : .............................. Archaeocrinus 
2. Arms uniserial, not branching .............. Raphanocrinus 
Anal interradius without additional plates, pentamerous 
symmetry not interrupted. 
a. Secundibrachs not incorporated in the dorsal cup; 
interbrachials continuo-q,s onto the teginen ........... . 
....... : .........................•... : ...•................. = .. Maquoketo!CI'inus 
b. , Basals, radials and first interbrachials about equal; 
right and left anterior interbrachials riot in con-
, tact with th~ basals .................................. Atactocrinus 
G~nus .A.RCHAEOCRINUS Wachsmuth and Springer. 
ARCHAEOCRINUS OBCONICUS sp. nov., Plate XXIX, figs. 10-13. 
Type Specimens Nos. P.17106 and P.11265 Field Museum, 
Chicago. . 
,, ' The calyx is obconical or subovate, slightly constricted at the 
arm-bases, greatest width at the height of ' the second primi-
brachs, which is about equal to its length. Base dicyclic vlith 
a pentalobate canal. The surface of the plates is coV'ered with 
rather indistinct, crowded, parallel, raised striae. On the , in.: 
, frabasals the striae are parallel to the lateral edg'e:> of the 
plates'; on the basals, radials, interbrachials, etc'., they ar~ at 
right angles to the sutures and divide the surface into more or 
less regUlar rhombs whose shorter axes , are' the lengths of the 
various edges of the plates and whose longer axes connect the 
centers of the' adjoining plates. Sutures very , inconspicuous. 
Aside from the striae, there are five rat4er broad, ill-defined 
ridges which originate at the columnar facet, follow the sutures 
between the 'infrabasals and extend across the basal plates, 
forming an obtusely pentagonal base. The surface of the nat-
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ural cast indicates that the inner surfac~ ' of the plates bore ' 
many irregularly placed nodes and that the median line of 
each ray was marked by a rather wide groove, but no indica-
tion of either the nodes or the grooves is visible on the outer 
surface, of the plates. 
Infrabasals five, equal, higher than wide. Basals five, hep-
tagonal, truncated above at their meeting with the first inter-
brachials. The basals are the largest plates in the ' calyx and 
with the infrabasals form a cup having a width about twice its 
height Radials five, pentagonal, except the left posterio-lat-
eral, which is hexagonal, having' one side in contact with the 
second row of plates 'in the anal interradius, pointed below. 
First primibrachs hexagonal, about ,the size of the radials. 
Se'cond or axial primibrachs about ' half the size of the first, 
heptagonal, bearing on their superior edges the secundibrachs, 
only the first pair of which are preserved in the type specimen 
but, as these give no evidence of arm-facets, there probably 
were others separated by intersecundibrachs. First interbrach-
ials heptagonal, somewhat larger than the radials, in contact 
with the basals, thus separating the radials from each other, 
followed by two plates in the second row and three each in the 
third and fourth rows. The anal area is wider than the other 
interbrachial areas; the anal plate is followed by three plates 
in the second row. 'The upper part of the anal area is missing 
in this specimen. 
MeasurementS : 
Holotype: Diameter on anterior axis 
Diameter on lateral IIJds 
Diameter at top of basals , 
Height to top of axillary primibrach 
Height to top of basals 
. Allotype: Diameter at top of bl\sals 
Height to top of basals 
Estimated measurements of a complete caly:1t: 
Diameter on anterior axis 
Height over all 
21.0 mID. 
i8.0 =. 
15.2 inm. 
· 21.6 rum. 
7.1 mm. 
17.1 =. 
8.6 nim.. 
23.0 =. 
24.0 mm. 
This species resembles A. pyriformis (Bill.), from the Tren-
ton of Canada, in having the infrabasals visible in a side view 
of the calyx Instead of being situated in a concave base, as in 
other species. .It diffe:r:s from A. pyriformis in having ,two 
pairs of secundibrachs in each ray instead of six pairs, in the 
orn:pnentation and the relative size of the various plates. ' 
I 
, '. 
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The ,holotype is a ' nearly complete natural cast in ' chert (P. 
17106) on which the sutures are 'well marked; the allotype (P. 
1i1265) has the following plates preserved: the infrabasals, 
the basals, two radials and an interbrachial. ' Both specimens 
are in the collections of the Field Museum of Natural History. 
The former was donated by Mr. A. G. Becker and- the latter 
was collected by the writer. , 
Horizon and locali.ty.-Lower Maquoketa beds at Clerm;ont. 
Genus MAQUOKETOCR~NUS gen. nov. 
Base dicyclic. Pentamerous symmetry complete; amil area 
not distinguishable from the other interbrachial areas. In- -
frabasals five. Basals ' heptagonal, 
• ~~IH a truncated above where' they join the 
lB. " first interbrachials thus sepa:rating 
R ~ the radials from each other. Radials ~~: 18. pentagon~l, pointed below. Primi-~~ ~ brachs two in each ray, the second or ~,\t'>~' ,R) B~:~B . , , 8, r ',8' axillary plate having arm-facets on its distal edges. Secundibrachs not in-
corporated ,in ' the dbrsal cup. Col-
umn, judging from the columnar 
FIG. 57. Diagram of Maquoketocrinu8 facet, round with a pentagonal canal. 
This genus belongs to the, group of the Rhodo~rinidae hav-
ing no extra plates in the anal area~ , The group. includes , the 
.American genus Lyriocrinus, from the Silurian, and the Eur-
opean genera Anthemocrinus from the Silurian and Rhipido-
crinus from the Eifel. This genus is distinguished from the 
. other memb'ers of the group by 'the absence ofsecundibrachs 
in the dorsal cup. . ' , 
MAQUOKETOCRINUS ORNATUS sp. n·ov., Plate xxx, figs. 12, 13. 
Type' specimen No.P. , 16840 Field Museum, Chicago. 
The 'calyx is cup-shaped,height equal to its diameter at arm-
bases, having ' a flat base with sides expanding at first abruptly 
and then gently to the arm-bases. Base d!icyclic. Pentamerous 
symmetry complete, anal area not distinguishable from the 
other interbrachial areas. The plates of the dorsal cup are 
slightly convex and are ornamented with raised lines usually 
radiating from a central 'node and meeting the sutures at right 
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angles, where they join simila1,' lines from adjoining plates; 
many of these lines become obsolete before reaching the cen-
tral nodes. Besides these radiating lines there are ridges com-
posed of two or more parallel, raised lines which originate at a 
point a little below th~ center of each basal plate and extend 
laterally until they meet the ridges from the adjoiliing basals, 
thus forming a transverse ridge subparallel to the proximal 
edges of the basal plates. Two similar ridges extend obliquely 
from these subcentral point~ to the . centers of the adjoining 
radials where they unite with ridges from another basal and 
continue along each ray, becoming more .prominent until, at the 
distal edges of the axillary primibrachs,. they form a pro-
nounced protuberance . :which. bears the arm-facets. Sutures 
indistinct. 
Infraba.sals five, equaJ, about half of their length extending 
beyond ' the column. Together they form a flat pentagonal 
. disc, with a slight concavity for the reception of the stem. Ba-
sals . five, equal, a ' trifle . smaller than ' the radials, . heptagonal, 
with their distal edges t:runcate~ where they jo:m the. first in-
terbrachials. Radials five,. equal, pentagonal, apout equal in 
.size to the first mterbrachials .. Primibrachs two to each ray; 
the first hexagonal, .nearly as la~ge as the radials; the second 
an, axillary plate, pentagonal, higher than wide, . bearing on its ' 
superior · edges 9blique facets for the attachment of the free 
arms. . Secimdibra.chs not incorporated in the dorsal ciIp. 
First interbrachials about ~qual in size to the radials, resting 
on the basals, thus separating the . radials from each other, :· 
follow~d by two ·. smaller plates in the second row and others 
in the third row, which appear to connect with the ' plates. of 
the tegmen. Column,. judging from the columnar facet on the 
infrabasals,. round with a pentagonal canal. . . 
The above description is based on a single' speci:rp.en, the 
holotype, (P. 16840) in the collections of the Field Museum of 
-Natural History, a nearly complete dorsal cup having the 
arms, tegmen and stem missing. 
H o'rizo1J and locality.---Lower Maquoketa shal~, Clermont. 
Collected and donated by Mr. A. G. Becker. 
\ 
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I 
Famiiy CYATHOCRINIDAE 
Subfamily . CARABOCRININAE 
Genus POROCRINUS Billings 
"Generic Characters.-Cup composed of three series of 
plates, with one or more small intetraQ.ials on one side and 
with a nuInber of poriferous areas s~ilar to pectinated 
. rhombs of the Cystidea . . 
"In this genus there · are five pelvic plates, five subradials, 
and five fir.st primary radjals alternating with each other, as in 
Poteriocrinus, Cyathocrinus and other allied genera. The 
principal new character upon which the genus is founded con-
sists in the pr.esence of poriferous areas." . (Billings~ . Geol. 
Surv. Canada, Rpt. Prog., 1853-56,p. 279, 1857.) 
In his discussion of P. conicus, ,Billings refers to the pori-
ferOlls areas as 'probably having the same function as pecti-
nated rhombs although differing in form and position on the 
plate. He says the pores consist of fine elongate parallel slits, 
which appear to penetrate the plates. . 
Zittel considered the so-called poriferous areas to be pecti-
nated 'rhombs and referred the genus to the cystidean family 
Cryptocrinidae. (Handb. Pal., I, p. 420, 1879.) 
BatheT recognized that the angles of the plates consisted of 
series of folds and not of openings through the plates. He 
considered Porocrinus, to be a dicyclic, lnadUI).ate crinoid and 
placed it in the family Palreocrinidae. (Treatise ' on Zoology, 
pt. III, 'p. 172, 1900.) 
Springer places Porocrinus in the subfamily Carabocrininae 
of his Inadunata Fistulata. (Zittel-Eastman Textb. Pal., p. 
217, 1913.) " 
The generic characters, as now understood, may be stated 
as follows: Calyx obconical to globular; basedicyelic; column 
composed: of thin segments rapidly decreasing in size ' from 
the calyx. Infrabasals five; hasals five; ' radials five with nar-
row, well defined facets; arms uniserial, not branched; axial 
canal not separate from the ventral groove; anal plate in line 
with the radi~ls; radianal rhomboidal, not separating the right 
posterior r:;tdial from the right posterior lateral basal. Teg-
men composed of five rather thick orals, the posterior one a 
. madreporite, which support the ambulacra on their adjacent 
. ' 
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edges and ~urround the pentagonal peristome; anal opening 
situated between the anal, pqsterior. oral and the superior lat-
eral edges · of the posterior radials, no anal tube. Deep . folds 
. lie at the angles of the plates airected towards ·the angles . and 
not passing at right angles across the sutures nor forming 
openings tJ;ITough the plates. (See PI. XXX, fig. 14.) 
POROCRINUS FAYETTENSIS sp. nov., Plate XXIX, figs. 14-22;' PI. 
XXX, fig. 14 . 
. The type material upon ,which this species is based consists 
of five complete calyces free from the matrix·, one calyx at~ 
tached to the matrix and having parts ·of an arm and stem in 
position, a complete natural cast, two pieces of stem, and, a 
number, . of s-epaTate plates; of these, the holotype (U. C. 
24700), is in the collection's of Walker Museum, of . the Univer-
sity of· Chicago; three calyces (P.1l262, 16935, 17000), a nat-
·ural cast (P.16841) and stem~ (P.11135) are in the collec-
tions of the Field M useu;m of Natural History; two calyces 
(Nos. 3694, 3695) are in 'the collections of the State University 
of Iowa. 
The calyx is subglobular, aside from the ornamentation. 
The plates of the dorsal cup, above the infrabasals, are · orna-
mented. with central nodes ,from which rounded ridges extend 
to the middle of. ~ach edge of the ·plate and join the ridges 
froID thp adjoining plates. On the infrabasals, the ridges 
cross the plates, forming the edges of the columnar facets, then 
follow the sutures upward joining the ridges on the basals. 
The angles of the plates are made up of series of folds; the· 
middle fold bispcts the angle of tIle plate and the, other::; are 
paranel to it. Sutures not sHuated in grooves; surface of 
plates finely granular. Arms five, not branched. Column· ob-
tusely pentagonal, diminishing rapidly in size from. the calyx:; 
segments thin, crenulated' · on their superior edges; · canal 
roundly pentalobate (fig. 22). The natural cast is in the form 
of an elongate spheroid slightly flattened laterally. The im-
pressions of the folded areas at the corners of the plates, the 
sutures, and the openings through the ventral disc are well pre-~ 
served. , 
Infrabasals five, about equal in length and width, forming a 
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shallow cup. Basals five, the two posterior ones · heptagonal, 
the others hexagonal, about equal in size to the radials. Ra-
dials five, the anterior and two anterio-laterals he'Jtago,nal, the 
two posterio-laterals heptagonal; arm-facets elliptical, occupy-
. ing not more than one-fourth the width of the' radials. Radia-
nal quadrangular, resting on the edges of two basals and sup-
porting on its superior edges the right posterior radial and the 
anal plate. ' Anal plate pentagonal, resting on the posterior ba-
sal and the radianal, between the two posterior radials. Anal 
opening in line with the arm-bases ,and bordered by the thick-
ened, excavated edges of the two posterior radials, the poster-
ior oral and the anal plate: ,N 0 anal tube. The tegmen is 
covered by five thick or'als which support the ambulacrals and . 
surround the petistome, which appears to be somewhat -smaller 
than the anal ' opening. 'rhe posterior or.al is a inadreporite, 
being pierced by a hydropore. ' 
Measurements.-As aU the specimens observed have the lat-
eral diameter of the calyx shorter than the anterior, it would 
seem to be the natural form of the calyx. Most of the speci-
mens are complete and show no evidence of being crushed . 
• 
HEIGHT ANTERIOR DIAMETER LATERAL DIAMETER 
The holotype 9,8 =. 9.4 =. 8.4 =. 
The cast 8.5 =. 7.9 ,=. 7.5 =. ' 
Single plates belonging to this species were' found which are 
nearly twice the size of the corresponding plates on the types. 
In form and general appearance this species somewhat re-
sembles P. pentag,onis W. & M. but the basal plates are smaller 
in proportion to the radials, the calyx is rounder at the base 
and tne stem is pentagonal instead of round,as In ' that species . . 
. P. crassus ¥. & W., reported from the Maquoketa beds of Il-
linois, possesses little resemblance to this species; the sutures 
are situated in .grooves, the folded areas are sunken and the 
calyx is much more robust .. 
Hori.zon and locality.~Lower 'Maquoketa shale, Clermont 
and Bloomfield. 
,.!p Family DENDRDCRINIDAE Bather 
Genus DENDROCRINUS Hall 
Calyx obconical, unsymmetricaL Infrabasals five, equal, ex-
tending beyond the column. Basals five, large; four, hexa-
I 
I 
I 
I ' 
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go.nal, and equal iIi. size, the po.sterio.r o.ne heptago.nal, trun-
cated by the anal plate. . Radials five; simple in fo.ur rays, 
abo.ut equ~l in size, the right po.sterio.r o.ne much smaller; Repa-
rated from ' the basals by the radianal. Anal plate large, in 
line with the radials. Arms lo.ng and branching; ambulacral 
furro.ws deep; no. pinnules. Ventral sac stro.ngly develo.ped, 
co.mpo.sed o.f 'numero.us small, hexago.nal, alternately interlo.ck- . 
ing plates o.f abo.ut equal size. Co.lumn usml11y pentago.nal. 
DENDRo.CRINUS KAYI sp~ no.v., Plate XXIX, figs. 1-4. 
Calyx irregularly o.bpyramidal, increasing abruptly in size 
fro.ll! the co.lumnar facet to. the middle o.f the basals where it 
is pentangular in transverse sectio.n, while the transverse sec-
tio.n at the arm bases is hexangular, the angles being furnished 
by the five arm bases and the anal ridge. Anal area very wide, 
the distance between the po.sterio.r arms being mo.re than twice 
that between any o.ther two. adjacent arms; this makes the an-
terio.r-po.sterio.r diameter o.f the calyx much less than the lat-
eral diameter; height so.mewhat less than the lo.nger diameter 
at the arm bases. The calyx is o.rnamented by several series 
o.f ridges, the mo.st pro.minent o.f which originate at the co.l-
umnar facet and fo.llo.w . the directio.n o.f the sutures between 
thfl infrabasals upward to. a po.int near the middle o.f the ba-
sals whe~e they bifurcate, fo.rming a no.de, and extend o.bliquely 
upward acro.ss the radials . to. the arm bases where they meet 
ridges fro.m the adjo.ining basals, except in the rightpo.sterio.r 
ray where these ridges jo.in .o.n the radianal plate and cDntinue 
.acro.ss. the radial to. the arm ,base. TheseriQges are co.ntinua- . 
tio.ns o.f , angles o.f the co.lumn and are mo.st pro.minent. at the 
base. ' Ano.ther series co.nsists Df two. o.r three threaq.like paral-
lel ridge~ which extend transver~ely between the basal no.des. 
These with the o.ther series divide the surface; o.f the calyx into. 
a number o.f mo.re o.r les's co.ncave tri~ngles; three rather . in-
distinct ridges extend inward fro.m. the angles and meet at the 
center o.f these triangles, which is ·also. the· meeting-place o.f the 
sutures between the plates. SiX parallel ridges co.nnect the 
arm bases .near the tops o.f the radials but these ridges do. ·no.t 
Cro.RS the azygo.us area; o.n the azygo.us area a pro.minent ridge 
extends upward fro.m the no.de o.n the po.sterio.r basal acro.ss 
the anal plates up o.n to. the ventral sac. 'Height o.f the ' calyx 
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at the anterior ray 11.0 mm.; anterior-posterior diameter at ' 
arm bases 9.1 mm.; lateral diameter 12.5' mm: 
Infrabasalsfive, eqllcal, pentagonal. Basals five; four hexa-
gonal, about the size of the radials, the posterior basal hepta-
gonal, truncated distally by the anal plate and the largest plate 
in the calyx. , Radials five; three hexagonal, ' two pentagonal; 
, right posterior radial smaller than the others, being truncated , 
proximally by the radianal plate. Together with the left pos- , 
terior radial it supports the ventral sac. Arm , facets promi~ 
nent, occupying less than half the width of the radials. Arms 
uniserial, branching, primibrachs three to five in each ray; se-
cundibrachs -six to eight pairs'; tertibrachs present but number 
unknown; no pinnules. J!'irst anal plate hexagonal, about twice 
as ' wide as. 'high, resting ' on 'the posterior basal and between 
the two posterior radials; from whose superior edges rise the 
plates of the ventral sac. Hadianal pentangular; resting on the 
superior edges of the posterior and right posterior basals and 
supportini the right ,posterior radial which it separates from 
the , basals. Ventral sac transversely elliptical in section, 
plates small, hexagonal, width several , times their height, 
grouped in a number of alternately interlpcking vertical series; 
surface ornar.nented with well' defined longitudinal ridges pass-
ing along the middle of each series of plates. . These ridges are 
connected by fine threadlike oblique ridges so placed as to give 
a zigzag ,appearance. Length of ventral sac unknown, the 
portion preserved on the holotype extends twenty-seven mm. 
above the arm bases'. Column, judging from the columnar fa-
cet, pental).gruar with a quinquepartite canaL Stems ,like the 
one figured are comparatively abundant in the shales in which 
the holot.ype was found and as the section' of the pase of the 
calyx and that of this column are similar there seems to be ~ 
little doubt that they belong to the 'saine species. Th~ column 
i~ acutely pentagonal' in its upper portion and , gradually 
changes to a regular. pentagon lower down. The segments of 
, the column are relatively thin and are arranged in pairs con-
sisting of. a very. thi,n segment and ~me about four times as 
thick with ,rounded nodes at the angles. The sutures between 
the segments, fOJ;m wavy lines. 
This.. species s@mewliat resembles D.' casei from a siinilar 
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horizon ~ the Ohio Valley but the ridges are fewer in number 
and . more prominent, the proportions of the height to the 
width of the calyx are different and the primibrachs and se-
cundibrachs of a much smaller specllnen consist of about a half 
more plates than in this species. 
Hor:izon and locality.-The holotype, the only specimen 
known, was collected by Mr. A. G. Becker in the Upper Ma-
quoketa shale at Patterson's Springs, near Brainard. The 
specimen is' a part of Mr. Becker's colle.ction but is now on de.: 
posit in Walker Mus~um, The Univ.ersity of Chicago .. 
Family HETERO~RINIDAE 
Genus ECTENOCRINUS S. A. Miller 
. General form. very elongate; ' calyx small, subcylindrical, 
mo~erately expanded; basals ' five, unequal; radials irregul~r, 
four plates in three series before th~ ' bifurcation of the free 
arms, and three in each of the other two series; arms ten, long; 
pinnU:les strong; 'azygous plates three, following each other, 
0 0, ~uG v~ 0W but not in a direct line; vault 008 IBr ~ ~ ~ unknown' column very long . c:::::J ~ cmLJ ClliLJ C::=J LiE:] . . , , , 
r-;l G [~ 1;1 G roun~, tripartite, and attached 
LJ ~ c::v L:J Q!:J by an expanded base. Genotype, 
·F'"if?S. CZiigraf!?EC~rintu/CD E. simplex (Hall). (Original de-
scription, North American Geol. & Pal. rp. 242). To this may 
be added; secundibrachs syzygal, forming pairs of which the 
distal plate only is pinnulate; anal tube straight and narrow. 
ECTENOCRINUS RAYMOND! sp. nov., Plate XXIX, figs. 5-.9 . 
. Type spe~imen number 24701, Walker Museum, The Univer-
sity or" Chicago. 
The' calyx is small, obconical, regularly tapering, height to 
the top of the radials somewhat less tlian the width at that 
place. Surface of the plates smooth, sutures rather inconspi-
cuous, not situated in grooves. Arms ten, subcircular in sec-
tion, uniserial, ' composed of plates having their length about 
half their width and edges nearly parallel near the bifurc!ttion 
but much shorter and cuneiform farther up. These plates are 
in pairs of which the distal plate only is pinnulate, the pin-
mlies being on alternate sides of the arm so that there is a pin-
nule on each side to every four arm-plates. The lateral mar-
\ 
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gms of the arms are marked "vith shallow, rounded grooves 
which are at right angles to the . axis of -the -arms. These 
grooves are situated on the sutures, and -many of them are on 
alternate sutures but in some cases they are on intervening 
sutures while, in others there are two sutures between grooves. 
On the first examination these grooves appeared to be sockets 
for the attachment of the pinnules but upon further study they 
seem to become obsolete before reaching the ventral margin 
of the arms where the pinnules are attached and also they are 
more n~erous than the pinnules. _ (Figs. 8 and 9.) Stem 
circular, composed of thin segp+ents, gradually diminishing in 
size from the base of the cal~; canal tripartite. 
Basals five, the -right posterior-lateral regularly pentagonal, 
the others irregularly so. ' Radials five, the largest plates in 
the calyx. The anterior one is hexagonal, the left posterior ra-
dial -is heptagqnal, but neither- of these possesses an angle on 
its proximal edge ' where it joins the basals. The other three 
radials are compound, the inferradials are pentagonal, pointed 
below, width more than twice the height, the superradialsr are 
quadrangular except the right "posterior which is pentagonal, 
the extra side on each of the posterior radials is caused by 
contact with the anal plate. Prirrlibrachs two t9 each raYt the 
first rectangular, the second, an axillary plate, pentagonal, 
' both wider than, high. Secundibrachs many, either rectangular 
or cuneiform. The anal series consists of three plates, the 
first pentangular, resting between the distal edges of the pos-
,terior radials, followed by a larger hexangular plate which 
supports a ,very small plat~ which appears to be ,quadrangular. 
Other ~nal plates and the ventral sac are invisible, being cov-
ered by the arms. ' 
MearUrements.-Asthe specimen IS -somewhat crushed lat-
erally, the first measurement is 'estimated : 
Diameter of calyx "at_ top of the radials 
Diameter of the base {)f calyx , 
Diameter of .stem 10 mm. below the base 
Height from base to top of radials 
Height from base to top of axillary primibrachs 
6.0 mm. , 
3.8 mm. 
2.0 mm._ 
4.5 mm. 
7.1 mm. 
Of the three known species of the genus, this species ap-
proa~hes E. gmndis (Meek) froIl). the Eden and Lower Mays-
ville beds of the Ohio Valley. In size, plate formulae and gen-
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eral proportions they are similar but in E. raymondi the arm-
plates . are shorter in proportion to their width .and the pin-
nules are more slencl,er. The m9st conspicuous character is 
the. presence of t~ansverse grooves on the lateral margins of 
the arms and the fact that the dorsal margins of .the arms are 
arcuate in this species and flattened in E. grandis. 
The holotype was collected by Dr. P. E. Raymond of Har-
vard University and. the specific !.lame ~s given in his honor. 
Horizon and locality.-Lower Maquoketa limestone at Cler-
mont. 
HETEROCRINUS~ Plate XXX, figs. 15-17. 
A number. of attachment bas.es . which seem to belong ~o the . 
above or a closely related genus are in these collections. All ' 
were .attached to some object when alive but the larger ones 
have since been separated. 'They vary in size from 5 to 28 
min. across their radicular expansions and from 1 to 9 mID. in 
height. The attachment area for the column is circular, more 
or less concave in the larger specimens, and marked with well-
defined ridges. r~diating from the center.' . 
The largest specimen observed (fig. 16) is shown natural 
size. ' It measured 28 mID. in greatest spread of its radicular 
expansions and 9 mID. in height; the .circular attachment area, 
'which is 9 mID. in diameter ·and: · slightly concave, is covered 
with fine ridges radiating from the axial ·canal.Thes·e ridges · 
increase both oy int~rstitial additions and by bifurcation, some 
of the ridges hiflJ.rcating three times. Near the m~rgin there 
are eight ridges in a space of 2 mID. . , 
Another .specimen (fig. 17), also shown .naturalsize, 13 nun. 
in spread of its radicular expansions and 3 mID. high,. is char-
acterized by its deeply concave attachment area. This area 
is 5 m.m. in diameter,. 2 mm. deep and is ornamented w:i,th radi-
.ating ri~ges similar to those on the large;r specimen .. 
. The 'shell of an Orthoceras bears one attachment .base whose 
. :radicular expansi~ns have a spread pf 10: IDm., four . b~ses wjth 
a spread of 8 mID., five bases with a spread· of 6 mID., one base 
. with spread of 5 mID., and several still smaller elevations which 
probably repre.sent still younger stages of growth, though their 
preservation is not such as to permit their 'identification with 
certainty. Most of these attachment bases do not exceed 1 mm. 
· . 
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in height but two are from 2 to 2.5 mm. in height. The area 
for the attachment of the column is, in the case of ' the larger 
specimens, from 2 to 2.5 mm. in diameter. Four of these bas'es 
are shown in figure 15, magnified three and op.e-half diameters. 
The upper one is, sirnil,ar; except in size, to the largest speci-
men. (Fig. 16.) It measures 8 mm. in width, 2 mm. in height ' 
and the diameter of the surface for the attachment of the col-
umn is about 2 mm. 
Eventually, no doubt, much will be learned regarding these ' 
attachment· bases of the Heterocrinids, but with our present 
knowledge, we are unable to connect them with any of- the col-
'umns or calyces wEich are associated with them. ' 
Specimens.-Field Musemn Nos. P.16882 and 16934. 
Horizon and locality.-Lower Maquoketa shales at Clermont. 
CRINOID STEMS OR COLUMNS 
Associated with the above described crinoids are a quantity 
of stems. , The majority of tliem are , disarticulated colum!lals , 
but there are also a number of stem fragments in which many 
columnals are attached~ ,With our present knowledge, there 
seems to! be no way of correlating these colu.mnals with any of 
the calyces but there are a number of unusual forms among 
them which seem to be worth describing. 
CRINOID COLUMN "A" 
This type of stem is characterized by thin, flat columnals; 
more or less regularly alternating in thickness; serrated su-
ture lines and a profoundly pentalobate axillary canal, each 
lobe being narrowly obovate in form. The collections contain 
many fragments, of these stems ranging from a single columnal 
up to thirty or more columnals in length. In general appe!lr": 
ance these stems resem@e thos.e' of gener.a belonging to the or"' 
der Flexibilia but several of these speciinens have the lower 
row of plates of the base preserved and in all cases they are 
five in number arid equaL As the base of flexible crinoids con-
sists of three unequai plates, these can hardly be referred to 
that order. In the specimens of ,this type of, columnals 'there 
are three kinds with characters ' distinct enough to be at least 
of specific importance: . 
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CRINOID COLUMN "AA", Plate XXX, figs. 1, 2. 
This stem is 'circular, gradually tapering from the top of the 
row qf plates. The surface is smooth except for the serrated 
suture lines. The columnals are tliin and irregularly alternat-
ing in thick:ness. Tlie upper and lower surfaces of the col-
umnals are flat and marked 'with radiating lines which are 
deep at the margins, giving crenulated edges to the colum:p.als, 
and gradually becoming obsolete on approaching the axillary 
canal. The row of plates, probably infrabasals, are five in 
number, equal, and together they form a shallow cup with 
. straight sides, somewhat expanding upward. .The narrowobo-
vate lobes of the canal are oppoflite the sutures between these 
plates, and are somewhat more slender than those in "Ab." 
This column is known by fonr fragments ranging in length 
from about 7.0 mID. to 20.0 mID. and from 4.7 mm. to 7.6 mID. 
in diameter. The specimen figured measures: length 11 mID., 
diameter of upper columnal 7.0 ·mm., diameter of lower colum-
nal 5.5 mID. 
]~ield Museum P. 16862 and 'Walker Museum 27042. 
Horizon and locality.-Upper Maquoketa shale at P~tter-
son's' Springs, near Brainard. ' 
CRINOID COLUMN" AB ", Plate L",{X, figs. 8-11. 
In general appearance thifl type of column is similar to the . 
preceding; under the magnifier the surface is slightly granular 
but the most notable difference is in the form of the .attached 
plates (probably infrabasals). These plates are 5.3 mri:l.. 
wide and 2.3 mID. nigh along the median lme, but only 0.5 rom . . 
to 1 mID. high at the lateral ·sutures. The surface of thes~ in-
frabasals curves strongly inward except at their tip wh~re the 
curvature is distinctly outward. The iargest column (fig. 8) 
has a diameter of 9.0 mID. Though only 5 mID. in length, it 
consists of ten columnals which show a tendency toward alter-
nation in size. The sutures between the colUIIinals zigzag more 
or less strongly up and down, about ten crenulations occupying 
a width of 5 mID. On tlie surface of the columnals these crenu--
lations appear as lines radiate in ' direction, but extending in-
ward for a shott distance only, beyond which these lines disap-
pear. The central part of the flat face of the columnals is 
, 
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sparsely and irregularly granulate ,or smooth. The, axial canal 
is five-rayed, the individual rays being 0.8 mm. long, and very 
narrowly ooovate in form . . The rays coincide in position with 
the suture lines between the infr.abasals. The .longest column 
at hand is 21 mm. in length (fig. 1t). It widens: gradually 
from a dia~eter of 4.2 mm. at the base to 6 mm. at the top. 
Within this, length the columnals · alternate only slightly in 
height along the lower third of ,the column; along the middle 
third they alternate more distinctly; and along the upper third 
they alternate strongly. 
This column is known by six fragments and thirteen single 
columnals. Field Museum P. 11265, Walker Museum . 24702, 
and University of Iowa 3681, 3684. 
Horizon and locality.-Lower Maquoketa shale at Clermont 
and Bloomfield. 
CRINOID COLUMN" Ac", Plate XXX, figs. 3-7. 
This column, · while resembling the two preceding forms in 
having · serrated suture lines and the profoundly lobed axial 
canal, differs from them in havi:qg a pustulose surface and in 
the size and shape of its columnals. In the upper part of the 
column (fig. 4) the columnals alternate, not only in thickness 
but the thicker one of the pair is also larger. Farther down 
in the column this arrangement changes (fig. 7) so that the 
columnals are in series of. fours, consisting of a thick columnal 
larger than the others and thr~e thin ones of the same size, the 
middle one, of the three being thicker than the other · two. The 
fiat surfaces bear shallow rounded radiating furrows, which are 
visible near; the margins only, forming a serrated suture line. 
The column is circular, . the surface is evenly pustulose and 
the canal is profoundly pentalobate. (Fig. 6.) . 
The ~fr~basal plates of this species are intermediate in 
. fo:qn between the two preceding species. These plates are five 
in number, equ;:t.l, and form ~ shallow cup whose diameter does 
not exc,efld. tn,at of the top cqlumnal; the median portion of each 
plate be:p.as inward but does not curve outward again .at the 
tip as is the .case in "Ab." . .. . . 
Thus we find three distinct types of infrabasal plates; both 
of those from the Lower Maquoketa beds curve inward, al-
though one also curves outward again at the tip · of the plate, 
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while the form from the Upper beds expands upward continu-. 
ing the expansion of the column. The figures · are natural size 
and the distinguishing characters are well · shown. . 
This column is known by two fragments (figs. 3, 4) having . 
the plates of the base of the calyx attached, one fragment far-
ther down in the column (figs. 5, 7) consisting of eig-l).teen col-
umnals and about fifteen unattached columnals, ranging in . 
diameter from 6 mm. to 13 mm. 
Field Museum . P.11264, University of Iowa 3677, Walker 
Museum 24703. 
H,orizon and locality:-Lower Maquoketa shales at Clermont. 
ATACTOCRINUS 1 COLUMNALS, Plate Xxx.:, figs. 20-31. 
The most abundant forms of crinoid remains in these beds are 
the variously shaped, beaalike columnals which. are illustrated: 
They appear to be c'ongeneric with those described by '\Veller5 
from a similar horizon at. 'Wilmington, Illinois, and doubtfully 
referred to the above . genus. . The surface ranges .from gra;rm-
lar to smooth in various parts of the colurimal. The axillary 
canal is circular or nearly so. 
These columnals may be divided into two kinds: (1) Those 
having fiat upper and lower surfaces; these ' may be lozenge-
shaped, such as the group in figure 31 or may have its height 
equal to its diameter, as the upper columnal in figure 20, which 
Wias attached to the base of the calyx, and whose upper surface . 
shows the inipression of the lower row of plates. (2) Those 
of the more beadlike forms which have a deep, almost hemi-
spherical concavity on their upper and lower surfaces. These 
forms vary from very oblate spheroids to spheroids, spheres, 
cylinders with rounded corners, ellipsoids or spindle-shapes, 
etc. As the surface ornamentation of both these kinds is 
granular near the middle and smooth above and below, there 
seems to be little aoubt that they all belong to the same genus; 
besides several columnals ha~e been found in which the upper 
surface is nearly fiat and the lower surface is concave, thus 
joining both kinds ' in the same column (see second columnal 
from the top of figure 20). Columnals as unlike as these are 
known to exist in the same column, as Springer6 illustrates 
5Contr. to Walker Museum Vol. 1, No. 10, p. 239, 1916. 
6Crinoidea Flexibilia, PI. V. 
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Mespilocrinus in which the columnals are lozenge-shaped .in the 
upper part of the column and spindle-shaped farther down. 
The figured specimens are Walker Museum 24704, 9thers are 
Field Museum P.18525, and University of Iowa 3679 . . 
Horizon and locality.-Lower Maquoketa shale at Clermont 
and Bloomfield. 
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PART TWO 
BY AUGUST F. FOERSTE 
CARABOCRINUS Billings 
Dorsal cup consisting of eighteen plates, including five in-
. 'frabasals, five basals, five radials, and · three plates belonging 
to the anal series. Of the 'latter, the chief plate X is similar 
in shape and size to . the radials, and is intercalated: in the same 
row as the latter. The other two plates are intercalated in the 
same row as the basals; conjointly they exceed moderately in 
height anyone of the basals, but they equal the latter in width. 
The upper one of the two plates, the radianal RA, is slightly 
shorter than the lower one, the supplementary plate S. (See 
also Plate XXXI, fig. 11.) 
The· radianal and supplementary plates are inserted . between 
the posterior arid right posterior basals, causing both of the 
latter to be moderately asymmetric in · form. AQong that part 
of the outline of these basals which is in contact with the sup-
plementary plate, the curvature is slightly concave, usually more 
distinctly concave in case of the posterior basal than of ~he 
right posterior one. The other three basals are alike in form, 
all being symmetrical; ,hexagonal, and elongate. Four of the 
infrabasals are alike in form, but the fifth or left posterior in-
frabasal has an obliquely truncated tip, where it comes in con-
tact with the lower left margin of the posterior basal. The 
left end of the truncated part of the left posterior basal always 
is more elevated than the right end. 
The character of the ornamentation varies considerably in 
different species, and even in specllnens· belonging to the same 
species. In general, however, if any conspicuous ornamenta-
tion is present, this is likely to include more o~ less distinct 
ridges, most of which · cross the sutures more or less at right 
angles, therefore at points aistant from the corp.ers. Each · of 
the infrabasals has two ridges, one along each of the lateral 
margins. The left posterior infrabasal has in addition a third 
ridge, extending from the base toward the truncated tip; some-
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tim~s that ridge which extends along the right margin of this 
plate is much weaker than the neighboring . ridge, on the rIght 
posterior infrabasal. That ridge of the posterior basal which . 
extends toward the truncated' tip of the left posterior infrabasal 
is single. All of the other basals, and also the supplementary 
plate in the same row, have two moderately diverging ' ridges 
extending downward, matching the lateral ridges of the infra-
basal series. In the . radials, only the two ridges extending . 
· downward are likely to be conspicuous. Similar ridges occur 
not infrequently on the anal plate X. The preceding descrip-
tion. of the ornamenting ridges has been drawn chiefly from a 
species resembling Oarabocrinus vancortlandti ~illings, occur-
ring on Goat Island, northeast of Little Current on Manitoulin 
· Island, in strata corresponding to the ' Curdsville limestone in 
age. (Plate XXXI, fig. 11.) It will be found useful in identi-
fying the isolated plates of the species · of Oarabocrinus oc-
curring in the Lower Maquoketa of Iowa. 
In the species of Oarabocrinus occurring on Goat Island, the 
anal plate X is surmounted by three small plates, and a fourth 
small plate occurs over the left margin of the ' right posterior 
radial. All of these small plates increase in size successively 
from left to right; possibly a ' fifth small plate occurred over ' 
the left margin of the anal plate X itself, but this part of the 
specimen has been injured. This series 'of small plates supports 
the exterior side of that elevated part of the tegmen at the top 
of which the anus is located. (Plate XXXI, fig. 11.) 
The facet on the radials, for the support of the arms, is long 
and narrow, with a relatively deep ambulacral sinus. (Text-
figure 59 and Plate XXXI, . fig. 11.) The ambulacral groove 
of the arms is correspondingly deep and narrow. On each 
side of the facet, the outer surface of the radials in many 
· cases is channelled at :right angles to its upper margin, the 
'lower ends of these channels converging toward the median 
line of the plate. Each channel is bordered on each side by 
a narrow: striation or elevation. The striations between 
each pair . of grooves usually are connected by a sharp 
curve along their upper ends, but those bordering on the same 
groove either may be connected at their lower ends or may 
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leave an open gap-' at this point. Bather states that these ra-
dio-oral folds probably ar~ vestigial hydro spires as in Hybo~ 
crinus. (Echinoderma, p. 172, 1900.) These grooves and ste-
reom folds appear to differ greatly in number and size in dif-
ferent individuals of the same species. Usually they are very 
few in number on the anal X plate, and may be absent alto-
gether. Judging from some of the Gqaf Island specimens, that 
part of the radials which ~s grooved was covered, by a thin 
membrane bearing numerous small granules. It is assumed that 
this membrane extended to the adjacent parts of the orals and 
connected up with the covering, protecting the . ambulacral 
grooves between' the latter, an,d also with the ambulacral 
grooves tr~yersing the a~ms lengthwise. 
One of , the Goat Island specimens exposes the ambulacral 
side of two of the dichotomously dividing arms. There are two 
series of quadrangular plates, one on each side of the median 
line of the ambulacral face of each arm or armlet (fig. 13, PI. 
XXXI): Five of these quadrangular plates occupy a length 
of 2 mni., at a point where three ~f these quadrangular plates 
occupy the length of one arm plate. The 'quadrangular plates 
are slightly wider than long. Between the two median series 
of quadrangular plates and the lateral margins of the ambulac-
ral side of the arms there are numerous smaller plates, more 
or less irregularly arranged; about two or three of these 
smaller plates occur in the width intervening between the am-
. bulacral plates and the nearest part of t~e lateral margin of 
the arm plates. There is a tendency toward eiongation of the 
smaller plates where they are adjacent to the median quadran-
gular plates, and a tendency toward a more circular outline 
where they are more distant from the latter; the circular plates 
usually are much smaller than' the more elongate ones. Along 
the sutures between successive arm plates (fig. 14, PI. XXXI) 
, ,a depression is aeveloped, e~tending ,from the ambulacral side 
of the arms along its lateral sides for fully or slightly , more 
than half the aorsb-ven~ral diameter of the arm along its lat-
eral face . . Along the lateral outline of the ambulacral face of 
the arms, these depressions along the sutures between the arm 
• 
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plates meet, but dorsally they become , narrower, terminating 
with a strongly .rounded outline. These depressions along the 
sutures are covered by minute plates, which probably studded 
the surface of some covering membraFle. ' It is assumed that 
these lateral grooves with their covering of minute plates cor-
respond to the recumbent arms' or armlets of cystids. Since 
Carabocrinus is a crinoid, this structure might be called 'a re-
current or' recumbent pinnule. 
A . closely similar structure is ,figured by Frank Sprmger in 
the case of a le:IJt anterioJ; ray of CUPUloc1-inus jewetti (Bil-
lings), from the .lower ' Trenton, at Kirldleld, Ontario. (Me-
moir GeoI. Surv. Canada, No. 15P, pI. III, fig. 5b, 1911.) , Here 
the minute plates covering the recurrent pinnules are drawn 
as regularly arranged, about five plates occupying a transverse 
section of the pinnules along the lateral margin of the ambula-
cral face of the ray, while eleven or twelve minute plates occur 
along the median line of the pinnule. 
Mr. Springer describes the Kirkfielq. specimen as 'follows: 
"Here the left anteri9r ray is pulled out of position, so that 
we see the lateral , face which is' usually concealed by contact 
, with the adjoining ray; it exposes a very' peculiar ' surface 
mar.~ing-as of very small plates or the imprint of them-
abov~ the interbrachial plates, extending outward between 
transverse keels on tEe brachials, and obliterating the sutures." 
Cupulocrinus is the most primitive genus among the , Den-
drocrinidae, in fact ,it is the most primitive genus of the entire 
order of Inadunata among the -Crinoidea, as shown by Mr. 
Springer. There are good reasons for considering Cupulocri-
nus as close to the ancestral type of the two orders: Inadunata 
and Flexibilia. In his recent monograph on the rlexibilia Mr . 
Spring-er states that Cwpulocrinus shows clearly an interming-
ling of the characters of the two orders, and that it 'is evident 
that it is a transition form. ' 
Carabocrinus is another of the primitive Inadunata, belong-
ing to the Cyathocrinidae. Similar recurrent pinnules mayoc-
cur in other primitive crinoids among the ,Inadunata: 
The arms of Carabocrinus branch dichotomously three or 
• 
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four times, the two inner arms after the second branchi~g in , 
soinecases remaining undivided. 
The column was relatively narrow, tapering distally, equal-
ling 1.5 mm. in diameter at a distance of 20 mm. from the base 
of the calyx in the Goat, Island specimens. In the latter the 
calyx has a height of 33 mm. and a width of 25 mm. The col.-
limnals alternate moderately in size and thickness. ' 
Por the Goat Island specimens (fig. 11, PI. XXXI), here men-
tioned frequently in describing ~he general generic features of ' 
Carabocrintfs, the name Carabocrin,1.bS huronensis is pro.po.sed. 
It differs fro.m Carabocrinus vancortlandti Billings in its o.b-
co.nical rather than o.bo.vate o.utline, the basal part being dis-
tinctly mo.re acute, the middle less inflated, and the' to.p o.f the 
calyx less co.ntracted than in that species. Mo.reo.ver, the ra-
diating ridges are much stro.nger, tho.se o.f Carabocrinus van-
cortlandti being even smaller and mo.re distant fro.m each other 
' than tho.se o.f Carabocrinus radiatus. 
Carabocrinus js chiefly a No.rth American genus. The earli-
est kno.wn species, Carabocrinus ge'ometricus Hudso.n, o.ccurs 
in the Valco.ur limesto.ne in the middle Ohazyan o.f the Lake 
Champlain area o.f' New Yo.rk. Canioocrinus dicyclic1~,S Sarde-
so.n o.ccurs in the Deco.rah beds o.f Minneso.ta and Wisco.nsin. 
Carabocrinus radiatus Billings and Carabocrinus vancortlandti 
Billings are fro.m the lo.wer Trento.n o.f Ontario.. , Carabocrim~s 
ovalis Miller and Gurley is fro.m the ,Curdsville member o.f the 
Trento.n' in Kentucky. Carabo,crinus (~) tubercuJatus Billings, 
was described fro.m the Vaurial (fo.rmerly Charleto.n) member 
o.f the Richmo.nd, fo.rmatio.n o.n Antico.sti Island. ffirich cites 
an undescribed species o.f Carabocrinus fro.m the Deco.r'ah beds, 
and two. undescribed specieEl fro.m the ,Maquo.keta (Richmo.nd) 
o.f Minneso.ta 1Geo.l. Minneso.ta, vo.l. TIl, pt. 2, p. cxxiii, 1897). 
Recently a 'crino.id was described fro.m the Wassalem lime-
'sto.ne near, Reval, in Estho.nia, o.ne o.f the Baltic States o.f Eu-" 
ro.pe, under , the name Carabocrinus esthonus Jaekel (Palaeo.n-
to.lo.gische Zeitschrift, 3, pt. 1, 1918, p. 50, fig. 38). As far as 
may be determined fro.m the figure It is remarkably similar in 
fo.rm, o.utline o.f plates, and o.rnamentatio.n to. Carabocrinus ra-
. ' I 
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diatus, the. genotype. The Wassalem limestone is regarded by -
Professor Raymond as of later -age than those Trenton beds of 
Ontario which contain Carabocrint~s radiatus and Carabocrinus 
vancortlanati. The presence of Cambocrinus esthonus in the 
Baltic area of Europe suggests the origin of thIs genus in 
northern North America and its 'migration into northern Eu-
rope. This agrees with the belief that the Decorah beds and 
the Curdsville member of the Trenton represent northern in-
vasions, connecting with circumpolar areas. 
G<\.RABOCRINUS SLOCOl\U sp. nov., Plate XXXI, figs. 1-10;. Plate 
XXXII, figs.1, 7-9, 12-14, 26-29, 19~, 20t 
Two fragments of calyces are at hand; in one fragment 
(figs. 1-3) the length of the radials is 5 mm.; and that of the 
basals is 7.5 mm.; in the other fragment (figs. 4, 5) the length 
of the radials is 6 mm., that of the basals is 9:5 mm., and that 
of the infrabasals' is 7 nun. The complete calyx of the second , 
specimen is estimated to have had a height of 19 rnril., with a -
width at the top of 12 or 13 mm. The general form of the 
dorsal cup is obovate, or almost inversely conical, with the 
radials more nearly erect. 
~ r:'I ~ ~ ~ ~ One fragment (figs. 1-3) shows 
-~~V ~~fK1~ ~ ~ , all of the plates belonging to the ill ~ rp &i (,:V) ~ two upper circles of the dorsal ~ \&. (.:)W V11.lJY cup, including the radials and 
. \!if f) v· 0 fJ basals. Of one of t~e r~~ials . 
FIG. 59. Diagram of Oarabocrintlo8 Blocom.'. only the upper half IS VISIble. 
Of the anal plate X the right margin is concealed. The lower 
left margin of the posterior basal and the upper left part of 
the supplementary plate also are concealed. Each of the anter~ 
ior and posterior pairs of basal plates is ·marked. by four 
radiating ridges, of which two pass diagonally upward toward 
the middle of the sutures, and the other· two pass downward 
. with only a moderate amount of divergence. The lateral ridges 
·are obsolete. That part of the posterior basal which is exposed 
does not show any distinct ridge in this specimen, but in the 
second fragment here described (figs. 4, 5) this posterior basal 
is marked by one ridge passing towa:r:d the suture separating 
it from the truncated infrabasal, and another ridge passing 
. diagonaliy upward and toward the left to the middle 01 the 
, \ 
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suture ' separating this posterior basal from the left posterior 
radial. Each radial is marked by two ridges passing from the 
arm-facet diagonally doWnward toward the middle of the 
, sutures 'beneath. The supplementary plate is marked by a 
median ridge which continues to the middle of the radianal and 
then turns toward the right, crossing the middle of the suture 
separating the radianal from the right posterior radiat T'he 
anal plate X shows a faiht median elevation, but the radiating 
ridges are practically obsolete'. The upper margin of the 
radials, on each side of the arm-facet, is marked by one or two, _ 
rarely three grooves. rrhe left side of the upper margin of the 
anal plate X bears a single groove, the right side of this 
margin being concealed. In a free anal plate X, (fig. 7, Plate 
XXXII) from another specimen, the right side of this margin 
, bears one groove, and the left side bears two. All of the 
ridges on the radial and basal plates rise but slightly above 
the elevation which they would have if the intercepted parts , of 
the plates were flat, but met each other along straight lines at 
widely spreading angles, like facets ,of a crystal. 
In the second fragment of a dorsal cup, here ,figured (figs 4~ 
5), the left side and lower part of the right posterior basal and 
all of the right anterior basal is preserved. The supplemen-
tary plate and the pO,sterior basal are partly exposed. A con~ 
siderable part of the, left posterior basal is present, but no re-
cognizable trace of the left anterior basal is exposed. Two of 
the radial plates are present, but neither is ·complete. ' Of the 
infrabasals, all except the left anterior one are presen't, welj , 
preserved, and fairly well exposed: The radiating ridges bor· 
dering the late'ral , margins of these infrabasals are repla'ced 
chiefly by broadly rounded marginal elevations which may be-
come obsolete bef()re reaching the upper margins ' of these 
plates or which may terminate there as narrow ridges, similar 
to those traversing the basals. The median line of the left 
posterior plate is traversed by a third ridge directed toward 
the upper truncating suture. One side o£ one of the , radials 
bears only a single groove along ' its upper margin; and o~e 
side of a second radial bears tw.o well defined grooves and 'one 
indistinct groove. ' 
Numerous isolated plates are present. One infrabasal, 18 
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mm.. long, suggests that the dorsal cup of this species may have 
attained a height of 50 mm.. One right posterior basal, 21.5 
mm..long, suggests that the dorsal cup to which it belonged was 
43 mm.. ' in lieiglit .. An isolated radial, 15 mIn. in height, but 
possibly ' belonging to another species, suggests ,that the dorsal 
cup . to which it belonged was about 48 mm. in b.eight . 
. The surface of the plates of the dorsal cup is covered by a 
shagreen of minute, microscopic granules, arranged more or 
less in lines, which m~y anastomose in a more or less reticular 
manner, but which tend to be more or l~ss continuous, crossing 
the sutures approximately ' at a right angle. About twelve 
lines occupy a width of l ·mm. Within these narrow limits the 
lines curve irregularly and at minute distances from right to 
left and back again, but on ' a few plates they are remarkably 
straight. As in other crinoids, the individual plates tend to be 
divided into cuneate fields radiating from more or less central 
points, the theoretical lines of separation between these fields 
extending from these central points to the various angles on the 
margin of the plates. Most or the infrabasals have only two 
conspicuous fields, with the minute lines directed toward the · 
two upper sutures; in case ;of the left posterior infrabasal 
there is a · third field with minute lines directed toward the 
truncating suture; On the basals there are six fields. On the 
. . 
radi~s there are four fields. The minute ornamenting lines 
. appear to be most irregular and most anastomosing on the in-
frabasals; on the basals they appear to ~e. straighter and paral-
lel to one another; on the 'radials they are in some eases dis- ' 
tinctly straight and fairly conspicuous under a lens, appearing 
like sharp parallel lines, which, ' ~owever, number twelve, in a 
width of 1 mm., as in the case of the less regular lines .on the 
basals. Apparently it is impossible to distinguish two species 
among the specimens at hand on the basis of differences shown 
by the more microscopic fea:tures presented by the surface of 
the plates of the aorsal cup. Distinctions based upon differ-
ences in the prominence of tne radiating ridges or ribs will be 
dicussed later. 
Locality and horizon.-Clermont, Iowa; in the lower part of 
the Maquoketa beds. ' . 
"E'lguredt;speclllQns.: > ~I:j,:') ':,. ,','0", » :-:':ni,!) 1:"li,dJ 
Hblotye, No. 3686, in Museuln. of Univer~ity of;Iowac:Jbtl') 
Allotype, in. collection of~ A. G. Becker. ' .' ';;: ./~ .(. :': ~,_,. , i t 
Isolated plates from ' Museum 'of University ' ~of J:Q'war,;the 
collection . 'of A. G. Becker, ' and the Field ': .. Oolumbian. 
Museum at Chicago. " , '., .... ~ . 
" ~.' . '.. .., , • \ . 1. .,. " \ I 
CA1:iABOCRINUS SLOCOMI COSTATUS var. p.oy.; Plate X:XX'U,)igs,' 
15~18, 21-25, 30, 2-6 '?, lOt ' ". : 
Oaraboc~inus slocpmi is based chiefly ~n two f.~agm~~t'~ , ot 
dorsal ,cups, described in the p~eceding pages. : Associated 
with these two fragments are numerous, loose plates of dorsal 
cups, some of which closely agree with corresponding pl~tes of 
the two fragments in tlie inconspicuous character of the radiate 
, , • I 
ribbing, while others are much more coarsely ribbed. A con-
siderable number of. coarsely ribbed infrabasals, including al,~o 
truncated infrabasals, are present. There is also , a fair numf 
ber of coarsely: ribbed radials. In these coarsely ribbed .ra-
dials the numoer of grooves along their upper margins; oI,l 
each side of the ann facet, ,tends to be greater, s,om~times c.p;n~ 
spicuouslyso. ' Possibly these more coarsely ribbed plates ' ar~ 
merely from older specimens; and do not even represent a 1~.~,­
tinct variety. ,Unfortunately no .basal plates with equallycon-
spicuous ribbing as the infrabasals and radials here discuss~d 
l ' are known. Provisionally,. the more coarsely ribbed .forms, ate 
separated, from the others as a v:aI':iety. 
LICHENOCRINUS MINUTUS sp. nov., Plate XXX, figs. 19 ahd ' ).9. 
~ix specimen,s' are at hand. ,' Th~ holotype (fig'b:re 19) ts a:t-
tac~ed to the brachial vl'!-ly~ of a~ entire specimen of Stropho~ 
1nC1W fluctuosa occidentalis Foerste. Three specimens are ' at-
tached to the interior s~rf3:c'e of a l>r~~:hial valve of Lepta~'na 
unicostat,a 'ly.[eek and Worthen. One specimen is att~ched to 
the exterior 'of a small fragment of a brachial valve of some 
Orthid. '· . ' ' 
. ' . 
The first of these specimens has a diameter of 2.2 mID. ' and 
is about one-thi~d of, a , millim~t~~ in h,~ight: The specimen 
may be described as consisting essentially of two circlets of 
plat~s, ~?e jn~vidnai pla:~es ,di;ff:rini.m _si~~,:' all ' plates ~9~~ 
/ or less Irregularly arranged, there bemg a tendency , toward ' 'a 
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third ci~clet of plates. The central part is depressed. At , the 
center of the depression there is. a minute attachment , area, 
about one-fourth of a millimeter in diameter, to which the col-
umn supporting the calyx was attached. The specimen itself 
is the attachment disk of some crinoid, probably a Heterocrinid. 
Of the- three specimens on the h:cachiaI valve of Leptaenauni-
costatq" the , two larger ones have diameters of 3.3 min., and the 
smallest of 2 mID. The plates are not v-ery. clearly defined, but 
here again the arrangement · of plates is irregular and varies 
between two and three concentric rows ,in · different parts of 
the attachment ,disc, the different rows not being differentiated. 
, IThe, specimen on the exterior of the brachial valve of an or-
thoid shell has a maximum diameter ,of 4 mID., and a height of 
1 mID. Here t1ie tendency toward three concentric rows is 
very pronounced, but the plates still differ in size and are ir-
regularly arranged. Tlie surface of the -disc itself is very ir-
regular in its e~evation; its cel),ter is deeply depressed. 
A specimen from Walker Museum, attached to an infrabasal 
plate of Oarabocrinus, is similar to the holotype in form and 
arrangement of plates. It is 2.3 mID. in diameter. ' In figure 
18, this specimen is shown enlarged 3% diameters, associated 
with Oorynotrypa elegantula. 
Type , specimens.~The holotype 'is No. P. 16885; four para-
types are No. P.. 1853'S, all in the Field Museum of Natural 
History; the other paratyPe is No. 27043 in Walker Museum. 
Localitty and horizon.-From Clermont, Iowa. In the Lower 
Maquoketa. 
Remarks.-Dr. E. O. ffirieh cites Lichenocrinus from. nearly 
all the divisions of the Plaiteville and Decorah and from the 
Prosser member of the Trenton. At the northern end of Goat 
Island, northeast. or Little Current, Ontario, where the. railroad 
, crosses to Cloche Island., Lichenocrinus occurs eleven feet above 
the horizon containing Oarabocrinus vancort~andti Billings, in 
the lower or Curdsville part of the Trenton formation. Schu- . 
. chert cites Lichenocr"inus affinis, a Richmond' species, from 
among Mohawkian strata at the head of Frobisher Bay in the 
southern part of Baffin Land, in Arctic America . . 
Among described species of Lich~nocrinus, all are from the 
Ohio-Indiana-Kentucky area, where they range from the Cyn-
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thiana fo.rmatio.n to. the to.p o.f the Richmo.nd. It is pro.bable 
that the geo.graphical ·range. o.f Lichenocrinus is much greater 
than here indicated, but that the difficulty o.f discri.rQinating · 
species fro.m specimens usually co.nsisting o.f the attachment 
bases alo.ne is to.o. great to. invite -their citatio.n, in faunal lists. 
, The o.ccurrence o.f Lichenocr'i1ws in the lo.wer part o.f th;- ' 
Maquo.keta suggests 'their eventual disco.very in o.ther faunas o.f 
no.rthern o.~igin. , ' 
Still farther no.rth, at Swift Current, at the northern ,end o.f 
Clo.che Island, Lichenocrim{'s o.ccurs at the base o.f the Clo.che 
Islarid member 0.1 the B-I~ck River, 'immediately abo.ve the very ' 
fine-grained white limesto.ne fo.rming the to.p ·o.f the Swift Cur-
rent member. If the Cloche Island member be referred to. 
the Deco.rah, and the Swift Current member to. the upper 
Platteville o.f the Mississippi Valley~ then the o.ccurrence at 
Swift Current is o.f later date than the o.ccurrences cited by 
l1lrich :fro.m the Platteville o.f Minneso.ta. 
PLEUBQCYSTITES Billings 
The genus Pleurocystites belo.ngs to. the superfamily Glypto.-
cysto.idea, within which there is a systematic arrangement <;>f 
the thecal plates. This arrangement varies mo.re o.r less in 
different genera, but it is po.ssible to. imagine all the vario.us · 
arrangements as based o.n the same o.riginal scheme, varia-
tio.ns fro.m this scheme being due. to. gradual' displacement o.f 
o.ne o.r mo.re o.f the plates. In the suppo.sed archetype . o.f this 
superfamily five transverse r9ws o.f plates are imagined to. 
have been present, each ro.w co.nsisting o.f five plates. Ho.w-
ever, in all species kno.wn there are ·o.nly fo.ur plates in the first 
0.1' lo.wer ro.w,· tho.ugho.ne o.f these (No.. 3) always has a trun-
cated .to.p and may be regarded as resulting fro.m the fusio.n 
0.1 two. plates, which may be suppo.sed t~ have been actually 
distinct in the ;:trchetype. ,The seco.nd plate o.n the left o.f the 
truncated pla,te (No.. 1) alway's is co.nnected acro.ss the suture 
With the plate resting o.n its upper left margin (No.5) by 
trans-sutural fo.lds o.f the ·stereo.m, o.ccupying rho.mbo.idal areas 
kno.wn as pectrinirhombs. In the case o.f all -pectinirho.mbs, half 
o.f one rho.mb rests o.n o.ne plate and the o.ther half o.n the ad-
jo.ining plate. In additio.n to. the pectinirho.mb o.n plates l ·and 
J J 
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5. there are other pectlnirhombs ,variable ~ in position in differ:-
ent genera. In the ' genus , Ple'Urocystites , there I~re two addi-
~ion.al pectinil'hombs, 'one connecting plates 14 and 10, and an-
other connecting plates 11 and 12. 
m the archetype' of the Glyptocystoidea the anal opening is 
supposed to have been located ~ between plates 7· 'and 8 of the 
second row and plate 13 of the' third row. In the genus Pleu-
rocystites the anal area has enlarged so enormously that it oc-
cupies, almost all except' the marginal part of one side of the 
theca. ,Plate 13 apparently has disappeared, whether by con-
solidation with some other plate or by actual disappearance is 
unknown, but the result of this disappearance is to bring plates 
12 and 14 into direct contact with the anal area. Moreover, 
plates 7, 8, 12 ,and 14 have moved apart sufficiently to permit 
one corner of plates 6 and 9 almost to reach' the anal area, 
while the upper ' margins of plates 2 and 3 form , almost all of 
the lower border of this area. Other min'or changes in thear-
rangement of plates have taken place. , P~ates 7 ' and 8 have 
moved below' the level of plates 5, 6, and 9~ which belong to the 
same transverse series. Plate 23, which belongs to the fifth 
transverse series, has lengthened basally, so that its lower part 
separates plates 17 and 18. The brachioles are supported, not 
'on the upper margins of the fourth row of plates, but 0;0. plates 
20, 22 and 17 of the fifth row, the number of brachioles being 
not five, but two. The anal area is covered by forty or more 
plates in addition to the smaller ones forming the anal protu~ 
berance, which overlaps the lower right margin of the theca 
when viewed from the ' anal side. 
Possibly plate 13 united with plate 14, but no pr'oof for such 
a c,ombination has, been adduced. Since the brachials properly , 
;should be supported by the plates of the fourth transverse 
series, it would be interesting , to learn wpich of the five arms 
of the archetype are retained in ,the genus PleurQcystites. 
Pleurocystites belongs to the family Cheirocrinidae, in which 
the pectinirhombs on plates 14-1.5, and on plates 1.2-18, so char- , 
acteristic Of otlier families among the superfamily Glyptocys-, 
to idea, have been suppressed, and in which plate 13 has dis-
appeared. _ 
PleUlf'ocystites differs from other genera belonging 'to the, 
, DISTE.WUTION, OF , l?L.EURQ(J:YS~lTJil$ '; 
same family, namely C,h.eirocri'/t1!ts, HO.'m.9cystis, and Glyptoqys-
tis, in the restriction ,of the ;uumber, of pectipirhombs, in the, 
locations me,ntioned in , the ,pJ;'ec.eding,lines. 
The " g~nus Ple:urocystit,es appears to have ' originated in 
North Amedca, from which it spread to Great Britain, In 
North A'tneJ;'ica , six species and two varieties have been de-
scribed. Thr,~e of these species , and one of the varieties occur 
in the Trenton fQrmation, ,at Ottawa, presumably in strata ap-
proximately at about the same hori~on' as those ' at Curdsville, 
in Kentuc~, where another speCies is founa. The , Ottawa 
forms include Ple.urocystites sqt£amosus and its varietjr robus-
tus, also P., filiteXJt1~$, and P. elegans, all described by Billings. 
l?leurocystites ,squ.amosus matutinus Ruedemann occurs in the 
lower or Glen Falls division of the Trenton in New York. 
Pleurocystites exornatus Billings " ras described from the Tren-
tQn ;near Montreal" in Quebec. Ple1('rocystites meroerensis Mil-
ler , and Gurley was del:icribed from ' the Curdsville limestone in 
central Kentucky. Pleurocystites antricostiensis Billings was , 
described from ' the Vaurial (formerly Charleton) member o.f 
the Richmo.nd on Anticosti Island. Of these species the geno.-
type P. squamo$Us, its variety robustu.s, and P. 'mercerensis 
have anal areas covered by several hundred small plates, while 
those of l? ' filitextu.s and P. ea;ornatus are covered by fo.rty to. 
fifty plates. No.thing is lpio.wn o.f the anal areas of P. elegans 
o.r P. antioostiensis. IDrich cites P. squamosu.s and two. , unde-
scribed species, from the Prosser member 9f the Trento.n in 
Minneso.tl.}. , (Geo.l. Minnesota, vo.l. 3, Pal., pt. 2, p. c:xxiiJ, ,1897.) 
In Great Britain six species are kno.wn. Pleurocysf;ites ru-
geri Salter is from the Carado.c of So.uth, W flIes. Pleurocys-
tites anglicu.s Jaekel is from the lower. Ashgillian fo.rmatio.n" 
a little younger than, P., rv,geri ,and a i~ttie older than' the fo.ur 
species o.ccurring in the lower Ashgillian o.f the Girvan area o.f 
S'co.ijand, namely Pleurocys.tites proceru.s Bather, P. <J.uadratus 
Bather, P. gibbus Bather, and P. foriolus Bather. , Bather re-
gards .these British species as ' o.r later age than th~ Trenton 
species described from various parts of, North America. The, 
, an~l ~rea o.f all British species except that o.f P. pro'oems is 
. kllo.wn; in all ,cases this area is covered by hundreds o.f smaU 
Plate, s. ' '" " , ',-, ~ I \ ,' \ ~ 
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Recently Jaekel has proposed the new generic term Dipleuro-
cysPis for Pleurocystites rugeri and P. anglicus, on the basis 
of their having a larger -anal area, with smaller plates, the pec-
tinirhombs being narrowly elongated in a direction . parallel to 
the rhomb-ridges or folds. In view of the ,numerous plates 
on the anal area of P. squamosus, the genotype, it appears 
difficult to draw the line between typical Dipleurocystis and 
typical Pleurocystites, while, if P. filitextus had been the geno-
type this division could ,more readily have been maintained. 
It is evident that Jaekel must have followed Haeckel in regard-
ing P. filitextus as the genotype of Pleurocystites. 
The direction of migration of Pleurocystites from the Ot-
tawa area into the British Isies is unknown. At present none of 
the 'peculiar cystids or crinoids of the Ottawa area are known 
north of the head of Frobisher Bay, on Baffin Land. Here 
Poroc~inus shawi Schuchert occurs in Mohawkian strata. Po~ 
rocrinus conicus Billings is from the lower Trenton -6f the Ot~ 
tawa area. ' Po'rocrimts smithi 'Grant is from the Trenton of 
Belleville, Ontal-iq. ,Poroc1"imts kentuckiensis ' Miller and Gur-
ley is from the Curdsville member of the T1Ienton in central 
Kentucky. Poro'crinus pentagon1,1,('s ' Meek and Worthen is of 
stili older 'age', from the Platteville' beds of Illinois'. Ulrich 
" { ' . " , . . ' -. 
cites P(Jrocrinus from , the Decorah of Minnesota. (Geol. Min-
nesot~, vol. 3, Pal.~ Pt. 2, p. cxxiii, 1897.) , ',- , 
Recently 'Jaekel has referred the 'species formerly known as 
PorocrinuS radiatus B'eyricn, from the' 'Ordovician of the St. 
Peter~bu~g area, to a 'new"genus Perittocrinus: with 'Peritt'o: 
crinustransitor.'£rom the same are'a and horizon as a new SPl'l-
cies. Both species are f~om the ' Vag1.natenkallr or' Kunda for-
mat'ion" regard'eda's distinctly' oider than any part o'f the Mo-
hawkian~ F~om this ge~us Periitocrinus Jaekel regards Poio-
crinus as a possibie deriv~tive'. ' "" , ' 
The general distributfon of Ple1,f,rocystites, Porocrinus., Perii-' 
tocrinus, arid Ca~~bocrin~ suggests that they belong to a north-
ern, circumpolar : fauna, kno~ in North America during ,early 
Trenton times~ especially during Curdsville times', and the re-
~"!lrrence of these gEmera in the Lower Maquoke'ta of Iowa sug-' 
gests that here also ~e' have a northern 'invasion. ' " , 
In the description of species of Pleurocystites it has been 
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found convenient to use certain terms not in common use. The 
shoulders are the angulateparts of the outline of the theca 
formed by plates 12 and 14 at the terminations of pectini-' 
rhombs. The shoulder-angle is. the apical angle of the theca, 
formed by an extension of , the upper lateral outlines of this 
theca, above the shoulders. The lobes are the lateral exten-
sions of the theca below the level of the area of attachment of 
the ,theca to the column. The thecal ratio is found by ,dividing 
the greatest width of the theca by the height of that part of 
the theca which extends from the area of attachment to the col-
umn to the oral pole; in this measurement of the height, the, 
verticallieight of ,the lobes 'is not included. A similar ratio of 
width to height is worked out for plate 5 as the most valuable 
Tatio furnished by any single plate, since this is the plate mos~ 
frequently found well preserved in , spe'cimens otherwis,~ , in-
jured. 
The shape, prominence, and other features of tl:te pe'ctini~ 
rhombs often are characteristic. On the other 'hand,. the sur-
face ornamentation has been found extremely variab~e, e,ven 
in specimens belonging to the same species, and ,is r;~garded ,8:S 
of least diagnostic value, unlesssupport~d by other differences. 
, The, various, species here descriped , f;rom the Lower , Maq~qt 
keta of Iowa diff~r chiefly ,in their surface o~n~.menta~ion,; l;nl,t 
other differences apparently also may be I,l.ot~d. The di~cri­
mination of these ,spe~ies , ~~uld be regar4ed as mor~ .sati$fae,-, 
toJ;'y if mQre spe,cimens were. at hand, but, for: the :present,,a;t 
least, the rec,bgnition of ,several species among the material: 3t~ 
hand appears warranted. . 
1. PLE1JROCYSTITES BECKER! ' sp. noy., ,Plate XXXIII, figs'. 'i, (); 
'Plate XXXIV; figs. ' lA-D; Plate 'XXXl, fig. 12. " " . 
Type specimen.-Plate XXX;IIl, fIg. 1; 'Plate XXXIV, figs. 
lA, B, '(:), D); Plate L~i, fig. i2. ' .. ", ' 
Outline subquadrate, with a relatively ohtuse apical or shoul-
der angle, equa1ling' 95 degrees. 'Total height 01 theca above 
attachment area 34 mm.; height up to shoUlders 24 niin. The 
ratio of Width 'of theca to height is 0.80, the ' width at plat'es 8 
and i being 27 mm.; at plates ' 9 and 6 it 'is 26 mni..; 'and at 
plates '14 and 12 it is 25 mm. The ' l~ter~l ' margins' between 
bill 
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plates. !iLand:12, and betweenpJ.ateS' B and,14 are distinctly. c.on-
cave, thoUgib:, int.errupted by, an:gul5Ltions .. at plates 6 'and, 9', ., The . 
,lobes ' ~t :the:.base , of the the.oa' descend , a~out 2 !rnm, ,below the 
.attachmentl :al'ea" .The .lpbe; formed. ,by plates 2 and.' 7 is ,trun-
cated. at .aELangle of 50° Fith the ,vertical .line. , The :lobe 
formed. by plates 3 and 8 protrudes slightly beyond a rectangu- ' 
lar outline. "The angles .at the shoulders and lobes are rounded, 
rather than abrupt.. Plate 5 .has a height of 11.7 . rnm., and a 
width of. ~lL9 rum., The pectinirliomb ' -1-5 is elliptical in out-
line, and is elongated in a. direction parallel to the rhomb-folds. 
P.oie-field only mode:rately. smaller than the 'enti:re ·.pectinirhomb, 
and also of elliptical 'fOr:J;n; c,ontaining fourteen folds. Pectiriir-
homb 14-10 is kite-sb,aped in outline, 11.5 rnm. in le]1gth parallel 
~o the rhom1;>-folds, 7: illIIl .. in wi.dth ftt right angl~s to the folds, 
th~ ri,orresponding m~asl~rements for, the pore~field bej~g 6 and 
4.2 rnm. '~rhe greater part of both the pectinirhomb and of the 
pore:neld ,rests on ' plate 14. The , distal margin ,of. the pore~ 
field I~m plate . .14 i~ more broaaIy 'rounded than that on plate 
;. ,. , . 
,10 . .. , ~~ere. a:r;e twenty-one f9,lds. The pectinirhomb ' ?n plates 
,l1-12..als9. is )cite-.shaped,-. b'Q,.t with the narrow end pointing in 
'the oppq~ite direc/~ion. lts length and Width are approxi-
m~dely: 10 alld5 :rnni:,the corresponding dimensions of 'the p01'e-
field ' beillg 5.6 mnl: and .2, m,m. The greater part of the p,or~­
fi~lp. . rest,s , on" p~ate' 12 .. ' The~e are thirteen fDlds. " . , 
', 'The orname'ntation of 'the antanal side of the theca consists 
o{rh,o~bic fi~ids oi parallel ridges' bise~ted 'by sittures passing 
l;>r~tjWeen. opposite angles of the; ,rhombs, a~ right angles to the 
j.)'arallel ridges. Those. halves 'of > the fields which belong to the 
same plate form cuneate 'areas with their apices heading to-
)Vard the same ,center, and ,with their bases formed by the,vari-
ous sides bounding the .. plate .. ' !rhe ornamenting parallel ridges 
cross , the sutures approximl,ltely at right angles. '. On plate 5 
. about twelve or thirteeno~ jhese ridg~s oCCUI' iIi ,8. ~dth, of' 5 
mm. ' On the anal:side of plates ~2~ 7, 2,' p" 8, awl 14 the sur-
face ornamentation is granular;,Lput tltere is , ~ ,t~]1dency, on the 
part of these grallules to be arra,p.ged in p,~rallelllneF>' , 
, Thea,nal area, in conforwity wj.th the general ,ou.tline of, the ~};Leca, is l~,rge , ' and qu~~ranguiar, ~ith r.eiativ~ly :,~traigl;1t . 'la-
~fltal ,and. :bas.a.l sides ,'b,nt wiih , il , ~o:il:~e~ ' u.p:Q.er i0-q.tl\pe. The 
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anal opening protrudes 'acrossJ ,the , lowm- right angle of. . th(~ 
theca, viewed:from the anal: side; " Plates ·2 and 3 appear to hr~ 
represented by siRgle .plates; meeting".along the ' median lillO 
of the theca along a suture 1.7 mm in height. .Plates ,12, and 
14, ori the contrary, meet. along the'median line at'a suture only 
0.5 mm.in height. From the anal side, the plates surroUnding 
the anal area form a , border ranging .chiefly between 3 and 4 
mm. in width. The field .of the anal area is occupied by' nu-
merous small plates, chiefly hexagonal in outline and averaging 
about 0.8 mm. , in diameter. It is estimated that about 800 of 
these small plates were present within this ' area. ' Oi;tly a few 
patches of these 'plates remain, but within these patches the in,· 
dividualplates are clearly defined. .' , . ' 
The' pectinirhombs ' rise with a convex ,curvature above the 
general surface of the theca. The pore-field on plates 14-10 
rises 'only 0.5 to ' 0-7 mm. apove t~is ~urface. ' T~e rim 'of the 
pore-field rise,S but slightly above this nera, a1.ong some parts of 
the margin less than 0.1 nlm. ",' , 
. Second specimen (Plate XXXIII, Fig. 6).-This second spe-
cimen resembles the type very closely; although ce1CFa,in. differ", 
ences can be observed. The chief of these consists iu its .out-
o ~', " , • i'" , 
line. This outline, instead of being . ' §'jI~quadratic, is more 
nearly 'ovate in form, the theca narroWing ' ~istillctly, £:ro~ 20 
nim. between plate's 8 and 7 t9 15 mm: between t,he tips of the 
~edtinirhombs ' on plates 14 ' and 12; m,oreove:r, : the: a.pical . ?:; 
shoulder angle is distinctly more. acute;. equalling 80 deg?;ee::;;. 
C6nse~rue~~ly, . that p~rY?f t~e ~~rcr ~b,}ch . is ~bove the s~~ml­
de~~fo~s a greater part of. the totaJ he~ght of the th,e<?~., The e,~~~ation: of t~e ' p.~ctinirhombs ' }t~f)ttf~?I.YJ~~re, ; ~.b~upt and 
hlg~er, eq~~~l~ng l ;~ . . The ~f~~,~l~~~o~P .:~~, ~;8;t~~. ,1;5 has, 
ten fold~, th~t.on plates 14-10 : nas.)~v~n:t~~~" h~d~':ia~,.;l .th~t 
<?n plates 11-12 has twelve f~Jd~, ,; Qne. of the , ~r.~cpioles IS 
present, but,it is slightly sepatateq £r?m .,theJbp' 'Of the theca,. 
so thatits original I?oirit of attac¥ep.t, i.s· un,certain. ~he sur-. 
face ,or~ari1.entation is as in' the. ty,pe. On :th~ ana;l side the rim 
~f p'lah~s boraering on the anal ' area" also . l~ broaq, as in the 
type. .. " . ..,., .. ".. . . 
Locality and Horizon.~From C~~rmonf" Iowa, in: the .lower 
part 6£'the Maquoketa formation. . ' . 
./ 
I.:....-J. __ 
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Type specimen.-In the collection of A. G. Becker. 
Second specimen.-Specimen No. 16884, Field Museum of 
Natural History, Chicago, Illinois. Collected October, 1912, by 
A. W. Slocom. 
Third specimen.-An isolated plate 5, numbered 17001 in the 
Field Museum of Natural History in Chicago', Illinois, is' la-
belled as coming from Bloomfield, Iowa, in the lower part of 
the Maquoketa formation. Collected in October, 1912, by A. 
W. Slocom. 
2. . PLEUROCYSTITES SLOCOMI sp. nov., Plate XXXIII, fig. 5; 
Plate XXXIV, figs. 5A-D. . 
Outline of theca trapezoid ovate . . The, lower left margin of 
the theca slopes upward forming an angle of 25° with the hori-
zontal, and the lower right margi;n. slopes , u:pward' formin-g an 
angle of 35° with the horizontal. , t]he r.Sid~~ of" the theca are 
nearly straight but converge in · 8!1;1, ~itnW~itd direction, from . a 
width of 22.5 mm. between platesljlhand 7, to .,a width .of 18 
nun. between plates 14 .and,.1'2.::: ~T,:ke ! l apical . or . shoulder angle 
is 85°. The shoulder and l~) angles are relatively abrupt. ,To-
tal height of theca above akta'Clnnent ,area,about 31 mm.; height 
up to shoulders .21 qr .22 mm,·~, ·. Ratio of. broadest. width of theca 
to height 0.72; ,the corresPQnding ',r:atio. for plate 5 is 0.95, the 
wl,<jth being 10 mm., .and the length, 10.5 mm. The column ap-
parently 'has ;been displac~dslightly, hav,ing moved downward 
and toward the left. On the left side of the theca, viewed from 
the antanal side, the proximal part. of plate 3 ,forms. a lobe de-
sce:p.ding about the height of one columnal, Pectinirhombs as in 
~he preceding species, hut .ali are shorter in a direction parallel 
to the. rhomb-folds, and all .are more abruptly elevated above 
the general surface of the theca. · Pectinirhomb 1-5 is .5 mm. long 
and 2.5 .mm. wide ,; its pore-field being.2.5 .mm. long and 1.7 mm. 
wide; the numoer of folds being eight . . . Pectinirhomb 14-10 is 
8.5 mm. long~ parallel to the rhomb-folds, and 7. mm. wide; its 
pore-field is 4 nun. long and almost 5 mm. wide.; the number 
of folds being twenty-one. ' Pectinirhomb 11-12 is 8 mm. long 
and 4.5 mm. wide; its pore-field 'being 3 mm. long and almost 
3 mm. wide; the number of folds being twelve. While the 
sides of the pectinirhombs rise more abruptly than in the pre-
, 
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ceding species, the border surrounding the pore-field is equally 
low in' elevation . ) 
The 10wer left part of the antanal side is margin,ed by a 
, thick, prominent border, a corresponding bo.rder margining the 
left side of the theca as far up as the basal part of plate 19. 
The lower right side of the theca appears to have a fiat margin, 
and the border along the right margin is much less conspicu-
ous than that on the left. The rhomb-ridges are more' promi-
nent, fewer in number, and more widely spaced. In the rhomb-
field connecting the two upper pectinirhombs, the number of 
rhornb-ridges is nine in 'a wirlth of 5 :mm., 'a corresponding 
. number occurring along the upper left margin of plate 5. In 
some rhomb-fields the rhomb-ridges are more widely spaced. 
The rhomb-fields are separated by conspicuous radiate ridges, 
passi:r;tg from the umbos to the angles of the plates. The ra-
diate ridges are regarded as diagnostic features, distinguishing 
this species from the preceding. ' 
Of the column six segments or colummils remain. These 
narrow from a width 'of "6.8 mm. at the of the . coluniri. to 
3.8 mm. at its base, the distance being 8:5 nini. Within this 
distance 'the columnals all are of short height.' ' The columnals 
probably were tuberculated, 'but their' surface ornamentation is 
not well preserved. . ' , , 
'Locality ' and ' horizon.-From Clermont; Iowa, - in ' the ' lower 
part of the Maquoketa' formation. 
Type.--':"Specimen ,No. 16858, in the Field Museum ' of Nat~ 
utal History; Chicago, Illinois; colle'cted October~ 1912, by A; 
W. Slocom. ' 
3. ' PLEUROCYSTI'TE~ CLERMoNTEN~n~ sp. no~., :£l~te XXXIII, fig. 
7; PI~te ~XXIV, ,figs, 7 A,-D. , 
Outline ovate. The right m~rgin of tp,e speci.nle~ is missing, 
being cut ' a~ay by the ~leani~g tools; apparently this pa"rt wa~ 
not well prese!ve,d in th~ , matrix, Aff, far , as may be judged 
fro~n the ~pecimen in its prese~t ~tat~ it was wide~t between 
plates 8 and 7, appar,ently 18 mm., n~rrowing toward plates 
14 to 12, appa~ently to 1~.5 rrrr,n.; th,e ~picaJ or sh9ulder angl~ 
apparently is ,somewhere , near ,75 degrees., On tl1e le~t side 
of the theca, viewed , from the antanal side, the pJ;'oximal part 
I 
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, of the lobe' at the base of the theca descends the, height of two 
of the prominent columnals below the attachment area. The 
corresponding part on the right is not preserved. ' The' height 
of ,the thec:;!. from,·the' attachment area to the oral pole is, 22 
mID.; the height to the left shoulder is about 15 mm. Appar-
ently the ratio of width to height is about 0.82. ':I;he height of 
plate 5 is 7 mm. and its width is ' estimated at 6.5 1llID., giving a 
corresponding . ratio of 0.93. The lower left margin of the 
theca along plates 3 and 8 rises at an angle of about 45° above 
the horizontal, the angle at the m~ddle of .plate 8 being 95°. 
The angle at , plate 14 appears ; rather ,broadly rounded. The 
pectinirhombs, as far as known, are similar to those of the two 
preceding species. They are fully' as prominent as those ' of 
, , 
the second species ,her~ described, but the pore-fields are nar-
rower and more elongate. Pectinirho~b 1-5 is 4 mni.. ' lang ,and 
2.7 mm. wide,; its pore-field is 2 mm. long and scarcely 1 mm. 
wide; the number of folus is four. Pectinirhomp 14-10 is 7-
. mm~ long and 4 mm. wide; the number of folds is n.i:[~e or ten. 
Pectinirhomb 11-12 is missing al(mg with the remainder of the 
right margin of the theca. 
, ,In some respects tlie ornamentation of the antanal surface 
of this ,species resembles that of the preceding form. ' For in-
stance, in the heavy border along the lower margin of plates 3 
Rlld 8; in, the fairly heavy border along the left margin of the 
theca, and in the coarseness of the rhomb-ridges. ,In fact, 
the 'rhomb-ridges ar'e 'even coarser;' considering the size of the 
theca. Along: -the upper. left margin of plate,' 5 there are six 
rhomb-ridges in a width of 2.5 mm.~ or at the same rate ,as' 
e~evert in a width of 5 ,mm., but toward the left of the 'rhomb-
,field intervening ' between the ,unibos of plates 1, ' 5,' and 10 the 
rhomb-ridg~~ are ,;much :more distant from each other. The 
inostcharacterist~c, .featu.re of :this specie~~, contrasted with the 
p:r.e.c\'l({ing one, is the ab:;;ence of the r'adiate ridges which sepa-
Jiate the- rhom~fields. , Sufficient of the marginal border of the 
anal · area is exposed to indica~e ;that, the exterior edge of thi~ 
~€)rder, is " smooth, ~ut th8:~' th~ ;reIp-ainder is closely tllbercv,-
~~~ed. c" Th~ border is relativ:ely broad. ' 
),:Of the~qJumll a length of 15 mm. is preservEld. In"a length 
of 10 mIn. this column narrows from a djameter of 4 mm. at 
, 
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the attachment a~ea to 2.5 ~. at the 'seventh one of , the more 
prominent Mlumn~l~ . beneath this ~ lattachtnent area; Between 
these more · prominent columnals, .in .. ~ternate order, .. are six 
less . pron'riri.ent .. colnmnals whose upper and . lowe! margins are 
covered or telescoped by the adjacent margins .of the more 
prominent ones, so : that in case of the upper columnals but 
little :of the intermediate . less conspicuous ' columnals is . visible. 
Below the 10 . .rom. length of :collimn there is an additional 
length of 5.5 rom., consisting of eight columnals, only slightly 
alternating in. size, of which the lowest one has a diameter of 
2 rom. . Apparently the column diminishes ' abruptly in ·size 
near the theca, but gently at a greater distance, and · the tele~ 
scoping takes place only along the p.Foximal part of thecoluInr. . 
. The columnals are tuberculated. The uppermost columnal has 
only a smgle transverse row of tubercles, but the broader col-
umnals have additional tubercles above and below the more 
prominently elevated middle row. 
. Locality and horizon.-From Clermont, Iowa, in the lower 
part of the Maquoketa formation. 
Type specimen.-No. 16858B, Field Museum of Natur~l His':' 
tory, collected by A. W. Slocom, in October, 1912. -
4. PLEUROCYSTlTES sp., Plate XXXIII, fig. 4. . 
Outline. ovate ·triangular. Only the anal side of the theca i~\ 
exposed. That ·part. of the lower margin which is formed by . 
plates 3 and 8 curves downward until it ' reaches the level of the 
second prominent columnal below the attacliment area of the 
theca, and thence it. curves ,upward as far as. the corner formed 
. by the middle of the margin <;>f plate 8. This corner is nearly 
rectangular. From the corner formed by plate 8 to the shoul-
der which · is located ' a little above t~e distal end of the pec-
tinirho~b on plate 14; the lateral outline of the theca is 
straight. . On the opposite side of the theca the outline is more 
curved. The lower margin of the theca here curves only 
slightly below the level of the :uppermost promin~nt columnal,. 
and thence curves upward along plates 2 and 7, the angulation 
on plate 7. being rounded. From this angulation to the shoul-
der on plate .12. the outline is straight, but the angulation at 
the shoUrder' is rounded so that ' the general appearance along 
I . 
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the side of the specimen formed by plates 2, 7, ,6, and 12 is 
that of convexity, while the outline along plates 8, 9, and 14 
is straight" with an angular base. The outline of the theca 
above the shqulders is rounded to such an extent that it is 
difficult to state what the apical or shoulder angle is, but it 
is estimated at 85°. The height of the theca above its attach-
ment area is 14.6 mm.; its height up to the shoulders is 11 mm. 
The width between plates 8 and 7 is 12 mm..; between the 
shoulders at plates 14 and 12 it is 7.5 mm..' 
At the apical part of the anal side, plates 12 and 14 at pre-
sent are separated a distance of 1.5 rom., and appear never 
to have met. Plate 18 is very much reduced in size, while plate 
19 is broaq.. 
The int~rior faces of the plates forming the antanal side of , 
the theca are marked , by hexagonal outlines about 0.5 to 0.7 
mm.. in diameter, as though a trace of the plates covering the 
anal area remained here. If that is the case tEen the antanal 
area was covered by about 250 plates, possibly more. 
Of the column a length of 15 mm. remains. In the upper 
I , 
4.5 mm.. of this lerigth the column narrows abruptly from 2.6 
mm. at the top to 1.8 mm. at the base of this length. This part 
includes six prominent co~umnals betWeen which intermediate 
columnals occur whose lower and upper edges are more or less 
telescoped by the adjacent edges of the more prominent' col-
umnals. Below this level the character of the column changes 
abruptly. The next two columnals are each 0.3 mm. in length 
and 1.5 mm.. in width. This is followed in a distal direction 
by columnals 0.7, 0.8, 1.2, 1.3; 1.5, 1.7, and 2 mm. in length, of 
which the last is scarcely 1 inm. in diameter; all of these longer 
columnals probably are produced by the coalescence of two or 
more columnals, as far as may be learned by the presence of 
a 'slight transverse annulation at or a little' above mid-length. 
Loca.lity and horizon.-From Dover township in Fayette 
county, the next township west of Clermont township, in which 
Clermont, Iowa, is located. In the Middle Maquoketa. 
Figwred 8pecimen.-Collected by A. G. Becker. 
5. ,PLEUROCYSTlTES MULTISTRIATUS , sp. nov., Plate XXXIII, figs. 
2, 3:; Plate ,XXXIV, figs., 2A-C. ,(Description by E. O. 
Ulrich and Eldwin Kirk.) 
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This is stratigraphically one of the latest known species of 
Pleurocystites, the possible exception being P. anticostiensis, 
the exact stratigraphic position of which is uncertain, to say 
the least. The species is well marked and is represented by 
a fairly well preserved individual. The upper two ranges of · 
plates; and ~he marginal plates on the left side are missing 
for the most part, but the nature of the theca is such that a 
very exact reproduction of the missing plates is possible. . 
As restored, the theca has a length of 36.8. rnrn. and a breadth 
of 27.2 mm. The greatest breadth lies in the plane passing 
through the angles formed by plates 7 and 8. The base of the 
theca on either side of the stern is flat for a short distance. 
The sides then turn abruptly upward, at a comparatively high 
angle, the change in direction taking place within · pla~es 2 and 
3. The restoration of the specjmen may err in that the lower 
left-hand 'part of the theca is 'given as approximately symmetri-
cal with respect to the opposite side. It is quite possible that 
the asymmetry developed on this side as the result of the pres- ' 
ence of the anal structure is quite marked, and that this part 
of the theca should be considerably produced. This direction 
is maintained until the upper portions of plat.es 7 and 8 are 
reached. Here the sides make another abrupt angle. The 
sides now converge very,slightly to the middle of plates 12 and 
14, where the rate of convergence is abruptly accelerated. As 
is s~ggested by the lateral depressions and· the intermediate 
flattened area, in the extreme distal portion of the theca, it 
seems probable that the theca ~nded in a blunt, rather square 
nose, as is indicated in the figure. The theca is more elevated 
and has greater relief than any other species of Pleurocystites 
known. The center of the theca is highly elevated while within 
the elevated a.rea itself, and lying between the three rhombs, 
is a somewhat depressed area. The slope to the margin from 
this elevated area IS quite abrupt onaH sides except toward 
the anterior and posterior ends. Just anterior to the angles 
formed by plates 12 and 14, and just. posterior to ' the angles ' 
formed by plates 7 and 8 are sharply defined lateral depres-
sions. A lateral view of the .theca, Plate XXXIII, figure 3, 
shows' a remarkable flexure in the marginal plates, . 
The ornamentation of this species consists of a complicated 
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series 'Of parallel striae. - Frem each face" and .'perpendicular 
te it,. num~r'Ous striae run back toward the. center {)f. thMplate. 
The sets 'Of lines fr'Om adj'Oining faces intercept : one artGther 
al'Orig lines -running from each angle t'O a c'Omm'On center. ',This 
, ' c'Ommon :center, in ' nQ case where it was 'Observed,: coincides 
with thl:l center 'Of the plate. On plates bearing rhombs, the 
p'Oint is at the apex 'Of the ,rhQmb. On 'Other plates,s'O, far as 
'Observed" the p'Oint, as menti'Oned ~b'Ove, is: excentric, .. a~d 'is 
l'Ocated in the p'OrtI'On 'Of the plate' nea;rest the margin 'Of 'the 
theca. 
Plates 1 and 4 are 'Of m'Oderate size. They have a c'Omni'On 
suture3.S mni. in height, and plate 1 has a maximunl ,lEmgth 
'Of 10.4' inm. Plates ' 2 and 3 are 'Of average size but are rela-
tively inc'Onspicu'Ous, 'Owing t'O the fact that 'they f'Ormthe b'Ot-
t'Om 'Of th~ p'Osteri'Or, lateral depressi'Ons that have been noted 
a bove. Plate 7 ,enters to a considerable extent int'O ' the, com-
position 'Of the dorsal side. ', On the ventral s:urface, plate 7 
'meets plate 11 at ab'Out the level of the top of-plate 5. , Plate 
5 ' is broader than long, ,the measurements being 13.4 mm. by 
12:6 min. The latera:! faces' of this plate are convex, and the. 
upper pair of faces are slightly concave. The l'Ower faces are 
straight. Plate 6 is notable 'chiefly as making the crest '0'£ 
the flexure , that is such a characteristic feature , of the margin' 
of this species. As is usual among the ' sp€cies of Pleurocy's~ 
tip.es, plate ' 11 'is ' llppreciably' smaJler than plate 10. The 
higher ranges of plates are not preserved. A notable feature ' 
, about the plates as a whole, is their unusual thickness and 
s'Olidity. \ The plates of Hie ventral surface are unlmown, ex':' 
cept for ,a few isolated 'patches along the margins: ' These 
patches are, made up of very small plates'. 
Rhomb 1-5' is elongate oval, the long axis, which lies perl. 
pendicular to the suture, measuring 5.6 mm. in length" while 
the short axis gives a measurement of 2.5-mm. There are 
fifteen slits in this rhomb. The raised area about the rhomb 
is diamond-shaped, ' with ,the long axis coinciding with that of 
the rhomb itself. , As in other species, , the portion' of ' the 
rhomb lying on plate 1 is greater ' than that ' on prate 5. , By , 
measurement, the portion on plate 5 has a length of 2.3 mm. 
and on plate 1 of 3.3 min. ' RJiomn 11-12 'is ' i,rregular egg-
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shaped in outline, having a measurement of 5.7 mm. at right 
angles to the suture by 3.6 mm. along the suture. The rhomb 
has eighteen slits. . In the long axis of this rhomb 3.9 mm. lie 
within plate 12 and 1.8 mm. within plate 11. The raised bor-
der surrounding the rhomb is irregular in outline, and variable 
in thickness, the general outline, however, being elongate kite-
shaped. Of rhomb 10-14 we have preserved only that part 
lying on plate 10. This gives a length of 5.4 mm. along the 
suture and a measurement of 3 mm. perpendicular to the suture 
for that portion preserved. There are twenty-six slits in the 
rhomb. The raised rim surrounding the rhomb is of moderate 
thickness, and seems to have been fairly regular in outline. 
It is probable that the rhombiferous area was nearly square, 
resembling the corresponding area of P. angularis. 
N one of the openings is known, owing to the poor preserva-
tion of the ventral surface. 
The stem, from a measurement made from .the proximal 
nodal, has a diameter of 6.6 mm. The nodals are marked by 
low, broad, smoothly-rounded and closely-set transverse ridges. 
gach of these ridges seems to have been formed by the conflu-
ence of two marginal tubercles. . The ornamentation of the 
cohmm is essentially similar to that of P. anticostiensis. The 
column so far as observed is composed of alternating narrow 
and wide ossicles. 
This species is not closely comparable with any other de-
scribed Pleurocystites. From P. anticostiensis, the only spe-
cies having approximately the same stratigraphic position, it 
differs in possessing a marked linear ornamentation, and in 
the character of · the rhombs. It is unquestionably the most 
strongly ornamentea species of the genus yet described. 
Horizon and lo cality.-Lower Maquoketa, two miles north-
west of Clermont, Iowa. 
Type.-The type and only known speCImen IS III the 
United States National Museum. 
PletIToC'ljstUes mtlltistriatus Ulrich and Kirk 
Plate XXXIII, fig. 2,. Dorsal view of ty.pe specimen x 3/2. 
Plate XXXIII, fig. 3. Lateral view of type specimen x 3/2. 
Plate XXXIV, fig. 2A. Lower half of rhomb 10·14, x 3. 
P late XXXIV, fig. 2B. Rhomb 11-12, x 3. 
Plate XXXIV, fig. 2C. Rhomb 1-5, x 3. 
Explanation of Plate XXIX . . 
Dendrocrinus kayi Slocom, page 335. 
Figs. 1-3. Anterior, posterior and lateral views of the holo-
type. x 3/2. 
Fig. 4. A column probably of this species. x 3/2. ColI. of 
A. G. Becker. 
Ectenocrinus raymondi Slocom, page 337. 
Figs. 5-7. Right lateral, posterior and left lateral views of 
the holotype. x 5/4. Walker Museum 24701. 
]~igs. 8, 9. Dorsal and lateral views of a portion of the 
arms, showing transverse grooves, pinnules and form of the 
arm plates. Greatly enlarged. 
Archaeocrinus obconicus Slocom, page 328 
Figs. 10, 11. Lateral and posterior view of the holotype. 
Natural size. Field Museum P.17106. 
Fig. 12. Basal view of the allotype. Natural size. 
Fig. 13. Lateral view of the allotype showing ornamenta-
tion of the plates. Enlarged 3 1/2 diameters. Field Museum 
P.11263. 
Porocrinus fayettensis Slocom, page 333. 
Figs. 14-16. Lateral, posterior and ventral views of the ho-
lotype. x 3/ 2. 'V"alker Museum 24700. 
Figs. 17-19. Lateral, posterior and ventral views of the al-
lotype. x 3/ 2. Fiield Museum P. 16841. 
Figs. 20, 21. Lateral and posterior views of one of the para-
types. x 4. Field Museum P .11262. 
Fig. 22. Fragment of a very large column. x 3/2. ]-'ield 
Museum P.11135. 
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Explanation of Plate XXX. 
Crinoid Column "AA"; page '341. 
Figs. 1, 2. Lateral and end views x 3/ 2. Walker Museum 
27042. 
Crinoid Column" Ac", page 342. 
Fig. 3. Interior of basal cup. 
Fig. 4. Side view of the upper part of the column showing 
the alternating columnals and the basal plates, three of which 
are attached. University of Iowa 3677. 
Fig. 5. View of section of column showing form of colum-
nals lower down on the column. 
Fig. 6. End view showing radiating lines and shape of ax-
ial canal. 
Fig. 7. View of the opposite side of fig. 5 showing the tran-
sition from fig. 4 to fig. 5. Field Museum 11264. Figures 3 
to 7 natural size. 
Crinoid Column" AB", page 341. 
Fig. 8. Side view of the largest specimen with infrabasal 
plates. Fig. 11 side view of longest specimen. x 3/ 2. Field 
Museum P . 11265. 
Fig. 9. Interior of basal cup. x 3/ 2. University of Iowa 
3684. 
Fig. 10. End view showing axial canal, radiating lines and 
granules. x 3/ 2. Walker Museum 24702. 
Maquoketocrinus ornatus Slocom, page 330. 
Figs. 12, 13. Basal and lateral views of the holotype. 
Field :Museum P. 16840. Enlarged 3 1-2 diameters. 
Porocrinus fayettensis Slocom, page 333. 
Fig. 14. Edge of a plate enlarged 16 diameters, showing 
the folding at the angles. University of Iowa 3676. Photo by 
Dr. H . E . Wilson. ' 
Heterocrinus ~ , page 339. 
Fig. 15. Attachment bases on Ol'thoceras. Field Museum 
P . 16934. ]Dnlarged 3 1/2 diameters. 
Figs. 16, 17. Large bases. Natural size. Field Museum P . ' 
16882. . 
Lichenocrinus minutus Foerste, page 353. 
Fig. 18. One of the paratypes attached to a plate of Cara-
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bocrinus, with Corynotrypa elegantula. Enlarged 3 1/ 2 dia-
meters. Walker Museum No. 27043. 
Fig. 19. The Holotype, attached to a Strophomena fl1tctuosa 
Foerste. Enlarged 2 diameters. Field Museum P. 16885. 
Atactocrinus 1 cohunnals, page 343. 
Fig. 20. A line of eight columnals of average size, showing 
variation in form. 
Fig. 21. End view of the upper columnal in fig. 20. 
Figs. 22, 23. End and side views of the most oblate colum-
nal observed. 
Figs. 24-27. End and side views of some of the larger col-
umnals. 
Fig. 28. Longitudinal section of a columnal. 
Figs. 29,30. End views of average columnals. 
Fig. 31. Fragment of a column, consisting of 6 lozenge-
shaped columnals, attached. All -Walker Museum 24704. En-
larged 1 1/2 diameters. 
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Explanation of Plate XXXI. 
Carabocrinus slocomi Foerste, page .350. 
Figs. 1-3. Three views of a fragment retaiiljng the basals 
and radials. From Clermont, Iowa; in Lower Maquoketa. 
Holotype; Museum of University of Iowa. No. 3686. Mag-
nified 3 diameters. 
migs. 6-8. Diagrams of the same figures, designating the 
plates . 
. Figs. 4-5. Two vievvs of a fragment retaining the infraba-
sals, and also parts of the basal and radial series of plates. 
From Clermont, Iowa; in Lower Maquoketa. Allotype ; in 
collection of A. G. Becker. 
Figs. 9-10. Diagrams of the same figures, designating the 
plates. 
Carabocrinus huronensis Foerste, page 345. 
Fig. 11. Diagram of plates of the type specimen. From 
the northern edge of Goat Island, directly east of the railroad 
bridge; in the lower part of the Trenton formation. In col-
lection of A. F. Foerste. 
Pleurocystites beckeri Foerste, page 359. 
Fig 12~ Anal side, showing traces of the minute plates cov-
ering the anal area. Type specimen. Anal side of fig. 1 on 
Plate XXXIII. 
Carabocrinus huronensis Foerste, pages 347, 349. 
Fig. 13. Ambulacral side of one of the arms. 
Fig. 14. Lateral side of another arm of the same specimen. 
Both figures magnified 6 diameters. From the northern edge 
of Goat Island, directly east of the rail oad bridge; in the 
lower part of the Trenton formation. In collection of A. F . 
Foerste. 
In the diagrams of Carabocrim&s, the following abbrevia-
tions are used; a, anterior; p. posterior; r, right; 1, left ; X, 
anal X plate; RA, radianal plate; S, supplementary plate; R, 
radial series of plates; B, basal series of plates; IB, infra-ba-
sal series of plates; the broken lines indicate the location and 
dIrection of the radiating ribs. 
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Explanation of Plate XXXII. 
Carabocrinus slocomi Foerste, page 350. 
:F'igs. 1, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14. Carabocrin~~s slocomi Foerste. 
Possibly figures 19, 20, also belong here. 
Carabocrinus slocomi costatus Foerste, page 353. 
Figs. 15-18, 21-25. Carabocrintts slocomi costatus Foerste. 
The figures cited above are those of the types of the variety. 
Possibly figures 2-6, 10, also belong here. 
Figs. 1-5. Radials, showing facets for articulation with bra-
chials, and the bordered grooves along their upper margins. 
Plate~ 2, 3 and 4 are imperfect along their lateral and lower 
margms. 
Fig. 6. Another plate from the same row as the radial 
series, but without a deep am bulacral notch; possibly an anal 
X plate. Basal part broken off. 
Fig. 7. An anal X plate. 
F.ig. 8. A radianal. 
Fig. 9. A basal; either right or left anterior, or left pos-
terior. 
Fig. 10. A right posterior basal, broken at the top. 
Figs. 11-19. Infrabasals; either one of the three anterior 
basals, or the right posterior one. 
. Figs. 20-25. Left posterior infrabasals. 22 is broken at the 
top. 
Figs. 26-30. Vascular markings on the inner surface of the 
infrabasals. 26, 30 are broken at the top. 
All of these plates were found near Clermont, Iowa, in the 
Lower Maquoketa. All figures magnified 3 diameters. 7, 8, 
9, 10 belong to the Field Columbian Museum at Chicago, Illi-
nois, and are numbered 7-9=P.18531; 10=P.18532. 
2, 3, 6, 15, 16, 20, 23, 24, 25, 26, 30, belong to the Museum of 
the University of Iowa and are numbered 3687, 3688 and 3689. 
1, 4, 5, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 21,· 22, 27, 28, 29 belong to 
the collection of A. G. Becker. . 
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Explanation of Plate XXXIII. 
Fig. L Pleuroeystites beclmri Foerste, page 359. 
Lower left margin brol{en; outline restored there. .Mag-
nified 2 diameters. From Clermont, Iowa; ' in the Lower 
Maquoketa. From the collection of A. G. Becker. Holotype. 
The anal side ()f this specimen is figured on plate XXXI (fig. 
12). ;fhe plate diagram of the theca and the pectinirhombs are 
figured on plate. XXXIV (figs. 1 A-D ). 
Figs. 2, 3. Pleurocystites multistriatus Ulrich and Kirk, 
page 366. , 
The upper two ranges of plates and the left side of the 
theca are missing for the most part. Holotype. 2" ant anal 
view, magnified 3/ 2 diameters; 3, lateral view, magnified 
3/2 diameters. The pectinirhombs are figured on plate XXXIV 
(figs. 2A-C) . From two miles northwest of Clermont, Iowa, 
in the Lower Maquoketa. From the U. S. National MusetID1. 
Fig. 4. Pleurocystites sp., page 365. 
Anal side of a specimen, . not showing any of the plates 
covering the anal area. Magnified 2 diameters. From 
Dover township in F :ayette county, Iowa; in the Middle Ma-
quoketa. From the collection of A. G. Becker. 
Fig. 5. Pleurocystites slocomi Foerste, page 362. 
Antanal side of theca, with part of one of the brachioles. 
well preserved only along the central parts of the specimen. 
Magnified 2 diameters. From Clermont, Iowa; in the Lower 
Maquoketa. From Field Museum of "N" atural History; No. 
P.18529. The plate diagram of the theca and the pectini-
rhombs are figured on plate XXXIV (figs. 5A-D) . 
Fig. 6. Pleurocystites beckeri Foerste, page 359. 
Antanal side of theca, with part of one of the brachioles. 
Magnified 2 diameters. From Clermont, Iowa, in the Lower 
Maquoketa. From Field Museum of Natural History; No. 
16884. 
Fig. 7. Pleurocystites clermontensis Foerste, page 363. 
Antanal side of theca, with all of the right margin indis-
tinctly preserved. Magnified 2 diameters. From Clermont, 
Iowa, in the Lower Maquoketa. From Field Museum of 
Natural History; No. 16858. The plate diagram of the theca 
and two of the pe(ltinirhombs are figured: on plate XXXIV 
(figs. 7 A, C, D). 
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Fig. 
Fig. 
366. 
Fig. 
)!'ig. 
I. 
2. 
5. 
7. 
Explanation of Plate XXXIV. 
Pleurocystites beckeri Foerste, page 359. 
Pleurocystites multistriatus Ulrich and Kirk, page 
Pleurocystites slocomi Foerste, page 362. 
Pleurocystites clermontensis Foerste, page 363. 
The numbers of the figures on this plate correspond to those 
used on plate XXXIII. The pectinirhombs are magnified about 
3.7 diameters. In all figures A represents pectinirhomb 14-10; 
B represents pectinirhomb 11-12, and C represents pectini-
rhomb 1-5. In figure 1D the plates of the antanal side are 
numbered in accordance with the system used by Dr. F . A. 
Bather of the British Museum of Natural History. 
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ECHINODERMS OF THE IOWA DEVONIAN 
IntrOduction 
It ,has been nearly eighty-five years since David Dale Owen 
collected and reported the first echinoderm remains from the 
Devonian rocks of Iowa. Since that time additional contri-
butions to our knowledge of this interesting group ' of animals 
have been ' made by almost a score of students of the life re-
mains found in these rocks within the state. The, published 
accounts of their findings , a,re widely scattered aud in most 
cases are available only to those who have access to large , 
libraries stocked with various state ' and government reports. 
It is the purpose of this paper to bring , together this scat-
tered literature, thus better to preserve the work of the pio-
neer ,scientists, to amplify their observations ill the light of 
later and fuller discoveries,. and to add such , new material ' 
as remained ' undescribed in ' the collections of , the late Dr., 
Samuel Calvin together with a -number of new species secured 
by the writer during his study of the Iowa Devonian for the 
State Geological Survey, and finally many fine species have 
been freely contributed for study by several people, acknowl-
edgment of which is made in the body of the report. 
The species described are distributed over twenty-two genera 
and belong to forty-three species and two varieties. Of the 
genera, two are ne:w and seven others have not been pre-
viously reported 'from the Devonian of the state. Twenty-
four of the species and the two varieties are new. All have 
been illustrated in a series of twenty plates and a number of 
text figures. lllustr'ations of, a few species occurring ' outside 
the state have been introduced for comparison. In the classi-
fication, Zittel's Textbook of Paleontology, second editio~, has 
been followed in the main. The writings of Wachsmuth and 
Springer on the camerate crin~ids, of Springer on the flexible 
crinoids, and of Jackson on the echinoids have been freely 
consulted. Bather's paper on the Triassic Echinoderms of 
Bakony has also proved very helpful ' in interpreting the disso-
ciated echinoid material. Genera which are new ' or peculiar 
\ 
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to our area have been more or less fully described. The mu-
seum location of types.is cited in all cases 'where it is know~~ 
Previous Work on the Echinoderms of the Area . 
As intimated above it was Dr. David Dale Owen, commis-
sioned .as "Principal Agent to explore the Mineral Lands Of 
the United States", who first observed echinoderm remains 
in the Devonian terrane of the Iowa 'territory. This was in 
1839. IIi the revised report published in 1844, on page 32, · is 
a statement that "About . three miles west of Rockingham, in 
Iowa, occur strata abounding in Entrochi.tes and Reteporae,--". 
On plate xi are illustrated two weathered slabs which" display 
on ·their surface a variety of Entrochites and . Reteporae; 
also, a Tentaculites and a new coral Oyathopora Iowensis, 
0." Owen was of the opinion that the rock was Carbonifer-
ous limestone although he "did not obtain unequivocal evi-
dence. " The slabs illustrated can be duplicated at many points 
in the Cedar Valley limestone all the way from Muscatine 
. county, where Owen collected his, to Johnson county and on 
north to Bremer county. The fossils on Owen's slabs are 
stem segments presumably of Megistocrinus; the bryozoa 
;which he thought to be bits of the fronds of Airchimedes are 
parts of a F enestella, of Oystodi.ctya hamiltonensis Ulrich, and 
of others; the Tentaculites is T. hoyti White; while the coral 
is .now referred to Oladopora iowensis (Owen). In his' 1852 . 
report, page 85, Owen made the correction and referred the 
beds to the Devonian. In the ·latter' report this shrewd ob-
server mentions finding Hexacrin'us and Olivanites (Nucleo-
erin,us) at Davenport and below Rockingham, respectively. 
These are the first echinoderm genera identified from our 
Devonian rocks and it is interesting to note that these lo-
calities furnished the types of new species in each genus as 
will be noted later in this paper. 'I 
In: 1858, J ames H~ll's well Jmown report on the Geology 
of Iowa appeared in two parts. This contains the results of 
the investigations made by him and his staff during portions 
of the years 1855-1857. It is not necessary here to dweiI on 
his interpretation or mapping of the Devonian ·of the state, 
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suffice to say that in its larger features the work is · surpris-
ingly accurate. He emphasizes th~ Encrinal · imestone along 
the river south of Davenport (pp. 86, 87) and notes a species 
of Pentremites and numerous fragments of crinoids and crin-
oidal (lolumns in the vicinity of (New) Buffalo. In the paleon-
tological part of the report he described and illustrated one 
new blastoid, Codaster subtruncatus, and three new crinoids, 
Megistocrinus latus, Taxocrinus interscapularis, and Syn-
bathocrinus matutimls, all from the beds about Buffalo. Again 
in 1861 we find Hall including a crinoid from Iowa City 'with 
other similar .crinoids from Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and de-
~cribing them under. the name M elocrinites . nodosus. In pass-
ing it may be noted that Hall contributed much to the early 
knowledge of the Burlington crinoids of 'Iowa and his descrip-
. tions, illustrations, and diagrams of these prove him to be a 
keen observer and a clear writer. . 
One of the most enthusiastic students of paleontology; an 
'indefatigable collector, and one who was unusually careful in 
the preparation and preservation of his specimens was the 
Rev. W. H. Barris. Trained for the ministry but with a 
,strong leaning toward natural history he was called from his 
first charge at Brockport, New York, to become rector of 
Trinity Church at Iowa City. This was in 1855 and the De-
vonian of Iowa was then virgin territory. Here he must have 
met Hall who spent a few weeks at Iowa City in the autumn 
of 1855. At any rate during his four-year charge of the parish 
we ~ind him sending choice specimens to Hall and others and 
gradually acquiring a knowledge of the local geology. From 
Iowa City he was called to Burlington where many of his 
~pare hours for seven years were spent ' in making a collec-
'tion of his favorite fossils, the crinoids. It was here that he 
met . Wachsmuth and ·from him the latter. acquired his first 
knpwledge of geology and paieontology, a knowledge which 
bore such abundant fruit in later . years. From Burlington, 
Barris was called to Davenport where he spent the remainder 
of a busy and useful life. Here he kept up his paleontologic-
al interests and continued writing papers on geology and 
paleontology, a work which he had already begun at BUrling-
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ton. At Davenport he studied especially the Devonian blas-
toids and his cqptribution to the knowledge of this ' class ranks 
among the best done in America,. His frequent excursions to 
northern Michigan resulted in the d~scovery about Alpena and . 
elsewhere of many specimens of blastoids identical with those 
found at Davenport and serving as indexes for' the correlation 
of the Devonian of the two areas. N or were the crinoids of 
the region about Davenport neglected in his devotion to the 
blastoids. The fact that he found a large number of almost 
perfect specimens in an area where crinoidal remains are ' 
especially fragmentary is a' testimony to his untiring energy . . 
His new genus Stereocrinus and the species of the following 
list are from the ' Iowa Devonian: 
Nucleocrinus obovatus 
Nucleocrinus meloniformis 
Stereocrinlls trianglllatus 
Stereocrinus triangulatus var. liratus · 
Megistocrinus. nodosus. 
Two of the species described in this report have been 
named in his honor and he . collected the types 'of others. 
'Frequent allusions to his contributions occuI under the .de-
scription of species, in the following pages. 
. ' 
Dr. Chas. A. White, state Geologist of Iowa from 1866 to 
1870, was a paleontologist of much ability. Being a resident 
of Burlington for many, years, where he knew Barris and 
Wachsmuth intimately, his chief paleontological work in Iowa ' 
naturally was done with Mississippian, especially with Kinder-
hook, fossils'- However, in a paper by him in the Proceedings 
of the Philadelphia Academy we find the description of a new 
Devonian genus of c-ystids, Strobilocystites, and of the species 
S. calvini ' named ' f~r ·.its finder Doctor Calvin who ' found ' 
the types near Iowa City. In the_ same paper White described 
the crinoid · M egistocrintts . farnsworthi, a rare species also 
from the vicinity of Iowa City . 
. It is not surprising that Prof. A. H. Worthen, who assisted 
Hall. with his Geology · of Iowa, should have been familiar with 
the Iowa- Devonian. Vlorthen was later ' State GeologIst of 
lllinois. Inasmuch as the Devonian of Iowa extends ' across 
r 
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the river in the vicinity of Rock Island, Worthen, in the pur-
suit of his studies of the Illinois Devonian, collected fossils 
on both ' sides of the river. Two species of crinoids described 
, by him in the Illinois reports are from the Iowa side, one, 
Deltacrinus barrisi from Davenport, and the other, ' Pof;erio-
crimllS b~tffaloensis, from a ravine near Buffalo. Some 
years earlier he and Prof. F. B. Meek had described Eutaxo-
(.Tinus gracilis in the 'Proceedings of the Philadelphia Academy. ' 
, The type specimen of this species also came from Buffalo. 
The names of Wachsmuth and Springer will forever be as-
sociated with American echinodermology. ' Their great mono-
graph on the Crinoidea Camerata includes all North American 
crinoids of that order known up to the time of its pUblication 
in 1897. ' ,The noted Burlington beds furnished the greater 
part of their extensive and beautiful collection of crinoids. 
Wachsmuth lived at Burlington where Springer came to prac-
tice law upon his graduatIon. The happy association of these 
two men, their profound knowledge of these interesting fossils, 
and their friendly attitude and helpful suggestions, drew pal-
eontologists and collectors to them in fullest confidence. 
Wachsmuth was ever ready to aid. others where he could, 
Springer generously passed an opinion on any specimen sent, 
or brought him for ~dentification. In the collections at the 
University of Iowa are many fine blastoids and crinoids ob-
, tuined by Calvin from one or the other of these two men, 
"\vhile a magnificent collection of the Bu,rlingt(;m crinoids was 
presented to the University by Doctor Springer several years 
ago. On the other hand Professor Calvin delighted in refer-
ring such crinoids as he found to them for determination and 
study. The writer recalls a fine ' flexible crinoid collected 
by Calvin in the Hamilton shale at Thedford, Ontario; in due 
time he apprised Springer of his find and years ,later thel 
specimen appeared I\s a cotype of one of ' Springer's new 
species. From the Iowa Devonian three new carnerates were 
described in Wachsmuth and Springer's famous monograph. 
These are 111 elocrinus tiffanyi, M elocrinus calvini and H exa-
, , 
crinus occidentalis.They were collected respectively by A. S. 
Tiffany at Buffalo, by Samuel Calvin at Solon, and by W. H. 
Barris at Davenport. 
<t .J 
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In Dr. Frank Springer's recent monograph on the Crinoidea 
Flexibilia appears a description and illustration of a remark-
ably fine new ' species, Euryocrinus barrisi, from Buffalo. 
'l'hree other flexible cririoids from our Devonian have been ad-
mirably illustrated and! redescribed in this scholarly treatise. 
Dr. Samuel Calvin, head of the department of geology at the 
University of Iowa for close to forty years and state geologist 
for nearly twenty year~, was a 'close and critical student of the 
Iowa Devonian. He prepared the greater number , of the re-
ports of the counties where the Devonian belt outcrops and 
made extensive collections of the fossils, among them being six 
of the new species of this paper. Niost of these were accUmu-
lated subsequent to the appearance of the Monograph on the 
Camerata. In spite of a busy life ' in the class 'room, in the 
field, and in the pursuit of various duties related to the admin-
istrative functions of his offices as 'state geologist and depart-
ment head, he found time to describe a large number of fossils. 
This Calvin did so well that.it is regrettable that he did not 
. have ample time to devote to the study of his collections. Only 
one echinoderm, ' a cystid, Strobilocystites polleyi, was diag-
nosed by him. This was collected by one of his students in the 
Devonian of Cedar county. The chief contribution of Calvin, 
however, was not in the new species he described, nor in the 
geological papers and reports which he wrote, excellent as they, 
were, but in the inspiration and enthusiasm he imparted to his 
students. 
Many others have contributed in a more or less direct way 
to the literature of the subject. Prof. R. P. Whitfield, for ex-
ample, published the first illustration: of M elocrinus nodosus. 
Mr. A. S. Tiffany in a paper on the" Geology of Scott County, 
Iowar and Rock Island , County, Illinois," published in 1885, 
Jisted a great many species from the Devonian, among , them 
ten genera, some with "undetermined or .new species," and nine 
species of blastoids and crinoids. Most of these, however, ap-
pear to have been incorrectly identified, at least most of them 
do not occur' on the Iowa side and in Mr. W. 'E. Ek~l~w's paper 
on the" Correlation of the Devonian System of the Rock Island 
Region," published in 1912, no echinoderms are listed. Vari-
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ous papers by Mr. C. L. ,Webster refer to the occurrence of 
crinoids in the Devonian' rocks of the state; allusion to his re-
porting a Strobilocysti.tes from Floyd county is made under one 
of th~ species of ,that genus. Mr. C. L. Fenton's list of "Hack-
berry" fossils includes one genus of crinoids and one of echi-
noids. 
In 19i9 the writer read a preliminary paper before the 
Paleontological Society of Ameriea ' on " Echinoderms' of the 
Iowa , Devonian." It appeared in abstract form in the Pro-
ceedings of the Geological Society of America for 1920, pages 
211, 212. In this are presented briefly some facts concerning 
the echinoderms already described; the genera Arthracantha, 
Dactyloc'rinus, Decadocrinus, Cyathocrinus, and Xenocidaris 
are reported for the first time; and a brief diagnosis is given 
of two new · genera of echinoids, namely Devonocidari-s and 
N ortonechinus. The Dolatocrinus mentioned .in the abstract ' 
has proved tO 'bea Stereocrinus and the doubtful Lecanocrinus 
turns out to be a new species of Clidochirus. In the same year 
the writer read two short papers bearing on the Iowa Devonian 
before the Iowa Academy of Science; one on "The Fauna of 
the Independence Shale," pointing out among other things th~ 
occurrence of Arthracant~a in Iowa, and the other on "N orton-
echitnus, a Devonian sea urchin." Abstracts of these appeared 
in Science, July 23, 1920, p. 89. At the meeting of the Iowa 
Academy of Science in ,April, 1923, another paper was read 
entitled "The Geographic Distribution ' of Iowa Devonian 
Echirioderms. " The chief points in the paper had already been 
prepared for, mid they appear in, this report. 
What &hinoderms are and which are represented in the Iowa 
Devonian 
Echinoderms are invertebrate animals that have always lived 
in the sea. Common examples known to most 'people are the 
crinoids or sea-lilies, the starfishes, and the sea-urchins. Sci-
entists make three groups of them and : these are again con-
siderably subdivided. They ~re: I. PELMATOZOA, which with 
a few exceptions are fixed by a j'oiIJ.te,d ar;.d flexible stem :dur-
jng their post-larval life-here belo~g' ih~ 'cystoids, bliistp~ds, 
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and crinoids. II. ASTERQZOA, which have star-shaped bodies 
and are stemless and hence have freedom of movement over 
the sea floor; The well known starfishes and brittle stars are 
assigned to this group. III. ;ECHINOZOA, whicn are free and 
without arins, their bodies being globular or ;heart-shaped as-in 
the sea-urchins, disc-shaped as in the sand dollar, or enclosed 
in an elongate leathery integument, an example of . which is the 
sea-cucumber. ' 
Echinoderms have had a very long geological history as is 
shown by the fact that th.eir fossil remains 'are found 'in some 
of the oldest rocks ' known to contain organic remains. Their 
progress from early ' times down to the recent is a fascinat- , 
ing story-now one class and later another is in the ascendancy 
-here the rocks are filled, literally crowded, with their skele-
tons, there not a trace of any of them is found. Of the seven 
classes two of, them, the cystoids and blastoids, are extinct. 
They were limited to the Paleozoic. The cystoids thrived in 
the Ordovician and Silurian and had become very rare in the 
. Devonian, a fact which adds interest to the species of Iowa 
Strobilocystites which are found in the highest beds in which 
.r4omb-bearing Cystoidea are known to occur. The blastoids, 
however, continued on beyond th~ D~vonian and culminated in 
the next period. Of the four orders of crinoids, two of them, 
the Camerata and Flexibilia, disappeared before the end of the 
Paleozoic, the 'third order, the Inadunata, continued on into the 
Mesozoic, while the last, the Articulata, began about the close 
of the Paleozoic and contains all the living crinoids. 'Fossil 
representatives of the first three orders occur in the roc~s em-
bra:ced in this study. The Asteroidea, ,or starfishes, which are 
abundant 'to-day, may be traced back to Cambrian times. . No 
remains of these or of the next, have been found in the Iowa 
D.evonian. The brittle stars, or Ophiuroidea, are common in . 
the modern seas but their fossil record, . though dating back to 
early Paleozoic, is ' meager. The Echinoidea, or sea-urchins, 
have been a part of the world "s marine f!iuna from the Ordo-
'vician to the Recent. They have been especially abundant dur-
ing the Mesozoic and Cenozoic. Their 'Paleozoic evolution is a 
fascinating story ' and it is a pleasure to add not 'a little to ~hat 
I -
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accountiir this paper. One 'order, the Perischoechinoida, is 
represented in the Iowa Devonian by three genera and five 
species. The Holothuroidea, or sea-cucumbers, because of their 
poorly developed skeletal parts, have left but a very scant pale-
ontological : record. However, Walcott has undoubted . speci-
mens .from the Cambrian of British Columbia and there are 
straggling bits of evidence down' through the geologic eras con-
necting those early representatives with the modern forms. 
The classes, orders, and families of echinoderms found in 
the :Devonian of our area may be arranged in tabular form as 
follows: 
Classes 
Cystoidea. 
Blastoidea 
Crinoidea. 
Echinoidea 
Orders 
Rhombifera 
Edrioasteroidea 
Eublastoidea. ! 
Camerata. 
Flexibilia 
Inadunata 
Perischoechinoida 
• 
• F,amilies 
Callocystidae 
Agelacrinidn.e 
, Codasteridae 
Nucleocrinidae 
Melocrinidae 
Batocrinidae 
Hexacrinidae 
Ichthyocrinidae 
Taxocrinidae 
Synbathocrinidae 
Cremacrinidae . 
Cya thocrinidae 
Poteriocrinidae 
Archeocidaridae 
Lepidocentridae 
Preservation and Abundance of the Echinoderm. Remains 
The echinoderm remains in, the Iowa Devonian , are scanty 
when compared with the prodigal abundance of the same class 
of remams in the overlying Mississippian strata as exemplified 
in the classicallocal~ties at Burlington, Keokuk, ;Le Grand and 
elsewhere in ,the state. Yet certain zones in the Devonian are 
flO filled , with crinoidal remains that they form "encrinal" or 
(;rinoidal limestone. In fact ste,m ossi~les of crinoids are com-
mon fossils at. nearly every locality where fossils of , any ~ind 
occur. Good ,calyces, however, are rare and are not confined 
to any particular locality, although, in general, the ravines in 
the vi~inity of Buffalo, Scott county, the M egistocrinus beds 
near SolQn, Johnson ,county, and certain layers to be pointed 
out more fully l~ter nea'r Brandon have produced many fine 
specimens. To these may be added certain layers of arg~ace­
ons limestone near Iowa City, a patch of weathered· limestone 
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in the suburbs of Waterloo, and a few exposures of the Lime 
Creek beds in Floyd and Cerro Gordo counties. Other less im-
portant horizons will be ' mentioned under the discussion of the 
different species. . 
With few exceptions the specimens studied are preserved as 
calcite in the limestones or shales. The readiness with which 
this mineral splits along its ' cleavage planes , makes both the 
remo,val and the cleaning of specimens difficult and tedious. 
The task, for example, of cleaning the specimen described as 
M elocrinu8 nodosus irregularis required many hours of very 
close work since when it was foUnd only five or six of its 
nodose plates were free from the tough hard matrix. . As a 
rule, however, careful work is rewarded by the uncovering of 
traceable sutures, which are quite necessary for the correct 
identification and elucidation of the specimen. In the case of . 
specimens where the sutures are too faint for photographing 
they have been traced in ink. 
The specimens of M eg.istocrinus clarkei from Vvaterloo are 
f:'ilicified as is also the type of M elocrinus linderi from near 
Iowa City. Except for the type specimens of M. clarkei and 
H exacrinus occidentalis none of the camerate crinoids studied 
preserves the arms. The preservation of the arms and in some 
cases bits of the stem is the rule, however, among the flexible 
and inadunate species. . 
In all cases where ':Possible, strata containing abundant· crin-
oidal or similar ' fragments have been traced laterally ·and in a 
few cases small areas have been located where the stratum is 
weathered into a marly shale. These places are a collector's 
bonanza. If quantities of such material are sifted through a 
set of fine-meshed sieves placed one above the other-the coars-
est above-a large quantity not only of ecrunodernial fragments 
but of oth&r small fossils as · well may be found. A zone near 
Brandon yields an abundance of the nodose plates of Megisto-
erinus pernodosus, another below Nora Springs yields plates 
of Hexacrinus springeri, while surprisingly good results have 
been obtained in the different zones of' the 'Lime Creek shales.1 
Here parts ofl echinoids have been found; teeth, braces, and 
~ Bull. GeoL Soc. Amer.. vol. 32. pp. 130,131; 1921. 
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. other parts of the lantern as well as delicate ambulacral plates 
and spines were thus recovered. At several localities in the 
Lime Creek a quantity of the plates of Clidochirus iowensis 
may be obtained; from such a lot the author has selected a set 
which if united would make a fairly good reconstruction of the 
calyx to the bases of the arms, see plate XLIII; it should be 
added that several sets of the attached infrabasals have been 
obtained which ·aided materially in a proper understanding of 
the species. From the Independence shale but three or four ra-
dial plates of an undoubted Arthacantha were collected. On the 
basis of these a new species is described. N ow the question 
can properly be asked as to what extent may species or genera 
be founded on dissociated parts of crinoids or echinoids. The 
author is well aware that it is possible to go too far in estab-
lishing species on insufficient material, perhaps he has ·done so, 
but here are the fossils and some names are needed in order to 
·use them. It is conceded that the radials of an A rthacantha 
or of a Cyathocrinus or the spines a.nd plates of an , echinoid 
ar'e much less desirable than complete specimens. But com-
plete specimens have been sought more· or less in vain. The 
next visit may yield one and then it will be seen to what extent 
we have erred. At any rate years have elapsed in the prepar-
ation of this paper partly at least because the hope has been 
entertained that more or less cQ.mplete specimens eventually 
would be obtained. This actually happened in the case of one 
of the echinoids when Mr. C. H: Belanski found a pa:r;t of an 
interanibulacrum of Nortonechinus welleri. It was a thrilling 
discovery and the finder deserves great praise for his persist-
ence. However, a study of the loose plates and spines mounted 
on a ball of modeller's clay had determined beforehand the 
mode of imbrication of the plates, the position and relation of 
the spines, and other facts. The accuracy of the restoration 
was almost wholly corroborated by the arrangement of the 
plates and by the position of a few spines held by the matrix 
to the piece of interambulacrum. This is not an argument that 
dissociated material can be restored in all cases, indeea, in 
many instances it is hazardous to attempt it at all. The writer, 
however, does want to make the point that where material 'is 
• 
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distinctly different from any with which it is associated and 
when it possesses ,unmistakable characters such as the arm 
facet on the ra~al of a Oyathocrinu,s or the spine sockets on 
the radial of an Arthrac(mtha generic recognition i1:? certain. 
And, too, when these dissociated pl:).rts are limited to a more or 
less distinct zone and are geographically remote, as is the case 
with Arthracantha, from other species of the genus then speci-
fic rank can be assigned with reasonable safety from ' duplica-
tion. 
A ·few illustrations of unidentified forms such as stem seg-
ments, parts of calyces, and so on, have been entered on one or 
two .plates. rrhe number might have been extended but enough 
have been introduced to show that there are other species 
awaiting the student when better material is obtained. ' 
, . 
The Distribution of some of the Genera and Species. , 
Of the forty-three species and two varieties described in this 
paper only seven of the species are reported as occurring out-
side the state. These are: ' 
Nucleocrinus obovatus Iowa, Wisconsin, Michigan. 
N. meloniformis Iowa, Michigan. 
Melocrinus nodosus iowa, Wisconsin. 
Megistocrinus nodosus ' Iowa, Michigan. 
Euryocrinus barrisi Iowa, Michigan. 
Synbathocrinus matutinus Io.wa, Michigan. 
Deltacrinus barrisi Iowa, Illinois. 
, , 
It is to b'e noted that these ' species. do not range far beyond 
tt~e confines of the s~ate and are practically limited to the 
Dakotan sea and Traverse basin , of Schuchert.2 ' It may be 
expected that when th~ faunas of these basins , are better 
known. the above E1pecies \Vill be fouIJ.d to extend mO,re wide-
ly ,and, that the range of other species h~re described will 
ppread beyond their present lml}wn ' llmits. Indeed" closely al-
lie~ if not the same species do occur' in, the Mi1:?souri Devopian 
, (C:;tl~away county) arid when the Devonian o.f Canada, extend-
ing from Manitoba , to t~e '¥.ackem;ie valley, is beW~r known 
some of .our specie~ ~ay ,p,e e~pected In this, northern ' region, 
if ,the sea connecti~lns , were 'in tpis :direct,iop. 'Very, few of the 
2 Bun. GeoI. Soc. Amer., vol. 20, P. 545; 1910. 
, , 
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Iowa species have extensive vertical distribution, being limited 
in most cases to ' rather narrow zones. In this connection it 
may be pointed out that of the seven echinoderm genera occu~­
ring in the Lime Creek beds only thre,e are found in the under-
lying Devonian beds. Moreover the, geographical ex;ten~ of 
most species, as now known, is som~what restricted. 
Of the twenty-two genera only three are wholly limited, to 
the Iowa Devonian; these are Strobilocystites; Nortonechinus, 
and Devonocidaris. Nine occur in the Devonian of the neigh-
boring states of Illinois, Wisconsin, Missouri, ana. Michigan; 
twelve are found in the New York Devonian,;s St,ereocrinus oc-
curs also in ' Tennessee; six are found in the K~ritucky -West 
Virginia-Ohi<i> region; three are reported -from ' Canada; and 
eight from E!urope. ' The vertical extent of these genera is in-
teresting' in that six of, them begin in the Silurian, ' of which six 
'four lived on\ to the basal Mississippian; the others 3,Jise in the 
Devonian an~ seven of these also continue to the Mississippi,an; 
eight genera 'are limited to the Devonian. It may be noted 'that 
only six of our genera begin below the Devonian but that eleven 
or half of th~m continue to the Mississippian; this fact tends 
to emphazise: a late Devonian age for the Iowa rocks contain-
ing the fauna here discussed. " In compiling these figues on 
vertical range Agelacrinites has not been considered since the 
writer is of the opinion that inany pre-Devonian species as-
signed to this genus are generically. distinct from tho,se of the 
Devonian. 
The following table, though incomplete, brings out in another 
'way the facts just presented. ' ' 
S F~urteenth Rept. Dir. N. Y. State Mus., pp. 47, 48; 1918. " 
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t:ltroEiiIo~yshtes IX I I L I I I I I I I I 
Agelacrinitlls I X - I I I I X I ' I ' I I II . ···1-1-1-1 
Nucleocrinus I X i I X I X I X . I X I I I II I I I I 
Conaster I X I I I X I r X I I . I II ' . I I I I 
Melocrinus I X I X I I X I I X I I I X I X I X I I X I X II -1-1-1-1 
Stereocrinus ' I X .I I I I - I. I X I I I I I I I II I-I I I 
Megistocrinn.Q I X I I I X I X I I X I X I I I I I II I 1-1-1-
Hexacrinus I X I ' I I I I I X . I I I I X I X ..J X II I -I-I-r -
Arthracantha I X --1 I X I I X I I . II I I I-I 
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Decadocrinus I X I I X I II I 1-1- 1-
Nortonechinus I X I - I --. -I - 1 I . I II I I -I -
Xenocidaris I X I I I I I I I X II I -1-1 
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Fig, 60. Tab'e showing geographic and stratigraphie distribution' of the echinoderm genera occurring in the Iowa Devonian. 
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The distribution of some of the Devonian genera in Iowa, in • 
the surrounding states, in Canada, and on east into Kentucky 
and New York has been so we~l stated in a 'recent publicatioI,l 
hy Dr. Frank Springer that the statement is here quoted' in 
full: . 
"At Louisville Dolatocrinus is the leading ge~l.US, fol-
lowed by Megistocrinus, Nucleocrinus, Codaster" etc.,'but 
no sign of M elocrinus or of any Flexible crinoid; in Cal-
laway County, Missouri, Melocrinus occurs, and an Ich-
thyocrinoid of the genus Dactylocrinus, but no Dolato-
cr-in-us or M egistocrint~s; in Iowa M egistocrinus and Mel: 
oc?"inus and a notable new Ichthyocrinoid, but no Dolato-
crinus; in northern Michigan, Dolatocrinus, Megisto-
crinus, Nucleo cr'inus, and Codaster, of species mostly 
well differentiated from those of the ' Louisville area; in 
'Wisconsin, M elocrinus clos,ely similar to the Missouri 
. species, forms which also extend far to the north in the 
McKenzie Basin, Canada; in the last four .areas, not in-
cluding the CanaQ,ian, species belonging to the Flexibilia 
, occur, of different forrns in each. In western' New York 
and Ontario,. Dolat'Ocrinu8' and M egistocrinus closely re-
lated to the Louisville 'forms occiur; but in addition to 
these an extraordinary assemblage of the other forms 
not represented in <'lither of the other areas, which are 
soon to be described in a Memoir by the New York State 
Museum. "4 ' 
It is noteworthy that while the Devonian terrane of Iowa ex-
tends for some distance into Rock Island county, Illinois, and 
also northward into the southern tier of counties in Minnesota 
very meager echinodermal remains have ever been , reported 
from either area. Ekbla'~T 's long list of fossils from the Devon-
ian of the Rock Island region includes noneS while Doctor 
Stauffer's lists from the Devonian of Minn~sota includes only 
"crinoid stems."6 These facts · emphasize the rarity of identj· 
fjable specimens. , 
rrhe finding in Iowa of Arthracantha, heretOfore limited to 
the vicinity of Lake' Erie, of Dactylocrinus, a rare qut world-
wide genus, of the meagerly known Rhenish Xenocidciris, and 
40 Bull. 115, U. S. Nat. Mus., p. 20, ftn. , 1921. 
5 Trans. Ill. Acad. Sci.. 1912 (Unpaged reprint). 
6 Amer. Jour. Sci., yol. IV, PI). 403, 406; Nov., 1922. 
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of the genus Agelacrinites, are important contributions to the 
distribution of these genera. Perhaps the most. interesting 
fact in the study of distribution is the .presence of ~ertain 
European genera, especially those of the' Rhenish · Devonian. 
In the opinion of the writer further study, especially of the 
echinoids, will still · further emphasize the relationship of our . 
Devonian with that of the Eifel. . 
Some Significant Facts Brought ' Out by the Study 
Aside from the fact that the study has resulted in a number 
of new' species and in new locality and horizon records for 
ot~ers there are a number of interesting points deserving 6f 
brief mention. 
The abundance of encrinal limestone and the rarity of com-
plete or identifiable specimens are accentuated by the fact that 
Close to half the species described and illustrated are known 
dnly from sing~e specimens or from one ' specimen and . frag-
ments of others. That these are go~d species there is little 
doubt ill: any case but they do illustrate the fact that exceed-
ingly few individu.als have escaped falling . apart. 
The assemblage here elucidated is 'remarkable fo.r the num-
ber of species 'which have nodose plates or some form of spines 
or excrescences. Of the six Melocrinids only one has smooth 
plates, three of the Megistocrinids are_ nodose, one of them re-
markably so, and Arthracantha and Stereocrinus have their 
special forms of decoration. The . echinoid genera are unique 
in the matter of spines. N ortonechinus and Xenoci.daris have _ 
spines of so abnormal a nature as to suggest their being cidar-
oid rather than perischoechinoid genera. In fact the latter 
genus has been doubtfully included with the cidarids in the 
second edition of Zittel's Textbook of Paleontology. 
The rhomb-bearing cystids of the Iowa Devonian are the lat-
est known species of this order, the group having reached its 
elimax in the Ordovician or Silurian, with a good showing in 
the Lower Devonian. It is rather surprising that Strobilocys-
ti·tes has not been recognized in other parts of our basin · as 
have our equally rare and interesting species of the blastoid, 
Nucleocrinus. 
L-1.~ ___ ~_--,-__ _ 
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The genera Melocrinus and Megistocrinus aTe represented 
by six and eight species respectively. The latter is by far the 
most common genus in the area and most of the crinoidal lime-
Rtone is largely made up of dissociated. calyces, arms, and stems 
of its species. 
H exacrinus, .' though a common genus in Europe, is rare- in 
America. Up to the writing of this report only two species 
were known from A]nerica and these by but a few specimens. 
One of the two, H. occidentali.s, already described from Iowa, 
is here accompanied by two others bringing the American total 
to four-three of them from Iowa. The most gratifying fact, 
however, is that a definite zone bearing Hexacrinus plates has 
been found and traced for several miles. Scores of 'the plates 
have been , collected and complete calyces may confidently be 
expected upon closer search. . 
And finally the most remarkable part of the study is the not-
able echinoid material found in the Lime Creek beds. 'Paleozoic 
echinoderms are rare, especially below' the Mississippian. The 
Ordovician and Silurian have contributed a few while ' eleven 
-8pecies have previously been obtained from the Devonian. 
Seven of these, belOllging to three different genera, are from 
the Rhineland, two are from England and two from New York. 
A tabular arrangement follows: 
Eocidaris laevispina (Sandberger) 
Lepidocentrus rhenanus (Beyrich) 
L. miilleri Schultze 
L. eifelianus Miiller 
Xenocidaris clavigera Schult.ze .' 
X. conifera Schliiter 
X. cylindrica Schultze . 
Lepidesthes' devonicans Whidborne 
Pholidoc~daris acnaria (Whidborne) 
Lepidocentrus drydenensis (Vanuxem) 
Lepidechinoides ithacensis Olsson 
Germany 
Germany . 
Germany 
. Germany 
Germany 
Oermany 
Germany 
. England 
England 
New York 
New York 
It is regrettable that our echinoid material is . dissociated, 
but the individual plates, spines, and other parts are very well 
preserved and the material is in places very abundant. The 
reader may judge for himself as to the interpretation put upon 
the specimens by the writer, and whether right or wrong an 
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honest attempt has been made to describe the material as it 
occurs. 
No echinoid remains have been seen in the Cedar Valley beds . , 
though ' close search has been made in certain zones; enough, 
but very imperfect, material has been found in the Shell Rock 
liniestone, hO'Yever, to assure us that a few scattered echinpids 
lived at the time of its deposition. Since writing the greater 
part of this paper certain plates and spines have .been found 
in the Owen beds, which are the uppermost strata of the Iowa 
Devonian and at some distance above the 'zones containing N or-
to-nechinus and Devonocidaris. In many respects the plates 
resemble those of L epidocentrw; rather than those of N orton-
echi.n'/l>S. ~ Unfortunately they are so wor'u as to obscure some 
of the details necessary for correct generic diagnosis. 
The Iowa Devonian 
The Iowa Devonian is composed of a body of lirp.estone, 
dolomitic in places, and shales. These outcrop in a diagonal 
belt forty , to sixty miles wide extending across the state from 
the middle of the northern boundary to Davenport on the east-
ern border. They continue for some distance northward into 
Minnesota where they disappear beneath younger strata, and 
also southeastward into Rock Island county, Illinois, where 
again they disappear beJow YQunger rocks. The "\Tarious mem-
bers of the system dip' gently to the s~uthwest; they have 'been 
but little disturbed by folding or faulting except in a minor way 
locally and that has been largely in connection with brecciation 
which has crushed ,and distorte<;l the lower terranes over ~ part 
of the area. . 
, A complete discussion of the ' Devonia~ system, as d~welop­
ed in Iowa, will appear, in another paper, now in·'prepl:\.ration. 
The ,synoptic table given below will serve as a convenient ref-
. erence inc9nnection with the geological posItion of the species 
described, in this paper. 
r 
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P< 
P 
Wapsipinicon 
Fig 6.1. Table showing divisions of Iowa Devonian. 
\ Upper 
Davenport I Lower 
Independence 
Otis 
As shown in the table all the Iowa Devonian is ·here assigned 
for the first time to the Upper Devonian. White7 was of the 
opinion that it all belongs to onE:) series and influenced by Hall 
and others, he correlated it with the Hamilton of the Middle 
Deyonian. . Later Hall arid Whitfield assigned the Lime Creek 
beds to the ChemungB but left the subjacent beds in the Middle 
Devonian. To the Upper 'Devonian assignment, Calvin later 
. added the State Quarry heds which also are separated from 
the Ceda'r Valley by an erosion interval. The Sweetland 
Creek beds of Muscatine county are likewise set off by an 
erosional unconformity from the Cedar Valley. Calvin placed 
'them in the Upper Devonian but there is some doubt about 
their stratigraphic position since the fossil evidence is inde-
cis'ive . and ,Kinderhook may well be their final assignment.9 
Weller10 in his paper on the "Correlation of the Middle and 
Upper Devonian and the Mississippian Faunas of North Ameri-
ca" placed the ' Cedar Valley as contemporaneous with the 
Portage and the Wapsipinicon as the time equivalent of the 
later Hamilton. The tenden:cy has been to follow this cor-
relation iIi the main, leaving only a part of the Wapsipinicoh in 
the Middie Devonian. Schuchert in his table has practically 
followed the dbove and the Iowa Survey has tentatively ac-
7 Geol. Surv. Iowa, vol. I, p . 187 ; 1870. 
8 Twenty·third Ann. Rept. N . Y. St. Mus., 225, 226; 1873. 
9 Weller, Jour. Geol, XVII, 'p p . 266, 267 ; 1909. Tcxtm,;,k of ' Geology, A. W . Grabau. 
Par t II, p . 443, Heath & Co.. N. Y., 1921. 
1 0 loco cit., p. 266. 
_________ •. ~~---'--"'J .. J 
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cepted the usage.ll 'The line of separation has been regarded 
as the horizon of Hypothyridina C1~boides in the upper part' 
of the Wapsipinicon. Beds below this horizon, such as the In, 
dependence shales and the Otis, have been placed in the upper: 
part of the Middle Devonian ,series. Since tlte fauna of the 
Independence shale has certain affinities with that of the 
Lime Creek ' and since th~ chief fossil of the 'Otis is a species 
akin to Martinia 8ubumbona it impresses the writer that it is 
more logical to place all the Devonian, in one series especially 
as there is no noticeable stratigraphic break either within or at 
the close of the Wapsipinicon. The Wapsipinicon-Cedar Valley 
line is based almost wholly on paleontological grounds, being 
formerly drawn by Norton just above the Phillipsastrea horizon 
and by Calvin , just below this coral l>ed.12 The Spirijer pen-
natus beds, too, have been held to be the highest part of the 
Upper Davenport. ' At soine exposures where the above species 
, are absent a detailed study of the fauna is nece~sary. As a 
rule the fine-ribbed ' Atrypa reticularis (Atrypa independen-
cis Webster, 1921), GypiduZa comis (Owen) and some others 
do nO.t pass up into the basal C~dar Valley. At several out-
crops the separation is largely a matter of paleontology al-
though lithology and brecciation aid appreciably in many lo-
calities. Recently the situation has been well summarized by 
Norton.1s 
The Cedar Valley is very variable both lithologically and 
faunally as it is traced from point to point. Substage names 
that apply f~irly well have been proposed for the strata of -
Johnson county14 but the,se can not be applied along :M:ississ-
ippi river nor in the , northern half of the terrane. A glance 
at 'a geological map of Iowa will show that the Devonian belt 
is considerably wider in the northern tiers of counties than in 
t4e, central or southeastern parts of the state. This is true 
regardless of the distribution of the Lime Creek stage. Since 
the general amount of dip is not appre,ciably different in north-
ern Iowa and since the Wapsipinicon outcrop narrows north-
:11 Paleogeogt'aphy of North America, Bull, G. S. A" vol. 20, p. 541; 1910. 
,1 2 Iowa ' Geol. Surv" vol. ix, p . 4 52: 1899: 
1 3 Iowa Geot Surv., vol. xxvii, pp. 362-370 ; 1921. 
14 Iowa Aead. of Sci., vol. xix, PP. 149, 150; 1912. 
J~,'~ 
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ward and disappears in Howard county, the combined thick-
ness of the Cedar Valley substages is greater in tlie northern 
counties than in the latitude, for example, of Iowa City. rrhe 
wider distribution in the northern comities is partly explained 
by the eastward extension of the Cedar Valley until it overlaps' 
the Ordovician.15 However, in parts of Butler, Floyd, north-· 
eastern Cerro Gordo, and counties to the . north there come in 
recognizable· formations which are higher and faunally separ-
,. . 
FIG. 62-Contact between the Nora limestone and the Mason City dolomite, left bank of 
Lime creek, near the north line of section 16, township 95 north, range 18 west. 
The part of the Nora sh()wn in the figure is the white limestone of the lower 
A.ctmo8troma horizon . The total thickness of the Nora at this point is twenty· 
two 1eet; over it lies six or seven feet of the basal blue shale of the Lime Creek 
stage. (Photo by Oai1,Vn.) . 
able from the Cedar Valley. They are not thick, probably not 
exceeding one hundred feet in vertical extent. The general 
group of these js ealled the Shell Rock limestone from their 
typical development along Shell Rock river between Rockford 
and Nora Springs and on northward, also about Mason City and 
15 Iowa Geol. Silrv., vol. xiii, p. 38; 1903. 
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to. the nQrth and nQrthwest. The upper me~ber Qf this grQUp 
is . the N Qra limestQ.ne/6 whQ~e sharp cQntact with the basal 
. blue shale Qf the Lime Creek stage may be seen Qn Lime Creek 
. . just west Qf the town Qf RQckfQrd. BelQw the N Qra at this PQint 
and separated by a slight erQsiQnaluncQnfQrmity is a dQIQmitic 
limestQne, the MasQn City dQIQmite Qf Calvin.17 This fQrmatiQn 
is well develQped in and abQut MasQn City, at N Qra Springs, 
and Qn south of the latter place along the river. It.is suggested 
that eventually the Shell RQck may be made a stage With the 
]\ora, MasQn City, and , PQssibly Qther. hQrizQns. as substages. 
Space . dQes no.t permit further elabQratiQn,' here and mQreQver 
detailed stratigraphic discussiQns are Qutside the SCQpe Qf this 
paper. 
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. Description of the Genera and Species. 
CYSTOIDEA von Buch 
RHOMBIFERA Zittel 
CALLOCYSTIDAE Bernard 
STROBILOCYSTITES White 
= STROBILOCYSTIS Bather 
Calyx ovoid or subspherical, with eighteen . plates in four 
cycles. Ambulacra four, which m~y or may ' not give off sec-
ondary branches. Pectinirhombs three, their halves separated, 
and situated on plates land 5, i4 and 15, and 12 and 18, one 
rhomb o:q. each of the four parts of the calyx as defined by the 
ambulacra except on the posterior part; rhombs' of ~he right 
and left parts ar.e above the middle of the calyx, that of the 
anterior part near the base; the long diagonal of the left rhomb 
is nearly at right angles to the vertical axis of the calyx, that 
of the right nearly parallel to it, and that of the anterior rhomb 
obliquely transverse. Anal pyramid situated adorally on the 
posterior and narrowest quadrant 'and compc>sed of six pieces 
and an . outer circle of nine pieces. A double madreporite and 
minute hydropore on 'plate 23. Column stout, tapering. 
Genus callocys-tine in character and fairly close to Hall's 
Sphaerocystites there being some telescoping of the second and 
third cycles, but plate 12 is not in contact with plate 2 as is the 
case in some species at least of that genus. Strobilocystit'es is 
. limited to the Iowa Devonian so far as is now known. 
STROBn,OCYSTITES CALVINI White 
Plate XXXV~ figs., 1-11, 13, 18. 
1876. St1'obilocystites calvini White. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. 
Philadelphi;:t, vol. 28, p .. 28. 
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1883. StrobiZocystites ca.lvini Calvin. History of Johnson 
, County, Iowa, Notes on the fossils,pp. 558, 560. 
; Body globular to ovoid or depressed. Anlbulacra four, 
branching irregularly, the number of branches being from two 
to seven on ' each ambulacrum-those on either side of the anal 
pore tending to have the ' fewest ' number '; ambulacra and 
) , 
branches ' are set into broad depressions in the theca and -they 
cover most of the surface between and around the anus and 
pectinirhombs thus obscuring the suture lines between the 
thecal plates; the main trunk of each ambulacrum reaches quite 
to the ,base; ambulacral plates alternating, slightly elevated, 
each bearing ' a brachiole facet which facets are from one to 
three millImeters apart, ambulacral groove zigzag, narrow, and 
deep.; covering plates or ambulacralia and brachioles are lost. 
Pectinirhombs three, -their' two parts wholly separated by a 
suture line, each half deep set and 'limited by a sharp bounding 
ridge and containing from twenty-four to thirty-two-dichopores; 
on some weathered specimens the connecting ducts which extend 
within the plates from the dic40pores to the line of suture are 
exposed. " 
Anal pyramid low, made up 'of a rosette of six small pieces 
encircled by two or three large aboral and six or seven smaller 
plates. Madreporite situated on plate 23, and composed ' of 
two oval, ' subequal areas with' concave surfaces and each sur-
rounded by a sharply ' raised rill; hydropore small" situated 
betwe~en distal ends , of the madreporite areas, its pyramid not 
observed. 
, , 
Surfaces of thecal plates whe,re not obscured by the ambula-
cra -are marked by a maze of low papillose nodes and discon- , 
tinuous ridges. 
Stem opening large, round or rounded-oval, the part in the 
plates countersunk and ' 'having no articulating striae." 
(Troost, Bull. 64, U. S. N. l\L, p. 9.) Stem round, tapering, 
, and slightly curved; the huneD. large; segments appear to be _ 
telescoped one within the other, their peripheries 'angular. 
The better of the two specimens a.vailable to White is the 
type on which he based his generic and specific qescriptions. It 
, . 
I· 
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was collected by Doctor Calvin ' near Iowa City19. The other 
specimen is considerably damaged by exfoliation and the base 
is broken off. It is a little larger than the type. Since that 
time fifteen or twenty add'itional, specimens have beE)n collected 
in the state. The majority of· these, too, average considerably 
larger than "\Vhite's type. 
Position and localities.-The Iowa City specimens, so far as 
is known, have been found at the Sanders quarry, on the left 
bank of Iowa river on the "Dubuque road" near the north 
limits of the city at ·a level about fifteen to twenty feet above 
the ordinary stage of th~ river. They occur in a tough gray 
crystalline limestone which weathers to a friable yellowish-
brow!). rock; the zone is approximately ten feet below the Idio-
stroma ledge seen near the top of the quarry at the south 
end. Plates of this species associated with a specimen of 
M e,qistocrinus latus have been found on slabs in the sides of a 
small creek in northwest quarter section 8,in Penn township 
about a mile northeast of North Liberty; the presence of M. 
latus suggests a lower horizon than at the Sanders quarry'. In 
1915, Mr. J. V. Howell found a 'specimen and some dissociated 
plates on' a . loose slab at Aicher's quarry in section 27, town-
ship 80 north, range 6 west. One specimen at hand was col-
lected some years ago by Mr. E. P. Whipple from Devonian 
outcrops about Vinton, the exact locality now unknown. One 
quite large but ,crushed specimen was collected along Lime 
creek, a tributary of Cedar river, in Buchanan county, by Mr. 
Merrill A. Stainbrook. The writer has since found two others 
there as well as a number of dissociated plates and a stem. 
Two fine calyees in the Fitzpatrick collection are from Sa,n-
ders quarry. One of them 'preserves eleven millimeters of a 
gently tapering and curved stem. . The other is larger and dis- ' 
plays a perfectly preserved anal pyramid, see ' drawing on 
Plate XXXV. A port jon of the stem, freed from the ealyx at 
the time it was collected, accompanies this specimen also. 
A nearly perfect but slightly distorted calyx, also from the 
Sa:nners quarry, is in the Cornell College Museum. It was 
collected by one of Doctor Norton's pupils. 
19 Ame~. Jour. Sci., Vol. XXV, p. 434, 1883. 
• 
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In some earthy dolomitic beds in the Shell Rock limestone in 
the vicinity of Nora Springs in Floyd county occur abundant ' 
internal molds of a Str.obilocysCites presumably of this species, 
a few of them sho.w interesting moids 'of the pectinirhombs. 
Webster20 reported this species from near Nora: ' Springs- near-
ly thirty years ago. 
STROBILOCYSTITES POLLEY! Calvin. 
Plate XXXV, figs. 14-17. 
1883. St'robilocystites polleyi Calvin. History of Johnson 
County, Iowa, Notes on the fossils, pp. 558, 560 . 
,Species based on , a single specimen, 
the oral end of which has been broken 
off and from which, too, the ambulacral 
plates have been exfoliated. Calvin 
says: FIG. 63-=-Analysis of Strobilo· 
CY8tite8 poUeyi Calvin, Plates 
of upper cycle in part reo 
stored. "The S: polleyi differs from it (S. 
calvini) in being larger, more globose, 
and in having th0 surface ornamented with minute ir-
regular, vermicnla!r- furrows instead of the papillae that 
characterize the S. calvin;'. The arm-grooves of S. pol-
leyi do not reagh more than half way to the base." . 
. \ The ambulacra, however, do reach quite to the basal circlet 
of plates and each is branched although the full extent of ' the 
branching is· uncertain. No ambulacrum or branch invades 
those' parts of plates 1 or 6 ipunediately to the right of the 
~,\sal pe~tinirhomb as is the case in all specimens of S. calvini 
a.t hand, In fact the great~r part of the surface of the theca is 
uniny,~~ed an~ this together with tb,e loss of the ambulacral 
plates. II;l¥es it easy to tr~t;le the- sutures and to make. an an-
alysis of the calyx plates. , ' 
The type wa.s, ooUected ~n tJ1.~ "Devonian bed,S-. of ,Cedar 
CQuuty," presuma"Qij: ~Mr. J. F, Folley who -graduated in the 
~~g~I\~l:ing cQurse at ~ lJuiversi Qf Iowa in 1876 and for 
\V Qm C~)in named the ~ . , ~ Th.e ~en was a part of 
t:n~ Iowa geological 'exhibit Centennmt Exp6s\tion at 
, . " 
, , 
, ' 
. 1 
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New . Orleans in 1885; the display label still accompanies the 
specimen. The only Devonian outcrops in Cedar county likely 
to have yielded fossils are the ' exposures and quarries in sec-
tions 26, 35, and 36, township 79 north, range 3 west. These 
are across the county line just . north of Atalissa, Muscatine 
county21. It is known that Professor Calvin and his classes 
frequently visited these localities in the seventies and eighties 
and that small quarries were in operation about this time. The 
horizon is . the upper "patt of tp.e Wapsipinicon beds with some 
basal Cedar Valley at the top. It is uncertain at what leve~ the 
type specimen was fOllnd; at any rate -the horizon of the 'Atal-
issa quarries is considerably lower than that of S. calvini in • 
tT ohnson county t"o the west. 
STROBILOCYSTITES SCHUCHERTI n. s. 
Plate XXXV, figs. ·12, 19-21. 
Calyx elongate, ovoid, somewhat quadrate in cross section. 
Ambulacra extending to the base; in the three speciinens at ' 
hand, one, number 3506, shows no branching, another, number 
.: 3505, has one. promi-
, ". ·Il,.ent brancp. .On" the left 
., , anterior ambulacrum, 
'.. y" ap.d a third, number 
'. ' h,;, 1"':' ''' ,3501; which is n:nper-
FIG. M-Diagrl\ms showing the ' arrangement and., fect, has two short 
number of ambulacral 1ii"i\ltilhes in St,'ob· ".. • 
iloc!lst;te8 catv",; and the almost com· branches, one WIth a 
plete absence of branches ip. ""fJrobiloc!ls' • . . I , 
tite8 schucherti, . sIngle ambulacral pl'a~~ 
'and another with two plates. 'B oth branches are high up . a~a( 
on the same arm as in number (s5b5: . Ambulacral 'plates " ar~ 
. . I . {i . .' 
nodose and prominent~y elevated; ltr,achiole facets seV:ep)~ , nirie 
. in ten millimeters on either side gf"the ambulacrum. Mt . 
Pecl inirhombs are situated as in S. calvini -l5iit ' ha~e fewer 
I ,_ • r 'I r " .) i l~ _' , 
'dichopores, th~~r b~ing fro~ ~feJ,.ve to ~~f.~~'et~!f)n eac~ half op 
numbers 3505 ~p.~ .. ?506. * Pl:,eQve;r , e~gn .haft rhomb IS ~W'1t~(~ 
or bow:-shop.eg on thes~ t'YP~ On .. num£~r 3507 the rb,optb~Jl.rf.e 
-'-. h : - S' '. l' ~a ~ ~:.Jm9q2 ~.f1l3 " .l[,'.'. 'II 
muc as on .. ca mm.+ l .. "1. t -" I 
Mad.reporite sill~ii~ dou,bfi;J tli~ a~terior ar~:r:~f6ngate-' ·.li1ia 
~ 4 u~ t~OL f.(( ~ 21 Iowa Geol. Surv.; . vol. X~i p. 841; 1,901. 
• 
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larger, the other 'round, both surrounded by a crater-like rim; 
hydropore in depressed area between the , madreporites, round 
and but slightly smaller th'an the posterior madreporite. ' 
Thecal plates smooth or nearly so in the ' interambulacral 
areas, suture lines fairly distinct. Stem opening as in previous 
,species. 
Position and localities.-Specimen 3507 from lower ' part ,of 
Cedar Valley beds one 'and one-half miles west of Solon; , col-
, lected by Mr. L. P. Elliott" a former student of Professor Cal-
vin's and an enthusiastic collector of local fo~sils. 
Specimens 3505 and 3506 were collected by C. H. Belanski in 
, the ' Shell Rock limestone in the Belanski quarry at Nora 
Springs, Iowa; this is approximately the zone of Hexacrinus 
springeri. , . , 
These two specimens are made the types. , It is , to be noted 
, that they occur at a considerably higher horizon than number 
3507 from near Solon. The latter may eventually be set off iIi 
. another , species when 'more material from this horizon is ob-, 
tained. However, except for the shape of the rhombs and a 
few minor details, it is much like the other two. 
The reduction of ambulacral branches in this species appears 
to be one of the indications of the extreme specialization at-
tained by the genus before the disappearance of the rhomb 
bearing cystids of which it is one of the last, if not the last, 
representative. " ' , 
The specific name is given in honor of Professor Charles 
Schuchert and in appreciat~on of his exc~llent papers on the 
Cystidea of the Lower Devonian of Marylan.d and West Vir-
g-!nja. 
EDRIOASTEROIDEA Billings 
' AGELACRINIDAE Hall. 
AGBL~\'cRINITES HANOVER! n. s. 
Plate XLVI, figs. 1-5. 
Body compressed, circular, sessile, and permanently at-
tached; oral surface · somewhat depressed and bounded by a 
steep peripheral wall. 
• 
• 
, 
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. Thecal plates strongly imbricate, ~heir inner. edges curved 
adorally and their surfaces smooth. Marginal plates of the 
inner wall elongate, wider than those of the interambulacra and 
apparently in two alternating rows ,; those of the inner row a 
little the smaller. Outer wall made up of very numerous minute 
thin plates. 
Rays five, two solar and three contrasolar; The two solar 
rays are the right anterior (IV) and the right posterior (V). 
The cover 'plates comprise two rows of alternating triangular 
pieces. with apices of the triangles interlocking . and directed 
toward the medil1n line of the ray. Anal pyramid centrally 
located in the area between I and V. 
Dimensions: specimen 3523a has a maximum diameter of 34 
millimeters; 3521 is 20 millimeters, and 3522 is 8.5 millimeters 
in diameter. . 
Specimens found attached to colonies of a compact multi-
lamellar Stromatopora. They have suffered trom wear and 
weather to such an extent that no one specimen shows all the 
characters and none of them shows the oral plates or the de~ 
tails of the anal pyramid. 
It may be noted that . this is the first agelacrinite found with 
two solar rays since Vanuxem described and illustrated Agela-
crinites hamiltonensis from the Hamilton of 'New York22 • 
From this species ours differs chiefly in having imbricating 
and unsculptilred interambulacral ·plates. Vanuxem's species 
has been made the genotype. Since then, the genus (also 
~pelled Agelacrinus) has been extended to include many species 
from the Ordovician to the Mississippian. Most of the de-
scribed forms differ from t~e genotype, it would seem; by more 
than specific characters. Strictly interpreted Agelacrinites is 
limited to those forms .whose ','thecal plates are mosaic, irregu-
lar, and sculptured; which have very long and narrow rays and 
a ' peripheral band composed of large plates with very small 
ones at the margin28• Meek and .Worthen erected a genus, 
LepidodisculH , to include species with" squamous thecal plates, 
, 22 Geol. Third Dist. New Y:ork, pp. i58, 306, fig. 80; ~84.2, 
28 After J. M. Clarke, Bull. 4.9, New York State Mus., p. 198 ; 1901 .. 
24 Geol. Surv. Illinois,.. V, p. 513; 1873 . 
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very long narrow rays, and whose peripheral band is very nar-
row or extinguished and composed of large and small plates; 
the latter few and projecting on the aboral surface.' '25 Other 
• genera and subgenera occur to those familiar with the litera-
ture ·and a revision of the Ordovician agelacrinids is in pro-
gress26• It appears that A. hanoveri partakes of some of the 
characters of Agelacrinites and of Lepid9discus as set forth by 
Clarke in the quotations given above. A new genus may be 
necessary for its reception eventually. 
Specific name given for Mr. Hanover H. Belanski, who col-
lected the type specimens and donated them to the University 
museum. 
Position . and locality.-In Stromatopora Teef of the Shell 
Rock limestone; near Mason City, Iowa. 
AGELACRINITES sp. 
Plate XLVI, fig. 6. 
Description based on an imperfect specimen which preserves 
very well the marginal plates of the peripheral wall; the plates 
of the outer ring are small . and fine, those of the .inner are 
coarser, alternating, and nearly vertical in position. 
The thecal plates and those of the rays are jumbled together 
in such a way that the turning. of the rays can not be deter-
mined. On one part of the surface the thecal plate!? can be 
seen to imbricate over a small area. The specimen, which is 
nearly circular, is 20.8 mm. in diameter and the wall is between 
two and three mm. in height. . 
Spec~en attached to the brachial valve of a coarse-ribbed 
individual of Atrypa reticularis L . .  
Occurrence.-'-,-Cedar Valley limestone; in the coarse-ribbed 
Atrypa zone, along Lime creek, east of the cemetery, Brandon, 
Iowa. Collected by Merrill A: Stainbrook. 
. . 
BLASTOIDEA Say 
'ihis extinct class, limited to the Paleozoic, is represented in 
the Iowa Devonian by one doubtful Codaster: and by three fine 
25 Loc. cit. 
26 Bull. Lab. Denison Univ., vol. XVII, p. 400, 1914; also ·vol. XVIII; 1917. 
_ lJ_ 
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species of Nucleocrinus. The Iowa 'species are ,closely akin to 
those ,of northern Michigan and' of' the Milwaukee area but 
quite different' on the whQle from those of the Onondagan of 
the Falls 'of the Ohio region, ' a representative of which is the 
weillmown N. verneuili (Troost). Three species are described 
herein. However, in B,arris' lists27 'an additional species 
Elaeacrin'lJ;S elegans Hall, is given as one of the rarer forms 
from the outcrops along the river below Davenport. In the 
absence of the material which Barris had at hand it is thought 
that his N.elegans was probably a misleading specimen of N. 
obovatus. At the end of his list he cites a number of genera 
containing undetermined species, among them Elaeacr'inus, and 
the unidentified forms doubtless belong to one or ~ore, of the 
Davenport species which are discussed below. ' 
Prof. U. A~ Hauber of St. Ambrose College, Davenport, has 
submitted to the writer a 'tray ,of thin slabs from the horizon 
of Oystodictya hamiltonensis below that place and along the 
river. , The slabs contain ' fragments , and crushed specimens of 
a Nucleocrinus. Though their markings suggest N. obovatus 
specific determination can not be made with certainty. 
EUBLASTOIDEA Bather 
CODASTERIDAE Etheridge and Carp~nter 
CODASTER, SUBTRUNCATUS (Hall). 
Plate' XXXVI, fig. 15. 
1858. Pentremites subtrUncatus Hall. GeoI. Iowa, vol. I, pt. " 
ii, ' p. 485, pI. I, fig. 4. 
1882. Troostocrinus s1tbtruncatus Etheridge and Carpenter. 
Ann. ,& Mag. Nat. Hist. vol. IX, p. 249 (in a list). 
1.886. Oodaster subtruncatttS Etheridge and Carpenter. Cat. of 
the Blastoidea of the Brit. ' Mus., pp. 132; 265 (in 
a list). 
1903. Oodaster subtruncatus Hambach. Trans. Acad. Sci. St. 
Louis, vol. XIII, p. 48. 
"Turbinate or reversed pyramidal, the base round, 
gradually becoming angular above, distinctly pentan-. 
gular at the base , of the pseudambulacral spaces; -base-
21 Proc. Davenport Acad. Sci., vol. VII, pp. 2S-27; 1889. 
.. 
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,small, almost pointed, apex broad subtruncate above; 
. basal plates small, le.ss than half the length of the 
body; radial plates less than one and a half as long as 
the basal plates, slightly divided above for the recep-
tion of the pseudambulacral plates; interradial plat~s 
small, rising above tp.e centre when complete; sunmut 
convex, flattened in the centre; pseudambulacral 
spaces slfort, abruptly convex in the middle; paral 
plates ,fifteen or more in each series;, ovarian aper-
tures small, round. "-After Hall, who employed Roe-
mer's terminology. 
This unique specimen was obtained by Hall from the shaly 
limestones of Cedar V ~ley ~ge in the vicinity of Buffalo 
(formerly called New Buffalo), Muscatine county; Iowa. The 
whereabouts ' of the type is unknown to the writer. Barris28 
thought this species might be identical with H eteroschisma 
,gracile Wachsmuth.,-and judging from Hall's figure there is a 
strong resemblance. The fact that Barris years afterward 
,listed2 9 H. gracile among the fossils from the vicinity of Daven-
port may have been based only on this supposition. In support 
,of this probable conviction , on part ,of Barris, there is in , the 
University of Iowa 'a lot of Codaster graciUs ( H. gracile) 
from Alpena, Michigan, which Calvin secured from Barris; a 
label 'accompanying them in Barris' handwriting reads "Heter-
'oschisma gracilis Wachsmuth", and (( Pentrern..ites subtruncatus 
'Hall" is written below as a synonym. 
Two views of a specimen of Codaster graci,lis from :Mlichigan 
,are given for comparison on plate XXXVI, figures 131 14. 
NUCLEOCRINIDAE Bather 
NUCLEOCRI~US OBOVATUS (Barris). 
Plate XXXVI, figs. 6-9, 16, 17. 
1883. Elaeacrinus obovatu.s Barris. ' Geol. Illinois, vol. VII, p. 
358, text fig. 3. 
'1886. Elaeacrinus obovatus Barris. Proc. , Davenport Acad. 
, Sci., vol. 4. p. 88, P~. i, figs. 1, 2, and text fig. 3. 
28 Ge~l. Illinois, vol. VII, p. ' 357; 1883; Davenport Acad, Sc~ " . vol. 4, p. 87; 1886. 
, , 29 Davenport AcaCi. Sci., ' voi. 7, ,p. 27; i899. 
'/ 
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1886. Elaeacrinus obovatus Etheridge and Carpenter. Cat. of 
Blastoidea in Brit. Mus. p. 216 (in a list). 
1903. Olivanites obovatus Hambach. Trans. Acad. Sci. St. 
Louis, vol. XIII, p. 50 (in a list). 
1911. Niwleocrinus obovatus Cleland. Wisconsin Geol. Surv. 
Bull. XXI, p. 43, PI. 3, fig, 2. 
"Body obovate or elongate-balloon· shaped, more than 
once and a half as long as wide; upper half wider than 
. the lower, semi-ovoid; greatest width at about two-
thirds from the ba§e; lower half gradually increasing 
in width to the distal end. of the ambulacra; base trun-
cate with a deep concavity, which is ' filled by the .col-
umn~ Cross-section pentangUlar, with straight or very 
slightly convex sides, except along the basals, where 
the sides are somewhat concave, and the section more 
stellate. 
Basals deeply imbedded within the columnar cavity, 
the outer angles barely r.eaching the margin. Radials 
comparatively small; length twice their width a,.t th~ 
basi radial suture, gradually increasing upward, so that 
the forks or limbs at their upper side are about equal 
in width to the body.of the plate at its lower side. The 
lateral sides are somewhat thickened at the upper face 
of the edge, more particularly toward the lower ena of . 
the plate, where they produce indistinct ridges at the 
suture lines. The upper side of the limbs is gracefully 
curved in an upward direction, with reentering angles 
toward the lateral sutures, and deeper ones toward the 
radial sinuses. From the bottom of the plate there ex-
. t~nds to the radial sinus (which, in this species, is 
about half-way to the top of the limbs) a conspicuous 
rounded ridge, ending in a very prominent lip; and it 
is this structure mainly which produces the truncation 
toward the basal region, which otherwise would not be 
very perceptible. 
Interradial or deltoid . pieces large, measuring al-
most four-fifths the length of the body; broad lanceo-
late. Fou~ of these haye a length equal to twice their 
gre.ates~ wld~h. The f~fth,. t~at of the posterior side, 
WhICh m thIS genus IS dIVIded throughout its full 
length ~y a large anal plate, occupies, including the 
~atter p~ece, no greater width thaJl, the four regular 
mterradIals, and the two halves are narrower at any 
NUCLEOCRINUS OBOVATUS 
place th~n the interposed anal plate. The latter is 
lanceolate, of nearly equal width throughout, slightly 
tapering at the upper end. Its lower side rests on the 
same surface' With the other plate, but gradually rises 
above the general level, and at, the top is' highly ele-
vated, standing out conspicuously over the adjoining 
parts. Even in height it -extends beyond the limits of 
the other parts of the body. 
, Anal aperture large, -eval in form, horizontal in posi-
tion. Toward tire 'Outer side, the opening is formed by 
the wall of the anal plate, which at the upper ' end is 
bulging outward without being excavated. The lateral 
sides of the aperture are formed by the upper curlVed 
ends of the interradials, which are connected by two or 
three &mall anal vault-pieces, and these constitute the 
upper boundary of the aperture. . 
Ambulacra long, narrow, linear, raised above the 
,general level of the body, except close to the oral pole, 
near which they curye abruptly toward the oral open-
ing, and the ambulacrum b~comes located below the 
abutting surface. The lancet-piece is deeply grooved 
along .the median line, and when the side-pieces (pore-
pieces of Roemer) are not in place, there is at the 
suture, along each side of the plate, a deep suldus, 
penetrated by the hydrospire-pores. This sulcus, how-
ever, when the side~pieces are in situ, is totally filled, 
and the sides of the ambulacrum rise abruptly above 
,the abutting edges. ,The side-pieces rest against the 
upper face of the deeply crenulated ridges of the 
lancet-piece. ' They ' are strongly wedge-shaped and 
placed oblique1y to the amb'ulacral or food groove; 
with ', the . smaller ~ngle directed to the aboral side. 
Their number is from about sixty to nearly ninety in 
very.large specimens. The outer side-pieces (supple-
m~mtary por,e-pieces of .Roemer) are comparatively 
large, their longer side being about two-thirds, 'Qieir 
shorter sides fully one-half, of the . corresponding sides' 
in the 'pore 'pieces. 
The summit is 'a 'flat disc, somewhat depressed in 
the middle, sub-penta.ngula~ iIi outline', the angles rest:.. 
ing against ,the ,slightly trlll1-cate,d upper part of the ' 
oral plates, leavi~g , in the direction of each ~bulac- , 
rum a good sized passage. The central aperture is 
pentangular, rather deeply depressed. 
, . 
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Spiracles ten. one to each side of the -ambulac-
. rum; those of the posterior side riot in contact with the 
anal aperture. They are in :thisspecies not easily de--
tected, being placed later.ally ;·within the projecting 
edges of the. interradials, which for the,ir reception are 
at· this place more prominent, and somewhat exca-
vated. Th~ hydro spires are. arranged in ten groups, 
with two iii each grolip; they ar~ in form similar to 
those of GranatocrinUs. N orwoodi, but comparatively a 
little larger. Hyd,rospire-pores small, and more or 
less hidden. . 
Column of medium size, round, composed at the up- . 
· per end of high jpints. 
The ornamentation of the, .radials Gonsists of indis-
· tinct concentric . curves sub-parallel with the arched 
· upper surface of the plate. The, ornamentation of the 
interradials, as in most species of Elaeacrinus, is 
sharply divided by two longitudinal lines, the median 
part (which in position and somewhat in 'form, at the 
four late~al sides of the body, corresponds to the large 
anal plate of the posterior side) is more or less desti-
tute of 'ornament. The" two sides, howeyer, ar.e crowd-
ed with rows of small granules, arranged so · as to 
divide the field into narrow parallel spaces, which are 
transversely arranged, and of the width of the pore-
pieces.' '-After .Barris. 
In ,writing the above description, Barris made use of speci-
mens of various' sizes, some from Iowa and som~ ' froip. Michi-
gan. He says, "the largest measuring one inch .an:d three-
quarters in length, the smallest s.even-eighths b£ an inch. " His 
figure 1, on plate I, is of a· specimen fully two and. three-
eighths inches long. This specimen .is now in the Davenport 
. . ) 
Academy collection and is labelled '''Type specimen of Elaea-
crinus obovatus." Unfortunately no lo'c~llty' :r:eGord "iJ given 
hence we do not know whether this' fine specimen is from Iowa 
or · from Michigan. The fact that It is at least five:eighths of 
an inch longer ' than the longest which Barris says he used in 
writing his ·descriptions lea'ds\ 'us ' to suspect that",his figure 1 
~as entered on the plate. after 'his ·man:b.script had bee'hset up 
and that 'tne speci~en was : not at hand 'when~e ~ot~ the de-
I r.+ .• 
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scription of the species. In other respects than ~ize it con:-
forms quite closely to the description of the types. 
, Position and locali#es.-Barris' type spe.cimens are from the 
It Spirifer pennatus" beds of the Cedar Valley stage, near Buf-
falo, Iowa; from the Cedar Valley near Iowa City; and "frolll. 
the top of the Hamilton group in the Thunder Bay region ,of 
northern Michigan." The most notable locality near Buffalo 
is west of the village in Barris' "Fifth Ravine" along the ,val-
ley 'of Cedar Creek. The small local quarry, -which Norton 
calls Clarke's quarry, has of late years been expanded on a 
large scale by the ,Dolese Brothers. 
A badly crushed specimen in the Davenport Academy col-
lection is at least 45 millimeters in length. It is tentatively re-
f~rred to this species. " 
In Owen"s 1852 Report <m the Geology of Wisconsin, Iowa, 
and Minnesota, pages 508 and 625, he mentions firidirig a speci-
men of Olivanites verneuili, at the mouth of the second creek 
below Rockingham. This village no longer exists but on ~ map 
of Iowa dated 183980 it is shown on the right bank of Missi~sippi 
river opposite the mouth of Rock river, Illinois, and thus not 
far upstream from Barris' localities for N. obovatUs. The 
specimen collected by Owen presumably belonged to the ,latter 
species and not to the Onondagan N~ vernewili, which differs 
quite markedly fro~ any of our Iowa species. 
One specimen in the University collection was found by Mr. 
Frank Bond in the Cedar Valley limestone between the wagon 
road and the river and only a few feet above' the level of the 
water a little south of the old Sanders quarry near the north 
limits of Iowa City. It is not known where Barris found his 
Iowa City specimens but it is pre'sumed to have 'been at this, 
horizon. ' ' , ' 
A slab from Aicher's quarry, in the Univers:i,ty conecti~n~ : 
bears a small radial or forked plate, presumably ' belonging. to ~ 
this species. It is faintly marked by fine lines which run par-
allel to its lateral edges. On the slab is also a specimen of 
Strobilocyst#es calvini. 
so Map of Surveyed Part of Iowa (18 counties), New ,"ort, 1889. published by J. 11'_ 
,Colton. 
~. 
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An incomplete deltoid plate of ellipsoidal shape and of large 
dimensions was collected some years ago by Dr. E. J. Cable 
near the base of the. Cedar Valley limestone at Littleton, Iowa. 
The plate preserves the markings unusually well, the median 
tract is narrow and slightly raised above its surroundings and 
its surface is sUbplane or gently concave. The chocolate brown 
color of the specimen is in striking contrast with the yellowish 
gray matrix. Length, 47 millimeters, greatest width 26 milli-
meters; the width is thus fully one-third greater than that of 
any other Nucleocrinus at hand. The specimen is number 450, 
Museum Natural History, Iowa State Teach~rs College. (See 
text figure 65.) ' 
FIG. 65.-Deltoid plate of Nu cleocrinuB ob01JatuB Barris. 1. Natural sizo, 
proximnJ. end broken away. 2. Part of surface enlarged about . 
x3 , showing the ornamentation. Collected near Littleton, Iowa, 
by Doctor E. J . Cable. 
Three specimens in the .collection at the University are from 
Partridge Point, near Alpena, Michigan; where they were col-
lected by Barris. They have the narrow elongate shape char-
acteristic of this species. . 
NUCLEOCRINUS MELONIFORMIS (Barris). 
Plate XXXVI, figs. 10, 11. 
1883. Elaeacrinus meloniformis Barris. Geol. SlIrv. nlinois, 
vol. VII, ;p. 361. ' 
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1886. Elaeacrinus meloniformis .Barris.Proc. Davenport 
Acad. Sci., vol. IV, PI 91, Pl. 1" fig. 3. 
1886. Elaeacrinus meloniformisEtheridge and Carpenter. 
Cat. of Blastoidea in ~rit. ¥lls., p. 216 (in a list). ' 
1903. . Olivanites meloniformis . Hambach. Trans. Acad. Sci. 
St. Louis, vol. XIII, p. 50 (in 'a list). 
"B04y small, ovoid, height nearly one-half more 
than 'the width; ,greatest width through the median 
part, o.r a little above; curvature toward the two poles 
nearly equal, but the pole itself at the abactinal side 
abruptly dep~essed, and the concavity perfectly filled 
by the c·olumn. Sur£a(je of the ambulacra raised but 
little above the geI).eral .plane of the body. The plates 
along the sides of the ambulacra are marked with ob-
scure . transverse gro.oves, bordered at each side by a 
sharp ridge; which forms along . the median , portions 
of the plate a del,toid-like figure. The ridges which 
join with one end at the summit, with the other at the 
radial lips, form together around the body a ' well-
marked penta-petaloid figure, in . which the ambulacra 
are placed along the median line ; and as the ridges in 
this species happen to be more conspicuous than the 
margins of the anibulacra, the ridges appear as the 
boundaries of the latter. Cross-section along the up-
per half of the body obscurely decagonal, almost cir-
cular, decidedly pentagonal across the lips of the rad-
ials. . . . 
Basals small, entirely hIdden witbin the columnar 
cavity. . 
Radials small, body-part longer than usual in this 
genus, their lower portions resting within' the con-
cavity, whence ' the) bend abruptly in an opposite di-
rection, forming a sharp .edge at the end of the body. 
Length more than twice the width at the baE?i-ra,dial 
suture, which is about equal to the width o,f a limb at 
its upper side. Sinus very short, ' enclosing but little 
more than the lip, which is strongly protruding,' and 
from which a veTY prominent rounded -ridge proceedR 
to the lower edge of the plate. , The uppeF sides of 
the limbs are convex, 'with, 3. . r~~n,~ering . angle above . 
th~ lateral sutures. , . 
Interradials large. occ#.pying ·' four~fiftl1s of the. 
length of the entire"body; '8iv'ided hy·two rai'sedline's ' 
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into three parts, the inner or deltoid part provided 
with fine granules, the outer part with transverse 
grooves, which are ~qual to the number of side-plates 
in the ambulacra. The anal plate, which divides the 
posterior interradial, differs in form but little from 
. the deltoid-shaped portions of the other four inter-
radials; it 1S, however, a little wider, and at the upper 
end protruding ' outward. The ,anal aperture is large, 
rhomboidal, the opening in an upward direction. It is 
,bordered toward the peristome by two summit plates, 
which , rest against the upper ends of the two sections 
of the interradial. 
Ambulacra linear, comparatively shorter and prob-
ably wider than in any other species of Elaeacrinus; 
lancet-piece exposed within the food-groove, but only 
at the upper end of the plate, its lower half is perfect-
ly covered by the side-plates. There are 36 to 38 side-
, pieces ,( outer side-pieces cannot be distinguished in 
the specimens), with"a ' deep socket to each plate. The 
hydrospire~pores are only seen when the side-plates 
are broken away. ' 
Spiracles ten, one to each side ,of the ambulacrum; 
slit-shaped, 'placed, like' those of the preceding species, 
Within the projecting lateral edges of the interradials; 
' those of the anal side non-confluent with ' the anal 
aperture. The hydrospires 'are unknown. 
' The. sUIDplit (which in both type specimens has been 
preserved) is composed of but few comparatively thick 
pieces; which are, similarly arrang'ed as in Elaeacrinus 
obovqtus. Column round, central perforation very 
small. "-After Barris. ' 
T'his species is. . quite distinct from No' obovatus. in being 
sherter and 'proportiorrally wider,'in having the central area of 
each interambulacrum definitely ,set off by ,a sharp . ridge on 
each' side; and \ ~n h~ving m~ch less prominent ambulacra . 
. ' I ' t... ,I. ; J ' ~ ~ • 
~ 0 ' ,spe~.~e!ls .from Iowa have been seen by the writer but 
one' f1,'om,' W:aterfuwl Bay, ,northern Michigan, is at hand, evi-
dently , collMted '.by ·Barris ; . accompanying the specimen is a 
note by · Barris wmch says ' " I 'presume I ' maa~ a mIstake, I 
.d~~c,#'b~~' . i~:'~s · ¥'~rfW.rinus ' 1!1:flon~tormis .wl}e~. ' ~t.is Conrad's 
Nucleocnnus elegans." Barris' original .position that it dif-
fe~ ~rp!ll N; .. ;. ~lc,g(J,itJ,$ " __ 'JI'l th.e , mQre ,.~longate· f{}TIll; ,i~ the mode 
~ .-~j1: '. . :r' . ~. ,~\ . ~\~ J.; ~' ,~ ./ , ,~. . .:.' ~·s:,i. 
• 
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of ormimentation, ' :iTI having"'~~pnost straight in place of con~ 
cave interradial sides, and in ress protruding and comparative.-
ly shorter ambulacra" has been generally accepted and in the 
absence of a series of specimens for ' comparison N. meloni-
[armis is allowed to stand. 
Position and localities.~From' th'e shaly limestones of Cedar 
Valley age in the "Fifth Ravine" near , Buffalo, Iowa, and 
from tlJ,e "Hamilton group", at Waterfowl Bay and 'Thunder 
Bay, northern Michigan. It has not been reported from the 
vicinity of Iowa City. 
N UCLEOCRINUS BONDI n. s. 
Plate XXXVI, figs. 2-5, 12, 18. 
Body elongate or. balloon-shaped, broadly ovate in longitu-
dinal section, widest just above the middle, sharply stellate in 
cross section; pase' truncate and deeply excavate; , maximum 
width about three-fourths the height., , 
Basals deeply hidden within .the columnar cavity. ' Radial~ , 
small and short, limbs narrow and 'rounded distally; ' from the ,: 
rim of the basal excavation a strong ~edial ridge exte~ds out- " 
ward a:o.d downward on each plate forming a lip to receive the 
, <listal end of the ambulacrum. ' 
The interradials or deltoids are very .large and ~ake u.p the " 
greater part of the theca; each is .composed of three areas, ~ v , 
median-Ianceolate area and two ' curved doubly-t:apermg, areas, " 
one on either side separating the narrow medi,m ,are~ from the 
ambu1acra~ , The median tract begi;{s at the Teentra~t ap.gTe , be- :. 
tween the distal ends of the radial~ ' and t 'erminates in an in- , 
wardly bent' point at the ora'! po~e ,with ,thE? ~x~eption of th~t i~', 
the posterior area. In this interradius , the median, tqtct ~s ' a ,;:' 
separate plate . . Its upper e;{tre'mity p:rotr'\ldes~b~y,~ , trh~; ~:r.~1 1. 
i'egion' and for a short distance b~low .. th,ej'um:rpit : }.tscJs\lrf.a~e , is ;l 
raised ,slightiy above ' t~~ ' ~r~~;'; ';on it~. £~~n;k~;, ~r9..lf.lt, t4i~ : 7'egiorr .,r~ 
downwar~~ howev~r" its s}~rita~:e ~,~s <Jlepr,~,~e\i:" l?~l9-}\T. ;tl).at of, t~e, G 
side pie?es. ,I~ , ~ach , o~ . t~~ L,<?th~!: ' f.9,Ur:);nt~ITadi.al ,ai ea,s ' the, Ii 
median~tra~ct is Hkewi~,~~Jle-W'e~se!i. tP.~2,llgh'Ql].t · i:ts' le.ngt.~ ' ,arid its u5 
Rides are ' limjtea., b~ , ~p~' ;pi~ge~i :. t.~, tJ:W p,ost~rfoJJ ; area;,the;,i1ines: ,e; 
limiting the anal'plate are' on the floor of tlie sunken area end- ' 
• 
, _e-J 
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ing belo.w at the ' crests o.f the radial limbs; ,between each o.f 
these lines and the transversely deco.rated po.rtio.n o.f the side 
pieces is -a very narro.w area which vanishes to.ward the sum-
mit; these two. narro.w tracts are parts o.f the surfaces o.f the 
side pieces. 
Anal opening o.val, directed to.ward the summit depressio.n, 
its o.utward bo.rder fo.rmed by the pro.truding end o.f the anal 
plate .and its sides enclo.sed by th~ inward and do.'¥nward curv-
ing ends o.f the. interradials and by two. o.r three small do.me 
pieces. 
Ambulacra very lo.ng, narro.w, and elevated o.n sharp keel-
like ridges. At the o.ral po.le they curve abruptly do.wnward 
passing belo.w the ro.o.f plates. Abo.rally they extend a little 
bflyo.nd the 'base. Lancet-piece sharply and deeply gro.o.ved, and 
partly expo.sed. · Side-plates sm~ll, abo.ut 120 o.n each side in 
the type specimen. When these are removed a series o.f trans-
verse groo.ves are seen o.n the vertical sides o.f the lancet-piece 
at. the base o.f each of which is ' a hydro.spire-po.re. When the 
side-plates are in' place, these latter features are co.vered. No. 
distinctio.n be.tween side'-plates ' and o.uter side-plates can be 
.. n:J.adeo.ut o.n the specimens at hand. Sumniit pentangular, co.v-
ering plates wanting. Spiracles slitlike, ten in number, o.ne o.n 
each s,ide o.f each ambulacrum, and partly co.ncealed under the 
pro.ximal ends o.f the interambulacra; tho.se o.f the po.sterio.r 
side separated 'fro.m the anal o.rifice. Co.lUmn ro.und and small, 
no.t filling the basal cavity . 
. Ornamentatio.n o.f the radials as in N. obovatus. The i,nter-
radials bear distinctly different. o.rnamen.tatio.n on the median 
tract than o.n the lateral tracts. On the median tract are curved 
lines . whi<{h, are parallel to. ~he to.ps o.f the radials and which 
may represent gro.wth stages in the histo.ry o.f the theca. In 
places the lines are replaced by ro.ws ·-of granules;' 'on a few o.f 
the areas are o.ne o.r ·mo.re fine lo.ngitudinallines. . On the later-
als j are lines which rise alo.ng thB ambulacral margin ' and pass 
in a . curyed diago.nal Path to. the , edgB of .'the median tract; , 
t}l~it. ,inner. ends being' successiveLy "higher . and higher alo.ng the 
eJige of the ,inner tract fr.om base ,to. -summit. · T,hese lines to.o.; 
se~m, .to. represe;nt ,growth periods in the . theca; across , these, 
L-.. • • _____ _ 
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arid directed slightly dQwnward, run lines-Qne ' fQ-r each PQre 
piece; the whQle is arranged so. as to. prQduce a graceful cross-
'hatched pattern Qn a more Qr less granular , surface: 
This species is near to. N. obovatus with which it is aSSQ-
ciated in the vicinity of Iowa ,City. It differs frQm that species 
in its greater width and stellate cross sectiQn, in the sharply 
elevated and' basally prQtruding ambulacra, in the cQnsistently 
sunken median areas of the deltQids, and in the general Qrna-
mentatiQn; . 
This species is clQse, too., to. N. ang,ularis (LyQn) from the 
Devonian Qf the Falls Qf the Ohio. region Qf Kentucky and ' In,· 
diana. .N. bondi, hQwever, is cQnsiderably larger, its deltQid 
plates are CQncave thrQughQut their length~not "flattened 
towards the' summit" as . ill N. angularis, described by Ethe-
ridge and Carpenter (p. 219), its median ~ract is mQre de-
pressed, its ambulacra are narrQwer and mQre sharply raised, 
and as 'near as can be, made Qut the ' surface markings are dif-
ferent. 
Length Qf type specimen 39 mm., greatest width 28 ' mm., 
length Qf anterior ambulacrum alQng its curvature, 48.2 mm., 
anterQ-posteriQr diameter of basal cavity, 5 mm. 
Remarks :-A recent communication from Mr. BQnd tells Qf 
finding Qf the type specimen and Qf the jQy which PrQfessor 
Calvin expr,essed at the discQvery. A few weeks later his pupil 
fQund a secQnd specimen-the N. obovatus mentioned abQve. 
Both were given to. PrQfessor Calvin who. sent them for identi- ' 
ficatiQn , to. Mr. Charles Wachsmuth at BurlingtQn. ' By rare 
gOQd fortune Mr. Wachsmuth's hand-wri~ten ' nQte o.f reply, 
quoted belQw, was fo.lded by Calvin and placed beneath the ' 
label in the tray which contains the type specimen; It bears 
no. date: 
"It is pos'Sible that these two. specimens belQng to. different 
species" the larger differs co.nsiderably by its angularity and 
in the prQPortions Qf the interambulacral spaces, in which it 
resembles Nucleocrinus artgulai1,s Lyo.It. The s;maller Qne is in 
my Qpinion' 'cextainly ,o.f new species, and identical with some Qf I ' 
' the specimens of this genus fQund· a-~ New Buffalo., Iowa, and ' 
. in the, Lake SuperiQr regiQn. Of bQth lQcalities I have here fQr " 
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comparison a large number of fine specimens, ' some ~,Jr them 
nearly 3 inches long, others smaller. Their width in all of 
them is scarcely one-half their length, and they all have 
straight, but little excavated interambulacral walls, only the 
lartceolate plate at the anal side is , toward the ' arms somewhat 
protruding. ' . 
Mr. Barris -intends to describe this species through the Dav-
enport Acadeiny.-C. W." 
, The-cheironym on the label over the note is "Nucleocrinus 
bondi Cal.' 1 ' 
Position q,nd localiti,es.-The type specimen was found on the 
:;;ide of the wagon road, between the road and the left bank of 
Iowa river, a short distance south 'of the oid Sanders qua~ry 
nf;ar the north limits of Iowa City. The rock here is the Cedar 
Valley limestone and is fifteen to twenty feet below the zone o~ 
Strobilocystites calvini found near the same place. The speci-
men was collected by Mr. Frank Bond, a , student of Professor 
Calvin, about 1878, now at the General Land Office, Depart~ 
ment of the' InteriOr. Mr. ' Boild furnished the author with 
valuable information concerning the precise locality where this 
and other specimens were found. It is a pleasure to dedicate 
the species' to him. ' 
Another fine specimen was collected in 1864' by 'Mr. Anton ' 
Linder :pear the boathouse on his homestead in northeast quar-' 
ter of the southeast ' q]larter, section 33,' townsliip 80 north, 
range 6 west, about two miles north of Iowa City. ' This speci-
men is a part of the ' Fitzpatrick C911ection all of , :w'liich ' 
has been most generously made available for this study. A 
third specin:ien also : in the' Fitzpatrick collection was found in, 
' the northeast qilarter, section 30; township 80 north, ' range 6 ' 
west, ,along Rapid creek about four miles northeast of Iowa 
City; The -right half-' of- this specimen is imperfectly developed 
giving it a -distorted appearance, and it is wider in proportion 
to .its 'height than the ' others; in other re'spects it 'is typical. ' A 
young ' specimen, 'abou't 18 millimeters . long,' recentiy co'Ilected 
by the-writer 'in ' the A'thyri's '~lone at ' Aicher"s 'quarry, about 
three miles north of -Iowa,' City;- is 'tenta:tively 'referred to thl,S , ' 
• . • • • , • _.... • • ~: t " . ~ ' • ') • 'r: ' t 
spe'Cles. 
" 
MELOCRINUS NODOSUS 
CRINOIDEA Miller 
CAM~RA TAW achsinuth: and Springer 
MELOCRINIDAE Zittel 
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A family of monocyclic crinoids which range from Ordovi-
cian to Devonian. Well defined interbrachials ' 'between the 
primibrachs ,and secundibrachs and forming ' a part of the 
dorsal cup. ' R~dials in contact aU around. Two genera 'are 
represented in the Iowa Devonian, stratigraphically they occur 
in probably the latest beds in which this family is found. The 
speciallzation attained by some' of the species may be in keep-
ing with their late appearance. ' 
MELOCRINUS NODOSUS Hall 
Plate XXXVII, fig. 1. 
1861. M elocrinites nodosus Hall. Geol. Surv. Wisconsjn, 
Rept. Prog., p. 19. 
1881. Melocrinus nodosus Wachsmuth and Springer. , Rev. 
Paleocr. II, p. 122. ' 
1895. M elocrinus nodosus Whitfield. Mem. A~. Mus. ' Nk.t. , 
Hist., vol. I, p. 48, PI. V, fig. 14. 
1898. Melocrinus nodosus Weller .... L\.nn. New York Acad. Sci., 
vol. XI, No.7, p. 118, PI. XIV, fig. 6. ' 
1911. M elocrinus ,nodosus Cleland. Wisconsin Geol. Surv., 
Bull. XXI, p. 38, PI. 3, ~ig. 4. 
"Calyx pyriform, truncate at the base, sides straight 
or slightly convex from the tops of the basals, to the 
arm openings; cross-section, as seen from above, ex-
,clusive of the nodes, obscurely subpentagonal, great-
est diameter ,at the arm bases. , The plates of the 
dorsal cup ornamented with conspicuous nodes. ' ' 
Basals four, projecting laterally into more or less ' 
prominent nodes, columnar facet large, often some-
what depressed between the nodes of the plates. 
Radials large, heptagonal and hexagonal, stronp:ly 
nodoEe., First cost~ls hexagonal, smaller than the 
radials, strongly nodose; second costals pentagonal or 
heptagonal~ s!llaller than the first and less strongly 
nodQse. DlstIchals srp,aller than the last costals, high-
er than wide, free beyond the first pair. First inter-
distichals hex~gonal, as large as , the first costals and 
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bearing similar nodes., followed by two smaller nodose 
plates in the second row, q:p.e of which Often bears a 
larger node than the other; in the third row there are 
two or three smaller plates and above these numerous 
small plates which lead up to those of the vault. · The 
"posterior interradius is not differentiated from the 
other four. 
Ventral disk dep;ressed convex or n~arly flat, com-
posed of small polygonal nodose plates of nearly equal 
size; marked by more or less prominent ·rounded am-
bulacral ridges which · extend from · ' the arm bases 
towards the center; 'and surmounted by the base of a 
. subcentral proboscis whose .. height cannot be deter-
~ mined."-After Weller, 1898. 
Remar'ks :-Hall's type specimens 'Yere collected from lime-
stone blocks in "the drift about Milwaukee" by 1. A. Lapham, 
and at Iowa City by Barris~ who presumably obtained' the sin-
gle specimen sent Hall, in the Cedar Valley limestone sometime 
during his pastorate at Iowa City in 1855-1859. It is a rather . 
remarkable f::tct that no further specimens have been collected 
here so far as known although other examples have been ob-
tained about Milwaukee. In Whitfield's republication of the 
species he has figured one of 'Hall's tyPes. Doctor Chester A. 
Reeds of the American ,Museum of Natural History writes that 
"the type specimen ~f M elocrinus nodosus Hall is entered on 
our labels as l;taving been found near Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 
A large and a s~all specimen without arms are represented. 
We have no. reference tliat one or the other ()f these specimens 
was collected in, Iowa. "31. "Vhit.field's figure is repro~uced here. 
The Milwaul{E;le specimens figured by W elle~ and by Cleland are 
considerably smaller than WhitfiBld's lectotype. This species 
is mentioned but not described by "\Vachsmuth and Springer in 
Crinoidea Camerata, volume I, page 294. Its nearest allies are 
M. calvini from the State Quarry beds of Iowa and M. gregeri 
from the Callaway limestone ,of Mis9uri. . M. nodosus is ~uch 
more nodose than either of these. 
81 Personal communication. Febr~ary 2!l;, :1922. 
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MELOCRINUS . NODOSUf; Val'. IRREGULARIS n. var. 
Plate XXXVII, figs. 2~4. · 
This variety differs from typical .nodosus in the arrange-
ment · of the plat~s of the' posterior interradius' which in the 
first row has a pentagonal plate, point downward, resting .on 
the shoulders of two basals, ·followed by a single hexagonal 
~ f@ plate in. the second row and this . ~. by three plates in the next , l'ow . . . vvhile above these are 'a number . . of smaller . plates grading into a. It e those of the tegmen. The other 
FIG. 66:-Diagram of the p~ates in the fonr iBr areas have a sino-Ie 
anal m terray of three speCies of JleZo- .. ::"> 
eMu8. Drawn . to scale: a. M . caZyi1li; laro-e hexao-onal plate followed b . M. 1100081.£8 , ,..,.eguZaM8 ; c: M . h f fan- 0 0 . 
~~rin~::. last is after Wachsmuth and by two plates in the next series, 
and so forth .as in .. typical Melocrinus. In true nodosus the 
posterior interradius is not differentiated. Wachsmuth and 
Springer32 say that in the genus Melocrinus the anterior radial 
is hexagonal since it "rests squarely on the anterior basal." 
The other radials are heptagonal. In the specimen at hand 
the hexagonal radial is at the base of the left anterior ray; all 
the other radials are heptagonal. 'l'hese two irregularities may 
be abnormalities of an individual and further ' specimens must 
be sought before the points can be settled. 
Height of specimen 26.3 millimeters, height of arm openings 
19.0 millimeters, greatest width 19.5 millimeters, diameter of 
columnar facet 5 millimeters. Type specimen, number 3600, 
collected by Merrill A. Stainbrook in the Cedar Valley lime-
stone along Lime creek one-half . mile east of . city limits of 
Brandon, Iowa, about ten feet above the Acervularia david~fJn~ 
1'eef. 
MELOCRINUS TIFFANYI W. and Sp. 
Plate XXXVII, 'fig'. 5. 
1897. Melocrimts t·il!anyi 'Y. and Sp. Crin .. Cam. N.Amer., 
vol. I, p. 299, PI. 22, figs. 7 a, b. " . 
"Calyx py.riform; the sides nea~ly straight from the 
32 W. and Sp., Crin. Cam. N. A:; vol, 1. p. 292 ; ~81!7 ~ . 
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top of the basals to near the bases of the arms; the 
teginen depressed-hemispherical; cross-section, as seen 
from ,above, obtusely pentangular. Surface of plates 
ornamented by faint ridges, radiating from near the 
centre of the plates to the centre' of adjoining ones. 
Basals projecting laterally, forming four consp~cu­
ous, elongate nodes; the lower part somewhat ' exca-
vated for the reception of the column. Radials and 
costals gradually decrea~ing in size upwards; about as 
long as wide; the second costals not more than half 
the size of the radials. Of the distichals ,two plates 
) are preserved; the , lower one fully one-half smaller 
than the preceding axillary; the second short, shaped 
like an arm joint and curving outwards. There are no 
interdistichals, all plates of the arm trunks bemg in 
contact laterally. Interradial areas on a plane with 
the radials and costals; the first interbrachial the 
same size as the radials, and followed in the type spec-
imen by two plates at three of the sides, but in the 
posterior and right antero-Iateral interradius by three, 
and these by numerous rows of from three to four 
plates, which connect with the disk pieces. Ventral 
disk depressed-hemispherical, the plates very uni-
form, rather large, having the size of the third row 
of interbrachials. They are ornamented like the 
plates of the dorsal cup, but are a little more convex. 
There are' apparently no orals. Anus 'excentric, prob-
ably connected with a tube. , Arms unknown; column 
round. "-After 'Vachsmuth and Springer. 
,Remarks :-Type specimen which was in the Tiffany collec-
tion seems to be lost, at least "it could not be found at the 
time of Mr. Tiffany's final illness n3s • • 
Position . and locality.-Cedar VaHey limestone, Buffalo, 
Iowa. 
MELOCRINUS CALVINI W. and Sp. 
rlate XXXVII, figs. '6-8. 
1883. M elocrinus solonensis Calvin. History of Johnson 
County, Iowa, Notes on the Fossils, p. 559 (no 
description) .' - . . ; , 
1897. Melocrinu,s calvini. W. and Sp. Crin. Cam. No. Amer., 
vol. .I, p. 300,Pl. 22, fig. 6. . 
88 Funk Springer, personal communication; Feb. 12, ' 1920. " 
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"Similar to the preceding spe-
cies, but the sides of the dorsal 
cup convex, .' and the general 
form of the calyx: 'subovoid; the 
basals less projecting; the rad-
ials, fixed brachial and inter-
brachials-the latter to. the third 
row-crowned .by a large, rather 
conspicuous rounde~ . node with-
out other ornamentation; t:tte 
upper interbrachial and inter-
ambuhicral plates a little ~nvex. 
Basals projecting ~aterally, ' 
and forming .four rather com;pic-FIG. 67.-Analysis of calyx of MelocMnUB calvini W . an'd Sp. Note that the first . 
plate in the anal interray is heptagon-
al and that it is followed by three 
plates in the 'l-ext range. 
. uous nodes around the columnar 
attachment which is a little pr9- , 
jecting. Ra~ials and costal!;l 'long- ' 
er than wide. 'The dlistichals of the same rays in contact . 
laterally. Regular interbrachial spaces large, but \ 
slightly depressed between the arm trunks; the plates 
arranged: 1, 2, 3, 3, the upper ones insep.sibly C'Onnecir 
ing with the plates of the ventral disk. Anal inter-
radius widest, having three plates in the second row . 
. Ventral disk short; the plates rather· small and of u;ni-
form size; orals apparently .unrepresented. Anus ex-
centric, probably at the end of a narrow tube. "-After 
Wachsmp.th and Springer. ' . . . 
Posi.tion and locality.-Type specimen from the State Quar-' 
ry limestone at Solon, Iowa84• It is number 3601 University 
collection. No further specimens have been collected at any of 
the State Quarry outcrops; crinoid ' stems, however, are not 
rare. 
, . 
MELOCRINUS. (~) . LINPERI n. s .. 
. P~ate XXXV:II, figs. 9, 10, . 
Cal¥.x conical, . width and height about equal; cup expaB,ding 
gradually hom the base, widest just before reaching the arm ,· . 
bases. Dome. low,. ·ea·ch· of its nume;rous; plates <-bearing a deli-
cate , c~ntral spimlle. The pre::;erv.;ed : pla~es . of ' the eup are 
m~rk~d by sharp s,pjn.ose ·eentral J nodes . but are ' .otherwise · . 
smoo·th, ' ". ',i ,. ,. . . -': ' "' , • ' ; . 
,,; ;. r " II ' f.~" "' t~· (\ 1J(),..,.rtr~ 
• ';., • • v- . :, ., • . ,;..1:\ ~ t:), "'l .. 'Q-f.j.) ",~ ' ' .," 
!""( L • 1 , 84 Geol. Surv. Iowa, vol. VII, p. 78. .r 
--~ 
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Species is nearest to M. calvini of the State Quarry beds but 
is more spiny. In M. linde.ri the iBr and upper plates of the 
brachial series are sharply nodose while in calvini only the 
radial series bear spiny nodes above i8r2 • Moreover, the 
type of calvini is sub oval in cross section near 'the arm bases, 
in linderi the same section is nearly circular. It resembles also 
M. gregeri but is smaller and narrower than Rowley's type. 
Better materi~l may prove them identical. 
The only specimen at hand is incomplete. It was preserved 
in a cherty nodule and on its removai the basals and a part of 
one side were broken off. An area between iBrl and the arm. 
bases extending about 'one-third the circumference , of the 
calyx preserves the surface and shows the spiniferous plates. 
The remainder Of the surface is exfoliated but over this part 
the outlines of the plates can be distinctly traced. ' The plan is 
quite clearly that of Melocrint~s but the absence of basals 
mf1kes generic reference a litt~e doubtful. 
Position a~d locality.-In the ' Cedar Valley limestone at 
Indian Hollow on right bank of Iowa river opposite the mouth 
of Turkey creek, section 21, Penn township, Johnson , county, 
Iowa., ,Collected by Mary Frances Linder for whom the species 
IS named. Type specimen in the Fitzpatrick collection. 
MELOCRINUS BELANSKII n. s. 
PI~te XXXVII, figs. 11-16. 
, Calyx ' bowlsh~ped, abruptly spreading, apparently much 
wider than high, sides convex. Plates smooth, slightly raised, 
edges depressed making broad grooves along , the suture lines; 
bmer surface of plates .bearrng centrally a ,cluster of irregular 
nodes and ridges which are more or less radially arranged. 
~rlie ' edges of the larger plates are in some cases delicately 
nlillEid. 
B~sals four; they project doWnward .and form a shallow in:. 
vetted cup · ~ih a,' sharp rIm which is deeply notched at the in-
'it-er basal '!'Suture. 'T.~e 'piates are ' subequal, the two on the right 
1lteing7.quad!f.arlgular, .t he 'other two, pentangular. The latter are 
larger anath~" fSurfaces slop~ ' less a~~uptly than ,the 
, 
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forr;ner thps deforming in a slight degree the basal cycle and 
giving the stem a subcentral position. 
Radials five, hexagonal, length and width about equal; poster-
iorly they are separated by a five-sided plate-presumably the 
. anal, thus making six plates in the second cycle. Four of the 
five radials are much alike in size and general proportions but 
the base .of the fifth (the left posterior) is only about half as 
wide as the base of the others; morover, the surface of the 
calyx between this plate and the left anterior radial is consid-
erably depressed. lBrl hexagonal, wider than high, each fol-
lowed by a somewhat smaller pentangular axillary or lBr2 
which is followed by two lIBr of decreasing size. Plates be-
yond this unknown. , . 
Column round, five millimeters in diameter inside the basal 
ring; axial canal small, about 0.8 millimeter in diameter, ob-
. scurely pentalobate. Associated with the type specimen were 
s eyeral loose plates and numerous fragments and columnals 
of a large round stem whose side-faces are in some cases orna-
mented with tubercles. The segments are assumed to belong to 
this · species and a few of them are illustrated. 
The presence of six plates in the second cycle is not charac:.. 
teristic of M elocrinrus but the irregularity in the type specimen 
here described is regarded as an abnormality. Unfortunately 
the plates following the anal are lost; it would be interesting to 
know whether or not the anal was followed by three plates in 
the range next above as is usual in tIns genus, or by less than 
three due .to its Unusual position. 
Troost's genus Turbinocrinus (Turbinocrinites), proposed in 
manuscript, has four basals and "the first plate of one of the 
interradial spaces truncating one of the basal plates "S5, that is, 
the extra plate is on a level with the radials as in M. belanskii. 
There is some question, however, about the proper interpreta-
tion of Troost's specimen86• 
Type specimen collected in southeast quarter section 13, 
township 95 north, . range 19 west, by C. H. Belanski, also the 
. separate fragments mentioned above · and referred to t~is 
85 Twenty-eighth Ann. Rept. New York St. Mus. Nat. Rist. (Museum Edition) , p. 139 : 1879. 
86 Wachsmuth a"d Springer, Crin. Cam. North America, vol. I, p. 294: 1897. 
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species. , Isolated' pieces 'of the stem and plates occur at sev.eral 
stations in the Lime Creek. 'fossiiiferous heds near the top of 
the Iowa Devonian. 
STEREOCRINUS Barris. 
Barris, Davenport Acad. Sci. vol. II, p. 282, 1878; vol. IV, 
pip. 102-"104,1886; and Wachsmuth and Springe'r, No. " Amer. 
Crin. Cam., vol. I. pp; 324, 325, 1897. 
Calyx depressed, wider than high, flattened below; basals 
,three, forrning 'a pentagon; RR, hexagonal;, IBr, one, penta-
'gonal, axillary; IIBr, two or three; iBr, two, one above the 
other, the first heptagonal, the second hexagonal, and followed 
by a range of three.' Arms biserial, ten in number, that is, two 
for each ray; spaces between arm bases depressed. Dome low, 
pentalobate; anal opening apparently at end of a subcentral 
tube. Slitlike apertures near bases of arms. ,Column round. 
This genus is found in lower part 'of Ced'ar Valley and Up-
per Wapsipinicon beds of Iowa and in equiValent or somewhat 
older strata in northern part of $outhern peninsula of Michi-
gan. Springer has recently described an interesting species of 
the genus from the Relderbergian of Benton county, Ten-
nessee31• 
STEREOCRINUS TRIANG1JLATUS Barris. 
Plate XXXVIII, fig's. 1-3. 
1878.. Stereocrinus triangulatus Barris. Proc. Davenport Acad. 
Sci., voL II, p. 283, Pl. 11, figs. 1, 2; also note on 
pa~2~. . 
1881. Stereocrinus triangulatus W. and Sp. ~ev. Paleocri~., 
II, p. 127. 
1897., Stereocrinus triangulatus W. and Sp. No. Amer. Crin. 
Cam. I, p. 325, PI. 25, figs. 8a, b. 
"Body large; breadth to height as two to one. Basal 
pieces solidly anchylosed, and either as a narrow rim 
clings closely to the column or widens into a pentagon, 
on each side of which rests the first radial. First rad-
ials large, hexagonal, the centers of whi~h are con-
31 Springer, F " Bull. 115, U, S, Nat, Mus" , p , 15, PI. V, figs" 3" 4: 1921, 
, 
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nected together by ridges, forming a pentagon, the 
angles of which are equi-distant from the angles of the 
inscribed pentagon forming the base. Second radials 
pentagonal, nearly the size of the first radial. First 
suprarad,ials about half the size ' of the secQnd radial, 
pentagonal or hexagonal, resting mainly on the sloping 
upper side of the second radial, and partly on the m-
terradial, broader than high. The second supraradial, 
or rather 'brachial, is of irregular triangular shape, 
broader than high, whose base is nearly the breadth of 
the supraradial. First interradial large as first radial, 
heptagonal, higher than broad. This , sustains a sec-
ond interradial hexagonal, not more, than half the size 
of the first. This is crowned by' ~hree small ' irregular 
plates, arching- from arm to arm, surmounted by an-
other series of three, somewhat smaller. The summit 
is elevated in the centre. From each series of arms, 
, extending towards the center, is a ridge of larger 
:plates, giving a five rayed aspect to the summit. 
Plates 'roughened and tuberculiform. 
Proboscis sub-central. 
The ornamentation consists of a series of triangles 
enclosed one within the other, the outer of which-the , 
enclosing triangle-heads in the cebter of the larger 
plates. meeting, there the apices of as many series of, 
triang-les aR there are sides of the plates. "-After 
Barris, 1878. . : " 
The type specimen was 'collected in the upper Davenport . 
beds, in bed number four of Barris. ,It is now in the Museum 
of the Davenport Academy of Science. Two specimens} num-
bers 3628 and 3629, in the University collection, are from the 
Vvapsipinicon beds at Solon. They are smaller' than the type 
and are partly exfoliated but enough of the original surface is 
left to show the characteristic markings. Barris' variety lir-
a.t1,tS has not been seen. Wachsmuth and Springer regard it as 
not sufficiently distinct ,for separation. It is apparently a 
young individuaL In the Fitzpatrick collection is a ' specimen 
preserving the base of the cup. It shows the smooth pentagon 
of anchylosed basals, the' radials, a few brachials and inter-
brachials. The characteristic ornamentation is unusually well 
preserved. (See figur~ ~, p~ate ~XXVIII~) , 
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STEREOCRINUS LITTLETONENSIS n. s. 
Plate XXXVIII, figs. 4, 5. 
Calyx of about the same width as the 
type of S. triangulatus but · shallower. 
The markings, too, are of the same trian-
gular pattern but ·. are not so prorpinent. 
The plates of the cup are further adorned 
by stout, blunt, central spinelike nodes. 
Those on the RR are broken off; those 
on the IBr, IIBr, and iBr plates are 
FIG. 68.-Analysis of the 
plates of Stereocrinu8 lit· directed outward and . downward; they are' 
tletonensis in so far as 
they can be made out from three to six mj]]jmeters in length, 
with certainty. Note the 
perfect symmetry. and from three to six mj]]jmeters ' in 
diameter at the base. ri'h~ raised lines which mark 
the plates ascend part way up the shafts of some of the 
H spines." . Dome lacking; Stem, large, round. 
Type specimen collected among the corals of the Acervularia 
profunda reef in the valley of Dry Run near Littleton, Iowa, by 
Samuel Calvin8s• Its horizon is near' the . base of the Cedar 
Valley. Wachsmuth and Springer, Crinoidea Camerata, I, 
page 325, ' meIl,tio~f havi~g an imperfect specimen of an unde-
scribed species from Waterloo, Iowa. This may well belong to 
. this .species since the rocks at the two 'localities .are approx-
imately at the same horizon,. . 
BATOCRINIDAE Wachsmuth and Springer 
A family of monocyclic crinoIds with -three ' (rarely four) 
basals followed by five RR and a seven-sided anal plate in the 
next cycie. Anal plate followed by three plates in the next 
range. In the subfamily Batocrinillae the first IBi- is ' quad:-
rangular, in the subfamily Periechocrininae tbls plate in most 
cases is hexagonaL · M egistocrinus belongs to the latter. 
MEGISTOCRINUS FARNSWORTHI White 
. Plate XXXVIII, figs. 6-12. · 
1876. Megistocrinus farnsworthi White. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. 
Philadelphia; voL 28, p. 29. 
3S Bull. Lab. Nat. Rist., Univ. Iowa, vol. 2, p. 181, 1891-1898. 
.' 
II 
1881. 
1904. 
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MegistocrintltS farnsworthi, ' W. and Sp_ Rev. Paleocr., 
, pt. II, p. 138. ' 
Not M egistocrinus farnsworthi W. and Sp., Crin. Cam. 
No. Amer., vol. II, p; 539,. PI. XLVIII, figs. 1:a, b. 
M egistocrinus farnsworthi Wood. Smith. Misc. ColI., 
vol. 47, p. 64. 
Calyx small for this ' genus; 
cup truncate below, ' the basals 
depressed, RR in horizontal posi-
tion; sides of cup gradually 
,spreading to the arm bases. 
Dome broadly convex and com-
posed ' of , many ' small tumid 
plates; anus sUbcentral and ap-
parently at the upp.er end of a 
. small tube. ' 
FIG. , 69,-Analysis of the calyx of the 
more perfect of the tyPe specimens 
of Megi8tocrmU8 farnsworth> White, 
BB three, fo~ming a closely 
allchylosed hexagonal ,piece, 
partly covered by the stem which 
has a pE:mtalobate lumen. ' RR 
five, wider than long, separated by an anal plate , which is 
slightly narrower than the radials and is more nearly hexa-
gonal than heptagonal in , shape-the latter being the common 
shape in this family; upper lateral edge longer than the lower~ , 
IBr1 hexagonal, equal to or larger than the BB, curved, and 
followed by a pentagonal axillary; IIBr three, in the antero-
lateral rays and but one, a large axillary, in each of the other 
three; IIIBr form a series of three or four below each of the 
four arms in the anterior and in the two posterior rays; iBr 
plates fairly large, the first resting point downward ,' on the 
shoulders of the RR and followed by a series of two plates and 
. thes~ by a number of smaller pieces. Anal plate followed by 
three plates in the next rank .likewise the suranalis, followed 
by three in the next range, above this there are a number of 
small pieces to the arm bases, Arms sixteen, four in the an- , 
terior i'l:j.y and in each of the PQst~ro-lateral rays, and two in 
each of the other rays. 'Arm ,openings directE:ld upwards. 
plates smooth, margins depressed so ' as to form wide sutures 
L 
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which are characteristic of this species, except irnniediately be-
low the arm bases where the depressed marginal areas are still 
wider and the plates are tumid centrally. Stem round, its prox-
imal columnal but partly covering the basal hexagon. Lumen 
pentalobate. -
The better of the two cotypes is 22 millimeters high and 28 
millimeters acr,Qss the base of the arms, height of dorsal cup 
14 millimeters. 
" . 
Remarks.-White's types, which have not been figured here-
tofore, are quite distinct from' the large thick-plated, hig1-
domed M. robustus from Solon, next to be descrihed, which has 
long been identified under the same name. Calvin extended 
White's name to include the Solon :species, and specimens from 
Solon were ·distributed under. the name, M. farnsworthi White. 
Wachsmuth. and Springer illustrate specimens from Solon and 
their description of M. farnsworthi seems to have been based. 
on specimens from that iocality. 
Position 'and localities.-The types of this species were col-
lected in the Cedar Valley limestone near Iowa City by Dr. P. 
J. Farnsworth. There is one fine specimen in the Calvin Col-
lection from the· Cedar Valley beds at LittletonSll• · In the Fitz-
patrick. coliection is a fragment of a calyx slightly larger than 
the others at 'hand and' in which the basal cycle projects a little 
beyond the radials-otherwise it is quite typical. It was col-
lected, at one of the numerous exposures . in th~ vicinity of 
Linder's boathouse. Recently, Mr. Walter V. Searight, a stu-
dent at the University, found ~ specimen which is almost a 
duplicate of one of White's types. The specimen was ,collected 
along the right bank of Iowa river north of Iowa City in the 
east half 'of section 28,' township · 80 north. Since the precise 
locality where Farnsworth obtained the types is 'unknown, Mr . . 
Searight's find is of special interest. Apparently, recogniza.ble -
calyces are not common. 
MEGJSTOCRINUS ROBUSTUS n. s . . 
Plate XXXIX, figs. ' 1-5 . 
. 1897. Megistocrin'tts !arnsufor'bhi VV. and Sp. Crin. Cam. No. 
Amer., vol. II, p. 539, PI. XLVIII, figs. 4a,. b. 
89 Bull. Lab. Nat. Hist., Univ. Iowa, vol. 2, p. 183, 1891-1893. 
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Calyx large, robust, mature specimens coarse and thick-
. plated. Base truncated, hollowed 'out centrally. Dome strong-
dy 'convex to conical and q~ite as high above the arms as the 
arms are above the base; dome plates ·, tumid, smooth, fairly 
large and separated by distinct sutures; above the arm bases 
are strong ridges which extend well up on the dome of most 
spe~iiriens giving the vault a; radially' fluted app'earance. Anus 
subcentral and apparently at the end of a strong tube. 
Arrangement of plates much as in M. farnsworthi but with a 
larger number of pieces In the anal interray. Basal hexagon 
almost wholly obscured by the stem. RR hori7!ontal in position, 
anal smaller and narrower than the other plates of the radial 
cycle. The' IBr and iBrl plates larger than the radials, the 
first IBr .bent upward, at the angle of cup's base. 
Arms sixteen (a ·few with but fifteen), b~ses protruding 
strongly and on most specimens the protrusion is greater on 
'one side giving the calyx a . lopsided aspect. Arm openings 
dir~ct~d outward and slightly upward. 
Plates of cup thick and swollen .except those of the radial 
cycle which arl~' flat and· smooth and with flush edges; ' the 
'k ro.ad dep;essed mar~:ris of the plates above the radials result 
1:11- 'Wi4~ sutural _g~ooves. ' ~.':. . 
'~'tif.e; ~e'1.rsnumber ?60~, ~~\ 43 : ~illimeters in height and · 51 
mi1!iID~~fS : i ~~ p~ate,s1 Dreaq~~~~r?~~~ of arms. . . 
, ~em~:~8.-i~fi1~2cca,slOnal ,~pecnnen ~ the lot referred to thIS 
.' species has a ' rim ,~t the arm oases which is the result of the ex-
• ., =\. ~. " , 
tem;ion .0£ the iBi". ,and . d9?}y;W;4\f~~JpJ? ;the areas between the 
'. ~?t.¥!S~!J$ J~~hf;r-,~p~~~Jn~ h~ir.eJ" ~t1}~~'jlR(11; nodes on plates of the ~p:41~ a;m1r t~~ ~l~ttt lJP,.,:p~r , r.~4~'·,~trri:11~~~s are faintly nodose, in 
tl}~,s (r,~SJlect~pprp~c~int ,,¥.~.ii~zp',atricki. . 
Position. a~dlf(~:H,f.~J,~P,W§":~tf~~trp~ . locality is near Solon ~fhe~1t t~ f!q:a~~n~~It~ R(J~7~iJ}~Ia.il;t~,eJ;llains .jn the lower shata . 
0'£ t!w 9~dar:, Val1~:y ~~~" Cal.:,?,* to',eaH .them the "Megistocrinus 
beds." Occasional specimens }lave been c9llected at Aicher's 
•. • ' . ' J ! .• ,-quarry and a few at Lm~e:i"s . Doathouse, both places along the 
rj~~J; .. north of Iowa City. Sev,e~'arspeciniens hav~ been found 
ai6ng Rapid , creek in sect~ons 20 and 21, ,township 80 north, 
range 5 west, and on down the creek through .range 6 west. In 
" ! 
" 
t 
• 
," 
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the Calvin collection is a worn specimen from Dry Run near 
Littleton; it i~ tentatively referred to this species. There ' is 
a small but quite perfect specimen 'from Linder's boathouse in 
the Fitzpatrick collection. 
MEGISTOCRINUS FITZPATRICKI n. s. 
, " 
Plate XXXIX, figs. 6, 7 ; plate XLVI, figs. 10, 11. 
Species based on eight or ten specimens of more or less per-
fect calyces the largest of which has no tegmen but a well pre-
" served dorsal cup. This is made the type. The general plan . 
of the plates, so far " as they can be" determined, is close to that 
of M. farnsworth~" The calyx is of mo~erate size, the cup is , 
broadly bowl-shaped, the tegmen is low and gently convex. 
Lower part of cup flattened as far a.s the first primibrachs 
above which the sides are inflated as far up as IBri or IIBrl~ 
From here the cup contracts slightly to the arm bases, where it 
is again a little expanded. Height of arm bases a little less 
than one-half the "width of the cup. The greatest width of the 
type specimen is five centimeters and is taken at ~he lev€l .()f 
the lower edge of IIBr1 . -
Base hexagonal, hidden by the proxim"al stem ~egment. " Six · 
plates in second cycle all hexagonal, wi~ tpan long-in the 
" type the anal and the two contiguous radials are- smaller than 
the other three. IBrl hexagonal, IBr~ pentagonal and axillary, 
the area of each nearly the" sam~ a g.. that of the radial below; 
the last IBr is . followed by two plates in the next series, those " 
whose sutures ('an be traced being five-, six-, or seven-sided. 
Above these secundihra. the-~~is obscure. 
IJ!terradial "areas chtJntcterizedi 'by a ~ i~ i r 
longer than wide. This is followed by, twQ , pla._ .• ' thet Jlec«-
series, the most of which are six-sideS,.. thQugh. fiye- or seven-
sided ones occur. Beyond:. these- tbe·~~.is- Obselu:e~'I' 
The stem is strong, round'; and. has,. · a; 13~ l~.~ . 
type it is subcentral in pesition and ~,s; a result of this asym-
" metry the anterior part' of the cup. bears larger plates than 
the posterior part as' indicate~ above. 
Arms sixteen, .tending. to be paired, bases protruding slightly .. 
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Tegmen low, made up of small, ' smooth plates; anus subcentral 
. and evidently at upper end of a short tube. 
The surface of the calyx is finely granulose; toward the 
.edges of the plates the granules grade into fine elevated ridge-
lets which meet the sutures at. right angles; each plate is 
marked centrally by a low but distinct node; the margins of 
each plate are abruptly elev·ated in such a way that the common 
contact of two plates forms a definite ridge along the suture 
line. The granules; central nodes, and sutural ridges become 
weaker distally and practically disappear before reaching the 
arm bases. 
The species differs from M. ro'bustus in the more evenly 
rounded bowl-shaped cup, in .the markings of the plates, and in 
the elevated rather than depressed sutures. 
Position and localities.-The specimens studied were collected 
near Linder's boathouse about two miles north of Iowa City by 
Professor T. J. Fitzpatrick to whom the species is dedicated. 
A band of dark limestone three to six inches thick, a few feet 
above where M. jitzpdtricki is said to' have been collected, is 
filled with segments of ' a very large crinoid stem, ' some of 
which reach a diameter of sixteen millimeters. No other recog-
FIG. 70, - Plan of 
left anterior rad· 
ial series and of 
part of the arm 
of the type speci-
men of M egi8to-
cnnu8 clarkei . 
' nizable parts of a crinoid have been found in 
this layer. (See figure 7, plate XLVI.) 
MEGISTOCRINUS CLARKEI n. s. 
Plate XL, :flgs. 1.-8; plate XLVI, fig. 9. 
A -large subglobose calyx with truncate base, 
somewhat depressed centrally; Sides of cup 
broadly rounded,' widest at arm bases in all . 
specimens observed but one-this reaches its 
greatest width three or four millimeters below 
the arms. ,Dome strongly convex and fully as 
high as the dorsal cup. Specimens silicified 
and as a result some of the sutures are entire-
ly obliterated, others are quite distinct, while 
on' parts of nearly every calyx are irreguiar 
areas on which the plates are smooth as if 
polished and where the sutures are readily 
traceable. 
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_.:\.rrangement of plates as in typical species of this genus; the 
primibrachs and first interradials are fully as large as the ' 
radials. The anal plate is a little smaller than the radial~ and 
is followed by a ' six-sided sur anal which is flanked on either 
side 'by a large iBr; above the sur anal is a vertieal series: of 
three or more plates in continuous succession-the whole anal 
interray, up to the level of tp,e arms, containing twenty to 
twenty-five plates. 
Dome composed of a large number of small polygonal plates 
and of even contour except for low ambulacral ridges just above 
the arm-bases; anus subcentral, consisting of an oblique open-
ing, through the tegmen and directed toward the center of the 
dome, its rim smooth, slightly thickened, and raised except on 
the proximal edge. 
Plates of cup smooth, dome plates slightly granular on a few 
specimens; between the radials and adjoining plates the sutures 
are a little elevated, as in M. fitzpatrickij above these the edg'es 
'of the plates are flush except on parts of the dome where the 
s'\ltures are a little grooved. A faint central' node marks the 
lIBr, anti IlIBr, and also the iBr plates of the upper part of 
the cup. 
, 'Arms sixteen, rather weak, directed Qutwar,d and upward in 
a sharp curve; biserial throughout, branching dichotomous and 
fr(~quent; eleven to thirteen pieces on ear.h side between base of 
arm and the first bifurcation, sixteen to eighteen between the 
first and second bifurcation, above this unknown. Pinnules 
small and slender, and conspicuously jointed about one milli-
meter above the base of each. 
Stem rop.nd, fairly stout; l,umen large, pentalohate. 
This species ' has heen repeatedly identified as M. farns-
worthij it differs from it, however, in its larger size and more 
globose calyx, in having smooth plates without grooved sutures, 
especially in the lower cup, and in the absence ' of an anal tube 
-in ~he last respect it differs from all the members of the genus 
in our area. 
This crinoid is already well.lmown40 to paleontologists from 
40 Clarke, J,. M., "Beginnin~ of Dependent Life": Adv. sheets , Fourth Ann. Rept. 
Director Sci. Div., p. 28, tsxt figs., Albany, New York, 1908. 
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'the fact that it 'habitually harbored a large' parasitic limpet; 
. . their consociation was discussed by Clarke many years ago and 
again more fully in a recent publication4l• This gastropod at-
tached itself to the tegmen of the crinoid in such a way as to 
keep the anterior part of its round-mouthed shell over the anal 
aperture of its host. Its 'purpose obviously was to feed upon 
such refuse matter as the crinoid eliminated from its aliment-
ary canal. That its attachment was a permanent one· and not 
casual is proved by the perfect adaptation of the margin of the . 
snail's shell to the irregularities of the crinoid's vault as shown 
in the illustrations. The smooth round dome and the absence 
of an anal tube as found in other species favored the establish-
ment of the .parasite while the weak, slender, and well separ-
- ated arrris of the crinoid made approach the easier.. Of the 
, calyces at hand, fourteen of them preserve the tegmen suffi-
ciently well to be examined for traces of the snail's occupancy; 
of these eight, or over fifty-seven per cent, show that they 
were unquestionably the unhappy hosts of a weighty and per-
sistent parasite. . These figures illustrate most convincingly 
how completely fixed had become the association of this crinoid 
and its dependent snail, Platyceras. This genus of snails is 
not common in th~ Iowa Devonian;· a few specimens have been 
found in the Cedar Valley mainly near Solon and also at 
Linder's boathouse north of Iowa City; but not one of them has 
ever been reported attached to a crinoid and no free specimens 
have been collected which are similar to the parasite42 under 
discussion. 
The preservation of this species is worthy of brief comment 
'since .it is our only silicified crinoid, except the hololype of 
M elocrinus linderi; in the horizon where it occurs, however, 
nearly all the associated fossils ·are thus altered and there is 
considerable chert with the limestone. . The rough, silicified 
plates of the crinoid show pitted centers abo~t which are ar-
14 Cla.rke, J. M., " Organic Dependent and · Disease," .p. 71, fig. 58, New Haven, 1921. 
42 Platycer/t8 inoptatum n. s. A robust, capacious, holostomatous shell" abruptly expand-
ing· from a small dextrally coiled apex. Aperture broadly oval to nearly circular, its margin 
conforming to the irregularities. of the test of the host. . Shell marked ·by numerous crowded 
lines of .growth. Length of shell along curvature from front margin to apex, six centimeters; · 
from posterior margin to a.pex, one centimeter; antero-posterior diameter of apertur~, 81.5 
millimetsrs, transverse diameter of aperture, 28 millimeters. Type attached to specimen num-
ber 8628. · . 
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ranged rudely concentric rings of siliceous matter. The outer 
surfaces of the smooth plates are but thin, siliceous shells sup_ · . 
ported by vertical partitions along the suture lines; when the 
surfaces of the smooth plates break' away the appearance is 
similar to that of the prismatic ends of favositoid corallites. 
Among the specimens at hand are four or five large globose 
balls of cherty .matter about twice the size of .the average calyx. 
On the surfaces of these are the plat.es of the, cup ' and dome, 
their relative positions and orientations still ' rudely preserved 
buta.11 separated and held fast in their places in the cherty 
chalcedonic mass 'which apparently originated in the interior 
of the calyces. 
It is a pleasure to dedicate this species to Dr. John M. 
Clarke, state· paleontologist of New York, whose masterly ' 
studies of the forms of life in the Paleozoic have a wide bear- ' 
jng which extends far beyond the field of acad.emic specula-
tion. 
Position and locality.-About the level of the Acervularia 
profunda zOne near the 'base of the Cedar Valley limestone at 
Waterloo, Iow~ The specimens were found in some small . 
abandoned quarries on the west side of Cedar river near the 
south line of the city limits and but a few blocks from the 
stream. They were obtained 'many years ago by Mr. and Mrs. 
David Brant, enthusiastic collectors of natural history speci-
~ens. Four specimens, including the one illustrated by .Clarke, 
were given by them to Professor Calvin. Recently Mrs. Brant 
generously turned over the r~maining specimens to the -writer 
for study. Unfortunately t~at part of the city where the speci-
mens were found has now been largely built over and the orig-
inallocation is covered up. 
MEGISTOCRINUS LATUS Hall. 
Plate XLI, fig. 1; plate XLV, fig. 3. 
1858. Actinocrinus (Megistocrinus) latus Hall. Geol. Surv. 
lowa, vol. I, pt. II, p. 480, PI. I, figs. 1 a, b. 
1881. M egistocrinus latus Wachsmuth and Springer. Rev. 
P:aleocr., Pt. II, p. 138 (in a list). 
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1897. Megistoorinus latus ' Wachsmuth and Springer. Cr~. 
Cam. N. A., vol. II, p. 538, PI. 48, figs. 3 a, b. 
1904. Megistocrinus latus Wood. Smith. Misc. Coil., ' voL 47, 
Pt. II, p.66 (in a list). " 
"A large species. Dorsal cup short, about twice as 
wide as high, abruptly depressed at the bottom; the 
sides expanding upwards; arm bases slightly project-
ing; plates flat and without ornamentation; suture 
lines grooved. " 
Basals closely anchylosed, rather large, located at 
the 1:iott<im. of an inverted cup, which is a little wider " 
than the column. Radials about as wide as long; their 
lower ends abruptly curved to form the sides of the 
basal concavity, the other portions spreading horizon-
tally and constituting the bottom of the calyx. First 
costals generally longer than the second. Distichals 
in the antero-Iateral rays three, supporting two arms; 
the other rays have a single axillary, · followed . by sev-
eral palmars with four arms to the ray. Interbrach-
ials: 1, 2, 3, 3, and some small pieces between the arm-
bases. The first anal plate, which is a little. narrower 
than the radials, .is succeeded by three plates, and 
these, by numerous irregularly arranged pieces, which 
decrease in size upwards. Interdistichals one or two, 
placed longitudinally: Ventral disk hemispherical; the 
plates nearly flat and of irregular arrangement; orals ' 
and radial dome plates a little larger and convex. 
Anus subcentral. Column strong, the axial canal large 
and obtusely pentangular."-After Wachsmuth and 
Springer, 1897. '. 
Horizon and locality.-A single specimen of this large crin-
oid, lacking the. dome, was collected near Iowa" City by Mr. L. 
P. Elliott. It was found in the Cedar yalley limestone and its 
horizon may be a little "higher than that of Hall's type from 
Buffalo or that of Wachsmuth and ' Springer's specimen from 
the Tiffany collection. Udden reports this species . from the 
Spirifer pa1"ryanus zone of Muscatine county43. 
Two imperfect calyces from the type locality were recently 
collected by the Reverend Mr. Hauber of St. Ambrose college. 
48 Iowa Geol. Sur .... , vol. IX; p . 282; 1899. 
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'£hey "show well the large &mooth radials and "other plates 
ch~racteristic of the species. A calyx collected by the writer 
near North " Liberty, mentioned "above under localities of 
Strobilocystites calvini, further extends the distribution of 
the species. 
Remarks.-The Iowa City specim~n when found was covered 
with a coating of hard foreign material, the. removing of which 
obliterated the surface characters of " the plates. Posteriorly 
the" cup turns abruptly upward resulting in a reduction of the 
. number of plates "and 'other abnormalities. Four-of the radials 
are normal hexagonal plates, the other two, posteriorly sit-
uated, are one smaller and one larger than the others and are 
five- and seven-sided respectively. Neither. is followed by the 
proper succession of plates,but ' a study of the three anterior 
radial series brings 'out the proper orientation ahd it is found 
that the small pentagomil plate followed by two hexagonal " 
pieces in the next range and these by a number of smaller 
pieces is the" anal. The heptagonal radial is right posterior in 
. position and is followed by a pent~gonal plate and this by two 
fairly large plates in the same range. 
MEGISTOCRINUS Nonosus Barris. 
Plate XLI, figs.' 2-4. 
1878. M egistocrin'lJ;s nodosus Barris. Proc. Davenport Acad. " 
" Sci., vol. II, p. 285, PL 11, fig. 4 . . 
1881. M egistocrinus nodosus Wachsmuth and Springer. Rev. 
Paleocr., Pt. II, p. 138 (in a list). 
1885. M egistocrinus nodosus Barris. Proc. Dave~port Acad. 
Sci. vol. IV, p. 98, PI. 1, fig. 8; PI. 2, fig. 2. 
1897. Megistocrinus nodosus Wachsmuth and Springer. Crin. 
Cam. N, A., vol II, p. 541, PI. 49, figs. 5 a, b. 
1904, M egistocrinus nodosus W ooq. Smith. Misc. ColI., vol. 
47, II, p. 65. 
, 'A large species. Dorsal cup broadly urn-shaped,. 
the truncated part e:rnbracing basals, radials, and first 
anal plate, which are in about the same plane; the 
sides of the cup which rise from the lower end 6f the 
first costals, slightly convex, expanding near the arm 
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bases. Plates without ornamentation; but the costals 
and interbrachials of the two proximal rows are some-:-
what ,nodose, while the radials are slightly convex, and 
the distichals and upper interbrachials almost flat. , 
Basal disk but very little projecting beyond the col-
umn, the columnar facet excav,ated and surrouIided 
by a well defined circular rim. Radials and costals 
increasing in width upwards; the radials longer than 
, wide; the costals wider than long. The highest ,orders 
of brachials arranged as in preceding species (M. 
depr'essus). Arms sixteen from the calyx; lOIjg, slen-
der, bifurcating, and composed of a double series of' 
interlocking pieces. First interbrachial as large as the 
first costals; followed by three or four rows of two 
plate~ each. First anal plate succeeded by 3, 4, 4, and 
3 plates. Interdistichals two to three. Tegmen highly 
convex, somewhat inflated posteriorly, the interradial 
and inter axillary spaces deeply grooved from half way 
down to the arm regions; the posterior groove broad,. 
est and deepest; the surface paved by numerous irreg-
ular pieces, among which the orals are larger, sub-
spinous, and not in contact; the radial dome plates 
strongly nodose. Anus subcentral. Column large.' ,-
After Wachsmuth and Springer, 1897. : 
Position and localities.-Barris' specimens were collected 
both at Alpena, ' Michigan, and near Davenport, Iowa. A 'Very 
large example, partly emb~dded in a tough matr:0, was col-
lected at Cook's quarry in Davenport, in the Cedar V alle~ 
limestone. On this specimen the n<Jdes are considerably larger 
and extend farther up on the calyx tnan they do on most' of 
those from Alpena. The Cook 'quarry specimen is in the col-
lection of the Davenport Academy of Science. Barris' type 
specimen, also collected at Cook's quarry and described in the 
Davenport Academy Proceedings, volume II, has not been 
Rtudied , by the ,writer. It is not with the other specimens at 
the museum. 
M EGISTOCRINUS MERRILLI n. s. 
Plate XLV, fig. 7. 
Species based on the basal parts of a calyx preserving ,thre~ 
cycles of plates. BB three, united, forming' a hexagon, and nO,t 
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projecting as a rim around the stem facet. RR five, hexagonal, 
wider than long, except the plate assumed to be the right pos-
terior radial and the anal whose widths and lengths are nearly 
equal. This cycle of plates is horizontal in position. IBr aver-
aging a little wider than long and increasing in width distally; 
the suranal and iBr plates longer than wide,' the latter resting 
point downward pn the shoulders of two radials. All plates in 
the second and third cycles are hexagonal. The third cycle 
plates are bent gently outward and upward about their mid-
length thus giving the calyx a broad flat base. Plates smooth, 
sutures flush; a low round central node is present on each of 
the plates of the third cycle. In diameter the node is from one-
fourth to. one-third the width of the plate: Each plate of the 
,second cycle bears a shallow median depression. In the same 
zone and near the same place was found a large calyx whose 
cup is broken and considerably exfoliated. Its arm bases are 
strong and well separated; the plates near the base of one arm 
and a part of the dome are preserved well enough to show that 
they are not nodose. This specimen (No. 3766) may belong to 
the same species but the evidence is only circumstantial. 
This species approaches M. nodosus but the latter has convex 
rather than depressed RR, its third cycle of plates is nearly 
vertical in position, and its RR are longer than wide. Some of 
the free plates assigned to Megistocrin.us pernodosus from east 
o.f Brandon are somewhat .-;imilar to the nodose plates of the 
third cycle of this specic;ls but in pernodosus they are stouter 
and in nearly all cases they co;ver more .of the plate. 
Position and locality.-Cedar Valley limestone, Acervularia 
profunda zone, 1~4 miles southwest of ' Brandon, Iowa. Col-
lected by and named for Mr. Merrill A. Stainbrook. 
MEGI8TOCR1NUS PERNODOSUS n. s. 
Plate XIjI, figs'. 5-23. ' 
Species known ' from disconnected plates and pieces of stems 
all closely associated in a narrow shaly zone. Fortunately sev-
eral sets of anchylosed basals are in the lot-to one of these 
basals is attached a single radial. , 
BB three, of. equal size, forming a hexagon with sides alter-
MEGISTOCRINUS PERNODOSUS 
nately long and short; plates closely anchylosed but th.e inter-· 
basal sutures are distinct; axial 'cana~ large, pentalobate. 
RR hexagonal, extending horizontally and slightly downward 
suggesting a moderately broad and excavate base; the attached 
radial bears a strong transverse node which lies across the 
plate and is crescentic-oval or reniform in cross section, the 
distal side being convex and the proximal gently concave; sev-
eralloose plates in the collection are identical with this one and 
. are assigned to the same position in the calyx. A few of the 
plates are bent similar to IBr2 in the cup of M. robustus sug-
gesting a sharp upturning of the. sides of the calyx. 
The loose plates occur abundantly; they are thick, heavy, and 
polygonal~mainly hexagonal or pentagonal-imd each bears a 
large prominent node which is smoQth an.d of varying contour. 
In some cases . the nodes are quite round, high, and centrally 
placed, in others they appear as thick swellings that cover the, 
F l O. 71.-:Nodose 'plates 'and 'stem segments of the crinoid Megi8tocrin~ 
pernodo8u8. The left figures in the second and fourth rows . 
ilhistraW by ' llomparis'on the minimum and the maximUm amount ,. 
of surface covered by the nodes, Stem segments show th& 
usual. features of the joint· face as well' as the peripheral nodes. ' 
Enlarged. 
' U 
• 
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whole plate and conform to its general outline ; on several 
plates the nodes are noticeably · constricted at their bases and 
in a few cases a low platform surrounds the node base. The 
height of a node is variable but I ~ most cases it is fully one-
half the diameter of the plate which bears it; on some of the 
smaller plates, possibly iBr or dome plates, their height is fully 
equal to or greater than the plate diameter. The edges of all 
plates are marked by an intricate pattern of low labyrinthine 
ridges which are conspicuous under a lens, especially' 'on some- ' 
what weathered specimens. ' ' 
Accompanying the plates are abundant columnals' and. pieces 
,of a large, round-rarelysubpentagonal-stem presumably be-
longing to this species. In these the lumen IS small ' ~d penta-
lobate and surrounded by ,a sharply elevated rim rising from 
the central area on both joint-faces of the columnal. The floor 
of the central area immediately surrounding the rim of the 
lumen is so thih as to be translucent. Some of the columnals 
bear a circlet of low peripheral nodes on their side faces. 
,Short pieces of the stem are characterized as a rule by having ' 
alternate columnals wider and thicker; the side faces of' the ' 
thicker columnals are not parallel to th~ axis of the stem but 
are bevelled in such a way that they have a large and a small 
circumference; the row of encircling tubercles follows the major 
circumference. . 
Remarks.-Judging from the abundance of detached plates 
and stems this species was very common at the horizon 
throughout which it is found. The calyx evidently is large and 
has a , broad truncate base attached to 'a strong stem. The 
highly nodose character of , the plates is more mark~d than in 
any other species of the genus and reminds us of those of 
M elocrinus nodosus ' irregularis of the same .locality and at 
nearly the same horizon.' The six-sided base, the horizontally 
placed radials, and the large size of the plates and stem col-
umnal's make reference to Megistocrinus, however, reasonably ~,,_~_. 
safe~ , M. co'n:caVl1S--Wachsmuth is another Devonian' crino'id ' 
with knobby plates. It has not been reported from Iowa but 
does occur with M. ,nodosus 'and 'Others' at , Alpen~, Michigan. 
The radials, however, of, M. concavus are not nodose and none 
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of the specimens at hand or of the, published illustrations shows 
transverse nodes such as ar'e present on the radials of M. 
pernodosus. ' 
Position and localities.-Liniestone beds of the Cedar Valley , 
above the coral reef along Lime creek, Buchanan county, and 
at th~ same horizon in the interurban railway cutting east and 
sout~ of Brandon, Iowa. About forty rods north of 'the Bran-
~on cemetery and west of the diagonal road in southwest quar-
ter, section 23, township 87 north, range 10 west, is a small 
gully which leads down to Lime creek. The floor of the gully 
for some distance is in limestone rock the upper stratum of 
which is a crinoidal layer 'Six to ten inches in thickness crowd-
ed with , stem segments and the, nodose plates of this or of a 
similar species. A long search yielded no calyces. 
HEXACRINIDAE Wachsmuth and Springer 
A fatnily of monocyclic crinoids , which, is very common in the 
Devonian of Europe but is rather sparse in the American 
Devonian. BB three or two, forming a hexagon; RR five, sep-
arated posteriorly by an anal piate. Represented in the Iowa 
Devonian by three species of Hexacrinus and by one of.Arthra-
cantha. 
HEXACRINUS OCCIDENTALIS W. and' Sp. 
Plate XLII, fig. 1. 
1897. Hexacrin~ occidentalis W. and Sp. Crin. Cam.No~ 
Amer., vol. II, p. 745, Pl. 78, fig. 10. 
"A small species. Dorsal cup ' higher than wide, 
broadly truncate at the base, very gradually spreading 
to the arm bases; the sides a little conve;x:; the plates 
moderately thick ' and without ornamentation; the 
suture lines ~ndistinct. ' 
Basal cup projecting laterally in form of a rim; its 
lower face slightly excavated for the reception of a , 
large stem. Radials about one-third longer than wide, ' 
a little wider at the top than at the bottom ; facets for 
the reception, of thecostals about tw~-thirds the Width 
of the plates; semicircular, and somewhat thickened at 
the lower margin; the limbs but slightly truncated. 
Costals two, forming a syzygy, the lines of union ob-
, . 
,/ 
" 
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scure; the hypozygal joints very short and subquad-
rangular, the epizygal, ·of which the lower part is 
placed within the facet, considerably longer and pent-
angular. Arms ten; stout, cylindrical, composed 
throughout of rather long, single joints, of which the 
upper and lower faces are parallel; the main trunks 
. giving off armlets, one from each fifth or sixth joint, 
the intervening joints pinnule-bearing. The armlets 
extend to the same height as the main arms, but have 
only half their width. Both are composed of quad- '. 
rangular joints, which are somewhat shorter than wide; 
while the pinnules are short, and their joints fully 
twice as long as wide. Armlets and' pinnules are borne 
only on one side of the arms: in tlie anterior ray from 
the inner side, in the lateral rays from the outer one. 
There is but one interbrachial plate, but this was ap-
parently followed by several rows of small, nodose, 
interambulacral pieces. Form and position of anus 
unknown.. Column round; the nodal joints consider-
ably widest, and distinctly rounded at their edges."-
W 3:chsmuth and Springer, 1897. 
Remarks.-N 0 additional specimens of this species have been 
found so far as known. The type is in the Davenport Academy 
of Science. 'Owen44 mentions finding four crushed specimens of 
a H exacrinus in an encrinal layer about fifty feet above the 
river in Le Claire's quarry at Davenport. This is the same 
quarry, according to Barris/5 at which the type specimen was 
collected. The type is firmly attached by one side to the matrix 
. and the arms and pinnules are in place. The latter, as noted 
above, 'are given off only on one side of the arms while in 01'-
djnary crinoids they" are arranged alternately on opposite 
sides from every second joint." (Crin. Cam. N.A., I, p. 81.) 
The only · . .A;merican species of this genus ' occurring beyond 
Iowa is Hexacrinus leai (Lyon) from the Hamilton at 
Louisville, ·Kentucky. '.' 
. Posi:tion . and locality.-Cedar Valley, "Spirijer pennatus" 
beds, Le Claire's quarry, Davenport, Iowa. 
44. ~ol. Surv, Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota, pp. 507 and 625; 1852 . 
• 5 Proc. Davenport Acad. Sci., vol. VII, p. 20; 1899. 
, , 
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HEXACRINUS SPRINGERI n. s. 
Plate XLII, figs. 2-9; plate XLIII, figs~ 1-9. 
'Ot:}(po 
r501:} )LJ~O/\.~l 
. t..J {!!}/./ 0 ~~OOQG'( 
O~O 
Calyx med~um size. Cup higher than -wide, 
base truncate and a little excavate; sides 
gently convex except the left which is fl:;Lt~ 
tened in the type-, expanding gradually up-
ward but rather a,bruptly in passing from 
the basal to the radial cycle; the plates thick 
and 'unornamented'; the suture lines at bot-
FIG, 72,-Plan 01 
H~xacrin,.s spring' tom of distinct and deep grooves. 
er~ . 
BB projecting below in a distinct rim which is only slightly 
notched by the prominent interbasal sutures; plates not anchy-
losed. RR longer, than wide and a little wider above than be-
low; surface of each plate elevated medially into a broad ip.-
definite ridge which continues up over the ' IBt; facet for re-
ceiving IBrl broadly curved and the distal edge thickened at 
the center of the plate; limbs sh0rt and sloping downward. 
Anal plate with subparallel sides, flatter than the RR, followed 
by 3, 4, and 4 polygonal pieces, those of the first row about as 
large as iBr of the other interradial areas. -IBr, two, the first 
quadrangular, a little more than twice as wide as long and ex-
tending the full width of the 'facet, the second pentagonal, dis-
tinctiy separated by a suture and not forming a syzygy; HBr 
small, quadrate, in conta-ct laterally; iBrl fairly large, at least 
eight-sided and apparently followed by two pieces in next 
range. Arms two to each ray, apparently unis.erial; dome ana 
anus unknown. Stem facet round, opening through the basals 
1.5 millimeters in diameter. 
Rema'l'ks.-It is a pleasure to dedicate this fine species to 
, Doctor Frank Springer whose 's('.holarly treatises -on North 
American crinoids -have been sources of info:tmation' 'and in- -
spiration to every student of this fascinating class. 
The type specimen is 13.8 millimeters high from the _ pase to 
the top of IBr2 of the left anterior ray; antero-posterior diam-
eter at top of radials 13.6 millimeters.- Separate plates of this 
species are common at the horizon in which the type was fourid. -
- Several of the plates, while identical with those of the type; In- ' 
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dicate that they belonged to individuals of considerably greater 
size . . The type was collected by Mr. C. H. Belanski; and is in 
the University collection. 
Position and. localities.-:-In the Shell Rock limestone on the 
left bank of Shell Rock river in Floyd county, in the northwest 
quarter of the northeast quarter, section 4; township 95 north, 
range 18 west. The Hexacrinus zone is only a few feet above 
.the level of the river and can be traced more or less continu-
ously ,north to Nora Springs and south to Rockford. Separate 
plates as noted above have been found at several outcrops 
along the river. 
HJ~XACRINUS IOWENSIS n. s. 
Plate XLII, figs. 10-13. 
-A small species, represented in the collections by two calyces 
which preserve only the BB and RR. · Cup expanding gradual-
ly, width at top of RR greater than the height at this level; 
base truncate, flattened or but slightly excavate; the plates 
fairly thick and ornamented; suture lines , distinct and at bot-
toms of shallow groove.s. 
BB three, projectmg below to form a, sharp rim which is 
slightly, notched by theinterbasa1 sutures. In one of the two 
' specimens one of the BB is much larger than either of the. 
other two, is six-sided . and supports two RR and .on its shoul-
ders half the base of the RR lateral to tp.ese; the other two 
BB are four- and five-sided. In : the other specimen the three 
BB are of nearly equal size. RR a little wider above than be-
low, their sides subparall~l, width to length variable, some 
longer~ some shorter than greatest width; IBr facets rounded, 
. shallow, and thickened at the c~nter of the margin. , Plates 
above RR . unknown. Colmnn faeet . rQund, small;. opening 
through base very narrow. 
The ornamentation ' consists of a ' n~ber of low ridges 'or 
rows of 'nodes which ire parallel to the upper edg~s and f'ihoul-
del'S of the B.:S; arid to the lower edges and sides of some of 
the RR. , In addition low nodes are mdiscriminately scattered 
I. . 
over the surface of each· plate. , . .,. . 
The specimen with the ~ormal Hexacrinid base is 'made the 
ARTHRACANTHA MAMELONIFERA 
type. On this the ornamentation which parallels the sutures is 
the dominant type and though nodes are present they are not -
as prominent as on the specimen with the irregular base. Type 
and cotype are _in the University collection . 
. R emarks.-This species is the first American representative 
of the genus in the Devonian whose plates are ornamented. 
Complete calyces are awaited-with interest. . 
Position and locality.-This interesting little species was col-
-lected by Mr. -C. H. Belanski at a small outcrop in the Shell 
Hock limestone in -a gutter along the wagon road on the ea,st 
side of Shell Rock river in Floyd county., The precise locality 
is in the southwest quarter of the northwest quarter of section 
28, -township 96 north, range 18 west. Separate plates also 
occur at this horizon at several points for some miles up and 
down the river. Though occurring with H. springeri the separ-
ate plates are readily distinguished since thos'e of H. iowensis 
are ornamented. ' 
ARTHRACANTHA MAMELoluFERA n. s. 
Plate XLII, figs. 14-18. 
Species -known oniy from incomplete plates which bear the 
tubercles characteristic of this genus. One plate, a radial, is 
the most perfect. Its upper face bears the curved facet for the 
reception of the IBr; the center of the facet protrudes outward 
as a thin lip, 'and its floor slopes inward; the limbs' are short. 
About a millimeter. of the upper margin of the plate is thin, 
norituberculate, and depressed; below this area the surface is 
abruptly elevated-mostly so along the mid-line-and the plate 
is thicker. On this shoulder the tubercles are more or less 
crowded and irregularly arranged but be~ome fewer and far-
ther apart prqximally. Each tubercle closely resembles those , 
on small echinoid plates: at the top is a circular foramen-like 
pit which served as a socket for the movable spine; around the 
pit is a mamelon-like border and in many case~ the "neck" of 
the "mamelon" is slightly undercut. The largest tubercles are 
-tliose toward the center of the plate. These are from one 'to .. 
Qne "and aqual'ter millimeters', in' diameter , while 'the average , 
tubercle is ~ little· ()v~r. haJJ .,thi,s -and ,the ~ average .height..i&LOlose '. 
,L_· 
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to one-half millimeter. Sixteen . tubercles are present on the 
plate and doubtless a few are missing along with the proximal 
border which is broken off. 
Among the tubercles and even on their sides are small gran-
ules and a strong lens will show among these still another ser· 
ies decidedly smaller and finer and quite numerous. The inner 
rurface of the plate IS smooth and concave. 
Rernarks.-Careful screening of the shale in which the plates 
are found has not yielded any undoubted spines. It is thought 
that the spines were much .larger and coarser than those of 
any described species of Arthracantha. Incomplete plates have 
been found , at· three localities. At each of these there occur 
abundant. segments .of a small round · stem with a small lumen, 
. but since a flexible crinoid occurs in the same bed it is not cer-
tai:p. that the stem, segments are to be associated with Arthra-
cantha. It should :be noted that this is the first western occur- . 
rence of this genus-all its species heretofore having · been 
found in the vicinity . of ~ake Erie. 
The writer wishes to thank Miss Winifred Goldring of the 
New York State Museum at Albany for identifying these plates 
as thoseof ·Arthracantha. Miss Goldring's forthcoming mono-
graph 'on the Devonian Crinoids of New Y'ork contains many 
hlt~resti:p.g species of .this genus. • 
i. , Position and ·localities.-Independence shales near the l;>ase 
of. the Iowa Devonian section at· exposures numbers one and · 
~hree near Brandon, fowa46, where they. were collected by Mer-
rjll..A,. Stainbroo!rand the author. A tray of unidentified speci-
mens collect!'l.9. by Calvin~7 in the late seventies at Independence 
in shales , of the same age as at Brandon contains one imperfect 
p1a:te :which is. unhesit&tingly refe.rred to this species. 
FLEXIBILIA Zittel 
, An"'order of aicyciie 'crinoids with a flexible"dome and with 
freedom of the radial series al;>ove the lower brachials; infra-
basals 'three, unequal. 'Plates thick, often short ; arms unlserial 
and non-p'innulate. · ' T~g'IDen flexible, with the roofed ambul-acr.a . 
,', " i1.. . • . ' . < • 
• 4~ .Proc. 'low.aI 'Acad. 'Sci., 'vot XXVI; pp. 48'5'·491, '1919 ;," also, Iowa Geo!. Surv., vol. 
xx' v II, pp. 387·399. , 
'. '\17 Billl. ·U. 'So ,Geol. an,i"Geog." Surv-:, vbl>:rv, N~. 3, 'PP. 725·730; 1878. 
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exposed. Stem always round. The order is strictly Paleozoic 
extending from the Ordovician to the Pennsylvanian (Des 
Moines) of Europe and America. Recently Doctor Wanner of 
Bonn has described some remarkable representatives of this .-
order from the Permian of the Island of Timor, Dutch East 
Indies.. This greatly extends the time range as well as the 
geographical distribution of the order. 
ICHTHYOCRINIDAE Wachsmuth and Springer 
Infrabasais horizontal, not appearing exteriorly and taking 
no part in t~e calyx wall (except in Clidoc.hirus). . Crown 
elongate or rotund. , Rays widening upward to accommodate 
the expansion of the calyx. Three of the ten ,genera of this 
family occur in the Iowa Devonian. 
CLIDOCHIRUS IOWENSIS n. ,s. 
Plate XLII, figs.19~3~; ' plate. XLIII,: 'figs~ 10-44. 
, Perfectly preserved plates. and WlitedIBB , be~o.ngil}g, it is 
thought, to this genus, occur: abundantly at cer.tain 110rizons ' in 
the . marly shales Clf the Lime Creek beds. . .Tl1e. more easily , 
igentified parts are radials,primibrachs, and i.nfl'abasals. IBB 
three,. -twQ '. of them five-,sided, .the , other .. four-sided;; -Qutline: 
pentagonal, . e~ten,ding well. beyond the column,- ,plates, turned 
upward .distally and forming a part of the cup; sutures , distinct. 
Column ,fac~t. flat, surrounded by a definite:, rim; lumen small, 
quinqueloQate~ ,its angles radial in· position; ,v;iewed from with-
in .the axial canal is seen to .project upward apov.e the calyx 
floor, ~ts rim forming a ro,ughly, trilobate 'flimnel~tl1e lobes 'over 
the fiv:e-sided IBB being wider than the single lobe over the 
three-sided plate; between the lobes of the funnel ,,a.;rid the floor 
of the calyx are several supporting ridges, two ·o~,' three . on the 
lil,rger plates and but one' (or two.) on,. the small plate; these 
ridge8ext~nd distally reaching quite to the edge of. the plate in 
some cases. 'Within, the ·.funnel is ch~nneied, it~> grooves being 
limiteq, by their sePta which .continue downward tq".Iorm- the re-
. entrant angles in the qu.~nquelobate lumen; the· Q}lannels , pass 
directly downward and without torsion. The funnel, just de-
scribed, was the seat of the chambered organ, the chief nerve 
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center of the crinoid and the 'downwa'rdly extended grooves are 
the paths 'of the five axial nerve cords. The distal faces of the 
lBB plates have ,deep pits ot fossae, and sharp , ridges limit 
those portions of the edge of the infrabasal circlet which op-
posed the pro:;imal face of each of the five basals. BB large, 
curved, not in contact with the stem, polygonal; .one or two, 
which are larger and heptagonal, 1:tre th.ought to be examples .of 
the modified posterior basal which supp.orts the anal series. 
RR pentag.onal, wider than l.ong, thicker than BB, distal face 
showing articulating ridge and groove. One or two thick,irreg-
ular, many sided plates are set aside all ~mal pieces. IBrl thick, 
three t.o f.our times as wide as long; IBr2 pentag.onal, axillary; 
besides these occur pieces which are evidently HBr and higher 
.ord"ers. ' 
Surface of plates '.of l.ower cup sm.o.oth; the RR are finely 
granular and succeeding ,plates are m.ore s.o. 
Remarks.-The radials and brachials of ' 'this species might ' 
well be c.ompared With th.ose .of Lecanocrinus. ' Indeed in ~.ome 
~.ormer n.otes the writer referred them with s.ome d.oubt t.o that 
genus~8. Since then cl.ose search has resulted in finding s-e'veral 
specimens of the ,united IBB which 'sh.ow that they are large and 
pr.otuberant as in m.ost .of the species .of Clidochirus and are n.ot 
concealed by the stem as in, all known Devonian species of the 
f.ormer genus. Similarly they may be c.ompared with th.ose .of 
Ichthyocrinus but again the large IRB are markedly different 
fr.om the hidden and .often res.orbed IBB .of that genus. 
The fine devel.opment .of the funnel in this species illustrates 
well the features .of that interesting anat.omical structure. In 
the descripti.on given ab.ove the writer has drawn freely .on 
D.oct.or Sprmger's excellent elucidati.on of it in his rec~nt work 
.on the flexible cl'inoids. 
This species ' of Clidochirus extends the range of the genus 
int.o the Upper Dev:?'nian alth<,mgha doubtful success.or is 
known from the Mississippian .of Kentucky . 
.position and Localities.:-In the upper part of the fossilife~~ 
.ous ma~ly , shale ·.of the Li~e Cr:eek beds; f.ound 'at several local-
, 
, .8 Bull. 'G. S. A" vol', 81; p. 2lr2, 1920. 
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ities on the high hills just west of Rockford and at Bird Hill 
and vicinity. . 
CLIDOCHIRUS (7) MAXIMUS n. s. 
Plate XLII, figs. 35-37. 
A very large, thick axillary IBr is tentatively referred to 
this genus. ' The surface of the plate is strongly arched in the 
direction of its width and is gently curved longitudinally. The 
proximal and distal faces show well the articulating ridges and ' 
grooves. Lateral faces smooth; that on right covering but 
about two-thirds of the extremity, the other third is rounded, 
distal in position, and evidently not in contact, suggesting that 
the plate probaply belongs in the left posterior ray, in the lower 
part of which ray contact is lacking in this genus. Surface 
marked by numerous small and evenly distributed granUles. 
L~ngth of plate at middle 7.7 milliIp.eters, greatest width 16.0 ' 
millimeters, greatest thickness 7.5 millimeters. 
Remarks.~This solitary plate from the Independence shale is 
the only bit of crinoid found in that limited formation except 
,the plates of Arthracantha mamelonifera described earlier in 
this paper and some stem segments. The unusual proportions 
of the plate suggest the specific name maximus which is offered 
for convenience in faunal lists and references. 
Position and ,localities.-Independence ' shale, at exposure 
number tw049 near Brandon, Iowa. Collected by,the author. 
EURYOCRINUS BARRISI Springer. 
Plate XLIV, fig. 8; plate XL V, fig. 12. 
1920. Euryocrinus bar.risi Springer. Crinoidea Flexibilia, p. 
316. Plate 40, figs. 1-3. 
"A large species,"with elongate crown; broadly -trun-
cate and excavate at the base; height, 50 mm.; width at 
IIIBr, 24 mm.; base, 10 I'nm. Calyx with nearly 
straight sides, spreading from o.utside of basal rim to 
top .of lAx, 1 to 1.5. Cross-section at firs~ bifurcat~on 
sharply pentagonal. Arms closely abut~mg to t~lfd 
axillary, with a more or less angular medIan elevatIOn, 
<l9Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci., 'Vol. 2~ , p. 487. 
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and raised winged buttresse~ at sid.es of :t>rachials; 
they are broad below, taperl1lg rapIdly Wlt~ rather 
short divisions , to four bifurcations, beyond which they 
are more' rounded and divergent. Sutures arcuate. 
Base broadly and shallowly concave. iBr f,ew, spaces 
narrow with the rays meeting above them. Surface 
smooth, except fOT, the angularities' and marginal eleva-
tion of the brachials. ' 
,IBB rather large for this family, but entirely within 
BB, and not filling the column facet. BB large, form-
, ing the greater part of the basal rim, and visible in 
side view as good-sized elongate triangles; post. .B 
narrow and very elongate, nearly as high as RR, fol-
lowed by one anal plate with a few others succeeding 
in one principal series and some smaller plates at the 
side. IBr 1, moderately large, angular, vvith one or 
two smaller ones following in large specimens; arched 
over 'by the winglike projection of the axillaries; iIlBr 
sometimes present. RR large, wider than succeeding 
IBr, their lower angles curying into the basal cavity. 
IBr 3 short and wide, increasing in width to the axil-
laries. IlBr 3. IlIBr 4 or 5 inner, and 8 or 10 outer; 
plates of these series as wel). as the upper two IBr 
very short and wide, meeting and interlocking laterally ' 
by angular margins. with a prominent node or ridge at 
the angles. All hjgher brachials very sbort and wide. 
Column large, with excavate facet less than diaPleter' 
of hasal rirri; tapering Rlowly from the, calvx and grad-
ually changing from sbort to longer and alternating 
" columnals. "-After Springer. 
Remarks.-The original illustration of this fine species from 
Buffalo is here reproduced with the per:mission of Doctor 
Springer. A much broken and incomplete calyx found in one of 
the ravines below Davenport is 'referred with some doubt to 
this species. The plates are smoot'tt' but some of them show the 
angularities characteristic of E.barrisi. It was collected by 
Rev. U. A. ' Hauber and kindly given the author for 'study. In 
the Springer collection are two from Partridge Point, neal' 
Alpena, 'Michigan, collec'hid py Bar,ris, in' whose honor the 
species 'was named. ' 
Position and locality.-Cedar Valley beds at Buffalo, Iowa. 
Also in the Devonian, Traverse group, Alpena, Michigan. 
~~!------------
DACTYLOCRINUS ' STELLA'l'IMBASALIS 469. 
DACTYLOCRINUS Quenstedt. 
Infrabasals wh.olly within ,the basals and c.oncealed by the 
,~.olumn. , Rays above the radia,ls separated by a single inter-
, brachial , but in c.ontact f.or 's.ome distance ab.ove this plate; 
P.osteri.or radials separated' by a single ' anal plate f.oll.owed by 
.one (.or tw.o) small plates in series. N.o radianal. Arms heter-
.ot.om.ous; IBr tw.o, IIBr three, IIIBr three (.or m.ore). 
DACT,YL.oCRINUS ST~ATI:M:BASALIS n. s. 
Plate XLIV, fIgs. 1-5. 
§ Jr~~ Descripti.on based .on a single specimen with 
~o ~v a nearly perfect calyx-the h.ol.otype. 
~N~l~ovr.r;,~~ B.ody small, sides br.oadly r.ounded, right 
uJf'1<Jj V~I6~ and left p.osteri.or and right anteri.or rays 
o t=:J C) ~ partly preserved; a number .of the plates .of 
~ the .other two arms are jumbled t.ogether .over 
FIG, 73 ,-AnaJysis the tegminal reD"i.on. Calyx slightly , def.orm-
of the calyx of lY 
Dact1llocrinus 8tel- ed by compressi.on and as a result the right la~imbaaali8, The 
!:ft in~~~~~~ie ~.;. ' and left diameter at the t.op .of the RR is 7.7 
~~~bra~~~ first millimeters, while the anter.o-p.osteri.or diame-
ter at the same level is 8.5 millimeters; height .of calyx to t.op 
.of RR ab.out 3 ' millimeters', t.otop .of IIBra 7.5 millimeters. 
IBB unkn.own. 
BB five, pr.oximal part .of each bent abruptly inward and up- ' 
ward to f.orm the basal c.oncavity; pr.oximal edges concealed; 
apparently pentag.onal except the p'.osteri.or basal which is hexa-
g.onal. The distal edges .of each basal beginning with the p.os-
teri.or plate and pr.oceeding tb the right w.ould make, if pro-
duced, angles of about 35, '61, 44, 55; and 50 degrees respective-
ly. Viewed basally the five plate~ strikingly resemble a five-
pointed star. 
RR large; wider than high, hexagonal.or heptagonal, each plate 
pointed proximally and resting in the, broad angle between two 
points of the basal star: RR in contact ,all around except on 
the poste'rior side wher~ they ate separated by the anal plate. 
IBr two, the fir1?t of which is elongated quadrangular, being 
I,lbout three times as' wide as high; the ' second or axillary is 
pentangular. , IIBr three; IIIBr three in place-plates beyond 
I 
.. ! 
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these not in position. The plates of each ray are in contact 
laterally with those of the adjacent rays except for a single 
small hexagonal or heptagonal , iBr which is situated between 
the' IEr and extends down for a short distance between the 
distal corners of the RR. Between the left anterior 'and left 
posterior rays the iBr is missing, evidently having ,been 
crowded out when the specimen was compressed as mentioned 
above. In the posterior iBr area a heptagonal anal plate rests 
on the truncated apex of the basal separating the RR and the 
quadrangular IBr of the posterior rays. Above the anal pl~te 
is a small vacant space from which, judging from the surround-
ing facets, apparently one 'or two s:rP.all p~ates have been lost; 
the adjacent IBr and lAx, of the left posterior ray are slightly 
skewed out of their natural position. This accident, it seems, 
loosened the small plate (or plates) and per~itted them to drop 
out. The missing iBr, mentioned above, was at the opposite 
side of the displaced TAx of the left posterior ray. 
Column small, rqund, 1.8 millimeters in, diameter; a few thin 
,columnals preserved in the depressed base; central perforation 
minute, obscurely five-sided; depth of basal depression, as ex-
posed along the stem, 1.2 millimeters. 
Surface of the BB ano. RR smooth; IBr and iBr granular, the 
granulations increasing in , prominence on the plateR distal to 
these. 'Sutures distinct, flush with 'the surface, those ,between 
the brachials characteristically arcl?-ate as in many of the Flex-
ibilia. 
Remarks.-This delicate and rare species ' is to , be compared 
with D. concwu,s (Rowley) of the Craghead Creek shale of the 
Devonian of Missouri which is larger, more rotund, and has a 
'broader base than ours; moreover the plates of the Missouri 
species are all smooth. Two figures of Rowley's type ar'e in- , 
eluded in the plate for comparison-for these the writer has to 
thank Doctor Springer . . It is' a matter of keen regret to the 
' author that the Iowa species did not get into the hands of the 
author of the Crinoidea Flexibilia in time to' appear in that . 
gireat work. Only seven species, ,including D. stellatimbasalis, 
of" this ' genus are known. Three of these occur in the Eur,opean 
I)ev~nian, as follows:· one from the Upper ·Devoni~~. of Russia, 
. " 
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one from the ' Upper Devonian of Belgium, and one -from the 
Middle Devonian 'of the' Eifel, Germany. The American species 
~'re froin the. central part of the United States, na~elyin' Mis-
souri, in Iowa, and at Alpena, Michigan, in Devonian beds of 
approximately the same age;· the fourth is a doubtful species 
and comes from the Mississippian (Waverly) beds near Rich-
field, Ohio. 
Position and locality.-In the marly shales of the Lime Creek 
~eds of Cerro Gordo county in the southeast quarter of' section 
13, township 95 north, range 19 west, near the top of the beds. 
It was collected by Mr. C. H. Belanski. . ' . 
. TAXOCRINIDAE Wachsmuth emend. Springer 
Flexible crinoids in which the posterior interradius is always 
differentiated and occupied by anal plates in a tubelike series 
and not incorporated in the calyx . . Rays above the radials part-
ly or wholly separated all around. Crown in most cases elon-
gate. . They ·extend from the Ordovician to the Mississippian; 
three genera and eleven species are known from the Americ~n . 
pevonian, eight additional Devonian species are , found in 
Europe. Two sp~cies have been reported from the Iowa Devon-
ian, the type of neitlier of which has been seen. 
EUTAXOCRINUS GRACILIS (Meek and Worthen). 
Plate XLIV, figs. 17, 18. 
1865. Taxocrinus gracilis M. and W. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. 
Phila., vol. XVII; pp. 142, 143. 
1866. Rhodocrifl-us (Taxocrinus) gracilis Shumard. . Trans. 
Acad. Sci. St. Louis, voi. II, p. 397. 
1868. Taxocrinus gracilis 'M. and W. GeoI. Surv. Ill., vol. III, 
p. 421, text fig., and PI. 13, fig. 3. 
1879. , Taxocrinus gracilis W. and Sp. Rev. Paleocr., I., p. 48. 
1920. Eu.taxocrinus gracilis Springer. Crinoidea Flexibilia, p. 
, 367, PI. XLIX, figs. 8a, 8b. 
"Body small, e:xpandii:tg moderately from , the base. 
Basal, pieces small, and looking like the last joint of 
the column divided into three pieclils; subradial pieces 
so small and na:rrow as ,to allow the· lower middle ex-
I. 
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tremity of the first radials to come nearly, or 'in some 
instances, quite down upon the basal pieces; four of 
them triangular and more or less wedge-shaped so as 
to project up . between the first radials as much as half 
the length of the latter; the fifth one larger than· the 
others, but slightly tapering, and truncated above by 
the anal 1 piece, so as to present a quadrangular or 
subpentagonal outli:r:te. First radial pieces considerably 
larger than the subradial, of nearly equal length and 
breadth, or a little wider than long, hexag~mal in form, 
the inferior sloping, and upper horizontal sides much 
larger than the others. Second radials, in four of the 
rays, shorter than the first, wider than long, and gen-
. erally hexagonal; in the fifth ray of the specimen 
under investigation, ' the second" piece has its right 
margin .. ~normously, and perhaps abnormally, devel-
oped" and extended obliquely upwards; so as to fill the 
whole interradial space above the comparatively minute 
interradial piece, quite as far as the second bifurca-
tion of the rays, with one solid plate. In the ray con· 
taining -this singularly developeo. second piece, there are 
t~Q other primary radial pieces succeeding it, of near 
.. the natural size and form, upon the last, (fou:rth) one. 
, . of which the first bifurcation takes place; after this 
<1 : ",:.:t .: ':~ach of the divisIons bIfurcates again on the fourth 
piece, and the two inner · subdivisions again on the ' 
. r.~ 1 i 
.! • 
. . ! 
. fo~th pi~ce, whi~e the two outer ones send off sub-
divisions, . one on' the sixth, and one on the seventh 
piece. In the ray immediately to the right of that just 
described, and apparently the anterior one, no divisiop. 
take's place until upon the . eighth piece, aJl the pieces 
b~tween the second and eighth being transversely ob-
long" br about twice as ·wide ' as long, and gradually_ 
. diminishing in siie . . In the other three rays, the first 
division , takes place on the third ,piece, and the second 
and third· divisions also on , the third pi~,ce, the arms 
. r:=tther . rapid~y dimin~shirig ill size with each bifurca,-
. . hon. '. " . , '. .' .. 
Interradial 'pieces · very 'small, rather longer than 
wide, somewhat wedge-shaped above, and resting be- ' 
. .' .<-;~ tween the ~hort superior, lateral sloping sides of the 
: ' . 'I . fir!?t ra,dials, and s:up-porting 'on each superior sloping ' 
:';' ., ·,side . ~ · short tru.ncateq margin of the contiguous second 
I,,' :', ~~d~a]~ , ;~h~0h gep.~ranYimeet over',the little in~erradial, 
so as to Isolate It from the free space above, though 
r 
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not always. Anal piece a little larger than the ' inter-
radials, hexagonal in form, and resting with one 'short 
side , upon a truncated upper side of the largest sub-
radial; while it connects on the right with a first and 
second primary radial, and on the left with a second 
and third primary radial, and one first secondary rad-
ial. 
Surface of body apparently smooth, bu~ showing 
granules on some of the divisions 'of arms. Patelliform 
accessory pieces not developed between the primary 
radial pieces, but quite distinct between some of the 
secondary. Colurrm, as in ot~er species of the group, 
round and tapering downwards from the base, near 
which it is composed of very thin pieces. "-After 
Meek and Worthen, 1865.,' ' 
This species was described from an abnormal spec~men. 
However, Springer gives it as his opinion that "it is probably 
a good species representing the genus in the western Hamil-
tori." just as for example E. whiteavesi represents it in the 
eastern B;amilton. The writer has collected imperfect fragments 
of what is apparently a Taxocrinid in the Buffalo region but no 
material of specific value and that found may belong to the 
next species. 
The type specimen is in the ' University of Illinois and the 
matter of its geological horizon and locality is somewhat con-
fused. , In the original description Meek and Worthen list it 
from the "Hamilton at New Buffalo, Iowa", and compare it 
with Taxocr'inus tnterscapularis Hall, "from the same local-
ity". In Shumard's catalog, list,ed above, New Buffalo is like. 
wise given as the locality. In the republication of the species 
in volume III, Illinois Geological Survey, the authors again 
compare it with T. interscapularis "from the same locality" v 
but cite locality and position "Same as the last" which is 
Microcyclus discus from the' Hamilton of Jackson county, llli- , 
110is; where occurs an entirely different Devonian basin and ' 
quite remote from the area about (New) Buffalo. Wachsmuth 
and Springe~ in Revisi'on Paleo crinoidea list it from Devonian , 
of Jackson county and again in the Crinoidea Flexibilia 
Springer gives tIle J ackson count~ reference. ,Barris~o includes 
50Proc. Davenport Acad, Sci., vol. 7, p. 27, 1899. 
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. the species in his list of t~e rarer fossils of the Spirifer pen-
natus bedls of the vicinity of. Davenport. 
Dr. T. E. Savage of the University. of illinois,· to whom the 
author submitted . the discrepancy, says "the label on each of 
these types (T. inte1'scapularis and E. gracilis) . states New 
Buffalo, Iowa, as the locality ' from which they came. I assume 
the illinois Report was in error in stating locality in such a . 
way' 'as 'to indicate Jackson Go.,Illinois".51 In view of these 
facts the author . is convinced that the original specimen was 
collected in the De:Vonian ,beds near Buffalo. . 
, In Barris' list just mentioned is ' included also Taxocrinus 
nuntius, now known as Synaptoc1-inus nuntius (Crin. Flex., p. 
302). To ' the writer this is the 'only known reference to a west-
er!). oGcurrence of this species. Barris' identification is prob-
ably incorrect and may be regarded. as an effort on his part to 
identify the imperfect Taxocrinid material which he found at 
and near Davenport . . 
1858 . . 
, 
1879. 
1920. 
TAXOCRINUS INTERSCAPULARIS Hall. 
Plate. XLIV, ' fig. 10. 
Taxocrim('s interscapularis Hall. GeoI. Surv. Iowa, I, pt. 
.2, p. 482,pI. 1, fig. 3. 
Taxocrin'Uts interscapularis W. and Sp. Rev .. Paleocrin., 
. . I,p. 48. 
Taxocrinus interscapularis Springer. Crinoidea Flexi-
bilia, p. 385, pI. LII, fig. 6. 
Not Taxocrinus interscapulari.s Cleland .. Wis. GeoI. Sury. 
Bull. ~1, p. 42, pI: 3, figs. 11,12, 1911. 
"This species is only known by a ' single specimen, 
and that is in such an imperfect condition that no sat-
isfactory detailed . description can be made from it. 
One side is imbedded in · a hard matrix, and the ex-
posed part is much injured by weathering and . acci-
dent; the base is broken off, 'and the basal plates de-
scribed by Hall are part of the radials, acC"Ording ~o 
·the interpretation by· ,my artist; it apparently has 3 
IBr instead of 2, as would follow from the original 
description. There .are . two peculiar things about the 
51Personal conimuriication, March, 1923. 
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specinien: (1) the high lo"cation OI the iBr, supported ' 
by the IBr2 , instead of R as in other cases; (2) that 
the inner division' of the IIIBr is longer than the out-
er. There is also a tendency in the brachials to coal-
esce for two or three ranges above the axillaries, which 
is not seen elsewhere in this genus. The species is 
apparently well~marked by . these characters, but its 
relations' remain obscure; and it may even not belong 
to this genus, as the anal side is unknown. "-After 
Springer, 1920. . 
Position and locality.-Lower part of .Cedar Valley limestone 
,in vicinity of 'Buffalo, Iowa. The type is in the University of 
Illinoil3. 
INADUNATA · Wachsmuth an.d Springer 
An order of crinoids which are monocyclic with ' a few fami-
lies dicyclic. Plates of the cup firmly united. Calyx includes 
the basals (and infrabasals when present), radials, and anal 
.plates . . Br:~tChials never form a part of the cup. Arms may be 
pinnulate or non-pinnulate, biserial or uniserial. Range, Ordo-
vician to ' Triassic. 
SYNBATHOCRINIDAE Wachsmuth and Springer 
Small mono cyclic crinoids with five basals in the primitive 
forms but only three unequal basals in the later genera; radials 
five. Long anal tube. Arms five, simple; column round. 
SYNBATHOCRTNUS MATUTINUS Hall. 
Plate XLIV, fig. 9. 
. . 
1858. Synbathocrinus rnatutinus Hall. Geol. Surv. Iowa, vol I, 
pt. 2, p.' 483, pI. 1; fig. 2. 
1885. Syrnbathocrin'Lts rnatutinus W. and Sp. Rev. Paleoer., 
. pt. III, p. 169. 
1923. Synbathocrinus rnatutimts Springer. Smith. Misc. ColI., 
vol. 76, no. 3, p. 29. 
"Basal plates undivided, form.i.llg a slightly project-
ing disc in the specimen : first . radial plates wider 
than long; second radials longer than wide, obtusely 
angular along the centre; brachial plates quadrangu-
I 
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lar, and sub angular longitudinally along the centre: 
column round, composed near the base of alternating 
larger and smaller rings. . 
The only specimen seen is a fragment, imperfect at 
the upper extremity, with the surface much broken, 
and particularly the basal and first radial plates, while 
the surface of the arm-plates has been exfoliated. The 
structure, therefore, is not very satisfactorily deter-
mined, though the peculiar form of the crinoid and the 
succession and arrangement of the plates are suffi-
cient to distinguish it from any other established genus 
of crinoids. "-:-After Hall, 1858. 
No additional specimens of this rather obscure species have 
been collected so far as known. 
Position. and locality.-Cedar Valley' shaly limestone in 
"Stropheodonta dernissa bed," near Buffalo, Iowa, and in 
Michigan. 
CREMACRINIDAE Ulrich 
Crinoids with monocyclic, asymmetric calyces due to the bend-
ing of the stem so that the calyx nodded or turned permanently 
downward; as a result the plates ate shifted from their con-
ventional positions to new ones. BB on posterior side of calyx 
and connecting with the RR of the anterior side by a flexible 
articulation. Arms~ three or four. 
DELTACRINUS BARRISI (Worthen). 
Plate XLIV, figs. 20, 21. 
. 
1875. Calceocrinus barrisi 'Vorthen. Geol. Surv. Ill., vol. VI, 
p. 510, text fig. 
1885. Calceocrinus barris'i W. and Sp. Rev. Paleocr., III, pp. 
276, 281. 
1893. . Calceocrinus barrisi Bather. Crin. of Gotland, pt. 1, p. 
66 (in a list). 
"Body above the medium size and composed of thick 
massive plates. Lower dorsal plate triangular and 
about three times as wide as high. Upper dorsal plate 
less than hal~ the size of the lower, and triangular in 
outline. Dorso-lateral pieces presenting an irregular 
pentagonal outline, with abruptly rounding .lateral 
I. 
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sides, and projecting upper angle~. · Arms and column 
unknown. 
This species may be readily distinguished from any 
other known to us by its thick massive plates and 
robust appe~rance."-After Worthen, 1875. 
Remarks.-The type specimen has not been seen but in the 
Davenport Academy collection there is a part of ·a specimen 
('omposed of three plates, showing stem facet and an articulat-
ing face. Its plates are · delicately granular. It is assumed to 
belong to this species. 
Position a.nd locality.-In the Phragmoceras zone52 of the Up-
per pavenport beds53, Davenport, Iowa: The Davenport Acad-
. emy specimen comes from Cook's Quarry, Davenport, and was 
collected by Professor W. H. Pratt. . Barris lists the species as 
coming also from the Devonian of the Rock Island and Moline 
area in Illinois54• . 
CYATHOCRINIDAE Roemer 
Dicyclic crinoids with a heavy tegmen; anus passing through 
the side of (he cup as in Gasterocoma, through the tegmen as in 
Carabocrinus, or at the ('nd of a tube as in Cyathocrinus. Arms 
non-pinnulate. Radial facets semicircular and narrower than 
• 
the width of the radial. Infrabasals usually five. Stein in most 
cases round. 
. CYATHOCRINUS ROCKFORDE SIS n. s. 
Plate XLIV, figs. 11-16. 
Radials bearing the horse-shoe shaped facets characteristic 
of this genus are fairly 'co~on at certain zones in the marly 
shales of the Lime Creek beds. The plates are sub-pentagonal, 
smooth) quite thiC'k, and their sideR are nearly parallel; the 
facet is directed upward and outward and is bordered by a 
r sharply raised rim; the notch at its inner edge for reception of 
the:> ambulacral groove is rounded and fairly 'deep; the two 
proximal side-faces meet irt a sharp point. An average radial 
is about 7.5 millimeters wide and close to 6.8 millimeters in 
52Proc. Davenpor t Acad. Sci., vol. VII, pp. 17, 18 (Barris); 1899. 
53Geol. Surv. Iowa, vol. IX, p. 4 51, 1899 (Norton). 
54Proc. Daven port Acad. Sci., vol. II, p . 21)7, 1878. . 
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length. Several plates which may be basals, and others which 
may be brachials, occur ' with . these radials but since the loose 
plates of Clidochin,£s iowensis are also found at practically the 
same horizon it is riot practical to assign them with certainty to 
either of the two genera since they are not so characteristically 
marked as are the radials of Cyathocrinus and the radials and 
primibrachs of CUdochiru8 . . 
Position and localities.-1n the marly zOne of the Lime Creek 
shales near its top at Bird Hill and vicinity .and at the outcrops 
west of the Rockford Brick and Tile plant, Rockford. 
POTERIOCRINIDAE Roemer 
Picyclic crinoids with tegmen of undifferentiated plates 
often swollen into a ventral sac; arms pinnulate, usually dicho-
tomous. Infrabasals five (or three), frequently coalesced. De-
vonian to Permian. . 
POTERIOCRINUS BUFFALOENSIS Worthen . .. 
Plate XLIV, fig. 19. 
1890. Poteriocrinus buffaloensis Worthen. GeoL Surv. IlL, 
vol. VIII, p. 89, pL 12, fig. 1. 
, "Calyx small, obconic below the summit of the radial 
plate,s, or about once and a half , as Wide as high~ 
Basals small, pointed above', forming a low pentagonal 
cup. 
Radials two on each 'of the two rays visible, the first 
pentagonal wider than high; the second quadrangular 
and about twice as wide as high. 
Brachials pentagonal, wid,er than . high, pointed 
above, and supporting on ,their upper sloping sides the 
first arm plates. . 
Arms two to each of the rays visible, composed of 
rather stout joints' that are longer than wide, and pro-
ject slip:htly at their upper margins where they support 
stout pinnules~ 
Anal series unknown. 
Column rather stou~ where it joins the body, com-
posed of slig-htly projecting plates that diminish gradu-
ally in size below."-A'fter Worthen, 1890 . 
. The only specimen kllown to the author is in the Worthen 
collection at the University of Illinois. 
, . 
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. ·Positio.n and locality.-Cedar Valley limestone, near Buffalo, 
Iowa. . . . . 
. DECADOCRINUS VINTONENSIS n. s. 
. Plate XL V, fig. 1. 
A single flattened specimen firmly attached by one side to 
the matrix is made the basis of this species. The . arms are 
fairly well preserved and a part of the proxiinal portion of the 
stem remains. 
CalJ+ small, base apparently flat, sides expanding gradually 
but the cilp is not spacious; plates smooth. Arms long, dicho- . 
tomous, the two parts strictly equal; joints of arms thicJ?:en. dis-
tally especially those joints which give rise to the pinnules-
this feature gives the arms a knotted appearance. Pinnules 
fa:irly strong and all turn abruptly upward. Six: arm divisions, 
or the equivalent of three arms, are on the exposed surface. 
The right posteriQr arm shows both divisions; between it and 
the left posterior couplet a series of plates rises up and tapers 
to a point five millimeters above the dichotom. These plates 
are interpreted as the base of the ventral sac on the posterior 
side. . . 
Stem round, tapering distally, about fourteencolumnals in 
!ive millimeters which . is the length of the part preserved; 
height of calyx to the aFm bifurcation, 7.5 millimeters, length of . 
entire crown, 42 millimeters. 
Remarks·.-This specimen now in the Calvin collection was 
. collected many years ago at Vinton by Mr. E. P. Whipple. Cal-
vin submitted it to Dr. Frank Springer who labelled it ({ Decado-
crinus, undescribed species, F. S." This generic determination 
has been followed in this paper. 
Position and locality.-Devonian, exact horizon unknown, 
near Vinton, Iowa. . 
• 
ECHINOIDEA Bronn 
. , .,. 
The Sea Urchins 
This class of, echinoderms. has had a long history and their 
remains are known from Ordovician to Recent times. Their 
Paleoz9ic history previous to the Mississippian is' quite meager 
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there being according to Jackson (Phylogeny of the Echini, p. 
236; 1912) but three Ordovician species, all from Russia; four 
Silurian species, three from England and one from the Niagara 
group in New York; and from the Devonian five genera and 
ten species. Of the latter only one species is described from 
America, seven come from Germany, and two from England. 
In the sa~e year Olsson55 described a new genus and species, 
Lepidechinoides ithacensis, from the Upper Devonian at Ithaca, 
New York. This made only two genera represented by one 
species each in the American Devonian up to the time the 
writer reported three additional genera from Iowa.56 
The Iowa material is composed largely of loose plates, spines, 
and parts of the lantern, all very well preserved, but its disso-
CIated condition leaves us somewhat in ignorance as to the 
characters of the complete tests. A 'part of an interambula-
crum of Nortonechinus, found at Rockford, does aid materially 
in the interpretation of that genus. However, the mode ' of 
imbrication and the pDsition and relation of the spines had 
been determined' before the fragment of the test was obtained. 
Of Xenocidari.s, specimens only of the slender-shafted spines, 
a hemipyramid, and one doubtful plate have been collected; 
due to the general similarity of the spines of the two genera 
both are placed in the same family in this paper. Devonoci-
daris is plentifully represented by a rather full complement 
of all the parts, belonging, however, to dismembered and fragile 
tests. The 'characters 'of its plates, as pointed out later, con-
sign it, in the writer's opinion, to a different family. All 
three genera are placed in ' the order Perischoechinoida, a 
brief diagnosis of which, . as well as ·of the families involved, 
'is given below. In these diagnoses the work of Jackson is 
closely followed. 
PERISCHOECHINOIDA M'Coy • 
Echinoids with regular tests in which the periproct is within 
the oculo-genital ring; usually spheroidal in shape. Ambu-
. lacral areas with two to twenty columns of plate~, all simple and 
.55 Amer. Jour. Sci., 4th ser., vol. 33, pp. 442·446, 1 fig.; 1912. 
56 Bull. Gool. Soc. Amer., vol. 31, p. 212; 1920. 
, " ,NORTONEOHINUS' :: 
'bearing one pore-pair ' each. Interambulacra with,three to foilr). 
teen· columns' of plateS'. ' With few exceptions, the plates of, ,the 
adambulacral ,columns 'are pentagonal, and those' ,of the , Ihedian 
columns ,hexagonaL, lP~ates ' thick or. 'thin, and ~bearing priinary 
pe:r:forate tubercles and spines with secondaries, or ' secondaries 
only. Plates of the test mayor may not be ' imbri<late~ Inter-
ambulacra1s, . when imbricate, do 'so aborally ·and from ' the 
center laterally and over ,the adjacent ambulacral ' plates. 
Genitals have three' -to many genital pores. The lantern is 'in-
clined and ' composed of forty pieces. Teeth grooved, . pyra- I 
mjds wide-angled, ' foramen : magnum moderately deep,: epi-
, physes narrow, capping the half-pyramids; brace and compass 
as in modern echinoids. 
'. .~ 
, , ~RCHEOCI~A~~DA~ M'Coy 
Test spheroidal or d'epressed; ambulacra narrow, ' with two 
columns of plates in each al'ea. Pore-pairs uniserial or slight-
ly biseria. '::four,' to eight columns of plates in 'each iIiter-
ambulacrum.,(Nort:on~chinus has at least .eleven,!possibly ·twelve , 
or fourteen, rows') more or less imbricating aborallY. '" Inter-
ambula.cr.al plates bear, ' a large e'entral perforate , primary 
tubercle ,and scrobicule; large ' primary .spine" ,also secondary 
tubercles and, spines. Oculars and ·genitals unknown or very 
dou'9tful. ' , ' ' 
" . 
,', 
1920. Nortonechinus Thomas. Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer.:, vol. 131; 
p. 212; also 'in Science, rt . . s., vol. Iii, p .. 89. : ,," " 
Genus' hased on a part of ' a broken 'test, a l~rge nuID.Q~r of 
dissociated plates and spines; and : pB:rts of the' laiitern.' 'The' 
fragment of the test is i a portion 'of ~m interamhi:Il~cra1 " area 
witli a large numb'er of r~ws of plates ' ~vhich ' ar~ , sttr~mgly 
,. ...., ~ . ,( ... i ' ' . . - .'. .,,; . 
imbricate aoorally; ' '. , ' : , ' 
Ambulacral piates small and thin ' p~armg .. one ' por~-pai'r 
each; on the inner ' sl~#a~e is an attic~,aiihg" li.opklike· ,procesS 
I " r " , I'" I • I J • • ! ~. • -, 'I' .,. 
which aids in the imbricati,op.. , ,) " r', '". . ' 
. )ntera,mbulacral plat~s fairly ' ~iii~k,'''~bJlnded'''pentagonal. ; i:J 
outline but the elevated ,portianwitlli.'f{tlle sutures ' is polygomiI 
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Qr rQunded PQlygo.nal-, the number Qf sides being .six, rarely 
.fo.ur, Qr five; plates imbricate, the · Quter bevel develQped 
ado.rally ,into. . a . brQad flange whIch is Qverlapped by the inner 
bevel Qf the next ad'o.ral plates. Each plate bears a lo.w, per-
forate, median tubercle, has a fairly wide scrQbicular area and 
. a lQW basal terrace. 
Primary· spines greatly expanded distally until Qn the crowd-
ed parts Qf the test they are rendered PQlygQnal py mutual 
cQntact; the base cQncave, milled ring absent, fine vertical 
striatiQns, apical face pustulQse Qr. slightly spinulQse . . The 
develo.pment Qf secQndary spines dQubtful; a few miliaries. 
Parts o.f jaw~apparatus large and very similar to. thQse Qf' 
modern . species. 
The striking features o.f this genus are th~ large number 
o.f co.lumns in' the interambulacra, ' the greatly mo.dified plates 
,to. meet the demands· o.f the excessive imbricatio.n, and the ' re-
markable distal expansio.n o.f the primary spines. 
This genus seems to. be mQst nearly allied to. Archeocidaris, 
a genus not yet · repo.rted below the Mississippian, but differs 
·fro.m it in haVing mQre co.lumns o.f interambulacral piates, in 
having' variably ' PQlygQnal rather than regularly hexago.nal 
(adradials pentago.nal) .plates, in the far greater develo.pment 
o.f the imbricatiQn, in haying mutually co.mpressed spines, 'and 
in the absence Qf a milled . ring o.n the spine. In fact the large 
number o.f co.lumns in each interambulacrum makes reference 
to. the family Archeo.cidaridae untenable witho.ut a redefinitio.n 
pf the family'. . . 
The stro.ng imbricatio.n recalls Eocidaris Qf the Devo.nian Qf 
Germany but the presence Qf ·a basal terrace and the character 
pf the spines in Nartonechinus stro.ngly set it o.ff fro.m that, 
lmfortunately, imperfectly .knQwn genus. . 
\ .4 . few .Qf the mo.re slender spines o.f· N ortonechinus, pre-
sumably frQm the yo.unger parts o.f the test, terminate in cir-
cular . Qr, spinulQse e~pansiQns; these so.mewhat resemble · the 
club-shaped. spines .of Xenocidaris, elsewhere described in this 
paper, but this resemblance is mo.re likely· a .case o.f parallel 
~daptl;l.tiqn than Qf .,clo.se . relationship: ' 
'. The . o.~curre?ceo{ expanded appendages is rare in early 
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echmoids. The feature reached remarkable development and 
diversity in the cida,rid echini, especially during the Mesozoic: 
. Batiier in his "Triassic Echinoderms of' Bakony" has treated 
very ably the Bakony genera , which show distally enlarged 
spines. In the Paleqzoic 'such development was heretofore un-
known barring. the moderate , distal expansions of Xenocidaris 
mentioned ' above. In the modern seas, however, remarkable 
'modifications of the spines ' occur reaching an extreme in the 
tessellated spines of Colobocentrotus atratus Brandt,57 which 
are distally expanded and , rendered polygonal by compression 
very much as were the spines of Nortonechinus. (See text 
figure 79.) , 
Spines and plates of this remarkable echinoid were collected 
some 'years ago by Dr. ' William' -Harmon ' N orton, Professor of 
Geologr, Cornell College, Mount Vernon, Iowa. Doctor Norton 
very kindly loaned the material for study, and. the author takes 
muchpleasure iIi naming 'the genus in his honor. ,Since. then a 
consi4erable qua~tity of the remains has been ' added ' by the 
wdter and others. 
GenotYpe, N ortonechinus welleri. 
N ORTONECHINUS 'WELLERI n: s. 
Plates X'LVlI,. figs. 1-7;' XLVIII, 1-49; XLIX 1-6 ' and S-2"3; ' ' 
, :' . .' . ' . . ', . ... . 
I, This interesti~g echinoid is represented by a 'part of a . test, 
herem:;tde .the type, by isolated plates and spines, arid by parts 
of the lantern. . . The test fragment is a part of an interambu-
lacral area, presumably from near , the ambitus. The specimen 
is approximately five by six centiineters in greatest dimensions , 
and together with the mass of adhering plates, spines and so, 
fo:rth on the interior surface , is about one centimeter in 
thickness. 
On the , outer surface are , fifty-five contiguous platesar:-
ranged in natural order except for some, distortion and , the 
slipping of a few plates out of line. The inner surface is cov-
ered with a jumble of , interambulacral and a few ambulacral 
plates" spfues, and parts of the lantern., The bulk of thespeci .. 
57 "A Treatise of Zoology," edited by E. Ray Lankester, Part Ill, The Eehinoderma, p.' 
314, text figure xxxiv, London, 1900. 
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men is e~dently ,a, cong~o.D;lera~e o(t:p.is ,c~~ra~te.r held t9g~t~e1i 
'by the .8t;>ft .clayey' matrix;: " ,_ . " ' , ' " , _ , , , 
• ~ I '. • • 
, "" ,: , rrh~ plates -of, ,the n,atur,al 
s;l1rfa~e form p?-rts of eleven 
<;>I"' possibly twelve meridio.n-
. ,al. r:ows, and W:qstrate . we~l 
the st.rong ~poral ,i,mb.r:ica-;-
tio,n., On. ,the, upp~r ;left :p.and 
, cor·ner 9f the spe~iw.en " ( a~ 
, ori,~nte.Q..in the illp.strations) 
, ii? a clus~e:r ofeighf, or ten. 
primary spines h~ld. in place 
, ,by ~he cl;l-Y, sOIr,le of, tb,em .in 
Nortonechitn'f),8 weUeri Thomas . positions . approximating 
FIG. 74.-A tracing of tne' outlines 'Of the plates ' I , " ' " " " 
in the type specimen to show the. theIr orIgmal relatIon to the 
. meridional as well , as the ' diagonal ', ' , " , . " " , 
, arrang~ment ,of the ~ows. ,The align- test· elsewhere over the sur,. 
ment is somewhat unperfect due ' to , • , ! ,,' . ' .' . . , f' , .. , 
parti!,-l d~stortion ?f the ' specimen face , several fine delicate 
especially m the .reglOn 'of ,the fourth . ,' , , , . ,. .... , , , " , : . ", , : 
and ' fifth rows from the ' left. More- il' '1' tt hed 
over. , the plates , oJ this area are. partly m lary Spln,~S ;Le, ~ , I;l,C . 
concealed by adhering spines. After more or less fl'rml'y to the 
figure 7, plate XLVII. .. ' '' . ' ' 
plates. Unfortunately only 8: i,ew, plates re~:;t~n ~n ,th~, ,r~ght 
and in the left rows but those remaining do not appear to be 
adradials, from which it may b~ conclu,4e,d"that the amQula~ 
crum had at lea~t tbirte;en or ,pos!?ibly fO:t1rt~en ,ro}Vs of plat~s. 
The imbrication is of such a character that diagonal ,rows in 
either direction 'are ' lillich' 'rIlore app'anlnt than the meridional 
rows. Referring' again: to the inner surface it' will ' be ': fo~d 
that tb,e ' confused maSs is made up' chiefly Of interarribulacral 
plates and primary 'spines ;' there are also' a 'few milia:ries, :some 
ambulacral~ standing on edge iIi 'a closely packed row; and in 
one corner is a brace 11.5 :rnrn. in length . . ' " ," 
Plates of the interainbulacrum'thick' and' sti~ngly imb:ficfLte; 
an average free plate is rounded polygonal or roughly , penta-, 
gonal in' outline a:nd is ' 'made up Of three areas, the intra-
scrobicular, ' ,the extr:trstlt~-bi;~uhir " (H' 'iri.te~f.ube.r.4hlar: tract, ' and 
themargiIial bordet. ' Ah examination or'the inner surface of 
the plate , reveals the fact ihat aj:'>'proxjmately' one-half of it is 
bevelled -obHquely. With this ' 'fact in mind the plate may be 
.. 
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ol.'jented'; a-ceol:ding , to' '. Duncan 's tule5~, that: in a meridiQnal 
series Qf interambulacra:l plates the adapical 'margins are ' bev-
elled Qn their inner" surfaces; 'hence; ' the , brQad" flange: Qn the: 
plates"of this 'species is 'an 'adoral ' extensiQn 'which' is bevelled 
on its , outer surface and grows thinner ' tQward its , margin. " 
;', . - o.dJl. " o-cf·s; l ,b> ": , " , Th e " j~trascrQbicular 
, , ' , , " . ;' .' , ' area 'bears a IQw4Qmed 
a.''''''''T'~-.-= 
, 'mamelQn centrally per-
' --apic.S~ " forate~ by a'rQund fQra-
, " ' ' " 'men 'whosB diameter , is 
"'-J~ -'-'~"'1'-___ j ., about · O'ne:..third, that Qf 
" ,', ' the mamelQn. The neck. 
:....Q'f.8. ~f the . 'mamelQn ' is 
aAo,S. ; I 
,straight, in mQst speci-
inens .. and ' grades dQWll-:-
. 'ward into the 'gently CQn-
·cave, surf'ace Qf the 'bQss; 
in' ' a few' specimens the ' 
neck is slightly 'undercut 
FIG, 7,5,-piagra'l"!lf ',an , in~ramQulacral plate , of , in which cases ' a ' narrQW 
, lVortonech,nuB weller, Thomas to illustrate ' 
the t~rminolo!!y used in the ~ext, BC, c, , flush platform is de vel-
SCl'oblcular Circle, Ber. scroblcule, b. t. • 
bl\.5a1 t~rrace, ,b. bos,s, m, , mam~lo~, f · , IQped' basal terrace faint foraman, ad, B. aaapica.! suture, apw. 8 , , 
" apicad-i~t.erradial suture,_ or. B. orad- , and but little elevated· 
mterradial suture, ado. , B. adoral suture, ' 
a. b. adoral ,beyel, ad. fl . . ada:pical .1I.a;nge. the 8CrQ bicule is narrQW 
I ,The' area between the , scroblcula.r Circle , 
and' the sutures is the intertubercular • t . dth b . b t 
tract; the secondary spine bases on this . 1 S WI eing a QU Qne-
area form a' nearly verfect circle in some f th f th di ' f th 
echinoids and are ca.lled the scrobieular QUr 0. e 1;'a US 0. e 
ring. The space within the serobicular 
circle is kilown as the ' 'intrascrobicular ' 
area. Drawn by E , Drewelowe Van Ek. 
'intrascrQbicular area, its 
flQQr is sunken but a trifle 
below the ,extrascrQ bicular surface; a well defined scrQ bicular 
circle marks the limiting boundary' Qf the intrascrQbicular area.' 
The , extrascrobicular are-a" as here' interpreted, is that part 
of the , surface 'between ' the scrQbicular circle and ·the sutures, 
which surface in, QU'r specimelfs is PQlygonal' or subpQlygQnal in 
Qutline . . The scrQbicula,r' ring' is impe:rfectly develQped Qn mQ'st 
plates , and consists .Qf. a, few IQw, irregularly ,spaced, rQunded 
nanscrobiculate : t:uoor-cles'; ' the · presence ' Qf 'a "perfQratiQn' is 
I , ' " , ,1" , , " , " , 
58 Revision of the genera and great groups ' of the Echinoidea, Jour. Linn. Soc.. Zool •• 
X;\ii. ,pP. ?9,5-304! 18,89. . ' " ' , '," , ',., . . ' 
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doubtful; beyond and among these on the intertu1?ercular tracts 
of some plates a few scattered granules are present. The total 
number of tubercles and granules is' fifteen, or p~rhaps less, to 
twenty. The sutures vary in number and development accord-
ing to the position of the plate in its column and of the ' column 
in the inter ambulacrum ; the two most prominent and constant 
sutures are the two adoral oblique · or "orad-interradial" 
sutures of Bather,59 these two in a few ~pecimens meet ado rally 
at various angles but usually at about 90·, see figure 42, plate 
XL VIn; however, the angle thus formed is normally truncated 
by a transverse adoral suture; the adapical oblique or "a:picad~ 
interradial" sutures meet · :;tdapic~ly in a ve~y few instances, 
see third specimen, figure 36, plate XLVIII; in some specimens 
the last named sutures are truncated by a transverse, fairly 
well defined adapical sutme, see fourth .specimen, figure 36, 
plate XLVIII, thus making the elev~ted parts of a few plates 
hexagonal, but these are comparatively rare; the most 'common 
adapical condition of the sutures is one in which the ' apicad-
interradial sutures meet in a curved line, the curved part sup-
planting the transverse adapical suture, see figure 40, plate · 
XLVIII. 
The marginal border extends out-
ward on all sides from the bounding 
sutures, its greatest extent being adoral, 
FIG. . 76.-Meridional _ section while a narrow flange extends complete-
of an interambulacral plate 1 d th 1 t th d f th 
of Nortonechin'tl8 we/.leri, Y al'OUn epa e; e e ges 0 e. 
about x5. The left hand 1 t . t th t l' , 
end of the drawing is adoral . . p a e proper, a e su ure Ines, are 
The adoral transverse suture 1 . l' f 
is more abrUpt in most plates near y vertIca, In a ew cases even a than in the figure. Drawn 
by O. T . Walter from speci- little undercut along the orad:-ir,lter-
men U. I . O. 3096, ' the right 
half of which was ground radial and adoral sutures, while adap-
off perpendicular to the . sur-
face of tl).e plate . ically the edge is concave and grades 
gently into the flange. ' The ~doral margin of the flange is 
lobate and subparallel to the ado raJ suture when that is present; 
in 'many specimens the adoral portion flares laterally, in which 
cases its width is greater than any other transverse dimension 
of the plate; the bevelled surface of the adoral flange is vari-
ously grooved and excavated, into the hollows of which fitted . 
t 59 Bather, F. A., Triassic Echinoderms of Bakony: Resultate der Wissen. Erforsch. des 
Balatonsees: vol. I. ' part 1, p. 61: 1909, Budapest. 
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similarly shaped eminences found on the inner bevel of the 
overlapping plates ;' there is ,no regular pattern on the bevelled 
surfaces and yet · in a general way the right and left thirds of 
the inner bevels are excavated more than their centers and the' 
adoral margin of the outer bevel in many plates is set off as a 
thin border from the rest of the imbrication; see secondspeci-
men, figure 1,plate XLIX; the adapical part of the flange is 
thin and is often produced medially as in figure 40, plate 
XLVIII. 
The measure!llents of four typical plates 'in inillimeters are: 
a 
H eight, or meridional diameter (greatest~ ... __ ......... 7.7 
Width; or greatest transverse diameter ... _ ...... _ .....•..... 7.2 
Height within the sutures ....... _ ..........................•........ ,4.7 
. Width within ' t4e sutures ................ ; ................... _ ........... 5.2 
Diameter of the .scrobicular area .. ·· ...... ·.· .... - •.... ·.······S.l 
Diamete,r of the bO-8s .. _ ......................... _ .. _ .... , ....... __ ..... 2,4 
Diameter of the mamelon I ••....•.. _ ••••.••••••••••..•••••••••.•••••••.• 1.5 
Diameter of the foramen ................................................7 
Greatest thickness ...... , ...............•.............. _ ..• ............ _ ... 2.8 
b c do 
7.9 7.5 7.6 
7.4 7.5 ·. 7.2 
5.0 4.4 5.! 
5.6 5.4 M 
3.4 3.5 3.4 . 
2.5 2.5 2,.8 
1.6 1.7 1.55 
.75 .6 .7 
2.5 2.45 . 2.4 
A study of a group of plates assembled ' at random shows 
that th~ amount qf imbrication is large, that the. irregularities 
and eminences on the outer hevels had their counterparts ·on 
the opposing inner bevels, that when the :ijI'oper plates were in 
juxtaposition the narrow adapical imbricating. margins fitted 
more or less well against or beneath ' the nearly vertical or 
slightly undercut adoral transverse sutures; moreover, assum-
ing that the interambulacrum had three or more columns of 
• plates, it is seen that each plate (except the adradials) lapped 
adapically upon the extended margins of three plates and was 
in turn lapped adorally by three other plates.eo • 
The structure of the plates under ' a lens shows the open 
cribriform tissue or stereom characteristic of the skeletal parts 
of echinoaerms . . 
Ambulacral plates imperfectly known. On the inner surface 
of the type specimen, see figure 2, plate XLVII, is a row of 
sixteen small plates more or less firmly cemented and standing 
partly on edge. Their position among t~e debris is- such that 
they cannot be wholly uncovered or readily removed. The ser-
ies lies in a sigmoid curve. and the pl~tes are apparently in 
• 60 This paragraph was written before the type specimen, numl;>er 8044. was found. 
serial order; judging, fr'om the 'p'erfect waym which they .fit 
together. ,An end, plate -,of. the row is so inclined , as, to , ,expose 
its ,inner 'sur£ace. " It, has a por:e--pair whose , openings ,pass 
obliquely ' through: th~ plate. ' The , openings are " close to , one 
J;llilljmeter ·apart anq are :approximately ,in line with the trans-
verse, diameter of :the, plate;-which dimension is 4.8 millimeters. 
~hiclo}ess of the :plaj;e' ,is ' mle~half millimeter; , Towar.d ,oile end 
thel plate narrows perc~ptibly; from one side of the wider 'end 
and opposite the pore rises a thickened process which curves 
out\:vard and, aw;ay :from, ,the body: Ot the' plate in a ' sort of hook; 
this fits over a similar process on the next plate and so on 
throughout the series. .Total thickness , of. plate including, the 
process is two millhnet~i's~ ' Tpese 'overlapping hooks" app'ar-
ently have to do with 'a ' well developed 'adora1 imbrication. : " .. 
. ' Of ~'P ,' . The spines are short i ~nd expanded 
r.;C~I:~~' : dIstally to ,such an extent that over, the f greater part ' of the , test they seem to 
" 
. a.<:. 
have ,been ' so : cr.oiWd'edas to truncate 
each tother oy ,mutual compression. The 
, eond'yle or acetabulum- is round ,and 
br.oad, its· depth- ' ab6ut .,one-half its dia-
\ 
meter, iti:;l margin sharply marked by a 
r~ng above, .which rises the base of the ' 
'. spine; ·the base has a gently :convex sur-
, face .and ends distally in a well defined 
FIG. . 77.-Diagrl\m , 'of a .' annulus ., ·the shaft contracts a small but prinu!.ry spine of ' NOf't, ' 
~~eC~~~rat~e.llf{~ 1':~~~ ~ perceptible amount above the , annulus 
~};.,~ i~~d s:n~~ ~xtfa~; , then its sides diverge, ,gently at first 
8, shaft, ,an. annulus, b. ' th b tl t th b d' ,t . al 
' base, ac, acetabulum. Fine , enCe· _ a rup y 0 e · 1'oa , ermln 
microscopic striae pass . . , 'f . th h ft 
: 'longitudinally over the :Sliaft . eXpanSlOn; m a ' ew ,speCllnens . ' e s a 
and facets and converge . '.. • 1 
to the center of the apex. IS subcylmd1'lcal for ,approxlffiate y Drawing by E , Df'ew elow8 ' , , . 
Van Ek. ,." ; "! • half , '0£ ' its , length l above , .. the ' an-
ilUlus. , Viewed ·apically: . mqst . spines .are polygon.al in outline 
while 'only a few are rounded .polygonal or ch:cular; , .the ,num-
her of sides. mbst . commo.nly observed is six, -but .specimens ,with 
five or even four ·sides'lare · not r3,1;'e.; the sides are-of: slightly 
different , length,~ ~ so , that· appTox;imately perfe~t ;'lle;xagons,' ;pen~ 
tagons, or squares are infrequent, .especially the last. Ano~her 
• . ' I l '\ .-"., • " '.~ .. -:. :r '; . ' -. w • .. "~.i .' j '). .'.. ;.: .';',': , " , . : 
L-..JL, __________ ~ _ 
• 
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conimon outline iE!' .the suhp9Iygon~lin. which ,some .of ,the sides 
meet forming marginal angles while the remainder of : the 
periphery is .rounded. The apical surface is flat or nearly so 
~nd iti-great~st transverse"dimension ts 'ciftenequal-to or greater 
tilan the length of ~tlie. spIne ·; the surface is normally at right 
~gles to the, shaft .but" in' a: few speciniens 'it is a little obliq-q.e; 
the sides of , the polygonal 'apical portion when . truncation is ' 
well cfuv~loped form flat oblon.g".facets whose surfaces are sub-
par:{ll,lelJo t~e :;tX;i$ ,of. t~e ~haf~ and 'each, is boun~~d by:three--
stJ;~gh t ,ancl. one curve{!; line. . (S.ee ;text fl,g\l,r~ , 77.J 
. . 'rhesurface "of. each 
~pin~ , ~bo,v~the .;tnnulu8 
is ~arked , by. exceedingly 
fine ... lollgitudin{ll .,. stria.: 
tioI).s, twenty-five to thir,ty 
, in one millimeter~; ,the ' 
;FIG,.'; ,78 .-II).~ramblliacral plate an~ primary spine' stria..tion.s continUe' ,1lP ,ov-
. of Nortonechin'U8 wellen Thomas. En- h f t d th fl t 
, l,argedr .three diameters. Spine tilted , to , er t e ace s an e " a 
, show the condyle or acetabulum. See . ". , . 
" • figure 3, plate XLIX. J)rawings by Miss sumrrnt . area where they 
; ." Hilil.'1i Horn. ' In 'the drawing the scro' ',' . 
, . bi~ula. ,ing of tupercles occupje~ j;Oo conve;rge fr:om all SIdes 
• " small a pa.rt of the extrascrobicular area; ' '. . ' , 
" ,. ~Q~~l\r~ the o;igin.ai. • toward . the c~nter. The 
S'!l~t is, further, ornamented by nUII).erous short, blun~ spi;nu!.es 
Qr pustules which haye, a more . pr less definite radjal arrange-
ment; these spinules interrupt. th!'l courses ,of the ,striations /:1nd 
.cause , them , to take: win<;ling ,paths quite in, ;contrast with the 
precisely parallel cO;~lr~es . pursued on the :shaft, 
, A study,' of,.;1, nUIliber of \ :sp~nes ,whose .. apical expansion is 
.round in. o;utline brings Qut the ff:l,cts .that these , spines; are ~ome­
.what : rnor~ sl~nder, their summits ten,d to, be shapowly aoncaye 
instead of. .flat" their spinales . are ,be:st , developed marginally 
witha ,tendency ~o have: a siugl~ pro~p.en,t.~ep.tr\aJ. spinule; ,in 
.one spe(fimen at h,a,nd the ,exp,~n~ed . ap~x f is ,crateriform with a 
nearlY smooth rim ,and in another th~ .distal ,end is narrowly. 
spatulate ,with 'a loW longitudinal ,ridge. alpng, the cent~r, of one 
, fac.e <;>f..the,. ~patula" A f.ew, spin,es, : fully twice .as long as those 
:with th.e pQlygonal '<;listal, expan.s,ions, are neady"cylindrjcal for 
~helr.~ ,en~ir~, te;qgth and, ,terminate, in ,three 'to sev~n sharp 'and 
fairl¥ .lpng subpal'all~l points.,or pr,ong~. " 1' 
.. . . . . . - . 
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Measurements of four typicl'ltl spines wit4 six-sided apices 
are: ' 
a b 0 d 
6.2 6.3 
'6.2 ' 5.1 
Length (all figures in millimeters) ............... _ ........ _ ..• 6.1 6.5 
Greatest , diagonal width across the apex ... _ .... _ .. _ ... 7.0 7.1 
Greatest , wiq.th of apex perpendicular to one of its 
sides ......... _ .. _ ...... _ .. _ .. _ ............................................ _ ... 6.1 - 6:41 5.3 4.5 
Vertical width of a facet ............. _ ........ _ .... _ .. __ ......... 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.2 
2.0 1.9 
.9 .8 
Diameter , of the a~~uluS ............. _ .. _ ........ __ ...... + •••..• _..2.1 2.2 
Height of the base ... _ ............ :... .. _ .... ..., ........ _ .. _ .... _ ... ~_ ...• 7 .9 
Diameter of acetabulum ............. _ ........ _ ............ _ ...... : .... 1.4 1.6 1.5 1.4 
Four of the long spines', Nos. 3051a, b, c, di (PI. XLIX, figs 
18-21) give a length and average, diameter of . shaft, respective-
ly, as follows: 13.5, 2.5; 12,.2, 2.6; 12.1, 2.5; 10.9, 1.9 rom. Speci-
men b is incomplete. " 
The lantern is represented by a few incomplete teeth, a part 
'of a pyramid, and several finely preserved rotulas , or braces. 
r:I'hese have been found in close association with spines and 
i)lates~ 
Tooth 'gently 'curved longitudinally, inner surface flat with a 
shallow ~edian groove which widens distally in most specimens 
.at hand. The face ' of the tooth has a deep median groove 
flanked on each side by a rounded ridge; the slope from each 
ridge to the sharp-edged margins is broken by another but 
shallower groove which parallels the edge of the tooth; thus 
there are on the face three grooves, one median and two sub-
marginal. The point is bevelled off from~ the f~ce side and is 
strengthened by two sharp converging ridges which are con-
tinuations of' those on the face. Under a lens fine lines are 
seen to run diagonally from the 'median groove"to the edge of 
the tooth; these ' give each surface a herring-bone pattern~ 
Total length of a tooth unknown. Specimen 3046a· is 7.4 mrh. 
long, 3.1 mm. wide, and 1.0 mm. thick; length ,of the bevelled 
p()int is about equal to the width of the tooth. Specimens ef 
teeth are 'lighter in color. than other parts and they break read-
'ily along the calcite cleavage. 
) 
Rotula strong, quadrangular ,in shape, 'wider 'than thick; both , 
ends notched, the inner end deeply, the outer shallowly and 
broadly; a curved, ridge borders the edge of the inner notch on 
the upper surface" beyond which the surface is flattened or de-
pressed. The under surface bears Ii long V -shaped eievated 
, 
r-------~_r--------~------~--------~--~------~~~~-------------------------
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area, the pomt of the V being near the inner end and separated 
from the notch by a shallow transverse groove. Dimensions 
in millimeters of three rotulas follow: 
No. 
3047 
3048a 
3048b 
. 
length 
8.2 
8.6 
7.5 
width at midlength . 
3.2 
3.7 
3.4 
thickness at midlength 
2.0 
1.9 
1.9 
On'the in:rier side of the type specimen is an example 11.5 rom. 
long; it js the longest rotula seen but its width and. tillckness 
are about average. Near it lies what seems to be a 'compass 
with only one end exposed. · On ' the same surface alid firrrily 
attached in the matrix is a half 'pyramid, face . view, showing 
deep pit for the retractor muscle; the specimen is G-Iose to 12 
. millimeters long. . 
The high specialization of this echinoid is extraordinary. The remarkable 
development of the imbrication must have affor~ed great flexibility to the 
test but it would seem that the flexibility was somewhat limited by the crowd-
ed spines. The cover . of spine apices formed a more or less complete coat of 
mail over the test and its function could have been little other than that of 
protection. ~o completely did it env~lop the test that the development of sec-
ondary spines is doubtf.ul; the miliaries are very short:--however, on parts of 
the test where the primary .spines '\Vere . not crowded they may .have been 
longer. The long spines with the rounded or forked termina.tions differ from 
those 'of Xlenooidaris in not being fluted, their shafts are stouter, and the mar-
ginal spinules are less regular. . . 
A study of the primary spines throws little light on their orientation but 
by analogy it may be inferred that j;he greatest diagonal dimension of a six-
sided apex is parallel to the equator of the test as is the case with hexagonal 
'plates of the columns. The variations in the .shapes and sizes of the spines, 
as ' pointed out by Bather61 in his study of the radioles of AnaJUlooidMis and 
other genera, are not merely -between spines of the . same rank but there is a 
.- definite gradation of form according' to the position qf the spine on the test. The 
age of the spine is also a factor In variation while the degree of crowding under-
gone by the various spines determines quite largely the shape of the distal ex-
pansion as well as · the sharpness of its marginal angles. In a communication some 
years ago Doctor Bather kindly suggested to the author that the spines of 1'!or-
to'Tl!echitnJus are similar to the radioles of A naulocidaris and that by analogy ·the . 
roundly terminated spines of the former belong on the less ' crowded apical part of 
the te~t as in the latter. The very long prong-bearing spines are assumed to have 
been circumapical . in position. However, their subsequent modification to . shorl 
ambital spines demands .progressive changes of which we do not have II;t present 
sufficient and convincing intergrading forms. . 
'fhe nature of the type specimen permits ' some speculation on the . size and 
shape of an entire individual. Transversely the specimen -measure.s fully six 
centimeters; since apparently neither of the lateral oolumns is an adradial we 
must assume that there were at - least two more columns in the interambula-
crum, a.dd . to this the width of an ambulacrum and the width of the two 
areas would be at least eight centimeters. Multiplied by ' five this would giv.e 
a circumference of forty centimeters or a diameter -of close to 12.75cm.; add 
to this the length of the spine.s (6.3mm. x 2) and we would have a diameter . 
of .over :f1ourteen centimeters or five and one-half inches for the living animal. ' 
Thus, if spherical in shape, it would approach the ' sjze of a large JIlelonecJl.i'/!IU8 
61 loco cit., PP. 136, 137. 
\ 
· ' 
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like ' those ' ofl,the St, Louis . limestone. ' The ' few long' " spines 'with ' the . spiny 
t~rII!-i~ll,tioIjs recall t,he. fiatte?~Q. .. :-adioles ab9ut , the basal rim of , the 'hemi-
spherical test of Cbloboctmtro'tus and ' liM them 'may h'ave been Used as ' aids in 
locomotion. In such an event Nortonechi{li'!68' ll).ay" have ,been ',more , or le.ss 
hemispherical in shape; indeed ' it is difficult to ~nderstand how a form so 
encumbered by its type ,of primary spines could have moved. about Unless it had 
something (l)f the shape of the . Hawaiian Colobocentrotus. More complete tests are 
awaited with' mterest. 
The shape of the teeth is very different from those of the ' Mississippian 
echinoids in that they are not keeled' but are nearly fiat. No known Mississ-
ippian eehinoid, il'Cems' to , have inherited the featurea " of N ortonechimus; -which 
~vide.ntl;y' , :rea.«.lte~ its, .9limll-x ,in , t.he .late . Dllxoz¥an :;nd , left no., descendants. 
, ' The, type specinien is ,in· the lJnlv~r:siiy Qf Iowa collection; 
typical plates and spines .have been sent to Doctor .J ackson and 
are in the Museum. of Comparative Zoology at Harvard; there 
is also a lot in , the ,Walker Museum, University . of Chicago, .in 
the British Mu~eum,London, and in the United -States National 
:M:useu~, Washington. , 
Oc.currence.-Found in the, :rnarly shales of the Lime Creek 
beds, in a zone 'ten to fifteen feet above 'the plastic blue shales. 
Locally ,they are abundant but at several stations at whichthis 
llorizon ' is well ' exposed very few specimens have been found. 
The hillsides., about the ,R,ockiord Brick and Tile Plant have 
proved good collecting places ; Juniper Hill or "N ortonechinus 
trill" about · a , mile tQ. ,the northwest' , of the Tile Plant has 
yielded hun4reds 'Of spines and plates 'from small patches a 
yard or two in width. Dr. Norton?s original collection of about-
twenty ' plates and 'some thirty primary spines was collect~d 
',' on a s,m~l sp~t at Hackberry Grove~" 
'. The specific name is given in honor of Dr. Stuart Weller of 
tl:J.e University of Chi,cago; under ,whose direction ·this . study 
was initiated. ,. ' 
NORTONECHINUS WELLERI VAR. LATUS n. var.. 
Plate XLIX, figs. 24-33 . 
.A,t , on~ locality in Cerro. Gordo county, about one~half mile to 
the northwest of Bird Hill, Mr. G. ·H. Bela:nski ,found a con-
~iderab,le, numb~r ' of plat:~s a:p.d ·spines ,which . differ in- some 
ways from the ~ypical ' plates and spines ',assigned' .~o N. welleri. 
Th~ .plates ar~ relatively. thinner and.larger: and the ~pines are 
more robust than in the latter 'species; , 
/. 
_--:-:c:-:::c-------::-,;c- --~--____;c:_c;_------------,,----------~~~--~~------
NQR'.CONECHINUS 0WE~EN.s;rs 
r-'--..-;..-........... ...;w~-:,..;-.;._....J....,....,;".....:...:,...;.,... , , . LateI' on the writer: 
" 
, " 
,v.isiteq, the place. with 
, Mr." Belanski. and ,a 
large , additional , lot 
" was, obtained. ·.N 0 
plates intermediate in 
size, , .-were collected, 
, alJ ·b~ing ' bFoader arid , 
more , rounded ,than 
, those " of . ,the . type 
species. " .The spine,s 
. are ,typical ' but ,are 
',' .relatiyely larger'. . ' 
. .. ; ' N ORTON~ciB:INm; 
'OWENENsIsn. s. 
: ' .: ,. ,! , 'I· 
· Pla,te. ~~ fig-f? 26~35, 
" Spe.Gies based op. ~ 
lar.ge number 'of in-
: teramb:Qlacral plates, 
a Jot _ of . incompl~te 
, .spines" .. a .Ild , ~ome 
' . p~rts of, the lantern! 
T.hey , occur in 'a 
weathered marly zone 
,in ,which they have 
been rather poorly 
presenTed. ,On ac-
. (fo,unt of their im-
FIG. 79,-ooiobocentrotu8 atratw Brandt. ' Apical ' (A) perfection . the diag-
and lateral (B) views, natural size. The spines nostl'c . characters are 
of thi~ · modern ' species, as in, the Devonian 
Nortonechinu8, lire expanded distally until their so~ew' hat ." obscure,' polyg~nal surfaces fOrm a coat of ' mail over 
the · greater part of the test, The broad flattened 
, spines of . the , ambital rElgion are- not .like any , hence',. they are re-
in the test of Nortonechinus , - • 
. Pacifi,c Ocean ; Necker Island, Hawaii. Zoo ferred ,to this ' genus 
oiogy Museum; C. C. Nutting, collector. (U.1.C. 
18877. ) - ' . . , ' . : , with soine 1;lesltaROY. 
Interarrtbulacral plates irregular in . shape, p~oport~ons of 
width and length variable, edges Veery tlJ,in; main tubercle fair~ 
ly large, out of th~ ce:p.ter. on' ,most plates; perforate, faip,tly 
• 
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scrobiculate, ,basal terrace and other features obscure, but 
'thought 'to be present. ' A few plates show the position of the ' 
,sutures and the bevel of the adoral margin; on' some plates the 
'margin Of the bevel is rather abruptly bent inward. Secondary "-
.tubercles very small and seen only on a few plates, being ap-
parently worn ' away or absent on' most plates. Ambulacrals' 
unknown. Fragments of eleven spines ,have been found asso-
lciatedwith the plates. They are all slender-shafted and small 
when compared with those of N. welleri. Moreover, tho,se 
which preserve the apex terminate .in a trident of slightly ' 
divergent spinules.' Acetabulum , broad, limited by a well- ' 
marked ring; base spreading to a definite annulus. Surface 
marked by fin~ longitudinal striatioIls. , 
The lanternjs represented by parts of three hemipyramids. 
They are small in proportion to , the associated plates. One ' 
specimen, number 3063, is a left half, its foramen magp,UID is 
wide-angled and it has a prominent lateral wing-on the inter-
pyramidal surface of which oblique ridges may be faintly seen; , 
on the inner surface the tooth slide is well ' preserved. The 
'outer face is noticeab,ly curved longitudinally; a deep retractor 
muscle scar traverses most of the face. Dorsally are two pits 
'of considerabie size which presUmably ' mark 'the position of the 
epiphysis. Total length, 5.5 ' millimeters, thickness from outer 
face to point of 'lateral wing, 3;1 millimeters. 
The rather i~defihite shape afid featureless chatacter of most 
'of the plates of this species as well as tIre excentric position of 
the main tubercle do not 'confotm. closely to the regular and 
clear-cut outlines and marking of plates of other species of ,the 
genus. Some features, such as the, position of the main tuber- ' 
cle, the irreiuIar shape, and the faintly shown or absent' sec-
ondarie's, remind us of , Lepidoc,entru,s of, the type of L. eifel-
ianus. (See Phylogeny of the Jilchini, Plate 20; figure 14.) The 
presence otsuttl.;res and bevelled marginal borders of the N. 
'welle;r,i 'type on it few ,of the best preserved plates,howevet, 
makes refetence' to N ortonechinus more plausible. ' . 
Wherever loose 'plates of N. welleri 'Or :iof N.welleri latus are 
collected,abtni't :'an. 'equal nUmber of th~ large primary spines 
wlth 'PplYgonil. 'apices ate obtained. " At the type locality for 
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N. owenensis' over seventy plates were obtained and not a 
spine of any other tYpe than those described above and but a 
few of them. ' Their small size and broken condition" however, 
,make them less conspicuous than the · plates and hence: harder 
to firrd. . Further collecting may disclose the larger spines but 
it. is extremely unlikely. 
Position and ·ZocaZity.-Owen substage, Lime Creek beds; in 
gutters along roadside between section 36, ' ,Mason township, 
and section 31, Portland township. The type loc'ality is about 
seventy-five yards north of the wagon bridge over Owen cree~ 
m~ar the home of Mr. 'Timothy E. Wagner. They, occur in a 
weathered marly shale just beneath the thin ove:rlying drift at 
a horizon about thirty-five feet aQove , tp.e Idiastroma ledge 
which marks the base of the Owen beds. The typ~ locality is 
in Cerro Gordo, county. . . 
. , " 
N ORTONECHINUS STAINBROOKI n. s. 
. . ' . 
Plate XLIX, figs. ,34-43; text fig. 80 . 
. \ Known only from a few primary spines 
and one interambulacral plate found in the 
Independence shales: 
The interambulacral' plate is of medium 
size, nearly uniform thickness, and ' ~ttong 
~boral imbrication. It is round~d polygonal 
in outlme, longer than wide, its greatest 
Fxr~cra~Opla~nt~~aN~~: width being just adapical to the main 
tonechinU8 atam-
brpoki Thomas, tubercle. '1.'he marginal border is quite nar-
about x3 , Collected ' 
at exposure number row adapically but is well developed adoral-
three,. IndePE\ndence . '. . , , 
-, 'shale, . south of 1. y. On the adoral bevel the lateral or 
Brandon, Iowa, (U, 
1.0,8101.) , adradial tracts are much larger than 
the median tract,. iridicating that the irnbricatintt plate n~xt,' 
adoral In' the column did not have large areal contact with it. 
The positions of the sutt:ites are obscure excfpt the two adoral 
oblique '(orad-interradial) and these two 'are low and 'nieet in 
an angle which tends to obliterate the transverse adoral suture. 
The adapical transverse a:nd apicad-inte'tradial sutures' are not 
defined; this part of,the 'plate is rounded arid its extrascrobicu-
Hlr 'surface "merges into the marginal border. ' The mamelon is 
. smoothly rounded, perforate, neck straight, flush platform 
. ' 
. , 
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narrow, ;Basal terrace ' and .scl'obicruar. :circle· indefinite due to 
wear. but. there' ,is ' a 'well ·marked scrb:bictile. ·· Secondary tuher- . 
cles ·low, . scattered, ·practieally .aborted ... between . the" adora~ 
oblique "sutures ,: and- the ·.scrobicular circle· where the extra" 
scro biculF\.r area is 'quite narrow--:adorally one or two tubercles 
occupy the angle. 
Dimensions.-'-Length 9.0 mm.,' width 8.1 mm . 
. :The primary· spines a:re notabl;y short and stout. Each spine 
expands abrupdy from the annulus to the ·very broad 'and thick 
apex. The · base is short and there ' is little or no. contraction 
above the ap.nulus. Apices Of· all \ the ' specimens are sharply 
polygonal. ' S:urface markings much as in' N. welleri. · . 
Among the hUndre~s of·primary spines of 'N. welleri collected 
in Floyd .and Cerro Gordo counties in· the Lime ' Creek beds ,it 
would be difficult to select a single specimen approximating 
the short shafts, abrupt expansions, and Telatively broad term-
inations of the spines "of' this l .hit from Benton county. The 
measurements In miliun:eters of five typical spe'cimens follow: 
, ', a ' '. b c il ' e 
L.ength .. _. "'_"_"';'_';"'/ ...•...... _ .. , .. : ....... : .... , ....•.... 4 .. ~ . 5.1 . 5.0 4.7 6.0 
. Greatest width of apex ........ :_ ........................... 8.5 . 9.0 8.5 7.5 8.2 _ 
Occurrenc~.-In4epep.p.e~ce '~J1al~; ' ~utc~pp ' number' three; ri~ar 
Brl;tndon, .Iowa. . ~~elve spines and one plate. Here they . oc-
c~r with Arthr.acantha mam.elonifera, Douvillina variabilis, 
D.almanella infera" and, other typica~ Independence ' fossils. 
Collected .by M. A.; .Stainbrook. . 
. ) 
• 
XENOc'rDAR~S SchUltze . 
G~nus' '~ased by Sc1.lUlt~e · upon .a number. of ttumpet-, club-, 
9I bell-shaped spip.es fo.und in, the Ge:r:man Devonian linasso-
ciated, with any other par.t of the test. . 
. The Iowa materifl,l consists .of scores of spines, a h'3olf .pyra-
mid, and . a singJe .interambulacral plate with a strong central 
tubercl~ and a wide adoral .bevel: , Spines slender"shafted with 
well define<;t aGetabul;urn and annulus; apical expan~ions vari; 
ously modified aE? :in X. alavigera Schultze. .' 
The writer. doubts thjltthe .spines. described· aS fA. cYlindrica. 
Schultze really belong to ' this genus ~ince .they ,are. spindle~ 
. . , 1; " 
\ 
. . 
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shaped, covered with nodose spinules, and bear a milled ring; 
moreover they are much longer than the spines of the other 
Xenocidaris species, one specimen reaching a length of 55 mm. 
Middle Devonian of Germany; Upper Devonian of Iowa. 
XENOCID.A.RIS AMERICANA n. s. 
Plate L, figs. 1-25. 
Compare Xenocidaris clavigera Sch:l1ltze, Monograph 
del' Echinodermen des Eifler Kalkes, p. 14, pI. xiii, figs. 
3, 3a-h, 1866; also Jackson, Phylogeny of the Echini, with 
a, Revision of J;>aleozoic Species, Mem. Boston Soc. Nat; 
Hist., vol. 7, p. 455, text fig. 256a-d, 1912. 
Interambulacral plate is irregularly polygonal but wear and 
hreakage prevent our knowing its exact original shape. It has 
a pr.ominent tubercle ",rith a broad foramen and there is some 
e,ridence of a basal terrace and a scro bicule. The adoral bevel 
is wide and hollowed out transversely just below th~ adoral 
suture; the edges of the plate are thin and fragile. Greatest 
length, 5.8 mm., greatest width, 5.0 mm. 
Spines trumpet-shaped ' or club-shaped, ' with very' slender 
shafts especially just above the annulus, round in cross section, 
tapering gradually upward-the taper beginning just above 
'the annulus in some specimens but confined to the distal half 
0 '1' even less in others'. Each spine terminates in a more or less 
flat or slightly concave surface surrounded by a subcircular 
marginal coronet of blUnt spinules which are somewhat irregu-
larlY' spaced and vary from five to twelve in number; viewed 
from the side the spinules in many cases are seen to be contin-
uations of ridges on the fluted surface of the expanded part of 
the spine. The terminal face of most specllnens is at right 
angles to the axis of the, spine but in a few it is slightly oblique; 
from 'the center of the terminal face rises a blunt rounded 
spiriule seldom higher .than the spinules of the coronet and 
simi'lar to them; on a ' few specimens the single spinule is re~ · 
placed by. a central cluster of two to six spinules. Acetabuluni 
shallowly and broadly hollowed out, suggesting a large tubercle 
on the' corresponding plate, deeply perforated centrally, its 
margin bounded by a definite ring; , there is a well ' marlmd, 
I 
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annulus but no evidence of milling. ' The surface of the spines 
above the annulus is marked by exceedingly fine longitudinal 
striae which apparently do not continue over the apical sur-
face, their place being taken by very fine granulations. In a 
little more than two hundred spines in the collection at hand 
only three or four specimens show any sign of compression of 
the apical termin'ation as is the case with most of the spines of 
Nortonechinus. One of these is compressed on four sides into 
a polygon, the others are flattened on one 01.' two sides only. 
The only noticeable modification asa result of the compression 
, is the partial suppression or elimination ,of the margir).al spin-
ules and a tendency to develop irregularly distributed apical 
pustules. 
Dimensions of a complete spine, number 3074, are: length, 
11.5 mm.; diameter of apex, least, 3.9 mID., greatest, 4.2 mID.; 
diameter of base, 1.9 mID.; diameter of shaft at midlength, 1.6 
mID.; height of base, 1.0 mID. Several incomplete spines indi-
cate sizes larger than those attained by this one while many are 
considerably smaller. 
The jaw apparatus is represented by a nearly complete left 
hemipyramid of interesting proportions. It is : twelve milli-
meters in length arid much less curved than those of Devono-
, cidaris descriQed on a subsequent page. On the inner face the 
dental slide extends about two-thirds the leng~h of the speci-
men; distal part abo'ye the pyramidal suture ' broken away, 
foramen magnum evidently quite shallow; corrugations for 
interpyramidal muscles are very fine but can be seen over the 
entire surface with a hand lens. They cross the area trans-
.versely, being arched distally toward their midlength. The 
outer ,face is , traversed longitudinally by a ' deep retractor 
muscle scar which extends ne8a'ly the whole length of the 
specimen. 
. The spines of. this spe'cies resemble superficially some of the " 
roUnded spines of N orto?'/,fchin'/,fs welleri. However', the spines 
of X. americana are more slender, have a marginal coronet, are 
fluted in most cases, and the hollowed-out apical surfaces are , 
not marked by fine striations. Compressed polygonal termin-
ations are the rule in spines of N. welleri, the reverse condition 
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prevails in X. americana. A mixed .lot from the two species 
ean , be, separate,d with ,ease.Tp.e poorly preserved i,nteram-
bulacral plate sugg-ests ' a high degree of imbrication;, this to-
gether with other less satisfactory characters suggest probable 
family relationship and both are placed in the Archeocidaridae. 
Position and localities.-At the base of the marly fossilifer-
ous shale at and just above the contact with the blue plastic 
shale of the Lune Creek beds. At this zone, here designated 
the Xen9cidariszone, the shale is in many places sotnewhat 
pyritic and the spines and other parts, are darker in color than 
the fossils of beds ten feet higher. .In collecting X eno,cidciris 
parts it has always been kept in mind that spines and plates 
of N. welleri, might be among them due to wash ,or slump from 
above. N oIie have so far been encountered and in fact at the 
spots where X. americana have been found it happens that no 
'finds of N. 'welleri have been made in beds exposed on the slope 
im;mediately above them. The best finds of X. americana have 
been obtained by digging out the black shale where they occur 
and then wo'rking it over with supplementary washing and 
screening. Most of the specimens for this study were obtained 
near the east end of the pit of the Rockford Brick and ·Tile 
Company. The .places have now been worked out for clay. 
LEPIDOCENTRIDAE Loven 
r:!.'est spheroidal or flattened horizontally, circular in the am-
bital plane, pentagonal or elongate thr~ugh the axis III, 5. 
~r:wo columns of plates in an ambulacral area. , Pore-pairs uni-
serial or ·slightly biserial. Ambulacral plates imbricating ador- ' . 
ally and beveled strongly under the adradials. Interambulacra 
with numerous, five to fourteen, columns of plates in an area, 
,moderately thin to very thin. Interambulacral plates irribricate 
strongly abo rally and from the center outward and over the 
ambulacrals~ O,culars are small, insert; genitals wide, low, 
with many pores as far as known. Lantern inclined, composed 
of forty pieces. (Modified after Jackson, Phylogeny of the 
Echini, page 284.) , 
.. 
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• DEVONOCIDARIS Thomas 
1920. Devonocidaris 'Thomas. Bull. Geol. f?oc. Amer., vol. 31, 
p.212. 
Genus known only from isolated plates, spmes, and parts o~ 
the lantern found massed together in a thin bed in the marly 
fossiliferous zone of the Lime' Creek .shale. . 
Interambulacral plates small, very thin in proportion to 
area, P9lygonal or possi-bly rhombic in outline; complete plates 
are ,rare, the most perfect ones, however,are' essentially five-
or siX-sided with little or no evidence of imbrication. , Each 
plate bears a prominent central or subcentral tubercle, perfor-
at~, noncrenelate, andi the boss is bordered by a basal terrace; 
no ' scrobicular' ring of tubercles but a few scattered secondar-
ies are present on the' extrascrobicular areas of some plates. 
Ambulacral plates small, transversely elongate, with a te,rraced 
perforate tubercle at · one end :;trid a pair of pores near the 
other and narrower end. A few of these plates show eV'idence 
of imbrication. Spines slender, acicular, vertically: · striated. 
Lantern inclined and wide-angled; each tooth ,with a median 
longitudina( groove on its convex surface . and a nearly smooth 
flat concave surface. 
From Archeocidaris M'Coy, of the Mississippian, Devono-
cidaris differs in the absence of a definite scrobicular ring, and 
in having long ,slender spines which fit nowhere into Jackson's 
key to the spines of that genus. (See Phylogeny of the Echini, 
p. 258.) , The presence of a basal terrace precludes reference 
to Eocidaris Desor. The strikingly different spines and the 
strong imbrication in Nortonechinus, herein described, exclude 
it from that genus. In the writer's opinion, its affinities are 
with Lepidocentrus 1fiiller; reference to the family Lepidocen-
tridae, however, is made with some hesitation and until at least 
associated interambulacrals are found throwing light on the 
question of' imbrication the family reference can not be satis-
factorily settled. . 
, ' DEVONOCI~ARIS J ACKSONI n. s. 
Plates L, 36; LI, 1-2,6; LII. 1-4; LID, 1-7; LIV, 1-6. 
Species founded on abundant specimens of isolated interam-
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bulacral and ambulacral plates, spines, and parts of the lantern 
confusedly intermingled in thin calcareoUi~ . slabs on the sur~ 
faces of Which the specimens are weathered out into more or 
less 'sharp relief. The parts are so delicate and fragile that 
any attempt to remove them from the slabs or to uncover hid-
den edges . invite's damage . to the specimen;- even most careful 
cleaning has in several cases proved' disastrous. In spite of 
this difficulty an abundance of most of the parts has ' been 
found in excellent c~ndition. 
Interambulacral plates very thin, small, and delicate; outline 
polygonal, but in most cases incomplete due to the breaking 
away of parts of the thin edges; the general shape of the more 
perfect plates is hexagonal or pentagonal (adradially). No 
definite evidence of imbrication, hence . orientation of plates is 
uncertain. Primary tubercles prominent, central or subcentral; 
mamelon round, centrally ' and rather deeply perforated by a 
round foramen, dome smooth, neck straight or slightly under-
cut in some specimens; flush platform narrow and without 
a parapet; from the platform the surface of the boss passes 
downward with an even or gently concave surface to a low 
but distinct basal terrace. Secondary tubercles ' irregularly . 
distributed, one to four, rarely five, in number, some plates 
have none; a few of the larger secondaries are distinctly mame-
lonate and have a very low but obvious terrace. Tertiary 
tubercles showing ' perfor~tions occur rarely. A few scat-
tered granules complete the ornamentation. On a few plates 
(adrailials) one edge is distinctly scalloped; . the scallops, three 
or four in number, appear to be for the ' reception of the ends 
of the ambulacral plates along the adradial suture. Under 
side of the plates smooth. With good l~ns the cribriform tissue 
of the plates may be readily seen. 
Ambulacral plates small, thin,. delicate, transversely elongate 
in most cases and bearing a pair of sub equal oval pores who~e 
long axes converge; margins of the pores elevated into a dis-
tinct rim on most · plates while on a few a well defined peri-
"podium is present. The pore-pair lies toward the mirrQwer 
end of the plate while the broader · end bears subcentrally ' 
. a :prominent perforate tubercle which when well preserved is 
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surrounded by a low basal terrace similar to that of the sec"; 
ondary 'tubercles of the interambu,lacral plates; tpe pores pass 
through the plate obliquely do"wnward and toward the tuber-
culate end~as a result the pore-pair is more nearly ,central on 
the inner surface. On the' inner ' surface , of some plates there 
is what appears to' be ,slight bevelling s~ggestmg .adoral imbri 
cation but the character is . not constant. Smaller plates are 
found with transverse diameters of one-half or less that o~ 
the ordinary ambul~crals but they ,are , .notcommon; these 
bear a pore-pair' identical with the others but ' smaller and non~ 
tuberculate; they are thought to be demiplates or primaries 
from the extremity of , the ambulacrum. 
Compound plates 'of small size, irregular shape, ~nd delicate 
structure occur .sparingly; they are variously perforated by 
fo:ur 0;1:' six pores (one has five); the pores ' are smaller and 
more narrowly ovai than those of the primary plates and are 
arranged in pairs in the form of an arc of varying degree of 
curvatq ..re on different plates. The apical ' system is ' repre-
sented in the collection by a subangular genital plate which 
bears the "madreporiform tubercle" or madreporite. , The 
plate is pierced' by two round ' genital pores which are about 
twice l;LS far apart as either pore is from its edge of the plate 
measured transversely. The porous area is subcentrally lo-
cated being confined to that .part of the plate adapical to the 
two large pores but ,not reaching the adapical edge. 
'Dissociated parts of the lantern are relatively common. 
The lantern appears to ,have been strongly inclined and fairly 
wide-angled. No complete pyrami<,ls and only doubtfully com-
plete hemipyramids have been seen. For-amen magnum mod-
erately deep. Each maxilla bears a gently curved dental 
slide divided longitudinally into two nearly equal parts by a 
slender ridge which runs parallel to the symphysis, becoming ' 
mQre slender abo rally and ending in a more or less free point-
the styloid process-at a short distance below the margin of 
the foramen. magnum. 'Corr,ugations for the attachment of the 
illterpyramidal muscles pass inward and downward· over the 
interpyramidal face; the peripheral face bears an ' elongate 
retractor muscle scar which is deep adorally but shallower and , 
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less well marked dorsally. Dorsal surface of the maxilla ap-
parently smooth but preservation' obscures this. point in many 
cases, in some of which the epiphyses may be present. Teeth 
of a distinctly lighter color than other parts of the lantern and 
very well preserved except for breakage along calcite cleavage 
planes. Tooth gently curved, its peripheral surface traversed 
by three longitudinal grooves as seE:'n in cross section; the depth 
of the median groove is fully one-third the thicknes's of the 
tooth; the sides and floor of this groove are rounded .but iIi some 
cases almost V-shaped in section; the lateral grooves are sit-
uated one on each slope midway between the center and the 
thin lateral edges, they are quite ' shallow and appear to be 
counterparts of the ridges in the floor of the dental slide men-
. I 
tionedabove; Qn some teeth the outer edges of the lateral 
grooves are so prominent that they simulate slender ridges . 
. The inner surface of the tooth is flat; under a lens it is longi-
tudinally marked by exceedingly fine, shallow, parallel grooves 
separated by broad fiat intergroo.ve areas. Dorsal end of 
tooth more or less forked except when broken by cleavage; tip 
of tooth sharply cuneate, re-enforced on the back by converg-
ing extensions of the ridges on either side of the median groove 
. . 
and flanked by one or two sharp denticles on each side .. 
Rotulas slender, upper surface rounded, under surface toward 
the inner end bearing a more or less well defined median ridge. 
Both ends notched, the inner end the deeper, the outer end the 
vvid'er; as viewed from the side some of the rotulas are some-
what curved. '. 
Spines notably slender, straight, circular in cross section, 
and very fragile; base short, enlarging very gradually to the 
rather indefinite annulus, thence a trifle ' more slender for a 
. short distance above the annulus and thence gradually expand-
ing. up to the normal size. Acetabulum -round and shallow. Tip 
of the spine uncertain, a few show a bluntly rounded apex 
while othe-rs taper gently to a sharp termination. ' Practically 
all spines are incomplete, but in spite of this two or three sizes 
are apparent corresponding to the various tubercles described 
ab()ve and in addition a few minute miliary spines are attached 
to scime ' of the plates. , Very fine longitudinal striations mark 
f 
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the total length of the spines, passing more or less obscurely 
over the annulus and base; there are twenty-five to thirty-five 
striations on each spine. \ 
The following measurements taken in millimeters indicate the 
size and proportions of some representative parts: 
Interambulacrals: a b c d 
. on slab 3035 slab 3011 slab 3005 slab 3012 
Longest meridional diameter .......... 2.9 2.5 3.7 3.6 
Meridional diameter through 
primary tubercle ......... _ ................ 2.7 3.5 3.5 
Longest transverse diameter .......... 3.4 4.4 3.2 4.1 
Diameter basal terrace .................... 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.25 
Diameter of mamelon ........... _ ......... 0.4 0.32 0.5 
Diameter of foramen ...................... 0.15 0.12 0.2 
. Note : Interambulacrals a, c, and d are apparently adradials; b is a hexag· 
onal plate. Each specimen .is marked by a double ink ring on the slab. 
Ainbulacrals: a 
slab 3013 
Meridional diametea- through tubercle ................. ~.5 
Meridional diameter between pores .................... 1.1 
Greatest transverse diameter ................... :.. ......... 3.0 
Distance from center to center of pores.~ .......... 0.5 
Length of pore ................................................. _ ..... 0.6 
Diameter of basal terrace ...................................... 0.8 
Demiplates: a 
Meridional diameter between pores ................ 0.7 
Greatest transverse diameter ........................ 0.8 
Distance from center to center of pore.s ...... 0.5 
Length of ' pore .................................................. 0.3 
b 
'slab 3013 
1.6 
1.1 
3.1 
0.6 
0.5 
0.9 
b 
0.6 
1.5 
0.4 
0.2 
(J 
slab 3013 
1.5 
1.2 
2.6 
0.5 
0.6 
0.8 
Note: Both plates are on slab 3001; a is in a double ink ring and b is 
near t.he <edge. 
Compound ambulacrals: Two diameters taken at right angles. to each other on 
spec1metn a, slab 3010, are 2.4 and 4.5 =.; specimen b, slab 3001, near the 
catalog number, has similar diameters of 0.4 and 1.4 mm. 
Madreporic genital plate, on slab 3001. 
Meridional diameter between the pores ............... _ ............. 1.2 
Greatest transverse diameter .................. ~ ............................ 1.5 
Distance from center to center o.f pores ............................ 0.8 '. 
Madreporic area ............. : .............. _ ............................. 0.5 x 0.7 
Sieve·pores about 14 in spaee of one millimeter. 
Maxillae: a b (J d 
slab 3001 slab 3024 slab 3004 vial 3024 
Greatest !~~1~ t.. :::::=::=:::::::=:::::~:~ 3.0 3.0 5.5 Greate8t 1.7 2.0 2.4 
Length of resophageal margin 2.4 1.7 2.0 3.2 
Length of symphysis .................. 1.9 
Width of dental slide 0.6 0.9 
Corrugatio'lls ............................. 6 in . 1mm. 6.3 in 1mm. , 
Teeth (specimens incomplete) : a b (J d 
slab 3020 slab 302~ slab 3Q13 slab 3001 
Length ................. _ ....................... 4.7 3.5 3.0 3.0+ 
Width .............................. _ ........... 1.9 1.0 0.9 1.03 
Length of the tip .................... 1.0 0.6 0.7 
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Braces : specimen a, slab 3031, near edge, length 4.1; width 1.3. 
'specimen b, vial 3925, longest one, Lengtl{ -4,0; -width 1.0. 
specimen c, slab 3001, near edge, length 2.3; width 0.6. 
specimen d, slab 3016, length 2.6; width 0.7. 
Spines (incomplete) ; length diameter diameter of annulus 
a, slab 3003" 11.4 0.3 0.5 
b, slab 3032, 9.4 0.4 
c, slab 3003, 5.1 0.2 0.3 
d, slab 3003, 7.2 0.3 0.35 
e, slab 3003, 10.6 0.2 0.3 
., 
slab 3008, 2.8 0.02 0.022 It 
The species is named in honor of Dr. Hobert Tracy Jackson 
whose classic monograph -on the "Phylogeny of the Echini, 
with a Hevision of Paleozoic Species" has proved very valuable ' 
in the present study. 
Position and localities.-Near the middle of the marly fossili-
ferous zone of the Lime Creek shale. The best specimens were 
obtained in gutters along the roadside about half way up Bird 
Hill, west edge of section 19, township 95 north, range 18 west. 
Also in the Devonocidaris horizon on the hills to the west and 
northwest of Hockford. 
Explanation of Plates. 
Th€l illustrations on the following plates are all natural size 
unless otherwise indicated. The catalog number of all speci-
niens in the University of Iowa collection is given in paren-
theses following the letters U. I . C. The location of other 
specimens illustrated is given in so far as it is known. 
--------
PLATE XXXV. 
Figs. 1-11, 13, 18. Strobilocystites calvini White. 
1. Oral view of the type specimen, natural size. 2. The 
same view x2. 3. Same specimen s·howing right rhomb and 
right anterior ambulacrum xi.5. 4. Same as figure 3 but 
turned slightly to the right, x2. Iowa City, S. Calvin. (U. 
1. C. 3503.) 
5. Oral view of a nearly spherical example found near 
Iowa City. (Cornell College Museum.) 6. Thecal plate 
14 found loose at Brandon. (U: I . C. 3509.) T. Young 
individual. Iowa City, S. Calvin. (U. I. C. 3504.) 8. Im-
perfect calyx lacking the ambul~tCral plates but preserving 
the stem. Linder's Boathouse. (Fitzpatrick Collection.) 
9. A badly crushed calyx with much branched ambulacra. 
Brandon, M. A. Stainbrook. (U. 1. C. 3508.) 10. Stem x2, 
assumed to belong to this species. Brandon, A. O. Thom-
as. (U. I. C. 3510.) 11. Drawing of plate 23 showing hy-
drop ore and the double madreporite, after specimen 3502; 
about x5. This and figure 13 drawn by Mr. O. T. Walter. 
13. Inner and outer cycles of plates forming the anal pyr-
amid, about x6.7.0ne plate in the outer cycle missing. 
After specimen 3501; Sanders Quarry, T. J. Fitzpatrick. 
18. Oral view of a large and somewhat damaged calyx 
showing madreporites and hydropore, about x1.5. Vinton, 
secured by W. S. Glock. (U. I . C. 3502.) 
Figs. 12, 19-21. Strobilocystites schucherti Thomas. 
12. View of left side showing pectinirhomb 12-18, the 
sutures, and the relatively smooth plates, about x2. Nora 
Springs, C. H . Belanski. (U. I. C. 3505.) 
19 Anal View of another example 42. N ora Springs, 
, C. H . B. (U. I. C. 3506.) 20, 21. Left and oral views of 
a partly crushed specimen, about x1.5. Note the elevated 
ambulacra, the absence of branches, and the hydropore. 
Near Solon, L. P . Elliott. (U. I. C. 3507.) 
Figs. 14-17. Strobilocystites polleyi Calvin. 
14. Antanal view of the holotype showing pectinirhomb 
1-5 and the sutures; about natural size. Drawing by Mr. 
Frank Bond. 
15, 16, 17. Basal, anterior, and right ambulacral aspects 
of the holotype x2. Ambulacral plates are missing. Cedar 
county, J. F. , Polley. (U. I. C. 3500.) 
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PLATE XXXVI. 
Figs. 1, 6-9, 16, 17. N'L~cleocrim~s obovatus (Barris). 
1. Left posterior view of an elongate calyx. · One of 
Barris' types. Locality uncertain. (Museum Davenport 
Acad. Sci.) 
6, 7. Anterior and basal views of a nearly perfect speci-
men, about x2. Sutures traced with ink. Iowa City, Frank 
Bond. (D. 1. C. 3200.) 
8, 16, 17. Left posterior side, about x2; posterior and 
oral views of a small, probably young, individual. Alpena, 
Michigan, VV. H. Barris. (U. 1. C. 3205.) 
9. Left anterior aspect of a fine specimen. Alpena, 'V. 
H. B. (D. 1. C. 3006.) 
Figs . . 2-5, 12, 18. N~~cleocrinus bondi Thomas. 
2, 3, 12. Left anterior, oral, and posterior views of a 
very perfect calyx. Linder's Boathouse, Anton Linder. 
(Fitzpatrick ColI.) 
4, 5. Oral and left posterior views of the type, x2 and 
about x1.3 respectively. Near Iowa City, Frank Bond. 
(D. 1. C. 3201.) . 
18. A stout but distorted calyx referred to this species. 
Rapid Creek, Carl Linder. (Fitzpatrick ColI.) 
Figs. 10, 11. N'L£cleocrimts meloniformis (Barris) . 
. 10. Posterior view showing strongly elevated interam-
bulacrum. 
11. Left posterior ambulacral view of the same speci-
men x2. Waterfowl Bay, Michigan, VV. H. Barris. (D. I. 
C. 3203.) 
Figs. 13, 14. Codaster gmcilis (vVachsmuth). 
Lateral and oral views of two specimens introduced fQr 
comparison with the next. Alpena, Michigan, W. H. B. 
(D. I. C. 3208 a, b.) 
Fig. 15. Codaster s'Ltbtruncat'Lts (Hall) . 
Lateral vie,v, after Hall. Buffalo, Iowa. 
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PLATE XXXVII. 
}jg. 1. M elocrim£s nodosus Hall. 
View of "right anterior ray." After Whitfield. 
Figs. 2-4. M elocrinus nodosus i.rregularis -Thomas. 
2. Posterior aspect of the type showing plates of the 
anal interray~ 3, 4. Basal and ventral views of the same. 
Brandon; M. A. Stainbrook. (U. I. C. 3600.) 
}'ig. 5. Melocrinus tiffanyi Wachsmuth and Springer. 
Right posterior view of the type, after Wachsmuth and 
Springer. 
Figs. 6-8. Melocrinus calvini Wachsmuth and Springer. 
6. View of the left anterior ray. 7. Anterior asp~ct x1.4. 
8. A figure after Wachsmuth and Springer. All are views 
of the holotype. Solon, S. Calvin. (U. I C. 3601.) 
}'igs. 9, 10. M elocrinus (?) l·inderi Thomas. 
Two views showing the spinosity of the plates and the 
shape of the imperfect calyx of the holotype. On the right 
hand side of figure 10 the outline of the plates has been 
traced on the exfoliated and silicified surface. North of 
Iowa City, Mary Linder. (Fitzpatrick ColI.) 
Figs. 11-16. Melocri·nus belanskii Thomas. 
11. Type specimen seen from the right side. 12. Basal 
view showing the abnormal radial cycle, about x2. Near 
Bird Hill, C. H. Belanski. (U. I. C. 3602.) 
13. Radial plate x2, from the type locality. (U. I. C. 
3751.) Figure inadvertently turned on its side by the 
engraver. 
14. Figure showing the inner surface of a plate; slightly 
enlarged. Note the irregularly disposed nodes and ridges; 
these occur ' on all plates examined. 
15, 16. Fragments of a stem attached. to the clayey mat-
rix, and view of a joint face. These occur abundantly 
with the loose plates and are assumed to belong to this 
species. (U. I. C. 3750 and 3752.) 
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PLATE XXXVIII. 
Figs. 1-3. Stereocrin'/,~s triangulatus Barris. 
1, 2. Basal and side views of the type, after Wachsmuth 
and Springer. 3. An imperfect specimen preserving the 
. basals, the radials, and a few plates beyond them. The 
characteristic markings of the species are well shov.7J1. 
North of Iowa City. (T. J . Fitzpatrick ColI. ) 
Figs. 4, 5. Stereocriwus litUetonensis Thomas. 
Basal and lateral views of the holotype. Littleton, S. 
Calvin. (U. 1. C. 3627.) 
Figs. 6-12. Megistocrinus farnsworthi White. ' 
6-9. Posterior, left anterior, tegminal, and basal views 
of the better of the two cotypes. 10, 11. Tegminal and 
basal views of the other cotype which is crushed but pre-
serves a portion of the stem; orientation uncertain. Both 
specimens from near Iowa City, P. J . Farnsvvorth. (U. I . 
C. 3621 and 3622.) . 
12. Basal view of a somewhat damaged but typical cal-
yx. North of Iowa City, "Walter V. Searight. (U. I. C. 
3753.) 
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PLATE XXXIX. 
Figs. 1-5. 111 egistocrinus robustus Thomas. 
1-3. Right lateral, tegminal, and basal views ()f the 
type specimen . . Solon, S. Calvin. (U. 1. C. 3604.) 
4, 5. Right posterior and basal aspects of a smaller 
specimen. Solon, S. Calvin. (U. I . C. 3614.) 
Figs. 6, 7. 1I1egistocrinus fit zpatricki Thomas. 
6. Basal view of the type. 
7. View from the anal side of another specimen which 
lacks the tegmen. Both specimens from Linder's Boat-
house. (Fitzpatrick ColI.) See also Plate XLVI, figures 
10, 11. 
ji'ig. 8. 111 egistocrinu,s concamlS Wachsmuth. 
Basal view of a typical specimen introduced for com-
panson. From Devonian at Alpena, Michigan. (U. I C. 
3671.) 
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PLATE XL. 
Figs. 1-8. Megistoct'inus clar-kei 'rhomas. 
1, 2. A left anterior and an anterior view of the type 
specimen preserving parts of six of the arms and a piece 
of the stem. (D. I. C. 3668.) 
3. A much ,<;ilicified individual with a somewhat higher 
tegmen than on average specimens. (D. I. C. 3626a.) 
. 4. Tegminai view of an individual showing the Platy-
ceras scar and the anal aperture. A part of the parasite's 
shell remains along the npper border of the scar as seen 
in the figure. (D. 1. C. 3669.) 
5, 6. Tegminal views of two other specimens showing 
the Platyceras scars. (D. 1. C. 3626 and 3667.) 
7, 8. Two views of a specimen preserving the shell of 
the gastropod, Platyceras inoptatum Thomas. The adap-
tation of the margin of the shell to the irregularities of 
the tegmen is remarkable. (D. 1. C. 3623.) 
.A..11 the specimens from Waterloo; Collected by Mrs. 
David Brant. See also Plate XLVI, figure 9. 
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Fig. 1. M egistocrim~s latus Hall. 
Basal aspect of a calyx which lacks the arms and the 
tegmen. . The anterior side is wider than the posterior in 
this individual. Iowa City, L. P . Elliott. (D. 1. C. 3603.) 
See also Plate XLV, figure 3. 
Figs. ' 2-4. Megistocrin1),s nodos1lS Barris. 
J'I.~. Lateral aspect of a very perfect specimen which pre-
::se~~es apart of the stem. 3. Tegminal view of same speci-
#l~n. 4. Lateral view of a smaller and younger individual. 
Both specimens from Alpena, Michigan, W. H. Barris. 
(Mus. Davenport Acad. Sci.) 
Figs. ;)-23. M egistocrinus pernodosus Thomas. 
5. A set of united basals. Brandon, A. O. Thomas. (D. 
r. C. 3737.) 5a. Diagram of basals, x3; proportions after 
figure 5, by 0. ' T. Walter. 6, 7. Lateral and dorsal views 
of an anchylosed set of BB to which is attached a nodose ra-
dial, x2. Brandon, A. O. T. (D. I. C. 3726.) 8-10. Side 
views, x2, of three plates showing height of the nodes and 
the constriction toward their bases; number 9 is from a 
curved part of the calyx wall. 11-17. Outer or dorsal 
view of several plates illustrating the extent to which the 
nodes cover their surfaces. All x2. Brandon, A. O. Thom-
as and M. A. Stainbrook. (D. 1. C. 3727~3736.) 18-23. Stem 
segments from the type locality assumed to belong to this 
species. Natural size . . Brandon, A. O. Thomas. (D. I. C. 
3745-3750. ) 
,:t ?; 
r 
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PLATE XLII. 
Fig. 1. IIexacrinus occidentalis 'Wachsmuth and Springer. 
Anterior view of the type specimen after ,-Vachsmuth 
and Springer. Davenport, W. H. Barris. (Museum Dav-
enport Academy Science.) 
Figs. 2-9. II exacrimts springeri Thomas. 
2. A portion of an arm preserving the pinnules, as-
sumed to belong to this species. Type locality, C. H. Bel-
anski. (U. I. C. 3722.) 3-5. Basal, left anterior, and anal 
views of the type specimen, the last figure about x2. South 
of Nora Springs, C. H. B. (U. 1. C. 3631.) 6. A large 
radial preserving a part of IHrl in the facet, x2. Type 
locality, A. O. Thomas. (U. 1. C. 3723.) 1-9. A radial and 
two IBr arranged in natural sequence. Along Shell Rock 
river, C. H. B. (U. 1. C. 3724.) Twice natural size. 
Figs. 10-13. IIexacrimts iowensis Thomas. 
10, 11. Basal and side vie'ws of the type. (U. 1. C. 3708.) 
12, 13. Basal and side views of the cotype. Note that 
one · basal plate is ful~y as large as the other two eom-
bined . . (U. I . C. 3707.) Both from near Nora Springs, 
C. H . Belanski. All the figures about x2. 
Figs. 14-18. Arthracantha mamelonifera Thomas. 
14. Broken radial plate. Independence, S. Calvin. (D. 
I. C. 3721.) 15, 16. Ventral and dorsal views of the type, 
the latter viE'w x2. It is an imperfect radial plate. Bran-
don, A. O. Thomas. (U. I . C. 3720.) 17, 18. Two views of 
a radial plate, the second view about x2.5. Brandon, M. 
A .. Stainbrook. (U. I. C. 3719.) 
Figs. 19-34. Clidochints iowensis Thomas. 
19. Dorsal view of a IIBr. 20, 21. Lateral view, show-
ing thickness and facets, and a dorsal view showing gran-
ular surface; the views are x2 and x3 respectively. The 
plate is an interradial probably from the anal series. (U. 
l . C. 3705a.) 22, 23. Dorsal and' distal views of lAx. 24. 
Ventral or- inner vie\v of a radial, x2. (U. T. C. 3700b.) 25. 
Ventral view of a basal x2, orientation uncertain. (U. 1. 
C. 3674d.) 26. Distal view of a lAx. 27, 28. Proximal as-
pect of two lBr plates, x2 (U. I. C. 3701a and 3701b.) 
29. Ventral view of a IIAx or IIlAx, x3. (U. 1. C. 3672a.) 
30, 31. Distal and proximal views of two IIBr showing 
shape, curvature, and articulation, x2 and .x3 respectively. 
(U. I . C. 3704e and 3704c.) 32. lBB showing extension 
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beyond the column, the bounding rim, flat stem facet, and 
lumen, x3. (D. I. C. 3673f.) 33. A set of IBB showing the 
trilobate funnel, articulating facets, and other features, 
x3. (D. I. C. 3673b.) 34. Proximal view of a IBr; note 
its thickness, articulating grooves, and milled edge, x3; 
figure 27, Plate XLIII is the same specimen. (D. I. C. 
3701c.) 
Rockford, Bird Hill, and Hackberry Grove, C. H. Bel-
an ski and A. O. ~rhomas. 
Figs. 35-37. Clidochims maxim1ls Thomas. 
Dorsal, distal, and proximal views of the type specimen~ 
about x2. Brandon, A .. O. r:I.'homas: (D. I. C. 3706.) 
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PLATE XLIII. 
Figs. 1-9. H exacrimls springe1'i Thomas. 
A full complement of basals and radials found as scat-
tered plates, about x2. Nora Springs, C. H. Belanski. 
(U. I. C. 3725.) See also Plate XLII, figs. 2-9. 
l"i'igs. 10-44. Clidochinls iowensis Thomas. 
10-14. A series of HBr, or possibly lIIBr, two of them 
aTe Ax. (U. 1. C. 3704a-e.) 
15-19. A series of IIBr. (U . I. C. 3703a-e.) 
20-24. A series of lAx. (U. I. C. 3702a-e.) 
25-29. Five lBr. (D. 1. C. 3701a-e:) 
30, 34. Two iBr plates; these have four facets on each 
side, the distal depression is not a true facet. Figures 20, 
21, Plate XLII, are illustrations of the same spfcin-:en 
as figure 34. (D. I. C. 3705a and .3705b.) 
31-33. Three radial plates. CU. I. C. 3700a-c.) 
35-39. A series of basals sho'wing variation in shape 
and size. (D. I. C. 3674a-e.) 
40-44. Five sets of IBB, sho'wing the trilobate funnel, 
the pentalobate lumen, and the bounding ridges of the 
facets . (D. I. C. 3673a-e.) 
These thirty-five plates and combined lBB are offered 
as the type material of this species. The selection is made 
from a series of several hundred plates collected by C. H. 
Belanski and the author a t Bird Hill and vicinity. All 
arc about x2. 
G2-! 
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Figs. 1-5. Dactylocri,nus stellatimbasalis Thomas. 
1. A view of the right posterior ray, x3.6, showing the 
bifurcations. 2-4. Right posterior ~nterradial, anal, and 
basal views, about x2.5; the last shows the excavate base 
partly filled by the stem; note also the star-shaped figure 
made by the basals. 5. Anal view, x1.5. All are views of 
the holotype. (D. I. C. 3709.) Near Bird Hill, C. H . B. 
Figs. 6, 7. ,Dactylocrimts conC,amtS (Ro'wley) . 
Posterior and basal views of one of Rowley'r; cotypes 
from Devonian, Callaway Co., Mo. Figures copied for 
comparison from Plate xli, figures 7 a and 7 c, Crinoidea 
Flexibilia. 
Fig. 8. E1tryocrinus bar'risi Springer. 
Right anterior view of a specimen from Buffalo. Col-
lected by W. H . 'Barris and now in the Springer Collec-
tion. The specjes occurs also near Alpena, Michigan. 
After Springer, Crin. Flex., PI. xl, fig. 3. 
Fig. 9. Synbathocrin1tS mahttin7ts Hall. 
A view of the type specimen after Hall in Geol. Surv. 
Iowa, vol. I, part ii, Plate I, fig. 2, 1858. Buffalo. 
lI'ig: 10. Taxocrimts interscapularis Hall 
, A view of the type after Springer, Crin. Flex. Plate Iii, 
.. fig. 6. Buffalo. Specimen in Dniv, of Ill. collection. 
'Figs. 11-16. Cyathocrimbs rockjordensis Thomas. 
l,l, 12 and 15, 16. Ventral and dorsal views respective-
ly of two radials showing the facets 'and the ambulacral 
notches, about x2. N ear Rockford, A. O. Thomas and 
.C. H . Belanski. (D. I. C. 3759 and 3760.) 
13, 14. Two other specimens, about x2. (D. I. C. 3757 
and 3758.) , 
Fig:'l~ 17, 18. Eutaxocrinus gracilis (Meek and Worthen). 
Two views of the type; University of Illinois collection. 
Buffalo, A. H. Worthen. After Springer, Crin. Flex., Plate 
xlix, 8a, 8b. "'. ., 
J:l"ig:. 19. Poteriocrinns b1-tffaloensis Worthen. ' 
. Anterior view of the , type specimen. Buffalo, A. H. 
y.,r orthen. After Geol. Surv. IlL voL viii, Plate 12, fig. 1. 
Fligs. 20, 21. Deltacrimts barrisi (Worthen) . 
Two views, about x2, of an hnperfect specimen, showing 
stem facet and suture lines. Davenport, W. H. Barris. 
(Museum Davenport Academy of Science.) 
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mig, 1. Decadocrimts vintonensis Thomas. 
The type specimen preserving the arms and a piece of 
the stem, about x2. Near Vinton, E. P. Whipple. (D. I . C. 
3630.) 
Fig. 2. Crinoid preserving arms and pinnules but split 
through in such a way as to destroy the calyx. 111 egisto-
crinus beds 0) near Solon, Lloyd North. (D. I. C. 3761.) 
Fig. 3. M egistocrimts latus Hall. 
A specimen pres8rving nearly three cycles of the smooth 
plates characteristic of this species. D pper levels of Lin-
wood Quarry, below Davenport, D. A. Hauber. (Museum 
of St. Ambrose College.) See also Plate XLI, figure 1. 
Figs. 4-6. Crinoid stem fragmen'ts. 
Number 6 evidently is a large segment from a stem 
similar to number 4; note the hublike protrusion made up 
of a number of very thin columnals. Number 5 is remark-
able for the rows of elongate nodes along the: peripheries 
of its thin columnals. Bird Hill, Lime Creek shale, A. O. 
Thomas. (D. I. C. 3764 a, b, c.) 
Fig. 7. Megistocrimts merrilli Thomas. 
Basal view showing three cycles of plates. Note the low 
nodes on the IEI' and iBr plates. Orientation assumed 
to be correct. One and one-fourth miles southwest of 
Brandon, M. A. Stainbrook. (D. I. C. 3762.) 
Fig. 8. Crinoid stem, joint face x2.2. Compare Megistocrinus. 
Common in H exacrinus zone south of Nora Springs, 
C. H. Belanski. (D. I. C. 3739d.) 
Figs. 9-10. Crinoid stems showing joint faces x3. 
The joint face is a rounded pentagon in outline. Floors 
of the sectors are slightly depressed and the arrangement 
of the crenellae is quite unique. Lumen pentagonaL 
Aissociated with the plates of Hexacrinus springeri, 
south of Nora Springs, C. H. Belanski and A. O. Thoma-'S. 
(D. I. C. 3715c, d.) 
Fig. 11. Crinoidal limestone. 
Devonian, Cerro Gordo connty, A. O. Thomas. (D. I. C. 
:3765.) 
Fig'. 12. E1tryocrimts cf. barrisi Springer. 
Fragment of a calyx from a ravine below Davenport, 
U. A. Hauber. (D. I . C. 3763.) See also Plate XLIV, fig. 
8. 
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Figs. 1-5. Agelacrinites hanovGri Thomas. 
1. A large specimen, peripheral wall nearly intact, 
thecal plates and rays only partly preserved. (D. I. C. 
3523a.) 
2. A smaller specimen on samo substratum as number 
one; imperfectly preserved. (D. 1. C. 3523b.) 
3. A small individual showing two solar and three con-
trasolar rays and the position of the anal pyramid; thecql 
plates lost, cover plates obscure, x2. (D. I. C. 3522.) 
4. Specimen preserving thecal and wall plates showing 
imbrication; cover plates of arms can be made out in one 
or two places, x2. (D. 1. C. 3521.) 
5. A sector of the last tilted to show plates of the 
peripheral wall, x3.5. 
Fig. 6. Agelac'rinites sp. 
A specimen attaehed to the shell of a brachiopod. The-
cal and cover pla.tes present but jumbled out of position. 
Brandon, M. A. Stainbrook. (D. 1. C. 3524.) 
Fig. 7. Crinoidal limestone. 
A polished fragment from a zone near Linder's Boat-
house, left bank of Iowa river, about six feet above low 
water as controlled by the Coralville dam, A. O. Thomas. 
(U. I. C. 3767a.) 
Fig. 8. Slab on which are a number of long, slender, pinnu-
. late, and dichotomously branching port.ions of the arms of 
a crinoid; probably one of the fistulates. The objects 
along the middle of the figure are apparently the elements 
of the ventral sac. Schmidt's quarry, Davenport, W. H. 
Norton. (D. I. C. 3768.) 
Fig. 9. M egisto crim~s clarkei Thomas. 
Part of the dome of a specimen on which the plates have 
been separated by crystalline expansion of the interior, 
about x2. Note the granular surfaces. Vol aterloo, Mrs. 
David Brant. (U. I. C. 3769.) See also Plate XL, figs. 1-8. 
Figs. 10-11. Megistocrintts jitzpatricki .Thomas. 
10. Enlargement of a part of the base of a calyx to 
show the raised sutures and central nodes. 
11. Enlarged view of a suture on same specimen show-
ing the arrangement of the granules into ridgelets at right 
angles to the suture ljne. Type specimen. (Fitzpatrick 
ColI.) See also Plate XXXIX, figures 6, 7. 
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PLATE XLVII. 
Figs. 1-7. Nortonechimls tuelle'ri Thomas. 
Fjg. 1. The type specimen natural size. See enlargement, 
Fig. 7, also text figure 74. (D. I . C. No. 3044.) Rockford, 
C. H. Belamki. 
Fig. 2. A part of the inner surface of the typP specimen~ 
x3.3. r:l lh0 brace, showing its lower surface, on the upppr 
part of the figure is larger than any other found; its 
length is 11.5 mm. The object on the right side of the brace 
is thought to be the end of a compass. In the lower part 
of the figure is a half pyramid showing the retractor 
muscle depression; it is close to 12 mm. long. A chain of 
close-set ambulacral plates lies b<:)tween the pyramjd .and 
the brace. They are seen frem the inner side. Note the 
peculiar "hooks" which are a part of the imbrication, also 
the pore-pair. 
Figs. 3-6. . Four braces found loose among plates and spines, 
vicinity of Rockfor.d. Figures are about x2; all are seen 
from the upper side. (They are D. 1. C. Nos. 3047, 3048a, 
3048b, and 3052a, respectively.) 
Fig. 7. The type specimen about x3.3. A little of the right 
and left edges have been cut off in the illustration. Note the 
telescoping of the plates near the center of the specimen-
due to accident in preservation- the spines clinging to the 
upper left hand corner, the diagonal arrangement of t.he 
plates, the. vertical columns, the imbrication, the miliary 
spines, the scrobicular tubercles, and other features . 
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PLATE XLVIII. 
IV ortonechinus. welleri Thomas. 
Plates and spines. All from the type localities west, 
northwest, and southwest of Rockford and a few from 
Hackberry Grove and vicinity. Collected by C. H. Bel-
anski and A. O. Thoml;l.s. 
Fig. 1. A row of typical spines seen from the side. 
Fig. 2. Apical view of seven spin.es; the two on the left are 
round, the one on the right rounded polygonal. 
Fig. 3. Basal view of seven specimens showing acetabulum. 
Figs. 4-18. A lot of spines, x2. 4-7 show the stout shafts, 
the facets, and short bases, 8, 9 are acetabular views, 10 
is a stout spine of unusual appearance, with a rudely cir-
cular termination, 11-16 illustrate the polygonal, some-
what radially pustulate, nearly flat apices of typical spines. 
Note that some are five- and that some are six-sided. 17, 
18 are spines in which the apical face is oblique to the axis 
of the shaft. (Selected from a lot of 20, U~ 1. C. 30~0.) 
Figs. 19-20. Apical view of two spines nearly quadrangular 
in outline; x2. (U. 1. C. 3061a, b.) 
Fig. 21. A spine terminating in a spatulate, three-vaned 
apex, x2. (U. T. C. 3061c.) 
Fig. 22. A spine with rounded polygonal apex, x2. (U. T. C. 
3061d.) 
Figs. 25-28: Apical views of four spines with circular or 
subcircular terminations, x2. Note the tendency toward 
a radial disposition of the ridglets and pustules; number 
27 resembles the coronet-bearing apex ofaXenocidaris 
spine but. has no central spinule and its shaft, figure 33, is 
much stouter. (U. T. C. 3062 a-d.) 
Figs. 29-35. Lateral views of numbers 19, 20, 25-28, and 22, 
but slightly larger; 19 is same as 29, and so forth. 
Fig. 36. A group of eighteen plates illustrating variety in 
outline and other features. 
Figs. 37-49. A number of plates, x2. Number 39 is well 
above normal size; note that some of its sutures are curved 
toward the center; number 47 is of normal length but is 
only approximately one-third the normal width; numbers 
48, 49 illustrate the adapical bevel of the inner surface 
bringing out the three areas modified, one for each plate 
concerned' in the aboral imbrication. (U. T. C. 3095 a-m.) 
Note.-The proportion of r oundly terminated spin es shown on this plate and the next com· 
pared to , the number of polygonal spines shown is much greater than their relative abundance 
in the field. 
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PLATE XLIX. 
Figs. 1-6. N ortonecf1,inus weller'i. Thomas. 
All collected by C. H. Belanski and A. O. Thomas in the 
vicinity of Rockford unless otherwise stated. 
1, 2. Four interambulacral plates with well developed 
adoral flanges (U. I. C. 3054 a-d) and four typical primary 
spines. (D.). C. 3055 a-d.) This is the lot of plates and 
spines whose measurements are given in the text. 3. An 
interambulacral pIa"te and a primary spine. This pair IS 
the basis of the drawings by Miss Horn, see text figure 
78. Hackberry Grove, .. w. H. Norton. CU. I. C. 3056 a, b.) 
4. An illustration of five braces, about x2; the two on the 
left are seen from above, the one on the right is seen from 
the side, the other two from belo·w. The middle one is 
partly broken along calcite cleavage. (Left to right they 
are D. I. C. 3053a, 3048b, 3053b, 3048a, and 3053c.) 5. A 
nearly perfect brace seen from below, x3.3. (D. I.C. 3057.) 
6. Brace seen from above, x3.3; same as third specimen 
of figure 4. 
Fig. 7. Brace from the lantern of a modern sea urchin, 
Dorocidaris papillata, x3.3, introduced for comparison. 
Key West, 200 fathoms, S. D. I. Bahama Expedition. (D. 
I. C. 3058.) 
Fig's. 8-23. N ortonechinus w elleri Thomas. 
8. Part of tooth seen from within, showing the distal 
widening of the median groove, x3.6. (D. T. C. 3046a.) 9. 
A broken tooth, narrower than the last, face view, show-
ing the ridges on either side of the median depression and 
the submarginal grooves, about x1.5. (D. I. C. 3045a.) 
10. Tip of a tooth, face view, x2.3. (D. I. C. 3046c.) 11. 
Same as figure 9 but x3.8. 12. Tip of a tooth preserving 
the sharp point and the small lateral denticles, about x3.4. 
13. Part of a tooth near the tip seen from within; same 
as figure 10 but x3.5. 14~23. A number of spines with 
very slightly expanded. apices and which terminate in a 
number of prongs. 14. Two virws .of the apical portion 
of a spine, irregularly camp:mulate, ending in six spinules, 
xl and x2. (D. I. C. 3052b.) 1.5. Proximal part showing 
base and "Dart of shaft, xl and x2. (U. I. C. 3052d.) 16. 
A bit of the apical part of 'a spinE' with very long prongs, 
one or two broken off. (U. I . C. 3052a.) 16a. A nearly cylin-
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-- . drical shaft ending in five blunt spinules. (D. I. C. 3052c.J 
17. Two slender spines, each ending in three sharp points, 
x3.3. (D. 1. C. 3059 a, b.) 18. A long stout spine, nve-
pronged, xl and x2. (D. I . C. 3051a.) 19. A long andl 
comparatively slender four-pronged spine, xl and x2. (D. I . 
C. 3051d.) 20. A long stout example, five-pronged, xl and 
x2. (D. I. C. 3051c.) 21. A seven-pronged spine, tips of 
prongs and the base lost, xl and·x2. (U.1. C. 3051b.) 22. 
An incomplete specimen with short spinules, x2. 23. Same 
as figure 16a, about x2 . 
. Figs. 24-33. N ortonechinus welleri latu.,s Thomas. 
Outer and inner views of five typical interambulacral 
plates; figure 29 is inner view of 24, 30 of 25, and so forth, 
x2. West of Bird Hill in Cerro Gordo county, C. H. Bel-
anski and A. O. Thomas. (D. 1. C. 3049 a-e.) 
Figs. 34-43. N ortonechinus stainbrooki Thomas. 
Lateral, apical, and basal views of a number of the short 
squatty spines of this species, x2. Type specimens. Bran-
don, M. A. Stainbrook. U. I. C. 3093 a-f; figs. 34, 39,40= 
3093a; 35, 42, 43== 3093b; 41== 3093f; 37== 3093d; 38== 
3093e; and 36== 3093c.) See also text figure 80. 
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Figs. 1-25. Xenocidaris americana Thomas. 
1. A left hemipyramid showing tooth slide, about x2. 
Rockfo~d, C. H. Belanski (D. 1. C. 3073.) 2. A complete 
and fairly typical spine, about x2 (D. 1. 0. 3074.) 3. A 
large but incomplete spine, about x2 (D. I. C. 3075.) . 4. 
Apical expansion with prominept coronet and tiuted sides, 
. ~bout x2 (D. 1. C. 3076.) 5-8. Typical spines showing ex-
pansion ;md tiuting, about x2 (D. 1. C. 3077-3080.) 9-15. 
Apical views of a series to show the circular or subcircular 
coronets and the central pustule or pustules, about x2. 
Number 11 is same as number 6. (D. I . C. 3081-3086.) 16. 
Iamb plate, x2 (D. I . C. 3087.) 17, 18. Lateral view of 
spines showing tiuting, about x2 (D. I . C. 3088, 3089.) 
19, 20. Same as figures 4 and 3 but x2.3. 21-24. Apical 
views of specimens to show result of lateral compression, 
scarcely noticeable in first two, the third with two sides 
developed, the fourth nearly a complete polygon, about x2 
(U. I . C. 3068-3071.) 25. A lot selected at random to 
show general features; one is nearly. complete, from most 
of the others the slender part of the shaft is broken away 
(D. I. G., 3067.) 
Figs. 26-35. . N ortonechimts (.'9 ) owenensis Thomas. 
26. Basal and apical parts of spines; also a hemipy-
ramid, enlarged. 27. Same as figure 26, natural size. Near 
T. E. Wagner's home, C. H . Belanski (U. 1. C. 3063, 
3064 a-e, left to right.) 28, 29. A pair of worn and partly 
broken plates. Type locality, C . . H . Belanski (U.- 1. C. 
3065 a, b.). 30-35. A number of typical pJates, x2. 30 
shows typical N ortonechi'nus bevel; breakage and wear 
have obliterated most of the features. Type locality, C. H. 
Belanski (D. I . C. 3066 a-f.) 
Fig. 36. Devonocidaris jacksoni Thomas. 
Part of slab 3001, x4.5, to show parts of three teeth, also 
plates and spines. At end of the arrow near center of 
figure is a g-enital plate with the madreporite; see PI. LI, 
figure 25. Bird Hill, A. O. Thomas. 
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PLATE LI. 
Devonocidari{l jacksoni Thomas. 
~- Drawidgs by O. T. Walter, based on specimens from 
Bird Hill collected by A. O. Thomas. 
Fags. 1-3. 'Side, face, and inner view of a half pyramid. Note 
the ridges for the attachment of the interpyramidal muscle, 
.the retractor muscle scar, the rather deep foramen mag-
,ll.mtt, and 'the' dental slide, about x6 .. (U. I. Q. 3024.) 
Fig~ 4: Inner face of a half pyramid showing the ' triangu1a:r ' 
wing and tooth slide, about x6. See Plate LIlI, fig. 2. (U. 
I. C. 3004.) , 
Fig. ~5 : Face view o:lia pyramid, .. restored and greatly en-
larged; the. foramen: magnum should be wider. , 
Fig," 6. Similar to number 4, about x12; a part of the ,thin 
edge of the: face next to the dental slide is broken away. 
Figs~ 7, 8. Two braces, x8.6. They are more slend~r than 
those of Nortonechinus (U. I. C. 3016.) 
Figs. 9-12. Interambulacral plates, more, or less broken; the 
first two x6, the last two x8.6. Note ' the: distribution of 
primary' and secondary tubercles, the parts of the primar-
ies, and', the 'terraced secondaries. The right borders of 
9 and 10 are scalloped, they are thought to be adradials, 
their left margins are imperfect. Number 11 is much brok-
en but shows well the .low basal terrace. Number 12-is 'a 
nearly perfect hexagonal plate; it has little evidence ' of 
secoI1da,1Jies: See Plate LIV, .figure 1. (Slabs 3012, 3005, 
3010, and 301i respectively.) 
Fig. 13. A broken primary spine greatly enlarged. (After 
slab 3014.) 
J:'ig. 14. Primary spine, about x2. (After slab 3008.) 
Figs. i5-23. Ambulacral plates showing pore-pair, terraced 
tubercle, bevel, et cetera. 
15. On slab 3013, x6. 
16. On slab 3014, x6. 
17. On slab 3013, x6., 
' 18. On ' slab 3013, x6. 
19. Inner surface; shows slight bevel, 'x7.7" on slab 3028. 
20. A supposed demiplate with f-aint epipodium, x7.7, on 
slab 3001. 
21. Another demiplate, x7.7. 
22, 23. Ambulacral plates from screenmgs in the De-
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vonocidaris horizon~ Greatly enlarged; may not belong 
to this species. 
Fig. 24. A compound plate with five oval pores, about x20. 
(U. 1. C. slab 3001.) 
Fig. 25. Madrepore plate, "about x17. See Plate L; fig. 36. 
(U. I. C. slab 3001.) 
Fig. 26. A compound plate with elongate oval pores ar- ' 
ranged in pairs, the three pairs forming a broad arc, x8.6. 
(U. 1. C. slab 3010.) 
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PLATE LII. 
Figs. 1-4. Devonocidaris jacksoni Thomas. 
All from Bird Hill, A. O. Thomas. 
1. Part of surface of slab x2.2, showing interambulacral 
plates, teeth, spines, and so forth. (D. 1. C. 3020.) 
2. Interambulacral plate showing primary tubercle and basal 
terrace, about x8. Same plate at lower center of figure 4. 
(D. I . C. 3020.) 
3. Imperfect interambulacral plate showing faint basal ter-
race and a few scattered secondary tubercles, about x8.4 
(D. I . C. 3006.) 
4. Part of surface of same slab as figure 1, about x4.3. 
Note the jumble of plates and spines in upper left hand 
corner. About one-half inch to left of "4" is an ambu-
lacral plate; there are three others near anterior mar-
gin of the brachiopod shell in the lower center. 
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Figs. 1-7. Devonocidaris jacksoni Thomas. 
All from Bird Hill, A. O. Thomas. 
1. Part of maxilla showing · oblique ··ridges" ontheinterpy- · 
ramidal face. About x4. (U. J. C. 'slab 3043.) 
2. Inner face of right half-pyramid showing the prominent 
triangular lateral wing, the longitudinal curvature of the 
outer face, the tooth slide, and the pyramidal suture. 
About x2.5. (U. I. C. slab 3004.) 
3. Part of surface of a slab showing the fine spines, outer 
face of a tooth, and small plates. About x2.3. (U. 1. C. 
slab 3005.) 
4. Interambulacral and a tuberculate ambulacral plate; note 
shape and position of the pore-pair. Note also the slen-
der tooth near the right margin, x4.3. (Part of slab 
U. 1. C. 3013.) 
5. Interambulacral plate with faint basal terrace and two 
or three small secondary faintly terraced tubercles; also 
ambulacral plate seen from below. About x4.5. (U. I. C. 
slab 3011.) 
6. Part of slab bearing various parts of test and lantern. 
Note the two left half-pyramids showing retractor mus-
cle scars, angle of foramen magnum, and pyramidal su-
ture; near tip of arrow in lower left hand part of figure 
is a compound plate with five perforations, the specimen 
is somewhat broken, x4.5. (U. I. C. slab 3039.) 
7. Slab which is largely a conglomerate of the remains of 
this species. Note ambulacral plate with suggestion of a 
peripodium; also the maxillae, teeth, spines, etc., x4.5. 
(U. I. C. slab 3016.) 
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PLATE LIV. 
Figs. 1-6. Devonocidaris jacksoni Thomas. 
All specimens from the Lime Creek shale at Bird Hill, collect-
ed by A. O. Thomas. 
1. A hexagonal interambulacral plate with low primary 
tubercle and but little eyidence of any secondaries, about 
x4. See Plate LI, fig. 12. (U. I. C. slab 3011.) 
2. Interambulacral plate, 'probably an adradial; note the 
adhering miliary spines and secondary tubercles, about 
x2.5. (U. 1. C. slab 3015.) 
3. Maxilla, inner view showing tooth slide, x4.5. (U. I. C. 
slab 3040.) 
4. Surface of a typical slab showing spines, plates, etc. At 
the tip of the arrow are three very slender spines, prob-
ably secondaries, about x4.5. (U. 1. C. slab 3008.) , 
5. A slab "crowded with spines, teeth, and plates. Note the 
markings on the inner face of the 'large tooth, also its 
point: median .depression is well brought out on the face 
of the tooth abov;e this. About x4.5. (U. I. C. slab 3020.) 
13. Part of slab to show a long but incomplete prImary 
spine. The specimen is 11.2' mID. long. Note also the 
ambulacral plate, x4.25. (U. T. C. slab 3014.) 
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INDEX 
A 
Avervularia profunda zone, echino-
derms from, 444, 452, 456 
Aclisina. st'evensana, 245 
Actinocrtnus latus, 452 
Adair county, strata in, 236, 290 
Adams, G. L., work of, 230 · 
Admire shale, 233 
Afton Junction, elevation, 274; gravels 
near, xvi 
Aftonian climate, 106; gravels, xvi, 
93, 95 
Agassizodus variabilis, 246 
, Agelacrinidre .of Iowa Devonian, 399, · 
419 
Agelacrinites, distr., 404, 406; A. sp. 
descr., 421; ha.m11tonensis, 420; han-
overi, descr., 419, illustr., 530 
Agelacrinus, 420 ' 
Agriculture, gyp.sum in, xli; limestone 
in, x..,xiv, 
Aicher's quarry, echinoderms from, 
416, 427, 434, 447 
Alden, W., C., work of, xviii, 66, 67, 
79, 88, 97, 101, 103, 104, 110, 118, 
123, 124, 133 
Alethopteris grandini, 246 
Alpena, Mich., echinoderms from, 394, 
423, 428, 455, 468, 471 
Allorisma granosum, 246; subcuneata, 
245-247, 256;terminale, 244-247 
Allotype, definition, 323 
Ambocoelia planoconvexa, 244-248, 
256, 296 . 
Ambulacral plates of Devonocidaris, 
501; of Nortonechinus, 487 
Am'. Assoc. of Petroleum Geologists, 
45 
Anal tnterradius, d~finition, 321; 
plate, definition, 322 
Anamosa dolomite in Lake Calvin, 71 
Anderson, Netta C., work ,of, 66 
Andrew share, 233 
Annularia sphenophylloides, 246 
Anthemocrinus, 330 
Anticlines, in Cass county, ,298;", in 
. Iowa, 38, 300; oil and ga.s in, 14 
Anticosti Island, crinoids on, 349, 357 
Appalachian fields, oil and ,gas in, 7, 
- 22, 2~ : (' ',: . 
Archeocidaridre from Iowa 399, 481 
Archaeocid,aris, 247, 248, 255, 311, 482; 
aculeata, 246; agassizi, 247; dininni, 
247; hallana, 247; trisertata, 247 
Archaeocrinus asperatus, 324, 325; de-
licatulus, 324; desideratus, 324; knox-
enBis, 324, 325; lacunosl,lB, 324; mi-
crobasilis, 324; obco,nicus, xi, 325; 
descr., 328, illustr., 370; parvus, 324, 
325 ;peculiaris, 324, 325; pyriformis, 
325,329; sculptus, 326 
Archetype, definition, 322 
Archimedes, 392 
Arey, M. F., work of, 228 
Armlets, definition, 322 
Artesian wells and oil, 18 
Arthracantha, xiii, 397, 401, decora-
tion, 406, distr., 404, 405; A. mame-
lonifera, 496, descr., 463, illustr., 520 
Articulata, history, 398 
Ashgillian formation, crinoids in, 357 
Ashland formation, 233 
Asia, oil in, 7 
Asteroidea, history, 398 
A,sterozoa, definition, 398 
Astrophyllum rude, 311 
Atactocrinus, xii; f columnals, 343, 
illustr., 373; A. wilmingtonens1s, 
324, 325 
Atchison shales, 233, 239 
Athyris zone, echinoderms from, 434 
Atlantic, well at, 266, 307 
Atrypa independenc1s. 410; reticuIaris, 
410,; zone, echinoderms from, 421 
Attachment baSe, definition, 322 
Aulopora, 249 
Avicula longa, 245 
Aviculopecten, 244, 247, 248; occide'Ilt- ' 
alis, 244-246, 249, 296; providencen-
,sis, 244; whitei, 245, 246 
Aviculopinna americana, 245; peracuta, 
246 
,Axillary canal, definition, 322 
Azygous interradius, definition, 321 
B 
Backbone, Madison Co., section at, 282 
Bacteria, anerobic, work of, 5 
Baffin Land, crinoids from, 354, 35~ 
Bain, H. F., w6rk of, 64, 76, 78, 85, 
220, 227, 228, 230, 242, 274-277, ;280, 
3~ ' 
Baraboo quartzite, 79 
Barclay limestone, 233 ' 
\ .. .~ 
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Barris, Rev. W. H., work of, 393, 422, 
423, 426, 428, 430, 436, 455, 473 
Bartlesville sand, oil in, 35 
Ba.sals, definition, 32] 
Base, . definition, 320 
Bather, F . A., work of, 332, 357, 391, 
413, 483, 486 
Batocrinidlll of Iowa, 399, 444 
Beaver Board Compa.ny, xliv 
Becker, A. G., col1ections, 319, 331, 
344, 366 
Bedford, deep well at, 27,2 
Beede, J. W., 243; . and Rogers, A. F., 
307 
Beetle remains in peat, 101 
Belanski, C. H., sppcies named for, 
441, . work of, 401, 412, 419, 441, 
462, 463, 471, 492 
Belimski, Hanover H ., species named 
for, 421; work of, 421 
Belanski quarry, e{'.hinoderms from, 
419 
Belgium, echinoderms from, 404, 471 
Bellerophon, 256, 264; carbonarius, 
246-248; percarinatus, 245-247 
Bengtson, N. A., see Condra and Beng-
tson 
Bethany Falls, Mo., strata near, 312 
Bethany Falls limestone, . 231, 233, 241, 
274, 281-286; character, 235, 241, 
fauna, 242, 249 . 
Beyer, S. W., work of, 26, 79 
Bibliography of dra.i.nage of Mississ-
ippi· river, 219 
Big Cedar creek, old valley of, 180 
Billings, E., work of, 332 
Bird Hill, echinoderms from, 467, 478, 
492, 505 
Bituminous rocks and oil, 17 
Blastoids, xii, 421; history, '398; of 
Iowa, 399, 421 
Blocks and boards, gypsum, use of, 
xliv 
Bloomfield, crinoids from, 334, 342, 
344, 362 
' Bluff line of Lake CA.lvin, 125, 194 
Bluffs, rounded, origin, 197, 199 
Bond, Frank, species named for, 434, 
work of, 427, 433 
Bowlders in Kansan drift, 96; in Lake 
Calvin, 199; on the terrace,. 136; 
origin, 200; slaQlike, 155, 201 
Brachials, definition, 320 
13racnioles, definition, 322 
Braddyville, anticline near, 38, 272, 
300; limestone, 233," 238, 239 
Brandon, echinoderms from, 399, 400, 
. "421, 437, ' 456, 459, 464, 467, 496 
Brant, Mr. and Mrs. David, work of, 
413, 452 
Briscoe, fault at~ 297 
British Columbia, echinoderms from, 
399 
Brittle stars, hist.ory, 398 
Broadhead, C. G., work of, 227 
Brophy creek, old valley of, 175 
Bryozoa, 249, 253, 264, 296 
Bucanopsis marcouanus, 244; mont-
forti~a, 245, 246 
Buchanan county, echinoderms from, 
416, 459 
Buchanan gravels in Lake Calvin, 
98 
Buffalo, Iowa, echinoderms from, 393, 
395, 399, 423, 427, 431, 438, 453, 468, 
'473, 475, 476, 479 
Bureau of Mines, analyses by, 27 
Buried valleys in eastern Iowa, 84, 
179; in western Iowa, 273 
Burlin.game limestone, 233; character, 
239 
Burlington, echinoderms from, 395 
Burlington shale, 233 
" C 
Cable, E. J., work of, 428' 
Calamites suckowii, 246 
CalceoCl'inus barrisi, 476 
Calhoun shale, 233, 240; fauna, 246 
California, oil in, 8 
Call; R. E., work of, .85 
Callaway county, Mo., echinoderms 
from, 402, 405 
Callaway limestone, Mo., echinoderms 
from, 436 . 
Callocystidre of Iowa, 399, 414 
Calvin, Lake, see Lake Calvin 
Calvin, Samuel, work of, xvi, 55, 61, 
62, 65, 66, 67, 71, 76, 78, 84, 85, 87, 
95, 98, 104, 106, 107, 118, 123, 145, 
173, 219, 228, 231, 245, 247, 261, 
280, 310-312, 391, 394, 396, 409, 410, 
433, 444, 464 
Calvin collection, echinoderms from, 
446, 448, 479 
Calyx, definition, 320 
Cambrian system, 79; echinoderms 
from, 398; oil and .gas in, 7, 29 
Camerata, history, 398; of Iowa, 399, 
435 
Campophyllum, 312; .torquium,· 248, 310, 
311 
Canada, echinoderms from, 402-405 
Cap-au-Groo fault, 273, 297 
Capillarity, effect on oil and gas, 12 
Carabocrinus,. desc., 345; dicyclicus, 
349; esthonus, xii, 349; geometricus, 
349; huronensis, 349, illustr., ·375, 
376; ovalis, 349; radiatus, 349; 810-
comi, xii, descr., 350, illustr., 376, 
378, -380, ' 382; 81ocomi costatu.s, xii, 
descr., 353, illustr., 378; , tuber-
I 
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culatus, 349; vancortlandi, 346, 349, 
354 
CatadoQ formation, crinoids in, 357 
Carbon in coals, percentage of, vii, 10 
Carlyle shale, 233 , 
Carman, J. Ernest, work of, 85, 86, 
170, 177, 222, 
Ca1'Polithes granularis, 246 
Carson, strata near, 313 
Cass county, fault in, 228 
Cast, definition, 323 
Cave Rock shale, 233 
Cedar county, echino<lerms from, 418; 
terraces in, 144, 160 
Cedar Creek limestone, 233, 253, 26'4, 
292; character, 238; fauna, 248 
Cedar river in Lake Calvin basin, 5'5, 
58; terrace on, 134, 138 
Cedar Valley beds, 81; age, 409; char-
acter, 410; echinoderms from, 419, 
421, 423, 428, 431ff, 452ff, 468ff; in 
Lake Galvin, 74; PlatYCeras from, 
451 
Cement City limestone, 233, 312 
Cement production, v 
Cenozoic, echinoderms in, 398; oil in, 7 . 
Centerville, oil near, 27 
CentervilLe Gypsum Company, xliv 
Central America, oil in, 7 
Ceriocrinus hemisphericus, 244, 245, 
247 
Cerro Gordo county, echinoderms from, 
400, 471, 492 . 
Chaenomya leavenworth:ensis, 256; 
minnehaha, 247, 256 
Chaetetes milleporaceous, 242 
Chamberlin, T. C., work of, 64, 80, 
209 
Channel, abandoned, in Louisa county, 
115; of Leverett; 218; preglacilll, 
85, 179, 273; see also Burie·d VallE!Ys 
Chanute shale, 233, 241, 288, 289, 291; 
character, 236; fauna, 249 
Chazyan beds, crinoids in, 327, 349' 
Charleton member, crinoids in, 349, 
357 
Chemung beds in Iowa, 409 
Oherokee shales, 305, 312; oil and ' gas 
in, viii, 23, 34 
·Cherryvale shale, 233, 241, 275-277, 281, 
284-289, 299, 312; character, 235; 
fauna, 242, 249 
Chicago, see Field Museum, Walker 
Museum 
Chonetes, 264; geinitzianus, 243-246, 
248; granulifer, 243-248, 256, 292; 
mesolobus, 242, 311; striatocostatus, 
291; variolatus, 246; 'wrneullianus, 
235, 242,,· 245, 241, 249, 265, 2T6ff 
City Bluffs bed, 233, 239, 311, 312 
Cladopora iowensis, 382 
Clarinda, drilling at, 271; syncline at, 
272 
Clarke, J. M., species named for, 451; 
work of, 420, 450-452 
Clarke's quarry, er,hinoCLe;rms from, 
423 
Clay wares production, iv, xxx 
Claypole, E . W., work of, 221 
Clays in Lake Calvin, 181 
Cleland, H. F" work of, 436 
Cleona channel, 65, 67, 86 
Clermont, crinoids from, 330, 331, 334, 
339, 340, 342-344, 352, 354, 361, 363, 
365, 369, 378 , 
Clido~hirus" 397, distribution, 404; 
C. 10wenSls, 401, descr., 465, illustr., 
?20, 524; ~ maximus, descrip., 467, 
lllustr., 522 . 
Climax, ' section near, 261 
Clinton county, old valleys in, 175; 
lobe, 124 . . 
Cloche IsI'and, crinoids from, 355 
Coal, percentage of carbon in, vii, 11; 
and oil, relations, 34; 'beds as evi-
den~~ of oil, vii, 18; production, iv, 
XXVll 
Codaster, distr., 404, 405; C. gracilis, 
423; subtruncatus, 393, descr., 422, 
illustr., 508 
Codasteridre of Iowa, 399, 422 
Coin, drillings at, 270; well at, 305 
College Springs, well at, 271 
Colmar field, illinois, oil in, 23, 32 
Colobocentrotus atratus, 483 illustr., 
492 ' 
Colton, J. M., map of Iowa by, 427 
Columbus Junction, dunes near, 203; 
gumbotil near, 101; Kansan near, 
96; old v.alley near, 171, 179 
Column, definition, 322 
Columnals, definition, 322 
Comanche beds, oil in, 7 
Composita subtilita, 235, 242-249, 256, 
265, 276, 277, 282, 287 ff 
Concrete stone and block production, 
v, xlvi 
Condra, G. E., 306; and Bengtson, N. 
A., work of, 227, 231, 233, 269 
Conostychus broadheadi, 246; orna-tus, 
246 
Cook's Quarry, echinoderms from, 455, 
477 
Coppock, ' old valley near, 179 
Cornell College, echinoderms from, 416 
Corynotrypa elegantula, 354, illustr., 
373 
Costals, definition, 322 
Cottonwood limestone, 233 
Cotype.s, definition, 322 
Council Bluffs, Nebraskan till at, xv 
. , 
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County line exposures, XVlll 
Craghead Creek shale, ' echinoderms 
from, 470' 
Cremacrinidae ,of Iowa, 399, 476 
Crescent, sections nea.r, 257, 310' 
Cretaceous, oil and gas in, 23, 36; fos: 
sils, in drift, 83 
Crinoids, xii, 244, 248, 249; columns, 
descr., xii, 340', illustr., 372; 'defini· 
tion, 320'; from Iowa,. 435; history, 
398 , 
Croo'ked creek, old valley of, 179 
Crown, definition, 320' 
Cullom limestone, 233, 253, 264, 292; 
character, 238; fauna, . 248 
Cupulocrinus jewetti, 348 
lJurdsville member, crinoids frqm, 346, 
· 349, 354, 357, 358 
Cyathocrinidre of Iowa, 399, 477 
Cyathocrinus, 397, distr., 40'4; rock-
fordensis, descr., 477, illustr., 526 
Cyathopora iowensis, 392 
Cynthiana formation, crinoids in, 354 
- Cystodictya hamiltonensis, 392; horiz· 
· on, 422 
!Jystoids, xii, 414; history, 398; of 
Iowa, 399, 414; rhomb·bearing, 40'6 
~ythere, 246 
D 
Dactylocrinus, Xlll, xiv, 397, descr., 
469, distribution, 40'4, 40'5; concavus, ' 
470', illust!'., 526; stellatimbasaUs, 
.jl12, descr., 469; illustr.,. 526 
Dake, C. L ., work of, 80' 
Dakotan sea, fossils from, 40'2 
Dalma.nella infera, 496 
Davenport, echinoderms from, 392, 455, 
: .460', 477 
Davenport Acauemy of Sci nce, echino· 
derms from, 413, 426, 443, 455, 460', 
477 
Davis City, anticline near, 274; eleva· 
. tion ' of, 274; section near, 274, 275 
Decadocrinus, distr., 40'4; vintonensis, 
descr., 479, illustr., 528 
Decatur City, anticline near, 275; sec· 
· tion near, 268, 275, 299 
Decatur county, anticline in, 274, 275 
pecker, Charles E., 46 
Decorah, oil near, 27 
Decorah shales, 80'; crinoids in, 349, 
· 354; oil and gas in, 30' 
Deer creek, old valley of, ' 175 
Deer Creek limestone, 233, 240, 247, 
. 252, 253, 264ff, 280', 294, 296, 312; 
· ,character, 238; fauna, 243, 246, 247 
DeKa~b limestone, 233, 241, 273·278, 
281·290', 299, 30'6; character, 235, 
236, 241; fauna, 243, 249; use of 
~er:ql; 230' . 
Deltacrinus, distr., 40'4; D. barrisi, 395, 
de,scr., 476, dietr., 40'2, illustr., 526 
DeIidrocrinus,' deBcr., 334; D. easel, 
336; kay!., xi, descr., 335, illustr., 370' 
Dennis limestone, 233 
Deocrinus a.speratus, 324,' 325 
Derbya bennetti, 243; see Orthotetes 
Des Moines .series; echinoderms from" 
465; fossils of, 311; in Lake Calvin, 
78, 82; margin, 312; oil and gas in, . 
34 
Devonian system, echinoderms of, in 
Iowa, xii, 398; in Iowa, 40'8; in 
Lake Calvin, 72; oil and gas in, 
. viii, 7, 23, 33 
Devonocidarls, xiv, 1\79, descr., 50'0', 
distr., 40'3, 40'4, 480'; horizon, echin-
oderms fr~m, 50'5; D. jacksoni, 
descr., 50'0', illustr., 540', 542, 546, 
548, 550' 
Dewey, Arthur H., work of, 94, 95, 
98 
Diabolocrinus asperatus, 325; hiero-
glyphieus, 325; knoxensis, 325; par-
vus, 321j; perplexus, 326; vesperalis, 
326 . 
Diagonal, preglacial ' valley at, 273 
Dielasma bovidens, ~45·247, 292 
Dikes, igneous, oil near, 16 
Dip and strike, 30'0' 
Dip of strata in Iowa, 23 
Dipleurocystis, 358 
Discina convexa, 247 
Distal, definition, 322 
Distichals, definition, 322 
Dolatocrinus, 397, dh,tr., 40'5 
Dolomite, oil and gas in, 6, 22 . 
Dome, of crinoid, definition, 320' 
Domes, oil and gas ,n, 14 
Dorocidaris papillata, illustr., 536 
DQrsal cup, definition, 320' 
DQuglas stage, 233, 240'; area, 313; 
charac~, 236; fauna, 243, 248; 
margin, 30'6; oil in, . 35 
Douvillina variabilis, 496 
Drainage of Mississippi river, biblio' 
. graphy, 219 
Drum limestone, . 233; u.se of term, 
230' . 
Dunes in .Tohnson county, 147, 149; 
near Lake Calvin, 20'3; on illinoian 
plain, 116, 126; on intermediate ter-
race, 135 . 
Durant, old ~al1ey at, 173; terrace 
near,. 156 
Dutch East Indies, echinoderms trom, ' 
465 
E 
Eagle Point Lime 'Works, xxxv 
Earlham, strata near, 30'6 -
I 
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Earlham limestone, 231, 233, 281; 
faun!1-, 249 ' 
East Nishnabotna river, !lross .section 
along, 258 
Echinoderms, definition, 397; distribu-
tion, 402; history, 398; from Ma-
quoketa beds of Fayette county, 
. xi, 319; of Iowa Devonian, xii, 385, 
3~ , • 
Echinoid material, character, 407; 
spines, 248 
EchinQidea, history, 398; from Lime 
" Creek shales, 400; of Iowa, xii, 399, 
47.9 
'Echinozoa, definition, 398 
Ectenocrinus, descr., 337; E. grandis, 
338; raymondi, xi, descr., 337, 
, illush., 370; simplex, 337 
EdEln beds,crinoids in, 327 . 
Edmondia, 247; nebrascensis, 244·246 
Edrioasteroidea of Iowa, 399, 419 
Eifel, Germany, echinoderms from, 
406, 471 ' 
Ekblaw, W. E., work of, 396, 405 
Elaeacrinus elegans, 422; meloniformis, 
428; obovatus, 423 
Elkhorn creek, old valley, 174 
Elliott, L. P., work of, 419, 453 
Emporia limestone, 233 
Encrinal limestone, 393, 406 
England, echinoderms from, 404, 407 
English river, terraces on, 151; ex-
.; tension, 109 
English River gritstone in Lake Cal-
vin, 76· 
Elnteletes hemiplicata, ' )a4p-247 ' 
Entolium aviculatum, 245, 247 
Entrochites, 392 . 
Eocidaris, 500; .from . Germany, 482; 
E. laevispina, distr., 407 
Eri90crinUS typus, 245, 248, 2~6 
Essex, section near, 260 
Esthonia.; crinoid from, $49 
Etheridge, Ropt., Jr., ,and Carpenter, 
• • ;Po H., 433 
Eublastoidea of Iowa, 399, 422 
EuomphalUS; 277; catillOides, 244 245-
247; rugosus, 246-248, 
~upa.chycrinus tuberculatus, 245, 247; 
verrucosus, 247, 249, 256, 276 
Euphemus carbonarius, 244-247 
Eureka coal seam, 307; shaft, 268 
Europe, !3c~inoderms in, xiii, 465; oil 
' in, 7 . 
Euryocrinus, distr., 404; E. barrisi, 
396, distr., 402, ·descr., 467, illustr., 
526, 528 
Eutaxocrinus, ' distr., 404; E. gracilis, 
395, .descr., 471, mustr", 526; whit-
: eaye~, ' '473 
F 
Falls of the. Ohio, echinoderms froIPt 
433 
Fargo limestone, 233, 260, 261, ' 264, 
270; charactell', 239 
Farn,sworth, P . .T., work of, 446 
Farrington, O. C., work of, 344 
Fault in southwestern Iowa, x; see 
Thurman-Wilson fault 
Faults in Iowa strata: 24; oil and gas 
near, 15 
'Fauna of Missouri series, 242; Pleis-
'. tocene, age, xvi 
Fayette breccia in Lake Calvin, 73 
. Fayette county, echinoderm.s from, xi, 
319 
Fenestel1a, 249, 277, 295, 392; perele- . 
gans, 244, 246; tenax, 247 
Fenton, Carroll Lane, work of, 344, 
397 
Ferro-alloys production, vi 
Field Museum collections, 319 ff 
Fistulipora, 245; nodulifera, 244-248, 
256 ' 
Fitzpatrick, M:t;S. M. F. L., species 
named for, 440; work of, 413 
Fitzpatrick, T . .T., species named for, 
448; work of, 413; collection, echin-
oderms from, 416, 434, 440, 446" 
448 
Flexibilia, history, 398; of Iowa, 399, 
464 
Flood plains of Lake Calvin, 165 
Floyd county, echinoderm.s from, 397, 
, 400, 417, 462, 463 
Flushing action of ground water, 28 
Foerste, August F., report on echin-
oderms, xi, 345; work of, 319 
Folds in Iowa strata, 24 
Forbes limestone, 233, 252, 253, 264, 
265, 271, 272, 294; fauna, 246 
Forest Ci\'r, Mo., well at, 309 
Fort Scott stage, 312 
Fossils, mammalian, of we.stern Iowa, 
age, xvi 
Fossils and oil, 22 
Fragmental limestone, 233 
France, echinoderms from, 404 
Fremont county, section in, 249 
Frobisher Bay, crinoiqs from, 354 
Fuller; Myron L., work of, 10 
Fultz, Franeil? M., work of, 63, 219 
Fusulina, -235, 344, 282, 286, 289, 290,' 
296 ' 312' cylindrica (secalica), 244-
. 249; 263; 276, 277, 291, 292; lime-
'stone, 231, 233, ,265; fauna, 243 . 
': ! G ' 
Galena. dolomite, ' 80; .oil an~ gas i~, 
, 22, 30,; I ~ oil rock" in, 27 , 
Galesburg shale, 233" 241, 274, 28?, 
L 
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283, 285, 286; character, 235, 241; 
fauna, 249 
Garnett shale, 233 
Ga~, geological age of, 7; in Iowa, 26; 
in pools, 18; and petroleum, in Iowa, 
vi, 5; accumulation, 5; origin, 5; see 
also oil, and petroleum 
Genotype, definition, 322 
Geodes, oil in, 33 
Geological formations, oil in, Vlll; re-
port, honest, 45; section of Iowa, 
. 22; .structure in Iowa, 2~ 
Geologists, work of, in oil fields, 42 
Germany, echinode~s from, 407, 480, 
497 
Gilbertsocrinus amertcanus, 326 
Girty, George H., work of, 311, 312 
. Glacial lakes, extinct, evidences of., 
168 _ 
Gladwin, Des Moines beds at, 78 
Glenn Falls divi,sion, crinoids from, 
357 
Glenwood, well at, 254 
Glock, W. S., work of, 506 
Glyptocrinus lacunosus, 324; sculptus, 
326; SUblIlodosus, 326 
Goat Island, crinoids on, 346, 349 
Goldring, Miss Winifred, work of, 464 
,Goo,se lake · channel, 63, 170, 175; use 
by Mississippi, 217 
Gordon, C. H., work of, 87; 221 
Gose, Bert C., work of, 60 
Gow, James E., work of, 228, 295 
Gower limestone, 79; in Lake Calvin, 
71 
Grabau, A. w.., work of, 409 
Grand river, cross sfletion along, 273; ' 
elevation of, 274 
Granite hills, concealed, 306 
Grant, U. S., work of, 221 
Gravel, deposits of, in lake basin, 201; 
uses, ;xxvi; Buchanan, in J.-ake Cal-
vin, 98. . 
Gravel and sand of western Iowa, xvi; 
production, v; SeE' also sand and 
gravel 
Great Britain, crinoids in, 357 
Greene, C. F., work of, 244; see Hinds 
and Greene 
Gri1flthides scltula, 244, 246 
Ground water, in Iowa, 28; relation to 
oil and gas, "16 
Gulf Coast of Teocas, oil in, 8 
G'umbotil, formation, 106; relation to 
Lake Calvin, 55, 208; illinoian, 101, 
211; Kansan, 97: Nebraskan, in 
Lake Calvin, 90, 93; see also 
N'ebraskan, Kansan, illinoian 
CJoYptdula cbmis, 410 
Gypsum in agriculture, xli; in portland 
cement, xli; production, v, xlii; 
boards and blocks, use of, xliv 
H 
Hackberry fossils, 397 
Hackberry Grove, echinoderms from, 
492 
Hall, James, work of, 61, 392, 409, 
476 
Hall, James, and Whitfield, R. P., 
work of, 409 
Hamburg, section at, 250, 259, 269 
Hamilton group, echinoderms from, 
427, 431; in Iowa, 409 
Harrison county, Loveland formation 
in, xviii ; volcanic ash in, xviii 
Hartford limestone, 233 
Hauber, U. A., echinoderms from, 453; 
work of, 422, 468 
HawLeyville, anticline near, 272, 300; 
strata' near, 245 
Hawleyville limestone, fauna, 247 
Hay, 0. P ., work of, 67, 106 
Haynies, section near, 252 
Helderbergian strata, echinoderm~ 
from, 442 
Henderson, strata near, 313 
Henrietta division, 296 
Henton, section near, 255 
Hercocrinus beecheri, 326; elegans, 
326; omatus, 326 
Hershey, 0 , H., work of, 220 
Hertha limestone, 233. 241, 269, 272, 
281-283; character, 235, 241; fauna, 
242, 249 
Heterocrinidlll, xi . 
Heterocrinus ? bases, deser., 339; il-
lustr., 372 ' . 
HeteToSChisma gracile,. 423 
H exacrinidre of Iowa, 399, 459 
Hexacrinus, xiv, 392, distr., 404, 407; 
iowensis, 412, deser., 462, illustr., 
520; occideJIltalis, 395, 400, deser., 
459, distr., 407, illustr., 520; spring·' 
ert, 400, 412; 419, descr., 461, illu.str., 
520, 524 
High terrace in Lake Calvin, forma-
tion, ' 218; materials and structure, . 
151; relation to other features, 150, 
161, 184; topography, 145 
Hills, terraces near, 148, 152 
Hinds, Henry, and Greene, C. F., 
work of, 227, 230, 233, 237, 248, 
249, 289, 297, 309, 312 
Hoing' .sand, oil in, ' 32 
Holothuroidea, hi,story, 399 
Holotype, definition, 323 
Hopeville, seetions near, 277 
Hopper, Bryon C., work of, 229 
Howard limestone, 233, 240, 307; 
character, 238; fauna, 245 
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Howell, Jesse V., report on oil and 
gas, vi, 1; work of, 416 
Hurst Lime Works at Maquoketa, 
xxxv 
Hustedia mormoni, 244-247, 296 
Hybocrinus, 347 
Hydrelonocrinus mucrospinus, 246, 247 
HydrocarboIl$, origin, 5 
Hydrostatic pr,essure, effect on oil and 
gas, 12 
Hypothyridina cuboldes horizon, 410 
HYI\otypes, definition, 323 
I 
Iatan limestone, 233, 240, 273, 292, 
293; fauna, 248 
Ichthyocrinidre of Iowa, 399, 465 
Illinoian bluffs of Lake Calvin, 126; 
drift in Lake , Calvin, 100'; glacial 
lobe, 63, 65; blocking 0 rivers by, 
170; in Iowa, 107; in Lake Calvin, 
217; gumbotil, 101; plain, streams 
on, 117; upland near Lake Calvin, 
203; topography, 115 
Illinois, Colmar field, oil in, 23,32; 
Lawre.nce field, 33; e~hinoderms 
from, 358, 402, 403, 404; oil and 
ga.s in, 7, 8, 22, 23; "oil rock" in, 
27 
Impression, definition, 323 
Inadunata, ' history, 398; of Iowa, 399, 
475 
Independence shale, age, 409; echin-
oderms from, 401, 464, 467, 496; 
fossils, 410; in Lake Calvin, 73 
Indiana, echinoderm~ from, 433; oil 
and gas in, 7, 22, 23 
Inferradials, doonition, 322 
Infrabasals, definition, 321 
Interambulacral plates of Devonoc1d-
aris, 501; of Nortonechinus, 484 
Interbrachial areas, definition, 321 
Interbrachials, definition, 322 
Intermediate terrace in Lake Calvin, 
elevation, 208; formation, 218; ma-
terials and structure, 137; relations, 
136, 184; topography, 134 
' Intersecundibrachs, definition, 322 
Investment, rules for, ix, 47 
lola limestone, 233, 241, 289; 291, 292; 
character, 236; fauna, 243, 249 
Iowa, echinoderms of, 319, 385, 494 
Iowa-Cedar valley, bluff line,s, 194; 
drainage of Lake Calvin by, 210, 
213; gumbotil in, ' 103; use by, ~ss-' 
is sippi, 217 , 
Iowa City, ,bluffs' south of, 131; Cedar 
Valley beds at, 74; Des Moines beils 
at, 78; echinode:nn.s from, 393, 399, 
41,6, 427, ' 434, 436, 446, 453; Platy:-
ceras from, 451; terraces near, 146, 
162 
Iowa City 'remnant, 125 
Iowa river, flood plain of, 165; in 
Lake Calvin basin, 58, 67; terraces 
, on, 134, 161, 218 
Iowa rocks, c'olumnar section, 20 
Iowa State Highway Commission, xix 
Iowa State Teachers College, echin-
oderms from, 428 
Iowa State University, collections" 
319, 506 ff 
Iowan drift, 104; drift plain, lobes, 
118; glacier, 108 
Isovols, 10 
Ithaca, N. Y., echinoderms from, 480 
J 
Jaekel, Otto, work of, 358 
Jackson, R. T., species named for, 505; 
work of, 391, 413, 480, 492, 499 
Jackson county, old valleys in, 170, 
176 ' 
Johnson county, bluffs in, 130; Cedar 
valley beds in, 75; echinoderms 
from, 399, 412, 440; gravels in, 202; 
gumbotil in, 94; Iowan plain in, 
118; Lake Calvin' in, 60; Nebraskan 
in, 91; preglacial topogr,aphy of, 84; 
silts in, 182; State Quarry beds in, 
75; terraces in, 146, .152, 163 
Joints, in southwestern Iowa, 303 
Jordan sandstone, 79 
Juniper Hill, echinoderms from, 492 
K 
K;ansan drift, bluffs of, in Lake Cal-
vin, 130'; character, 96; in Lake 
Calvin, 95; in western Iowa, xv; 
Nebraskan drift distinguished from, 
xvi; , thickness, 97 
Kansan glacier in Lake Calvin, 217 
Kansan ,gumbotil in Lake Calvin, 97 
Kansan upland, remnants, 124; topo-
graphy, '113 . 
Kansas, oil in, 7 
Kansas City stage, 233, 241; character, 
234, 305, 309; fauna, 241, 249, 311; 
margin, 306; oil in, 35 , 
Kanwaka shale, 233, 240; character, 
239; fauna, 248 
Kay, George F., annual reports of, iii; 
work of, 55, 59, 93, 211, 228; on 
Pleistocene, xv 
Kentucky, echinodenn~ from, 357, 403, 
404, 405, 433; oil , and gas in, 7, 2~ 
Keokuk beds, bitumen in, 27; oil and 
gas in, 33 , 
K~yes, C. R., work of, 62, ~3, ,83; 
220, 228, 233, 273, 297, 311 
Ki,ckapoo shale, 233 
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Kinderhook age of . Sweetland Creek 
beds, 409 
Kinderhook series in Lake Calvin, 76, 
. ·82; oil and gas in, 33 
Kirk, Edwin, see Ulrich and Kirk 
Kirldield, crinoids at, 348 
Kunda formation, crinoids from, 358 
L . 
Labette ~tag~, 312 • 
Ladore shale, 233, 241, 274, 282, 283, 
285; character, 235, 241; fauna, 249 
Lake Calvin, Anamosa dolomite in, 71; 
bluff line, 125; bowlders in, 199;. 
Buchanan gravels in, 98; Cedar Val- . 
ley beds in, 74; character of 'basin, 
57; culture in basin, 58; defined, 
57; Des Moines series in, 78; 'De-
vonian system in, 72; drainage and 
history, 208, 211, 218; drainage of 
basin, . 58; drainage of Iowa-Cedar 
Valley by, 210, 213; duration, 208; 
e1ewation of floor, 186; English 
River gritstone in, 76) evidence and 
origin . of, 168; extent of, x, 109; 
Fayette breccia in, 73; field work in · 
basin, 59; flood plain of, 165; 
geology of basin,. 58, 69, 78; Gower 
limestone in, 71; gravel depos~ts in, . 
201; history, resume, 215; lllinoian 
bluffs of, 126; Illinoian drift in, 100; 
lllinoian upland near, 203; Inde-
pendence beds in, 73; Kansan drift 
in, 95; Kan.san gumbotil in, 97; 
Kinderhook ' series in, 76; Le Claire 
dolomite in, 71; length of existence, 
192; Lower Burlington limestone in, 
77; Lower Davenport in, 73; Maple 
Mill shale in, 76; Mississippian sys-
tem in, 76; Nebrs.skan drift, 88; 
Nebraskan gumbotil in, 93; oolitic 
lim,estone in, 77; origin and history 
of, x, 49, 169, 207, 208, 215; Osage 
series in, . 77; Otis heds in, 73; 
Pennsylvanian system in, 78; river 
valleys near, width, ' 205; rounded 
bluff lines, 194; shape and extent, 
109; silts, clays and sand in, 181; 
subglacial topography, 83; terraces' 
and age of" 210; terraces in, 133, 
183; Wapsipinicon formation in, 72; 
. ' Wassonville limestone in, 77; towns 
. .in basin, 58; width of , river valleys 
near, 205; work of qalvin <In, 66; 
.' work of Schoewe on, ' 49; work . .of 
~ U dden: on., 65 . 
Lake ' ·,calvin . 'region, Pleistocene in-
vestigations in, 61 
;Lake ' Erie., echinoderms from, 405, 464 
Lake P'epin, cause of, 172 , 
, ( 
Lane shale, 233, 241, 277, 289, 291; 
fauna, 248 
Lank;ester, E. Ray, work of, 483 
Lansing stage, 233, 240; character, .236; 
fauna, 243; margin, 306" 310 ; oil 
in, 35 . 
Lantern of Devonocidaris, 502; ot 
Nortonechinus, 490 
Lapham, I. A., work of, 436 
Lateral, definition, 322 
Lawrence field, Illinois, oil and gas 
in, 33 
Lawrenoo shale, 233, 237, 240, 273, 293, 
294; character, 237.; . fau;na, 248 
Le Claire dolomite in Lake Calvin, , 71 
Le Claire's , quarry, echinoderms from, 
460 
Leca.nocrlnus, 397 
Lecompton limestone, 233, 240, 253, 
2.64, 292, .312; fauna, 248 
Leda. bellistriata., 245,246 
Lee county, bowlder ridge in, 63 
Lees, James H., Report on mineral 
production, xxi; work of, xviii, 26, 
60, 221, 228, 297 
Leighton, M. M., 'work of, 66, 67, 84, 
S8, 89, 93-100, 110, 118, 123, 124, 
. 129, 133, 162, 188 
Len.ses, oil and ' gas in, 16 
Leon, preglacial valley at, 273; section 
at, 268 
Leonard, A. G., work of, 227, 298, 311 
. Lepidechinoides ithacensis, 480, distr., 
407 . 
Lepidesthes devonica.ns, distr., 407 
Lepidocentridae, des cr., 499; of Iowa, 
399 
LepidoCentrus, 500, , plate.s, 408; 
L. drydenensis, distr., 407; eifelia.n-
us, 494, distr., 407; miilleri, distr., 
407; rhena.nus, distr., 407 
Leptaena unicostata, crinoids on, 353 
Lepidodiscus, 420 
Leroy shale, 233 
Letts, gas near, 26 
Leverett, Fran'k, work of, 63, 64, 66, 
85, 87, 107, 115, 169, 171, 179, 180, 
181, 208, 209, 219, 221 
Lewis, section near, 265 
Lichenocrinus a1f1n1s, 354.; miIiutus, 
xii, descr., 353, illustr., 372 
Lime Creek beds, age, 409, distr., 412; 
echinoderms in, xiv, 400, 403, 40:/ 
:Lime production, iv, xxxiv 
Limestone, p!,oduction, iv, xxiv; in ag-
riculture, xxxiv 
Linder, Anton, work of, 413, 434 
Linder, Carl, work of, 508 
Linder, Miss M. F., species named for, 
. 410; work of, ,440 " L~nder's boathouse, echinoderms from, 
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, 446,- 447, 448, 449, 451; Pll!otyceras 
, from,45 ' 
',Little' Cedar creek, old valley of, 180 
Little Sioux, volcanic ash near, xviii 
Littleton, echinoderms from, 416, 428, 
444, 446, 448, 466, 471, 478, 492, 495; 
498, 505 " " • 
.Lobes, definition, 35$1 
Loess, in Lake Calvin, 104" 
Logan, strata at, 310 ~, 
Lone 'rree, terraces near, 146, 154 
Lon.sdale, E. H., work of, 228, 261, 
264 
Lophophyllum cUstortum, 245; profun-
, dum, 244-248; proliferum, 249, 276 
LO,uisa county, bowlders, in, 199; dunes 
In, 203; gas in, 26; gumbotil in, 94, 
1Ql;Illinoian in, 100; Nebraskan in, 
89; old valley in, 115, 171, 179; 
preglacial topography of, 84; silts 
in, 182; terraces in, 134, 147 
Louisiana, oil in, 8 , 
Louisville, echinoderms frOin, 405 
Louisville limestone, 233, 240, 247, 
264 
Loveland formation, xvii 
Low terraoo in ' Lake Calvin, area 
161; fluvial origin, 184; formation: 
218; Iowan age, 194; materials and 
structure, 162; topography, 162 
Lowo€a- Burlington in Lake Calvin, 77 
Lower Cretaceous ,system, oil in, 7 
Lower Davenport, age, 409; in Lake 
C8.J.vin, 73 
Lower Devonian, echinoderms from, 
404 
Lyriocnnus, 330; beechen, 326; sculp-
tilus, 326 
M 
McCoy, Alexandea-, work of, ;305, 309 
McEwan, Mrs. Eula D., work of, 327 
McGee, W J , work of, 61, 62, 123, 
145, 175, 219 . 
"McKenzie Basin, e~,hinoderm$ from, 
402, 405 
'McKissick grove, anticline near, 300; 
.section at, 259, 270 
McKissick Grove shale, 231, 233, 239, 
252, 260, 269; character, 239; . fauna, 
, 244 
Macedonia, strata near, 313 . 
Macksburg, section near, 278 
Macrodon tenuistriatus, 244, 247 
Madison county, section.s in, 280 
Malvern, strata near. 313 
Mammals of Pleistocene, 106; ;fossil, 
" of ' western Iowa, .. age of, xvi 
)d:aquoketa , shale,s, 80; analyses, '31; 
carbon " ';ratio ' of, ,'32; ,echin.oderms 
", 
.. 
f;om, xi, 319, '327, 349; oil and gas 
in, 31 , 
Maquoketa river valley, use by Miss-
issippi, 170, 217 
Maple , Mill shale in Lake Calv.in, 76 
Maquolretocrinus, descr., 330; ornatus, 
xi, 326, des cr., 330 
Marginifera lassellensis, 243; longi-
• ,spin~ 242, 244-249, 264" 289, 311; 
muricata, 242, 265, 296, 311; waba-
shensis, 243, 244, 311, 312; see Pro-
ductus . 
Martens quarries, 252 
Martinia subumbona, 410 
Mason City, echinoderms fr{lm, 421 
;Mason City dolomite, di,str., 41'2- ~ 
Maysville beds, crinoids in, 327 
Meadow limestone, 233, 247 j 252, 253, 
264; character 238; fauna, 246 
'Meek, F. B., work of, 227, 237, 243, 
, 312, 395; and Worthen, 420, 473 
Mieekella stnatocostata, 243, 245-247, 
. 249, 276, 277 
Megistocrinus, xiii, ~iv" 292, distr., 
404, 405, 407; beds, eehinoderm.s 
from, 399, 447; - M. elarkei, 400, de-
ser., 449, 458, illustr., 516, 530; con-
cavus, illustr., 514; farnsworthi, 394, 
deser., 444, illustr., 512; ritz-
patricki, deser., 448, ' illustr., 
514, 530; latus, 393, 416, deser., 452, 
illustr., 5),8, 528; merrilli, deser., 455, 
illustr., 528; nodosus, 394, deser., 
454, illustr., 518; pernodosus, 400, 
deser., 456, illustr" 518; robustus, 
des~r., 446, illustr, 514 
Meloerinidae of Iowa, 399, 435 
Melocrinites nodosus, ' 393 
Melocnnus, xiii, xiv, distr. ,. 404, 405, 
407; M. belanskii, 412, ' deser., 440, 
illustr., 510; calvini, 395, deser., 438, 
illustr., 510; gregeri, 436, 440; lin-
den, 400; deser., 439, illustr., 510; 
nodosus, 396, ' deser., 43.5, distr., 402, 
Hlustr" 510; nodosus irregularis, 400, 
458, des cr., 437, illustr., 510; solon-
ensis, 438; ti1fanyi, 395, deser., 
437, illustr., 510 
Mesozoic, echinoderms of, 398, oil in, 
7 
Metamorphism, effect on oil and gas, 
10; of Iowa rocks, 24 
Metatype, definition, 323 
Mexico, oil in, 7 
;Meyers, ' P. C" work of, 65 
Michigan, echinoderms from, 394, 402-
405, 423, 427-431, 442, 476 
Microcyclus discus, 473 
Mid-Continent fields, oil and gas in, 7, 
23, 34.- " 
\' , . 
JI 
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Middle Devonian strata; echinoderms 
from, 404 
Middle river, ' sections along, 273, 
278; elevations on, 279 
Miller, S. A., and Gurley, F. Eo, work 
of, 324 
Mills, sections near, 253 
Mill!! county, sections in, 252 
Milwaukee, echinoderms ftom, 393, 
436 
Mineral production in Iowa for 1919 
and ' 1920, iii, xxiii 
Mineral water production, vi, xlvii 
MineTalization of waters, and oil and 
gas, 17 
Minne,sota, echinoderms , from, 349, 
358, 405 
Mississippi channel, temporary, 174, 
177, 179, 180 
Mississippi river, bibliography of 
drainage, 219; blocking, 169, 217; 
preglacial, 85; pre&ent course, 87 
Missis.sippi River Power Company, xix 
Mississippia~ system, bitumen in, 27; 
echinoderms from xii, 403, 404, 
471; in Lake Calvin, 76, 82; oil and 
gas in, 7, 23, 33 
Missouri, echinoderms from, ' 402-405, 
'436, 470; Missouri strata in, 236; oil 
in, 27 
Missouri river, cross section along, 
249; strata on, 227; tills , near, xv 
Mis,souri series, distribution in Iowa, 
306; fossils, 311; in southwestern 
Iowa, x, 223; margin, 307 ; oil in, 
35; relations, x 
Modiola.' subelliptica. " 246 
Mohawkian strata, ,crinoids in, 354, 
358 
Mold, definition, 323 
Moline, illinois, echinoderms from, 
477 
Monoclines, in Iowa, 23; oil and gas 
in; 16 
Monotis (gregaria ?), 296 
Montreal, crinoids at, 357 
Moore, Prentice D., work of, 344 
Moscow, old valley at, 173; remnant, 
124; terraces near, 144 
Mosnat, H. R., work of, 85 
Mound Valley limestone, 233 
Mount Ayr, preglacial valley at, 273 
Mud-Elkhorn creek, old valley of, 172 
M\ll"chisonia., 246 
Muscatine county, bluffs in, ,130; 
bowlders in, 199; echinoderms from, 
423, 453; illinoian in, 100; Lake 
Calvin in, 60, 65; Jiland and gravel 
in, 99; sand dunes' in, 135, 203; silts 
in~ 182; terraces in, 133, 137, 159 
MYl!.l1na, 264; horizon, 235, 242, 243; 
kansasensis, 245, 249; perattenuata., 
245, 246; recurvifostris, 246, 247; 
subquadrata, 243:249, 276, 295; swal· 
lovi, 243-247, 24;9, 281/ 282, 288 
N 
Natural mold, definition, 323 
Natural gas, production, vi; and pe-
troleum in Iowa, vi, 1, 5; see Gas 
' Naticopsis, 277; altonensis, 245 
Nebraska, Missouri strata in, 237 
Nebraska City, section at, 268; well 
at, 269 ' 
Nebraskan drift, character, 92; distin-
' guished' from Kansan, xvi; thick-
ness, 93; in Lake' Calvin, 88, 215; in 
western Iowa, xv 
Nebraskan gumbotil, ,93; in Lake ' Cal-
vin, 93; in western Iowa, xv 
Nehawka limestone, 233, 237 
Neuropteris ovata, 246; scheuchzeri, 
246 ' 
New\ Buffalo, echinoderms from, 423, 
473; see also Buffalo 
New Market, anticline near, 38 
New Richmond beds, 80 
New York, echinoderms from, 349, 
403-407, 480; oil and , gas in, 7, 29; 
Silurian, 81 , 
Newman, Nellie E., work of, xix 
Niagaran dolomite, 80 
Nishnabotna river, section Qn, 260 
Nodaway coal, 240, 271, 272, 303; 
character, 238; eastern margin, 307 
Nodaway shale, 233 
Nora limestone, distribution, 412 
Nora Springs, echinodeTms from, 400, 
417, 419 
North America, echinoderms in, xiii 
NortlJ, Liberty, echinoderms from, 454 
North Liberty lobe, 118 
Norton, W. H., genus named for, 483; 
work of, xix, 28, 65-67, 71, 79, 83, 
85-87, 93, 124, 169, 174, 220, 254, 
307, 410, 413, 492 
Nortonechinus, xiv, 397, decoration, 
406, descr., 481, di.str., 403, 404; from 
Iowa, 480; Hill, echinoderms from, 
492; N. owenensis, descr., 493, il-
lustr., 540; stainbrooki, de,scr., 495, 
. illustr., 538; welleri, 412, deser., 
483, discovery, 4(11, illustr., 532, 
534, 536; welleri latus, deser., 492, 
illustr., 538 
Noses, oil and gas in, ' 15 
Nueleocrinidre of Iowa, 399 
Nucleocrinus, 392, distr., 404, 405, 
406; N. angularis, 433; bondi, descr" 
431, illustr., 508; .elegans, 430; mel· , 
oJl1forrilis, 394, descr., 428, distr., 
402, illustr., ,508; obovatus, 394, 
423, descr., 423, distr., 402, illustr., 
508 
NueuIa, 244; bellistriata, 296; veritri-
eosa, 246, 296 
Nyman coal, 231, 239, 252, 260, 270, 
311 
o 
Ohio, echinoderms from, 403,. 404, 471; 
oil anq gas in, 7, 22 
Oil, along creeks and rivers, 19; areas 
favorable for, ,38; geological age, 7; 
in water wells, 19; scum on water 
and, 18, structures favorable to, 
vii, 5; surface tension, 13; under 
hills, 19 .. . 
Oil and ga;s, accumulation, 5; false 
indications, viii, 18; movement, 12; 
geology, 5; in Iowa, vi, 1, 26; in 
southwestern Iowa, 305; origin, 5; 
relation to carbon in coals, vii, 10; 
stock promotion, viii, 40; ,surface 
, indications, 'vii, 17 
Oil and topography, 19 
Oil, business, ha.zards, ix, 41; com-
panies, functions of, viii, '40; invest-
ments and speculation, 48; leases, 
value of; 48; promoters, meth(}ds, 
ix, 43; refining, 41; "rock", analy-
ses, 27; "rock" in Iowa, 27, 30; 
seep,s and springs, 17; shales and 
oil, vii, 1.7; stock, selling, 43; stock, 
value of, 47; ,wells, cost, ix, 42 
Oklahoma, oil and gas in, 7, 23, 35 
Old Mans creek, ramification, 109 
Olivanites, 392; meloniformis, 429; 
obovatus, 424; verneuili, 427 
Olsson, A., work of, 480 
Oolitic limestone in Lake Calvin, 77 
Oneota beds. 80 
Ontario, echinoderms from, 348, 354, 
405; oil and gas in, 7, 22 
Ophiuroidoo., history, 398 
Ordovician rocks, oil and gas in, 7, ' 
22, 29; .echinoder;ms in, 398, 407, 
480 
Oread limestone, 233, 240, 263ff., 27]-
273, 280, 282, 292ff., 307; character, 
236, 237, 298; eastern 'margin, 310; 
fauna, 243, 248 
Ore(}polis lilIIlestooo, 233, 237 
o.sage series in Lake Calvin, 77 
Osage shale in western Iowa, 233, 
239 
Orthoceras knoxense, 247; rushense, 
245, 246 
Orthonema subeniatum, 245 
Orthotetes erassus, 244-249, 256, 276, 
281, 284-287, 291, 295; robustus! 
247; vemeuilianus, 286 
Osceola, strata near, ,287, 298 
563 
Otis beds, age, 409; fossils, 410; in 
Lake Calvin, ,73 
Ottawa, crinoids, at, 357 
Ottawa shale, 233 
Owen, D. D., work of, 61, 391, 392, 
427, 460 
Owen beds, echinoder;m,s from, 408, 
495 
' P 
Paarmann, J. H., work of, 413 
Page county, anticline in, 38, 300 
Paha of I(}wan plain, 123 
Paleozoic, echinoderms, 398; oil in, 7 
Palmers, definition, 322 
Parallelodon wheeleri, 245 
Paratypes, definition, 323\ 
Parkville shale, 233 
Pllrsons stage, 312 
Partridge' Point, Mich., echinoderms 
from, 428, 468 
Patters(}n's Spring.s, crinoids from, 
337, 341 \ 
Pawnee limestone, 296 
Peat beds, 101 
Pecopteris eyathea, 246 
Pectinirhombs, definition, 355 
Pelmatozoa, definition, 397 
Pennsylvanian coal, carbon ratios, 11 
Pennsylvanian system, echinoderms 
fr(}m, 465; in Lake Calvin, 78; in 
southwestern Iowa, x, 223; oil and 
gas in, 7, 23 ' 
Pentremites, , 393; subtruneatus, 422 
Peorian deposits, 104; stage, loess in, 
, 108 
Peripristis semieireuIaris, 246, ,248 , 
Perischoechinoida of Iowa, 399, 480 
Perittoerinus transitor, 358 
Permian system, echinoderms from, 
465; oil and gas in, 7, 23, 36 , 
Petroleum, origin of, vii, 5; and na-
tural gas in Iowa, vi, 1, 5; see als,! 
Oil 
Petroleum Geologists, American Asso-
ciation of, 45 ' 
Petroliferous horizons, pos,sible, 22 
Phanerotrema grayvillensis" 244-246 
Phlllipsastrea horizon, 410 
Phllilpsia, 242, 248, 253, '282; major, 
245, 312 
Pholidoeidaris acuaria, distr., 407 
Phragmoceras zone, E'''hinoderms from, 
477 
Pine Creek conglomerate, 83 
Pinna, 246; per~uta, 247, 248, 256 
Pinnatopora trilineata, 246 
Pinnules, definition, 322 
Piqua shale, 233 
Piracy', formation of bluffs by, 198 j I, and draining of Lake Calvin, 211 
INDEX 
, ;E")astotype, 'definition, 3~3 : 
Platte shale, 233, 239. . . ' 
Platteville, Wis.;, 'o' oil ;rock" from, 27, 
Platteville limestone, 80; crinoids from, 
'.' 354, . 355, 358; oil and ,gas in, viii, 
22, 30 
Plattsburg limestone, 233, 241, 277, 
• 289, 291; ' character, 236; fauna, 248 
Plattsmouth limestone; 233, 237, 254, 
265, 271, 272, 292; 293 
Platyceras inoptatum, descr., 451, il-
lustr." 516; pa.rvum, ~45, 247 
Pleasanton sandstone, 281 
Pleistocen"e formations, fossils, ;xvi, 106; 
history, 105; of Lake Calvin, 88;, 
oil and gas in, 7, 23, 36 
Plesiotype, definition, 323 
Pleurocystites, xii, df\ijcr., 355; P. sp., 
descr., 365; anglicus, 357; anguIaris, 
xii,369; anticostiensis, xii, 357, 367, 
369; beckeri, xii, descr., 359, illustr., 
, 376; 380, 382; clermontensis" xii, 
descrip., 363, illustr., 380, 382; 
conicus, 358; elegans, 357; exorna.. 
tus, 357; 'filitextus, 357, 35,8; for-
iolus, 357; gibbus, 357; mercerensis, 
357; multistriatus, xii, descrL, 366; il-
lustr., 380, 382; pracerus, 3'56; qu/ld-
ratus, 357; rugeri, 357; robustus, 357; 
sIacomi, xii, descr., 362, illustr., 380, 
382; aquamosus, 357, 358; squamosus 
~atutinus, 357 , . 
Pleurotomaria, 247; perh~~J;osa f, 244 
;Polley, J. F., species named for, 419; 
work of, 417 
Polypora crassa, 246: elliptica, 246; 
submarginata., 246, 247 
Porocrinus, description, 332; cOnicus, 
332, 358; crassus, 334; fayett.ensis, 
xi, descr., 333, illustr., 370, 372; 
kelJ,tuckiensis, 358; pentagonis, 334, 
358; radiatus, 358; smithi, 358; 
, shawi, 358 
Port Union mill, section at, 294, 295 
Portland cement, gypsum in, xli; pro-
duction, v, xliv 
Posterior interradius, definition, 321 
Potash production, vi, xlvii " 
, Poteriocrinidre of Iowa, 399, 478 
Poteriacrinus, distribution, 404; P. buf-
faloensis, 395, de!lcr., 478, illustr., 
526 ' 
;Pottawattamie county, sections in, 
256 . 
Prairie du Chien formation, 80; oil and 
: gas in, 29 
Prairie geosyncline, 10, 23, 297 
Pratt, W. H ., woxk of, 477 
Pre-Cambrian, oil and gas in, 29 
rre-Kansan drift, 89, see also ;Neb-
ras}tll-n ' 
Preston, Q-ld channel at" 170, 176 
Preston limestone, 233, 234, 240, 260, 
261, 270, 307; character, 239; fauna, 
U5 , 
Productus, 255, 295; cora., 244-249, 256, 
276, 277, 282ff.; costatus, 244-249, 
256, 276; (Marginifera) 10ng1spinus, 
245, 310; muricatus, 311; (pustula) 
nebrascensis, 245-248, 253, 264, 265, 
276, 277, 284ff; pertenuis, 245, 246, 
248, 256; pratteniaD.us, , 287; puncta-
tus, 244-247, 249, , 311, 312; semi-
reticularis, 244-247, 249, 253; splend. 
ens, 311; symmetricus, 247; see , 
Marginifera 
Prosser, C. S., .. wo.rk of, 231 
Prosser member, crinoids in, 354, 357 
Prices of clay products, xxxi 
Primary types, definition, 322 
Primibrachs, definition, 322 
Proximal, definition, 322 
Pseudomonotis hawni, 247 
,Pugna.x uta, 244-247 
Pustula, see Productus 
Q 
Quebec, crinoids ' in, 357 
R 
Radials, definition, 321 
Radianal, definition, 322 
Raphanocrinus gemmeus, 326; sculp. 
tus, 326; subnodosus, 326 
Raymond, P. E., work of, 339, 350 
Rays, definition, 320 
Recent deposits, 105; echinoderms, 398 
Red Oak, strata nea.r, 238, 263; well 
at, 262 
Redfield anticline, 298; test well at, 
34 
' Reeds, Chester A., work of, 436 
Reger, David B., work of, 10 
Reservoir, effect on oil and gas, 6 
Reteporre, 392 
Reticularia. perplexa, 247 
Reval, Russia, crinoid from, 349 
Rhenish Devonian, e'chinoderms from, 
406 
F-hineland, echinoderms from, 407 
Rhipidocrinus, 330 
Rhipidomella pecosi, 243, 245-247 
Rhodocrinidae, ' xi, definition, 327, 
species, 323 
RhodocrinUs ,asperatus, 324, 325; 
graciliS, 471; microbastlis, 324; py-
riformis, 325; vesperaIis, 326 
Rhomb-bearing cystids, 406 ' 
Rhombifera of Iowa, 399, ,414 
RhomboP9ra lepid<>dendroides, 244-
', 249, 256, 276, 295 
Richmond formation,. c:r:inoids -in, 3~7, 
349, 357 
) 
.. 
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Rick, John L., work of, 28 
Ringgold county, strata in, 273 
River Junction, terraces near, 146, 154 
,Riverview Park, Red · Oak, .strata at, 
238, 240, 263 
Rock, age and chara('ter, effect on oil 
and gas, 6, 7 
Rock Island, Ill., echinoderms from, 
, 405, 477 
Rockford, echinoderms from, 467, 480, 
492, 499, 505 . 
Rockingham, echinoderms from, 427 
Roemer, F. A., 323 
Rome, old valley nestr, 179 
Rowley, R. R., 470 
R~o limestone, '233; character, · 239 
Russia, echinoderms from, 349, 358, 
404, 470, 480 
S 
Salisbury, . R. D., work of, 80 
Salt dorries, oil in, 16 
Salt waters, and oil and gas, 17 
Sands and 'Gravels, .A Honian, 95; pro-
duction, v, xxxvi; in Lake Calvin, 
181; in Musca,tine county, 99; of 
western Iowa, xvi 
Sand dollar, 398 
Sanders quarry, echinoderms from, 416 
Sandstones as reservoirs, 7 
Sandusky bowlder ridge, 63 
Sangamon stage, 90, 101; in Lake 
Calvin, 108 
Sardeson, F. W., work of, 80, 221 
Savage, T. E., work of, 80, 474 
Scaphiocrinus t, 246 
Scarpiocrinus, 247 
Schizodus, 244, 246; wheeleri, 247 
Schoewe, W. H." report on Lake Cal-
vin, 49; work of, 66, 95 
Schuchert, C., species named for, 419; 
work of, 6, 83, 354, 402, 409, 419 
Scotland, crinoi.ds in, 357 • 
Scott county, echinoderms from, 399; 
old valley in, 173 
Scranton shale, 233, 240, 260, 261, 264, 
270; character, 238, 239; fauna, 244 
' Scum on springs and pools, and oil, 
18; see also Oil 
Sea-cucumber, 398; history, 399 
Sea-lilies, xii 
Sea-urchins, xii, -398; from Iowa, 479; 
history; 398 
~earight, ·.Walter V., work of, 446 
'Sections in western Iowa, xi, 249ff 
Secundibrachs, definition, 322 
Segments; definition, 322 , 
Septopora. biserialis, 246, 247 
Serpuia insista, 246 
Severy shale, 233, 240, 247, 264; char-
acter, .238; fauna, :246 : 
Shakopee beds, 80 
Shales, and oil and ·gas, 6 
Shannon City, oil near, 26 
Shawnee stage, 233, 240, ~13; charac· 
ter, 237; fauna, 243, 245; margin, 
306; oil in, 35 , 
Shell Rock limestone, distr., 411; 
echinoderms from, 408, 417, 419, 
421, 462, 463 
Shenandoah, anticlines near, 38 
Shimek, B., work of, xvi, xvii, xviii, 
62, 310, 311 
Shingle, origin, 202 
Shoulder-angle, definition, 359 
Should,ers, definition, 359 . 
Shueyville lobe, 123 
Silts and clay,s of Lake . Calvin, 177, 
181 
Silurian strata, 80; EI<'.hinode;rms from, 
398; 404, 407, 480; oil and gas in, 
viii, 7, 23, 33 
SiouJ\; quartzite, 79 
Skunk river, old valley of, 179 
Slocom, A. W., report on echinoderms, 
xi, 320j work of, 362, 365 
Smith, George L., work of, 228, 231-
233, , 244, 246, 250-252, 259, 269, 270, 
271, 300, 307, 311, 313 
Soleniscus intercalaris, 247; paludinae-
, formis, 246 
Solenomya T, 256 
Solon, echinoderms from, 399, 419, 439, 
443, 447; Platyceras from, 451 
Solon lobe, 123 
Soper, E. K., work of, 222 
South America, oil in, 7 . 
South Wales, crinoids in, 357 
Southbend limestone, 233 
Southwestern ~owa, oil in, viii, 35, 
·305; structure of, 297 
Specific gravity, effect on oil and gas, 
12 
Spherodoma primigenla, 245 
Spines of Devonocidaris, 503; of 
Nortonechinus, 488; of. Xenocidaris, 
497 
Spirifer cameratus, 244-249, 256, 263, 
265, 277, 282, 292 ff; kentuckiensis, 
312; parryanus zone, echinoderms 
ftom 453; pennatus beds, 410; echi-
noderms from 427, 460; po.sition, 410 
Spiriferina, 311; cristata, 247; ken-
tuckiensis, 245-247 
Spragueville, old valley near, 176 
Springer, Frank, species named for, 
461; work of, 320, 332, 348, 396, 
405, 413, .438, 442, 461, 468, 470, 
·173, 479; see also WachSmuth and 
Springer , 
Sp~rs at junction of valleys, 195 
Squamulana perplexa, 247 , 
o 
.? 
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St. Ambr.ose C.ollege, eChin.oderms 
fr.om, 422, 453 
St. J.ohn, Orestes, w.ork .of, 227 
St. Petl'l r sandst.one, 80; .oil and gas 
i~ 30 • . 
St. Petersburg, crin.oh1s fr.om, 358 
Ste. G!)neviev.e beds, .oil and . gas in, 
33 . 
Stainbr.o.ok, M. A., 'Y.ork .of, 413, 416, 
4~1, 43\, 456, 464, 496 
Stant.on limest.one, 233, 240, 25!i, 271, 
27il, 277, 292, 293; character, 236; 
fauna, 248 
Stanw.o.od channel, 67, 86 
Starfishes, xii; hist.ory, 398 
State Quarry limest.onll, ,81; age, 409; 
echin.oderms fr.om, 436; 439; in Lake 
Calvin, 7fi 
State University .of I.owa, see Univer-
sity .of I.owa . 
Stauffer, C. R., w.ork .of, 405 
Stem, definiti.on, 322 . 
Stennett, f.ossils near, 248; strata near, 
238, 264, 313 . 
Stennett shale, 233 
Stenopora carbonaria, 246 
Stereocrinus, 397, dec.orati.on, 406, 
de,scr., 442, distr., 403, 404; ' little-
tonenSis, descr., 444, illustr., 512; ' 
triangulatus, 394, descr., 442, illustr:, 
512; triangulatus liratus, 394, 443 
Stere.om, definiti.on, 320 
St.ocks, purchase .of, 42; selling 
meth.ods, 46 
St.o.okey, S. W., w.ork .of, 85 
St.ory c.ounty, ga.s in, 26 
Strapar.ollus catilloides, 245, 248; sub-
. quadrat a, 249 
Strawn shale, 233 
Stre!1ms, development in Lake Calvin, 
213 
Strike and dip, 300 
Strobilocystites, 397, 398, descr., .414, 
distr., 403, 404, 406; S. calvini, 394, 
427, 434, descr., 414, illustr., 506; 
polleyi, 396, descr., 417, illustr., 506; 
schucherti, 412, descr.; 418, illustr., 
506 
Strophe.od.onta demissa. bed, echin.o-
derms from, 476 ' 
StrQphQmena :fluctuQsa, illustr., 373; 
S, :fluctUQsa.. occidentalis, crin.oids on, 
353 . 
Structure, effect .on .oil and gas, 13; .of 
s.outhwestern I.owa, 297 
Stuart, strata near, 229, 242, 280, .307, 
311 . 
Stllrm limest.o~, 2~3, 237 
Sugar creek, .old valley .of, 180 
Superradial.s, d,!lfiniti.on, 321 
Supplementary. type~, definiti.oll, ,323 
Surface tensi.on Qf .oil, 13 
Survey .office, w.ork .of, xix 
Sweetland Creek shale, . 82, age, 409 
Swift Current, Ontari.o, crin.oids fr.om, 
>355 ' . 
SynaptQcrtnus nuntius, 474 . 
Synb"ath.ocrinidre .of I.owa, 399, 476 
SynbathQcrinus, distr., 404; S. matut-
inus, 393, descr., 475, distr., 402, il-
lustr., 526 
Synclines, .oil and gas in, 14; 'in s.outh-
western I.owa, 297 
SyrtngQP.ora, 282 
T 
Tab.or, . strata. near, 313 
TainQceras OCCidentale, 246 
Tarki.o limest.one, 23.1, 233, 240, 260, 
268·270, 307; character, 239;: fauna, 
245 
Tax.ocrinidae .of IQwa, 399, 471 
Taxocrinus, distr., 404; gracilis, 471; 
interscapularis, 393, 473, descr., .474, 
. illustr., 526; nuntius, 4741 
'r·ecumseh sliale, 233, 240; character, 
238; fauna, 248 
Tegmen, definiti.on, 320 
Tegulifera armata, 243 
Tennessee, echin.oderms fr.om, 403, 404, 
442; .oil in, 7 
Tentaculites hQyti, 392 . 
Terraces, age, 193; and ag.e .of Lake 
Calvin, 210; b.owlders .on, 136; c.on-
tact between, 190.; devel.opmen,t, 
stages, 189; elevati.on, 187, 193; 
f.ormati.on, 190; in Lake Calvin 
basin, 133, 183; material, 184, 189; 
.origin, 185; relati.ons, 186; t.op.og-
raphy, 134 
T.ertiary strata, .oil in, 8 
Tertibrachs, definiti.on, 322 
Texas, .oil and ga.s in, 7, 23 
Test, definition, 320 
Thayer, gravels in, xvi 
Thayer shale, 233 
Theca, definiti.on, 320 . 
Thecal rati.o, definiti.on, 359 
Th.omas, A. 0., rep'.ort .on echin.oderms, 
xii, 385; w.ork .of, 84, 397 
Thunde'r Bay, echinQderms fr.om, 427, 
431 
Thurman, strata near, 250, ~13 
Thurman-Wils.on fault, 24,228, \ 251, 
264, 297, 303; strata near, 30!? ' . 
Thysap.qcrinus micrQba.silis, 324; pyri-
fQrmis, 325 . 
Tiffany, A. S.,· c.ollecti.on, echin.oderIIls 
from, 438, 453; w.ork .of, 39!.i ;; 
Till, see Nebraskan, Kansan, nliri~j.jl.n 
Tilt.on, .J.ohn L., TIlP.ort . .of, . .01). Mis§Qlgi 
series, x, 233; w.ork .of, 24, 227, 228, 
AI 
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242, 249, 251, 268, 276, ' 277, 280, 
305-307, 312 
Timor Island, Ea.st Indies, echinoderms 
from, 465 
Tipton lobe, 124 
Todd, 3'. E., work of, 228, 250, 251 
Topeka limestone, 233, 240, 247, '252, 
253, 264; character, 238; fauna, 246 
Topography, Aitonian, 106; preglacial, 
of Lake Calvin basin, 215; sub-
glacial, of Lake Calvin basin, 83; 
and oil, 19 
Traverse basin; fossils from, 402; 
group, echinoderms from, 468 
Trenton formation, crinoids in, 327, 
329, 348-350, 354, 357; oil and gas 
in, viii, 6, 22, see also Platteville 
Troost, G., work of, 441 
Troostocrinus subtruncatus, 422 
Trowbridge, A. C., work of, 60, 80, 
83, 106, 215, 217, 221 
Turbinocrinus (Turbinocrinites), 441 
Type, definition, 322 
U 
Udden, 3'. A., work of, 55, 65, 66, 71, 
76, 78, 83 ff, 130, 134, 136, 137, 
141, 142, 144, 156, 168, 171, 174, 
177, 189, 208, 209, 217, 220, 228, 
244-248, 250, 251, 255-259, 269, 270, 
:no, 3ll, 313 
Ulrich, E. 0., work of,. 349, 354, 358, 
366; and Kirk, Edwin, 319; 366 
Unconformities, oil near, 16 
Union county, gravels in, xvi; sections 
in, 277 
Union limestone, 233, 240, 247, 264 
U. S. Dept. Agri., Bur. of Soils, 58, 
135, 137, 169 
U. S. National Museum collections, 
369 
University of Chicago collections, 319 ff 
University of Dlinois, echinoderms 
from, 473, 475, 478 
University of Iowa collections, 319 ff, 
506 ff 
Upham, Warr,en, work of, 168 
Uplands of Lake Calvin, 110 
Upper Cretaceous strata, oil in, 7 
Upper Davenport beds, age, 409; echin-
oderms from, 404, 443, 480; in Lake 
Calvin, 73 
Upper Devonian beds, 81; in Iowa, 409 
Upper Huronian I)eries, 79 
Utah, gas in, 8 
V 
Vaginatenkalk, crinoids from, '358 
Valcour limestone, 'crinoids in, 349 
Valleys, see Buried Valleys, Channels 
Vanuxem, Lardner, work of, 420 
,Vaurial membe'r, crinoids in, 349, 357 
Ventral disc, definition, 320 
Viele, old valley near, 180 
Vilas shale, 233, 241, 273, 292, 293 
Vinton, echinoderms from, 416, 479 
Volcanic plugs, oil near, 1.6 
W 
Wabaunsee stage, 231, 233, 260, 312; 
character, 239; fauna, 244; oil in, 
35 
Wachsmuth, Charles, work of, 433; and 
Springer, Frank, 324, 391, 395, 436, 
441, 443, 444, 453, 455, 460, 473 
Walcott, C. D., work of, 399 , 
Walker Museum collections, 319 ff 
Walter, Otto T., work of, 413, 506 
Wanner, Johann, work of, 465 
Wapsipinicon " beds, 81; age, 409; 
echinoderms from, 442, 443; in Lake 
Calvin, 72 
Wapsipinicon river, blocking of, 169; 
old v'alley of, 174; use by Mississ-
ippi, 217 
Warren, G. K., work of, 220 
Washington channel, 85 
Washington county, Aftonian in, 95; 
gravels in, 202; Nebraskan in, 92; 
terraces in, 163 , 
Wassalem limestone, crinoids in, 349 
Wassonville limestone in Lake Calvin, 
77 
Water, .see Ground water 
Waterfowl Bay, echinoderms from, 
430, 431 
Waterloo, echinoderms from, 400, 413, 
444, 452 
Waverly beds, echinoderms from, 471 
Wayne, old valley np.'l.r, 179 
Webster, strata near, 288 
Webster, C. L., work of, 62, 397, 417 
Weeping Water limestone, 233, 237, 
256 
Weller, S., species named for, 492; 
work of, 311, 324, 409, 413, 436 
West Liberty, bluffs of Lake Calvin 
near, 129; terrace near, 133, 147, 160 ' 
West Liberty Plain, 85, 130, 133; e,le-
vation, 208 
West Virginia, echinoderms from, 403, 
404 
Westerville, section near, 276 
Westerville limestone, 233, 275-277; 
fauna, 249; use of term, 230 
Westgate, L. G., work of, 221 
Weston ,shale, 233, 240, 292, 293; 
fauna, 248 ' 
Whipple, E. P., work of, 416, 479 
White, C. A., work of, 61, 62, 227; 
228, 256, 258, 280, 310, 312, 394, 
409 ' ' 
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White, David, work of, 10, 26 
Whitfield, R. P., work of, 396, 436 
Whitney, J .. D., work of, 61 
Wild cat wells, 42 
Wilder, Frank A., report · on gyp.sum, 
v, xliv; work of, 297 
Willatd shale, 233 
Willis, Ivan, work of, 229 
Wilson, H. E., work of; 372 
Wilton Junction,· terrace near, 158 
Wilton Valley, 109, 205; terrace, 156, 
184, 185, 188 
Winchell, N. H., work of, 221 
Winfield, old valley near, 179 
' Winneshiek county, oil in, 27 
Winterset, elevations near, 279; sec-
tion at, 281 
Winterset limestone, 233, 241, 273, 
274, 276, 28~·286, 299, 312; char-
acter, 235; fauna, 242, 249 
Wisconsin, echinoderms from, 349, 
393, 402-405; "oil Tock" in, 27 . 
Wisconsin terraces and valley trains, 
105 
Witter, F. M., work of, 62, 63 
Worthen, A. H., work of, 61, 394; 
see Meek and Worthen; collection, 
echinoderms from) 478 
Worthenia tabulata, 246 
WYlIlan, old valley ilear, 179 
Wyoming, oil in, 7 
X 
Xenocidaris, Xlll, xiv, 397, 482, 483; 
decoration, 406, tlistr., 404, 405; 
from Iowa, 480, 496; X. americana., 
descr., 497, · illustr., 5~0; clavigera, 
497, distr., 407; conifera, distr., 407; 
cylindrica, 496; distr., 407; zone, 
echinoderms from, 499 
y 
Yarmouth 'stage, deposits, 97; 'duration, 
107 
Z 
Zeacrintls, 245, 246, 249 
Zittel, Carl, work of, 332, 391 
